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Summary

This research brings together two largely separate worlds and paradigms: that of 
agroecology on the one hand and that of urbanism on the other. Agroecology presents 
itself as a science, a movement and a practice which seeks to construct, defend and 
maintain forms of food production which are at the same time socially equitable and 
ecologically sound. It is characterised by an ethics of care towards both the ecosystems 
and the living soils of which food production is a part and for the social context in which 
agricultural production is embedded and socially reproduced. By crossing agroecology 
with an urbanisation perspective, the research seeks to better understand the constraints 
and opportunities for grounding urban food systems in agroecology. The ambition to 
construct a positive relationship between agroecology and urbanisation is presented 
as the quest for an "agroecological urbanism". This quest starts from the conviction 
that agroecological food production cannot be sustained within an urbanising society 
without a deep transformation of the way urbanisation is currently organised. It implies 
moving away from a dominant food-disabling logic in which urbanisation equals 
the continuous destruction of farmland, the structural loss of farmers and farming 
knowledge, the substitution of local food supply by import, etc.

The research adopts a thematic approach to the quest for agroecological urbanism. It 
is centred on the issue of soil fertility reproduction and how the issue is articulated 
and organised within agroecological practices. In this way, it introduces a very concrete 
perspective for subsequently analysing the difficulties farmers face in maintaining such 
practices in a context of urbanisation, and to shed light on which aspects of urban 
organisation and urban policymaking require change in order to improve the conditions 
in which these farmers are forced to operate. The empirical basis of this research is 
constructed within the context of Flanders (the northern region of Belgium) and the 
metropolitan region of the city of Ghent in particular. The analysis of the difficulties 
faced by agroecological farmers is conducted through participatory action research 
within Landwijzer, a Flemish training network for organic and biodynamic agriculture 
with a pronounced agroecological orientation. The policy context is researched primarily 
by focusing on a specific debate: the ongoing sale of public farmland and the positions 
regarding alternative policy options embedded within this debate.

The research is structured in two main parts. A first, literature-driven part consists of 
two chapters. A second, empirical part includes a methodological introduction and 
two extensive discussions of the embedded work within the Landwijzer community 
and an analysis of public landownership in the Ghent city region. The summary of the 
contents and findings of both parts are presented in the paragraphs below as well as in 
a synopsis at the beginning of each chapter.
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Part 1 - Literature Review

From an agroecological urbanism to soil fertility reproduction

Urbanisation dynamics are not limited to ‘the city’. Building on contemporary 
literature within urban theory and urban political ecology, urbanisation can and should 
be analysed as a process which affects the historical contexts of town and country 
alike. In fact, urbanisation and food production are strongly related. The social division 
of labour which is at the heart of the urbanisation process makes both city dwellers 
and farmers structurally interdependent. This applies not only on a personal level but 
also on a territorial level, characterised in densely populated urban environments by a 
variety of different land uses and land claims. This state of collective interdependence 
makes it possible to look at food as an urban issue that should be the subject of urban 
organisation.

Urbanisation processes in their current form are structurally intertwined with a 
global food regime and co-determine the conditions in which the global food regime 
operates and is reproduced. As a result, current processes of urbanisation tend to create 
conditions and environments that disable, marginalise and residualise food production 
in situ. Building on the ecological externalities of the global food regime and this food-
disabling mode of urbanisation, both of which undermine their very reproduction, 
the pursuit of an alternative, agroecological urbanism is based on the premise that a 
different food growing regime requires a different mode of urbanisation and vice versa. 
This includes overcoming the methodological challenge of thinking beyond the food-
disabling urbanism paradigm in a world where that paradigm is omnipresent. 

This research seeks to overcome this methodological challenge by engaging with an 
existing agroecological community of practice. This engagement builds on two key 
aspects of agroecology as a practice, movement and science. On the one hand, this 
involves the concept of the agroecosystem and the agroecological pursuit of reproducing 
agroecosystems by integrating and replicating the self-sustaining processes, patterns 
and characteristics of natural ecosystems. On the other hand, it involves the political 
dimension of agroecology, which advocates pursuing the necessary conditions for 
agroecology to materialise and multiply not just at local levels but beyond farm level 
as well. These two aspects, understood as two sides of the same coin, also explain 
the central importance given to autonomy in agroecology. That is, on the one hand, 
metabolic autonomy through mimicking the aforementioned self-sustaining features of 
natural ecosystems and, on the other, autonomy from the global food regime for which 
agroecology aims to be a transformative alternative. Urbanisation is positioned as a 
condition-creating process, and the search for an agroecological urbanism as a potential 
tool for analysis and socio-political intervention for agroecology’s generalisation in the 
context of an urban society.

Both aspects of agroecology also explain why this dissertation focusses on soil fertility 
reproduction. Unpacking the agroecosystem approach makes it possible to understand 
how agroecology aims at reproducing soil fertility by integrating and imitating 
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natural ecosystems’ closed nutrient cycles and by moving soil fertility throughout 
agroecosystems. In urbanising environments, it is argued, agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction is inevitably subject to dynamics of collective interdependence. As such, it 
matters very much whether or not this interdependency is a shared matter of concern 
of both urban and food growing communities, and an object of urban organisation. This 
is where the overall aim of this research comes in: examining what it means to make 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction the object of urban organisation and creating 
resourceful urban conditions in which agroecology can be as autonomous as possible 
in reproducing soil fertility. Or in other words: exploring what it means to 'urbanise' 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction. 

Soil fertility reproduction in natural ecosystems and agroecosystems

This research develops a socio-natural perspective on the issue of soil fertility 
reproduction. It starts with the conceptualisation of soil fertility in natural ecosystems, 
based on literature from ecological sciences and soil sciences. By adopting an 
evolutionary perspective and conceptualising soil fertility in natural ecosystems 
through a brief history of life on land, the research emphasises how soil fertility in 
living soils is constituted by living processes of great interdependence. The ability of 
natural ecosystems to temporarily withdraw soil nutrients from processes of nutrient 
loss is conceptualised along three main lines: assimilation of nutrients in living 
organic tissue, assimilation of nutrients in soil organic matter, and continuous nutrient 
recycling through a complex, coherent and balanced soil food web. Subsequently, it 
is investigated how the establishment of agricultural production affects the ability of 
natural ecosystems to be self-sustaining in terms of soil fertility. The causes of these 
losses are outlined with direct reference to the three ways in which natural ecosystems 
accumulate soil fertility. This discussion is based on a hybrid collection of literature, 
starting with the environmental history of soils and agrarian history but supplemented 
where necessary or useful with literature from the ecological sciences and soil sciences. 

The structural loss of soil fertility inherent to agricultural production has prompted 
societies in recent centuries to respond to this issue in order to reproduce their 
agroecosystems and thus their social organisation as well. They did so by minimising 
soil fertility losses, but the focus of the research is specifically on the practices and 
strategies aimed at reproducing what was lost nonetheless. Four ecological practices and 
strategies are elaborated: agriculture in silt-depositing river deltas, shifting agriculture 
with or without full ecological succession, nitrogen fixation through the integration 
of leguminous crops and extracting ecological soil fertility elsewhere with or without 
livestock.

The analysis of soil fertility reproduction in agroecosystems concludes with discussing 
how these ecological strategies were complemented and substituted from roughly the 
middle of the 19th century onwards by an industrial metabolic regime. This regime 
no longer sought its answers to the loss of soil nutrients through teaming up with 
natural processes and within the boundaries of localised agroecosystems, but through 
the extraction and industrial production of mineral fertilisers on a global scale. This 
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rupture and its environmental consequences are discussed in a non-exhaustive manner 
and with a main focus on the biogeochemical cycle of nitrogen.

Part 2 - Empirical Research

The literature-driven, theoretical part sets the stage for the empirical part of the 
research. The latter opens with an extensive methodological section explaining the 
methods through which data has been gathered. It also elaborates on the role of 
participatory action research and the implications for the ethical and political position 
of the presented work.

A close analysis of agroecological soil fertility reproduction under 
urbanisation within the Flemish Landwijzer community

A first of two empirical chapters presents a detail account of the Flemish agroecological 
community’s practices and strategies to reproduce soil fertility and how this relates 
to the urban conditions in which they are forced to operate. Many of these practices 
and strategies function in two distinct but strongly interlinked configurations: a 
mixed agricultural system with a balanced metabolic interaction between horticultural 
activities, livestock farming and arable farming on the one hand, and an ager-saltus-
silva geography in which nutrients are transferred from grassland (saltus) and woodland 
(silva) habitats to the arable land (ager) on the other. The analysis investigates which 
components of an agroecologically managed agroecosystem can serve as a source of 
soil fertility and which are structurally dependent on inputs. Subsequently, ik makes 
tangible how current urbanisation processes complicate and to some extent simply 
block the horticulture-livestock-arable farming integration and the ager-saltus-silva 
geography. 

An analysis of agroecological horticultural practices shows that they are usually 
confronted with large needs for soil fertility reproduction due to the intensive nature 
of their land use. At the same time, they usually have very limited on-farm soil 
fertility reproduction capacities, which leaves them with a high degree of dependency 
on other farming activities and other parts of the agroecosystem to compensate for 
losses. Depending on the choice of particular resources, agroecological horticulture 
is characterised by a certain dependence on agroecological livestock farming (animal 
manure) or on organic material harvested in the agricultural margins of the agroecosystem 
(compost, wood chips). An analysis of the soil fertility issue in agroecological livestock 
practices demonstrates first of all a major strategic difference between monogastric and 
ruminant animals, with the latter being able to feed on grassland habitats and cellulose-
rich rotation crops from agroecological arable farming unfit for human consumption. 
Depending on the integration of ruminant livestock farming into natural grassland 
habitats or arable farming (which should be seen as the two outer edges of a continuum 
on which real-word farms operate), the opportunities for sharing soil fertility are of a 
very different kind. In both cases, however, it turns out that there is very little or no 
room to extract the manure produced by these livestock activities - at least not without 
a set of balances and reciprocal cycles that sustain the reproduction of these livestock 
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activities as well. 

Along the way, the analysis also demonstrates that agroecological practices struggle 
to reproduce soil fertility in an ecological way and are not entirely autonomous at 
present. Several interviewees experience this (partly) as a personal failure. Yet this 
dissertation demonstrates that the inability to produce soil fertility autonomously in 
an agroecological way should rather be understood a collective failure, as the result 
of the inhospitable conditions in which agroecological soil fertility reproduction is 
being pursued. The analysis identifies several urban conditions that currently deprive 
agroecological farmers of the ability to reproduce soil fertility in ecological ways. Food-
disabling urbanisation processes are found to not only disrupt individual practices and 
strategies, but also the metabolic balances between the different components of an 
agroecological farming system.

Building on testimonies and insights from agroecological farmers, it was possible to 
explore what the positive urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility 
could entail. In this way, the research identifies pathways towards an agroecological 
urbanism. Land policy, collective infrastructure and agroecology-inspired urban food 
policy are identified as crucial and promising pathways for an urbanism that seeks 
to enable the ecological reproduction of soil fertility and the conditions in which 
agroecological farmers can be as autonomous as possible.

The sale of public farmland and its contestation

A second empirical chapter focuses on public landownership. With this, it builds on 
one of the pathways for an agroecological urbanism identified in the first empirical 
chapter. It also represents one of the main lines along which the action research of this 
research was developed, i.e. involvement in a hybrid community opposing the ongoing 
sale of public farmland in the Ghent city region.

The analysis opens with a reconstruction of the contested sale of public farmland as 
part of a centuries-long history of what can best be conceptualised as urban agricultural 
patrimony. It demonstrates how this patrimony, since the late Middle Ages, has been 
developed, used, maintained and remained relatively intact and survived major social 
and institutional changes throughout the centuries. Yet when the patrimony started 
facing food-disabling urbanisation processes from the 20th century onwards, it entered 
a new discourse in which its use value was completely overlooked by a dominant focus 
on its sale value. Since then, the agricultural patrimony has been sold off – a process 
that has been ongoing for several decades and which had faded somewhat into the 
background in urban policymaking. This changed from the end of the 2010s onwards, 
when the city of Ghent started developing an urban food policy. Involved stakeholders 
gradually rediscovered the ongoing sell-off of what they believed to be one of the most 
promising instruments for the actual development of the city’s urban food policy. This 
prompted a growing indignation from farmers, urban and rural grassroots movement 
and culminated in an active mobilisation against its further sell-off. The mobilisation 
against the sale of public farmland provides a telling example of the deconstruction of a 
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food-disabling urbanism and the repoliticisation of public land as a valuable resource for 
the development of a food-enabling urbanism. By breaking open a narrow focus on the 
sale of individual plots of public farmland through providing a long-term perspective, 
the research contributes to the further repoliticisation of the issue.

Action research within the movement against the sale of Ghent’s public agricultural 
patrimony showed how a total lack of proper, comprehensive information about public 
landownership at large prevented this community from mobilising not merely against 
its sale but also in favour of a particular use. Likewise, exploring the potential use of 
public land policy and public landownership to support the agroecological reproduction 
of soil fertility soon became a very abstract exercise. For both reasons, this research 
provides a unique and empirically grounded cartography of public landownership in 
the Ghent city region, building on original Belgian Land Registry data. It reveals that 
public landownership in the region is still substantial and not limited to the historical 
agricultural patrimony of Ghent itself. Yet it also demonstrates that alongside Ghent’s 
public land management, the land policy of many other public institutions in the 
region is equally characterised by a general absence of agricultural and food-related 
rationales. Nevertheless, in a second order, the outcomes also provided various insights 
and examples that inspire the search for an agroecological urbanism. Urban land 
policies supporting the ecological reproduction of soil fertility at agroecosystem level 
did not prove inconceivable in a context where very similar efforts are made for water 
management at watershed level and for nature development to enhance ecological 
networks. Alongside inspiration for current and new urban policy making and the 
critical interrogation and renewal of the field of urban (food) planning, the results 
also offer opportunities for shared knowledge development and further mobilisation in 
the agroecological community, as exemplified by a first experiment with a focus group 
format. 
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Samenvatting

Dit onderzoek brengt twee vooralsnog gescheiden werelden en paradigma’s samen: 
agro-ecologie en stedenbouw. Agro-ecologie is een wetenschap, een beweging en een 
praktijk gericht op voedselsysemen die tegelijk sociaal rechtvaardig en ecologisch 
houdbaar zijn. Agro-ecologie wordt gekenmerkt door zowel een ethiek van zorg voor 
de ecosystemen en de levende bodems waar haar voedselproductie deel van uitmaakt 
als voor de sociale context waarin het is ingebed en wordt gereproduceerd. Door agro-
ecologie te kruisen met een verstedelijkingsperspectief wil dit onderzoek meer zicht 
krijgen op zowel de beperkingen als de mogelijkheden voor de ‘hergronding’ van 
stedelijke voedselsystemen in agro-ecologie. De zoektocht naar een positieve relatie 
tussen agro-ecologie en verstedelijking wordt gepresenteerd als de zoektocht naar een 
"agro-ecologische stedenbouw". Deze zoektocht vertrekt uit de overtuiging dat agro-
ecologische voedselproductie niet verenigbaar is met een verstedelijkende samenleving 
zonder een grondige transformatie van de manier waarop verstedelijking wordt 
georganiseerd. Dat betekent onder meer: het bekampen van de dominante logica waarin 
verstedelijking gelijk staat aan de voortdurende vernietiging van landbouwgrond, het 
structureel verlies van boeren en landbouwkennis, de structurele vervanging van lokale 
voedselvoorziening door geïmporteerd voedsel, enzovoort.

In de zoektocht naar een agro-ecologische stedenbouw kiest dit onderzoek 
voor een thematische benadering . Die focust op het vraagstuk van 
bodemvruchtbaarheidsreproductie en hoe dit wordt ingevuld en georganiseerd 
binnen agro-ecologische landbouwpraktijken. Vanit dit concrete perspectief 
wordt gekeken welke moeilijkheden agroe-cologische boeren ondervinden om 
bodemvruchtbaarheidsreproductie te organiseren en te handhaven in een context 
van verstedelijking. Tegelijk is het een manier om te begrijpen welke aspecten van de 
huidige stedelijke organisatie en beleidsvorming vereisen om de omstandigheden te 
verbeteren waarin deze boeren genoodzaakt zijn te werken. De empirische basis van 
dit onderzoek is opgebouwd in de Vlaamse context (de noordelijke regio van België) 
en de metropolitane regio van Gent in het bijzonder. De analyse van de moeilijkheden 
waarmee agro-ecologische landbouwers geconfronteerd worden, gebeurt via participatief 
actieonderzoek binnen Landwijzer, een Vlaams opleidingsnetwerk voor biologische 
en biodynamische landbouw met een uitgesproken agro-ecologische karakter. De 
beleidscontext wordt in de eerste plaats onderzocht door te focussen op een specifiek 
debat: de huidige uitverkoop van publieke landbouwgrond en de standpunten over 
alternatieve beleidsopties die in dit debat aan bod komen.

Het onderzoek is opgebouwd uit twee grote delen. Een eerste, een literatuur gebaseerd 
deel bestaat uit twee hoofdstukken. Een tweede, empirisch deel vangt aan met een 
methodologisch deel, gevolgd door twee uitgebreide besprekingen van het actie-
onderzoek binnen de Landwijzer-gemeenschap en de analyse van publiek grondbezit 
in de Gentse stadsregio. De samenvatting van de inhoud en de bevindingen van beide 
delen worden zowel in de onderstaande paragrafen als in een korte samenvatting aan 
het begin van elk hoofdstuk gepresenteerd.
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Deel 1 - Literatuuronderzoek

Van een agro-ecologische stedenbouw naar de reproductie van 
bodemvruchtbaarheid

Verstedelijkingsprocessen beperken zich niet tot ‘de stad’. Voortbouwend op 
hedendaagse literatuur omtrent stedelijke theorie en stedelijke politieke ecologie kan en 
moet verstedelijking beschouwd worden als een proces dat zowel de stedelijke ruimte 
als het landelijk gebied grondig transformeert. Verstedelijking en voedselproductie 
zijn nauw met elkaar verweven. De sociale arbeidsdeling die aan de basis ligt van het 
verstedelijkingsproces maakt zowel stadsbewoners als landbouwers structureel van 
elkaar afhankelijk. Dit beperkt zich niet alleen tot een persoonsgebonden kwestie, maar 
produceert ook heel opmerkelijke ruimtes: dichtbevolkte stedelijke omgevingen die 
gekenmerkt worden door een verscheidenheid van landgebruiken en ruimteclaims. 
De collectieve interafhankelijkheid tussen verstedelijking en voedselproductie, tussen 
stadsbewoner en landbouwer, maakt het mogelijk om voedsel te beschouwen als een 
stedelijk vraagstuk dat dus ook het voorwerp van stedelijke organisatie moet zijn.

Huidige verstedelijkingsprocessen zijn structureel verweven met een mondiaal 
voedselregime en verzorgen mee de omstandigheden waarin het mondiale 
voedselregime functioneert en in stand kan worden gehouden. Het resltaat daarvan 
is dat verstedelijkingsprocessen in hun huidige vorm de neiging hebben om 
omstandigheden en omgevingen te creëren die lokale, plaatsgebonden voedselproductie 
in situ belemmeren, marginaliseren en ontmantelen. Het streven naar een alternatieve, 
agro-ecologische stedenbouw is bijgevolg gebaseerd op de premisse dat een ander soort 
voedselproductie ook een andere soort verstedelijking vereist, en vice versa. Daar is 
meteen een grote methodologische uitdaging aan gekoppeld: hoe kan je je een agro-
ecologische stedenbouw inbeelden en beginnen ontwikkelen in een context waarin 
stedenbouw vooralsnog iets is dat voedselproductie structureel onmogelijk maakt? 

Dit onderzoek tracht deze methodologische uitdaging te overwinnen door aansluiting 
te zoeken bij een bestaande agro-ecologische praktijkgemeenschap. Die keuze steunt op 
twee belangrijke aspecten van agro-ecologie. Enerzijds reikt agro-ecologie het uiterst 
relevante concept van het agro-ecosysteem aan om vanuit een ruimtelijk-ecologisch 
perspectief naar voedselproductie te kijken. Het belichaamt het de ambitie om agro-
ecosystemen in stand te houden door de zelfonderhoudende processen, patronen en 
eigenschappen van natuurlijke ecosystemen te integreren en na te bootsen. Anderzijds 
bevat agro-ecologie ook een uitgesproken politieke dimensie. Agro-ecologie streeft 
ook actief de maatschappelijke condities na waarin-agro-ecologische praktijken 
kunnen bestaan, voortbestaan en vermenigvuldigen. Deze twee aspecten, opgevat 
als twee kanten van dezelfde medaille, verklaren ook het centrale belang dat in de 
agro-ecologie wordt gehecht aan autonomie. Het streven naar autonomie is enerzijds 
een streven naar metabolische autonomie (zelfvoorziening) via het nabootsen van de 
eerder genoemde zelfonderhoudende eigenschappen van natuurlijke ecosystemen en 
anderzijds politieke autonomie (onafhankelijkheid) ten aanzien van het mondiale 
voedselregime waarvoor agro-ecologie heel uitdrukkelijk een alternatief wil zijn. Dit 
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onderszoek beschouwt verstedelijking als een proces dat een grote invloed heeft op 
de condities waarin agro-ecologische praktijken opereren. Het beschouwt de manier 
waarop verstedelijkingsprocessen georganiseerd worden bijgevolg als een vraagstuk 
waar ook agro-ecologische actoren zich over zouden moeten ontfermen. 

Beide aspecten van agro-ecologie verklaren ook waarom dit doctoraat zich toespitst op 
de reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid. Het concept van het agro-ecosysteem maakt 
het mogelijk om te begrijpen hoe agro-ecologie de reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid 
nastreeft door de gesloten nutriëntencycli van natuurlijke ecosystemen na te bootsen 
en door ecologische bodemvruchtbaarheid doorheen agro-ecosystemen te verplaatsen. 
De agro-ecologische reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid komt met een hele set 
aan landschappelijke verbanden en een complexe geografie die in dit onderzoek 
uitgebreid aan bod komen. In verstedelijkende omgevingen die worden gedeeld met 
vele andere actoren en landgebruiken, zo wordt beargumenteerd, betekent dat dat 
agro-ecologische boeren niet enkel opzichzelf maar ook op die andere actoren zijn 
aangewezen om bodemvruchtbaarheid te reproduceren. Ze zijn interafhankelijk. In die 
context doet het er heel erg toe of bodemvruchtbaarheidsreproductie al dan niet een 
gedeelde bekommernis is, en een voorwerp van stedelijke organisatie. Dat is in essentie 
waar dit doctoraat om draait: onderzoeken wat het betekent om de agro-ecologische 
reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid tot voorwerp van stedelijke organisatie te 
maken, om stedelijke condities te creëren waarin agro-ecologische boeren zo autonoom 
mogelijk kan zijn Of met andere woorden: onderzoeken wat het betekent om de agro-
ecologische reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid te "verstedelijken". 

De reproductie van de bodemvruchtbaarheid in natuurlijke ecosystemen en 
agro-ecosystemen

Dit doctoraat ontwikkelt een sociaal-ecologisch perspectief op het vraagstuk 
van de reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid. Het start bij het begrijpen van 
bodemvruchtbaarheid in natuurlijke ecosystemen aan de hand van literatuur uit de 
ecologische wetenschappen en de bodemwetenschappen. Aan de hand van een korte 
geschiedenis van het leven op het land wordt benadrukt hoe bodemvruchtbaarheid 
in natuurlijke ecosystemen voortdurend wordt gevormd door levende processen 
met een grote onderlinge samenhang. Het vermogen van natuurlijke ecosystemen 
om voedingsstoffen in de bodem tijdelijk te onttrekken aan processen die leiden tot 
hun verlies, zo wordt betoogd, zorgt er voor dat de aanwezige bodemvruchtbaarheid 
vergroot doorheen de tijd. Het onderzoek behadelt drie manieren waarop dat gebeurt: 
het vasthouden van voedingsstoffen in levend organisch weefsel (assimilatie), het 
vasthouden van voedingsstoffen in organisch materiaal in de bodem, en het continu 
recycleren van voedingsstoffen via een complex bodemvoedselweb. Vervolgens wordt 
bestudeerd hoe de totstandkoming van landbouwactiviteiten dit vermogen van 
natuurlijke ecosystemen aantasten. Deze bespreking is gebaseerd op een hybride 
verzameling literatuur, beginnend bij de milieugeschiedenis van de bodem en bij 
landbouwgeschiedenis, maar waar nodig of nuttig ook aangevuld met literatuur uit de 
ecologische wetenschappen en de bodemwetenschappen.
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Het structureel verlies aan bodemvruchtbaarheid dat eigen is aan de totstandkoming 
van landbouwactiviteiten heeft samenlevingen in de afgelopen eeuwen aangezet tot 
het zoeken naar antwoorden om hun agro-ecosystemen en daarmee ook hun sociale 
organisatie toch in stand te kunnen houden. Ze deden (doen) dat door de verliezen 
aan bodemvruchtbaarheid tot een minimum te beperken, maar het onderzoek focust 
specifiek op de praktijken en strategieën die erop gericht waren (zijn) te reproduceren 
wat desondanks verloren ging. Vier ecologische praktijken en strategieën worden 
uitgewerkt: landbouw dankzij slibafzetting in rivierdelta’s, zwerflandbouw met of 
zonder volledige ecologische successie, het mobiliseren van stikstofbinding door 
vlinderbloemigen en het elders onttrekken van ecologische bodemvruchtbaarheid met 
of zonder de inzet van vee.

De analyse van de reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid in agro-ecosystemen wordt 
afgerond met een bespreking van de wijze waarop deze ecologische strategieën 
vanaf grofweg het midden van de 19e eeuw werden aangevuld en vervangen door 
een industrieel metabolisch regime. Dit regime zocht zijn antwoorden op het verlies 
van bodemvruchtbaarheid niet langer in samenwerking met natuurlijke processen 
noch binnen de grenzen van plaatselijke agro-ecosystemen, maar via de extractie en 
industriële productie van minerale meststoffen op een globale schaal. Deze breuk en de 
gevolgen ervan voor het milieu worden op een niet-exhaustieve manier besproken   met 
bijzondere aandacht voor de biogeochemische cyclus van stikstof. De grote omvang van 
het industriële metabolische regime doet onherroepelijk de vraag rijzen of het haalbaar 
is een wereld van intussen bijna acht miljard mensen te voeden zonder het gebruik van 
chemische meststoffen. Een kort nawoord legt uit dat die vraag niet centraal staat in dit 
onderzoek en verduidelijkt, gebruik makend van de hele literatuursectie, de legitimiteit 
van onderzoek dat er heel expliciet voor kiest om te focussen op een agro-ecologische 
gemeenschap die de bodemvruchtbaarheid op ecologische wijze tracht te reproduceren.

Deel 2 – Empirisch onderzoek

Het eerste, theoretische deel van het onderzoek vormt de basis voor het tweede, 
empirische deel. Dat begint met een uitgebreid methodologisch luik waarin de 
gebruikte dataverzamelingsmethoden worden toegelicht. Ook wordt ingegaan op de 
rol van participatief actieonderzoek en de implicaties voor de ethische en politieke 
positionering van het gepresenteerde werk.

Een grondige analyse van de agro-ecologische reproductie van 
bodemvruchtbaarheid in de context van de verstedelijking vanuit de 
Landwijzer-gemeenschap

Een eerste van twee empirische hoofdstukken presenteert een gedetailleerd verslag 
van de praktijken en strategieën die Vlaamse agro-ecologische boeren inzetten om 
bodemvruchtbaarheid te reproduceren en hoe dit zich verhoudt tot de stedelijke 
omstandigheden waarin die boeren noodgedwongen opereren. Veel van deze praktijken 
en strategieën functioneren in twee verschillende maar sterk met elkaar verbonden 
configuraties: enerzijds een gemengd landbouwsysteem met evenwichtige tuinbouw-, 
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veeteelt- en akkerbouwpraktijken die samen kringlopen sluiten, en anderzijds 
een ager-saltus-silva-geografie waarin nutriënten worden verplaatst van grasland 
(saltus) en bosland (silva) habitats naar het akkerland (ager). De analyse onderzoekt 
welke componenten van een agro-ecologisch beheerd agro-ecosysteem als bron van 
bodemvruchtbaarheid kunnen dienen en welke structureel afhankelijk zijn van inputs. 
Vervolgens maakt de analyse concreet hoe huidige verstedelijkingsprocessen de 
tuinbouw-veeteelt-akkerbouw-integratie en de ager-saltus-silva-geografie bemoeilijken 
en in zekere mate zelfs onmogelijk maken.

Een analyse van agro-ecologische tuinbouwpraktijken leert dat zij meestal gekenmerkt 
worden door een grote behoefte aan bodemvruchtbaarheidsproductie als gevolg van 
hun intensief grondgebruik. Tegelijk beschikken ze meestal over een zeer beperkte 
capaciteit om op het eigen bedrijf bodemvruchtbaarheid te produceren, waardoor 
ze erg afhankelijk zijn van andere landbouwactiviteiten en andere delen van het 
agro-ecosysteem om hun verliezen te compenseren. Afhankelijk van de keuze voor 
bepaalde hulpbronnen, wordt de agro-ecologische tuinbouw gekenmerkt door een 
zekere afhankelijkheid van agro-ecologische veeteelt (dierlijke mest) of van organisch 
materiaal dat wordt geoogst in de landbouwkundige uithoeken van het agro-ecosysteem 
(compost, houtsnippers). Een analyse van het bodemvruchtbaarheidsvraagstuk in agro-
ecologische veeteeltpraktijken demonstreert eerst en vooral een belangrijk strategisch 
verschil tussen eenmagige en herkauwende dieren. Die laatste zijn, in tegenstellin tot 
de eerste, in staat zijn zich te voeden met gras uit weilanden en natuurgebieden en met 
rotatiegewassen uit de agro-ecologische akkerbouw die niet geschikt zijn voor menselijke 
consumptie. Afhankelijk van de integratie van de herkauwers-veehouderij met het 
beheer van grasland in natuurgebied dan wel met de akkerbouw (wat moet worden 
beschouwd als de twee uitersten van een continuüm waar echte landbouwbedrijven 
zich ergens tussenin bevinden), zijn de mogelijkheden om de bodemvruchtbaarheid te 
delen van zeer verschillende aard. In beide gevallen blijkt echter dat er weinig of geen 
ruimte is om de door de herkauwers geproduceerde mest te onttrekken - althans niet 
zonder een reeks evenwichten en wederkerige cycli die ook de reproductie van deze 
veeteeltactiviteiten in stand moeten houden.

Gaandeweg toont de analyse ook aan dat agro-ecologische praktijken het moeilijk 
hebben om bodemvruchtbaarheid volledig autonoom men op een ecologische 
manier te reproduceren. Verschillende geïnterviewde boeren ervaren dit (gedeeltelijk) 
als een persoonlijk falen. Toch toont dit proefschrift aan dat de moeilijkheden 
die deze boeren ervaren eerder als een collectief falen moet worden opgevat, als 
het resultaat van de onherbergzame omstandigheden waarin agro-ecologische 
bodemvruchtbaarheidsreproductie vandaag wordt nagestreefd. De analyse identificeert 
verschillende stedelijke condities die agro-ecologische boeren momenteel de 
mogelijkheid ontnemen om bodemvruchtbaarheid op een ecologische manier te 
reproduceren. Huidige verstedelijkingsprocessen verstoren niet alleen individuele 
praktijken en strategieën, maar ook de metabolische evenwichten tussen de verschillende 
componenten van een agro-ecologisch landbouwsysteem, zo blijkt.
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Voortbouwend op de getuigenissen en ervaringen van agro-ecologische landbouwers 
werd ook verkend wat een gunstige 'verstedelijking' van de agro-ecologische reproductie 
van bodemvruchtbaarheid zou kunnen inhouden. Het onderzoek identificeert 
paden in de richting van een agro-ecologische stedenbouw. Grondbeleid, collectieve 
infrastructuur en agro-ecologisch geïnspireerd stedelijk voedselbeleid worden naar 
voren geschoven als cruciale en veelbelovende paden voor een stedenbouw die de agro-
ecologische reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid mee mogelijk wil maken en de 
condities wil scheppen waarin agro-ecologische boeren zo autonoom mogelijk kunnen 
zijn.

De verkoop van publieke landbouwgrond en de aanvechting ervan

Een tweede empirisch hoofdstuk focust op publiek grondbezit. Dit deel bouwt dus 
voort op één van de wegen naar een verstedelijking van de agro-ecologische reproductie 
van bodemvruchtbaarheid die in het eerste empirisch hoofdstuk werden geïdentificeerd. 
Het representeert ook één van de hoofdlijnen van het actieonderzoek, namelijk een 
persoonlijke betrokkenheid bij een stedelijke gemeenschap die zich verzet tegen de 
aanhoudende verkoop van publieke landbouwgrond in de Gentse stadsregio.

De analyse begint met een reconstructie van de betwiste verkopen van publieke 
landbouwgrond als onderdeel van een eeuwenlange geschiedenis van wat het best 
kan worden omschreven als het stedelijk landbouwpatrimonium van Gent. Er wordt 
aangetoond hoe dit patrimonium vanaf de late Middeleeuwen is ontwikkeld, gebruikt, 
onderhouden en relatief intact bleef ondanks grote sociale en institutionele veranderingen 
doorheen de eeuwen. Van zodra het patrimonium van de 20e eeuw geconfronteerd 
werd met een verstedelijkingsmodel dat gericht is op de vervanging van lokale 
voedselproductie, kwam het in een nieuw discours terecht waarin de gebruikswaarde 
volledig naar de achtergrond verdween en de nadruk op de verkoopwaarde kwam te 
liggen. Sindsdien wordt het historische landbouwpatrimonium onophoudelijk van de 
hand gedaan - een proces dat al enkele decennia aan de gang is en dat in de stedelijke 
beleidsvorming enigszins naar de achtergrond was verdwenen. Dit veranderde vanaf 
het einde van de jaren 2010, toen Gent begon met de ontwikkeling van een stedelijk 
voedselbeleid en betrokken stakeholders gaandeweg lucht kregen van het bestaan 
maar ook de aanhoudende  uitverkoop van wat zij beschouwden als een van de meest 
veelbelovende instrumenten voor de ontwikkeling van het voedselbeleid van de stad. 
Dit veroorzaakte een gedeelde verontwaardiging van boeren, stedelijke en landelijke 
burgerbewegingen en culmineerde in een actieve mobilisatie tegen de verdere uitverkoop 
van het stedelijk landbouwpatrimonium. Hiermee ontstond een treffend voorbeeld van 
de deconstructie van een stedenbouw die wars van de noden en de wensen van boeren 
wordt georganiseerd, en werd stilaan ook een debat geopend over de plaats van het 
resterende patrimonium in de ontwikkeling van een alternatieve stedenbouw. Dankzij 
het langetermijnperspectief en door verder te kijken dan de verkoop van individuele 
percelen publieke landbouwgrond, levert het onderzoek een belangrijke bijdrage aan de 
verdere herpolitisering van deze kwestie.
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Actieonderzoek binnen de beweging die zich verzet tegen de verkoop van het Gentse 
publieke landbouwpatrimonium toont aan dat een totaal gebrek aan degelijke en 
alomvattende informatie over publiek grondbezit deze gemeenschap vooralsnog 
verhindert om niet alleen tegen de verkoop, maar ook voor een specifiek gebruik te 
mobiliseren. Om die reden werd ook de vraag hoe publiek grondbezit en grondbeleid 
de agro-ecologische reproductie van bodemvruchtbaarheid kan ondersteuen al snel 
een zeer abstracte oefening. Om beide redenen verschaft dit onderzoek een unieke 
en empirisch onderbouwde cartografie van publiek grondbezit in Oost-Vlaanderen, 
gebaseerd op ruwe Belgische kadastergegevens. Het onderzoek toont aan dat publiek 
grondbezit in de regio nog steeds aanzienlijk is en zich niet beperkt tot het historische 
landbouwpatrimonium van Gent. Het toont echter ook aan dat naast het Gentse 
grondbeleid ook het grondbeleid van vele andere publieke instellingen in de regio 
gekenmerkt wordt door een algehele afwezigheid van landbouw- en voedselgerelateerde 
overwegingen. In tweede instantie leveren de resultaten echter ook verschillende 
inzichten en voorbeelden op die de zoektocht naar een agro-ecologische stedenbouw 
inspireren. Stedelijk grondbeleid ter ondersteuning van de ecologische reproductie 
van bodemvruchtbaarheid op agro-ecosysteemniveau blijkt niet ondenkbaar in een 
context waarin zeer vergelijkbare inspanningen worden geleverd voor waterbeheer op 
stroomgebiedniveau en voor natuurontwikkeling als onderdeel van grote ecologische 
netwerken. Naast inspiratie voor huidige en nieuwe stedelijke beleidsvorming en het 
kritisch ondervragen en vernieuwen van de discipline van ruimtelijke (voedsel)planning, 
bieden de resultaten ook mogelijkheden voor gedeelde kennisontwikkeling en verdere 
mobilisatie vanuit de agro-ecologische gemeenschap, zoals wordt geïllustreerd door een 
eerste experiment in de vorm van een focusgroep.







Chapter 1 
Introduction

Image	source:	own	picture	(2020)	De	Kollebloem,	Herzele
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1.1 Personal background and motivation
Although every single human life is metabolically highly dependent on sufficient 
quantities of healthy food, many lead a life that is physically and particularly mentally 
distant from the place where this food is produced. With no direct family connection to 
professional agriculture, having lived exclusively in suburban and urban environments 
for my 30 years of life, and being educated in geography (bachelor) and in urban 
and regional planning (master), this has hardly been any different for me. Through 
gardening as a hobby, a passion for good and healthy food and the search for a more 
sustainable way of life, the theme of food production nevertheless increasingly made its 
way into my lifeworld. My student years at university brought me to the city of Ghent, 
where a growing urban community was mobilising around the theme of sustainable 
and local food. This was reflected in a flourishing range of sustainable food restaurants, 
one of the first community supported horticultural farms in its urban fringe, a number 
of local vegetable box schemes and a fledgling urban food policy for which the city 
would be awarded several international prizes in the following years. In that context 
and during my student years, I was closely involved in the establishment of a vegetable 
box scheme specifically aimed at students. I also joined a local urban grassroots 
initiative that promoted the topic of urban farming (Werkgroep Stadslandbouw Gent). 
Both engagements brought me into contact with several local farms (mostly small-
scale, organic horticulture farms) and farmers (not rarely people with a rather urban 
lifestyle themselves). After university, I settled in Ghent and worked for three years 
as a spatial researcher in a consultancy company that mainly carried out assignments 
for different governments in Flanders. Alongside many other topics such as housing 
and mobility, agriculture-related topics were also dealt with. My personal enthusiasm 
for these agriculture-related assignments contrasted with a growing sense of inability 
and lack of knowledge I experienced as a city dweller and educated urban planner 
to write about agricultural issues and to help shaping the policies that would impact 
farmers. This coincided very much with my growing disillusionment with the urban 
enthusiasm for food and urban food policy, which was usually safely confined within 
the city limits and hardly engaged in discovering agricultural worlds. In that sense, 
joining the research trajectory around an agroecological urbanism with people who 
shared similar thoughts, frustrations and ideas felt like coming home. 
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1.2 Context of the research

1.2.1 Embedded in a collective trajectory and international project around the 

search for an agroecological urbanism

The nature of this PhD dissertation is twofold. In the first place, it is the end result 
of a personal research trajectory that I undertook from 2018 to 2022. Secondly, yet 
equally important, it is also one of the fruits of a larger, shared and ongoing trajectory 
of which I have become a part: the search for an ‘agroecological urbanism’. At the 
beginning, in 2018, both trajectories could hardly be distinguished from each other. 
The idea of an agroecological urbanism had already been launched conceptually and 
was being developed theoretically by two of my supervisors, Michiel Dehaene and 
Chiara Tornaghi (Deh-Tor, 2017, 2021; Dehaene, Tornaghi, & Sage, 2016; Tornaghi 
& Dehaene, 2020, 2021b; Tornaghi, Dehaene, & Sage, 2016). In 2017, they initiated 
an international research proposal in the context of the ‘Sustainable Urbanisation 
Global Initiative (SUGI) / Food-Water-Energy Nexus’ call1, jointly established by the 
Belmont Forum2 and the Joint Programming Initiative Urban Europe3 and supported 
by the ERA-NET Cofund4. A research project ‘Urbanising in Place - Building the 
food-water-energy nexus from below’ was born.5 The project aimed at constructing 
a dialogue between communities of practice working in urban and peri-urban 
environments and already engaged in implementing potential building blocks of an 
agroecological urbanism on the one hand and academic discussions on the intersection 
of agroecology and urbanism on the other. The project both aimed to expose the food-
disabling nature of an ubiquitous existing urbanisation model and to start constructing 
a resourceful, food-enabling urbanism which has agroecology-inspired principles 
of ecological sustainability and social justice at its core. It tried to answer research 
questions such as: What does it concretely mean to value the agency of agroecological 
food growing within dynamics of urbanisation? What does an urban environment 
that is resourceful and enabling for agroecological practice look like? What does it 
mean to move from a ‘food in the city’ approach to an approach focusing on urban 
involvement and commitment to agroecological issues? The funds contained in the Joint 
Programming Initiative of the Flemish Fund for Scientific Research (FWO) gave me 
the opportunity to start in 2018 as a co-investigator of the Urbanising in Place project. 
This employment, supplemented with funding from the Flemish Research Institute for 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (ILVO), offered me the possibility to undertake a PhD 
trajectory at the same time. With Michiel and Chiara as two of the three promoters 
of my PhD research and an active involvement in the Urbanising in Place project, my 

1 https://www.water-energy-food.org/resources/the-sustainable-urbanisation-global-initiative-sugi-15-
projects-that-will-take-on-the-food-water-energy-nexus 

2 https://www.belmontforum.org/
3 https://jpi-urbaneurope.eu/
4 https://www.era-learn.eu/support-for-partnerships/cofunded-p2p/era-net-cofund
5 http://urbanisinginplace.org/ (project website) and https://agroecologicalurbanism.org/ (online resource)
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personal trajectory has always been very close to the intellectual headquarters of the 
conceptual and theoretical development of an agroecological urbanism. This has been a 
gift on the one hand and a challenge to outline a distinctive personal trajectory as well 
on the other.

The adoption of a political agroecological framework gives the search for an 
agroecological urbanism, and therefore also this PhD, a normative starting point and 
an explicit positionality. I will elaborate on this choice in terms of why it was made 
and what it entails in the next chapter (see further, 2.3) and discuss its methodological 
consequences and implementation in a dedicated methodological chapter (see further, 
4.1).

1.2.2	 Affiliation	with	Ghent	University	and	ILVO

I conducted my doctoral research from two affiliations. At Ghent University, I was 
associated with the Department of Architecture and Urban Planning. At the Flanders 
Research Institute for Agriculture Fisheries and Food, I was affiliated with the Social 
Science Unit (ILVO). Both affiliations and networks of colleagues have been an 
important source of inspiration, feedback and support in the creation of this dissertation. 
My affiliation with ILVO has been a particularly important source of collegial support 
in and for requesting data on public landownership from the Belgian Land Registry.

1.2.3 Social and socio-political context

I was able to create and write this PhD from a socio-economic privileged position 
as a white, cisgender male, university-educated and middle-class researcher with a 
4,5-year paid research mandate, living in the Global North. I was supervised by three 
supervisors, two of whom are women.

This PhD is a collage of many different ways of knowing. It is rooted in knowledge 
and information of and from a variety of individuals, organisations, disciplines and 
lifeworlds. By structuring my individual research trajectory to a large extent through 
action research, this dissertation reflects the local context in which it was conducted 
and the (methodological) choices involved:

• It reflects the social network in which the work was shaped. The opportunity I had 
as a researcher with a paid research mandate to spend hundreds of hours in farmer-
to-farmer training sessions and face-to-face conversations with (agroecological) 
farmers has been a defining factor characterising the social context of this work.

• The bulk of the empirical work in this dissertation is focused on my home region 
in the Global North (Flanders, northern region of Belgium, Western-Europe). 
As other scholar activists working in the Global North and writing about their 
local environments have expressed before (e.g. Maughan & Ferrando, 2018, p. 
330), I hope that the reader will not dismiss this as academic Eurocentrism but 
as a genuine choice to focus on the cases and struggles the author is most familiar 
with. International exchanges in the framework of the Urbanising in Place project, 
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including with Argentinian partners from the Global South, have strengthened 
me in the conviction that scholar activism in one’s own living environment does 
not exclude international exchange and solidarity – quite the contrary. 

• It gives a specific geographical relevance to some research questions and to the 
answers in particular (see below, 1.3).  

This research was created in a multilingual environment. My mother tongue is Dutch. 
The empirical material that has been collected in the field has been gathered mainly 
in Dutch-speaking communities and to a limited extent in French-speaking and 
German-speaking communities. The PhD makes use of literature in English, Dutch 
and French. In international exchanges with the Urbanising in Place team, Spanish was 
also an important spoken language.

1.2.4 Covid-19

After almost two first years of the research trajectory (April 2018-February 2020), the 
covid-19 pandemic struck Belgium from March 2020 onwards. Lockdown measures 
until the end of 2021 had a varying but unmistakable impact on the research trajectory. 
The pandemic had a drastic impact on the collective research project. Two important 
international on-site intervisioning exercises in Brussels and Riga became impossible, 
many more meetings than originally planned were held online, and the timing of 
the project was disrupted and adjusted. The impact of the pandemic on my personal 
research project was relatively limited. It mainly manifested itself in a decline of the 
opportunities for action research, as online meetings were often not or less suitable to 
give continuity to initiatives. Due to lockdown measures, some interviews, especially 
those with practitioners who were unable or not in favour of switching to online 
alternatives, were conducted later in the research process than planned.
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1.3 Brief introduction to the research aim and 
questions

As mentioned above (see 1.2.1), my proximity to the intellectual headquarters of the 
conceptual and theoretical development of an agroecological urbanism has been both 
an advantage and a challenge. The main challenge has been to define a personal research 
trajectory that was at the same time complementary and sufficiently distinct from the 
larger and shared research trajectory. In my personal research trajectory, I have sought 
and tried to personalise the overall ambition of the Urbanising in Place project in 
bringing together the world of political agroecology and the world of urbanism. Given 
my background as an urban planner and my urban lifestyle, this meant seeking a closer 
proximity to the agroecological practice and movement. Moreover, the embrace of a 
political agroecological perspective came with a number of methodological consequences 
that necessitated a certain degree of commited reciprocity towards the agroecological 
community (see further, 4.1). Both challenges have prompted the empirical work of 
this PhD to be developed largely through participatory and action research. From 
this, the PhD not only derived a thematic focus on soil fertility reproduction in the 
larger search for an agroecological urbanism, but also a specific articulation of its main 
research aim and questions at the interface between urbanism and agroecological soil 
fertility reproduction. 

This PhD can be situated at the intersection of three theoretical frameworks: the work 
on an agroecological urbanism (grounded in urban theory and urban political ecology), 
the field and discipline of urban planning (and sustainable food planning in particular) 
and a hybrid collection of literature and knowledge on soil life, soil fertility management 
in agroecosystems, agricultural history and environmental history focused on soil. 

The main aim of the research is:

intellectually contributing to and thematically demonstrating the construction 
of an agroecological urbanism by thinking the agroecological reproduction of 
soil fertility as an integral part of (the) urbanisation (of nature).

On a more general level, by framing the issue of soil fertility reproduction as an urban 
question and by deconstructing current patterns of urbanisation and constructing 
alternatives through this lens, the research aims to contribute to understandings of 
living soil for the urbanist and to understandings of urbanism for the agroecologist. 
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There are three research questions guiding this research:

1. How can and why should the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility be 
conceptualised as an urban question?

2. In what ways do current urbanisation processes constrain the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility and in what ways might an alternative urbanism 
create a more resourceful environment?

3. How can public landownership contribute to the urbanisation of the 
agroecological reproduction of soil fertility?

The first research question will be addressed throughout the dissertation, to be 
condensed into the conclusions afterwards. In the second chapter, all components of 
this research question (and the title of this dissertation) are one by one presented and 
discussed in more detail. By the end of this chapter, the first research question will 
have been answered in a conceptual way. The closing sections of this second chapter 
will clarify how further chapters will elaborate on the conceptual answer in terms of 
content and empirical evidence. The second and third research question refer to the two 
empirically grounded bodies of work of the dissertation, each of which will be reported 
in a dedicated chapter (respectively chapter 5 and 6). They are further presented and 
discussed in more in detail in a methodological chapter (chapter 4) preceding the 
empirical chapters.

All three research questions have been addressed through mixed, mainly quantitative 
methods. The first research question is primarily approached through literature research, 
but is elaborated on by means of empirical research. The second and third research 
questions were strongly grounded in action research, with the second also approached 
through ethnography and interviews and the third primarily through GIS-based data-
analysis and mapping. 

As the bulk of the empirical work has been produced by means of action research, the 
answers to the research questions sometimes come with a specific reach. Two aspects 
are worth mentioning here. Firstly, the research focussed on a specific agroecological 
community of food growers working in the peri-urban area of Flanders (which will 
be presented in detail in methodlogical chapter 4). The food growers involved in this 
community are professional farmers, unified in the fact that they are all trying to 
make a living from their food growing activities. They are neither subsistence farmers 
nor hobby farmers. Adopting this unique perspective of professional agroecological 
food growers has been the key strategy of this research to address a generally 
disproportionate attention for consumption-related aspects of food in urban (food) 
planning (e.g. community gardening, sustainable consumption, connecting producers 
and consumers). In this way, the research fills an important intellectual and policy gap. 
Obviously, this also implies that other approaches to the agroecological community are 
of little or no focus in this research. A second way in which the action research approach 
impacts the reach of the outcomes is due to its geographical relevance. This is especially 
true for the practices and strategies related to soil fertility issues. This PhD is based 
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on the specific soil conditions (generally quite young, fertile) and climate conditions 
(temperate maritime climate with year-round rainfall) typical of Flanders, the northern 
region of Belgium. Practices and strategies for soil fertility reproduction in this region 
cannot simply be transferred to others - certainly not to tropical areas where soil fertility 
reproduction is a quite distinct challenge. A similar argument applies to the discussion 
of public landownership and land policy, which is a topic with very different points of 
departure across different contexts. On a more general level, however, several aspects 
of this research are relevant far beyond the geographical region where the research was 
carried out. This applies to the search for an agroecological urbanism at large, to soil 
fertility reproduction as a challenging domain for an agroecological urbanism, and to 
public landownership and land policy as a potential instrument for an agroecological 
urbanism.
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1.4 Synopsis of the dissertation
This PhD dissertation consists of seven chapters. In this short, first chapter 
(Introduction) the personal background of the author and the context of the research 
are explained. The main research and three main research questions are highlighted.

The literature review consists of two parts. The second chapter (From agroecological 
urbanism to soil fertility reproduction), explains how a personal research trajectory was 
developed in the context of the larger collective research trajectory on agroecological 
urbanism. It is an important chapter to understand the positionality of the entire 
dissertation. It begins with an introduction to the origin, concept and theoretical 
foundations of the search for an agroecological urbanism. This includes two elementary 
concepts on which this PhD is built: an approach to urbanisation as a socio-natural 
process and the embrace of political agroecology. The motivation to adopt a thematic 
approach through the concept of soil fertility reproduction is explained in a second 
part of this chapter. It elaborates on how the focus on soil fertility reproduction is a 
means to talk about the collective interdependence of agroecological farmers in urban 
environments and to make it the object of a conversation about urbanism. 

In the third chapter (A socio-natural perspective on soil fertility reproduction), the 
topic of soil fertility reproduction is unpacked by means of a hybrid collection of 
literature. The literature review starts with an ecological perspective on soil formation 
and soil fertility and clarifies how soil fertility is generally reproduced in natural 
ecosystems. Then the focus shifts to agroecosystems, how these differ from natural 
ecosystems in terms of soil fertility reproduction, and how they confront agrarian and 
urban societies with the major challenge of compensating for a loss of soil fertility. In 
this way, a specific framing of soil fertility reproduction is established, which together 
with the second chapter provides the basis for the empirical part of the dissertation.

The empirical part of the this consists of three chapters. A fourth chapter (Methodology) 
presents the methodological foundations on which the empirical work of the dissertation 
is based. It starts by outlining a number of methodological consequences that follow 
on from the choice of the political agroecology framework. After that, it is explained 
how the research has brought the concept of agroecological urbanism into conversation 
with an agroecological community of practice in Flanders (Belgium) and the Ghent 
city region in particular. Key aspects of the action research methodologies used are 
discussed in a second section. Finally, the two main lines along which the empirical 
work was developed are described, focusing on the process and data gathering of both. 
The empirical material is reported in the two corresponding chapters that follow.

The fifth chapter (The struggle of agroecological soil fertility reproduction under 
urbanisation), is first and foremost an eyewitness account of the practices and strategies 
agroecological farmers in Flanders apply to reproduce soil fertility. It demonstrates 
on the one hand the ecological dependency (already discussed on a conceptual level 
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in the third chapter) but also the collective interdependency (inherent to an urban 
environment, conceptually discussed in the second chapter) that shape and constrain the 
work of agroecological farmers and communities. It makes very concrete how current 
urbanisation processes complicate or even deprive farmers of the ability to reproduce 
soil fertility. The final part of this fifth chapter is a speculative exercise that, building 
on the eyewitness account, identifies pathways for an urbanism seeking to create a 
resourceful environment in which the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility is 
made possible. Public landownership and land policy are tools that are considered here. 

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
From agroecological urbanism to 

soil fertility reproduction

Chapter 3
A socio-natural

perspective on soil fertility 
reproduction

Chapter 4
Methodology

Chapter 5
�e struggle of agroecological s

oil fertility reproduction 
under urbanisation

Chapter 6
Towards an agroecological soil 

fertility reproduction perspective 
on public (farm)land

Literature review

Empirical work

Chapter 7
Conclusions

Figure 1   Structure of the dissertation
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In the research field between agroecological practice on the one hand and urbanism on 
the other, this fifth chapter thus departs primarily from agroecological practice to then 
move towards an urbanism approach.

The sixth chapter (Towards an agroecological soil fertility reproduction perspective 
on public (farm)land), addresses a topic around which urban and rural communities 
in the Ghent city region in Flanders are already mobilising. It concerns public (farm)
landownership and more specifically resistance against the ongoing selling off of 
historical urban agricultural patrimony and a plea for using the remaining patrimony 
for the development of urban food policy. With an extensive analysis of data on public 
landownership and public land transactions, this PhD provides an empirical basis for a 
debate that has long been shaped in its absence. It demonstrates how public farmland 
and land policies currently reflect the food-disabling nature of urbanisation processes, 
but also reveals the great potential of both for working towards a geography of an 
urbanised agriculture that enables the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility. In 
the research field between agroecological practice on the one hand and urbanism on 
the other, this fifth chapter thus departs primarily from a classic instrument of urban 
planning to then move towards an agroecological framing of the topic.

The final seventh chapter (Conclusions) returns to the general aim of the research 
and the three main research questions. The methodological approach is evaluated in 
terms of its strengths and limitations. Furthermore, several opportunities for follow-up 
research are discussed.

The appendices to this dissertation contain extensive information mainly relating to 
the data analysis and mapping of public landownership from the sixth chapter. 
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1.5 Reading guide
I am aware of the fact that this is a voluminous dissertation and that many readers 
may be interested in specific parts and may not read and use it from beginning to end 
or chronologically. To facilitate this, a text box has been added to the beginning of 
each chapter containing a brief synopsis of the chapter, clarifying its positioning in the 
bigger picture and outlining its structure. 

Some parts of the PhD are crucial to understand the focus, nature and positionality of 
other parts. Therefore I truly recommend reading:

• the second chapter (From agroecological urbanism to soil fertility reproduction) 
in which the specific approach to urbanism that runs through the whole PhD is 
explained, as well as the argumentation for focusing on political agroecology and 
the resulting positionality, and the main motivation for focusing on soil fertility 
in a PhD in urbanism and urban planning;

• the third chapter (A socio-natural perspective on soil fertility reproduction) 
for readers who are not familiar with the concept of living soil or soil fertility 
reproduction

• from the fourth chapter (Methodology) the description of the action research in 
a learning trajectory for organic and biodynamic agriculture (section 4.2.2) and 
in an urban grassroots movement centred around the potential of public land 
for urban food policy (section 4.2.3), which are crucial for understanding the 
context of the empirical work and the data gathering and which further clarify 
the positionality of this dissertation;

• the fifth chapter (The struggle of agroecological soil fertility reproduction under 
urbanisation) as the main demonstration of the food-disabling nature of current 
urbanisation processes and pathways for an agroecological urbanism;

• from the sixth chapter (Towards an agroecological soil fertility reproduction 
perspective on public (farm)land) the historical origins of the agricultural 
patrimony of the city of Ghent as well as the overall conclusions of this chapter 
which distil the most relevant findings and lessons from a large body of empirical 
material.

Readers with a background in urban planning or sustainable food planning will be 
most familiar with the central topic and content of the sixth chapter. Planners and 
urban planners interested in bringing soil issues into their disciplines may be more 
interested in reading chapters 3 and 5, the latter being very close to agroecological 
practice but highlighting issues by which both disciplines could (should) feel addressed.

Readers working as urban policy-makers or civil servants will find in this PhD a topic 
and an issue that could help bringing urban food policy much closer to agricultural 
practice than it is today. Attention to soil fertility reproduction is also a way to (re)



discover the (need for a) ecological grounding of the city and urbanisation. For these 
readers, the fifth chapter is perhaps the most informative one. The sixth chapter contains 
information and insights that could make existing policy initiatives around public land 
for urban food policy less anecdotal and more agriculturally inspired. The fifth and 
sixth chapters are also a very clear manifestation of the urgent need for more policy 
integration of urban food policy, land policy, green policy, spatial policy and climate 
policy.

Readers who are professionally engaged in the agroecological practice or movement 
may not be blown away by the dissertation’s general sections on living soil and soil 
fertility reproduction as this is at the heart of their work. For them, however, this 
dissertation will hopefully be an interesting source of information to help them pursue 
the struggle for conditions that make agroecological food growing in an urbanising 
environment possible as opposed to difficult or impossible. These readers may wish 
to turn to the second section of the second chapter, or the second section of the fifth 
chapter. The sixth chapter might provide these readers with a lot of information that 
has been missing for a long time and that could be useful to further mobilise around the 
issue of public landownership and to start politicising it from concrete, agroecological 
perspectives.
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Synopsis of the chapter

In this second chapter, which is the first of two literature-based chapters, the search 
for an agroecological urbanism is outlined and thematically approached. The chapter 
insists on the difference between the city as an object and urbanisation as a socio-eco-
nomic, socio-natural and deeply political transformative process. Building on the 
observation that urbanisation and food production are strongly related and that both 
city dwellers and farmers in urbanising environments find themselves in a state of 
collective interdependence, food is positioned as an urban issue that should be the 
subject of urban organisation.

A second part of the chapter describes how urbanisation processes in their current 
form  are structurally intertwined with a global food regime. Current urbanisation 
processes, it is demonstrated, are strongly involved in producing and reproducing the 
conditions in which the global food regime operates. As a result, current processes 
of urbanisation tend to create conditions and environments that disable, marginalise 
and residualise food production in situ. Building on the ecological externalities of 
the global food regime and this food-disabling mode of urbanisation, both of which 
undermine their very reproduction, this chapter echoes the conclusion that a differ-
ent food growing regime requires a different mode of urbanisation and vice versa. 
The second part of this chapter ends with discussing the methodological challenge 
of thinking beyond the food-disabling urbanism paradigm in a world where that 
paradigm is omnipresent. 

A third part discusses how the search for an agroecological urbanism addresses this 
methodological challenge by engaging with an existing agroecological community of 
practice. Two key aspects of agroecology that are crucial for understanding further 
chapters of this PhD are discussed. Together, they explain the central importance 
given to autonomy in agroecology as practice, movement and science. On the one 
hand, this involves the concept of the agroecosystem and the agroecological pursuit 
of reproducing agroecosystems by integrating and replicating the self-sustaining 
processes, patterns and characteristics of natural ecosystems. On the other hand, it 
concerns the political dimension of agroecology, which advocates pursuing the nec-
essary conditions for agroecology to materialise and multiply not just at local levels 
but beyond farm level as well. Urbanisation is positioned as a condition-creating 
process, and the search for an agroecological urbanism as a potential tool for analysis 
and socio-political intervention for agroecology’s generalisation. 

A fourth and final section explains why this PhD has a specific focus on soil fer-
tility reproduction. Elaborating on the agroecosystem approach, it is pointed out 
that agroecology is aimed at reproducing soil fertility by integrating and imitating 
natural ecosystems’ closed nutrient cycles and by moving soil fertility throughout 
agroecosystems. In urbanising environments, it is argued, agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction is inevitably subject to collective interdependency. In this way, it mat-
ters very much whether or not this interdependency is a shared matter of concern 
and an object of urban organisation. That brings the last part of this chapter to the 



overall aim of this PhD: examining what it means to make agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction the object of urban organisation. It explores how urbanism can create 
the conditions in which agroecology can be as autonomous as possible in soil fertility 
reproduction. It explores what it means to urbanise the agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction.
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2.1 Seeing food as an urban question and 
urbanisation as a process

2.1.1 Food as an urban question

The historical emergence of urban societies is usually conditionally associated with the 
emergence of agricultural surplus. According to this line of reasoning, urban societies 
could only emerge once food growers were able to produce more food than they needed 
to meet their own direct needs. The agricultural surplus they produced thus enabled a 
social division of labour, which is at the heart of urbanisation and of the historical most 
prominent physical manifestation we call cities. One of the most cited references on 
this topic is the work of Australian philologist and archaeologist Vere Gordon Childe 
(1892-1957) who introduced the terms Neolithic revolution and urban revolution. Childe 
describes how agricultural activities in the fertile riverbeds of Tigris and Euphrates, 
Nile and Indus managed to produce surpluses over time, which subsequently led to the 
creation of cities (Childe, 1936).

Although the emergence of urbanisation is indeed inconceivable without agricultural 
surplus, this straightforward notion also gives rise to a number of problematic views 
on the relationship between urbanisation and food production. On the one hand, the 
strict conditionality of agricultural surplus to allow for urbanisation might lead to a 
passive and even subdued image of urbanisation, determined by surplus creation in the 
food-producing countryside. On the other, the image of an urban revolution conceals 
the potential misunderstanding that, at some point, urban societies managed to throw 
off all food-growing concerns that had shaped agrarian societies for thousands of years, 
whereas manifestly urbanisation and food production were and continue to be strongly 
related and mutually implicated.

Urbanisation is by no means independent of food production. Rather on the contrary: 
without the constant supply of food, urban societies and cities would simply cease 
to exist. On a more individual level, the social division of labour at the heart of the 
urbanisation process makes both city dwellers and farmers interdependent. In an urban 
society, city dwellers depend on market farmers to meet their basic food needs. Market 
farmers depend on the transactions with the city dwellers. Moreover, for many city 
dwellers, growing their own food is no longer an option as the rise of cities deprived 
them of the opportunity to provide for their own food needs, for example by depriving 
them of the space they (would) need to do so, by disrupting nutrient cycles, etc. Hence, 
food was and remains an urban issue par excellence, as Carolyn Steel demonstrates in 
her popular bestseller The Hungry City (Steel, 2008). Steel convincingly demonstrates 
how food production has always been an urban matter of concern, how the relationship 
between urbanisation and food production changed radically throughout the 19th and 
20th century, and she is also one of the advocates of a thorough revision of the current 
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relationship between the two (see also Steel, 2020). In her work, Steel beautifully 
illustrates that the relationship between urbanisation and food production is dynamic. 
That is both in the sense that food production and agricultural surplus creation shape 
urbanisation and in the sense that urbanisation, in turn, also shapes agricultural 
production.

This reciprocal relationship has been the subject of debate for some time. In 1969, eight 
years after the publication of her famous book The Death and Life of Great American 
Cities, American-Canadian theorist and activist Jane Jacobs published a book on cities 
as drivers of economic development entitled The Economy of Cities ( Jacobs, 1969). In the 
first chapter “Cities First - Rural Development Later” Jacobs vigorously refuted what 
she calls the “dogma of agricultural primacy”: the widespread belief that cities could 
only emerge after and as a result of the creation of agricultural surplus ( Jacobs, 1969, 
p. 5). Jacobs argued the exact opposite. In her view, the creation of agricultural surplus 
was only possible after and as a result of the emergence of cities. According to Jacobs, 
the necessary equipment and infrastructure were invented in cities and then “exported”, 
“transplanted” or “imitated” in the countryside (p. 8). As an example, she mentioned 
how Japan created rural productivity upon a foundation of city productivity and stated 
laconically that “[i]f modern Japanese cities had waited to grow until a surplus of rural 
products could support that growth, they would be waiting still” (p. 8). Jacobs also built 
a second argument around the urban origins of important agricultural innovations. 
“Because we are so used to thinking of farming as a rural activity, we are especially apt 
to overlook the fact that new kinds of farming come out of cities”, she claimed ( Jacobs, 
1969, p. 13), whilst referring to the emergence of the three-field system in the vicinity 
of cities, the use of cover crops in French city gardens more than a century before this 
practice was widely adopted in rural areas, and the practice of plant and animal breeding 
in urban environments where hybrids emerged from bringing together different crops 
and animals, which, moreover, were protected from consumption in times of scarcity. 
Historians have discredited Jacobs’ dogma of agricultural primacy on several fronts 
(Bairoch, 1988; Hansen, 2002; Morris, 1979; Van De Mieroop, 1997). However, the 
judgements were much milder on what could be seen as the core of Jacobs’ argument: 
the thesis that urbanism can create a context in which agricultural productivity can 
be optimised. For example, when useful collective infrastructure is provided by urban 
institutions, when a division of labour creates possibilities for experimentation and 
specialisation from which agriculture can also benefit, or when agriculture might benefit 
from specific regulations imposed by urban authorities. Several scholars have embraced 
this central idea (Soja, 2000, 2010; Taylor, 2012, 2015) and advocate themselves an 
image of cities that are actively involved and even instrumental in increasing agricultural 
surplus.

The main intellectual legacy of this debate is that urbanisation and food production 
are interdependent, and that city dwellers and farmers are collectively interdependent. 
This interdependency consists, on the one hand, of the metabolic dependence of urban 
dwellers on food produced by others and the territorial dependencies they experience 
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in urban environments that no longer provides them with the opportunity to produce 
their own food. On the other hand, it consists of the dependency of market gardeners-
producers on selling their produce to non-farmers and the territorial dependencies they 
experience in densely populated urban landscapes with a wide variety of land uses that 
directly or indirectly interfere with food production or its resource base. Interdependency 
is therefore both a direct consequence of the social division of labour inherent in urban 
forms of society as well as a consequence of its territorial manifestation as towns, cities, 
suburban areas, slums, a variety of land uses, etc.

In the search for an agroecological urbanism and in this dissertation, the reality of 
food as an urban question is embraced. Urbanisation, in turn, is seen as a process that 
inevitably has to deal with the urban food question and the collective interdependencies 
that come with it.

2.1.2 From the city as a thing to urbanisation as a process

“The ‘thing’ we call a ‘city’ is the outcome of a ‘process’ that we 
call ‘urbanization.’” 

Harvey, 2014, p. 61

“Cities are just a particular form of urbanization” 
Gandy, 2014, p. 86

“Urbanization processes would thus have to be traced far beyond the 
physical boundaries of cities, and increasingly analyzed as global or 

planetary phenomena, while cities themselves would need to be analyzed as 
phenomenological or even ideological phenomena.” 

Angelo & Wachsmuth, 2014, p. 380

“in a fundamental sense, there is nothing unnatural about New York City” 
Harvey, 1996, p. 186

In the course of this research, I have frequently experienced that an urbanism dedicated 
to the urban food issue is almost by default associated with (or suspected of ) passionate 
enthusiasm for food production in the city and ongoing urban agriculture debates. This 
association is entirely understandable in light of the great policy, popular and scientific 
attention paid to urban agriculture. It is, however, based on the highly problematic but 
persistent notion that urbanism is about the city as a given physical setting, a thing 
enclosed by a spatial frontier. From that perspective, urban issues are associated with 
the city as an object and spatially confined to the built environment. Urban theorist 
Neil Brenner is one of the leading voices calling out this reified way of understanding 
the urban problematique as something singular rather than a layered, multiscalar, 
unbounded and always internally contested process:

 “The urban problematique is thought to be embodied, at core, in cities—conceived 
as settlement types characterized by certain indicative features (such as largeness, 
density and social diversity) that make them qualitatively distinct from a non-city 
social world (suburban, rural and/or “natural”) located “beyond” or “outside” them” 
(Brenner, 2014, p. 15). 
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Yet the urban food issue is an urban issue that, perhaps more than any other, immediately 
demonstrates that urban issues cannot be limited to the city as a physical object. 
The dependence of cities on food production elsewhere and the interplay between 
urbanisation and food production and between urban dwellers and market farmers 
described above, indicates that urban issues travel across the divide between city and 
countryside. Hence, “urban questions in the countryside” are not a contradiction in 
terms (Bruggeman, 2019; Bruggeman & Dehaene, 2017). In the words of Marxist 
geographer David Harvey, building on the work of critical Marxist studies since the 
1970s (Harvey, 1973; Lefebvre, 1974), “[u]rbanization must then be understood not 
in terms of some socio-organizational entity called “the city” (the theoretical object 
that so many geographers, demographers and sociologists erroneously presume), but as 
the production of specific and quite heterogeneous spatio-temporal forms embedded 
within different kinds of social action” (Harvey, 2014, p. 62). “Urbanization, understood 
in this manner”, he continues, “is necessarily constitutive of as well as constituted by 
social processes. It loses its passive qualities and becomes a dynamic moment in overall 
processes of social differentiation and social change.” 

Focussing on urbanisation as a process rather than on one of its physical manifestations 
(cities) is essential since the former is much less physically delimited than the latter. 
Although this has always been the case to some extent (see above), it has increased 
radically in recent centuries. This is closely related to the breakthrough of radical 
revolutions in transport and communication that made it possible to think food 
production beyond urbanisation. “Up until the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries, 
urbanization was limited by a very specific metabolic relation between cities and their 
productive hinterlands”, Harvey argues. “No matter that certain towns and cities were 
centers of long-distance trade in luxuries or that even some basic goods, like grains, salt, 
hides and timber could be moved over long distances, the basic provisioning (feeding, 
watering and energy supply) of the city was always limited by the restricted productive 
capacity of a relatively confined hinterland. Cities were forced to be “sustainable,” to 
use a currently much-favored word, because they had to be” (Harvey, 2014, p. 55). 
Radical revolutions in transport and communication have fundamentally changed the 
historical necessity of reproducing urban societies at a somewhat local or regional level. 
Food production, energy production, drinking water supply, waste disposal and many 
other aspects of urban life could now be organised at unprecedented distances from 
urban centres, making their place-based production and reproduction substitutable. 
“Each bundle of innovations”, Harvey stresses, “allowed a radical shift in the way that 
space is organized, and therefore opened up radically new possibilities for the urban 
process” (Harvey, 2014, p. 56). By tearing down spatial barriers, these innovations lifted 
the “metabolic barriers to urbanization” (Harvey, 2014, p. 63) that had constrained 
and shaped urbanisation processes and their relation to food production. Somewhat 
relieved of its compelling historical urban issues, the urbanisation process gradually 
gained a new impetus: facilitating the accumulation of capital (Harvey, 1985). 
“Urbanization in the advanced capitalist countries […] has not in recent history been 
about sustaining bioregions, ecological complexes, or anything other than sustaining 
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the accumulation of capital”, Harvey states (Harvey, 2014, p. 58). This new impetus 
gave urbanisation a “radically unbounded character” (Dehaene, 2015, p. 296)6, no longer 
linked to a specific territory and thus “without an outside” (Brenner, 2014). It thus 
became absolutely impossible to continue seeing the city as a physical object. “[T]
he development, intensification and worldwide expansion of capitalism produces a 
vast, variegated terrain of urban(ized) conditions that include yet progressively extend 
beyond the zones of agglomeration that have long monopolized the attention of urban 
researchers”, Brenner states (Brenner, 2014, p. 16). The “erstwhile non-urban realm” is 
thereby “increasingly subsumed within and operationalized by a world-encompassing 
[…] process of capitalist urbanization” which means “the meaning of the urban must 
itself be fundamentally reimagined both in theory and in practice” (Brenner, 2014, p. 
16). By identifying urbanisation as a sphere of class struggle, Marxist urban theorists 
demonstrated that processes of urbanisation and the economic and social realities they 
produce and reproduce are deeply political (Harvey, 1985, 2009). 

The understanding of urbanisation as a process does not only build on political-
economic literature that traces the impact of the urbanisation of capital across the 
urban rural divide and beyond the dominant centre-periphery relations. It also builds 
on political ecology and more specifically on urban political ecology (UPE) and how it 
challenges the way the urban-rural divide has been doubled by a nature-culture divide, 
placing the city as it were outside nature. On the one hand, UPE is a response to an 
urban theory that used to be “symptomatically silent about the physical-environmental 
foundations on which the urbanization process rests” (Heynen, Kaika, & Swyngedouw, 
2006, p. 2). On the other hand, it opposes understandings of urbanisation as being 
the antithesis of nature and the idea that the city begins where nature stops and vice 
versa. This was and still is to some extent a persistent view in ecological theory. “[M]
ost of environmental theory has unjustifiably largely ignored the urbanization process 
as both one of the driving forces behind many environmental issues and as the place 
where socio-environmental problems are experienced most acutely” (Heynen et al., 
2006, p. 2). “It is particularly odd to find many otherwise dedicated ecological thinkers 
excluding the massive transformations of urbanization from their purview while 
insisting in principle that in an ecological world everything relates to everything else”, 
David Harvey commented in this regard (Harvey, 1996, p. 186). “[I]n a fundamental 
sense”, Harvey argued, “there is nothing unnatural about New York city” (Harvey, 
1996, p. 186, original emphasis). “Human beings”, he stated drawing on the work 
of Robert Gottlieb, “are active subjects transforming nature […] and are always in 
the course of adapting to the ecosystems they themselves construct”, which implies 
“[i]t is fundamentally mistaken, therefore, to speak of the impact of society on the 
ecosystem as if these are two separate systems in interaction with each other” (Harvey, 
1996, p. 186, original emphasis). Seeing human activity in New York as external to 
ecosystems “makes no more sense than trying to study pollination without bees”, he 
concluded laconically. In UPE, the idea that urbanisation is a process in which “one 
kind of environment, namely the “natural” environment, is traded in for, or rather taken 
6 Original citation in Dutch: “radicaal ontgrensd karakter”
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over by, a much more crude and unsavoury “built” environment” is radically debunked 
with the view that “cities are built from natural resources, through socially mediated 
natural processes” which implies that urbanisation is essentially a socially mediated 
natural process (Heynen et al., 2006, p. 4). UPE considers cities as transformed nature, 
and urbanisation as the transformation of nature. “The conclusion then that there is 
nothing unnatural about produced environments like cities, dammed rivers, or irrigated 
fields”, Nik Heynen, Maria Kaika and Erik Swyngedouw summarise in their reference 
work on UPE, “comes out of the realization that produced environments are specific 
historical results of socio-environmental processes” (Heynen et al., 2006, p. 4). 

“The central message that emerges from urban political ecology is a decidedly political 
one”, Heynen, Kakika and Swyngedouw stress (Heynen et al., 2006, p. 2). “To the extent 
that cities are produced through socio-ecological processes, attention has to be paid to 
the political processes through which particular socio-environmental urban conditions 
are made and remade”, they continue. Since “all of these processes occur in the realms 
of power in which social actors strive to defend and create their own environments in 
a context of class, ethnic, racialized and/or gender conflicts and power struggles”, UPE 
“asks questions about who produces what kind of socioecological configurations for 
whom” (Heynen et al., 2006, pp. 4, 2). This is particularly true for urbanisation under 
capitalism, the authors state:

“In capitalist cities, “nature” takes primarily the social form of commodities. 
Whether we consider a glass of water, an orange, or the steel and concrete 
embedded in buildings, they are all constituted through the social mobilization 
of metabolic processes under capitalist and market-driven social relations. This 
commodity relation veils and hides the multiple socio-ecological processes of 
domination/subordination and exploitation/repression that feed the capitalist 
urbanization process and turn the city into a metabolic socio-environmental 
process that stretches from the immediate environment to the remotest corners 
of the globe. Indeed, the apparently self-evident commodification of nature that 
fundamentally underpins a market-based society not only obscures the social 
relations of power inscribed therein, but also permits imagining a disconnection 
of the perpetual flows of metabolized, transformed and commodified nature from 
its inevitable foundation, i.e. the transformation of nature (Katz 1998).” (Heynen 
et al., 2006, p. 5).

Approaching urbanisation processes as political socio-ecological processes is highly 
relevant in the search for a ‘sustainable’ urbanisation (Swyngedouw & Kaika, 2000). 
From a perspective that sees the city as the antithesis of nature, the search for the 
sustainable city leads to a discourse aimed at ‘saving nature from urbanisation’ and 
countering the environmental degradation caused by urbanisation by means of 
bringing ‘nature’ back into the city (nature as ‘healing force’). From a UPE perspective 
that “considers the process of urbanization to be an integral part of the production 
of new environments and new natures” and which “sees both nature and society as 
fundamentally combined historical-geographical production processes” there “is no 
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such thing as an unsustainable city in general, but rather there are a series of urban 
and environmental processes that negatively affect some social groups while benefiting 
others” (Swyngedouw & Kaika, 2000, pp. 570-571). “A just urban socio-environmental 
perspective, therefore, always needs to consider the question of who gains and who pays 
and to ask serious questions about the multiple power relations through which deeply 
unjust socio-environmental conditions are produced and maintained”, Swyngedouw 
and Kaika continue. They cite evolutionary biologist Richard Charles Lewontin to 
elaborate on their argument: 

“A rational environmental movement cannot be built on the demand to save the 
environment, which, in any case, does not exist [...]. Remakig the world is the 
universal property of living organisms and is inextricably bound up with their 
nature. Rather, we must decide what kind of world we want to live in and then 
try to manage the process of change as best we can approximate it.” (Lewontin, 
1997, pp. 137-138)

Reviewing the merits of UPE, Hillary Angelo and David Wachsmuth conclude that, so 
far, UPE successfully provided “a lens through which to analyze both cities and things 
in cities as historical, material socionatural assemblages, and the transformation of 

Unit of 
analysis

Methodological cityism

Bounded:
the city as a settlement type that is contrasted to 
other settlement types, usually within a national 
territory

Typological, binary:  
territory is differentiated among distinct settlement 
types, with cities contrasted to specific non-city 
zones—suburbs, towns, villages, rural areas, the 
countryside and “natural” areas

Population-centric:
growth of city populations relative to total 
(national) population size

Linear, universal:
specific cities may grow or decline, but the 
phenomenon of cityness is increasingly 
universalized as a settlement type around the 
world

Open, variegated, multiscalar:
the urban as an unevenly developed yet worldwide 
condition and process of sociospatial transformation

Processual, dialectical:  
agglomerations (“cities”) relate dialectically to their 
(“non-city”) operational landscapes, which are in turn 
continually transformed through their roles in supporting 
agglomerations

Mediated through capitalism, state strategies and 
sociopolitical struggle:
worldwide implosion/explosion of capitalist sociospatial 
organization, encompassing the evolving relations 
between agglomerations and their operational 
landscapes within a crisis-prone capitalist world economy

Discontinuous, uneven:
sociospatial configurations (including both 
agglomerations and their operational landscapes) 
are creatively destroyed through the crisis-tendencies 
of capital (mediated through state institutions and 
sociopolitical struggles), contributing to successive rounds 
of territorial differentiation and redifferentiation at various 
spatial scales

Urban theory without an outside

Model of 
territorial 
organization 

Understanding 
of territorial 
development

Model of 
longue durée 
historical-
geographical 
change

Figure 2   Rethinking the urbanisation question
Source: Brenner,	2014,	p.	22
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nature in urban environments as bound up in broader processes of uneven development” 
(Angelo & Wachsmuth, 2014). “UPE made cities visible as political worlds, the politics 
of which are constitutively socionatural” (Angelo & Wachsmuth, 2014, p. 375). The 
contribution of UPE to the theorisation of the urban, on the other hand, is still rather 
disappointing according to the authors. While UPE has succeeded to bring political 
ecology to the city, “the bulk of empirical research in urban political ecology has been 
tethered exclusively to the city, in both its site selection and analytical framework”. They 
charge existing UPE with “methodological cityism”: “an analytical privileging, isolation 
and perhaps naturalization of the city in studies of urban processes where the non-city 
may also be significant” (Angelo & Wachsmuth, 2014, p. 377). Or in other words: 
“[t]he city is its near-exclusive analytical lens for studying contemporary processes of 
urban social transformation that are not limited to the city” (Angelo & Wachsmuth, 
2014, p. 377). Angelo and Wachsmuth conclude that “urbanization processes […] have 
to be traced far beyond the physical boundaries of cities, and increasingly analyzed as 
global or planetary phenomena, while cities themselves […] need to be analyzed as 
phenomenological or even ideological phenomena” (Angelo & Wachsmuth, 2014, p. 
380).

The focus on urbanisation rather than the city, the understanding of urbanisation as 
political, socio-economic and socio-ecological process, and the travelling along urban, 
peri-urban and even rather rural environments are very characteristic for the search for 
an agroecological urbanism, the Urbanising in Place project and for this dissertation as 
well. In the introduction to their book on an agroecological urbanism, editors Chiara 
Tornaghi and Michiel Dehaene clarify that they use the term ‘urbanism’ as “the (always 
contested) ensemble of social arrangements, life¬styles, divisions of labour, cultural 
practices and social solidarities that materialise and shape the urban environment 
through processes of urbanisation” (Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021a, p. 5). “By stressing 
the link between urbanism and urbanisation”, they continue, “we wish to stress the fact 
that the urban context is more than just a physical space, but always the manifestation 
of socionatural, sociocultural and socioeconomic processes” (Tornaghi & Dehaene, 
2021a, p. 5). Urbanism, they recall, is “made up of the collective arrangements that a 
society makes to organise the collective support and care in the context of exacerbated 
conditions of interdependence” (Deh-Tor, 2021, p. 24). It thus encompasses “more 
than just buildings, zoning or planning, and more than just urban contexts” but rather 
“ensembles of the built environ¬ment and its regulation, the material infrastructure and 
the collective arrange¬ments (for food provision, waste collection, land management, 
urban design, housing, energy and so forth) that are in place and reflect a specific 
ideologi¬cal, social and economic arrangement that is historically specific” (Tornaghi, 
2021, p. xiv, own emphasis added). Inspired by the work on early socialist and anarchist 
thinkers (Kautsky, 1988; Kropotkin, 1998; Vandervelde, 1903) and more recent exercises 
(Bookchin, 1976; J. Friedmann & Douglass, 1978; McGee, 1991; Ward, 1999), the 
search for an agroecological urbanism “resist[s] the extractive, centralistic, cumulative 
status quo of capitalist urbanisation in favour of distributed models in which food 
production is part and parcel of the urban landscape” (Deh-Tor, 2021, p. 18). “In our 
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quest for a radical rethinking of food planning”, Tornaghi and Dehaene summarise, 
“our first key message is a call for overcoming the artificial and capitalism-driven 
geographical and conceptual separation of what is thought of as ‘agricultural lands’ 
from what is conceived as ‘urbanisation’ ” (Deh-Tor, 2021, p. 18).
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2.2 From a food-disabling to a food-enabling 
urbanism

2.2.1	 An	urbanism	tied	up	with	a	global	food	regime

“For decades, in most European countries, farmland has indeed been 
considered as having little value, apart from being a reservoir for future urban, 

commercial and infrastructure developments, thus denying its vital role for 
food production, as a living and working area for farmers, a source of job 

creation and ecosystem preservation.” 
Miklos et al., 2020, pp. 60-61

Clearly, major innovations in transport and communications and the development of 
a capitalist economy with global reach have structurally changed agriculture and the 
organisation of urban societies. Agricultural activities industrialised. Virtually unlimited 
possibilities to trade and transport components of the agricultural production process 
allowed the “once organic unity that characterized the agricultural production process” 
to be broken “into isolated elements and tasks that are recombined through complex 
and centrally controlled divisions of labour, space and time” ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 
2008, p. 6). The way urban societies were organised changed radically. In the first half 
of the 19th century, German economist Johann Heinrich von Thünen published his 

famous model to describe the geography 
of agricultural land use around a 
theoretically isolated urban centre (von 
Thünen, 1826). Considering transport 
costs as one of the most decisive factors 
(the further away from the city, the higher 
the cost of transporting the produce 
to the urban consumers), he arrived 
at a model in which dairy and market 
gardening was located in the vicinity of 
the city (mainly because of the freshness 
of both products), followed by forests 
for fuel (mainly because of its weight), 
and arable farming (mainly because 
of good transportability), bordered by 
a boundary beyond which increasing 
transport costs became too high for 
any agricultural produce. Barely half a 
century later, innovations in transport 
and communications, preservation and 
cooling technology and the ensuing 

Figure 3   Von Thünen’s geography of land 
use surrounding an urban centre
Source: Chisholm,	1979
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development of a global cheap food regime (H. Friedmann, 1987; McMichael, 2008, 
2009, 2013) radically altered the foundation on which Von Thünen’s model was built 
(transport costs), causing the geography of agricultural land use in urban settings to 
reflect fundamentally different rationales. It lead to a “definitive disconnection of the 
production and consumption of food from the particularities (and boundaries) of time 
and space” to the point that the specific locations of production and consumption and 
the relationships between the two “no longer matter” ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 2008, p. 6). 

The logics of substitution that made it possible to replace food production in situ with 
food seemingly from nowhere may render food production absent, yet it remains part 
and parcel of the urbanisation dynamics that shape the city. In fact, they are made 
possible by intensive investment in urban environments and are the consequence 
of choices reproduced by urbanised societies on a daily basis. Considering the very 
demanding conditions on which the global food regime relies, it soon becomes clear 
that current urbanisation processes are not only the result of a global food regime but 
also a facilitator. As food regime theorist Harriet Friedmann reminds us, agro-food 
corporations are highly dependent and therefore heavily involved in the regulation 
of “agrofood conditions”, that is “to organize stable conditions of production and 
consumption which allow them to plan investment, sourcing of agricultural raw 
materials, and marketing” (H. Friedmann, 2003, p. 52). Urbanisation processes were 
and still are deeply involved in creating and sustaining favourable conditions for the 
global food regime. Logistical aspects are the most straightforward example here. The 
development of a global cheap food regime is only possible thanks to the production 
and reproduction of an impressive logistical apparatus that facilitates the worldwide 
exchange of food commodities and which includes roads, ports, dredged riverbeds, 
canals, supermarkets, car parks and so on.7 The accumulation of nutrients in urban 
centres of food consumption would result in unhygienic and unliveable conditions if 
they were not disposed of by sewage infrastructure, whether or not going to sewage 
treatment plants, requiring vast amounts of water to transport the nutrients, etc. The 
same applies to other forms of waste that are the result of global transport systems 
and interrupted material cycles, which require waste collection, recycling parks, waste 
incineration plants or landfills. And the production of food on the other side of the 
world also requires the ability and the (in)formal permission to destroy local natural 
ecosystems, possibly the habitat of indigenous peoples, and the right to consume 
resources such as water and living soils on which these local ecosystems and peoples 
depend. Such conditions do not exist by themselves. In fact, they are socially produced 
and reproduced. The remarkable fact that, say, grain that has to travel from the other 
side of the world may be cheaper than grain that is produced locally, is only possible 
because it is made cheap, not because it is cheap, as Raj Patel and Jason Moore remind us 
in their book A History of the World in Seven Cheap Things (Patel & Moore, 2017). When 
Philip McMichael argues that globalisation is “a mechanism of restructuring rather than 
an inevitable outcome” (McMichael, 2013, p. 2, original emphasis), the same can be 
7 A very informative and illustrative example is how a handful of large shipping companies owning the 

largest container ships in the world indirectly force public authorities to develop, often with public funds, 
exclusive port infrastructure for their ever larger container ships (Vermeulen & Goslinga, 2022).
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said about capitalist urbanisation and its dependence on a highly commodified, global 
food regime.

Jane Jacobs’ argument that urbanisation was already a condition-creating process 
when agricultural surplus emerged (see earlier, 2.1.1) indicates that the entanglement 
of urbanisation processes and the way urban societies are fed predates the global 
food regime. As long as cities depended (to some extent) on local, place-based food 
production in situ, urban societies had good reason to take care of the conditions 
required to sustain it. Alongside food consumption and food logistics, food production 
issues were therefore also part and parcel of the general urbanisation of society. After 
all, the reproduction of these urban societies was inextricably linked to the reproduction 
of the political, social, economic and ecological processes of the food production system 
on which they relied. The history of the so-called urban manure systems demonstrates 
how urban societies were concerned with the loss of soil fertility in the food-producing 
countryside. Dedicated infrastructure was developed to collect and transport urban 
organic waste, including human manure, to maintain the soil fertility on which food 
production depended (Vandermaelen, 2019). When, from the 19th century onwards, 
the hygienist urban movement advocated their abolition in favour of sewage systems 
that would drain urban manure via rivers to the sea, agronomists and urban planners 
expressed their concern that this would affect the soil fertility and thus the food 
production on which these urban societies relied (Van Der Woud, 2010). For hygienic 
reasons too, several Western European cities established public slaughterhouses in 

Figure 4   Cesspool infrastructure along the railway line in Zemst, built by the city of Antwerp 
1910
Source: NN	(1909-1911).	Object	AZE001000372	via	www.regionalebeeldbank.be.	In:	Ver	Elst,	A.	(1980)	Nieuw-Zemst	
in	oude	prenten.	Europese	Bibliotheek.	
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the nineteenth century. In the Belgian city of Ghent, following the construction of a 
municipal abattoir in the outskirts of the city, the slaughter of animals in the inner city 
was prohibited, which not only provided alleged hygienic benefits but also significantly 
contributed to enabling the import of cattle via the nearby railway station and harbour 
(Danneels, 2016, 2019). Steven Kaplan described in Provisioning Paris how the capital 
of France, constrained by its inland position, has long needed an elaborate apparatus of 
urban infrastructure and urban governance to supply the city with sufficient quantities 
of grain and bread (Kaplan, 1984). And Carolyn Steel (2008) describes numerous other 
examples of the involvement of historical urbanisation processes in the reproduction 
of food production systems, from protecting productive spaces, to the development 
of shared infrastructure such as windmills and the involvement of urban actors in the 
governance of an increasingly complex urban food system.

As urban societies became increasingly embroiled in their support for and dependence 
on the global food regime, their commitment to simultaneously produce and reproduce 
the conditions that enabled food production in situ evaporated. The large quantities of 
cheap food provided by the cheap food regime made local food production substitutable. 
What used to be peri-urban farmland and agricultural infrastructure could be subjected 
to the process of capital accumulation. Land uses with low land values such as agriculture 
are structurally replaced by land uses with higher land values such as industry, housing, 
offices and so on. As a result, current processes of urbanisation tend to create conditions 
and environments that disable, marginalising and residualising food production in situ. 
They lead to the wholesale disqualification of agricultural resources, including living 
soils, organic nutrients and biodiversity (Deh-Tor, 2018b). They displace localised food 

Figure 5   Plans to use Parisian sewage to develop and maintain new market garden areas
Source: Laurencin,	P.	(1877).	“L’Assainissement	de	la	Seine.”	L’Illustration	1773:	107-109.
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growing practices by an ever expanding urbanisation on green belts, either by literally 
occupying agricultural land and infrastructure for other land uses or by driving up their 
real estate value far beyond their agricultural use value. In this way, they also disempower 
forms of action and knowledge formation, that is lay people’s knowledge and traditional 
farmers’ practices. In sum, food growing practices in urban(ising) environments are 
constrained by what has been defined as the “food-disabling city” (Tornaghi, 2017; see 
also Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021a). If today’s urbanising environments accommodate 
practices of ecologically sustainable and socially just food production, then this is 
in many ways in spite of and not a result of the conditions generally produced and 
reproduced by capitalist urbanisation. It is important to emphasise, however, that food-
disabling urbanisation dynamics are not characteristics of urbanisation as such, but 
rather of the way urbanisation processes are organised today. They are not intrinsic 
to the process (urbanisation) but reflect a mode of dealing with the process (a specific 
urbanism). 

Figure 6   Once farmland, today building land (left). Once polder land reclaimed from the 
sea, today nature compensation area to enable nearby port expansion (right). 
Characteristics of an urbanisation process that no longer seeks to produce and 
reproduce the conditions for local food production.
Source: Immo	Proxio	(2017)	https://www.immoproxio.be/nl/te-koop/haaltert/bouwgrond/1341761/)	(left)	and	own	
picture (2016) Prosperpolder

Figure 7   Press attention for the death of the “last farmer of Brussels” in 2018
Source: De	Coster,	2018;	Hendrickx,	2018;	Michaux	&	De	Becker,	2018
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By taking this stance, the attention is shifted from a general discussion of all the 
disastrous effects of the current food regime and the concomitant negative effects of 
urbanisation on food systems towards a concrete analysis of the conditions within 
which alternatives could emerge and be reproduced. This position sets itself apart from 
a ‘food in the city approach’ that dominates the urban agriculture debate and fails to 
create any clarity on the kind of city (and therefore the kind of society) it is trying 
to bring about and, at the same time, fosters the illusion that a just, equitable and 
ecological food system can exist under urbanisation as we know it today (Deh-Tor, 
2017, 2022; Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021a). Put more simple, agroecology can only exist 
and be sustained within a different society than the one we live, that is, under a different 
urbanism. 

2.2.2 The search for an alternative urbanism

Underlying the search for an agroecological urbanism is the search for a food-enabling 
urbanism – an alternative to the food-disabling urbanism model described above. Before 
addressing the agroecological attribute in an agroecological urbanism, this section first 
considers what the search for an alternative, food-enabling urbanism means on a more 
general level.

In their book Resourcing an agroecological urbanism, Chiara Toranghi and Michiel 
Dehaene clarify that the search for an agroecological urbanism is a search “to detach 
the way urbanisation is structured from the extractive, resource-destroying, food-
disabling logics of capitalism and neoliberal urbanism”  (Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021a, 
p. 6). Framed more constructively, it is a search for “a different mode of urbanising, 
which [...places] food production, ecological stewardship and social justice at its core” 

Figure 8   Local food production in situ under pressure in the peri-urban fringe of the city of 
Rosario (Argentina), sandwiched between industrial urban developments in the urban 
fringe and industrial soy production for the world market
Source: own	picture	(2019)	Rosario
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(Deh-Tor, 2018b). It is as “a call to fully embrace the production of food (not only its 
consumption) as an ‘urban question’, a question that needs to be responded to locally,” 
(Deh-Tor, 2021, p. 19). They continue:

“In order for food to surge to the same level as housing or transport in the 
planning agenda, it is necessary that land and soils enter the political agenda 
and reshape the politics of resource management. This means that land for food 
production and the preservation of healthy soils do not come secondary to (and 
hence sacrificed for) the expansion of road infrastructure, housing development, 
or new commercial areas. While it is obvious that no urban context alone is 
expected to meet its food needs, the surging of food to a fully articulated urban 
question will require new fields of work to be defined and articulated in ways that 
substantially redefine the hardwiring and the software of our urban environments. 
This is in terms of land use (i.e., proactive policies for enhanced land protection 
in the urban and peri-urban, programmes for the use of existing public land and 
plans for reconversion of land to agricultural use), infrastructure (i.e., build or 
rebuild the infrastructure for food production, including use and redirection of 
organic waste streams, legal protection of soils, programmes for soil regeneration, 
waterways sanitation and restoration for agricultural use, creation of municipal 
free-seeds banks, etc.) and logistics (institution of municipal storage spaces).” 
(Deh-Tor, 2021, p. 19)

In other words, an agroecological urbanism is aimed at creating an enabling environment 
for place-based, sustainable and socially just food (growing) practices as opposed to the 
disabling food production environments created by capitalist urbanisation. Building 
on the work of MacKinnon and Derickson (2012), Tornaghi and Dehaene speak of 
“resourceful” environments: “an urbanism that creates the conditions for its inhabitants 
to control the means of their social reproduction, to have a say on, or direct control of, 
the resources for their own survival; a space where land, water and nutrients serve the 
needs of the people (rather than profit) while respecting the ecosystem”. “A ‘resource¬ful’ 
urbanism”, they argue, “creates living conditions that enable people to be resilient while 
at the same time challenging the root causes of the crisis that require us to look for 
resilience” (Tornaghi, 2021, p. xiv).

It is useful to point out that agroecological urbanism, although radically opposed to 
capitalist urbanisation, does not reject labour division and urbanisation per se. “We did 
not want to give up the chance to imagine alternative urban solidarities”, Tornaghi and 
Dehaene testify:

“We felt the need to keep imagining what a radically different urbanism would 
look like, remaining attached to a shared commitment to the urban as a potentially 
emancipatory condition. Not only is the urban the condition under which, in all 
its varieties, half the world’s population is living; we believe that the history of 
urbanism is not simply exhausted by the logics of capitalist oppression that have 
shaped its dominant face. In the same way that the diverse economies literature 
(Gibson-Graham, 1996) has tried to break the spell of a totalising critique of 
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capitalism, we feel the need to break the spell of a totalising critique of urbanism, 
opening our eyes to the existing diversity that contains the germ of radical 
alternatives.” (Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021a, p. 4)

One of the main challenges in shaping an alternative, food-enabling urbanism, is the 
methodological challenge of thinking beyond the food-disabling paradigm of the 
urbanism of capital in a world where that paradigm is omnipresent. Thinking the 
overlap and integration of localised, ecologically sustainable and socially just food 
production and the field of urbanisation is extremely challenging in a reality where 
both are at odds and have led to a deep rift between the urban realm and the realm of 
food production. 

As Mindi Schneider and Philip McMichael have argued, the break between both 
realms should not only be understood as a metabolic rift, but as en epistemological rift 
(Schneider & McMichael, 2010). The concept from the metabolic rift was originally 
conceived by Karl Marx, and subsequently developed further (see Foster, 1999; J. W. 
Moore, 2000). Marx used the concept to describe a rupture in the metabolic interaction 
between humanity and the rest of nature. He mainly focused on a rupture in soil nutrient 
cycling and built on the work of Justus von Liebig. Marx considered the capitalist 
town-country division of labour to be a major agrarian issue, since soil nutrients 
stored in the plant tissue of crops were moved over growing distances to urban areas 
of consumption and did not return to the soil from which they had originally been 
extracted. Schneider and McMichael (2010) formulated three highly relevant critiques. 
First, they rightly pointed out that Marx’s understanding of soil fertility as a chemical 
and static phenomenon has since been outdated by understandings of soil fertility as 
living and dynamic processes (see also further, chapter 3.1.3). Secondly, they argued 
that Marx’s concept of the metabolic rift is disembodied from agricultural practice. His 

Figure 9   The urban realm and the realm of food production: physically nearby but metabolically 
and mentally separated
Source: Google	Earth
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material argument around human manure is found to be “empirically indefensible” and 
“reductionist in its narrow focus on a single material instead of considering the mix 
of practices that constitute agricultural production in particular times and locations” 
(Schneider & McMichael, 2010, p. 471). Since soil fertility is impacted “not just through 
the removal of people from the land” but by “a wide range of agricultural practices”, 
the authors argue that agricultural practices and the practices of labour must figure 
more centrally to the analysis (Schneider & McMichael, 2010, pp. 470, 476). Thirdly, 
Schneider and McMichael argue that “[b]y focusing solely on the material aspects of 
human-nature relations, the metabolic rift concept ignores a rift in the production and 
reproduction of knowledges” (Schneider & McMichael, 2010, p. 477). Building on the 
concept of local knowledge (Geertz, 1983) and situated knowledge (Haraway, 1988, 
1991), Schneider and McMichael identify a second rift alongside the metabolic rift:

 “As people physically moved from the country to towns, they took with them 
not only their ability to recycle soil nutrients […], but they also took culturally, 
historically, and geographically specific knowledges about farming practices 
and local ecosystems (among other things). Each wave of newly proletarianised 
peasants who came to work in the mines and mills of the capitalist world brought 
with them knowledges that they could not use, and therefore that could not be 
reproduced. Similarly, peasants who became agricultural labourers, while they 
were still involved in the processes of farming, did not make production decisions. 
Framed in this way, we can ask questions about how the capitalist town-country 
division of labour affected (and affects) the production and reproduction of 
knowledges about agricultural practice and local ecosystems. […] In Geertz’s 
conception, local knowledge refers to two ideas: first, that all knowledge is located 
and historically and geographically bound, and second, that local contexts affect 
the nature of knowledge that is produced. Haraway argues that knowledge is 
embodied and partial, or ‘situated’ within complex social constructions, which 
are processes of collective interaction, negotiation, and debate. […] When the 
people within whom knowledge of agricultural practice and local ecosystems is 
embodied are forced off the land and into waged labour in mines and mills, how 
does this process affect the reproduction of that knowledge? Arguably another 
form of capitalist violence is to set people who carry ‘agroecological wisdom’ to the 
mundane tasks of capitalist production. It is a form of violence for the labourers, 
who are alienated from the object of their labour, from the labour process, from 
their human species-being, and from each other. It is also a crisis for humanity 
in the sense that the capitalist division of labour creates a rift in the production 
and reproduction of embodied knowledge of local ecosystems and potentially 
sustainable agricultural practices.” (Schneider & McMichael, 2010, p. 477)

The metabolic rift, Schneider and McMichael conclude, is not just caused by the loss 
of the original knowledge itself, but especially by a loss of the ability to experience and 
practice and thus to reproduce this knowledge within the conditions of social life under 
capitalism:
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“Just as the spatial consequences of the metabolic rift erase sensuous knowledge 
of ecological relations and processes, so its social and ideological consequences 
obscure recognition of the ecological dimensions of economic/material relations 
and processes. The result is that political economies of capitalism and markets 
have generally externalised the environment. […] [T]he metabolic rift’s 
epistemological break from agricultural practices and knowledges of ecological 
relations and processes forecloses ecological futures – especially those critical 
to the preservation and sustainability of the natural world in which we live.” 
(Schneider & McMichael, 2010, p. 480)

The concept of the epistemic rift is highly relevant to the methodological challenge of 
thinking beyond the food-disabling paradigm of the urbanism of capital. It confirms 
the difficulty and, to some extent, the inability to think beyond the paradigm of the 
urbanism of capital and imagine a radically different, food-inclusive alternative if the 
former is the starting point. This is the case on both sides of the urban-rural divide. From 
the urban side, and from the disciplines of urban and spatial planning, it is difficult to 
connect to practices and knowledges of food production that have long ceased to be 
part of the urban realm. It was not long ago that food was identified as “a stranger 
to the planning field” (Pothukuchi & Kaufman, 2000), an “afterthought” for when 
“the ‘hard’ subjects of hous¬ing, transport and energy have been taken care of ” (Deh-
Tor, 2021, p. 13). Until today, the disciplines of urban planning and urbanism are not 
very well placed or equipped to relaunch the urban food issue (Tornaghi & Dehaene, 
2021a) nor aspects of its long-neglected resource base such as biodiversity and living 
soils (Dehaene & Vandermaelen, 2022). “Changing that”, Tornaghi and Dehaene 
conclude, “does not only require a new song but also touches the epistemological 
foundations of planning”, which “includes the conceptual hierarchy that is embedded 
in the field, that thinks from the centre and disqualifies the rest as periphery […], that 
gives disproportionate weight to questions of real estate, housing, transport, etc., the 
subjects that drive the urban growth machine, that operates through legal frameworks 
and technical instruments that reproduce this conceptual hierarchy” (Deh-Tor, 2021). 
From the other side of the urban-rural divide, from the realm of food production, the 
methodological challenge of thinking beyond the paradigm of the urbanism of capital 
is equally demanding. Many food growers and food growing communities perceive 
urbanisation as a problem that threatens the reproduction of their practices and living 
environment. If the city does figure in positive imaginaries, it is usually as a place of 
consumption in short supply food chains, which is reasonable, but ignores the reality 
that the urban realm is also the place where conditions are produced and reproduced 
that shape and constrain the practice of food production as well. Even the agroecological 
movement, which will be discussed below, is “not particularly urban” (Deh-Tor, 2018a, 
p. 253). “For this movement, urbanisation is above all the problem and the cause of the 
large-scale expropriation of land, of a disruptive food price policy, of a rural exodus, of 
a loss of local knowledge, and so on.”8

8 Original citation in Dutch: “De focus van de politieke agro-ecologie is echter niet bepaald stedelijk. 
Verstedelijking is voor deze beweging vooral het probleem en de oorzaak van grootschalige onteigening 
van grond, van een ontwrichtende voedselprijzenpolitiek, van een leegloop van het platteland, van een 
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2.3 Embracing political agroecology as a way 
of seeing and constructing an alternative 
urbanism

“In this context, grassroots groups and social movements such as landless 
workers, fishers, peasants, herders, nomadic and indigenous peoples stand in a 
unique position because they can give direct evidence of the shortcomings and 

problems that interfere with or prevent the realisation of their right to land. 
Yet often these groups or movements do not have enough information about 

the reasons and persons responsible for these shortcomings and problems; they 
may lack methods and tools to collect, organise and analyse information in 

order to be able to use this knowledge to generate a change in public policy.” 
Miklos et al., 2020

2.3.1	 Engaging	with	an	existing,	specific	community	of	practice

As discussed earlier, cities are just one particular physical manifestation of the 
urbanisation process (see earlier, 2.1.2). Urbanisation processes themselves reach much 
further, and transform environments even in the remotest corners of the world. In 
addition to the more manifest high-density forms of urbanisation, they also produce 
vast areas of “loosely-urbanised landscapes […] such as those of suburbs, low density 
and dispersed peri-urban conurbations” (Dehaene et al., 2017, pp. 4-5). “These contexts 
are not rare”, Dehaene et al. stress, “they constitute large parts of the expanding urban 
landscapes both in the Global North and South”, “they constitute a global horizontal 
metropolis that has largely been ignored by an urban age discourse which has modelled 
urban growth in terms of centre vs periphery, core vs hinterland models” (Dehaene et al., 
2017, p. 5). This horizontal metropolis, Dehaene et al. continue, is characterised by an 
“interesting paradox”: “agriculture is still largely present in these areas and exists in close 
proximity to new forms of urban settlement yet hardly entertains any relationship with 
them” (Dehaene et al., 2017, p. 5). Despite the context of food-disabling urbanisation 
processes, the horizontal metropolis is still home to residual or pioneering food growing 
practices that, through the very practice of sustainable and socially just food growing, 
oppose the logics of capitalist urbanisation. These practices and communities of practice, 
one could argue, are already trying to produce and reproduce aspects of sustainable and 
socially just food growing in urban and peri-urban environments. At the very least, they 
provide the eyes to accurately identify specific urbanisation logics that devalue, impede 
and marginalise their continued presence on the land. To the extent that they reflect, 
individually or collectively, on the conditions that transcend their individual farm(s) 
and mobilise around the establishment of conditions that would benefit their practice 
and their multiplication, they also constitute an important agent for the construction 
of alternative food-enabling environments. 

teloorgang van lokale kennis, enzovoort.”
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The search for an agroecological urbanism specifically involves a community of 
agroecological practices organised and mobilised around distinct common pillars and 
principles that radically oppose the capitalist logic on which current urbanisation 
processes are based. The choice to embrace political agroecology gives the search for 
an agroecological urbanism a normative starting point. This inevitably leads to the 
question why agroecology and not another perspective is chosen, and whether or not 
it is the only possible basis for the development of a food-enabling urbanism. The 
truthful answer to this question is that agroecology is indeed not the only bioproductive 
model. Neither does the search for an agroecological urbanism exclude the search for 
other ways of imagining and constructing food-enabling urbanisation processes. In 
this sense, the search for an agroecological urbanism is no more and no less legitimate 
than the search for other urbanisms or the reproduction of urbanisation processes as 
we know them today. Following the work of feminist researcher Donna Haraway and 
others (Haraway, 1988), the search for an agroecological urbanism and my personal 
research as well are based on the recognition that all knowledge comes from positional 
perspectives. “The moral is simple”, Haraway clarifies, “only partial perspective promises 
objective vision”. “Objectivity turns out to be about particular and specific embodiment 
and definitely not about the false vision promising transcendence of all limits and 
responsibility” (Haraway, 1988, p. 853). By specifically engaging with a particular 
agroecological community, I seek to translate the general quest for an agroecological 
urbanism in a personally embodied search for what it means to urbanise agroecological 
practice and struggles in a specific place and time. The methodological impact of this 
normative starting point is further elaborated on in a dedicated methodological chapter 
(see further, chapter 4).

2.3.2 What is agroecology?

In their seminal paper on agroecology, Wezel et al. characterise agroecology as a 
science, a movement and a practice and distinguish two important historical periods 
in the history of the concept (Wezel et al., 2009). In the “old age of agroecology”, 
between the 1930s and the 1960s, it was “preliminarily defined as the application of 
ecology in agriculture” (Wezel et al., 2009, p. 2). From this period, agroecology derives 
its central concept of the agroecosystem, which will be discussed below. Its focus was 
on rather local and regional scales, from individual crops to local or regional farming 
communities. From the 1970s onwards, the concept of agroecology expanded further. 
“Agroecology as a scientific discipline”, Wezel et al. describe, “went through a strong 
change, moving beyond the field or agroecosystem scales towards a larger focus on the 
whole food system” (Wezel et al., 2009, p. 3). This movement was in a sense reactive. 
It reacted to phenomena of globalisation and the restructuring power of the global 
capitalist economy that deprived peasant communities around the world of the means 
and opportunities to produce and reproduce the agroecosystems on which they relied. 
Agroecology thus became thoroughly political, aimed at producing and reproducing 
the macro conditions to allow for the production and reproduction of agroecosystems 
on a more local scale. Both periods and both aspects of agroecology are critical and 
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should be viewed together to understand its transformative dimension.

2.3.2.1 Agroecosystems as dependent ecosystems

In his reference work on agroecology, Stephen Gliessman captures particularly well a 
rather technical and ecosystem understanding of agroecology. He states that the “entire 
field of agroecology” derives from the central concept of agroecosystems (Gliessman & 
Engles, 2015, p. 21). Agroecosystems, he clarifies, are the new environments produced 
by agricultural activities that replace natural ecosystems. The processes, structures and 
characteristics of natural ecosystems are still present, but they differ in a number of 
structural ways from those of agroecosystems. “The two most fundamental processes 
in any ecosystem”, Gliesmann states, “are the flow of energy among its parts and the 
cycling of nutrients” (Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23). Both differ significantly in 
natural ecosystems compared to agroecosystems. 

In natural ecosystems, Gliessman clarifies, energy flows in a linear way. The sun 
provides planet Earth with 173.000 terawatts (trillions of watts) of solar energy 
every single year (Chandler, 2011). Part of this energy from the sun is captured by 
plants and stored in the chemical bonds of the biomass that plants produce. That 
plant biomass is consumed and transformed into animal biomass by herbivores, 
which in turn are consumed by different levels of predators. If not consumed, 
dead biomass is broken down by decomposers. At each step, a large part of the 
original energy is lost to sustain the metabolism of the organisms. It is released 
to the environment in the form of heat (think of the warmth of animal’s breath 
or the warmth of a compost heap full of microbial life). Planet Earth and its 
atmosphere radiate this heat back into space, which ensures that the incoming 
energy from the sun more or less equals the outgoing energy. The extent to which 
living organisms succeed in temporarily retaining and transferring energy sets 
the framework within which they can develop. The flow of nutrients is strongly 
linked to the flow of energy since “the biomass transferred between trophic 
levels contains both energy in chemical bonds and matter serving as nutrients” 
(Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23). Unlike the flow of energy, nutrients move 
in cycles in natural ecosystems. They move “through the biotic components 
of an ecosystem to the abiotic components, and back again to the biotic” and 
are referred to as biogeochemical cycles  (Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23). 
Biochemical cycles, Gliessman points out, “are complex and interconnected” and 
“many occur at a global level that transcends individual ecosystems” (Gliessman 
& Engles, 2015, p. 24). 

In agroecosystems, energy from the sun is complemented by energy from human 
labour and the human deployment of fossil energy. This is offset by major energy 
losses caused by the profound disruption of natural relationships between plant 
communities, animal communities and decomposers, and by food consumption 
and food markets structurally extracting energy from agroecosystems. As a result, 
“agroecosystems become open systems where considerable energy is directed out 
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of the system” (Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 26). Agroecosystems also break 
the nutrient cycles of natural ecosystems, confronting agroecosystems with 
considerable nutrient losses for reasons that will be discussed in detail later on in 
this dissertation (see further, 3.2.2). 

By structurally altering the processes, patterns and characteristics of natural ecosystems, 
agroecosystems lose the former’s unique “intrinsic or natural capacity to self-maintain, 
self-repair, and self-reproduce” (de Molina et al., 2020, p. 10). As a result, the newly 
produced agroecosystems are not self-sustaining. They are “unstable” and require 
external energy and materials to be reproduced (de Molina et al., 2020, p. 3). In an 
agroecological approach, this challenge is addressed by creating agroecosystems that 
“come close to resembling natural ecosystems” in their design and management 
(Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 27). Agroecosystems should seek to “mimic the 
biodiversity levels and functioning of natural ecosystems” (Pimbert, 2015, p. 287) to 
maximise the latter’s autonomous properties and help to sustain agroecosystems and 
the societies that are based on them. This applies to inevitable energy deficits, which 
are primarily addressed by the input of human labour and other forms of renewable, 
“living” energies (Visser, 2013b). Nutrient deficits in certain parts of the agroecosystem 
are primarily addressed by teaming up with ecological processes and extracting and 
transferring ecologically built-up soil fertility from other parts of the agroecosystem 
(see further, 2.4 and chapter 3 and 5). It also applies to many other aspects such as the 
resilience that natural ecosystems derive from advanced plant and organism diversity 
and which is imitated in agroecosystems by replacing monocultures with polycultures 
and integrating habitats that provide food and shelter for various organisms. At the 
scales of crops, farms and local farming systems, agroecology delivers “a complete 
arsenal of technical solutions that have made it possible to design sustainable systems” 
(de Molina, 2020, p. 61). For the argument I am building here, it is retained that 
agroecosystems are dependent ecosystems and that agroecology seeks to organise that 
dependency by mimicking ecological principles.

2.3.2.2 Agroecology and the agroecological movement beyond the local level

The context in which the agroecology of the first decades was able to develop, both as 
a practice and as a science, changed considerably as the industrialisation of agriculture 
progressed, as the global food regime expanded in size and in scope, and as the 
associated urbanisation model produced territories and conditions that complicated 
the production and reproduction of agroecological practices. The industrialisation 
of agriculture made the design and management of farming units subject to market 
logics rather than natural ecosystem logics. Farm enterprises were “managed in 
an entrepreneurial way”, “completely specialized”, and “oriented towards the most 
profitable activities, with other activities externalized” ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 2008, p. 17). 
Through their far-reaching integration within economic markets on both input and 
output side, agricultural practices we subjected to a multitude of strong dependency 
relationships ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 2008). Energy deficits were compensated by the 
unrestrained deployment of fossil fuels (Hein, 2022; Pimentel & Pimentel, 2008), 
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which not only complemented but also substituted renewable energy sources. This has 
resulted in a food regime with an “absurdly low energy efficiency” that consumes more 
fossil energy than the energy content it makes available in the food it produces (Visser, 
2013b, p. 148). And the loss of soil nutrients was not addressed by trying to close their 
cycles, but by extracting fossil nutrient stocks and altering biochemical cycles through 
the colossal use of fossil energy (see further, chapter 3). The substitution of human 
labour in all of these processes contributed to a drastic decrease in the proportion of the 
population directly involved in food production, to pronounced rural-urban migrations 
and to the availability of abundant and cheap labour for capitalist production processes 
(Boserup, 1965; Harvey, 2009; McMichael, 2009, 2013; Visser, 2013b).

These developments and the construction and reproduction of “agrofood conditions” 
(H. Friedmann, 2003, p. 52, see also above) not only contributed to the establishment 
of an industrial global food regime, but also deprived peasant communities around 
the world of the resources for producing and reproducing agroecologically managed 
agroecosystems. In this way, agroecology’s pursuit of ecologically sound agroecosystems 
inevitably turned into a struggle for the production and reproduction of the larger 
socio-economic and socio-natural conditions on which they depend. Agroecology 
transformed from an “ecologically sensitive agricultural science” into an approach that 
“incorporates a critique of the political economic structures that shape the current agri-
food system” and “is explicitly committed to a more socially just and sustainable future 
by reshaping power relations from farm to table” (Méndez, Bacon, & Cohen, 2020, p. 
8). In other words, agroecology became thoroughly political, which motivates several 
scholars who explicitly oppose persistent non-political representations of agroecology 
to be systematically speaking of a “political agroecology” (de Molina, 2013, 2020; de 
Molina, Petersen, Peña, & Caporal, 2019). 

The scientific transformation occurred simultaneously with the development 
of an international agroecological movement, and the convergence of several 
existing movements around this agroecological agenda. he upscaled and broadened 
interpretation of agroecology “encouraged closer links with farmer organizations, 
consumer-citizen groups and social movements supporting alternatives to industrial 
food systems and Green Revolution agriculture” (Pimbert, 2015, pp. 288-289). 
Peasant movements9  such as La Via Campesina 10 positioned their struggles in an 
agroecological perspective (Rosset & Martínez-Torres, 2013). The food sovereignty11 

9	 In	the	United	Nations	declaration	on	the	rights	of	peasants,	a	peasant	is	defined	as	“any	person	who	
engages or who seeks to engage, alone, or in association with others or as a community, in small-scale 
agricultural	production	for	subsistence	and/or	for	the	market,	and	who	relies	significantly,	though	not	
necessarily exclusively, on family or household labour and other non-monetized ways of organizing 
labour, and who has a special dependency on and attachment to the land” (United Nations, 2018, pp. 4-5).

10 “La Via Campesina is the international movement which brings together millions of peasants, small and 
medium-size farmers, landless people, women farmers, indigenous people, migrants and agricultural 
workers from around the world. It defends small-scale sustainable agriculture as a way to promote social 
justice and dignity. It strongly opposes corporate driven agriculture and transnational companies that are 
destroying people and nature. La Via Campesina comprises about 150 local and national organizations in 70 
countries from Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas. Altogether, it represents about 200 million farmers. 
It is an autonomous, pluralist and multicultural movement, independent from any political, economic or 
other	type	of	affiliation.”	(“La	Via	Campesina,”	n.d.)

11 “Food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through 
ecologically	sound	and	sustainable	methods,	and	their	right	to	define	their	own	food	and	agriculture	
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movement embraced agroecology as a framework in which to articulate their struggle 
(de Molina, 2013; Pimbert, 2015). In 2015, many of these movements came together at 
the Nyéléni Forum for Agroecology, where they agreed upon a common definition of 
agroecology and produced a ‘Declaration of the International Forum for Agroecology’ 
(“Declaration of the International Forum for Agroecology,” 2015). In the declaration, 
the international political agroecological movement was consolidated and defined 
eleven common pillars and principles of agroecology (see Box 1) and a set of strategies 
to promote agroecology. The declaration also explicitly aimed at defending agroecology 
from co-optation. “Agroecology is the answer to how to transform and repair our 
material reality in a food system and rural world that has been devastated by industrial 
food production and its so-called Green and Blue Revolutions”, the movement states 
(“Declaration of the International Forum for Agroecology,” 2015). “We see agroecology 
as a key form of resistance to an economic system that puts profit before life.” The 
observation that “many multilateral institutions, governments, universities and research 
centers, some NGOs, corporations and others […] finally recognize “agroecology”” is a 
cause for concern for the movement as “they have tried to redefine it as a narrow set of 
technologies, to offer some tools that appear to ease the sustainability crisis of industrial 
food production, while the existing structures of power remain unchallenged.” The 
declaration thus states that:

“The real solutions to the crises of the climate, malnutrition, etc., will not come 
from conforming to the industrial model. We must transform it and build our own 
local food systems that create new rural-urban links, based on truly agroecological 
food production by peasants, artisanal fishers, pastoralists, indigenous peoples, 
urban farmers, etc. We cannot allow agroecology to be a tool of the industrial food 
production model: we see it as the essential alternative to that model, and as the 
means of transforming how we produce and consume food into something better 
for humanity and our Mother Earth” (“Declaration of the International Forum 
for Agroecology,” 2015, original emphasis).

2.3.3 Bringing urbanism and political agroecology together

Autonomy is a very central concept in agroecology as science, practice and movement. It 
is a double-sided concept rooted in agroecology’s agroecosystem approach of the early 
days as well as in its more recently articulated political dimension. On the one hand, 
agroecology strives for autonomy through teaming up with natural processes. From this, 
it seeks to derive a greater ability to reproduce itself and overcome its status of altered 

systems. It puts those who produce, distribute and consume food at the heart of food systems and policies 
rather than the demands of markets and corporations. It defends the interests and inclusion of the next 
generation.	It	offers	a	strategy	to	resist	and	dismantle	the	current	corporate	trade	and	food	regime,	
and	directions	for	food,	farming,	pastoral	and	fisheries	systems	determined	by	local	producers.	Food	
sovereignty prioritises local and national economies and markets and empowers peasant and family 
farmer-driven	agriculture,	artisanal	-	fishing,	pastoralist-led	grazing,	and	food	production,	distribution	
and consumption based on environmental, social and economic sustainability. Food sovereignty promotes 
transparent trade that guarantees just income to all peoples and the rights of consumers to control their 
food and nutrition. It ensures that the rights to use and manage our lands, territories, waters, seeds, 
livestock and biodiversity are in the hands of those of us who produce food. Food sovereignty implies new 
social relations free of oppression and inequality between men and women, peoples, racial groups, social 
classes and generations.” (“Declaration of Nyéléni,” 2007)
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Box 1   Common pillars and principles of agroecology
Source: Declaration	of	the	International	Forum	for	Agroecology,”	2015

Agroecology is a way of life and the language of Nature, that we learn as her children. It 
is not a mere set of technologies or production practices. It cannot be implemented the 
same way in all territories. Rather it is based on principles that, while they may be similar 
across the diversity of our territories, can and are practiced in many different ways, with 
each sector contributing their own colors of their local reality and culture, while always 
respecting Mother Earth and our common, shared values.

The production practices of agroecology (such as intercropping, traditional fishing and 
mobile pastoralism, integrating crops, trees, livestock and fish, manuring, compost, 
local seeds and animal breeds, etc.) are based on ecological principles like building life 
in the soil, recycling nutrients, the dynamic management of biodiversity and energy 
conservation at all scales. Agroecology drastically reduces our use of externally-purchased 
inputs that must be bought from industry. There is no use of agrotoxics, artificial hormones, 
GMOs or other dangerous new technologies in agroecology.

Territories are a fundamental pillar of agroecology. Peoples and communities have the 
right to maintain their own spiritual and material relationships to their lands. They are 
entitled to secure, develop, control, and reconstruct their customary social structures and 
to administer their lands and territories, including fishing grounds, both politically and 
socially. This implies the full recognition of their laws, traditions, customs, tenure systems, 
and institutions, and constitutes the recognition of the self-determination and autonomy 
of peoples. 

Collective rights and access to the commons are fundamental pillar of agroecology. We 
share access to territories that are the home to many different peer groups, and we have 
sophisticated customary systems for regulating access and avoiding conflicts that we want 
to preserve and to strengthen. 

The diverse knowledges and ways of knowing of our peoples are fundamental to 
agroecology. We develop our ways of knowing through dialogue among them (diálogo de 
saberes). Our learning processes are horizontal and peer-to-peer, based on popular education. 
They take place in our own training centers and territories (farmers teach farmers, fishers 
teach fishers, etc.), and are also intergenerational, with exchange of knowledge between 
youth and elders. Agroecology is developed through our own innovation, research, and 
crop and livestock selection and breeding.

The core of our cosmovisions is the necessary equilibrium between nature, the cosmos 
and human beings. We recognize that as humans we are but a part of nature and the 
cosmos We share a spiritual connection with our lands and with the web of life. We love 
our lands and our peoples, and without that, we cannot defend our agroecology, fight for 
our rights, or feed the world. We reject the commodification of all forms of life.

Families, communities, collectives, organizations and movements are the fertile soil in 
which agroecology flourishes. Collective self-organization and action are what make it 
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ecosystems (see above, 2.3.2.1). On the other hand, agroecology strives for autonomy 
from a global food regime that has a very different rationale and which progressively 
disables the agroecological pursuit of the former ambition. Van der Ploeg, referring 
to historian Bernard Slicher of Bath, made a similar point earlier about the “twofold” 
autonomy that is pursued: on the one hand the acquisition of “relative freedom from 
harsh relations of exploitation and submission” and on the other the “freedom to act 
in such a way that farming is aligned with the interests and prospects of the involved 
producers” ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 2008, p. 32).

“The autonomy of agroecology”, the declaration of the international forum for 
agroecology states, “displaces the control of global markets and generates self-
governance by communities” (see box 1, “Declaration of the International Forum for 
Agroecology,” 2015, p. 3). Likewise, agroecologist Jan Douwe Van der Ploeg positions 
the “struggle for autonomy” of the present-day peasantry in a context “characterized 

possible to scale-up agroecology, build local food systems, and challenge corporate control 
of our food system. Solidarity between peoples, between rural and urban populations, is 
a critical ingredient.

The autonomy of agroecology displaces the control of global markets and generates self-
governance by communities. It means we minimize the use of purchased inputs that come 
from outside. It requires the re-shaping of markets so that they are based on the principles 
of solidarity economy and the ethics of responsible production and consumption. It 
promotes direct and fair short distribution chains. It implies a transparent relationship 
between producers and consumers, and is based on the solidarity of shared risks and 
benefits.

Agroecology is political; it requires us to challenge and transform structures of power 
in society. We need to put the control of seeds, biodiversity, land and territories, waters, 
knowledge, culture and the commons in the hands of the peoples who feed the world.

Women and their knowledge, values, vision and leadership are critical for moving 
forward. Migration and globalization mean that women’s work is increasing, yet women 
have far less access to resources than men. All to[o] often, their work is neither recognized 
nor valued. For agroecology to achieve its full potential, there must be equal distribution 
of power, tasks, decision-making and remuneration.

Youth, together with women, provide one of the two principle social bases for the evolution 
of agroecology. Agroecology can provide a radical space for young people to contribute 
to the social and ecological transformation that is underway in many of our societies. 
Youth bear the responsibility to carry forward the collective knowledge learned from their 
parents, elders and ancestors into the future. They are the stewards of agroecology for 
future generations. Agroecology must create a territorial and social dynamic that creates 
opportunities for rural youth and values women’s leadership.
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by dependency relations, marginalization and deprivation” ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 2008, 
p. 23). The latter, he stresses, are “not immanent” to the peasant condition, but the 
result of “its embedding in globalizing capitalist economies” and “the mechanics of the 
general process of capital accumulation, dependency relations and associated levels of 
deprivation that are constantly (re)introduced into the peasant condition” ( J. D. Van der 
Ploeg, 2008, p. 31) and of which food-disabling urbanisation patterns are an essential 
part (see earlier, 2.2.1). In its efforts to reduce this dependency, peasant agriculture is 
therefore “mainly, though not exclusively” built upon “a relatively autonomous flow of 
resources produced and reproduced within the farm unit itself ” and which applies “to 
all relevant social and material resources: to cows, feed and fodder, fertilizers, seed, 
labour, knowledge, working capital, buildings, etc.” (see Figure 10) ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 
2008, pp. 28-29). In this way, the pursuit of autonomy from the global food regime 
converges with the pursuit of autonomy through teaming up with natural processes. 
“The creation and development of [such] a self-controlled and self-managed resource 
base”, Van der Ploeg states, is both what the struggle for autonomy “aims at” and how 
it “materializes” ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 2008, p. 23).

Figure 10  	 Van	der	Ploeg’s	diagram	of	the	“basic	flows	entailed	in	farming”
Source: J.	D.	Van	der	Ploeg,	2008,	p.	29
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Given the current form that urbanisation processes take and given their strong 
entanglement with the global food regime, it is not surprising that the agroecological 
movement is not particularly urban. Similar to the challenge for urbanists and a 
discipline such as urban planning to see beyond the omnipresent food-disabling 
environment (see earlier, 2.2.2), it is very challenging for a movement of practices that 
faces the daily challenge of coping with the conditions of food-disabling urbanisation 
processes to imagine that urbanisation processes could also take a different form. What 
urbanism may gain from embracing a (political) agroecological perspective has already 
been discussed (see earlier, 2.2.2 and 2.3.1). But what may political agroecology gain 
from embracing the field of urbanism? Isn’t the context of exacerbated interdependence 
that is so characteristic of the urban condition and which the field of urbanism addresses 
inherently at odds with agroecology’s pursuit of autonomy?

Van der Ploeg’s twofold approach to the peasantry’s struggle for autonomy contains 
a first step towards the answer. The struggle for autonomy, he clarified, “is not to be 
interpreted as a negative category, as a ‘state of not being conditioned by anybody’” ( J. 
D. Van der Ploeg, 2008, p. 32). It rather is a search for “relative autonomy” which does
not exclude cooperation as long as it is a means of defending the peasantry’s interests
and prospects. In this way, the struggle of autonomy “takes many, often interrelated,
forms”, Van der Ploeg adds, “it passes through the fields, barn yards and cowsheds,
through the many decisions over cattle breeding, seed selection, irrigation and labour
input” and it “also articulates at higher levels of aggregation” ( J. D. Van der Ploeg, 2008, 
p. 32). 

In the work of political agroecologist Manuel González de Molina, these higher 
levels of aggregation feature much more centrally. In a number of vigorous pleas for 
an explicitly political articulation of agroecology, Manuel González de Molina (2013, 
2020; 2019) deplores that the merits and successes of the agroecological approach are 
mainly to be found at rather local levels. The “macro aspects” of agroecology, “especially 
the political aspects”, he argues, have “remained in the background” (de Molina, 2020, 
p. 55). According to the author, “[a]groecology is still closely bound to the scope of the
farmer, the farm, and the local community”, which has led “to insufficient development
of aspects that transcend the farm or local community scale of the agroecological
focus, especially political and institutional aspects, which regulate social relationships
in agriculture” (de Molina, 2020, pp. 55-56). González de Molina admits that local
agroecological practices are crucial for agroecological transformations on a larger scale, 
but at the same time stresses that they are not sufficient in themselves. Agroecological
transformation requires both, he argues:

“For this to be possible, it is essential to overcome the dichotomy which often 
exists between political–institutional action and the transformational practice 
of local agroecological experiences. The innovative nature of these experiences 
in production, distribution, and consumption make them the avant guard of an 
alternative food system. They are the foundations on which a more sustainable 
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future will be built, but they are not sufficient, in themselves, to produce a change 
on a wider social scale or to guarantee their own survival.” (de Molina, 2020, p. 64)

He warns that:

“A simple sum of experiences does not produce the desired change on the 
immediately higher territorial scale. To believe that this is possible is idealistic and 
it is also a mechanical view, which is contrary to the very theory of agroecology. 
[…] Structural and institutional change does not come about through the 
sum of individual or local changes, or through abrupt revolutions, which make 
change possible overnight. […] Local changes, since they are partial, are not 
enough to produce agroecological transformation in agricultural production and 
consumption since the generalization of the change is slowed and hindered by the 
institutional structure of the food system. Without changes in the institutional 
arrangements, local change will be reduced or confined and will take place in 
conditions in which they will be weaker in the face of attacks by the dominant 
system.” (de Molina, 2020, p. 64)

De Molina argues that “the different scales or levels on which agroecological transition 
takes place are mutually dependent” (de Molina, 2020, p. 65) and that in the same way 
change at larger scales is not feasible in the absence of local practices, the latter will not 
survive if they are isolated by a larger context:

It is the task of political agroecology to accompany public policies and collective 
agroecological action with changes in the institutional design to guarantee that 
there is real progress toward transition. Otherwise, the different versions of 
sustainable agriculture run the risk of becoming a specific sector that does not 
question the current configuration of the food system or the power relationships 
that sustain it. With no change in the institutional environment, which is typical of 
market economies, public policies in support of sustainable agriculture inevitably 
lead to conventionalization. By this, we mean the process by which organic, 
alternative, or agroecological-based family agriculture becomes a version which 
is little different from conventional agriculture, reproducing the same story and 
sharing the same social, technical, and economic characteristics (Buck et al. 1997; 
Hall and Magyorody 2001; Darnhoffeer et al. 2010). If it is not counteracted 
by the conscious action of the administrations and the collective action of the 
agroecological social movements, the logic of conventional food markets pushes 
organic or alternative producers toward intensification (Guthman 2004).” (de 
Molina, 2020, pp. 65-66)

Therefore, De Molina advocates that:

“The function of local changes is to liberate spaces ruled by agribusiness but, 
above all, its function is to become an agent for change, a social movement which 
pursues global, universal aims through the replication of successful practical 
experiences.” (de Molina, 2020, pp. 64-65)
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“Politics must develop within the heart of agroecology to provide agroecologists 
with instruments for analysis and sociopolitical intervention that would allow them 
to go beyond local experiences, encouraging their generalization and the essential 
changes in the food system at a higher territorial scale. Otherwise, experiences 
will be condemned to be “islands of success” amid a sea of privation, poverty, and 
environmental degradation (Altieri and Rosset 2010).” (de Molina, 2020, p. 56, 
own emphasis added)

Here, the plea for a political agroecology that manifests itself on higher territorial scales 
to establish the conditions in which its generalisation becomes feasible and viable, sails 
right into the agenda of the search for a resourceful, food-enabling urban environment. 
In food-disabling urbanisation environments, progressively marginalising and 
residualising agroecological practices, the latter indeed risk being confined to ‘islands 
of success’ in a context that moves in a completely different direction. Agroecological 
urbanism reminds the agroecological community of their right to the city, to paraphrase 
Henri Lefebvre (Lefebvre, 1968; Purcell, 2016), as one of the instruments for analysis 
and socio-political intervention to which de Molina alludes (see citation above). It 
reminds the agroecological community that the urbanised landscapes in which they 
try to be more autonomous do not serve them well, deprive them from ‘the right to 
grow’ (Tornaghi, 2017) as an integral part of their right to the city. It renders explicit 
that the food-disabling urbanisation phenomena are not laws of nature but socially 
mediated processes that need to be continuously reproduced and are therefore, by 
definition, contestable and changeable. It calls for the concrete naming of the aspects 
that need to change. At the same time, Dehaene and Tornaghi conclude in their edited 
book on an agroecological urbanism, “we also ask agroecology to imagine its future 
on a highly urbanised planet, within an urbanised society” (Dehaene & Tornaghi, 
2021, p. 221). “With the latter” they add “we do not mean ‘within the city’, but rather 
within a context of irreducible social differences”, within the context of “exacerbated 
interdependence” which is so characteristic of urban society, committed “to shaping 
place-based solidarities and to a social contract shaped around the acknowledgement 
of the interdependence of people living their lives within the same territorial basin” 
(Dehaene & Tornaghi, 2021, pp. 221, 224). Emphasising and cultivating the collective 
interdependence that agroecological farmers experience in urban environments is by 
no means a disregard of their quest for autonomy. Quite the contrary: it is a pursuit 
of the conditions through which that community may be as autonomous as possible 
in an urbanising reality. Vice versa, the agroecological science, movement and practice 
provides the search for a food-enabling urbanism with comprehensive set of principles 
and views that help to look right through current urbanisation processes and provide 
building blocks on which a socially inclusive and ecologically sustainable urbanism could 
be built. Reminding Swyngedouw’s and Kaika’s statement that there “is no such thing 
as an unsustainable city in general, but rather […] a series of urban and environmental 
processes that negatively affect some social groups while benefiting others” (see earlier 
section 2.1.2, Swyngedouw & Kaika, 2000, pp. 570-571), agroecological practices and 
“the coalitions, networks, statements and movement-building through which these 
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Box 2   Brief introduction to the pursuit of autonomy in the biodynamic 
organic community

“The industrialisation of agriculture is causing the traditional integration of 
arable farming, livestock farming, horticulture and fruit growing to fall apart 
completely. As a result of the capitalisation, specialisation and rationalisation 
of agriculture, intensive arable farming is now practised, i.e. only a few crops 

without a proper crop rotation and with a large input of resources such as sugar 
beet, wheat and maize, or intensive cattle farming, or intensive vegetable or 

fruit growing. So that is a complete disintegration of the organism into its 
individual organ systems. And these can only be kept alive [...] by a huge input 

of resources. This is modern agriculture, which today, like industry, has a 
negative energy balance and a ditto substance balance. This means that energy 

and raw materials must be obtained from elsewhere and used to produce. 
Whereas an agricultural organism is structured in such a way that it generates 

its own energy and raw materials.”1 
(Neumann & Klett, 1992, pp. 13-14) 

Self-contained farm individuality

In the biodynamic agriculture community, which in Flanders largely overlaps with the 
agroecological community (see further, 4.2.1 methodology section), a similar emphasis on 
autonomy is embedded in the broader concept of ‘farm individuality’. In his agricultural 
course, founder of biodynamic agriculture Rudolf Steiner discusses the principle of farm 
individuality extensively but rather conceptually, stating that “a farm finds its true nature 
best when it can be conceived as a kind of individuality, a truly self-contained individuality” 
(Steiner, 2012). Contemporary thinkers frame it primarily as a starting point, stating that 
“every farm is unique and individual” (de Vries & Ambagts, n.d.)2 and whereby “each 
farm or garden is viewed as an integrated whole, as a living organism in its own right” 
(Biodynamic Association, n.d.). The individuality of a farm is considered to be the ongoing 
result of socio-economic and environmental conditions such as its geography but also the 
dynamic outcome of the social initiatives of its founders up to its present farmers (de 
Vries & Ambagts, n.d.). “In this sense, German biodynamic farmer and thinker Manfred 
Klett puts it, “every farm is, through human labour, an individualising biotope” (Neumann 
& Klett, 1992).3 “The living farm arises as a new unity from the respectful cooperation 
between the farmers, the possibilities of the place and the social context” (Bloksma, 2014, 
p. 13).4 Although it is a key element, the implementation of this approach cannot be 
narrowed down to the mere pursuit of autonomy. The principle of farm individuality in 

1 Original citation in Dutch (previously translated from German): “Het industrialiseren van de landbouw 
maakt dat de van ouds gegroeide integratie van akkerbouw, veeteelt, tuinbouw en fruitteelt volkomen 
uit elkaar valt. Als gevolg van kapitalisering, specialisering en rationalisering van de landbouw wordt 
nu intensieve akkerbouw bedreven, dat wil zeggen zonder behoorlijke vruchtwisseling slechts enkele 
gewassen met een grote inzet van bedrijfsmiddelen zoals suikerbieten, tarwe, maïs of intensieve 
veehouderij of intensieve groenteteelt of fruitteeltplantages. Dat is dus een volkomen uiteenvallen van het 
organisme in zijn afzonderlijke orgaansystemen. En deze kunnen alleen in leven worden gehouden […] 
door een geweldige input aan bedrijfsmiddelen. Dat is de moderne landbouw, die tegenwoordig net als de 
industrie,	een	negatieve	energiebalans	en	een	dito	stofbalans	heeft.	Dus	energie	en	grondstoffen	ergens	
anders vandaan moet halen en die verbruikt om te produceren. Terwijl een landbouworganisme zo in 
elkaar	zit,	dat	het	zijn	energie	en	grondstoffen	zelf	voortbrengt.”

2 Original citation in Dutch: “dat elk bedrijf uniek en eigen is”
3 Original translation in Dutch (translated from German): “Zo gezien is elke boerderij een door menselijke 

arbeid zich individualiserend biotoop”
4 Original citation in Dutch: “Het levende bedrijf ontstaat als nieuwe eenheid uit de respectvolle 

samenwerking tussen de bedrijfsvoerders, de mogelijkheden van de plek en de maatschappelijke context”
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biodynamic agriculture also has an effect on many other fronts, from weed management, 
the ownership structure of farms, the social embedding of farm activities etc. (Bloksma, 
2014; Neumann & Klett, 1992; Steiner, 1993). 

Having said that, in biodynamic agriculture, the principle of farm individuality and 
the perception of a farm as an organism are strongly linked to the importance of self-
sufficiency. Steiner formulated this as follows: “In reality, every farm ought to aspire to this 
state of being a self-contained individuality. This state cannot be achieved completely, but 
it needs to be approached. This means that within our farms, we should attempt to have 
everything we need for agricultural production […]” (Steiner, 1993). Klett speaks of “an 
agricultural organism that produces its own energy and raw materials” and that “not only 
produces food for humans but is also highly productive in creating its own energy and raw 
materials needed for the production of its products” (Neumann & Klett, 1992, p. 14).5 “A 
biodynamic farm strives to be self-sustaining and in some ways self-contained”, the North 
American Biodynamic Association summarises (Biodynamic Association, n.d.). This 
applies to material aspects, but also to non-material aspects grounded in anthroposophical 
thinking.

In this approach, attention is paid to various issues such as own seed propagation and 
shared knowledge development, but not least to the importance of self-sufficiency in terms 
of nutrient management. “Biodynamic farmers and gardeners work toward balancing the 
soil and creating a farm individuality that is a self-sustaining whole, where fertility and feed 
come from within the farm rather than from outside”, it is said (Biodynamic Association, 
n.d.). Steiner expressed this more bluntly by stating that “[f ]rom the perspective of an 
ideal farm, any fertilizers and so forth that are brought in from outside would indeed have 
to be regarded as remedies for a sickened farm. A healthy farm would be one that could 
produce everything it needs from within itself ” (Steiner, 1993).

Beyond farm level?

Alongside several extravagant statements about the undesirability of input from outside 
the farm unit, however, Steiner also acknowledges extensively that his ideals may not 
be fully achievable (Steiner, 1993). More recent thinkers in the biodynamic agriculture 
community embrace practices of co-operation even more explicitly. In his afterword to 
the Dutch translation of Steiner’s agricultural course (Steiner, 1992, pp. 241-267) Albert 
de Vries clarifies that the ideal of a fully closed nutrient cycle on farm level cannot be 
achieved in every single situation:

“The horticulture farmer has to source his manure from fellow livestock farmers, 
and perhaps some of his seed from the seed merchant. The aim, however, is to limit 
‘anonymous’ imports as much as possible. In practice, this produces all kinds of 
forms of cooperation between ‘friendly’ farms, so-called conjugated farms. Another 

5 Original citation in Dutch (translated from German): “Terwijl een landbouworganisme zo in elkaar zit, dat 
het	zijn	energie	en	grondstoffen	zelf	voortbrengt.	Het	produceert	niet	alleen	voedsel	voor	de	mens	maar	
is	ook	in	hoge	mate	produktief	in	het	scheppen	van	eigen	energie	en	grondstoffen	die	nodig	zijn	voor	het	
voortbrengen van zijn produkten.”
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form is that a horticultural company participates as an independent company in the 
crop rotation of an arable farm.”6

De Vries argues that ‘closed systems’ first and foremost aim to enable the farmer to adopt 
an inquisitive attitude and to guarantee the farmer the opportunity to manage the farm 
based on a total overview – as opposed to ‘open systems’ in which the farmer loses grip on 
the situation and is forced into the position of an analytical manager. This certainly does 
not exclude cooperation, although in many cases, the openness to cooperation beyond 
farm level is clearly motivated by a sense of necessity. Asked about the feasibility of 
converting existing, conventional farms to a biodynamic approach, Manfred Klett answers 
“that this is undoubtedly becoming more difficult year by year” (Neumann & Klett, 1992, 
p. 13).7 “We could say that today, there are only remains to be found of what once were 
organisms. The farms have largely provided themselves with capital in order to be able to 
achieve high yields from the isolated branches of production. Depending on the needs, 
the original size was considerably increased or decreased by selling or buying land, so that 
today only skin and bones are left from the life that once was and that was actually still 
viable. As a result of all this, we are now faced with the problem that it is hardly possible 
to create a fully-fledged organism, unless a circle of people is formed to help the farmer to 
realise this. It is becoming more and more clear that the formation of an organism is only 
feasible as a truly social matter; not only of the farmers, but of the entire human social 
environment” (Neumann & Klett, 1992, p. 14).8 

6 Original citation in Dutch: “Natuurlijk kan in lang niet iedere bedrijfssituatie aan dit ideaal worden 
voldaan. De tuinder moet zijn mest nu eenmaal van collega-veeboeren betrekken en een deel van zijn 
zaad misschien ook van de zaadhandel. Het streven is echter om ‘anonieme’ import zoveel mogelijk te 
beperken. In de praktijk ontstaan zo allerlei vormen van samenwerking tussen ‘bevriende’ bedrijven, 
zogenaamde koppelbedrijven. Een andere vorm is bijvoorbeeld dat een tuinbouwbedrijf als zelfstandig 
bedrijf meedraait in de vruchtwisseling van een akkerbouwbedrijf.”

7 Original citation in Dutch (previsouly translated from German): “Ongetwijfeld is het zo dat dit van jaar tot 
jaar moeilijker wordt”

8  Original citation in Dutch (previously translated from German): “Zo kunnen we eigenlijk zeggen dat er 
tegenwoordig overal alleen nog maar brokstukken te vinden zijn van wat eens organismen waren. De 
bedrijven hebben zich in hoge mate voorzien van kapitaal om uit de eenzijdige produktietakken hoge 
opbrengsten te kunnen halen. Al naar behoefte werd door verkoop of aankoop van land de oorspronkelijke 
omvang aanmerkelijk vergroot of verkleind, zodat er tegenwoordig alleen nog maar huid en botten 
te vinden zijn van het leven dat eens was en dat eigenlijk nog wel levensvatbaar was. Als gevolg van 
dit alles staan wij nu voor het probleem dat het vooreerst nauwelijks mogelijk is om een volwaardig 
organisme tot stand te brengen, tenzij er een kring van mensen gevormd wordt, die de boer helpt om dit 
te verwerkelijken. Het wordt steeds duidelijker dat het vormen van een organisme alleen uitvoerbaar is 
als een werkelijk sociale aangelegenheid; niet alleen van de landbouwers, maar van de gehele menselijk 
sociale omgeving.”
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practices reflect on their condition” (Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021a, p. 4) provides the 
search for a resourceful, food-enabling urbanism with a clear identification of those for 
whom it is trying to be resourceful and enabling.

Framing urbanism as an instrument for agroecological analysis and socio-political 
intervention inevitably raises the question of whether agroecology’s generalisation does 
not first and foremost require addressing deeper rooted socio-economic issues rather 
than urbanisation. Obviously, the pursuit of a world in which agroecology is structurally 
embedded is a struggle that should operate on several fronts. This struggle is definitely 
not confined to the field of urban planning and its traditional ‘playgrounds’ such as land 
use, infrastructure or logistics. David Harvey reminds us nevertheless that it would 
be a grave mistake to believe “that the problems posed by urbanization are essentially 
a consequence of deeper rooted social processes that can and need to be addressed 
independently of their geographical setting or spatiotemporal ordering” (Harvey, 2014, 
p. 64). Harvey speaks of a “myth” that stands in the way of understanding urban living 
in the twenty-first century and which “deserve[s] to be exploded” (Harvey, 2014, p. 64):

“This view should be strenuously opposed with a vision that sees the production 
of different spatio-temporal orderings and structures as active moments within 
the social process, the appreciation of which will better reveal how what we 
conventionally understand by urbanization and urban forms might be redefined 
and factored in as moments of transformation, and consequently possible points 
of intervention within that social process” (Harvey, 2014, p. 64).
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2.4 Departing from the ecological dependency 
and collective interdependency of soil 
fertility reproduction

 “In order for food to surge to the same level as housing or transport in the 
planning agenda, it is necessary that land and soils enter the political agenda 

and reshape the politics of resource management”
Deh-Tor, 2021, p. 19

As part of the larger, collective search for an agroecological urbanism, this doctoral 
research takes a specific thematic approach by focusing on agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction. The reproduction of soil fertility is an issue as old as agriculture itself. It 
departs from the observation that agricultural activities interrupt the self-sustaining 
nutrient cycling in natural ecosystems (see earlier, 2.3.2.1) and leave agroecosystems 
with the challenge of compensating for the resulting loss of soil fertility if they are to 
reproduce. For agroecologists, the observation that agroecosystems structurally alter 
natural ecosystems’ nutrient cycles is no reason to dissociate agriculture from natural 
ecosystems. Rather, agroecology’s answer to the issue of soil fertility reproduction is 
sought in the same sphere from which the issue originates. Agroecology’s answer to 
the problem of soil fertility reproduction is to embrace its ecological dependency. It 
seeks to replicate the self-sustaining nutrient recycling capacities of natural ecosystems 
in the design and management of agroecosystems and uses the regenerative capacity 
of some parts of the agroecosystem to deal with soil fertility reproduction issues in 
other parts. A handful of authors have already drawn attention to the ager-saltus-silva 
geography of farming systems in which the natural regenerative capacity of grassland 
(saltus) and woodland (silva) is skimmed off to compensate for the loss of soil fertility 
in the arable land (ager) (de Molina, 2020; Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006; Visser, 2013b). 
Although this principle deserves and requires further elaboration (see further, chapter 
3), it requires little imagination to see the demanding nature of such an arrangement: 
its complex geography, its numerous and demanding landscape relationships, its crucial 
balances, etc.

In a theoretical, isolated world – like Von Thünen’s (see earlier, 2.2.1) – constructing 
such practical and strategic answers to agriculture’s ecological dependency might 
belong to the individual capacity of food growers or food growing communities. In 
a real-world and definitely in an urbanising environment, however, soil fertility 
reproduction is not merely a matter of ecological dependency, but inevitably also 
subject to collective interdependency. This is especially true for agroecological farmers 
that seek to reproduce soil fertility through ecological strategies with a pronounced 
and demanding geography and who, in an environment shared with many other actors 
and land uses, will inevitably find themselves in a state of interdependence. In that 
case, it matters very much whether or not this interdependency is a shared matter of 
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concern and an object of urban organisation. If not, if the process of urbanisation is 
not oriented towards coping with this state of interdependency, then urbanisation is 
likely to bring little but misery to the agroecological farmers that seek to reproduce soil 
fertility in an environment that deprives them of the structural ability to do so. This is 
particularly the case for food-disabling urbanisation processes tied up with the global 
food regime. “[D]uring the industrialization of agriculture”, de Molina describes, “there 
has been a growing segregation in land uses and the losses of production and functional 
synergies generated by agro-silvo-pastoral integration” (de Molina, 2020, p. 61). “The 
result has been the loss of spatial heterogeneity”, he continues, meaning that “flows of 
energy and materials, which tended to be local and closed (renewable), have become 
global, provided by fossil fuels”. De Molina speaks of “one of the most underdeveloped 
aspects of agroecology”: landscape agroecology. Following de Molina’s general plea 
for a political agroecology seeking to construct the conditions for its generalisation at 
territorial beyond farm level (2.3.3), this PhD research examines what it means to make 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction the object of urban organisation. It explores 
what it means to urbanise the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility. As David 
Harvey reminds us (see earlier, 2.3.3), it would be a complete mistake to consider it less 
appropriate to address the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility as an urban issue 
rather than to address it through allegedly deeper-rooted social or economic issues. 
Considering that urbanisation is a tangible manifestation of larger political socio-
natural processes through which the latter are continuously reproduced, approaching 
the reproduction of soil fertility as an urban problem may provide tangible entry points 
for intervention.

Before ending this chapter, I wish to comment on the choice of the term (agroecological) 
soil fertility reproduction. As this PhD research will mainly focus on the material 
aspects of soil fertility reproduction, readers might argue that the subject could be more 
specifically termed (agroecological) nutrient management. I have made a different choice 
for three main reasons. First of all, it reflects the effort to move away of an understanding 
of the soil as a container and nutrients as something to be put in after it is removed. By 
focussing on soil fertility reproduction rather than nutrient management, the emphasis 
is placed on the need to agroecosystem context in which fertility resides, in the full 
reciprocal relationship between its component parts. The living soil is the proxy for the 
matrix within which these relationships exist and are reproduced. This brings me to my 
second argument. The choice not to use the term agroecological nutrient management 
is to avoid framing the central topic of this PhD as a question of material and energy 
flows that are separate from the community that embodies their production and 
reproduction, and thus bereft of their social and political dimensions – which would be 
typical of an industrial ecology approach (Castán Broto, Allen, & Rapoport, 2012). The 
industrial ecology approach, David Peleman, Bruno Notteboom and Michiel Dehaene 
argue in a special issue of OASE on urban metabolism, “has turned the elimination of 
deficits and defects in the cycles of material flows into a virtue, and to some extent this 
has had a sophomoric effect on society, the proper functioning of which – partly – rests 
on these material flows. It – apparently – relieves said society of the obligation to think 
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beyond that metabolic machinery as well” (Peleman, Notteboom, & Dehaene, 2019, p. 
4). “[I]t is very tempting”, the authors further state, “to signify nature – and, by extension, 
our living environment – from a metabolic perspective. However, this entails the risk 
that the meaning created in this way is very narrow and escapes every possible urban 
perspective” (Peleman et al., 2019, p. 6). By moving away from a nutrient management 
approach and speaking of the material aspects of lived practices and strategies of soil 
fertility reproduction, this PhD explicitly embraces the urban political ecologies of 
soil fertility. Whereas in a subsequent chapter the issue of soil fertility reproduction 
will initially still be approached very much as a material issue, in the action research 
of a further empirical chapter, ample attention will be paid to the specific actors and 
communities that embody the practices and strategies of agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction. In this way, the research echoes Schneider’s and McMichael’s argument 
that farming practices must “figure centrally […] both because they implicate a broader 
set of ecological and social relations and because they provide a way to specify how 
humans interact with non-human nature and to what effects” in order to overcome “the 
metabolic rift’s epistemological break from agricultural practices and knowledges of 
ecological relations and processes [which] forecloses ecological futures” (Schneider & 
McMichael, 2010, pp. 462, 480; see also earlier 2.2.2). Thirdly, the choice to talk about 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction and not agroecological nutrient management 
is an attempt to include the ethical and affective ecologies related to agroecological soil 
fertility reproduction practices (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017) – which I believe are much 
less convincingly covered by the term nutrient management.





Chapter 3 
A socio-natural 
perspective on soil 
fertility reproduction

 “The great contribution of environmental historians over the past generation 
is to remind others that environments are not mere backdrops to the dramas of 

history, but participants in their own right, interacting with all the others.” 
McNeill & Winiwarter, 2006, pp. 2-3

“Man in nature prospers when he is working in such a way as to move with 
life's pattern, collaborating with the other members of the Soil Community to 

which he belongs. Far too much weight seems to have been given to fear of the 
environment as a formative influence in the story of mankind, far too little to 

the sense of belonging, of being in place.”
Hyams, 1952, pp. 12-13

 “All progress in capitalist agriculture is a progress in the art, not only of 
robbing the worker, but of robbing the soil; all progress in increasing the 
fertility of the soil for a given time is a progress toward ruining the more 

long-lasting sources of that fertility . . . Capitalist production, therefore, only 
develops the techniques and the degree of combination of the social process of 

production by simultaneously undermining the original sources of all wealth – 
the soil and the worker.”

From Marx’s Capital vol. 1, as quoted in Foster, 1999, p. 379

Image	source:	own	picture	(2019)	't	Wijveld,	Destelbergen



Synopsis of the chapter

This third chapter develops a socio-naturalistic perspective on the issue of soil fertil-
ity reproduction. A first part is dedicated to the conceptualisation of soil fertility in 
natural ecosystems, based on literature from ecological sciences and soil sciences. By 
adopting an evolutionary perspective and conceptualising soil fertility in natural eco-
systems through a brief history of life on land, this section emphasises how big the 
step from mineral soils to living soils is and demonstrates how soil fertility in living 
soils is constituted by living processes of great interdependence. The ability of natural 
ecosystems to temporarily withdraw soil nutrients from processes of nutrient loss, 
it is argued, follows three main ways: retention of nutrients in living organic tissue 
(assimilation), retention of nutrients in soil organic matter (SOM) and continuous 
nutrient recycling in the form of a complex, coherent and balanced soil food web. 

In a second part, the focus shifts to agroecosystems. This part is based on a hybrid 
collection of literature, starting with the environmental history of soils and agrarian 
history but supplemented where necessary or useful with literature from the ecologi-
cal sciences and soil sciences. The establishment of agricultural production, as the first 
two sections show, is affecting the ability of natural ecosystems to be self-sustaining 
in terms of soil fertility. The causes of these losses are outlined with direct reference to 
the three ways in which natural ecosystems accumulate soil fertility. A third section 
then discusses the main ways in which societies have responded to the structural 
loss of soil fertility over the past centuries. They did this, of course, by minimising 
soil fertility losses, but the focus in this section is specifically on the practices and 
strategies aimed at reproducing what was lost nonetheless. Four ecological practices 
and strategies are elaborated:

1. Agriculture in silt-depositing river deltas
2. Shifting agriculture with or without full ecological succession
3. Nitrogen fixation through leguminous crops
4. Extracting ecological soil fertility elsewhere with or without livestock

These ecological strategies were complemented (and substituted) from roughly the 
middle of the 19th century by an industrial metabolic regime that no longer sought 
its answers to the loss of soil nutrients through teaming up with natural processes 
and within the boundaries of localised agroecosystems, but through the extraction 
and synthetic production of mineral fertilisers on a global scale. This rupture and its 
environmental consequences are discussed in a fourth section, in a non-exhaustive 
manner and with a main focus on the biogeochemical cycle of nitrogen. 

Inevitably, the focus on the industrial metabolic regime also raises the question of 
whether it is feasible to feed a world of almost 8 billion people without chemical fer-
tilisers. A short afterword indicates why that question is not central to this research 
and clarifies the legitimacy of the choice to focus on an agroecological community 
that reproduces soil fertility in ecological ways, drawing on material from this and 
the previous chapter.
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3.1 Living aspects of soil fertility in natural 
ecosystems

“Many ecologists glibly designate soil as the abiotic environment of plants, a 
phrase that gives me the creeps.” 

Hans Jenny, 1984 in: Stuart, 1984

“The whole biological enterprise of life outside the oceans depends on the 
nutrients soil produces and retains. These circulate through the ecosystem, 

moving from soil to plants and animals, and then back again into the soil.” 
Montgomery, 2007, p. 15

“No species of plant could long survive on sloping hillsides unless it helped 
check soil erosion. No species of animal developed enough intelligence or 

versatility to survive for long unless it tended to support the continued growth 
of plants and soil. If a species of plant or animal did evolve that tended to 

destroy the soil, it usually destroyed itself instead by destroying its primary 
source of food.”

Dale & Carter, 1955, p. 5

Before discussing the challenge of soil fertility reproduction in agroecosystems, it is 
useful to consider the self-sustaining capacities of natural ecosystems and nutrient 
cycling in particular in more detail. Soil fertility, this first part of this chapter will point 
out, is not (merely) a reflection of the fixed properties of soils but rather the dynamic 
result of the chemical, physical and, not least, biological processes that occur in the soil. 
Generally speaking, soils consist of about half solid material (45% mineral material 
and 5% organic material) and half pores (filled with water or with air, for most plants 
both 25% is optimal) (Weil & Brady, 2017, p. 38). With 95% of its volume inorganic 
material, it is not surprising that mineral and abiotic aspects used to play the leading 
role in soil sciences and the study of soil pedogenesis. Yet, although they constitute a 
crucial component of soil, are a driving force in soil formation and are an important 
source of soil nutrients, the soil conditions that allow and sustain plant growth and 
other life forms on the land are primarily produced by life itself. Understanding the 
self-sustaining relationships of living organisms and the production and reproduction 
of the conditions on which they rely is crucial to, subsequently, understanding how 
the establishment of agricultural production causes natural ecosystems to lose their 
inherent self-sustaining nature and transform into unstable agroecosystems. This first 
section, after a brief discussion of the mineral and abiotic foundations of soil fertility, 
will mainly focus on the biotic, living and thus dynamic aspects of soil fertility in 
natural ecosystems.
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3.1.1 The mineral and abiotic foundations of soil formation and soil fertility

3.1.1.1 Parent material

“Understanding soil formation begins with the rocks from which the soil 
originates”

Montgomery, 2007, p. 18

In soil science, when explaining or conceptualising what soils are, a great deal of 
attention is traditionally paid to a soil’s mineral compounds. This is not particularly 
surprising: with a few exceptions, most soils on earth are largely made up of such 
mineral compounds. Mineral compounds are materials released from the weathering of 
so-called bedrock or parent material: hard, solid rock, such as granite (an igneous rock 
produced from magma, composed primarily of feldspar and quartz) or limestone (a 
sedimentary rock, for example formed on the bottom of oceans from the accumulation 
of calcareous skeletons of dead organisms). Under the influence of weathering 
processes, bedrock disintegrates into pieces and chunks, thus forming increasingly 
smaller fragments. Even a very hard rock such as granite is gradually broken down, 
first into smaller pieces of granite, but then also down to the level of the constituent 
minerals such as quartz and feldspar.

There are physical, chemical and biological weathering processes, and combinations of 
these. Physical or mechanical weathering processes include, for example, rock cracking 
as a result of freezing and expansion of water, or breaking due to a change in pressure 

Figure 11   Physical weathering of granite
Source: own	picture	(2019)	Monte	Fitz	Roy,	Argentina
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when the weight of the layers on top of the rock changes (see Figure 11). Chemical 
weathering occurs, for example, when limestone is exposed to acid rain, causing the 
fixed calcium carbonate to disintegrate into calcium ions and carbon dioxide. The 
chemical weathering of feldspar results in the formation of clay minerals such as illite 
and kaolinite. Quartz, by contrast, is quite resistant to chemical weathering, and mainly 
disintegrates physically into smaller and smaller quartz particles. In addition to physical 
and chemical factors, biological processes also play a role in the weathering of bedrock, 
for example when stones break due to the pressure of tree roots, or weathering due to 
acids produced by living organisms such as lichens. As far as weathering is concerned, 
biological processes are usually reduced to their abiotic physical or chemical effects, 
for example, when tree roots cause bedrock cracks or when the acids emitted by lichen 
chemically alter mineral soil compounds.

The size of the remaining soil fragments is used to express the so-called texture of a soil. 
Here, different texture classifications systems can be used. The most common system 
makes a division between particles smaller than 2 micrometre (the so-called clay 
fraction), particles between 2 micrometre and 63 micrometre (silt fraction), particles 
between 63 micrometre and 2 millimetre (sand fraction), and anything larger than 2 
millimetre (gravel or stone). In reality, soils can never be fully assigned to one single 
texture class, but each soil comes with a certain proportion of the different texture 
classes. From this ratio, soils derive their final soil texture name, such as ‘clay’, ‘silty clay’ 
or ‘loam’12 or ‘loamy sand’. The assignment of soils to one specific soil texture category 
does not eliminate the fact that there is still diversity in its mineralogical composition. 
The sand fraction, for example, is mainly composed of the mineral quartz and also 
contains silicates, whereas the clay fraction contains mainly clay minerals, and only a 
small amount of quartz (see Figure 12). Different minerals have different properties. 

12 Loam thus stands for a certain ratio between the texture classes of clay, silt and sand, it is not a texture 
class in itself (Gobat, Aragno, & Matthey, 2004).

Figure 12   Mineralogical composition of 
particle-size fractions (after 
Schroeder, 1978; carbonate 
constituents do not appear in 
the diagram because they are 
destroyed prior to granulometric 
analysis)
Source: Gobat	et	al.	(2004,	p.	17)

Figure 13   Mineral-texture triangle
Source: Gobat	et	al.	(2004,	p.	47)
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The weathering of bedrock into its constituent parts is an important element in 
understanding soil fertility. The size and shape of the particles into which parent 
material breaks down determine important context aspects of soil fertility, such as the 
surface area of contact between the mineral material and the other components of 
the soil as well as its water retention capacity of soils. The presence or absence of clay 
minerals has a major influence on the ability of soils to retain nutrients. Clay minerals 
have the unique property of being electronegatively charged, and therefore attracting 
free cations or anions (the latter through a bridging cation) (Gobat et al., 2004, pp. 
19-20). The weathering of bedrock also makes material contributions to soil fertility 
once bedrock is broken down to the level of water-soluble ionic compounds (i.e. salts). 
In this state, they can be absorbed by plant roots. Actually, “most of the mineral salts 
absorbed and incorporated into the biomass of a plant population originally come 
from the solubility of the parent rock, with the notable exception of nitrogenous salts” 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 56, the exception will be discussed below, see 3.1.2). In 
this way, “[t]he mineral fertility of a soil is a function of the nature of the parent rock, 
which is more or less rich in nutritive elements, and of the extent of its decomposition” 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 56).

3.1.1.2 Topography and climate

Without topography and climate, weathering processes would result in an accumulation 
of weathered material (regolith) on top of the unweathered parent material from which 
it originates (see Figure 14). It would also contain progressively higher levels of salts 
as it disintegrates. In reality, regolith is prone to erosion processes. The smaller the 
fragments, the more susceptible it becomes to displacement and deposition elsewhere 
through erosion processes. Gravity, wind, running water and moving ice masses move 
weathered material across the earth’s surface. This means that the earth’s surface does 
not necessarily consist of solid rock or in situ produced regolith, but also of transported 
eroded mineral material, for example at the bottom of slopes, against hillsides or along 
rivers. Together with plate tectonics, weathering and erosion processes create the basis 
of the geological structure of the earth’s crust.

The impact of water is not limited to the physical displacement of rock fragments 
over the earth’s surface. Water also has the ability to carry certain mineral compounds 
vertically through the earth’s crust surface. This can occur in a physical way, but in many 
cases also in a chemical way when certain mineral compounds dissolve in water, such 
as the calcium ions from calcium carbonate mentioned earlier. The downward transport 
of soil constituents is called leaching or eluviation and is a key soil formation process. 
Leaching soil minerals sometimes may get stuck in deeper soil layers when they 
retransform from a dissolved state to a solid state. This process is called illuviation. A 
typical example is the downward transport of iron, which gives the soil layer where this 
iron is subsequently deposited a typical rust brown colour. Other minerals maintain 
their dissolved state, making them susceptible to being washed ‘away’ by underground 
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water movements. Obviously, the extent of soil leaching processes is partly determined 
by the amount of precipitation. The same applies to temperature: the higher the 
temperature, the greater the solubility. Soil formation processes therefore take very 
different courses under different climates. In tropical climates with high precipitation 
and high temperatures, soil nutrients are much more exposed to leaching than in 
temperate climates ( Jenny, 1941; Montgomery, 2007, p. 19; Prat, 1949, pp. 45-54; Shiel, 
2006b, p. 220; Winiwarter, 2014).13 Anyway, eluviation and illuviation are processes 
that create so-called soil horizons: layers, parallel to the soil surface, whose physical 
and chemical (and biological) properties differ. All together, these soil layers form a 
so-called soil profile. The deepest soil horizon is always the unweathered bedrock. The 
number of horizons above varies and depends on a lot of natural and historical factors 
and on the soil layer classification used.

It is quite self-evident now that soil leaching has a major impact on soil fertility, as it 
can dissolve salts and carry them to deeper soil of groundwater layers or via groundwater 
to rivers and via rivers to the ocean floor. In both cases, they are transported out of 
reach of plants or other living organisms that live on land. In that sense, soil leaching 
turns soil weathering into a finite process: solid bedrock completely disintegrates 
into its constituent parts, which are then removed. From a very broad geological time 
perspective, however, this observation is not accurate. Soil nutrient deposited on ocean 
floors might, for example, be lifted up again by plate tectonics, after which weathering 
processes on new earth surface can start all over again. However, from a human time 

13 This is an important factor shaping the geographical relevance of this PhD, as highlighted in the 
introduction (see earlier, 1.3).

Figure 14   Picture of Martian regolith, registered by NASA’s mars rover Curiosity in February 2014
Source: https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/details.php?id=PIA17944
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perspective or even from the time perspective of 
human civilisations, the leaching of nutrients from 
the soil to deeper soil layers, groundwater and 
oceans is indeed a pertinent, irreversible fact. As 
with the other soil formation factors, time and age 
are important factors here. British ecologist Richard 
Bardgett discussed the impact of time and age on the 
mineral aspects of soil fertility:

“In some parts of the world, where ancient land 
surfaces exist, soil formation has been going 
on continuously for hundreds of thousands, or 
even millions, of years. These soils are typically 
very deep, reaching upwards of 50 metres 
in depth, and centuries of weathering and 
leaching have left them depleted in nutrients, 
especially phosphorus, which progressively 
declines as soils reach old age. This decline in 
phosphorus is caused by centuries of leaching, 
which strips the soil of nutrients. But as soils 
age, the remaining phosphorus also becomes 
surrounded, or locked up, by iron and aluminium 
oxides, which have been produced by centuries 
of mineral weathering. Because of this, ancient 
soils not only have less phosphorus, but that 
which remains is locked up and rendered 
unavailable for use by plants. The vegetation 
of these ancient soils, which can be found in 
many parts of the world, is therefore stunted, 
and crops are challenging to grow” (Bardgett, 
2016, pp. 17-18).

Both the impact of climate (temperature, 
precipitation) and time make the mineral aspects 
of soil fertility geographically differentiated, which 
represent important factors shaping the geographical 
relevance of this PhD, as was already highlighted in 
the introduction (see earlier, 1.3).

Figure 15  	 Soil	profile	with	clearly	distinguishable	soil	
horizons and with a visible enrichment of iron 
in a rusty brown soil horizon
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_horizon#/media/
File:Profil_glebowy.jpg,	CC	BY-SA	3.0,	original	picture
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3.1.2 The emergence of life on land

3.1.2.1	 The	difficult	leap	from	life	in	aquatic	environments	to	life	on	mineral	regolith

Understanding the difference between non-living mineral regolith and living soils is 
basically also understanding the origin of life on land. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, each single living organism on earth requires inputs of energy and matter 
(Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23) (see earlier, 2.3.2.1). The energy is needed “to carry 
out its physiological processes” (Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23). Most organisms 
use the stable amount of energy continuously provides on planet Earth by the sun (see 
earlier, 2.3.2.1). The matter is used “to build cells and tissues and the complex organic 
molecules required for cell and body functioning” (Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23). 
Organisms always consist of both inorganic and organic compounds. Like the origin 
of most energy, the origin of inorganic matter is quite easy to pinpoint. Planet Earth 
and its atmosphere were formed over 4,5 billion years ago from nothing but inorganic 
material and that still applies to the vast majority of the earth’s crust and atmosphere. 
This group of inorganic substances is characterised by the absence of a carbon-hydrogen 
bond (C-H), which is the case for ubiquitous compounds such as carbon dioxide (CO2) 
or water (H2O) and the many mineral constituents of the earth’s crust. The origin of 
organic compounds is a more complex issue. As will be discussed right below, the 
transformation of inorganic compounds into organic compounds is a unique feature of 
some organisms. The vast amounts of organic compounds present on planet Earth and 
in the atmosphere today are known to be formed by earlier life (Gobat et al., 2004). But 
then, how did the very first living organisms get their essential organic building blocks 
before they could kickstart the accumulation of organic compounds? This is one of the 
many chicken-and-egg dilemmas associated with the origins of life on Earth. It most 
likely arose through abiogenesis: an evolutionary process by which life has arisen from 
non-living matter (Orgel, 1998). 

The accumulation of organic material on planet Earth was and still is provided by so-
called autotrophic organisms: organisms capable of metabolising inorganic compounds 
into organic compounds. They are called the ‘primary producers’ for a good reason. 
Through biochemical reactions in or around their cells, these organisms are able to build 
(assimilate) organic material with a characteristic carbon-hydrogen component. For 
such biochemical reactions, autotrophic organisms rely on the input of external energy. 
They either obtain this energy from sunlight (then they are called photoautotrophic 
organisms) or from the oxidation14 of inorganic material (then they are called 
chemoautotrophic organisms). Most of the primary production of organic material 
on land is done by a kingdom of organisms called plants.15 In aquatic environments, 
phototrophic organisms such as algae, phytoplankton and cyanobacteria play key 
14	 a	chemical	reaction	under	the	influence	of	oxygen	that	releases	energy
15 Most algae and some bacteria also assimilate the organic compounds they need, by means of 

photosynthesis. Chemoautotrophic reactions (chemosynthesis) mainly occur among a few bacteria and 
archaea. Archae are single-celled organisms without cell nuclei (i.e. prokaryotes) that can live in very 
extreme conditions and are ubiquitous on Earth and in the microbiota of all organisms. They were initially 
classified	as	bacteria,	but	are	today	considered	a	separate	domain	of	life	alongside	eukaryotes	(which	
traditionally	include	five	kingdoms:	Plantae,	Protista,	Animalia,	Chromista,	and	Fungi)	and	bacteria.
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roles. All these photoautotrophic organism’s metabolism is based on photosynthesis, 
a biochemical process involving six carbon dioxide molecules (CO2) and six inorganic 
water molecules (H2O) which are converted under the influence of sunlight into a 
single organic sugar compound (C6H12O6 – glucose) and with six oxygen gas molecules 
(O2) as a by-product. The sugar compound stores both energy and matter (Gliessman 
& Engles, 2015, p. 23). The metabolic ability of autotrophic organisms to convert 
inorganic compounds into organic compounds contrasts with a large group of so-called 
heterotrophic organisms that are unable to do so. Heterotrophic organisms depend on 
the primary production of autotrophic organisms. They derive both their energy and 
matter from the ingestion and decomposition of what autotrophic organisms previously 
assembled. They do not assimilate, but dissimilate. All fungi and animals (including 
humans) belong to this category, as well as some bacteria and parasitic plants – as the 
word already suggests. Clearly, the story of the first life on the land cannot possibly 
begin with heterotrophic organisms.

Life on Earth emerged in aquatic environments and not on land for a number of good 
reasons. Terrestrial environments were much less substantial than aquatic environments, 
and the formation of today’s continents was preceded by a very long and inhospitable 
process of plate tectonics and volcanic eruptions (Gee, 2021). Water offered crucial 
protection to early life on earth, British paleontologist explains:

“Water is a nurturing cradle. Without their buoyancy, creatures feel every 
gram of their weight dragging them down. Under a scorching sun, their tissues 
may soon dry out. Without a constant film of water, gills cannot function, so 
an animal is unable to breathe. Any brave venturer onto land would have been 
crushed, desiccated, and asphyxiated. Pioneers on land would have found there 
an environment almost as hostile as empty space. Pitiless it would have been, 
too, with no surface other than barren, volcanic rock. There were no trees to offer 
shade, because trees had yet to evolve. There were no soils apart from dust scoured 
by the wind […]. Earth above the waterline was a desert as dry and lifeless as the 
surface of the Moon that still loomed large on the horizon” (Gee, 2021). 

Unlike terrestrial environments where nutrients were subject to leaching (see earlier, 
3.1.1.2), aquatic environments accumulated nutrients. The weathering of terrestrial 
bedrock provided the latter for example with phosphorus and calcium which were 
important resources for the development of bones and shells in aquatic life. Single-
celled cyanobacteria are thought to be one of the very first forms of aquatic life (Gee, 
2021). Algae are considered to be one of the first life forms to have switched from 
aquatic to terrestrial environments. The metabolic ability of both groups to convert 
inorganic compounds into organic building blocks with the help of solar energy is 
crucial to understanding how they survived. The transition of the first organisms to 
terrestrial environments are believed to have occurred in bays and gulfs, and freshwater 
ponds and streams near the coastline (Gee, 2021). The first multicellular animals 
most probably moved on land only temporarily, for example between tides. “Life had 
ventured onto land but had not yet come to stay” (Gee, 2021). So although various life 
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forms already existed that (partly) lived on land, it was not until the arrival of plants 
on land that a real accumulation of organic material would be realised, transforming 
the mineral regolith into the living soil that today characterises the upper layer of the 
earth’s crust. The first land plants appeared around 470 million years ago; first non-
vascular plants without deep roots like mosses and liverworts, later vascular plants that 
did have roots and other tissues for conducting water and minerals.

Despite their autotrophic metabolism, the transition of plants to the land was anything 
but self-evident. Sunlight, water and carbon dioxide are quite ubiquitous. Plants 
can thus produce glucose through photosynthesis and use the glucose as a building 
material. Yet, single glucose compounds are not the only biomolecules of which plants 
are composed. Other biomolecules such as lipids, amino acids, proteins, vitamins, 
nucleic acids or lignin are also crucial for serving vital functions such as the storage 
and production of DNA, the transport of molecules and the storage of energy. Hence, 
plants need to build (synthesise) other biomolecules as well. The energy required for 
this synthesis can be obtained by using part of the glucose they produce as an energy 
source rather than as a building block. By synthesising individual glucose molecules 
into chains of glucose, plants are able to form other important organic building blocks 
such as cellulose – a compound that gives strength to plant cell walls and thus structure 
to the plant. However, unlike single or interlinked sugar compounds, many of the 
aforementioned biomolecules are not exclusively composed of carbon, hydrogen and 
oxygen elements. Proteins, for example, consist of a sequence of amino acids, and each 
amino acid contains the element nitrogen in addition to carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. 
Even the process of photosynthesis itself necessitated other minerals and biomolecules. 
Sunlight is captured and converted into chemical energy in the chloroplasts of plants, 
which uses chlorophyll, which is a compound of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen 
and magnesium. In fact, 99% of dry plant material consists of no less than eleven 
major elements: carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), 
sulphur (S), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), potassium (K), chlorine (Cl) and sodium 
(Na) (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 25). Only three play a role in photosynthesis. Autotrophic 
plants are thus by no means autonomous in their nutrient supply by virtue of the 
photosynthesis process.

Moreover, neither in the mineral soil nor in the atmosphere did plants simply find a 
large reserve of (plant-available forms of ) all these important elements. This applies, for 
example, to nitrogen and phosphorus. The presence of nitrogen in the Earth’s crust is 
very limited. If it takes a plant-absorbable nitrate form (NO3

-), it is highly susceptible 
to soil leaching. In the atmosphere, by contrast, nitrogen is omnipresent: 78% of the 
atmosphere consists of nitrogen gas (N2) and this atmospheric omnipresence was already 
a fact 3,5 billion years ago when life emerged on planet Earth.16 However, the triple 
bond between the two nitrogen atoms of nitrogen gas is so strong  that it is virtually 
inert and therefore metabolically entirely inaccessible for plants.17 To break the triple 
16 The source of this nitrogen is the earth itself. Plate tectonics and volcanism are said to have released 

massive amounts of nitrogen in the form of nitrogen gas (Mikhail & Sverjensky, 2014).
17 Nitrogen gas (N2) is the strongest bond in any diatomic molecule after carbon monoxide (CO). In fact, 

the strong bond also ensures that the high atmospheric nitrogen gas concentration is not harmful by 
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bond, large amounts of energy are needed. Lightning is the only physical process that 
can provide the required amount of energy to split nitrogen gas into its two constituent 
atoms. If so, nitrates (NO3

−) are released and end up in the soil via precipitation, 
but this represents only a relatively modest source of plant-available nitrogen (Smil, 
2001). It thus comes as no surprise that, for centuries, nitrogen has been referred to 
as a limiting factor for plant growth without which, even though other nutrients are 
abundant, plant growth is simply impossible (e.g. Gobat et al., 2004; Montgomery & 
Biklé, 2016; Schreiber, 2016; Von Liebig, 1840). Phosphorus, as mentioned earlier, 
although a common soil mineral, has the property of forming insoluble phosphates 
in soils where calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium also occur, which makes it 
chemically unavailable to plants (Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010). Similar challenges apply 
to other elements. Clearly, without additional help, the emergence of plants on land 
would have remained a rather insignificant event.

3.1.2.2	 Partners	from	the	start

“The history of life on land is a collaborative tale of plants harvesting solar 
energy, and microbial life mining and recycling nutrients. The first land plants 

[…] had partners right from the start.”
Montgomery, 2018, p. 45

The fact that plants have been very successful in their transition to the terrestrial 
environment is due to close cooperation with other living organisms. It is far beyond 
the scope of this research to identify a great diversity of biological partnerships, but two 
clusters of partnerships that supply plants with nitrogen and phosphorus respectively 
are worth a closer look since they will be relevant for elaborating agroecologically 
managed agroecosystems further on.

The inability of plants to break the triple bond of nitrogen gas and the relatively small 
contribution of lightning means that other detours were needed to convert nitrogen 
gas into plant available nitrogen forms such as ammonium (NH4

+), nitrate (NO3
-) or 

nitrite (NO2
-). This process is called nitrogen fixation. Much more significant than 

physical nitrogen fixation by lightning is ecological nitrogen fixation by specialised 
soil organisms. These so-called diazotrophs account for approximately two-thirds of 
natural nitrogen fixation on earth (Rubio & Ludden, 2008). Dizotrophs include some 
specialised types of bacteria and archaea that produce specific enzymes (nitrogenases) 
that enable them to break the triple bond between the two nitrogen atoms and convert 
nitrogen gas into ammonia (NH3). For such transformation, diazotrophs obviously 
consume energy – it does not provide them with energy. They are heterotrophic 
organisms that depend on external energy sources (Rascio & La Rocca, 2008). Some 
aiazotrophs, such as azotobacter, extract the required energy from decomposing organic 
matter. As a result, these azobacter are not tied to a specific location and can be found 
freely in the soil as long as there is organic matter to be decomposed. When they die, the 
nitrogen stored in their bodies is released and can be taken up by heterotrophic plants 

inhalation by humans, which led French chemist Antoine Lavoisier in the eighteenth century to refer 
to nitrogen as ‘azote’, after the Greek ἀζωτικός meaning ‘no life’ – highly inappropriate given the great 
importance of nitrogen to life on earth.
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or other organisms. A large proportion of the nitrogen fixing bacteria, however, obtains 
its energy from another source. These bacteria establish a reciprocal relationship with 
plants. In this partnership, the plants release (feed) a significant proportion of the sugars 
they produce through photosynthesis via (in) their roots, where it provides nitrogen 
fixing bacteria with the required energy to convert nitrogen gas into plant-available 
nitrogen ( J. White, Prell, James, & Poole, 2007).18 These soluble organic compounds 
released by roots are called root exudates. Combined with the release of other forms of 
organic material by plant roots, for example through the constant renewal of the cap 
of growing roots, root exudates represent an average of 20 to 50%, up to a maximum 
of 80% of all photosynthesised matter produced by plants (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 83). 
The time between the assimilation of the sugar in the plant leaves and its release in 
the plant roots is a matter of minutes to hours (Bardgett, 2016, p. 34). Many nitrogen-
fixing bacteria are therefore located in the immediate vicinity of plant roots, in the 

18 Or more precisely: they convert nitrogen gas (N2) into ammonia (NH3) which, when dissolved in water, 
results in ammonium (NH4

+).

Figure 16  	 Root	nodules	of	a	clover	plant	(Lotus	pedunculatus)	packed	with	nitrogen-fixing	
Rhizobia
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lotus_pedunculatus11_ies.jpg,	CC	BY-SA	3.0,	original	picture
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so-called rhizosphere (Cardon & Whitbeck, 2007). Some bacteria even penetrate the 
root tissue, without being parasitic or predatory (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 81). Plants 
from the legume family or Fabaceae, for example, like clover, peas and beans, form so-
called root nodules, which are populated by nitrogen-fixing diazotrophic bacteria called 
Rhizobia bacteria (Smil, 2001, p. 19). It is a very important natural source of nitrogen 
in agroecosystems, which will be elaborated on later (see further, 3.2.3.3).  

Similarly, due to their metabolic inability to break the strong chemical bonds that 
phosphorus forms with other elements in the soil, many plants cooperate with 
microorganisms that are able to do so. Some fungi and bacteria have the ability to 
unlock phosphorus from its chemical and physical bonds (Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010). 
Fungi have the additional morphological advantage of being able to grow lengthwise 
due to their thread-like structures called hyphae, which means that “[u]nlike bacterial 
cells, whose world is a very finite one, fungal hyphae can travel over space measured in 
feet or meters, distances that for a bacterium are truly epic” (Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010). 
Similar to the nitrogen-fixing bacteria, phosphorus-solubilising bacteria and fungi 
consume energy. Therefore, a group of so-called mycorrhizal fungi form an intimate 
association with the roots or many vascular plants. “In this relationship the roots of 
the plant are infected by a fungus, but the rest of the fungal mycelium continues to 
grow through the soil, digesting and absorbing nutrients and water and sharing these 
with its plant host. […] The plant benefits from increased nutrient uptake […] via the 

Figure 17   Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus growing on a corn root (the round bodies are spores, 
the	threadlike	filaments	are	hyphae)
Source: https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/oc/graphics/photos/300dpi/kesa/k9968-1.jpg
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fungal mycelium, while the fungus is supplied with photosynthetic sugars by its host” 
(D. Moore, Robson, & Trinci, 2011, p. 336). There even seems to be a cooperative 
relationship between endomycorrhizal fungi and phosphorus-dissolving bacteria, with 
bacteria travelling alongside the hyphae in search of phosphates and possibly leading 
the endomycorrhizal fungi to encourage the plant to produce more root exudate from 
which the bacteria benefit (Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010). Apart from phosphorous, 
mycorrhizal fungi also free up copper, calcium, magnesium, zinc, and iron for plant use 
(Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010). Therefore, it is not surprising that no less than 95% of all 
vascular plants on earth cooperate with mycorrhizal fungi in their rhizosphere, and this 
“in all habitats, including deserts, lowland tropical rainforests, through high latitudes 
and altitudes, and including aquatic ecosystems. […] For plants, the arrangement has 
become the rule rather than the exception.” (D. Moore et al., 2011, p. 337). 

3.1.2.3	 The	vital	importance	of	the	decomposers	of	life

Although energy and matter are both necessary to enable life and although both go 
a long way together in the transfer of biomass through ecosystems, both ultimately 
have very different destinies (Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23). “Energy,” Gliessman 
indicates, “flows in one direction only through ecosystems—from the sun to producers 
to consumers to the environment” while “[n]utrients, in contrast, move in cycles—
through the biotic components of an ecosystem to the abiotic components, and back 
again to the biotic” (Gliessman & Engles, 2015, p. 23) (see earlier, 2.3.2.1). If nutrients 
were not to be decomposed and recycled, plant growth would be limited to the pace and 
with the finiteness of the bedrock weathering. Although physical and chemical processes 
have their part in decomposing organic compounds into their mineral constituents, 
biological processes are absolutely indispensable here (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 160). 
Hence, in the wake of the first plants, their mutualistic partners and the heterotrophic 
organisms that fed on them, decomposers and detritivores which fed on dead organic 
matter and waste necessarily followed. Different species targeted different organic 
wastes. Some specialised in the decomposition of the organic material deposited on top 
of the regolith: plant and tree leaves, fruits, twigs, needles, animal droppings and the 
bodies of deceased animals. Others concentrated on the decomposition of underground 
material, such as the roots of dead plants or the aforementioned root exfoliation. Most 
bacteria specialised in the fast and efficient digestion of the simple sugars from green 
plant material, while most fungi specialised in decomposing brown organic material, 
which involves breaking strong organic compounds such as cellulose and lignin. Larger 
detritivores such as earthworms and termites took on an important role in shredding 
and moving organic waste into the soil, optimising conditions for advanced mircobial 
decomposition.

The decomposition of organic matter is a process that usually takes place in several steps 
and which, especially in the case of complex organic matter, takes time. All decaying 
plant and animal residues on and in the soil constitute the so-called soil organic matter 
(SOM). Some intermediate products of organic decomposition tend to form intimate 
associations with soil minerals, which provides them with a temporary ‘resistance’ to 
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further decomposition. Traditionally, this process is often referred to as humification, 
and the resulting material as humus or humic substances (Gobat et al., 2004). In 
contemporary soil science literature, however, the humification model and associated 
“humic language” is being increasingly dismissed because no scientific evidence is found 
for the existence of recalcitrant (resistant to decomposition) and chemically unique 
compounds that could be called humic substances (Lehmann & Kleber, 2015, p. 65). 
Rather, soil organic matter is referred to as a “continuum of progressively decomposing 
organic compounds”, of which some SOM is highly susceptible to decomposition and 
other benefits from a certain protection from decomposition by soil minerals (Lehmann 
& Kleber, 2015). SOM and clay minerals are a typical example of such an association, 
which apart from offering a certain protection to the SOM also has numerous other 
qualities such as attracting bioelements and thus protecting them from leaching. The 
aggregates it creates also contribute to soil structure by protecting the pores that provide 
space for air and moisture in soils. Nevertheless, all SOM remains susceptible to further 
decomposition. At some point, all SOM will disintegrate into its constituent inorganic 
elements. Some literature sources speak of an average degradation of 2% per year (e.g. 
Schils, 2012, p. 51).

The assimilation of inorganic elements into organic molecules by autotrophic organisms 
and the breakdown of organic material into its constituent inorganic elements make 
chemical elements such as carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur and oxygen form so-
called biogeochemical cycles. For the natural nitrogen cycle (see Figure 18), a few 

Figure 18   Flow of nitrogen through the ecosystem
Source: based	on	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen_cycle#/media/File:Nitrogen_Cycle_2.svg,	CC	BY-SA	3.0
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flows alongside physical nitrogen fixation (by lightening) and biological nitrogen 
fixation (by free-living or symbiotic Diazotrophs) are worth mentioning here. In the 
decomposition of organic matter into mineral compounds, organic nitrogen is gradually 
transformed into ammonium (NH4

+). Nitrification, a microbial process carried out by 
nitrifying bacteria, is an oxidation process in which this ammonium is then converted 
into nitrite (NO2

-) and subsequently into the soluble and plant-available nitrate (NO3
-

). Denitrification is a microbial process carried out by denitrifying bacteria converting 
nitrate (NO3

-) back into nitrogen gas (N2). This makes the nitrogen unavailable again to 
plants, but obviously plays an essential role in closing the natural nitrogen cycle. Finally, 
nitrogen volatilisation is a process in which ammonium is converted into ammonia gas 
(not in the figure) ( Johnson, Albrecht, Ketterings, Beckman, & Stockin, 2005).

Unlike for many other biogeochemical cycles, the atmosphere plays no significant 
role in the phosphorus cycle (see Figure 19). This makes the phosphorus cycle a very 
slow and place-bound cycle. Weathering processes of bedrock are the main source 
of terrestrial phosphorus. Due to its strong chemical and physical bonds in the soil, 
phosphorus is largely stored in an underground phosphate reserve. Losses caused by 
runoff and leaching disappear via water and form underwater phosphate reserves. Given 
the absence of atmospheric processes, they only become available again to terrestrial 
ecosystems after geological uplift. Terrestrial ecosystems therefore have an interest in 
the continuous recycling of the phosphorus they contain. 

Figure 19   Flow of phosphorous through the ecosystem
Source: based	on	https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/961-the-phosphorus-cycle
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It is commonly assumed that plants absorb nutrients from soils only in the form of 
inorganic ions and molecules. Scarce research on the under-researched topics of ‘organic 
nutrients’ and ‘plant mixotrophy’ also envisages the possibility that plants are able to take 
up and metabolise organic molecules (e.g. Paungfoo-Lonhienne, J. Visser, Lonhienne, 
& Schmidt, 2012; Schmidt, Raven, & Paungfoo-Lonhienne, 2013). Adopting such a 
framework has potentially big implications on nutrient management and crop breeding. 
This is interesting to follow for the agroecological science and movement, because it 
could flag and strengthen the focus on living soils and an ecological approach to soil 
fertility.19

3.1.3 Soil fertility

3.1.3.1	 The	long	and	bumpy	way	of	an	ecological	approach	to	soil	fertility

The concept of soil fertility has come a very long and bumpy way in the past centuries 
and decades. As Patzel et al. have demonstrated for German literature, soil fertility has 
“an almost infinite number of definitions” based on widely differing viewpoints, covering 
both material and mental aspects, and with an evolving meaning over time (Patzel, 
Sticher, & Karlen, 2000, p. 129). An ecological perspective on soil fertility required 
the convergence of two disciplines that have each travelled a long way: soil science and 
ecology. They share a “history of interaction and non-interaction”, “a story of occasional 
interaction, frequent segregation, and profitable integration” (Binkley, 2006, p. 260). In 
this section, I describe some important evolutions in the slow rapprochement of soil 
science and ecological science and the eventual establishment of an ecological approach 
to soil fertility.

The first ecological concepts date back to the 18th and 19th centuries and were 
developed by Carl Linnaeus, Alexander von Humboldt, Charles Darwin, Ernst 
Haeckel and Eugenius Warming, among many others. It took a long time for ecology 
to develop into a mature science that focuses on both above-ground and below-ground 
phenomena (Bardgett, 2005, p. 24) and is practiced at different scales, from individual 
organisms over populations and communities to the scale of entire ecosystems (Binkley, 
2006; Townsend, Begon, & Harper, 2008, p. 8). Likewise, evolutionary theory has come 
a long way. In the first half of the twentieth century, the prevailing views on evolution of 
the so-called Neo-Darwinists stated that genetic variation within species is the result 
of random mutation, in which the genetic variations of the most successful organisms 
grow into genetic characteristics of the entire species or population. The symbiotic 
partnerships already known at that time were, as mentioned earlier, considered 
curiosities by Neo-Darwinists, “special aspects of life” and “of little significance for 
general biology” (Sapp, 2012, p. 57). One of the first persons to understand the extensive 
importance of symbiosis in evolutionary biology, turning the general acceptance of its 
importance into a personal mission, was American biologist Lynn Margulis (1938-
2011).20 In 1967 Margulis argued that the evolution of prokaryotic cells into eukaryotic 
19 I thank member of the jury Marjolein Visser for raising these topics and suggesting some key references.
20 See Sapp (2012) for a list of scientists who preceded Margulis but whose focus or theoretical claim was not 
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cells (the latter having a nucleus and other membrane-bound organelles) was not a 
matter of random genetic variation but the genetic outcome of a growing symbiosis 
between formerly free-living prokaryotes. In a contribution to a book edited by her 
son on the intellectual legacy of Lynn Margulis (D. Sagan, 2012) Canadian biologist 
Jan Sapp describes how Margulis’ work was received by her colleagues at the time. 
Microbiologist and compatriot Roger Stanier spoke in 1971, without mentioning 
Margulis by name, about “evolutionary speculation” constituting “a kind of metascience”, 
which “can be can be considered a relatively harmless habit, like eating peanuts, unless 
it assumes the form of an obsession; then it becomes a vice” (as cited in Sapp, 2012, p. 
63). “Metascientific questions beyond empirical science” was imputed to Margulis at a 
time when the methods and technology for empirically substantiating her theory did 
not yet exist (Sapp, 2012, p. 63). Her first paper On the origin of mitosing cells was refused 
15 times by various academic journals before it was finally published in 1967 (under 
the surname of her husband; L. Sagan, 1967) and also her subsequent book Origin of 
Eukaryotic Cells (1970) was, although written under contract, refused by the publisher 
and eventually published elsewhere (Margulis, 1995). In the 1970s and 1980s Margulis’ 
position was empirically confirmed. This put an end to the “erroneous assumption” 
that symbiosis was a curiosity, and the “integrative force of symbiosis in evolution” 
defended by Margulis since the 1960s became a fact (Sapp, 2012, p. 56 & 67). Scientific 
evidence demonstrating the importance of natural, symbiotic collaborations not only 
transformed evolutionary biology, but also had an impact on many other disciplines, 
including soil science.

For a long time, research into soil formation has focused rather narrowly on the mineral 
aspects of the soil. For a long time, living organisms were not considered as a soil-
forming factor, but as a kind of reflection of the mineral aspects of soils and the climate 
to which it is exposed (Binkley, 2006). A very typical example is the distinction made 
by Dutch social geographer Jan Kleinpenning between so-called dead and living nature 
in his book on agricultural geography: “dead nature, although important for agriculture, 
includes climate, soil, relief and water resources, while living nature consists of natural or 
man-made vegetation and wildlife” (Kleinpenning, 1968, p. 65).21 It was not until 1941 
around and with the release of physician Hans Jenny’s book Factors of Soil Formation 
( Jenny, 1941) that soil science at large began to recognise that living organisms not 
only reflect soil conditions, but also shape them. “Many ecologists glibly designate soil 
as the abiotic environment of plants, a phrase that gives me the creeps”, he stated in an 
interview a few decades later (Stuart, 1984). Today, life itself is considered one of the 
main soil formation factors, alongside parent materials, topography, climate and time – 
although “time may be thought of more usefully as a dimension over which the other 
factors operate rather than as a factor or independent variable” (Binkley, 2006, p. 267). 
Plants roots, for example, contribute to the physical weathering of bedrock, but also 
substantially modify the chemical conditions in their surroundings. Microorganisms 

as comprehensive as that of Lynn Margulis.
21 Original citation in Dutch: “De dode natuur, voorzover althans van belang voor de landbouw, omvat het 

klimaat, de bodem, het reliëf en de waterhuishouding, terwijl de levende natuur uit de natuurlijke of door 
de mens beïnvloede vegetatie en de dierenwereld bestaat.”
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such as bacteria and fungi produce secretions that make a fundamental contribution to 
promoting soil aggregation, giving structure to the soil, enhancing the availability of air 
and water, and providing the soil (some) protection against erosion and leaching. By 
digging in, eating and excreting soil, burrowing animals such as earthworms make vast 
contributions with “geologic significance” (Montgomery, 2007, p. 10) to the mixing and 
modification of its constituent parts, thus also contributing to the mixing of organic 
material in the upper horizons of the soil profile, in which most soil life is to be found 
(see earlier, dark layers in Figure 15). Similar contributions apply to many other aspects 
of life. Or as Jean-Michel Gobat, Michel Arangno and Willy Matthey stated in their 
reference work The Living Soil:

“Plants, bacteria, fungi and soil animals play a role that no physicochemical process 
can replace: to be the principal internal motor for soil formation. Admittedly, 
climatic and mineralogical factors among others fix the frame within which living 
organisms evolve. But only the latter are able to actuate, directly or indirectly, 
processes as essential to pedogenesis as nitrogen fixation, digging of burrows or 
secretion of enzymes. They become adapted to changing environment and thus 
become testimonies of natural evolution as well as anthropic modifications of 
their habitats” (Gobat et al., 2004, pp. 153-154). 

Similarly, soil biology and soil fertility used to be studied almost exclusively in relation 
to plant growth and plant nutrition and its agricultural applications (Berthelin, Babel, 
& Toutain, 2006; Binkley, 2006). Until the first half of the 19th century, the so-called 
humus theory assumed that plants fed directly on humus-derived organic extracts from 
the soil, including carbon (De Winter, 2015; Smil, 2001; R. R. Van der Ploeg, Böhm, 
& Kirkham, 1999). The humus theory was rejected around 1840 by German botanist 
Carl Sprengel and replaced by a mineral theory, which stated that plants fed solely on 
inorganic compounds, which may or may not originate from mineralised soil organic 
matter. Sprengel also laid the foundations for the so-called law of the minimum, a 
concept popularised not much later by German scientist Justus von Liebig, which stated 
that plant growth is not determined by the total amount of available resources, but by 
the scarcest resource available (Manlay, Feller, & Swift, 2007; R. R. Van der Ploeg et al., 
1999). Liebig, however, was wrong to state that the decomposition of organic matter 
was a purely chemical process, and that plants received their essential nitrogen from 
the precipitation of ammonia from the atmosphere (Smil, 2001). During the second 
half of the nineteenth century, other scientists demonstrated that the atmospheric 
deposition of ammonia was actually far from sufficient, that nitrogen compounds still 
had to be converted into specific plant-absorbable forms, and that soil microorganisms 
played a key role in the assimilation of inorganic elements into organic compounds 
and in the dissimilation of organic tissue into its constituent inorganic elements (Smil, 
2001). The notion that nutrients are constantly in motion and take on ever-changing 
forms seriously dented the law of the minimum that structured scientific views on soil 
fertility for two centuries. Soil fertility could no longer be understood as an “available 
ionic reserve” (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 97) passively waiting to be absorbed by plant 
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growth. Building on the advancing insights of ecological sciences, plant growth and 
plant nutrition were increasingly studied in their dynamic relationships with many 
other organisms.22

Meanwhile, ecology and soil science have moved much closer. In current textbooks, 
“soils are referred to as soil ecosystems” and “chapters on soils are now found in books 
that focus on plant ecology” (Binkley, 2006, p. 272). Soil biodiversity is a “zone of 
major overlap” (Binkley, 2006, p. 273). Different areas of ecology and soil science, from 
pedogenesis to soil ecology, deal with the physical, chemical and biological aspects of 
soils in their coherence and interaction (Bardgett, 2005; Gobat et al., 2004; Jenny, 1941; 
R. E. White, 2006).

22 In this regard, see also the comment on mixotrophic plants and research on the possibility that plants can 
take up and metabolise organic molecules at the end of section 3.1.2.3.
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3.1.3.2	 Nature’s	ability	to	withdraw	soil	nutrients	from	processes	of	nutrient	loss

The most common definition of soil fertility is ‘the ability of the soil to support plant 
growth’ – or slight variations on this wording (Gobat et al., 2004, pp. 74-75). It has 
physical, chemical and biological aspects, with biological aspects embodying physical 
and chemical aspects in turn. This section focuses on the material and conceptual 
expansion of the concept of soil fertility that accompanied the transition from 
a mineral and abiotic to an ecological perspective on soil. The aim is to describe a 
number of main ways in which natural ecosystems are able to temporarily protect soil 
nutrients from processes of nutrient loss and thus make a fundamental contribution to 
building soil fertility.

An earlier section on the mineral, abiotic aspects of soil fertility (see earlier, 3.1.1) 
explained that the weathering of bedrock into its inorganic constituents is an important 
aspect of soil fertility, continuously supplying the soil with mineral nutrients. It also 
explained that the provision of soil nutrients is counterbalanced by continuous nutrient 
losses to aquatic environments or to the atmosphere. If soil fertility were limited to 
these two realities, the ability of the soil to support plant growth would be extremely 
limited, as exemplified by the many challenges faced by the first plants on land. To 
understand the full nature of soil fertility, it is essential to see the effect of life on land 
on the balance between the gains and the losses of soil nutrients. In their History of 
World Agriculture, Marcel Mazoyer and Laurence Roudart beautifully described this 

Figure 20   The soil food web: not only an expression of the struggle for survival, but also a matter 
of accumulation of soil fertility
Source: Ingham	et	al.,	2000,	p.	5
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balance:

“All things considered, over the course of a given period, the fluctuations in the 
inflow and outflow of minerals in the soil solution are equilibrated according to a 
sort of balance sheet. On one side are the additions of minerals from several sources 
(solubility of the parent rock, fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, decomposition of 
the humus […]) to which it is necessary to add the stock of preexisting minerals. 
On the other side are the losses of minerals during the period under consideration 
(drainage, denitrification, recrystallization […]) and the residual mineral stock.” 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 59, own emphasis added)

Organisms that temporarily fix inorganic nutrients in their organic tissue have an 
essential effect on this balance:

 “Note that the mineral materials that are absorbed and incorporated into the 
biomass during a given vegetative period are, consequently, removed by losses 
due to drainage, denitrification, and recrystallization. If these mineral materials 
had not been stored in the biomass, most of them would have been well and 
truly lost. Consequently, a portion of the mineral materials restored to the soil 
during the decomposition of the litter is a net addition (or more precisely, a non-
loss), which is added to the supplies coming from the solubilization of the parent 
rock and the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. The soil solution is thus enriched 
and the plant populations that subsequently develop benefit from this increased 
fertility. The quantity of mineral matter recycled increases from season to season, 
at least until reaching a climactic maximum.” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 59, 
own emphasis added)

Soil fertility, the above quotes explain, is not merely the temporary, abiotic outcome 
of the weathering of bedrock, but also a condition produced and reproduced by life 
on earth itself. By (temporarily) withdrawing inorganic compounds from processes of 
nutrient loss, life on land increases the ability of soils to support plant growth, i.e. their 
fertility. 

Withdrawing inorganic compounds from processes of nutrient loss can take different 
forms (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 160), three of which will be discussed here. The three forms 
are inextricably linked. A first type is the assimilation of inorganic compounds into 
living organic tissue (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 160). This can be plant or animal tissue, for 
example. Author of several popular books on soil life Jeff Lowenfels describes bacteria 
and fungi as “fertiliser bags” and nutrient retention as one of their most important 
properties (Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010, p. 22). After all, as long as these bacteria and 
fungi are alive, the nutrients assimilated in their bodies are not prone to leaching 
or erosion. This, of course, also applies to the organic tissue of all other organisms 
as well. A second type is the degradation of organic tissue into soil organic matter 
(SOM) that forms intimate associations with soil minerals (see earlier, 3.1.2.3) (Gobat 
et al., 2004, p. 160). The nutrients stored in the semi-decomposed organic tissue are 
thus temporarily retained and, in addition, as mentioned earlier, SOM also has the 
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property of retaining free soil nutrients, which further enhances its contribution to the 
withdrawal of nutrients from leaching and erosion (see earlier, 3.1.2.3). Although both 
strategies temporarily withdraw nutrients from processes of nutrient loss, all life on 
earth also comes to an end at some point and all SOM is destined to mineralise at some 
point. Therefore, a third and very crucial way to protect the elements released by both 
processes from leaching, denitrification and recrystallisation is to keep them ceaselessly 
in circulation in a web of life. The degree to which nutrients ceaselessly transform from 
one assimilated state to another is inversely proportional to the degree to which they 
are exposed to processes of nutrient loss. Ecological aspects of soil fertility, in other 
words, are closely linked to the soil food web (Ingham, Moldenke, & Edwards, 2000) 
(see Figure 20). A dynamic yet cohesive, balanced and diverse soil food web is the third 
main way along which the ecological expansion of mineral soil fertility materialises. Or 
in Lowenfels’ words: “[u]ltimately, from the plant’s perspective anyhow, the role of the 
soil food web is to cycle down nutrients until they become temporarily immobilized 
in the bodies of bacteria and fungi and then mineralized” (Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010, 
p. 25). It explains why French agronomist Dominique Soltner defined soil fertility as 
the “ability of a soil to produce the entire food chain going from  microorganisms to 
humans, passing through plant and animal, and this for generations” (Soltner, 1996 as 
cited in Gobat et al., 2004, p. 75).

It is worth emphasising that soil fertility at large cannot be narrowed down to the 
above aspects of nutrient retention. “The hallmarks of a fertile soil are many”, Richard 
Bargdett explains:

“So what makes a soil fertile? Soils vary greatly in their fertility, with some being 
naturally more fertile than others. The hallmarks of a fertile soil are many. It will 
be friable, porous, and well aerated, breaking easily into individual aggregates 
with a gentle touch of the hand—the signs of good soil structure. A fertile soil 
will also be rich in colour, showing signs of good aeration and drainage, and be of 
neutral pH, which is optimal for the growth of most plants and the microbes that 
transform nutrients into plant-available forms. It will also contain a good amount 
of nutrient-rich organic matter […] that is well mixed with mineral soil. This 
organic matter binds soil particles together, helping create good soil structure, 
and holds onto water, making soil effective at retaining moisture at times of 
drought. Finally, […] it will be teeming with life, with a rich diversity of microbes 
and animals whose activities promote organic matter breakdown and nutrient 
recycling, and formation of good soil structure.” (Bardgett, 2016, pp. 52-53)

While none of these elements can be omitted from a comprehensive conceptualisation 
of soil fertility, this research very deliberately chooses to focus on processes that 
extract soil nutrients from processes of nutrient loss. This is because of the elemental 
importance of these processes to net increase soil fertility in natural ecosystems and the 
crucial importance these processes play in agroecologically managed agroecosystems as 
a source of soil fertility that can be moved across the agroecosystem (see further, 3.2 
and chapter 5).
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3.1.4	 The	dynamic	equilibrium	of	ecosystems,	soils	and	soil	fertility

“Consider that you rarely see much bare earth in natural grasslands or forests. 
Where she can, nature clothes herself in plants because ground stripped of plant 

cover […] erodes faster than soil forms”
Montgomery, 2018, pp. 20-21 

By constantly enriching the soil with organic material and as a result of the protection 
against erosion that organisms provide (through soil roots, aggregate formation, etc.), 
not only the fertility but also the volume of the living soil may increase. The speed 
of this soil formation depends on the type of mineral material, the climate and the 
associated vegetation, the topography and so on, “[b]ut as a general rule, the average 
rate of soil formation, over the entire surface of the Earth, is around 10 centimetres for 
every thousand years, or just 0,1 millimetre a year”, which means that “a soil of 1 metre 
in depth […] might have taken 10.000 years to form” (Bardgett, 2016, p. 17). “If more 
soil is produced than erodes, the soil thickens”, geomorphologist David Montgomery 
summarises (Montgomery, 2007, p. 13). Montgomery adds that Charles Darwin, at the 
end of the nineteenth century, already correctly suspected that at some point the process 
of net soil accumulation comes to an end and a dynamic equilibrium is reached between 
soil loss and soil accumulation. At a certain point, the process indeed encounters the 
limits of what an existing ecosystem can sustain within its specific topographical and 

climatic conditions and within the complexity of life on earth at a specific point in 
time. In today’s tropical environments, for example, hardly any soil fertility can be 
stored in the soil. Due to the high precipitation and the high temperatures, SOM 
decomposes very quickly here and is highly susceptible to leaching as soon as there are 
no more organisms to re-assimilate it immediately. Under these conditions, ecological 
soil fertility can only be developed in the form of lush plant growth and abundant life 
typical of tropical climates, but which still have certain ecological limits that prevent 
the process from increasing beyond a certain threshold (Montgomery, 2007, p. 19). In 
colder or temperate climates, equally lush vegetation is not possible, but due to cooler 
temperatures and less precipitation, it takes much longer to break down soil organic 

Figure 21   Ecological succession
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secondary_succession#/media/File:Figure_45_06_16.jpg,	CC	BY	4.0,	original	
picture
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matter. As a result, ecological soil fertility can also be developed as soil organic matter 
in the soil. Yet, at a certain point, soil layers become so thick that the parent material 
underneath is barely exposed to weathering, causing the process to stop expanding at a 
certain point as well (Montgomery, 2007, p. 13).

Soil formation and the ecological build-up of soil fertility is a delicate process. Some 
phenomena such as storms, volcanic eruptions, fires and landslides can seriously disrupt 
this process. They can destroy the vegetation and expose the bare soil to leaching and 
erosion, which is clearly to the detriment of the accumulated ecological soil fertility. 
The sites of such disruptive events are usually rapidly re-inhabited “by a variety of 
species appearing and disappearing in some recognizably repeatable sequence” – a set 
of processes referred to as ecological succession (Townsend et al., 2008, p. 23). When 
ecological succession takes place on a site that has not previously been inhabited by an 
ecological community of plants and animals, ecologists speak of primary succession. 
The colonisation of the land many millions of years ago could be considered as an 
example, as well as more contemporary events such as the formation of new land by 
lava flows or the land exposed by retreating glaciers. Ecological succession also occurs 
in places already inhabited by a certain ecological community, but where, due to local 
disturbance, several species died out at the same time, thus creating “gaps” (Townsend 
et al., 2008, p. 299). The development of a new ecological community in such gaps 
is called secondary succession. An important difference with primary succession is 
that secondary succession does not start from a completely blank canvas: the soil still 
contains SOM that may mineralise, seeds that have been preserved may germinate, 

Figure 22   Pedogenesis and ecological soil fertility development on the slopes or a retreating 
glacier
Source: own	picture	(2019)	Perito	Moreno	Glacier,	Argentina
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species may migrate from elsewhere, etc. Without all too regular disturbance, ecological 
succession is supposed to ‘end’ in a kind of equilibrium or steady state called the climax 
community. American plant ecologist Frederic Clements (1874-1945), who pioneered 
with research on the ecological succession of plants, identified different phases in the 
process of (particularly primary) ecological succession: 1) nudation (disturbance, the 
beginning with the development of a bare site), 2) migration (a.o. the arrival of seeds 
and spores), 3) ecesis (the establishment and initial growth of vegetation, 4) competition 
(various species begin to compete for space, light and nutrients), 5) reaction (autogenic 
changes such as the building up of soil organic matter affect the habitat, and one 
plant community replaces another), and finally 6) stabilisation (creation of the climax 
association) (Clements, 1916, p. 4;166; "Ecological succession").

The concept of ecological succession as elaborated by Clements has been criticised 
and corrected by many ecologists (see e.g. McIntosh, 1986, pp. 76-58). Particularly 
its mechanical view on nature, the claimed or suggested uniformity of ecological 
succession processes, and the interpretation of climax ecology as a kind of stable final 
state were heavily criticised. In the field of environmental history, which engages with 
the re-theorisation of nature (see further, Box 3), Clement’s ecological theory was also 
received with scepticism. Environmental historian Wiliam Cronon, for instance, found 
“that new methodological tools are required to replace such outmoded concepts as 
equilibrium, community, and successional climax”, which “underlie the old idea of 
the ‘balance of nature’ that so often supplies the analytical (and moral) scale against 
which we measure the environmental effects of human societies” (Cronon as cited 
in FitzSimmons & Goodman, 1998, p. 197). Nevertheless, the concept of ecological 
succession is still valid, provided it is understood as a process that leads to a dynamic 
equilibrium rather than a fixed end state and knowing that there may be variations 
in the paths towards it and consequently the type of dynamic equilibrium achieved 
(Bardgett, 2005, 2016; Coleman, Crossley, & Hendrix, 2004; Gobat et al., 2004; Wall 
et al., 2013).
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3.2 Agroecosystems’ challenging soil fertility 
issue

“Humans have extracted an extraordinarily diverse array of resources from 
the natural world, and the number and magnitude of them is growing all the 
time. But the most basic and revealing of them in the study of human ecology 
have been the resources we call food. Every group of people in history has had 

to identify such resources and create a mode of production to get them from the 
earth and into their bellies. Moreover, it is through that process that they have 

been connected in the most vital, constant, and concrete way to the natural 
world. Few of those modes of producing food, however, have been approached 
by historians from an ecological perspective. If we are to make further progress 

in understanding the linkages human beings make to nature, developing 
that perspective and applying it to food production must be one of the major 

activities of the new field.”
Worster, 1990, pp. 1091-1092

“The survival, prosperity and power of almost any given farming community 
rested on its success in resolving the problem of long-term nutrient loss.” 

McNeill & Winiwarter, 2006, pp. 1-2

Having introduced the living aspects of soil fertility reproduction, it is now possible to 
discuss how the human species and the establishment of agricultural production relates 
to the living aspects of soil fertility. The objective of this section therefore comes close 
to the field of environmental history, which studies the history of man and nature. 
Part of this field has focused on the study of the history of relationships between man 
and the soil (see Box 3, first half ) and provides a very valuable body of literature to be 
reviewed in this section. Without dismissing the merits of the discipline, it is crucial to 
mention some of the shortcomings of this literature as well. A major one, especially of 
older works, is that it’s often narrative approach sometimes prevails over its substantial 
scientific underpinnings. Compared to recent insights in soil ecology and soil fertility, 
some of its arguments and examples are scientifically outdated. This applies in particular 
to an accurate conceptualisation of the concept of soil fertility and the distinction 
between general techniques of soil care and specific techniques and strategies of soil 
fertility reproduction (see further, 3.2.3). As a discipline with a strong anthropocentric 
tradition, it must also travel a challenging road from a conservationist approach to soil 
in which agency is attributed almost exclusively to humankind to an approach in which 
the agency of the living soil itself is conceptually incorporated (see Box 3, second half ). 
Finally, the discipline’s history is characterised by a generally very western and rather 
narrow geographical focus, sometimes with colonial and nationalistic facets, which also 
represent a major challenge to overcome. In this second subchapter, the merits and the 
shortcomings of environmental history of soil have been addressed in two ways. First, 
by making a selective reading of the literature, focusing on the changing relationship 
between humans and nature, conceptualising its detrimental effect on the reproductive 
capacity of soils, and the social need to respond to this challenge with socio-ecological 
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Box 3   Introduction to the field of environmental history of soils

Overview of a young body of work

In one of his essays on the concept of ‘nature’, Welsh socialist writer Raymond 
Williams (1921-1988) captured the essence of what we today call the discipline of 
environmental history: “Once we begin to speak of people mixing their labour with 
the earth, we are in a whole world of new relations between people and nature and to 
separate natural history from social history becomes extremely problematic” (Williams, 
2005, p. 76). “Studying the relationships between man and the environment in their 
historical dynamics”, is how Mauro Agnoletti and Simone Neri Serneri, editors of a 
recent overview work The Basic Environmental History, summarise the central ambition 
of their discipline (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014, p. v). The discipline is part of a 
longer tradition that rejects a strict division between natural history and social history 
and instead focuses on the interaction and tension between the two. The origins of 
environmental history are often linked to the book Man and Nature, published in 1864 
by American diplomat and environmentalist George Perkins Marsh (1801-1882) – “the 
Darwin of environmental history” (Reese, 2014) – but, according to others, goes back 
to the early eighteenth-century work of German Friedrich Ulrich Stisser (1689-1739) 
on forestry (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014, p. vi). The discipline really took off in the 
twentieth century, when technological developments revolutionised the relationship 
between the natural environment and human civilisation, and tensions between the 
two began to severely challenge “the sustainability of the reproduction processes of 
anthropic systems” (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014, p. vi). “The dynamics of the natural 
world, or, better, of the ecosystems and the dynamics of anthropic societies are the most 
strongly interactive with each other because they rest on the same material, physical, 
chemical and biological base. But for this very reason, an irreducible state of tension 
is created which sometimes opens the way to widespread conflict” (Agnoletti & Neri 
Serneri, 2014, p. vi).

In the 1930s, the so-called Dust Bowl, a combination of severe drought and wind 
erosion, put an abrupt end to the newly developed industrial farming system in the 
prairies of the North American interior. An agricultural system based on deep tillage 
proved so contrary to the dynamics of the local natural ecosystem that the entire 
nature-agriculture-society relationship collapsed, as was aptly described in John 
Steinbeck’s famous novel The Grapes of Wrath (1939). In 1928, Hugh Hammond 
Bennett and William Ridgely Chapline followed in the footsteps of their compatriot 
George Marsh with Soil Erosion - A National Menace, a call to action on the problem 
of soil erosion (Bennett & Chapline, 1928). Their work inspired the Soil Conservation 
Act and the establishment of the Soil Conservation Service (an agency of the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) – today: Natural Resources Conservation 
Service), both in 1935. In 1939, a colleague from the Soil Conservation Service, Walter 
Clay Lowdermilk, published his Conquest of the Land Through Seven Thousand Years after 
travelling for more than a year to study soil erosion in western Europe, North Africa, 
and the Middle East (Lowdermilk, 1939). Lowdermilk hoped that lessons on historical 
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soil erosion in the Old World would prevent history repeating itself in the New World 
(Montgomery, 2007, p. 103). His report was widely published and distributed. That 
same year, Bennett published the book Soil Conservation (Bennett, 1939), which 
later earned him the title of “father of soil conservation” (United States Department 
of Agriculture). Two years later, American soil scientist Charles Edwin Kellogg, also 
working at the USDA, published The Soils That Support Us (Kellogg, 1941), followed in 
1955 by American soil conservationists Tom Dale (U.S. Soil Conservation Service of 
the United States Department of Agriculture) and D.C. Vernon Gill Carter (director 
of the Zanesville Public Schools Department of Conservation Education) with their 
Topsoil and civilization (Dale & Carter, 1955). On the other side of the Atlantic 
Ocean, in 1939, British soil scientist Graham Vernon Jacks (1901-1977) and British 
botanist Robert Orr Whyte (1903-1986) wrote their well-known book with the little 
revealing title The rape of the earth: a world survey of soil erosion ( Jacks & Whyte, 1939). 
In 1949, French biologist Henri Prat published L’Homme et le Sol  (Prat, 1949) and 
in 1952 British historian and writer Edward Hyams (1910-1975) followed with Soil 
and civilization (Hyams, 1952). In more recent times, too, scientists and authors have 
continued to build on this tradition. The American environmental historian Donald 
Worster has published a series of works in the field of environmental history since the 
1970s (e.g. Worster, 1990). The same applies to the American William Cronon, who 
made a revolutionary contribution to environmental history and political ecology by 
incorporating the urban environment in Nature's Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West 
(Cronon, 1983, 1991). More traditional was the book Out of the earth: civilization and 
the life of the soil of American-Israeli soil scientist Daniel Hillel (Hillel, 1991). In 2006, 
American John Robert McNeill and the Austrian Verena Winiwarter edited the book 
Soils and societies: perspectives from environmental history, in which both environmental 
historians for the first time presented an overview of the field of environmental history 
focused on soils. In 2007, American geologist David R. Montgomery wrote his first 
popular book on soils, entitled Dirt: the erosion of civilization (Montgomery, 2007). 
This was followed in 2013 by the book Soils and Civilizations: Unearthing Soil's Role in 
History by American soil scientist Neal Eash. Verena Winiwarter wrote a contribution 
Environmental History of Soils (Winiwarter, 2014) in Agnoletti’s and Serneri’s The Basic 
Environmental History (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014). Recently, British ecologist 
Richard Bardgett published his book Earth matters: how soil underlies civilization 
(Bardgett, 2016). 

Moving beyond a conservationist approach

Clearly, the Neolithic Revolution set in motion drastic changes in the relationship 
between humans and the natural environment. What is essentially a changing 
relationship has often been reduced to a description of the evolution of human activity in 
relation to a passively portrayed environment. In the books of Prat, Hyams, Hillel, Dale 
and others, the human species plays the leading role, with the natural environment 
as the stage setting – not as an “independent actor on the stage” (FitzSimmons & 
Goodman, 1998, p. 195). This is not an unprecedented phenomenon in environmental 
history. All too often, as in many other fields, “the nonhuman realm is “blackboxed” 
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and agency is conceptualized as the “singular” property of human intentionality, 
which acts on, and in opposition, to a passive, mechanistic nature” (FitzSimmons & 
Goodman, 1998, p. 215). In the work of the aforementioned authors, the autonomy and 
reproduction of the natural system (the agency of nature) is hardly considered at all, it is 
“the neglected side of the nature-society dualism” (FitzSimmons & Goodman, 1998, p. 
195). As a result, although they deal specifically with the soil component of the natural 
system, they contain little or at best very partial information on dynamic soil processes 
such as soil ecology and soil fertility. The result is an old sorrow of the discipline of 
environmental history: a “merely conservationist perspective that has characterised and 
still characterizes most of its approaches” (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014, p. vii). 

The omnipresence of the conservationist perspective in the environmental history of 
soils undoubtedly has much to do with the spectacular slowness of most soil-forming 
processes. Only when the rate of natural soil formation exceeds that of natural erosion, 
soil can be accumulated (see earlier, 3.1.4). According to Montgomery, soils are therefore 
“irreplaceable over human timescales” and “an essential resource renewable only at a 
glacial pace” (2007, p. 234). Bardgett speaks of a “painstakingly slow” process (2016, 
p. 60). From a human time perspective, this inertia is indeed hardly perceptible. That 
is different for erosion phenomena caused by human activities, which easily surpass 
the scale of natural soil formation. Early environmental historians were therefore 
more often aware of the danger of losing soils than of the importance of building 
and reproducing soils. In such physical-material approaches to soil, soil care is usually 
approached in a very simplistic way as being about respecting a number of limits beyond 
which societies “use up” their natural resource (Dale & Carter, 1955, p. 23), might be 
“running out” (Montgomery, 2007, p. 23) because of “mining” the soil (Worster, 1990, 
p. 1105), confronting them with a “peak soil” (Ahmed, 2013). “With just a couple feet 
of soil standing between prosperity and desolation, civilizations that plow through their 
soil vanish”, Montgomery wrote (Montgomery, 2007, p. 5). Regularly the metaphor of 
the soil skin is used to illustrate how thin the soil jacket around planet Earth actually is 
– “a bit more than a ten millionth of our planet’s 6,380 km radius” (Montgomery, 2007, 
p. 23). Such physical-material views and understandings are particularly prominent in 
the American reports of the 1930s, which is quite understandable for a time when the 
soils of several American states were literally blown away. Until today, similar physical-
material views continue to influence thinking about soils. This also applies to soil 
fertility, which is often referred to with the metaphor of soils as a bank account “from 
which you cannot withdraw more than what you put in it” (Lal, 2018).

For some decades now, environmental history has been trying to free itself from its 
conservationist approaches. This goes hand in hand with a more balanced approach 
to human agency on the one hand and the agency of nature on the other. Only then 
can environmental history focus on its object of study, i.e. the history of the changing 
relationship between both (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014). Ecological history, 
Cronon said, assumes that nature and society are entangled in a “dynamic and changing 
relationship,” where “the interactions of the two are dialectical” (Cronon, 1983, p. 13). 
In this “dialectical”, continuing “cycle of mutual determination”, he continues, “changes 
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in the way people create and recreate their livelihood must be analyzed in terms of 
changes not only in their social relations but in their ecological ones as well” (Cronon, 
1983, p. 13, original emphasis). This implies a strong commitment “to re-theorize 
the agency of nature” (FitzSimmons & Goodman, 1998, p. 193) – a challenge that 
environmental history shares among others with political ecology (see earlier, 2.1.2). It 
requires nothing less than to rewrite the environmental history of soils with soil biota 
“a set of actors new to history” that “are among the main players” (Winiwarter, 2014, p. 
80). After all, the relationships between social systems and ecosystems “have anything 
but a static nature, but rather processual, because it stretches over time and is therefore 
eminently historical” (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014, p. vii). “In other words, historicity 
is an intrinsic quality in relationships between anthropic and environmental systems 
precisely because they interact during their respective reproduction processes which, far 
from reproducing their initial conditions – have a developmental and transformative 
nature” (Agnoletti & Neri Serneri, 2014, p. vii). For soil fertility, this means first of all 
a shift from seeing soil fertility as a stock of nutrients on a metaphorical bank account 
to soil fertility as a condition produced and reproduced by living organisms. Secondly, 
it requires seeing how the development of agroecosystems has taken society and the 
ecosystem on a new trajectory, away from the natural order of the soil food web and 
compelled to the production and reproduction of new partnerships between human 
and natural agencies. Or, as Lowenfels put it, of human agency aimed at “teaming with 
nature” (Lowenfels, 2013, 2017; Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010).

Figure 23  		 Soil	conservation	by	buffering	water	erosion	in	East	Flanders,	Belgium
Source: own	picture	(2019)	East-Flanders
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arrangements. Where useful or necessary, the text has been supplemented with recent 
scientific knowledge and work from other disciplines, including agrarian history, soil 
ecology and social metabolism.

A first section explores on a conceptual level how the human species relates to the living 
aspects of soil fertility. In a second section, the structural loss of soil fertility inherent in 
agroecosystems is discussed. The causes of these losses are outlined with direct reference 
to the ways in which natural ecosystems accumulate soil fertility (see earlier, 3.1.3.2). 
A third section then discusses the main ways in which societies have responded to 
the structural loss of soil fertility over the past centuries. How did societies overcome, 
mitigate and compensate for the loss of soil fertility, and how were natural ecosystems 
and agroecosystems reorganised in this process? It is by no means the intention here to 
write a new, state-of-the-art environmental history of soil. The historical relationships 
between man and soil fertility will be elaborated here mainly in their ecological 
articulation, in what has been called the “neglected side of the nature-society dualism” 
(FitzSimmons & Goodman, 1998, p. 195). In practice, different strategies were and 
are also combined. There is no attempt at chronology, nor at a balanced geographical 
distribution. The main focus is on the cold temperate climate of Belgium and its 
surrounding countries in particular, unless where relevant from a substantive point of 
view. Finally, it is a deliberate choice not to delve into the quantitative aspects of soil 
fertility reproduction and to not overcomplicate the analysis with a consistent detailing 
of all relevant soil nutrients. There are two main reasons for this. First, historical 
information on agricultural productivity in all its aspects is limited, which makes it 
very difficult to capture the large variation in time and space (Thoen & Soens, 2015c). 
Second, an overly quantitative approach would shift the focus of this PhD from the 
conditions in which food production takes place to an approach in which the yield of 
food systems is the central consideration. The latter is a debate in itself, characterised 
by highly depoliticised mainstream approaches that would compromise the political 
dimension of this PhD (for an introduction, see a.o. Visser, 2012). I will come back on 
this at the end of this section (see further, 3.2.4) as well as in the conclusions of the 
PhD (chapter 7). The one and only ambition of the third section is to sketch a fairly 
comprehensive overview of the ecological possibilities (urban) societies hold for the 
reproduction of soil fertility. A final, forth section discusses how the reproduction of soil 
fertility of today’s global food regime is not addressed in ecological and reproductive 
ways but mainly in industrial and extractive ways.
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3.2.1 The establishment of agricultural production and its impact on soil fertility 

reproduction

 “the first step towards civilization is soil exploitation”
Hyams, 1952, p. 31

“What happens when men are introduced into a soil community?”, Edward Hyams 
wondered in 1952 (Hyams, 1952, p. 26). If all plants and animals on land are part of 
the soil ecosystem, and are merely dots in an all-encompassing soil food web, does the 
same also apply to humans? Like all other authors in environmental history who have 
addressed this question, Hyams makes a fundamental distinction between nomadic, 
hunter-gatherers and sedentary farmers. The transition between both took place at 
different times in different parts of the world, but always manifested itself only after the 
start of the current, warmer geological period, the Holocene, some 11.700 years ago. “If 
the men are hunters and food collectors there is no reason why they should not fit into 
the [soil] community”, Hyams argues, “be members whose activities are held in balance 
with those of all the others”. “Like all the other members, these men will be checked 
from growing so numerous or predatory as to upset the balance of the community, by 
the limitations of their own powers, and that measure of hostility between species and 
species which is an important factor in maintaining equilibrium” (Hyams, 1952, p. 26). 
Besides the great advantage of being omnivorous, adaptable and highly intelligent, the 
human species also struggled with great disadvantages such as being relatively slow, 
fragile because of walking upright, and very vulnerable because of an early birth and 
late maturity (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 33). “Man settles for passively collecting 
what the soil offers him”, Henri Prat stated (1949, p. 85), thereby referring to man’s 
passive dependence as a heterotrophic organism on plants and other animals that can 
actively work with the nutrients of the soil ecosystem (pp. 57-58).23 “At this stage man 
behaves like an animal: he takes nature as he finds it, skimming it without seeking 
to modify it”24 (Prat, 1949, p. 58). As a result, the number of natural environments in 
which humans could participate remained fairly limited until the Neolithic Revolution, 
at least with a significant degree of population density (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, 
pp. 29-30). In more recent work on agrarian metabolism, de Molina et al. summarise 
that interventions such as “hunting, fishing, gathering, as well as certain forms of 
extraction and livestock by foraging on the original vegetation [… did] not cause 
substantial changes in the structure, architecture or dynamics of ecosystems” and did 
not affect “ecosystems’ intrinsic or natural capacity to self-maintain, self-repair, and 
self-reproduce” (de Molina et al., 2020, p. 10). 

The establishment of agricultural activities marks the moment when the human species 
began to purposefully transform the ecological environment into an agroecosystem. 
Hyams speaks of the human capacity “to disturb the balance of the community to the 
detriment of other species and the advantage of themselves” Hyams (1952, p. 26). Prat 
talks about the transition from “passive adaptations” such as hunting and gathering to 
23	 Original	citation	in	French:	“L’homme	se	contentant	de	recueillir	passivement	ce	que	le	sol	lui	offre.”
24 Original citation in French: “A ce stade l’homme se comporte comme le fait l’animal : il prend la nature 

telle	qu’il	la	trouve,	l’écrémant	sans	chercher	la	modifier.”
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“active adaptations” such as livestock and agriculture (Prat, 1949, pp. 57, 66).25 Worster 
spoke of an intervention aimed at “forcing the productive energies in some ecosystem 
to serve more exclusively a set of conscious purposes […] namely, the feeding and 
prospering of a group of humans” (Worster, 1990, p. 1093). These interventions consisted 
in “disarticulating or disorganizing ecosystems to introduce groups of domesticated 
species or species in the process of being domesticated”, causing natural ecosystems to 
lose the aforementioned capacity to self-maintain, self-repair, and self-reproduce (de 
Molina et al., 2020, p. 10). Thinking back to the complex and fragile dynamic balance 
of soils and soil fertility (see earlier, 3.1.4) it is obvious that the disarticulating and 
disorganising actions of humans also severely affect the capacity of natural ecosystems 
to produce and reproduce soil and soil fertility. Agriculture, Mazoyer and Roudart 
(2006) emphasise, cannot be compared to natural phenomena because it involved by no 
means just “the exploitation of one species according to a unique mode of organization 
and functioning”, but rather “the combined exploitation of several species according 
to diverse modes of organization and functioning” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 
46). In their understanding, the nature of agriculture needs to be understood “as a 
relationship between an exploiting species and one or several exploited species existing 
in a cultivated, human-made ecosystem” (p. 29). “[H]uman societies of farmers and 
animal breeders are not the relatively stable product of evolution of the species but are 
the changing product, over time and according to place, of a never-ending history”, 
they conclude (p. 46). 

The “cultivated, human-made ecosystems” became increasingly different from their 
original natural environments, eventually “completely changing most of the planet’s 
ecosystems” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 45;33) and “in some cases completely 
overriding the forces of other soil-forming factors” (Bardgett, 2016, p. 18). Recent work 
in environmental history therefore fundamentally distinguishes between “external, 
pre-human nature” and “an historically subsequent state when nature and society have 
materially commingled” (FitzSimmons & Goodman, 1998, p. 198). Or in the words 
of American environmental historian William Cronon “first” and “second” nature 
(Cronon, 1991).26 “The results are new constructions of nature, both materially and in 
human consciousness” (Merchant, 1989, p. 25 as cited in FitzSimmons & Goodman, 
1998, p. 200) where “there is no practical way to distinguish between the natural and 
the cultural” (Worster, 1990, p. 1090). “It is a rearrangement, not a repeal, of natural 
processes”, Worster clarified (Worster, 1990, p. 1094) –echoing the agroecological 
approach of agroecosystems and urban political ecology discussed in the previous 
chapter (see earlier, chapter 2). “The lasting changes they make act as means of natural 
selection on them”, Winiwarter stressed with an explicit focus on soils, if not on 
current generations then on future ones (Winiwarter, 2014, p. 112). “Soils left from one 

25 Original citations in French : “adaptations passives” to “adaptations actives”
26 “Similar considerations apply to Cronon’s analytical scheme which, in much the same way, counterposes 

“first”	and	“second	nature.”	“First	nature”	is	identified	with	the	vegetational	geography—grasslands,	
hardwood	and	softwood	forests,	lakes	and	rivers—of	the	postglacial	landscape	of	the	Great	West,	in	
contrast to “A kind of ‘second nature,’ designed by people and ‘improved’ toward human ends, (which) 
gradually	emerged	atop	the	original	landscape	that	nature—‘first	nature’—	had	created…”	(Cronon	
1991:56).” (as cited in FitzSimmons & Goodman, 1998, p. 198)
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generation of humans to the next can also bear lasting, discernible marks of previous 
cultivation, leaving a particular ecological inheritance” (Winiwarter, 2014, p. 112). Man 
as an “obtrusive yet influential element in a delicate, intricate web of life” (Beeman, 
1995, p. 66), balancing between a role as “contributing, co-operating member” of the 
living soil and as a “parasite upon it […] which it is not constructed to endure” (Hyams, 
1952, p. 27).

3.2.2 Agriculture’s degradation of ecological soil fertility (re)production

“Over the millennia, humans did change soils profoundly,  
on purpose and inadvertently.” 

Winiwarter, 2014, p. 89

As was discussed in the first section of this chapter (see earlier, 3.1), soil fertility is 
not merely the outcome of the weathering of bedrock, but also a condition produced 
and reproduced by life on earth itself. By temporarily assimilating inorganic nutrients 
into organic tissue, temporarily protecting soil organic matter from further digestion 
and circulating dead and living organic matter in a complex soil food web, life on land 
developed three strategies to extract soil nutrients from processes of nutrient loss, thus 
net increasing the soil’s fertility over time (see earlier, 3.1.3.2). Similarly to storms, 
landslides and fires, agricultural activities cause serious disruption to this ecological 
dynamic of enhanced soil fertility. With the important difference that they are ceaselessly 
disruptive. In the following paragraphs, different aspects of agricultural disturbances 
are discussed. They all reduce the capacity of agroecosystems to accumulate ecological 

Figure 24   Complete elimination of the ability of above ground vegetation to store and thus 
reproduce soil fertility
Source: own	picture	(2018)	Beernem
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soil fertility through the same three pathways along which natural ecosystems succeed 
in accumulating ecological soil fertility.

3.2.2.1	 Reduced	assimilation

In any sedentary society, an additional anthropogenic phenomenon of major importance 
must be added to the list of phenomena causing ecological disturbance: agriculture. All 
forms of agriculture cause disruptions of ecological communities and are thus a major 
initiator of secondary ecological succession (see earlier, 3.1.4). Livestock farming, for 
example, causes disturbance through grazing, trampling, etc. Grazing causes a selective 
removal of certain plant species (e.g. tender grass, low trees) and a favouring of others 
(e.g. nettles, tall trees) (Winiwarter, 2014, p. 87). In arable farming, the aboveground 
ecological community of a particular location is largely removed. This will trigger 
the process of natural succession. Whereas some historical farming systems allowed 
this process of succession to re-establish a climax community (see further, 3.2.3.2), 
contemporary arable farming models generally reduce the process of natural succession 
to the initial state with naked soils every year or even several times a year. In all cases, 
the impact on ecological communities is profound. The amount of living plant and 
animal biomass is usually much smaller than what natural ecosystems would develop. 
In some periods of the year, arable farming systems will exhibit hardly any living organic 
tissue above ground. The rooting of the annual crops or the remaining vegetation is 
often much shallower, which greatly reduces the ability of agroecosystems to recirculate 
leaching nutrients. The impact of reduced assimilation on soil fertility is even greater 

Figure 25   Overgrazing by horses – the production and reproduction of soil fertility through plant 
assimilation is totally eliminated
Source: 	own	picture	(2020)	Vlaamse	Ardennen
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for soils in tropical climates since “most of the nutrients in these areas reside not in 
the soil but in the plants themselves”, which means that “once the native vegetation 
disappears, so does the productive capacity of the soil” (Montgomery, 2007, p. 19). In 
this way, “[n]utrient-poor tropical soils illustrate the general rule that life depends on 
recycling past life” (Montgomery, 2007, p. 19).

Alongside reduced assimilation, the repeated recreation of the initial phase of natural 
succession has many other direct and indirect effects on soil fertility. “The removal of 
woodland, either for grazing or for arable crops, increases the rate of leaching and hence 
acidification”, Robert Shiel adds (2006b, p. 221). Leached nutrients such as calcium, 
magnesium and potassium are replaced by hydrogen ions, which increases the acidity 
of the soil (lower pH) and which can seriously obstruct the ability of plants to take up 
dissolved nutrients in the soil (Gobat et al., 2004). When agricultural activities disturb 
the vegetation of a certain site, this also impacts the soil fauna (Winiwarter, 2014, p. 
82). The continuous disturbance of secondary succession promotes a plant community 
of annual, fast-growing plants that contain much more nitrogen than carbon (‘weeds’) 
which, in most farming systems, are controlled with additional mechanical soil tillage 
and, in some, with chemical herbicides, thus further degrading soil life and fertility. The 
continuous disturbance of secondary succession also promotes a soil fauna community 
associated with the early stages of ecological succession, which is typically bacteria 
dominant (Lowenfels & Lewis, 2010). Fungi suffer much more under these conditions, 
which means that the ability of fungi to move nutrients over longer distances is 
affected, thus also ecological soil fertility reproduction through diverse and complex 
soil food webs. The inability of agroecosystems to develop perennial crops means that 
less carbon-rich biomass (cellulose, lignin, chitin) is produced. Less carbon-rich litter 
will have a negative impact on the build-up of soil organic matter, since carbon-rich 
organic compounds are a crucial element of lasting SOM.

3.2.2.2	 Reduced	soil	organic	matter

A reduction in the total biomass also reduces the amount of organic litter, thus also 
the build-up of SOM, and thus also the ultimate amount of SOM in the soil at any 
time. Moreover, a multitude of farming practices involve soil tillage, which is a major 
accelerator of the decomposition of SOM. Many environmental historians focusing on 
soils have addressed the destructive impact of tillage on soil organic matter, including 
Winiwarter (“cultivation lowers SOM content” (2014, p. 82)), Montgomery (“when 
soil is opended and meets the air, the organic matter in it decays farther”(2018, p. 57)), 
Smil (“decomposition and mineralization proceed faster in soils exposed by plowing 
and concentrations of organic matter, the principal reservoir of naturally accumulated 
nitrogen, begin falling rapidly with continued cropping” (2013, p. 22), and Shiel (“any 
use of land for food production leads to reduction of overall soil fertility – particularly 
as the humus content decreases” (2006a, p. 7)). The breakdown of SOM takes place 
through the metabolism of various soil organisms that feed on soil organic matter and 
derive energy from the oxidation of SOM, thereby releasing carbon dioxide. Ploughing 
exposes the organic material in the soil to a much greater availability of oxygen than 
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it is in the soil, thus creating ideal conditions for microbial activity specialised in the 
breakdown of soil organic matter. 

There are various motivations for regularly tilling farmland such as removing weeds, 
incorporating crop residues or green manure, aerating compacted soils, creating optimal 
conditions for sowing, etc. Even in sustainable agricultural practice, soil tillage may 
be used for these reasons. It is noteworthy, however, that one of the main historical 
motivations for tillage is precisely to oxidise the soil fertility stored in the SOM. To a 
certain extent, indeed, tillage “aerate[s] the soil”, which accelerates “the mineralization 
of organic matter” and “liberates a large quantity of nutrients”, “resulting in increased 
yields” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, pp. 278-279). However, not all mineralised nutrients 
are absorbed by the plants because “a portion of the liberated mineral elements are also 
lost through drainage and denitrification” (p. 279). Moreover, “because of the accelerated 
mineralization of the humus, the content of the soil in organic matter is diminished 
over the long term” thus “the quantity of liberated minerals also diminishes each year” 
(p. 279). The reduced soil organic matter content will also reduce the ability of soil 
aggregates to retain positively charged free soil nutrients and to protect them from 
leaching. “All increases in the number of plowings in an attempt to maintain […] yields 
will, in the end, lower them even more. In other words, the increase in plowings and 
harrowings undoubtedly makes possible short-term gains in yields, but also leads just 
as assuredly, in the long term, to the impoverishment of the cultivated lands, unless the 
losses in organic matter and supplementary minerals are compensated for” (Mazoyer & 
Roudart, 2006, p. 279).

Figure 26   Soil tillage
Source: 	own	picture	(2019)	Deinze
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 3.2.2.3	 Reduced	circulation

With the decrease in living biomass and the decrease in SOM, the amount of nutrients 
that can be circulated through the soil food web also decreases. The extent to which 
agriculture, through tillage, agricultural chemicals or other practices, makes soil life less 
abundant, less diverse and less complex will affect the ability of the soil food web to 
keep soil nutrients in permanent circulation and contribute to ecological soil fertility 
(Bardgett, 2016, pp. 43-45). In addition, in most agricultural systems, especially those 
feeding urban societies, nutrients that leave the soil in the form of food are not likely 
to return to the soil from which they were extracted (see earlier, 2.2.2). “From a soil 
standpoint, harvest is a removal of nutrients” (Winiwarter, 2014, p. 88). During their 
growth, plants assimilate a lot of nutrients from the soil into plant tissue. Some of this 
plant tissue is subsequently harvested as food while some remains as crop residues. 
In some cases, the harvested part is very large (e.g. leafy crops such as lettuce that are 
harvested almost entirely and leave hardly any root tissue) while in other cases crop 
residues are significant (e.g. cereals from which only the grain is harvested and the 
straw and roots remain). It is therefore impossible to make general statements about 
how significant the nutrients loss from harvesting is in relation to the total loss of soil 
fertility. What kind of minerals are removed in the form of harvest also depends on 
the type of crop. Cabbages, for example, are known to extract much more sulphur from 
the soil than other crops. Finally, the removal of nutrients in the form of food is not a 
unique feature of horticulture and arable farming, but also applies to livestock farming. 
While part of the consumed nutrients might return to the soil in the form of manure, 
another part is assimilated into animal tissues or consumed by the animals’ metabolism, 
for example for respiration. In livestock farming systems, animal tissue is regularly 
withdrawn from the agroecosystem on a daily basis (milk, eggs) and/or at the end of 
the cycle (meat). Here too, nutrients are structurally withdrawn in the form of food. In 
any case, it is at this point very clear that the loss of soil fertility can certainly not be 
attributed solely to the social division of labour and the fact that humanure no longer 
returns to the arable land, as Marx claimed earlier (see earlier, chapter 2.2.2). Even in a 
agroecosystem where the loss of nutrients through human excreta is perpetuated, there 
are still numerous possibilities to mitigate and compensate for a structural loss of soil 
fertility. The latter is the very topic of the next section.

3.2.3	 In	search	of	“intelligent	soil	parasitism”

“I have attempted to describe the soils which gave rise to several of the primal 
civilizations of history, and as a consequence of intelligent soil parasitism.”

Hyams, 1952, p. 42

“The digging of drainage and irrigation canals is an act of soil-creation which would 
entitle the Mesopotamians to be considered as soil-makers rather than as soil-parasites.”

Hyams, 1952, p. 60

A first way of dealing with the loss of soil fertility in agroecosystems is mitigating it 
as much as possible. Covering agricultural soils with mulch or living plants reduces 
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erosion, no-till or low-till farming may help to protect or even restore soil organic 
matter, trees may help to pump up leaching soil nutrients before being transported out 
of the agroecosystem via groundwater, etc. Although highly relevant and of strategic 
importance in maintaining agricultural systems, they will not fully remedy the loss of 
soil fertility experienced in (at least parts of ) agroecosystems. Czech-Canadian scientist 
and author Vaclav Smil notes for example that “more than 3/4 of all nitrogen available 
for crop growth in the most productive traditional agricultures came from managed 
inputs” (2001, p. xiv). Therefore, the social reproduction of sedentary societies remains 
strongly linked to their ability not only to mitigate but also to compensate for the loss 
of soil fertility. This is a central message in the work of many authors contributing 
to the environmental history of soil. Hyams writes in almost spiritual terms about 
the consequences of “step[ping] outside the good order of a balanced natural soil 
community” in which man creates “his own prosperity at the expense of order and the 
cost of soil debility” and consequently “confront[s] himself with the task of making an 
artificial soil balance” (Hyams, 1952, p. 239). By speaking of “intelligent soil parasitism”, 
Hyams eloquently captures the vital dependence of any farming society on the soil 
community it alters with its agricultural production. McNeil and Winiwarter report 
that “[t]he survival, prosperity and power of almost any given farming community 
rested on its success in resolving the problem of long-term nutrient loss” (2006, pp. 1-2), 
Worster speaks of “one of the greatest challenges posed any community” where “the 
agroecosystem must achieve a balance between its exports and imports, or it loses its 
productivity and people slide downward into poverty and hunger” (1990, p. 1096;1094), 
Mazoyer and Roudart argue that a society should focus on “renewing and exploiting 
the fertility of the cultivated ecosystem, in order to satisfy its own needs” (2006, pp. 
48-49) and that “[t]o each (lasting and widespread) agrarian system there necessarily 
corresponds an effective method of renewing the fertility” (2006, p. 60). According to 
Montgomery, a society must “keep inventing new methods to counteract declining soil 
fertility, or face agricultural decline owing to degradation of soil fertility or gradual loss 
of the soil itself ” (2007, p. 84).

If losses of soil fertility are not only to be mitigated but require compensation as 
well, then this ‘compensatory soil fertility’ and the energy and matter stored in it 
must originate from somewhere else. From an ecological perspective, the number of 
possibilities here is very limited. Basically, there are two options: natural reproduction 
and extraction. Historical and contemporary societies have adopted different strategies 
and practices in response to this ecological reality, in line with their social organisation 
and the technological means at their disposal, always supplemented by keeping organic 
waste flows in circulation as much as possible. In the sections below, four clusters of 
‘intelligent soil parasitism’ will be discussed:

1. Agriculture in silt-depositing river deltas
2. Shifting agriculture with or without full ecological succession
3. Nitrogen fixation through leguminous crops
4. Extracting ecological soil fertility elsewhere with or without livestock
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Finally, no strategy or practice aimed at compensating for the loss of soil fertility 
should be understood as a kind of 'recovery' of a previous state of soil fertility. As a 
dynamic and living process, soil fertility cannot return to a historical state. Moreover, 
the strategies and practices for soil fertility reproduction may impact soil functioning 
and soil pedogenesis. Fertilisation, for example, is known to have a major effect on the 
composition of soil life (Bardgett, 2016, pp. 43-45). Compensating for the loss of soil 
fertility therefore in no way brings agroecosystems closer to the natural ecosystems they 
once were, but is simply a further development of ever-transforming agroecosystems.

3.2.3.1	 Agriculture	in	silt-depositing	river	deltas

A first strategy for dealing with soil fertility loss is to establish agricultural activities 
in the deltas of large rivers where soil fertility eroded upstream helps compensating 
for the loss of soil fertility downstream. This strategy triggered the Neolithic 
revolution in several places in the world, including the Nile valley (Egypt), Tigris 
and Euphrates (Mesopotamia, today mainly Iraq), the Ganges and the Brahmaputra 
(India, Bangladesh), and the Yellow River (China). In the aforementioned deltas, rivers 
deposit fertile silt that respectively originates from Sudan and Ethiopia, Turkey and 
Syria, the Tibetan Plateau and the southern flank of the Himalayan Mountains. “Soil 
loss in Sudan and Ethiopia subsidized the long-running fertility of Egypt, just as the 
Himalaya supported India and Tibet helped feed China”, Montgomery said (2018, p. 
63).

In the case of the Nile, it is clear why Ancient Egypt is often called ‘the gift of the Nile’. 
“The rocks of Egypt alone would supply only a poor, sandy, calcareous soil, but the Nile 
deposited annually a layer of mud from weathered sandstone and granite further south” 
(Cooper, 1977, p. 191). The Blue Nile brought newly eroded silt from the Ethiopian 
highlands and the White Nile carried organic material, which oxidised quickly in 
the hot Egyptian climate and thus needed its annual renewal (Dale & Carter, 1955, 
p. 29; Montgomery, 2007, p. 41). Hyams concludes that “it is to this that Egyptian 
civilization surely owes its precocity” as “the Egyptians were not obliged to discover 
manuring before settling, not obliged to advance from soil-parasitism to soil-making 
in order to found cities” (1952, p. 54). “Their soil was, as it were, auto-manuring, and 
the flood-waters of the Nile replaced every year what [they…] took out of it” (p. 54). 
Here, Hyams concealed or was unaware of the fact that of the “approximately 2,570-
2,755 kg of sediment […] per hectare” only 0,12% nitrogen was nitrogen, which is very 
little for any agricultural production system (Cooper, 1977, p. 191). The Nile “renewed 
the fertility of the soil annually with all necessary nutrients except adequate nitrogen” 
(Cooper, 1977, p. 188, emphasis added). The nitrogen shortage was dealt with through 
other soil fertility reproduction strategies, including manuring and the cultivation of 
leguminous plants (Cooper, 1977, p. 191; Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 144; Winiwarter, 
2014, p. 101) (see further, 3.2.3.3 and 3.2.3.4). 

Although not directly related to the reproduction of soil fertility, it is useful to point 
out that the construction of dykes and irrigation infrastructure allowed the civilisation 
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of Ancient Egypt to greatly extend the cultivable area, from originally only the fringes 
of the delta to the entire delta and later also part of the bone-dry hinterland that would 
normally never flood under natural conditions. This first involved the construction of 
simple dykes to retain water, then series of basins along the transect of the river, and 
later the construction of a longitudinal series of basins, which has always involved 
complex irrigation works, solving regular sludge blockages and dealing with the uneven 
settling of the silt brought in (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, pp. 152-155).

Although this strategy successfully enabled societies to reproduce themselves, from a 
material point of view it is a rather extractive phenomenon that is only renewed at a 
geological time scale. Very illustrative here is the fact that “many ancient ports in the 
Mediterranean region today are found far inland” where a centuries-long “stripping of 
top soil from the slopes, the formation of skeletal soils and gullies, the overdeepening 
of the high valleys, the silting up of the low valleys and deltas, and the filling of gulfs in 
the sea have been going on since antiquity” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 123). Hyams 
claimed that “[t]hese soils are themselves parasites, living upon the fertility of other, 
frequently very remote soils, which are continually losing substance, by wind and rain 
erosion, to the eponymous stream of the parasitic soil region”, although he knew too 
that “they are capable of supporting a parasitic community for very long periods, and 
sometimes almost indefinitely” (1952, pp. 28-29).

3.2.3.2	 Shifting	agriculture	with	of	without	ecological	succession

A second strategy for the reproduction of soil fertility is based on the dynamics of 
ecological succession (see earlier, 3.1.4). This strategy starts with the burning down of 
the climax vegetation at a particular location. The ‘gap’ created by the disturbance is 
used for agriculture practices for a maximum of a few years. When the soil is depleted, 
agricultural activities are moved to another location. Over time, agricultural activities 
return to places previously abandoned, and the process is repeated. Obviously, the 
ecological and social reproduction of this model is highly dependent on the length of 
the recovery period, and the extent to which ecological succession manages to rebuild 
ecological soil fertility in the meantime (see earlier, 3.1.3.2).

Slash-and-burn systems

So-called slash-and-burn farming system is based on this strategy. Mazoyer and 
Roudart define it as follows: “Slash-and-burn agriculture is practiced in diverse wooded 
environments: amid mature trees, in a copse, shrubby or bushy thickets, wooded 
savanna, etc. It is established on terrains previously cleared by grubbing, that is, cutting 
followed by burning but without removing the stumps. The parcels thus cleared are 
only cultivated for one, two, or three years, rarely more, after which they are abandoned 
to return to their wooded wild state for one or more decades, before being cleared 
and cultivated again. Systems of slash-and-burn agriculture […] are thus characterized 
by the practice of temporary cultivation alternating with long-term wooded idling, 
forming a rotation with a period varying from about ten to fifty years” (Mazoyer & 
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Roudart, 2006, p. 101). Slash-and-burn farming methods date back to the early days of 
the Neolithic revolution, have spread fairly rapidly across forest ecosystems throughout 
the world, and “even today, diverse forms of slash-and-burn agriculture continue to 
exist and expand in the tropical forests of Africa, Asia, and South America” (p. 102). 

Slash-and-burn techniques were “generally restricted to carrying out a partial clearing”, 
after which “the surface of the ground is covered with leaves, branches, and dead 
trunks”, then “allowing the plant material to dry” to then set it on fire “right before the 
rains and the sowing so that the cultivated land benefits the most from the nutritive 
minerals contained in the ashes” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 104). This acts as the 
main source of soil fertility on which the temporary agricultural activities that follow 
are based. “When a virgin forest cleared by slash-and-burn techniques is cultivated for 
the first time, the fertility of the soil is then at its height. Indeed, this soil, cultivated 
for the first time, continues to benefit from the ordinary deposits of minerals coming 
from the solubilisation of the parent rock, the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, and the 
mineralization of a fraction of the forest soil organic matter. It benefits further from 
extremely high mineral deposits coming mostly from the ashes from burning but also 
from accelerated mineralization of an additional fraction of the soil organic matter” (p. 
112). However, it should also be noted that the technique of burning down the lush 
vegetation ensured that a large part of the carbon was immediately removed from the 
system, and that “a large share, or nearly all, of the nitrogen in the original vegetation 
was lost as NOx during the combustion, as was a great deal of nitrogen from the surface 
soil layer” (Smil, 2001, p. 22). Although the “mineral nutrients liberated by the fire 
helped to produce a few acceptable harvests” (Smil, 2001, p. 22), this obviously did not 
last long – especially in hot and humid climates (see earlier, 3.1.1.2).

Shifting farmers “took no direct steps in order to replenish nutrient supplies” (Smil, 
2001, p. 21). If other sources of soil fertility were available, they were used in the kitchen 
gardens around the settlements. The reproduction of soil fertility in the forest plots 
was provided by ecological succession, “allowing the land to lie idled in its original 
wooded condition for a long period of time” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 60), which 
“helped to raise, if not fully restore, nitrogen level in soils” (Smil, 2001, p. 22). The same 
applies to carbon and soil organic matter. More doubtful is the full reconstitution of 
soil nutrients such as sulphur or potassium, which depend on larger biogeochemical 
processes (see earlier, 3.1.2.3). 

Shorter time intervals between periods of cultivation

The ecological and social reproduction of the slash-and-burn system was highly 
dependent on the length of the intervals. “[T]he wooded idled portion of the rotational 
cycle must last long enough to produce a substantial volume of biomass that can, in 
turn, be cut and burned to provide the necessary quantity of ashes. It must also last long 
enough to provide a large enough litter of dead wood and leaves to rebuild the soil’s 
reserve of humus, which is worn down by the accelerated mineralization that follows 
each clearing” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 113). That is why most authors of the 
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Figure 27   Decline of the biomass and thus of the productivity of agroecosystems as the time 
intervals between periods of cultivation decrease
Source: Mazoyer	and	Roudart	(2006,	p.	115)
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environmental history of soils discipline, in their review of this strategy, have warned 
that continued population growth does not allow for the full development of ecological 
succession and threatens the functioning of this strategy. 

In practice, the amount of biomass that can be built up through ecological succession 
during the intervals between periods of cultivation decreases as these intervals become 
shorter and shorter (see Figure 27). The inability of former forest ecosystems to fully 
complete the process of ecological succession implied that they changed into other 
ecosystems with a different climax community, such as grasslands. In the warm temperate 
climates of the Mediterranean region, for example, forest ecosystems developed into 
“degraded plant formations, such as the maquis and garrigue” – “types of scrubland” 
a contemporary observer might regard as the original vegetation of these regions 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 220). Since the assimilation of nutrients into living 
plant tissues is one of the main mechanisms for building up ecological soil fertility (see 
earlier, 3.1.3.2), this usually also meant that the productivity of these agroecosystems 
decreased. This reality has been an important trigger for the development of many post-
forest agricultural systems based on different techniques for soil fertility reproduction. 
Danish economist Ester Boserup identified five different pre-industrial farming 
systems: forest fallow or slash and burn (at the least 15-20 years of fallow), bush fallow 
(6-10 years of fallow), short-fallow (1-2 years of fallow), annual cropping (a few months 
of fallow), multi-cropping (no fallow) (Boserup, 1965; Visser, 2013b). This evolution 
made the use of fallow as an ecological source of soil fertility reproduction increasingly 
irrelevant. This can be demonstrated by addressing the persistent misconception that 
short fallow is a regenerative source of soil fertility (see below) as well as the emergence 
of new strategies for soil fertility reproduction (see 3.2.3.3 and further).

Misconceptions about short fallow (e.g. one year)

When shifting agriculture evolves from very long intervals to very short intervals, at a 
certain point, it is more correct to speak of fallowing. There are many misunderstandings 
about fallow, which are in remarkably few documents from the environmental history 
of soils correctly addressed. To begin with, it is incorrect to think of fallowing as empty 
fields on which there is not a single green leaf to be found. “[F]ar from being deserted, 
it is land where cereal stubble and residual weeds dominate during the months after 
the harvest, a land where a natural vegetation consisting of annual plants, which 
reproduce by seeds, and tenacious perennial plants, which reproduce by vegetative 
means, develop”, Mazoyer and Roudart clarify (2006, p. 233). Secondly, short fallow 
periods cannot possibly reproduce soil fertility, as it is impossible for nutrient stocks 
worthy of the name to build up in the early stages of secondary succession. “[G]rassy 
fallowing of a little more than one year produces too little biomass to play an important 
role in renewing the fertility of cultivated lands”, so it is absolutely wrong “to consider 
that fallowing is designed to reproduce fertility in an analogous way to that of the 
long-term, forested idling of the slash-and-burn systems” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, 
p. 223;233). Rather on the contrary: the only ‘contribution’ of short-term fallow to 
soil fertility is that it helps to extract nutrients from residual soil organic matter. This 
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helps to understand why historically, the fallow period was “by definition” (Mazoyer & 
Roudart, 2006, p. 232) a period involving tillage, which increased the oxidation and thus 
the mineralisation of soil organic matter (see earlier, 3.2.2.2). “Thus the widespread idea 
that fallowing is a period of “rest” for the soil, allowing it to “restore its strength” after a 
period of cultivation, is complete nonsense", Mazoyer and Roudart stress. "The soil does 
not have strength, it does not tire, and it does not rest” (2006, p. 233). Therefore, in some 
literature, fallowing is referred to as an “arable farming process” (Kleinpenning, 1968, 
p. 118) aimed at “regaining a better fertilising state through the digestion (biological 
combustion) of organic matter, through weathering and through the nutrients supplied 
by precipitation” (Minderhoud et al., 1954, pp. 478-479).27

3.2.3.3	 Nitrogen	fixation	through	leguminous	crops

As discussed earlier, nitrogen-fixing bacteria (diazotrophs) play an important role 
in natural ecosystems (see earlier, 3.1.2.2). By converting atmospheric nitrogen gas 
into plant-available nitrogen compounds, whether or not in direct symbiosis with 
plants, they make an important contribution to production and reproduction of soil 
fertility. By integrating plants that form symbiotic relationships with diazotrophs 
into agroecosystems, natural nitrogen fixation in agroecosystems can be strategically 
increased. Integrating such plants into a crop rotation not only results in harvesting a crop 
that has hardly removed any nitrogen from the soil, but also leaves nitrogen compounds 
in the soil will benefit the growth of the subsequent crop. Many of these crops belong 
to the fabaceae or leguminosae plant family: beans, soybeans, peas, chickpeas, lentils, 
lupines, alfalfa, clover, etc. Some are suitable for direct human consumption, some as 
fodder for livestock (see further, 3.2.3.4) and others as green manure to remain as 
organic litter on the arable land. There are also shrubs and trees that develop a symbiotic 
relationship with Rhizobia, for example oleaster which produces berries suitable for 
human consumption (Crawford, 2010).

The benefits of leguminous plants have long been known. Smil points out that 
“otherwise highly disparate cultures on four continents have independently discovered 
varieties of this effective approach” (2001, p. 29). An ancient Chinese text from the 
sixth century already indicates that legumes benefit the growth of the following crop 
(Winiwarter, 2014, p. 91). The principle was applied in Ancient Egypt and in Greek, 
Roman, Byzantine and Arab times (Bardgett, 2016, p. 24; Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 
318). The structural integration of leguminous plants has also had a huge influence on 
agriculture in Northwestern Europe from the seventeenth century onwards (see further, 
3.2.3.4) “of comparable significance to steam power in the economic development of 
Europe in the period of industrialization” (Chorley, 1981, p. 92). Nevertheless, the 
amount of nitrogen that can be added to agroecosystems through this strategy has 
certain limits and a variety of practical requirements (Smil, 2001). 

27 Original citations in Dutch: “akkerbouwproces” … “door vertering (biologische verbranding) van 
organische	stof,	door	verwering	en	via	de	met	de	neerslag	aangevoerde	voedingsstoffen	weer	in	een	betere	
bemestingstoestand te geraken”
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3.2.3.4	 Extracting	ecological	soil	fertility	elsewhere

The continuous cultivation of the same site eliminated in situ ecological succession as 
a source of soil fertility (see earlier, 3.2.3.2) and enhanced the loss of soil fertility by 
extracting residual soil fertility from soil organic matter and dismantling the complexity 
of the soil food web (see earlier, 3.2.2). In agroecosystems, such sites therefore became 
structural sinks of soil fertility (and energy) rather than sources (Visser, 2013b). 
Hence, one of the main strategies to compensate for the loss of soil fertility in these 
places of agricultural production has become the supply of soil fertility produced (and 
reproduced) elsewhere. This has led to the development of a geography of soil fertility 
reproduction and biogeochemical cycles that “went beyond the cultivated lands and 
extended over large parts of the territory” (de Molina et al., 2020, p. 5). More specifically, 
they extended into the more natural parts of the landscape, i.e. the grasslands and the 
woodlands, which thus became part of the agroecosystem. In the process, the natural 
capacity of these grasslands and woodlands to produce and reproduce soil fertility is 
exploited in order to supplement the arable land that had ceased to hold this capacity. 
As mentioned earlier (see earlier, 2.4), this geography is often referred to with the terms 
ager (arable land), saltus (grassland) and silva (woodland), thus moving soil fertility 
(and energy) from saltus and silva to ager (de Molina et al., 2020; Mazoyer & Roudart, 
2006; Visser, 2013a, 2013b). 

Transfers of soil fertility extracted from grassland and woodland, which to this day 
remains an important strategy for soil fertility reproduction (see further, chapter 5), 
have taken many different forms throughout history and in different places. Developing 
and maintaining nutrient flows at the landscape level comes with numerous ecological, 
infrastructural and organisational challenges, including questions of scale and the 
challenge of coping with seasonal variations. Sometimes it involves moving soil fertility 
stored in soil organic matter, but more often it involves moving soil fertility stored in 
living plant biomass. Organic plan tissue, from grassland in particular, comes with high 
amounts of cellulose molecules – said to be the most abundant organic molecule on 
earth (Gobat et al., 2004, p. 463). While it is definitely possible to harvest such biomass 
and move it to the arable land by means of human labour, many farming systems 
have used livestock to transform, connect and relocate such biomass throughout the 
agroecosystem. Ruminant animals usually play a key role here. Unlike monogastric 
animals, they have the metabolic capacity to decompose cellulose (see Box 4). There is a 
limit to the amount of soil fertility that can be extracted from saltus and silva systems. 
By definition, the removal of biomass and certainly of soil organic matter affects the 
composition and balance of the soil food web. As soon as the amount withdrawn 
exceeds the amount regenerated each year, the fertility of the saltus and silvas system 
will decrease. Similar to the slash-and-burn systems, this might result in a change of 
the climax community.

The two following sections elaborate on the application of this strategy in Western 
European farming systems with and without the use of livestock. They provide a 
historical framework for contemporary soil fertility reproduction strategies that will 
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Box 4   The different gastrointestinal system of monogastric and ruminant 
animals

All animals are heterotrophic organisms metabolically dependent on the organic 
compounds produced by the primary producers (see earlier, 3.1.2.1). However, 
not every organic compound is digestible by any heterotrophic organism. Among 
microorganisms for example, bacteria and fungi specialise in the breakdown of various 
organic compounds (see earlier, 3.1.2.3). A similar observation applies to animals. 
Here a fundamental distinction can be made between so-called monogastric animals, 
which have a single-chambered stomach, and ruminant animals, which have a four-
chambered stomach. Their very different stomach and intestinal systems explain why 
both groups have very different diets.

Monogastric animals are characterised by a enzymatic digestion process. In most 
monogastric animals, the digestion process already starts in the mouth, by mechanical 
processing and by saliva decomposing starch into glucose. In the stomach, the food 
is further broken down mechanically and enzymatically. The stomach of monogastric 
animals is acidic, which contributes to the breakdown of the food but also eliminates 
bacteria. In the small and large intestines, the dissimilated nutrients and water are 
then absorbed into the blood. Enzymatic digestion enables monogastric animals to 
dissimilate only a small proportion of all naturally occurring organic compounds. 
Monogastric animals include omnivorous and carnivorous animals such as humans, 
pigs, chickens and cats on the one hand and herbivorous animals such as horses and 
rabbits on the other. The first group is metabolically limited to the decomposition of 
simple carbohydrates such as glucose and fructose (simple sugar compounds) and 
starch and inulin (respectively chains of glucose and fructose). The second group also 
turns to more complex carbohydrates such as cellulose (very long chains of hundreds 
to thousands of glucose units, e.g. very present in grass), which it digests indirectly (see 
below).

The gastrointestinal system of ruminants is much more advanced (Van Soest, 1994). 
Ruminants are equipped with a four-chambered stomach. This enables them to digest 
cellulose. Strictly speaking, ruminants are unable to dissimilate cellulose, due to a lack 
of the enzyme cellulase. However, by cooperating with symbiotic microbial fauna, 
mainly bacteria, which reside in the first compartment of the ruminant’s stomach, they 
are able to break down cellulose. In the first part of the stomach of ruminants, which 
is called the rumen, no digestion but a fermentation process takes place. It is a warm, 
humid, anaerobic and, unlike the single stomach of monogastric animals, non-acidic 
environment which allows the growth of the symbiotic microorganisms. By regularly 
returning the contents of the first stomach to the mouth to be chewed again, the food 
is further reduced in size and microbial breakdown is optimised. Part of the energy 
and nutrients released are assimilated in the bodies of the microorganisms, but most 
are contained in the leftover organic compounds. During the microbial fermentation, 
hydrogen gas is produced which impairs the functioning of the rumen and is therefore 
converted to methane by some of the symbiotic microorganisms, which leaves the body 
of the ruminants through the mouth and nose. Once the food is sufficiently fine, it can 
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be discussed later in this dissertation (see further, chapter 5). This applies in particular 
to the historical origins of the strategic integration of arable farming and ruminants 
livestock farming.

With livestock

The transition from the long fallow periods discussed earlier (see 3.2.3.2) to the ever 
shorter fallow periods of the so-called two-field system (half fallow), three-field system 
(one-third fallow) and ultimately the abolition of fallowing is often framed as a necessity 
driven by population growth (Boserup, 1965). Crucially, the abandonment of fallow 
also went hand in hand with the increasing integration of livestock farming to move 
soil fertility from woodlands and especially grasslands to the arable land. This section 
briefly explains how the practical articulation of this soil fertility reproduction strategy 
evolved during the transition from the two-field system to the three-field system and 
ultimately to the abolition of fallowing.

The two-field system became predominant in the temperate regions at the beginning 
of antiquity (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 219). In this system, the use of the arable 
land was typically organised according to a two-year rotation, with one growing cycle 
of a winter cereal and one fallow period alternating. Winter cereals were sown in the 
autumn and harvested in the following summer, after which a field laid fallow for a year. 
On fertile soils, winter wheat could be grown, on less fertile soils the less demanding 
winter rye. As discussed earlier (see earlier, 3.2.3.2), this short fallow period made no 

pass through the second and third compartment of the stomachs, which marks the 
beginning of the actual digestion process. It then enters the fourth and final compartment, 
the abomasum or ‘true stomach’, which is very similar to the single-chambered stomach 
of monogastric animals. There, both the bodies of the microorganisms and the residual 
products of the foregut fermentation are broken down, which unlocks the stored energy 
and nutrients for the metabolism of the ruminant (Van Soest, 1994).

As mentioned above, some monogastric animals manage to feed on grass and thus on 
cellulose-rich material. This applies, for example, to horses and rabbits, which have a 
very extensive large intestine in which fermentation processes occur as well. In this case, 
there is no pregastric or foregut fermentation as in the case of ruminants, but postgastric 
fermentation. Postgastric fermentation still allows energy to be extracted from the 
structure-rich feed, but the microbial proteins can no longer be absorbed at this late 
stage in the digestion process. These proteins thus leave the animal’s body via the faeces. 
This is why rabbits reingest their night faeces, which allows them to dissimilate the 
microbial protein from the postgastric fermentation. Horses are different. They prefer 
very young, short grasses that contain fewer complex carbohydrates, which makes it 
easier to digest. The presence of largely undigested, fibrous material in horse manure is 
an excellent breeding ground for fungi, which explains why it is used for mushrooms 
cultivation.
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net contribution to soil fertility yet increased the mineralisation of the remaining soil 
organic matter. The mineralisation of SOM was stimulated through regular tillage, i.e. 
a shallow, non-turning soil tillage carried out with an ard, or occasionally by hand with 
a large hoe or with a spade (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 236). This tillage was also 
important for weed control. If the mineralisation of SOM would have been the only 
strategy to maintain the soil fertility of the arable land, the two-field system would not 
have existed as long as it did in some places. The use of livestock, albeit very primitive, 
provided a much needed supplement. Mazoyer and Roudart rightly point out that 
grazing cattle on the fallow land, digesting weeds and grasses, does not add any soil 
fertility to the grazed land: "[n]othing of the sort occurs, because as long as the animals 
do not eat elsewhere than on the fallow land, their excrement cannot contain organic 
matter and minerals other than those absorbed from the fallow land itself. This excrement 
even contains a little less organic matter, because the animals appropriate part of the 
matter necessary to their own growth. And, without a few elementary precautions, 
animal excrement can contain even much less organic matter and minerals if, after 
the animals have filled their bellies on the fallow lands, they are led away to wander 
elsewhere” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 233). The latter observation was reversed as a 
strategy. Animals were put out to graze on permanent pastures (saltus) during the day, 
moved to the fallow part of the arable land (ager) in the evening, and returned to the 
permanent pastures again in the morning. Since the animals at night mainly digested 
and excreted what they had eaten on the pastures, without consuming much vegetation 
of the fallow land, an important but limited transfer from saltus to ager was realised. 
To be of any significance, this ritual had to be repeated on a daily basis, the fallow had 
to last at least twelve months, and a large quantity of saltus was needed to fertilise a 
small quantity of ager (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 234; the outfield-infield system). 

Figure 28   Bringing farmyard manure to the arable land
Source: Jacques	Hersleven	(approx	1939).	In:	Vander	Vaeren,	J.	(1939)	Le	livre	d'or	de	l'agriculture	belge.	Bruxelles:	
Thill.	Object	00003866	(I0004303)	via	CAG	erfgoedbank	www.hetvirtueleland.be.
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In a cold temperate climate, this strategy was further impacted by seasonal differences. 
During the winter cold, hardly any fodder was available. Therefore, the size of the herd 
was adjusted to the low availability of fodder during the winter months rather than 
the high availability of fodder during early summer. Possibilities to harvest and store 
fodder for the winter months were too limited at the time (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, 
pp. 261-262). Likewise, in warm temperate climates, a similar problem arose during 
the summer when grassland productivity drops due to drought. In mountainous areas, 
the cooler climate of higher pastures then provided a temporary solution, leading to the 
practice of transhumance, where ruminants were moved to higher altitudes in summer 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, pp. 223-225). Transhumance does not directly contribute 
to the reproduction of soil fertility, but it does allow for a larger livestock population to 
be maintained, which might indirectly contributes to the reproduction of soil fertility. 

In the Middle Ages, the three-field system introduced a three-year rotation of a winter 
cereal, a short fallow, followed by a summer cereal and then by the long fallow period. 
Actually, the three-field system was first and foremost a breakthrough in the way 
livestock faming was organised. Ruminants were still allowed to graze on the fallow 
land as well as between the two cereal crops, but furthermore they were frequently 
stabled, especially during the winter months. In the stables, the ruminants were fed 
on grass that had been harvested and gathered earlier after the growth peaks of the 
grass just before and just after the summer. This also eliminated the need to reduce the 
herd during the winter months. By continually adding straw or other organic matter 
to the stables, the nitrogen-rich and liquid manure of the animals was mixed with 
carbon-rich organic matter, resulting in a stable manure that was easy to store and 
transport. New technologies ensured a good harvest of grass, transport of manure, 
and good incorporation of the manure into the soils of the arable land (Mazoyer & 
Roudart, 2006, p. 286). Where the three-field system emerged, this decreased the need 
for permanent pastures and increased the need for hay meadows. Ideal hay meadows 

Figure 29   Haying the grassland during seasonal growth peaks allowed the livestock numbers to 
increase
Source: Mazoyer	and	Roudart	(2006,	p.	267)	-	the	x-axis	first	of	all	indicates	the	productivity	of	grasslands	during	
different	seasons	(black	line)	and,	secondly,	its	agricultural	use	(grazing	and	cutting)
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were “not very hilly”, had “no stones or have had the stones removed”, “cleared of all 
shrubby vegetation” and were not in competition with the arable land or permanent 
pastures, which meant they were “often situated in the wettest, low-lying areas, with 
a predominantly clay soil” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 271). Hay meadows were 
“established on carefully selected and managed lands” and were “generally divided into 
independent parcels and protected from the livestock by enclosures”, while pastures, 
by contrast, tended to “occupy lands that easily withstand the constant tramping of 
livestock”, were “relatively unproductive, hilly, stony, indeed even rocky” and could 
“include trees, shrubs, or scrubby moors” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 273). Hay 
meadows were not manured. Their productivity was maintained through the nutrients 
from the silt deposited by flooding rivers and through an (often artificially) high 
groundwater level which improved the availability of soil nutrients (Slabbaert, Tys, 
& Verhaeghe, 2008).28 The improved availability of manure was indeed used for the 
additional production of spring cereals, including barley and oats. Sandy soils, which 
by nature have a lower mineral fertility than clay or loamy soils, could also be used for 
arable farming thanks to the increased manure production and soil tillage (Mazoyer 
& Roudart, 2006, p. 283). Nevertheless, despite clear improvements compared to the 
28	 Original	citation	in	Dutch:	“Hooilanden	werden	ook	niet	bemest.	De	gestage	stroom	voedingstoffen	die	er	

via het hooi aan onttrokken werd, werd dus via een andere weg aangevuld. Dit gebeurde hoofdzakelijk op 
twee manieren naargelang de plaatselijke omstandigheden en de gebruikte technieken. Enerzijds is er het 
bemestende	effect	van	achtergelaten	slib	na	overstromingen.	Anderzijds	zorgt	een	hoge	grondwaterstand,	
doelbewust bewerkstelligd (al dan niet door bevloeiing), voor een betere beschikbaarheid van de in de 
bodem	aanwezige	voedingsstoffen.	Het	netto	resultaat	is	een	blijvend	productief	hooiland.”

Figure 30   Historic photographs often portray farmers in front of the manure pile, proudly 
showing the farm's wealth
Source: Source:	Perkhoeve	in	Linkebeek,	NN	(approx	1941).	Object	00007064	(I0009910)	via	CAG	erfgoedbank	www.
hetvirtueleland.be.	Beheerinstelling	Linkebeeks	Archief.
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two-field system, livestock and fodder production in the three-field system were still 
“limited and subordinate to arable farming” (Kleinpenning, 1968, pp. 95-96).29

The three-field system was followed by the abolition and replacement of the fallow 
by the cultivation of green manures or fodder crops such as clover, vetch, turnip, and 
combinations of grass and clover. Mazoyer and Roudart point out that the strategy 
was already used in the fourteenth century by peasant farmers in Flanders and the 
Netherlands, followed by Italy and France in the sixteenth century, England and 
Germany in the seventeenth century, and in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
by the rest of Europe (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 319). Where the fallow period was 
replaced with fodder production, this enabled an even closer integration of livestock 
and arable farming. A large increase in the amount of manure could be realized since 
“arable lands henceforth produce as much fodder as the pastures and meadows did 
together in the old system”, Mazoyer and Roudart explain (2006, p. 313). In practice, 
the improved ability to reproduce soil fertility was not only used for increasing cereal 
and fodder crop production, but also for allowing the production of arable crops such 
as potatoes, cabbage and corn, or crops for industrial use such as flax, sugar beets, hemp 
and oilseed rape. In this new regime, it became very attractive to convert former saltus 
into ager. For example, on the loess lands of the Alsace plain in France, at the end 
of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, virtually all saltus was 
transformed into arable land and ruminants were stabled practically all year round 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 326). Similarly, “porous and leached sandy soil on the 
oceanic side of northern Europe, from Brittany to eastern Prussia” could be sufficiently 
fertilised in this new regime to allow “one or two years of cereals, such as oats or rye, or 
a hoed plant, such as the potato, [to] be intercalated between two crops of temporary 
pastures” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 326). 

Without livestock

The strategy of extracting soil fertility and transporting it to the arable land can also be 
applied without the metabolic help of livestock. The number of (historical) articulations 
of this strategy is too extensive to discuss in detail. Three examples will be elaborated 
on: cut-and-carry fertilisers, nutrients from forests, and plaggen.

When hay meadows, permanent pastures or leguminous plants in the crop rotation of 
the arable land are mowed, the nutrients in the plant tissue do not necessarily have to 
be fed to ruminants before being transferred to the arable land. The harvested nutrients 
can also be applied directly to the arable land as a so-called cut-and-carry fertiliser 
(see e.g. Deltour et al., 2018, pp. 8-10; Nelissen et al., 2017). It is also possible to 
temporarily store such fertilisers, either by drying it and storing it in the form of bales, 
or by silage thus storing it moist and fresh in inorganic conditions. A net addition of 
soil fertility only occurs when nutrients are brought in from outside the arable land, or 
when leguminous species (see below, 3.2.3.3) are integrated in the crop rotation on the 
arable land. Nevertheless, the application of cut-and-carry fertilisers was and is rather 

29 Original citation in Dutch: “beperkt en ondergeschikt aan de akkerbouw”
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limited compared to the livestock variants. There are a number of good reasons for this. 
In the absence of modern agricultural machinery, several of the operations involved in 
applying cut-and-carry fertilisers would have been carried out by livestock, so there 
was a need for livestock anyway. The main argument, however, which is still valid, is the 
reality that cut-and-carry fertilisers only involves costs, while livestock applications also 
offer the possibility of generating income from animal produce (meat, milk and dairy 
products, and previously also skins and wool).

In addition to arable land (ager) and permanent grassland (saltus), the landscape also 
consists of green areas with shrub or forest vegetation (silva).  Young foliage, for 
example from hedges along the edges of the arable land, can be used as mineral-rich 
animal fodder. From larger silva areas, organic litter can be collected and transferred to 
the arable land. Yet, contrary to what the lush vegetation of forests might indicate, the 
amount of nutrients that can be extracted without affecting the regenerative capacity of 
the forests is quite limited (see a.o. P. Vangansbeke et al., 2015). The agricultural history 
of the last centuries provides many examples where this regenerative capacity has been 
(severely) exceeded (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006).

In some places in Northwestern Europe, arable land that used to be poor sandy topsoils 
are characterised by surprisingly high levels of organic matter. These so-called plaggen 
soils or sod soils have developed because farmers have been supplying them for centuries 
with soil organic matter extracted elsewhere, often from the common land (De Keyzer, 
2014; Thoen & Soens, 2015b, pp. 230,241; Winiwarter, 2014, p. 109). Sometimes the 
plaggen were first applied as stable litter and then spread over the arable land. The 
impact of such human activity on the properties and functioning of soils is so great that 
the World Reference Base for Soil Resources categorises plaggen soils as anthrosols or 
anthropogenic soils, “termed so for the reason that they bear more than just the mark 
of human intervention, because they are essentially man-made” (Winiwarter, 2014, p. 

Figure 31   Manual collection of sods in Denmark
Source: Herning	museum,	overgenomen	uit	Haaland	et	al.	(2004,	p.	48)
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114). Provided there is sufficient recovery time, an excavated heathland may recover 
(Haaland, De Blust, Diemont, & Jansen, 2004, p. 53). Yet in many places and at many 
points in time, this recovery time was not respected, resulting in a sharp decline of 
the soil fertility and the establishment of a new climax community. Unconsciously, 
this often produced typical heathland habitats, which today are valued and protected 
because of their unique flora and fauna.

3.2.4	 Industrial	approach	to	the	issue	of	soil	fertility	reproduction	

“No longer would the scale of an agricultural operation be limited by the 
capacity of a farm to recycle soil fertility.”

Montgomery, 2007, p. 177

“One can argue that agricultural practice was changed in order to match the 
simplified theory that inorganic nutrients are the single most important factor 

in soil fertility.”
Winiwarter, 2014

“In certain landscapes dominated by industrial agriculture, it might seem that 
ager can occupy the entire space, without any interaction with saltus or silva. 

The industrialisation of agriculture has indeed created the illusion that the 
arable land can be sustained by lots and ever more chemicals, oil and steel. But 

there are a few comments to be made about this.”30

Visser, 2013a, p. 44 

Traditional farming systems were not only dedicated but also simply restricted 
to reproducing soil fertility within the biophysical constraints of relatively local 
agroecosystems. This changed in the second half of the 19th century, alongside the 
development of revolutionary transport and communion means, the breakthrough of 
a global food regime and a highly entangled food-disabling urbanisation process (see 
earlier, chapter 2.2.1). This “transition to the industrial metabolic regime”, as de Molina 
terms it (de Molina et al., 2020, p. 1), is explained by pointing out some of the sources 
and processes of mineral fertilisers. The immense geography and scale of the industrial 
metabolic regime are touched upon in a second section. This is relevant to identify a 
number of huge environmental issues associated with the industrial metabolic regime 
that affect the long-term ability of socio-ecosystems to be sustained. A final section 
argues why it is still highly relevant to consider ecological strategies for soil fertility 
reproduction in a world produced and reproduced by an industrial metabolic regime. 
This provides the motivation for the next chapter to concentrate on an agroecological 
community of practice committed to the ecological reproduction of soil fertility.

3.2.4.1	 Mining	and	synthesising	mineral	fertilizers

In A History of World Agriculture, Mozoyer and Roudart describe very well how the 
abolition of fallow and the widespread use of leguminous plants raised agricultural 
production to absolutely unprecedented heights, yet that it was still “limited by the 
30 Original citation in Dutch: “In bepaalde landschappen gedomineerd door industriële landbouw lijkt het 

erop dat ager de volledige ruimte in beslag kan nemen, zonder enige interactie met saltus of silva. De 
industrialisering van de landbouw heeft inderdaad de illusie gecreëerd dat akkers kunnen bestendigd 
worden met veel en steeds meer chemie, olie en staal. Maar daarbij zijn enkele kanttekeningen te maken.”
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nature of the equipment and means of transport inherited from the Middle Ages” 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, pp. 355-356). “[T]he weakness and high cost of land-based 
transportation by carts and wagons” as well as “maritime transportation by sailboats” did 
not yet allow “the use of amendments and fertilizers from distant places” (Mazoyer & 
Roudart, 2006, pp. 355-356). This changed with the breakthrough of transcontinental 
transport in the nineteenth century. Extensive train networks and steamships that were 
able to cross oceans meant that the reproduction of soil fertility of agroecosystems was 
no longer limited to the “cultivated environment” (Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006, p. 366). 
This created opportunities to extract nutrients on an industrial scale from the other side 
of the world, which mainly concerned nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. Tackling 
losses of soil fertility through mineral fertilisers went hand in hand with a chemistry-
based, rather abiotic view of soil fertility typical of the time (see earlier available ionic 
reserve, 3.1.3.1) (Winiwarter, 2014).

On of the first forms of mineral fertilisation that made its appearance was imported 
guano. Guano is solidified bird excrement, characterised by a high nitrogen, phosphate 
and potassium content. It accumulates in environments characterized by “huge colonies 
of nesting sea birds feeding on abundant fish stocks, and a virtually rainless climate” – 
the latter ensuring that the bird excrements are not washed away and thus accumulate 
(Smil, 2001, p. 40). Large quantities of guano were discovered on remote islands off 
the Chilean and Peruvian coasts, which were exploited and shipped to American and 
European markets from the beginning and especially at the end of the 19th century 
(Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006). Guano became extremely popular and motivated several 
Western countries to colonise some of these guano-covered islands and territories 
(Montgomery, 2007, p. 187). However, the “[c]ombination of limited resources and 

Figure 32   Extraction of accumulated guano on the Ballestas Islands on the south coast of Peru
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Guano_industry#/media/File:Guano_Island_(256096327).
jpeg,	CC	BY-SA	3.0,	original	picture
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aggressive extraction made the large-scale exports of high-quality guano only a short-
lived phenomenon” (Smil, 2001, p. 43). The growing dependence of Western agriculture 
combined with decreasing availability and deteriorating quality raised questions about 
the reliability of this fertiliser source (De Winter, 2015; Mazoyer & Roudart, 2006; 
Smil, 2001). Saltpeter mining in the Chilean Atacama desert provided a welcome 
supplement of nitrogen-rich mineral fertiliser around that time (Smil, 2001). 

In the first years of the 20th century, German scientists Fritz Haber and Carl Bosch 
developed a process to break the strong triple bond between the two nitrogen atoms 
in nitrogen gas – an action that, until then, was only possible through lightning and 
specialised microorganisms (see earlier, chapter 3.1.2). The so-called Haber-Bosch 
process converts nitrogen gass (N2) to ammonia (NH3) under high temperatures and 
high pressures conditions (Smil, 2001). It created a third way to convert the virtually 
inexhaustible atmospheric reserve of nitrogen gas into plant-available nitrogen-forms 
and to overcome the historical limitation of agricultural production due to nitrogen 
availability (see earlier, chapter 3.1.2). The amount of reactive nitrogen synthetically 
produced since then is absolutely staggering. It rapidly replaced almost all other mineral 
nitrogen fertilisers. In 1931, the share of the Haber-Bosch process in all inorganic 
nitrogen was about half, in 1950 almost 80%, in 1962 over 90% and since the late 1990s 
over 99% (Smil, 2001, pp. 138-139). It was also used more and more. Smil speaks of “a 
roughly 125-fold increase in the average global rate of inorganic nitrogen applications 
per hectare of cropland” and knows that “half of all nitrogen fixed by the Haber–Bosch 
process between 1913 and 2000 was consumed only during the last two decades of the 
twentieth century” (Smil, 2001, p. 141). In 2001, he wrote:

“While the world’s population stores no more than about 6 million tonnes of 
nitrogen (less than one-billionth of the atmosphere’s enormous nitrogen stores), 
in order to maintain, and to gradually expand, this negligible reservoir, the reactive 

Figure 33   Superphosphate factory in Basècles (Belgium)
Source: NN	(n.d.)	In:	Vander	Vaeren,	J.	(1939)	Le	livre	d'or	de	l'agriculture	belge.	Bruxelles:	Thill.
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nitrogen in synthetic fertilizers is now perhaps equal to half of the total fixed by 
all bacteria in all natural terrestrial ecosystems. Moreover, in every intensively 
cultivated region, and especially where large-scale agriculture neighbors cities 
and industry, inputs from human activity are greatly surpassing natural flows of 
fixed nitrogen. On smaller scales, from local watersheds to individual fields, they 
dominate natural flows by more than an order of magnitude.” (Smil, 2001, p. xvi)

The amount of fossil energy annually needed for industrial nitrogen fixation is 
estimated at 3 to 5% of the world’s natural-gas production, which accounts for 1-2% of 
the world’s energy supply and for 1,4% of global carbon dioxide emissions (Capdevila-
Cortada, 2019; "Haber process," 2022; Smil, 2001).

Besides nitrogen, phosphate and potassium are two commonly used chemical 
fertilisers. The raw materials for their production are mined, but still require extensive 
industrial processing  (Winiwarter, 2014). Phosphorus fertiliser is mainly extracted 
from phosphate rock, which is an original sedimentary rock of which approximately 
95% of the remaining reserves are controlled by Morocco, China, USA, South Africa 
and Jordan and about which many authors have warned of global phosphorus scarcity 
or ‘peak phosphorus’ (Cordell & White, 2011). Potassium fertilisers are extracted from 
potassium salts, which can be found as deposits in ancient lake bottoms and seabed 
and are mined in several countries including Canada, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, 
Germany, Israel, the United States and Jordan ("Potassium," 2022).

3.2.4.2	 Environmental	consequences	of	structurally	altering	biogeochemical	cycles

 “We are thus fertilizing not just fields
but, indirectly, also many natural ecosystems.” 

Smil, 2001, p. xvi

Today, human influences are changing the biochemical cycles of the earth on a radical 
and global scale. Nutrients that under natural conditions would be stored in rather 
stable fossil reserves (e.g. phosphate rock, oil, permafrost) or metabolically constrained 
reserves (e.g. atmospheric nitrogen gas) are found in very large quantities and in other 
states in terrestrial and marine environments as a result of human activities. Well 
known is the human disruption of the global carbon cycle, causing a structural increase 
in the atmospheric amount of carbon dioxide and leading to climate change. Likewise, 
the global phosphorus cycle and nitrogen cycle look fundamentally different than they 
would without human interference, with agriculture under the industrial metabolic 
regime as one of the main causes (Smil, 2001). Fossil phosphate fertilisers and synthetic 
nitrogen fertilisers added to agroecosystems but not assimilated by plants find their way 
into rivers, lakes and estuaries. This so-called anthropogenic or cultural eutrophication 
promotes the growth of algae, which, when decomposed, may deplete aquatic 
environments of all available oxygen and cause large-scale mortality of fish and many 
other organisms (Townsend et al., 2008, pp. 429-430). Due to the amount of nitrogen 
and phosphorus supplied by rivers, more than 150 marine areas around the world are 
known to have “huge dead zones”, “starved of oxygen as a result of decomposition of 
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algal blooms” and “fueled particularly by nitrogen from agricultural runoff of fertilizers 
and sewage from large cities (Townsend et al., 2008, pp. 429-430). While phosphorus 
losses are limited to soil and aquatic environments, nitrogen losses also take an 
additional atmospheric route. Livestock farming and the application of animal manure 
are major sources of ammonia and nitrogen oxides, which are transported through the 
air over relatively short distances and then deposited. The atmospheric deposition of 
nitrogen, which used to be a marginal source of nitrogen even for historical agricultural 
systems (see earlier, 3.1.2), has “become significant even by agricultural standards” since 
the invention of the Haber-Bosch process, but is obviously not restricted to agricultural 
land (Smil, 2001, p. 194). At the time of writing, very intense discussions are taking 
place in the Netherlands and in Flanders with regard to excessive nitrogen deposition in 
many European protected Natura 2000 nature areas (van der Hoek, 2022). These make 
it impossible to meet the European obligation to preserve and restore the typically 
nutrient-poor characteristics of many of these areas (De Pue & Buysse, 2020). Since a 
significant share of nitrogen deposition is caused by agricultural activities and livestock 
farming in particular, many farms in and around these protected areas will have to 
make drastic reductions or even cease their agricultural activities. It is noteworthy that 
several of today’s nutrient-poor protected Natura 2000 areas used to be the parts of 
agroecosystems from which historical farming systems structurally extracted nutrients, 
leading to nutrient impoverishment and thus to the very creation of these nutrient-poor 
environments (see earlier, 3.2.3.4). Today, their scale and approach of the soil fertility 
issue is so different that many agricultural activities are now an actual threat to the 
habitats concerned.

Some of these environmental 
problems are not the 
outcome of the direct use of 
chemical fertilisers, but an 
indirect consequence of the 
large-scale import of animal 
feed produced elsewhere 
with the use of chemical 
fertilisers. In several places in 
the world, the availability of 
feed as a global commodity 
has led to an increase in 
scale in livestock farming 
far beyond its metabolic and 
spatial limits if the feed for 
these animals were all to be 
produced locally (Chemnitz 
& Becheva, 2014; Mazoyer 
& Roudart, 2006). As a 
result, the amount of manure 

Figure 34   Excess nitrogen in comparison with the threshold 
value determined in the European Farm2Fork 
Strategy
Source: Debonne	et	al.,	2022
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produced is also disproportionate to the amount of land on which manure can be applied 
locally. Recent calculations of nutrient cycles in the Flemish and Dutch agricultural 
system are very illustrative in this respect (Oudman, 2022a; Vingerhoets et al., 2021). 
Fertiliser and animal feed are among the largest nitrogen and phosphorus import flows 
into the Flemish agro-food system (see Figure 35). A significant part is exported or 
reused, but vast losses were also recorded to the atmosphere (32% of the total nitrogen 
output), to surface water (7% of nitrogen output and 4% of phosphorus output) and to 
the soil (7% of nitrogen output and 5% of phosphorus output) (Vingerhoets et al., 2021, 
pp. 3-4). In the Netherlands, a country with one of the highest livestock densities in 
the world (Opromolla, 2019), a recent study of the nitrogen cycle in Dutch agriculture 
revealed that for the annual production of food containing 292 million kilograms of 
nitrogen, 415 million kilograms of nitrogen are imported in the form of animal feed 
and 220 million in the form of chemical fertiliser (Oudman, 2022a, 2022b) (see Figure 
36). The losses to the environment were estimated at 307 million kilograms of nitrogen. 

These figures already take into account that a large part of the animal manure produced 
in both regions is industrially processed and thus never applied to the land. One of 
the techniques used here is worth mentioning, because it demonstrates the extractive 
and linear nature of the industrial metabolic regime. Recall that to break the extremely 
strong, triple bond between the two nitrogen atoms in the ubiquitous atmospheric 
nitrogen gas requires large amounts of energy (see earlier, 3.1.2.1), and that the synthetic 
production of nitrogen fertilisers achieves this through the massive use of fossil energy 
(see earlier, 3.2.4.1). Part of that same nitrogen is converted back to atmospheric 
nitrogen gas in specialised manure-processing plants in countries such as Belgium and 
the Netherlands in order to handle manure surpluses. This so-called biological manure 
treatment replicates the natural process of nitrification and denitrification (see earlier, 
3.1.2.3). The thin fraction of excess manure is aerated intensively to provide nitrifying 
bacteria with sufficient oxygen, so that ammonia is converted into nitrate. Afterwards, 
denitrifying bacteria convert the nitrate into nitrogen gas, which is released to the 
atmosphere. Nitrogen thus becomes virtually inert again and harmless to ecosystems. 
However, the burning of fossil energy cannot be reversed. And manure processing in 

Figure 35  	 Nitrogen	flows	[kt/year]	entering	and	leaving	the	agro-food	system
Source: Vingerhoets	et	al.,	2021,	p.	28	-	own	translation	to	English
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itself does not change previous emissions to the environment via air and water (which 
are counteracted by other technologies, including air scrubbers). At farm level, manure 
processing means an additional dependency relationship on the output side of the farm, 
just as the import of fertiliser or feed is on the input side, hence reducing the farm's 
autonomy (see earlier, 2.3.3).

Figure 36   The nitrogen cycle [kt/year] of Dutch agriculture in 2020
Source: Oudman,	2022a	-	own	translation	to	English
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3.3 Afterword
A lot can be said about the great dependence of the industrial metabolic regime to 
compensate for soil fertility loss with which the previous section ended. In any case, 
it is a fact that it has enabled almost 8 billion people to inhabit the world today. Any 
criticism of the industrial metabolic regime therefore quickly raises the question of 
whether or not it is possible to produce food for so many people without the use of 
chemical fertilisers. In this afterword, I will briefly explain the positionality of this 
doctoral research with regard to this unavoidable question.

The reality is that there are so many different ways of approaching this issue, all of which 
come with their own positionality, that there is no such thing as one legitimate perspective 
or one true answer. As mentioned earlier (see earlier, 2.3.1) and as will be pointed out in the 
methodological chapter to come (see further, 4.1.1), this PhD takes a feminist approach 
to objectivity, which states that objectivity is always accompanied by positionality. 
This means that it is primarily an issue of indicating the latter. Well, this PhD is not 
about whether chemical fertilisers can be abolished. This PhD is about the legitimacy 
of ecological soil fertility reproduction as one way of imagining and constructing 
food-enabling urbanisation processes. The legitimacy of focusing on ecological soil 
fertility reproduction is threefold. First, since the way the soil fertility reproduction 
issue is currently addressed is not regenerative and thus problematic, it is legitimate 
to investigate from which urban conditions the ecological reproduction of soil fertility 
could benefit. As the fifth chapter of this PhD will demonstrate, these conditions are 
generally anything but optimal. In fact, current urbanisation processes derive from the 
industrial metabolic regime the – temporary – possibility to deconstruct the conditions 
in which the ecological reproduction of soil fertility could be stronger. Second, 
since urbanisation processes are not laws of nature but deeply political socio-natural 
constructs, it is the right of the agroecological community of practice, like others, 
to exercise their ‘right to the city’ and to advocate and construct an urbanism from 
which they may benefit. From this perspective, researching an agroecological urbanism 
based on the ecological reproduction of soil fertility is therefore neither more nor 
less legitimate than researching other forms of urbanism based on other forms of soil 
fertility reproduction. Third, soil fertility reproduction is not just a material nutrient 
issue but also inextricably linked to specific agricultural practices (see earlier, 2.4). Many 
other aspects of agricultural practice directly and indirectly determine the soil fertility 
of agroecosystems, for example in their effect on soil structure, water management, soil 
biology, resistance to extremes, and so on. So to make big claims about soil fertility 
reproduction without clarifying which food growing practice (and even food system al 
large) is being referred to is actually unfounded. This too legitimises the choice to focus 
on how soil fertility is reproduced by a specific community of practice. 
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Synopsis of the chapter

In this fourth chapter, all methodological aspects of the empirical work of the PhD are 
presented. The chapter starts with a discussion of the methodological consequences 
that come with the adoption of the framework of a political agroecology, which 
(should) lead to three key characteristics of agroecological research: transdisciplinary, 
participatory and action-oriented. For each characteristic, a brief explanation is given 
of how the empirical work of this PhD research relates to it. In a second part of 
this chapter, the two main lines along which the action research of this study was 
developed are elaborated. This concerns both action research in a training centre 
for organic and biodynamic farming in Flanders (Landwijzer) and involvement in 
the urban grassroots movement ‘The Hungry City’ which opposes the selling of 
Ghent’s historic urban agricultural patrimony. Afterwards, the PhD's two bodies of 
empirical work are discussed. This includes how they relate to the research questions 
and on which techniques for data gathering were used. The reason to discuss the 
research questions after the discussion of the action research is twofold: on the one 
hand because there is no strict one-to-one relationship between both forms of action 
research and the two bodies of empirical work, but on the other hand and most 
importantly because the specific articulation of the research questions is partly the 
result of the action research. In this way, this methodological chapter provides an 
essential clarification and elaboration of the research questions briefly touched upon 
in the introduction:

1. How can and why should the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility be 
conceptualised as an urban question?

2. In what ways do current urbanisation processes constrain the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility and in what ways might an alternative urbanism 
create a more resourceful environment?

2a.  In what ways do current urbanisation processes constrain the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility?

2b.  In what ways might an alternative urbanism create a more resourceful en-
vironment?

3. How can public landownership contribute to the urbanisation of the agroeco-
logical reproduction of soil fertility?

3a.  What is the current re-politicisation of the issue of public land in the Ghent 
city region based on and what are its merits and its limitations? 

3b.  What is the extent and what are the characteristics of public landownership 
in the Ghent city region? How does public landownership evolve in the 
Ghent metropolitan region? What is the current agricultural significance of 
public land in the Ghent city region?

3c.  What does or could this information mean for the development of a soil 
fertility reproduction perspective on public land?

Some data-related methodological aspects are highlighted in this chapter, but ex-
plained in detail in appendices to this PhD. Their content should be considered as 
an integral part of this methodological chapter.
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4.1 Positioning 
In an earlier chapter of this dissertation, I have already motivated and explained why 
this research embraces the framework of political agroecology (see chapter 2). Choosing 
a political agroecological perspective also comes with a number of methodological 
consequences. “Agroecological positioning intertwines with the methodological 
objective”, Sachet et al. (2021, p. 8) state, based on a literature review of case studies in 
agroecological research. “[T]he researcher’s position on agroecology connects with the 
methodological position, and subsequent participatory methods employed” (Sachet et 
al., 2021, p. 8). When agroecology is approached as a political struggle, which “requires 
us to challenge and transform structures of power in society” ("Declaration of the 
International Forum for Agroecology," 2015, p. 3) and which is “explicitly committed 
to a more socially just and sustainable future by reshaping power relations from farm 
to table” (Méndez, Bacon, & Cohen, 2020, p. 8) (see earlier, 2.3.2.2), this inevitably 
raises the question of how scientific research and individual researchers working in 
the field of agroecology relate to this positionality. As Michel Pimbert reminds us, 
“much of the knowledge produced by mainstream research is inappropriate or directly 
harmful to local communities and the environments on which they depend for 
their food security, livelihoods and culture” (Pimbert, 2018, p. 1). Hence embracing 
transformative agroecology in research, he and many others have argued, also requires a 
transformation and democratisation of the way research is usually practised (Levidow, 
Pimbert, & Vanloqueren, 2014; Méndez, Bacon, & Cohen, 2020; Pimbert, 2015, 
2018; Sachet et al., 2021; Visser, 2021). In the three following sections, I will touch 
upon some major methodological aspects of a political agroecology-inspired research 
approach. I make use of the three “key characteristics” that Méndez, Bacon, Cohen 
and Gliessman have associated with the “agroecological approach” to structure this: 
transdisciplinary, participatory and action-oriented (Méndez, Bacon, & Cohen, 2020; 
Méndez, Bacon, Cohen, & Gliessman, 2020). My objective is not to elaborate on these 
methodological aspects in detail, but to introduce a number of concepts that will be 
helpful when discussing and evaluating the concrete methodological choices of this 
research afterwards. For each key characteristic, I already briefly indicate how the 
research generally relates to it.

4.1.1 Transdisciplinary

“The diverse knowledges and ways of knowing of our peoples are fundamental to 
agroecology”, the International Forum for Agroecology stated in 2015 (see box 
1, "Declaration of the International Forum for Agroecology," 2015, p. 3). For the 
international agroecological movement, and organisations such as International 
Peasant's movement La Via Campesina in particular, this “immense diversity” and the 
ambition to honour it is a major challenge to come together “to exchange, dialog, discuss, 
debate, analyze, strategize, build consensus around collective readings of reality, and 
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agree on collective actions and campaigns with national, regional, continental or global 
scope” (Martínez-Torres & Rosset, 2014, p. 1). This has led to the specific methodology 
and long tradition of so-called ‘diálogo de saberes’, which could be translated as dialog 
among different knowledges and ways of knowing (Leff, 2004; Martínez-Torres & 
Rosset, 2014). This large diversity of knowledges and different ways of knowing also 
bring similar challenges to agroecological research.  As several authors have emphasised, 
agroecological research therefore requires a transdisciplinary methodological approach. 
Unlike monodisciplinary (from the viewpoint of one single discipline), multidisciplinary 
(from the viewpoint of different disciplines) and interdisciplinary approaches (from 
an integrated viewpoint of different disciplines together), transdisciplinary approaches 
establish integrated viewpoints across scientific and non-scientific communities. “We 
consider transdisciplinary approaches as those that value and integrate different types 
of knowledge systems, which can include information from scientific or academic 
disciplines, as well as experiential, local, indigenous, or other forms of knowledge”, 
Méndez, Bacon and Cohen clarify (Méndez, Bacon, & Cohen, 2020, p. 5). “Taking this 
position seriously”, Tornaghi and Dehaene reiterate for the search for an agroecological 
urbanism, “is not aimed at celebrating traditional forms of knowledge, local knowledge, 
etc. but comes with a commitment to a particular and context specific understanding 
of issues as embedded within a specific urban setting and ecological reality” (Deh-Tor, 
2018b, p. 19)

From feminist literature, one can learn that an agroecological approach to knowledge 
building and the associated horizontal and peer-to-peer learning processes do not 
impede the search for objectivity – rather on the contrary. Feminist researcher Donna 
Haraway defined the term situated knowledges to point out that all knowledge comes 
from positional perspectives, which leads her to conclude that “objectivity turns out to 
be about particular and specific embodiment and definitely not about the false vision 
promising transcendence of all limits and responsibility” (Haraway, 1988, p. 853). “The 
moral is simple: only partial perspective promises objective vision. Feminist objectivity 
is about limited location and situated knowledge, not about transcendence and splitting 
of subject and object. It allows us to become answerable for what we learn how to see,” 
she concludes (Haraway, 1988, p. 853)

I have tried in a number of ways to give this PhD research a transdisciplinary character. 
The embrace of political agroecology and the focus on soil fertility reproduction and 
its links to urbanisation have already given this PhD a distinctly interdisciplinary 
character. Its transdisciplinary character is mainly derived from the adoption of 
action research methods and the collection of distinctly situated empirical material 
along these lines. I was very aware of the fact that agroecological knowledge building 
and learning processes were taking place largely outside the urban world of which 
I was/am a part, and entirely outside the disciplinary field in which I was educated 
and started a PhD (see earlier, 1.1). I actively sought for and immersed myself for a 
long time in the specific ways of knowing, attended peer-to-peer learning activities 
and participated in the diálogo de saberes of the agroecological community in Flanders 
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(see below). I am very aware of the fact that this dissertation, by definition but also 
because of its methodological approach, is constructed from a positional perspective. I 
defend the legitimacy of this research perspective, the objectivity it pursues exactly by 
being very explicit about its positional perspective, and the embedded meaning of its 
research results. From that same line of argument, I explicitly do not claim that political 
agroecology is the only possible worldview or that the trajectory I have followed is the 
only correct one. Finally, the positional perspective came with a major challenge of 
finding an appropriate writing style. On the one hand, I have tried to find a writing 
style that prevents everything written from a positional research perspective from being 
possibly dismissed as a collection of personal opinions which are not based on facts. 
On the other hand, I have experienced that a classical scientific writing style is at times 
not appropriate to report on a positional research approach. My main strategy has been 
to be very explicit about this positional perspective (see earlier, 2.3.1 and this entire 4th 
chapter) and to separate aspects of the research that are based on literature, empirical 
material or personal reflections. 

4.1.2 Participatory

In a Dutch article on how agroecologists (should) approach their research, agroecologist 
and professor Marjolein Visser states that “a first step should be the recognition of the 
intellectual extractivism of which most academic research testifies” (Visser, 2021, p. 59).31  
With her, many other authors have argued that, for this and other reasons, researchers 
who enter the field of agroecology should not approach its actors as research objects 
but as participating research partners (Levidow et al., 2014; Méndez, Bacon, & Cohen, 
2020; Sachet et al., 2021). However, there are many different ways of participation with, 
moreover, a great variation in the degree of power the participants obtain to actually 
shape the process in which they participate (Arnstein, 1969). Interviews, for example, 
always come with a notorious tension “between the time-consuming nature of an in-
depth interview for a farmer without time, the extent to which a (novice) researcher 
masters the art of active listening, and the extent to which the interviewee feels involved 
in the question”, Visser argues (Visser, 2021, p. 57).32 Sachet et al. conclude from their 
literature review of case studies in agroecological research that “several case studies 
applied focus groups with an extractive position, that is, as passive participation in which 
participants are consulted on a particular topic without opening space for co-learning, 
interaction, and potential selfmobilization” (Sachet et al., 2021, p. 7). Participatory 
research techniques therefore do not easily, and certainly not by definition, eliminate 
the extractive nature of academic research. As Kindon, Pain, and Kesby (2007, p. 1) 
emphasise, the search for genuinely participatory research approaches has always been 
a pursuit, an endeavour: 

31 Original citation in Dutch: “Een eerste stap zou moeten bestaan in de (h)erkenning van het intellectueel 
extractivisme waarvan het meeste academisch onderzoek getuigt.”

32 Original citation in Dutch: “Als er zich interviews aandienen, dan is er altijd het spanningsveld tussen 
het tijdrovende van een diepte-interview voor een boer zonder tijd, de mate waarin een (beginnend) 
onderzoeker de kunst beheerst van het actief luisteren, en de mate waarin de geïnterviewde zich betrokken 
voelt bij de vraagstelling.”
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“For over seventy years, advocates of participatory approaches have been 
challenging the traditionally hierarchical relationships between research and 
action, and between researchers and ‘researched’ (Wadsworth 1998). They 
have sought to replace an ‘extractive’, imperial model of social research with 
one in which the benefits of research accrue more directly to the communities 
involved. Put another way, advocates have attempted to remove hierarchical 
role specifications and empower ‘ordinary people’ in and through research. Their 
intention is to transform an alienating ‘Fordist’ mode of academic production into 
a more flexible and socially owned process.”

With Visser, I am aware of the danger that academic research often leads to 
intellectual extractivism. It has also been a real challenge in this doctoral research to 
avoid research extractivism where possible and to compensate where appropriate. As 
I will acknowledge when discussing the action research (4.2) and research process of 
the two main bodies of work (4.3), I am aware that this has not be an utter success. 
My main answer has been my commitment and time investment in action research, 
which I will elaborate on below. I have tried to conduct interviews and focus groups 
in a non-extractive way. This included, for example, the possibility for interviewees to 
be explicitly named rather than being anonymised by default. Here I am following 
the opinion that for participatory research that “fundamentally is about the right to 
speak” and more specifically “a process which supports the voices from the margins 
in speaking, analyzing, building alliances, and taking action” (Hall, 1993 as cited in 
Bradley, 2015, p. 347) it is rather “ironic” to anonymise these same voices by default and 
thus provide continuity to “the marginalization and oppression of the disenfranchised 
and disadvantaged” and “ensuring  the survival of the commodification of knowledge 
for an academic political economy” (Bradley, 2015, p. 347). 

4.1.3 Action-oriented

The motivation for letting non-academic actors participate in academic agroecological 
research is not merely a matter of preventing or reducing research extractivism. Several 
researchers have also identified structural involvement in research processes as one 
of the critical means to empower agroecological actors in their quest for challenging 
and transforming the context in which they operate, and for triggering agroecological 
transitions. “The co-construction of knowledge with farmers”, Sachet et al. synthesise 
from other literature, “is critical for agroecological transition as it explores communities’ 
self-determination in the design of their sustainability”. “[P]articipatory methods”, 
they continue, “stimulate the communities to undertake self-determination by thinking 
about community-driven education and organizing collective action” (Sachet et al., 
2021, p. 9). This view transcends the boundary traditionally drawn between research and 
action. It moves “beyond the linear stereotype whereby scientists “transfer” techniques 
or farmers “apply” research results” (Levidow et al., 2014, p. 1136). In contrast to a 
“knowledge-first” approach “where science characterizes problems in terms of their 
causes and mechanisms as a basis for subsequent action” (Sarewitz et al., 2010, p. 1, 
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own emphasis added), a “process-oriented approach” provides for “an active role for 
science and scientist in establishing, facilitating and participating in mechanisms or 
dialogue for change as opposed to simply providing knowledge from a more removed 
position” (Miller, 2013, pp. 287-288, own emphasis added). It “open[s] up the entire 
agroecological research cycle to greater citizens’ oversight and democratic control over 
what knowledge is produced, for whom, how, where, and with what likely effects” 
(Levidow et al., 2014, p. 1137) Reason and Bradbury (2001, p. 1) define action research 
as: “a participatory, democratic process concerned with developing practical knowing in 
the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a participatory worIdview […]. 
It seeks to bring together action and reflection, theory and practice, in participation 
with others, in the pursuit of practical solutions to issues of pressing concern to people, 
and more generally the flourishing of individual persons and their communities.”

Calls for an agroecological research approach that is not only participatory but also 
action-oriented explain why the concept of participatory action research (PAR) is 
frequently embraced. PAR and related approaches “seek to involve a diver¬sity of 
actors as active participants in a cyclical, iterative process that integrates research, 
reflection, and action, and which seeks to include or amplify those voices that have been 
traditionally excluded from the research process” (Méndez, Bacon, & Cohen, 2020, p. 
5). The focus on the cyclical, iterative nature of PAR is something that is emphasised 
throughout all theory books on and applications in agroecological research. As Kindon, 
Pain and Kesby clarify, the cyclical process of PAR involves participants across the entire 
architecture of research processes: “[r]esearchers and participants identify an issue or 
situation in need of change; they then initiate research that draws on capabilities and 
assets to precipitate relevant action [...; then] reflect on, and learn from, this action 
and proceed to a new cycle of research/action/reflection” (Kindon et al., 2007, p. 1). 
“Together they develop context-specific methods to facilitate these cycles” (Kindon 
et al., 2007, p. 1). “This methodological openness”, Kindon et al. state, “reflects PAR’s 
commitment to genuinely democratic and non-coercive research with and for, rather 
than on, participants” (Kindon et al., 2007, p. 2). This implies that an agroecological 
research trajectory has “no final destination, but rather a horizon that is redefined from 
time to time by our [agro]ecological compass” and where “the trajectory is the objective” 
in itself (Visser, 2021, p. 55).33 Several authors emphasise that, as proper research actors, 
agroecological actors acquire co-determination and a degree of autonomy over the 
different steps of a research process: the selection and framing of a specific research 
problem, the adoption of a particular research design, the discussion of preliminary 
results, the evaluation of the outcomes and the deliberations for later analysis (Bacon, 
Mendez, & Brown, 2005; Sachet et al., 2021; Visser, 2021). 

Action research was given a very central place in this research trajectory. The two themes 
underlying the empirical work were not defined beforehand but were determined in the 
midst of the agroecological community in Flanders. I have been increasingly aware 

33 Original citation in Dutch: “Nog eens, het pad is het doel: er is geen eindbestemming, wel een horizon in 
een richting die met ons ecologisch kompas af en toe wordt herbepaald. De ervaringen van het pad geven 
richting aan het vervolg van het pad: dat is het doel.”
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of the difference between accessing knowledge through action research and collective 
analysis through cyclical action research. For one of the bodies of empirical work 
(chapter 6), I was able to give the research process a certain cyclical character within 
the time constraints of the research. The other body of empirical work (chapter 5) was 
unable to do so, but has the potential to further complete the cyclical process afterwards 
(see further, 4.2.2.2 and chapter 7). I have not locked up the intended contribution of 
my personal research trajectory to the agroecological transition in the hope that this 
final dissertation might prompt action. I have tried to cross the traditional boundary 
between research and action throughout the research trajectory as well. This was done 
both towards the agroecological community as well as towards my own discipline and 
towards urban (food) policy. 
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4.2 Action research in an agroecological 
community

 “a very grand small sector”34

(as cited in Landwijzer, n.d.-d)

The agroecological community in Flanders is rather small, has a rather diverse 
composition and is only to a limited extent institutionally organised as a movement. 
Presenting an exhaustive overview of all actors, their history and connections is 
beyond the scope of this research and, unfortunately, has not yet been done by others. 
The purpose of this section is limited to describing the specific way in which the 
agroecological community in Flanders has been approached. This approach is not 
exhaustive but selective. It therefore has an important impact on the research setup 
and results. A first section deals with the institutional landscape of the agroecological 
movement in Flanders. This section outlines a number of key organisations that will 
feature in further chapters of the research. A second paragraph focuses on one of these 
organisations, a farmer training network called Landwijzer, within which a major part 
of the action research was carried out. A final and third paragraph details a second body 
of action research, centred around urban grassroots movement The Hungry City and 
the topic of public landownership.

4.2.1	 Institutional	landscape	of	the	agroecological	community	in	Flanders

The institutional organisation of the agroecological movement in Flanders is limited, 
but it does include a number of organisations that are worth naming here. Not only 
do these organisations play an important role in the ins and outs of the agroecological 
movement (which will be evident in later chapters), they were also important entry 
points into the agroecological movement for a researcher with neither agricultural 
training nor family ties to the agricultural sector (see earlier, 1.1). The following non-
exhaustive overview is limited to those organisations that meet (one of ) both features.

• Voedsel Anders (literally translated: Food Differently) is a Dutch-speaking 
movement of organisations striving for a different, agroecological, food system. 
It is institutionally structured as a non-profit organisation in the Netherlands 
(Voedsel Anders Nederland) on the one hand and Flanders on the other 
(Voedsel Anders Vlaanderen).35 More than 20 small agricultural organisations, 
environmental organisations and North-South organisations are affiliated with 
Voedsel Anders Vlaanderen. By joining forces and with a common manifesto, 
they try to strengthen their communication with the public and their impact 
on policy. They provide an important institutional ‘face’ for the agroecological 
community at large. 

34 Original citation in Dutch: “een hele grote kleine sector”
35 See https://www.voedsel-anders.be/ and https://www.voedselanders.nl/
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• Landwijzer is a non-profit organisation that was founded in 1997 following the 
observation that organic farming in Flanders was lagging behind in comparison 
to the surrounding regions and countries, and based on the conviction that 
one of the reasons for this was “the absence of proper training for professional 
organic farmers” (Landwijzer, n.d.-b).36 The organisation developed a two-
year professional training programme. In the following years, Landwijzer was 
recognised as one of the currently four after-school training centres for starters in 
the agricultural sector, recognised by the Flemish government (Vlaamse overheid, 
n.d.). This means that the organisation can call on Flemish subsidies for offering 
the training, but it remains independent in the design of its training programme. 
Of the four recognised training centres, Landwijzer is the only one explicitly 
dedicated to organic and biodynamic agriculture. Of all the agroecological 
practitioners in Flanders, a very large proportion was once trained at Landwijzer 
(Landwijzer, n.d.-a, see also Figure 39).

• Boerenforum (literally translated: Farmers’ Forum) “is a movement in Flanders 
of farmers, agricultural labourers and co-producers that stands up for the fair, 
autonomous, solidarity-based and agroecological practices of peasant agriculture” 
(Boerenforum, n.d.). To this end, Boerenforum organises so-called farmers’ 
forums “where farmers and agricultural labourers inform and inspire each 
other and where shared opinions and views take shape”.37 Boerenforum is part 
of international peasant’s movement La Via Campesina.38 Much more than 
the other organisations mentioned here, Boerenforum is also a platform where 
farmers working in conventional farming systems but who are inclined towards 
agroecological principles affiliate with.

• De Landgenoten is an organic land fund. It is a cooperative and a foundation that 
purchases farmland with funds from shareholders and donors and makes that 
land available to organic farmers (De Landgenoten, n.d.).

• FIAN Belgium is a national branch of FIAN International: an organisation 
“working for the right to sufficient and nutritious food for all”. FIAN Belgium 
works together “with farmers’ movements, poverty organisations and all social 
movements that advocate a transition to sustainable food systems that respect the 
right to food” (FIAN Belgium, n.d.).39

• Wervel is a non-profit organisation with a socio-cultural profile that focuses on 
“healthy agriculture”. “To this end, the organisation connects consumers and 
farmers, processors and distributors who are taking food into their own hands.”40

36 Original citation in Dutch: “door de afwezigheid van een degelijke opleiding voor professionele bioboeren” 
37 Original citation in Dutch: “Het Boerenforum is een beweging in Vlaanderen van boerinnen, boeren, 

landwerk(st)ers en co-producenten die opkomt voor de eerlijke, autonome, solidaire en agro-ecologische 
praktijken van de boerenlandbouw. Ze organiseert daartoe Boerenfora en andere ontmoetingen waar 
boeren, boerinnen, en landwerker(st)ers elkaar informeren en inspireren en waar gedeelde opinies en 
standpunten vorm krijgen.”

38 https://boerenforum.wordpress.com/2018/03/16/boerenforum-wordt-lid-van-la-via-campesina-europe/
39 Original citation in Dutch: “FIAN International […] is een internationale organisatie die zich inzet voor de 

realisatie van het recht op voldoende en voedzaam voedsel voor iedereen. […] FIAN Belgium ondersteunt de 
strijd voor het recht op voedsel zowel op internationaal niveau, in samenwerking met de andere afdelingen 
van FIAN, als hier in België, waar ze samenwerkt met boerenbewegingen, armoedeorganisaties en alle 
sociale bewegingen die opkomen voor een transitie naar duurzame voedselsystemen die het recht op 
voedsel eerbiedigen.”

40  https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wervel_vzw
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The organisations mentioned above all struggle with very limited and in some cases 
a structural lack of financial and human resources. None of them has the necessary 
resources to support or participate in research of this kind on a structural and voluntary 
basis. Neither did I, as a doctoral researcher, have access to financial resources for 
structurally involving these organisations in my personal research project. Moreover, 
it is highly questionable whether project-based and therefore temporary funding 
would have enabled the institutions of this community to develop the necessary 
human resources required for participation in research projects of this kind. In this 
kind of reality, my personal search for a nonetheless meaningful relationship with the 
agroecological community, its practices, ways of knowing and struggles required, almost 
by definition, the use of action research as a methodological approach. 

As I will describe in detail below, participation in the Landwijzer learning trajectory 
and setting up an urban grassroots movement together with Boerenforum and FIAN 
Belgium in my home town Ghent were my main methodological action research 
strategies. Furthermore, being part of the agroecological community has meant 
that I have participated in several farmers’ forums organised by Boerenforum, that I 
have used opportunities to present the search for an agroecological urbanism to an 
audience of agroecologists and agroecological farmers, that I have participated in 
some excursions organised by the agroecological community and that I have on some 
occasions contributed to the formulation of policy advice from this community. Due 
to lockdowns during the covid-19 crisis, the number of opportunities to meet and 
talk face to face with members of the agroecological community in the field decreased 
drastically. Fortunately, my two main methodological strategies were largely unaffected, 
as I will point out below. 

4.2.2	 Action	research	within	the	Landwijzer	community

4.2.2.1	 Participation	in	the	Landwijzer	learning	trajectory

My main entry point into the agroecological community in Flanders has been Landwijzer. 
Landwijzer’s core activity is the organisation of a professional learning trajectory in 
organic and biodynamic agriculture,  based both in the Belgian (Flemish) cities of 
Ghent and Leuven. The learning trajectory takes 2.5 years and is organised according 
to the principle of dual learning with theory lessons (1 day per week), very extensive 
practical training (of at least 2 days per week) and collective and individual reflection 
moments (throughout the trajectory) (Landwijzer, n.d.-f ). Landwijzer describes it as a 
“trajectory in which you learn with your head, heart and hands in a balanced and coherent 
way”, based on the organisation’s specific approach to learning and understanding of 
organic agriculture as a “science of living and experiencing” (Landwijzer, n.d.-c, n.d.-
e).41  Horizontal farmer to farmer learning is central in many ways: the theory lessons 
are often taught by professional farmers, the long-term internships focus on learning 
from professional practice, and the care for group dynamics is deliberately designed as 
41 Original citations in Dutch: “een groeitraject waarin je evenwichtig en in samenhang leert met hoofd, hart 

en handen” … “De biologische landbouw is een levens- en ervaringswetenschap”
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a means to learn from and about each other (Landwijzer, n.d.-e). In addition to the 
professional training course in organic and biodynamic agriculture, Landwijzer also 
offers a 5-day “inspiration course in agroecology” which is aimed at providing “a clear 
and diverse picture of the current practice and developments in organic agriculture” and 
inspiring “agroecological thinking and acting” (Landwijzer, n.d.-d).42

My introduction to Landwijzer started in 2018, at the beginning of my employment 
as a PhD researcher, by following the inspiration course in agroecology (March 2018 - 
May 2018). Attending this course was an extremely informative experience that opened 
a number of large doors to knowledge and themes that were rather strange to me at 
the time, including the care for the living soil. Very instructive was the registration of 
my own eating and drinking patterns for one week, the compilation of this information 
with the data of my fellow students, and the subsequent investigation in groups to 
see whether these demands could be scaled up “to an agroecologically balanced, 
economically profitable and feasible farm in terms of labour” (Dhoore, 2021, p. 38).43 
For me, this exercise opened a big door to the importance of coherence, balances 

42 Original citations in Dutch: “inspiratiecursus agro-ecologie” … “een duidelijk en gevarieerd beeld van de 
actuele praktijk en ontwikkelingen in de biologische landbouw” … “inspireert tot agro-ecologisch denken 
en ondernemen”

43  Original citation in Dutch: “Vervolgens wordt onderzocht of die jaarbehoefte kan worden opgeschaald naar 
een agro-ecologisch evenwichtige, economisch rendabele en naar arbeid toe haalbare boerderij.”
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and closed cycles in an agroecological agricultural system, and the importance of the 
relationship between horticulture, arable farming and livestock farming in particular. 
Taking this course was also my first introduction to Landwijzer’s vision on learning. 
I experienced that taking part was not only a means of acquiring new knowledge, but 
that taking part was also a goal in itself. That was because of the many other forms of 
learning it facilitated, which arose from conversations with other participants from 
various backgrounds, explaining – sometimes with difficulty – my own background 
and intentions for taking part in the course, personal reflections during and after the 
course, etc.

Triggered by the knowledge development and learning processes that I had been able 
to sample for these five days, I became interested in Landwijzer’s professional training 
in organic and biodynamic agriculture. In June 2019, I attended one of the info events 
Landwijzer traditionally organises on the eve of a new registration round for its learning 
trajectory. That evening, it became very clear to me that (and why) Landwijzer attaches 
great importance to completing the entire training programme. I realised that a time 
commitment of three days a week could not possibly be combined with a full-time 

Figure 37   Map of the agroecological farms in Flanders I have visited and/or whose farmers I have 
spoken as part of the action research
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employment as a PhD researcher and the practical and academic obligations that came 
with it. A few exchanges with Geert Iserbyt, one of the learning trajectory facilitators 
at Landwijzer, led to an offer to participate in only a limited part of the programme, 
i.e. a selection of theory lessons. The selection of these lessons was made by mutual 
consent. At the beginning of the second year of the learning trajectory, we made a 
similar exercise.

In the first year of the learning trajectory (September 2019-July 2020), I attended 
24 full days of classes and participated in a 7-day excursion to the biodynamic farm 
Dottenfelderhof in Germany in the summer of 2020 (19-25 July 2020). I attended 
most theory classes with a thematic focus: soil, agricultural history, organic movement, 
plant biology, crop rotation, soil fertility, fertilisation, horticulture, arable farming, 
livestock farming, fruit growing, seed selection, etc. I also embraced every opportunity 
to take part in farm visits that were linked to theory lessons, which provided some 
counterbalance to the absence of an internship component in my personal curriculum. 
I mainly missed out on theory lessons related to administrative aspects of agricultural 
practice: business economics, certification legislation, insurance, social security, etc. 

During the second year (August 2020 - June 2021) I attended 30 full days of lessons. 
The lessons covered topics such as mixed farm based on own food consumption 
(the extended version of the exercise from the inspiration course), landscape design, 
agroforestry, different soil issues, fertilisation and composting, various arable farming 
issues, permaculture, animal health/breeding/housing, fodder cultivation, an in-depth 

Figure 38   Group photo of the Ghent Landwijzer student group during the excursion to 
Dottenfelderhof in Germany
Source: Landwijzer
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lesson in ruminants, an in-depth lesson in small livestock/chicken/pigs, several lessons 
in biodynamic agriculture, etc. I also committed, like my fellow participants, to present 
a thematic work (in my case a presentation about my PhD research) and to attend 
their presentations as well. Due to the lockdown measures during the covid-19 crisis, 
Landwijzer switched to online learning in certain periods, which did not benefit the 
diversity of learning processes envisaged, but which did provide continuity to the 
programme.

I did not participate in the last half year of the learning trajectory (September 2021 
- March 2022) as the development of an own business plan was not applicable to my 
personal situation. It would also have coincided too much with the writing process of 
this PhD.

4.2.2.2 Impact, strengths challenges and limitations

“If you want to look through a farm rather than at it, choose a perspective and 
stick to it.”44

comm. Dhoore, 2020a

The choice to invest a significant amount of time in action research within the Landwijzer 
community has had a profound impact on my personal research trajectory. The most 
important element here is the decision to focus on soil fertility reproduction in a PhD 
aimed at seeing and constructing an agroecological urbanism. This decision is a result 
of my participation in the Landwijzer learning trajectory. More specifically, it is a result 
of the large and very central attention that is given to soil fertility (reproduction) in the 
learning trajectory and the numerous practical manifestations and related challenges it 
exposed. Yet, the actual decision to focus on soil fertility reproduction in my personal 
learning trajectory has not been a collective but a personal decision. It is the result of 

44 Original citation in Dutch: "Als je een boerderij wil bestuderen, kies dan een perspectief en hou daar aan 
vast."

Figure 39   Active Landwijzer-alumni
Source: Landwijzer,	n.d.-a
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my own observations during the Landwijzer learning trajectory, the questions I started 
asking myself, and the opportunities I saw for urbanising the practices and struggles I 
witnessed. 

In terms of strengths, my association as a Landwijzer student was first of all an 
important gateway to the large Landwijzer network of teachers and alumni farmers 
(see Figure 39) that I would not have been able to reach, or at least not as easily, without 
participating in the learning trajectory. Two additional benefits are worth mentioning 
here. By being taught by farmers and also by visiting several farms as part of the 
Landwijzer learning trajectory, the farmers involved in this were paid for their time. 
These funds came, on the one hand, from the subsidies Landwijzer receives as a training 
centre and, on the other hand, from the registration fees paid by the participants. For 
my two-year participation as a ‘free student’, I paid a percentage of that registration fee, 
the amount of which was determined by Landwijzer. The costs were financed from my 
limited research funds at Ghent University and at ILVO. I consider this an important 
element in the light of my ambition to organise my research in the least extractive way 
possible (see earlier, 4.1.2). The ability to compensate farmers for their time within 
the contours of the Landwijzer learning programme contrasts with the inability to do 
so in the interviews I conducted in parallel and later on (see further, 4.3.2.2). Thirdly, 
following the Landwijzer learning programme has also taught and helped me – to put 
it in the organisation’s own words – not to look at agricultural practice, but to look 

Figure 40  	 Making	notes	during	the	study	of	a	soil	profile	pit	and	under	the	guidance	of	two	
farmers	in	the	first	year	of	the	Landwijzer	learning	trajectory	and	biological	aspects	of	
soils during the Landwijzer learning programme
Source: Landwijzer	(2019)
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through it.45 This was a skill that I did not have – not very surprisingly considering my 
background. Learning this skill would have been impossible – at least in the way I do 
now – without being able to participate in this learning process for two years. 

Conducting the action research through participation in the Landwijzer learning 
trajectory also had a few structural limitations.

• Although it was a place where I shaped and grounded my research and where I 
found myself in the midst of a key component of the agroecological community, 
it was not the most appropriate place to discuss my research trajectory. The 
theory lessons and field visits were not moments that suited, let alone demanded, 
to put my research process on the table. Doing that would have compromised 
the learning trajectory that Landwijzer had carefully developed and which my 
fellow students had chosen and were entitled to. Of course, I did talk about my 
research during the many lunches we had together, during field trips and before 
and after the lessons. As mentioned above, I also gave a presentation which did 
provide an opportunity to collect comments and feedback. Yet, the Landwijzer 
training course has not been a medium for giving the agroecological community 
true autonomy and structural control over my research trajectory. Although I feel 
in many ways supported by this community in submitting this dissertation, it 
remains in the first place the result of my personal research trajectory. Due to the 
large time investment in participating in the Landwijzer learning trajectory, the 

45  In Dutch: "niet tegen een landbouwbedrijf aankijken, maar er doorheen"

Figure 41  	 Personal	and	collective	reflection	“diary	moment”	at	the	end	of	a	day	at	
Dottenfelderhof	-	listening	and	responding	to	each	other's	observations,	reflections	
and perspectives
Source: Landwijzer	(2020)
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room for setting up numerous other participation strategies was rather limited.
• It goes without saying that the knowledge I have acquired and the learning 

processes I have gone through by participating in the Landwijzer learning 
trajectory make at least part of the knowledge I have developed in this PhD the 
product of situated knowledge, constructed from a positional perspective (see 
earlier, 4.1.1). It is relevant to mention that the Landwijzer programme, besides 
organic agriculture, also explicitly promotes a biodynamic vision on agriculture, 
rooted in the ideas of Rudolf Steiner and anthroposophy. I am aware of two 
other ways in which biodynamic ways of knowing have found their way into this 
PhD. On the one hand, this is through the concept of farm individuality and its 
relation to the agroecological struggle for autonomy (see earlier, Box 2). On the 
other hand, it is through the great importance this community attaches to the 
presence of ruminants in farming systems, for strategic soil fertility reproduction 
reasons (see earlier, chapter 3) but also for spiritual reasons (Neumann & Klett, 
1992; Steiner, 1993). This explains why the description of Landwijzer’s learning 
trajectory with the message that “the mixed organic farm is the starting point 
for this learning trajectory” (Landwijzer, n.d.-c).46 A disadvantage of choosing to 
conduct action research in a part of the agroecological community that overlaps 
with the biodynamic agriculture community is that not all agroecological actors 
identify with the spiritual arguments in which biodynamic farming is grounded. 
However, the particular focus on ruminants is also very high on agroecological 
farmer's agenda for shared strategic soil fertility reproduction reasons. As a 
result of the focus of this dissertation on soil fertility reproduction, differences in 
additional spiritual argumentations are not a barrier or representation problem. 
The ‘expanded’ argumentation in the agroecological-biodynamic community also 
comes with an important methodological advantage. The very fact that there 
are some practices of ruminant agroecological soil fertility reproduction present 
in urban environments, despite their food-disabling conditions, is in a way 
attributable to some communities attaching exceptional importance to it.47  Their 
absence would render the methodology of this study unfeasible. After all, what 
does not exist or what is not discussed is difficult to address.

• By conducting a major part of the action research within the Landwijzer 
network, this research captures a key but still specific part of the agroecological 
community in Flanders. This includes Landwijzer teachers (many of whom are 
also farmers), students and an extensive network of alumni who run their own 
farms or work as employees on established farms. Participants in the learning 
trajectory (and hence the alumni) are often newcomers to the agricultural sector. 

46 Original citation: “Het gemengd biologisch bedrijf vormt het uitgangspunt voor dit leertraject.”
47	 Worth	mentioning	here	is	the	Demeter	label,	which	focuses	on	the	certification	of	biodynamic	agricultural	

products. With this label come a number of requirements: for example, the obligation to use 100% 
organic manure, in the dairy sector to produce at least 80% of the feed on the farm 100% organic straw 
in the stables, in the poultry sector to grow at least 50% of the feed on the farm or via a partner arable 
farmer, etc. (Biodynamic Federation Demeter, 2022). In today's agricultural landscape and particularly in 
urban environments, these are often very challenging principles to pursue. In that sense, the overlap of 
agroecological and biodynamic agriculture provides some additional counterbalance to the challenging 
urban conditions, which explains why some practices nevertheless do occur.
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Although a very limited number of participants are blessed with access to the 
resources of an existing, often family-run farm, a large majority start the training 
without agricultural expertise, without a concrete plan and without access to 
land. Participants represent a predominantly white community, frequently highly 
educated, considering a move into farming for a multitude of reasons – often very 
personal and emotional. The fact that taking part in a 2,5-year learning trajectory 
(with 1 classroom and 2 unpaid internship days per week) has a significant 
financial impact certainly impacts the profile of the participants. That being said, 
it would be inappropriate to portray the Landwijzer community as an exclusively 
privileged space. For many participants, the learning trajectory comes with major 
financial challenges, as does the subsequent move into practice and the virtually 
impossible search for land for newcomers to the sector. Participants are also well 
aware of embracing a sector in which it is extremely difficult to earn a decent 
income from their labour. Still, the agroecological sector in Flanders includes 
other actors with different socio-economic profiles such as parents providing 
unpaid labour, seasonal and migrant workers, new entrants’ partners providing 
the family income, etc. The sector also includes actors who do not (or do not need 
to) earn an income from their agroecological food growing activities, for example 
in community gardens. These actors are not the focus of this research. Making 
their agency central to the analysis provides a relevant opportunity for follow-up 
research (see chapter 7).

Figure 42  	 Protest	action	of	The	Hungry	City	at	the	Ghent	City	Hall	against	the	further	selling	off	
of the urban agricultural patrimony
Source: ©	Kristien	Elisa	Pottie	(2019)
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4.2.3 Action research in the urban grassroots movement ‘The Hungry City’

4.2.3.1	 Origins	of	(my	involvement	in)	the	urban	grassroots	movement	‘The	Hungry	City’

For the second main line along which the action research of this PhD developed, first 
seeds were already planted prior to the PhD. Between 2010 and 2018, I was an active 
member of the working group on urban agriculture in Ghent (see earlier, 1.1) and 
I attended most (urban) agriculture related events and meetings in my hometown 
Ghent. In that period, more precisely at the end of 2017, a high-profile event in Ghent 
triggered a debate on a topic that had received little or no attention until then: publicly 
owned farmland. Two agroecological farmers from the municipality of Lokeren, some 
20 kilometres from the city centre of Ghent, filed a lawsuit against the public centre 
for social welfare (PCSW) of the city of Ghent for selling 450 hectares of farmland it 
owned just across the border with the Netherlands, about 30 km from Ghent and 20 km 
from Lokeren. The sale dated back to May 2016, but was hardly receiving any attention 
at the time. The controversy that arose later was mainly the result of the fact that the 
450 hectares were sold in one single lot, which by definition excluded small farmers 
due to the large size of the lot and which explains why the winning bid came from an 
investor who was able to acquire the land at a very low price per hectare. The court case, 
which is expected to reach a verdict on appeal in the autumn of 2022, mainly centres 
on the legality of this way of selling the land. The debate that developed in the wake of 
the court case mainly centred around the alleged inconsistency of an urban government 
that on the one hand is developing an internationally celebrated urban food policy, and 
at the same time is selling off one of the most valuable resources it possesses to shape 
that policy, i.e. the farmland it owns. I will discuss these events and debates in more 
detail later on in this dissertation (see further, 6.2). What is relevant here is that this 
event permeated many urban and rural communities, triggered a politicisation of the 
issue of public farmland, and motivated several individuals and grassroots movements 
to mobilise around the issue. This was a process in which also the working group on 
urban agriculture in Ghent and myself became – almost inevitably – involved. 

It was Flemish research platform Apache which in 2017 revealed that the 450 ha of 
PCSW farmland were sold to a company owned by Belgian billionaire, entrepreneur 
and art collector Fernand Huts. During 2018, Apache continuously reported on the 
successive stages of the legal process. It also gave various urban activists, historians and 
a trade union representative a platform to question the sale of the city’s agricultural 
patrimony (Bruneel & Beeckaert, 2019; Goedertier, 2019). In 2019, Apache received 
financial support from the Flemish Journalism Fund to produce a series of research 
articles on the sale of public land, both in Ghent and other Flemish cities (Apache, 
2019). The series created for the first time a picture of a pronounced and ongoing sell-
off of historical public agricultural patrimony by many local governments in Flanders in 
search of cash. “In three years, cities and municipalities sell off land the size of Brussels 
City,” Apache headlined in 2019, followed by “City land for sale: profit maximisation is 
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paramount” (Vanden Bussche, 2019a, 2019b).48 The data showed that many cities were 
selling off, but that Ghent was in the lead (Vanden Bussche, 2019b).

In the summer of 2019, constitutional rights activist and citizen of Ghent Raf Verbeke 
initiated an informal gathering of a number of people, seeking to further stimulate 
this debate. At that time, Verbeke was also personally involved in the ongoing lawsuit 
through additional procedures. This gathering, and a number of subsequent meetings, 
were attended by Raf Verbeke, Esther Beeckaert and Dieter Bruneel (the above-
mentioned historians, Ghent university PhD researchers, authors of an opinion piece 
on the 2016 sale of PCSW land (Bruneel & Beeckaert, 2019)), Maarten Crivits (one 
of the initiators of the workgroup on urban agriculture in Ghent), Wim Moyaert 
(coordinator of Boerenforum), Hanne Flachet (policy officer for FIAN Belgium) and 
myself. The group made plans to establish a platform for the further re-politicisation of 
the issue of public farmland, to broaden the focus beyond the Huts court case, and to 
look at the entire remaining urban agricultural patrimony of Ghent and its potential 
for Ghent’s urban food policy. On a proposal by Verbeke, the platform was named De 
Hongerige Stad (literally translated and hereafter: The Hungry City) after the book of 
Carolyn Steel (Steel, 2008). As I will describe later on in this PhD (see further, 6.2.6.2), 
in the months and years that followed, The Hungry City actively campaigned against 
the sale of Ghent’s public farmland and achieved modest but important successes in 
influencing policy and in further politicising the issue.

4.2.3.2 Impact, strengths, challenges and limitations

This second body of action research has had a significant methodological and substantive 
impact on the research. In the early months, I considered my personal involvement as 
an urban activist in The Hungry City on the one hand and my work as an academic on 
the other as two more or less separate roles. I therefore explicitly chose not to mention 
my professional affiliation with Ghent University and ILVO when I spoke on behalf 
of The Hungry City and vice versa. Given the very strong overlap of the case of public 
farmland in Ghent with the research aims of my research trajectory, this slowly became 
both practically untenable and a missed methodological opportunity. On the one hand, 
people around me, not to mention my fellow students at Landwijzer, started to associate 
my personal involvement in The Hungry City with my role as a scientist. On the other 
hand, the case of public farmland manifested itself as a very rare example that appealed 
to the imagination to communities across the urban-rural divide, around which urban 
and rural communities were increasingly mobilising, and from which a politicisation 
followed that I may well have contributed to but that I did not have to initiate on my 
own. 

Thanks to the existing mobilisation and growing politicisation, the public land issue 
offered valuable opportunities for a participatory and an action-oriented research 
approach. Working on an issue around which urban and rural communities were already 
mobilising and which was already politicised has been an opportunity to do justice to 
48  Original article in Dutch: “Op drie jaar verkopen steden en gemeenten grond ter grootte van Brussel-stad” 

… “Stadsgrond in uitverkoop: vooral winstmaximalisatie staat voorop”
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the cyclical character of participatory action research (see earlier, 4.1.3) within my own 
research trajectory. This has undoubtedly been an advantage in terms of contributing 
to empowering the agroecological community through research and thus a major 
research strength. In a way, the choice to include the topic of public land in itself was 
not just a personal choice. After all, being present in this community confronted me 
with questions, problems and ideas surrounding the topic and struggle around public 
land for which I, as a scientist in a paid research mandate, sometimes felt addressed or 
well positioned to take care of.

Challenges and limitations in this track of my action research approach are mainly 
threefold. 

• The very explicit incorporation of a role as scholar activist came with the important 
challenge of communicating as carefully as possible, time and time again, the 
role from which I spoke, the positional perspective I adopted and the situated 
knowledge I presented. This continues to be a learning process. 

• A second major challenge has been writing the dedicated chapter in this PhD 
and finding an appropriate writing style. This also applies to the body of work on 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction, but here it was even more challenging 
due to the strong personal involvement in the subject. In the actual chapter on 
public land, I have mainly tried to rely on empirical material that allows the 
‘writing I’ to move somewhat into the background in the chapter’s main sections. 

• A third main challenge has been to maintain the coherence of a chapter on public 
land with the rest of the PhD manuscript, all other chapters of which are centred 
around soil fertility reproduction. There are, after all, a thousand ways of discussing 
the issue of public land. While I think the public land chapter succeeds in 
demonstrating the relevance and potential of public land in an urbanism engaged 

Figure 43   Speaking at the protest action of The Hungry City at the Ghent City Hall against the 
further	selling	off	of	the	urban	agricultural	patrimony
Source: ©	Kristien	Elisa	Pottie	(2019)
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with the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility, it is certainly true that this 
could be further developed. This is particularly true for the relationship between 
the action research in the Landwijzer community and the action research within 
The Hungry City. The perspective of the Landwijzer community of practice is not 
the only relevant perspective to shape public policy and the use of public (farm)
land in particular. However, even a four-year PhD trajectory has its time limits 
and a more far-reaching integration of both issues was not feasible within the 
time limits of my personal research trajectory. As I describe in the conclusions 
(see further, chapter 7), I do consider this limitation a very promising area for 
further research.
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4.3 Operationalising the research questions

4.3.1	 How	the	empirical	work	relates	to	the	research	questions

After discussing the methodological positioning and embeddedness in the 
agroecological community, it remains to discuss the process and empirical grounding 
of two bodies of work. As mentioned earlier in the introduction and the synopsis at the 
front of this chapter, this PhD, which is essentially aimed at seeing and constructing an 
agroecological urbanism, has only gradually acquired a thematic focus on soil fertility 
reproduction. The concrete ‘soil fertility reproduction oriented’ articulation of the 
research questions is in a way an intermediate result of the action research (see above, 
4.2.2.2). This has motivated me in this methodological chapter to first discuss the main 
aspects of action research and only here to delve into how the research questions were 
further elaborated empirically.

The main research questions mentioned earlier in the introduction (see earlier, 1.3) are:

1. How can and why should the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility be 
conceptualised as an urban question?

2. In what ways do current urbanisation processes constrain the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility and in what ways might an alternative urbanism 
create a more resourceful environment?

3. How can public landownership contribute to the urbanisation of the 
agroecological reproduction of soil fertility?

The first research question has already been extensively addressed on a conceptual-
theoretical level in the two previous, literature-based chapters. The next empirical 
chapters of the dissertation will further contribute to answering this research question 
by providing empirical demonstrations of the reproduction of soil fertility as an urban 
question. Both bodies of empirical work aim at both mapping and contributing to the 
politicisation of soil fertility reproduction as an urban issue. A first body of empirical 
work (agroecological soil fertility reproduction) adopts an agricultural perspective, close 
to ways of knowing of the agroecological community. A second body of empirical work 
(public land) adopts a spatial perspective, closer to ways of knowing present in urban 
policy environments and the discipline of urban (food) planning. How both bodies of 
empirical work contribute to answering the first research question will be addressed in 
the conclusions of the PhD.

The second research question is central to a first body of empirical work, which is 
discussed in a dedicated chapter (chapter 5). This question actually comprises two sub-
questions:

2a. In what ways do current urbanisation processes constrain the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility?
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2b. In what ways might an alternative urbanism create a more resourceful 
environment?

The deconstruction of food-disabling urbanisation processes, on the one hand, is 
very much based on this empirical material collected during action research in the 
Landwijzer learning trajectory and supplemented by semi-structured interviews with 
agroecological actors from within and outside the Landwijzer network. The explicit 
focus on the challenges and difficulties of autonomous soil fertility reproduction at farm 
level and the systematisation of the empirical material are, of course, personal touches. 
Yet in answering the first sub-question, the agroecological community is given a voice 
through a wealth of empirical material. The construction of a potential, food-enabling 
urbanisation process that engages in agroecological soil fertility reproduction, on the 
other hand, is rather inspired by this empirical material. Here, several references to the 
empirical material do not alter the fact that this essentially entails personal reflections 
based on creative and experimental research work characteristic of the normative and 
design-oriented disciplines of urbanism and planning. Since the answer to the second 
sub-question has been constructed at the end of the research trajectory, it was not 
possible to proceed with subsequent steps in a cyclical research process within the time 
constraints of the PhD trajectory.

The third research question is central to a second body of empirical work, which is 
discussed in a dedicated chapter (chapter 6). As mentioned earlier, this research 
question has a special history (4.2.3). My personal involvement in the mobilisation 
around the issue of public landownership in Ghent and its re-politicisation in the 
context of metropolitan urban food policy pre-dated the PhD and did not yet include 
a focus on soil fertility reproduction. That soon changed, however. The literature review 
on soil fertility reproduction demonstrated that public landownership and common 
land used to play a significant role in the ecological reproduction of soil fertility 
throughout history. From my research activities within the framework of the first body 
of empirical work, I soon came to realise that the agroecological reproduction of soil 
fertility is impeded, among other things, by severe land access issues and a historical and 
continuing degradation of the ecological landscape relationships on which it depends 
(see also earlier, 2.4). Therefore, access to public land and public land policy quickly 
emerged as a potentially relevant policy instrument for promoting ecological soil 
fertility reproduction. However, an immediate immersion into the research question 
of how public land can contribute to soil fertility reproduction proved unfeasible for 
one major reason and its manifold consequences: a total lack of proper, comprehensive 
information about public landownership. The fact that one of the few available sources 
of information on public landownership in the Ghent city region concerned its sale 
(which legally must be disclosed) meant that the mobilisation of the agroecological 
movement around the issue was organised almost exclusively against its sale and hardly 
in favour of a particular use such as supporting soil fertility reproduction. This also 
impeded immediate immersion in the research question, because, as mentioned earlier 
in a different context (4.2.2.2), what does not exist or what is not discussed is difficult 
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to address. Therefore, the third research question has been addressed by breaking it 
down into a number of sub-questions and allocating a major role to data analysis and 
mapping for the data gathering. The sub-questions are:

3a.  What is the current re-politicisation of public landownership in the Ghent city 
region based on and what are its merits and its limitations? 

3b.  What is the extent and what are the characteristics of public landownership in 
the Ghent city region? How does public landownership evolve in the Ghent 
metropolitan region? What is the current agricultural significance of public land 
in the Ghent city region?

3c.  What does or could this information mean for the development of a soil fertility 
reproduction perspective on public land?

Question 3a was addressed through an analysis of policy documents, supplemented by 
semi-structured interviews with policy actors and experts where necessary or appropriate. 
The need for more historical context developed into a limited historiography. This 
section also reports on the actions on the field involved in the action research in the 
urban grassroots movement ‘The Hungry City’. Question 3b was addressed by means 
of a data analysis and cartography of public landownership and the evolution of public 
land transactions in the province of East Flanders (which includes the Ghent city 
region, see 4.3.2.4), both based on original Belgian Land Registry data. The exploration 
of its current agricultural potential was again approached by means of data analysis, 
i.e. by overlapping part of the public landownership dataset with agricultural data. 
Research question 3c was addressed in two ways: from joint reflection with a group of 
agroecological farmers (focus group) and from personal reflection (which also forms 
the conclusion of this dedicated chapter).

4.3.2	 Methodological	clarification	of	key	components	of	the	data	gathering

4.3.2.1	 Participation	in	the	Landwijzer	learning	trajectory

Participating in the Landwijzer learning trajectory yielded a great deal of empirical 
material:

• Course material (mainly slides, rather few texts)
• Extensive notes I made during the theory lessons and field visits, mainly detailing 

the material presented, occasional quotes from the lecturers, and questions and 
remarks formulated during and at the end of the lessons, sometimes including 
questions of my own

• Photographic material, mainly from field visits linked to some theory lessons
• Comprehensive notes and photographic material from the 7-day excursion to 

biodynamic farm Dottenfelderhof in Germany

This empirical material was used to write the fifth chapter. Generally, I have limited 
the use of this material to general references to particular lessons from the learning 
process. Occasionally, I have also used quotes. Several photographs have also been used 
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to illustrate this chapter. This way of working has been validated in two ways. On the 
one hand, at the beginning of the learning trajectory, Landwijzer informed all lecturers 
about my unusual profile and the fact that I was following (part of ) the programme as 
an action researcher working towards writing a PhD. At the beginning of the summer 
of 2022, I contacted Geert Iserbyt and fellow course participant (now new trajectory 
coach) Eva Samyn with the question whether they would be willing and able to 
commit to reading the fifth chapter of the PhD. I asked them to check if the empirical 
material and the work presented was, in their eyes, an accurate reflection of the learning 
trajectory. They have made time to respond to that question in August 2022, and their 
comments and feedback have been processed in the final weeks before the submission 
of this dissertation. Furthermore, teachers and farmers whose statements are quoted 
in the dissertation were personally contacted and given the opportunity to check 
quotations for accuracy.

The empirical material collected during the Landwijzer training courses gives a 
distinct Flemish territorial focus to the fourth chapter. As I have mentioned earlier 
in the introduction, this gives a specific geographical relevance to some aspects of the 
material presented (see earlier, 1.3). Occasionally, empirical material collected during 
the excursion to Dottenfelderhof in Germany is included. I do not consider this as 
a deviation from the empirical material collected in Flanders since the excursion to 
Dottenfelderhof it is an integral part of the Landwijzer learning trajectory. Moreover, 
on a personal level, the visit to Dottenfelderhof was a very instructive and important 
experience that has helped shaping this PhD. With a total area of about 200 ha, this 
mixed biodynamic farm has a much larger spatial scale than agroecological practice as 
it (currently) exists in Flanders. Being able to see this was not only an eye opener as a 
rare manifestation of the agricultural system as taught at Landwijzer. It also made me 
realise that in the absence of the right, enabling conditions, the scale of this type of 
farming is beyond the reach of individual farmers in Flanders. This very much touches 
upon the collective interdependencies of soil fertility reproduction I discussed in the 
introduction.

To distinguish from written references, all references and quotations from oral 
communication during the Landwijer training are preceded by the abbreviation 
"comm." (for communication). The corresponding references are compiled in a table 
at the end of references section at the end of this manuscript, including the name and 
profession of the person spoken to, etc.

4.3.2.2	 Interviews

For the first body of empirical work, the choice to gather additional empirical material 
through interviews was motivated by two major reasons: on the one hand, as a way 
to elaborate on existing empirical material (in particular with regard to soil fertility, 
and the ecological dependency that comes with it) and on the other hand, as a way to 
talk about the difficulties and challenges that agroecological practitioners experience 
(in particular with regard to the reproduction of soil fertility, and the collective 
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interdependency that comes with it). After all, it was only to a limited extent possible 
to discuss this latter aspect through the Landwijzer learning trajectory itself (see 
earlier, 4.2.2.2), which made interviews necessary. The choice of the interviewees began 
with people I met in the Landwijzer network, but was broadened via a snowballing 
method (see last questions in interview guide, appendix 8). In total, for this first body 
of empirical work, 16 interviews were conducted, 11 of which focused exclusively on 
the topic of soil fertility reproduction and 5 also on the topic of public land. Some 
were semi-structured interviews, while others were unstructured. Most semi-structured 
interviews were transcribed. Some interviews also provided photographic empirical 
material. An overview of all interviewees is included in the appendices (appendix 7). 
The same applies to the interview guide that was prepared at the beginning of the series 
of interviews (appendix 8) and which was further developed in the process. 

In contrast to the empirical material gathered by attending the Landwijzer learning 
trajectory, for which teachers were paid (see earlier, 4.2.2.2), I did not have the 
necessary means to financially compensate interview participants for their time. 
Considering the self-employed status of most agroecological farmers, this is a pitfall of 
the methodology used. I did offer the interviewed farmers the possibility to make use of 
my labour before or after the interview. Only a few accepted. In that case, (part of ) the 
interview often obtained an unstructured character. Most of the farmers I interviewed 
were very generous with their time. Interviews often lasted over two hours, sometimes 
more than three. In addition to being generous personalities, a strong affinity with 
the topic and a commitment to the interview questions may have contributed to this. 
Several interviewees emphasised their interest in the topic and the further course of my 
research. Several have suggested additional contacts or references which I have studied 
and in some cases incorporated into this research. With many of the interviewees, I 
have maintained personal contact to this day.

For the interviews, a participant information sheet and informed consent form were 
used (see appendix 10). The informed consent form offered interviewees the choice 
of having the information they provided used anonymously and/or non-anonymously. 
This opportunity was aimed at strengthening the community of practice (see earlier 
4.1.2) and respecting the biodynamic principle of farm individuality which states that 
every farm is unique and must be understood in its unique context (see earlier, Box 
2). Citations and information from the interviews were used with permission and an 
opportunity to check quotations for accuracy. Although great efforts have been made 
to embed the information provided by interviewees, the final narrative reflects the ways 
of knowing and is the responsibility of the author and may differ from the ways of 
knowing of individual interviewees.

For the second body of empirical work 17 formal interviews were conducted, including 
the 5 previously mentioned that also touched upon the topic of soil fertility reproduction. 
These interviews were not built according to a fixed interview guide and were usually 
not transcribed. The choice of the interviewees was very opportunistic in nature, aimed 
at addressing specific knowledge gaps or verifying and commenting on information 
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gathered. The main motivation for these interviews was a targeted elaboration of the 
politicisation of the public land issue in the Ghent city region and the preparation or 
discussion of the results of the data analysis and mapping of public landownership and 
public land transactions. The interviews are included in the overview in the appendices 
(appendix 7). I want to add that both the development and the discussion of the 
results of the data analysis and the mapping were also the subject of several other 
conversations I had, including with representatives of the city of Ghent, the province of 
East Flanders and relevant Flemish government institutions. These conversations often 
had an informal character, were not used as empirical material, but were important 
moments and exercises in interpreting the large amount of empirical material created. 

Transcribed interviews were not processed in a qualitative data analysis computer 
software programme such as nvivo. The processing of the results of the interviews in the 
PhD was done by means of manual notes taken during the interviews. Transcriptions 
and audio files were used to supplement the written annotations and to be able to 
literally quote what had been said.

Please note that alongside empirical material from the interviews, this manuscript also 
refers and cites from other sources of oral communication. This includes important 
phone calls, online video meetings and public fora. Again, to distinguish from written 
references, all references and citations from oral communication are preceded by the 
abbreviation "comm." (for communication). The corresponding references are compiled 
in a table at the end of references section at the end of this manuscript, including 
additional comments on the type of oral communication, the name and profession of 
the person spoken to, etc.

4.3.2.3	 Focus	group

The results of the data analysis on public landownership and its intersection with data 
on actual agricultural land use were the subject of a focus group “public land from an 
agroecological farmer perspective” on 4 March 2022. This focus group was aimed at 
presenting the preliminary outcomes to the agroecological community and creating a 
forum for shared reflection. I prepared and organised this focus group in collaboration 
with one of the associate teachers at Landwijzer, Koen Dhoore, with whom I also 
composed a list of invited guests. In the end, twelve agroecological farmers from the 
broad metropolitan region of Ghent participated in the discussion. Although all of 
them were part of the agroecological community, the participants had diverse profiles, 
including self-employed farmers and employees, farmers active on public and non-
public land, active in both horticulture and livestock farming, and with a very diverse 
existing involvement in or familiarity with Ghent’s food policy. The draft report of 
this focus group was shared with the participants to check content and quotations for 
accuracy. The final report was used as empirical material in chapter 6 (section 6.6). This 
focus group was an important element in bringing a cyclical character to the research 
process related to the second body of empirical work. 
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Both the presentation that was made for this focusgroup en the report of the meeting 
can be found in the appendices (appendix 9).

4.3.2.4	 Land	registry	and	agricultural	data

Prior to this PhD research, there were no accessible, qualitative and complete overviews 
and maps of public landownership in East Flanders. As I will argue later (see further, 
6.2.7), this has adversely affected the ability of agroecological communities to mobilise 
around the use value of remaining public landownership in addition to resisting its 
sell-off. 

Although there is no comprehensive information on public landownership as such 
available, the Belgian federal government does have a qualitative Land Register in 
which all landownership rights for all cadastral parcels of the entire Belgian territory 
are registered. Yet this information is not publicly available due to the large amount of 
private and sensitive information. In September 2020, a request was sent to the Belgian 
Land Registry for obtaining cadastral data for the research purposes of this PhD. The 
description of the request can be summarised as follows: an annual overview of all 
cadastral parcels on the Belgian territory to which public institutions have ownership 
rights on 1 January 2010 up to and including 1 January 2020. In the autumn of 2020 
it was confirmed that this information could indeed be requested. Since the request 
was limited to information about the landownership of public institutions, it was also 
covered by the principle of open government provided for in the Belgian Constitution 
and no privacy restrictions applied. The excerpt of original cadastral data was delivered 
in January 2021.

The substantive definition of the data analysis has been a methodological challenge in 
itself. It is described and discussed in depth in a dedicated appendix (see appendix 1 
and 2). This involves a number of key practical choices and assumptions that are worth 
highlighting here as well:

• Geographical scope: Although data for the entire Belgian territory were available, 
for substantive reasons and because of time constraints, the analysis focused on 
the territory of the province of East Flanders as a wide proxy for the Ghent city 
region (with the city of Ghent located quite centrally in the study area). A balance 
was sought between three considerations: covering the geography of the PCSW 
of Ghent, focusing on the metropolitan region of the city of Ghent, and avoiding 
an arbitrary geographical definition. The borders of the province of East Flanders 
were considered to be the most convenient boundary.

• Delimitation of public landownership: In the analysis, public landownership 
is understood as the cadastral parcels of land on which public institutions 
have ownership rights. Public institutions include the federal government, the 
Flemish government, the provincial government, local municipalities, PCSWs, 
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the Church49 and a small category of unclassified public institutions.50 Public 
institutions legally constituted as cooperative companies with limited liability 
could not be included in the selection of Land Registry data. This means that 
a limited group of institutions such as inter-municipal companies and utility 
infrastructure operators were excluded. Transactions between public institutions 
were analysed solely at the level of public institution categories mentioned above 
to prevent a distortion by mergers of municipalities, name changes, etc. (e.g. the 
properties of a public institution that changes its name appear in the dataset as 
public land transactions between two different institutions, but they should not 
be interpreted in this way).

• Zoning category: Public landownership was thematically categorised on the basis 
of the most recent version of the Flemish zoning plan (situation on 1 January 
2020), which provides an up-to-date and area-wide overview of all planned land 
uses (see appendix 4). Not every publicly owned parcel has potential for food 
growing. However, there is no simple and neutral way to determine which plots 
of land are considered valuable and which are not by means of a few general, 
technical criteria. Moreover, the sale of public farmland to finance residential 
public infrastructure (see further, 6.2.4.3) illustrated that a broad perspective is 
necessary for understanding the rationales structuring public land transactions. 
The analysis primarily focused on the study of public landownership in areas 
zoned for agricultural or green purposes, but other zoning categories were also 
covered. It is important to emphasise that it is by no means the intention to 
suggest that the strategic use of public landownership for the construction of an 
agroecological urbanism should be limited to public farmland, nor that zoning is 
the only or the most important tool for its implementation.

• Terminology: Public land transactions were divided into acquisitions and losses. 
The terms purchase and sale are deliberately not used in the analysis because 
public land can also be acquired or lost in other ways (e.g. donations, public 
ownership rights with an expiry date, etc.). Furthermore, all percentages discussed 
are based on surface areas, never on numbers of plots. 

Processing the original cadastral data has been a major methodological and technical 
challenge that has required many months of research. The data processing was carried 
out with the data integration software FME Workbench and subsequently processed 
into graphs and maps in QGIS, Microsoft Excel and Adobe Illustrator. In a first step, a 
digital map of public landownership was created for each year individually. In a second 
step, these annual maps were compared to create a new database covering all public 
land transactions in the period 2010-2020 (losses and acquisitions, including transfers 
between public institutions). All methodological aspects of the data-processing are also 
49 In Belgium, some church institutions are considered public institutions and are therefore included in the 

analysis;	others	are	legally	constituted	as	non-profit	organisations	and	are	therefore	not	included.	For	the	
sake of simplicity, ‘the Church’ is used to refer to public church institutions. Public church institutions 
are	an	institutional	oddity.	It	is	known	that	they	own	significant	amounts	of	farmland,	face	structural	
financial	challenges,	and	have	a	centuries-old	patrimonial	link	with	the	predecessors	of	PCSWs.	For	more	
information, see Van Dooren (2015).

50 This category includes a number of public institutions that could not be placed in any of the previous 
categories, including some that are responsible for managing drainage systems at the sub-local level.
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explained and discussed in the appendices (see appendix 1, 2 and 3). All databases were 
thematically enriched with additional GIS-data clarifying the planned land uses of 
publicly owned parcels of land (see appendix 4) and their current agricultural use (see 
appendix 5).  

The processed data allowed to study the extent, geography and net evolution of public 
landownership as well as actual public land transactions in East Flanders. Two additional 
sources of information were used for the interpretation. To enable a morphological 
interpretation, orthoimagery51 and Google Maps were used.

51 See https://www.geopunt.be/catalogus/webservicefolder/418e8e4a-12c1-80a8-8306-fcf4-799c-581d-
c4e38594 .

Figure 44  	 Impression	of	one	of	many	FME	Workbench	files	in	which	the	Land	Registry	data	
processing was programmed







Chapter 5 
The struggle of 
agroecological soil 
fertility reproduction 
under urbanisation

 “It is partly because of the devalued significance of care that feminist research 
on practices of care is often oriented by an ethico-political commitment to 
investigate the significance of neglected things, practices, and experiences 

made invisible or marginalized by dominant, “successful” (technoscientific) 
mobilizations. This way, paying attention to practices of care can be a 

way of getting involved with glimpses of alternative livable relationalities, 
with other possible worlds in the making, “alterontologies” at the heart of 

dominant configurations (Papadopoulos 2011). In this spirit, the critical inquiry 
into human-soil relations of care […] is not so much driven to debunk the 

productionist subjection of soils but by an aspiration to engage speculatively 
with imperceptible tendencies that could be troubling and reworking these 

dominant relations from within by transforming everyday soil care.”
Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017, p. 170

“the metabolic rift’s epistemological break from agricultural practices and 
knowledges of ecological relations and processes forecloses ecological futures 

– especially those critical  to the preservation and sustainability of the natural 
world in which we live.”

Schneider & McMichael, 2010, p. 480

Image	source:	own	picture	(2020)	De	Zonnekouter,	Zulte



Synopsis of the chapter

This first of two empirical chapters is an account of the Flemish agroecological com-
munity’s practices and strategies to reproduce soil fertility and how this relates to the 
urban conditions in which they are practised. Many of these practices and strategies 
function in two distinct but strongly interlinked configurations: a mixed agricultural 
system with a balanced metabolic interaction between horticultural activities, live-
stock farming and arable farming on the one hand, and an ager-saltus-silva geogra-
phy in which nutrients are transferred from grassland (saltus) and woodland (silva) 
habitats to the arable land (ager) on the other. 

Building on action research in an existing agroecological community of practice, 
the analysis mainly focuses on horticulture and livestock farming and on saltus and 
ager. The first part of this chapter has a dual purpose. On the one hand, the analysis 
seeks to investigate which components of an agroecologically managed agroecosys-
tem can serve as a source of soil fertility and which are dependent on inputs. On 
the other, it seeks to make tangible how current urbanisation processes complicate 
and to some extent simply block the horticulture-livestock-arable farming integra-
tion and the ager-saltus-silva geography. An analysis of agroecological horticultural 
practices shows that they are usually confronted with large needs for soil fertility 
reproduction due to the intensive nature of their land use. At the same time, they 
usually have very limited on-farm soil fertility reproduction capacities, which leaves 
them with a high degree of dependency on other farming activities and other parts 
of the agroecosystem to compensate for losses. Depending on the choice of particular 
resources, agroecological horticulture is characterised by a certain dependence on 
agroecological livestock farming (animal manure) or on organic material harvested 
in the agricultural margins of the agroecosystem (compost, wood chips). An analysis 
of the soil fertility issue in agroecological livestock practices demonstrates first of 
all a major strategic difference between monogastric and ruminant animals, with 
the latter being able to feed on grassland habitats and cellulose-rich rotation crops 
from agroecological arable farming unfit for human consumption. Depending on 
the integration of ruminant livestock farming into natural grassland habitats or 
arable farming (which should be seen as a kind of continuum on which individual 
farms occupy specific positions), the opportunities for sharing soil fertility are very 
different in scale but are systematically reciprocal and therefore not easily exportable 
to horticulture. Clearly, soil fertility is not something that can be tapped from certain 
parts of the agroecosystem without limitations, balances or reciprocity. This also 
applies to the different components of an agroecological farming system: no single 
component is an unconditional source of soil fertility.

Along the way, the analysis also demonstrates that agroecological practices struggle 
to reproduce soil fertility in an ecological way and are not entirely autonomous at 
present. Several interviewees experience this (partly) as a personal failure. Yet the 
inability to produce soil fertility autonomously in an agroecological way is also a 
collective failure, the result of the inhospitable conditions in which the pursuit of 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction is being pursued. The analysis identifies 



several urban conditions that currently deprive agroecological farmers of the ability 
to reproduce soil fertility in an ecological way. Food-disabling urbanisation processes 
disrupt not only individual practices and strategies, it is demonstrated, but also the 
metabolic balances between the different components of an agroecological farming 
system. Building on the testimony and insights from the first part, the second part 
elaborates on the urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility and 
identifies pathways towards an agroecological urbanism. Agroecological land policy, 
agroecological infrastructure and agroecological urban food policy are identified as 
crucial and promising pathways for an urbanism that seeks to enable the agroeco-
logical reproduction of soil fertility and, more specifically, the conditions in which 
agroecological farmers can be as autonomous as possible.
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5.1 Introduction

5.1.1	 Looking	back	at	the	previous	chapters

Earlier chapters of this dissertation highlighted that the establishment of agricultural 
production changes natural ecosystems into agroecosystems (see earlier,  2.3.2.1 and 
3.2). In the process, the latter cease to possess several self-sustaining properties of 
the former, meaning that agroecosystems are dependent ecosystems. Nutrient cycling 
was identified as one of the ways in which agroecosystems structurally deviate from 
natural ecosystems, confronting agroecosystems with soil fertility losses (see earlier, 
3.2.2). Agroecology, then, was positioned as a science, movement and practice seeking 
to design and manage dependent agroecosystems by mimicking processes, patterns 
and characteristics of natural ecosystems. This also applies to nutrient cycling and 
addressing soil fertility losses, which are first and foremost minimised and, where 
necessary, compensated for by teaming up with natural processes and by moving soil 
fertility from some parts of the agroecosystem to others (see earlier, 3.2.3). In urbanising 
Figure 45   Integration of permanent fruit trees and small fruit on a CSA horticultural farm, to 

recycle leaching soil nutrients from deeper soil layers than annual crops can do, among 
other	benefits
Source: own	picture	(2019)	Oogstgoed,	Gentbrugge
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environments where land use is shared with many other actors, it was hypothesised, 
agroecological farmers seeking to reproduce soil fertility through ecological strategies 
with a pronounced and demanding geography inevitably find themselves in a state of 
interdependence (see earlier, 2.4). In this regard, it matters very much whether or not 
this interdependence is a shared matter of concern and an object of urban organisation. 
In the current context of food-disabling urbanisation processes, this is clearly not the 
case (see earlier, 2.2.1). As a result, urbanising areas produce and reproduce socio-
natural environments that stand in the way of agroecological practice. Following 
a political agroecological perspective, it was argued that the contestation of current 
urbanisation processes and the mobilisation around alternative urbanisation patterns 
are crucial to shape urbanised environments in ways that enable rather than disable 
agroecological food growing (see earlier, 2.3.3). This includes making agroecological 
soil fertility reproduction the object of urban organisation, i.e. to explore what it means 
to urbanise the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility (see earlier, 2.4). 

5.1.2 A mixed agroecological farming system as a leitmotiv

This first of two empirical chapters focuses on an agroecological community of practice 
in the urbanising region of Flanders (Belgium). Action research in this community 
provided the empirical material on which the bulk of this chapter is built (see earlier, 
4.2). Agroecosystems thinking is very central to the practices and strategies of this 
community. This community aims at mimicking natural ecosystems and constructing 
geographical coherence, balances and cycles within the agroecosystems to which 
its practices belong. In terms of soil fertility reproduction, this chapter studies a 
community of practice that first and foremost aims to minimise soil fertility losses and 
addresses residual losses by teaming up with nature within the ecological boundaries 
of agroecosystems.

One could suggest that the best way to make soil fertility in agroecosystems similar 
to that of natural ecosystems is to cease the agricultural production. In reality, 
agroecological practice seeks a balance between mimicking natural ecosystems on the 
one hand and producing food for the urban society of which it is a part on the other. 
In that balance, the three ways in which natural ecosystems build up soil fertility by 
temporarily withdrawing nutrients from processes of nutrient loss (assimilation, soil 
organic matter and permanent circulation) are not provided the same space. Even 
when the assimilation of soil fertility into living plant tissues and other organisms 
is deliberately maximised (e.g. by integrating trees among small and shallow-rooting 
annual waxes), the assimilation in agroecologically managed agroecosystems usually 
remains smaller than in natural ecosystems (Figure 45). Although agroecological 
farmers are well aware of the detrimental impact of soil tillage on soil organic matter 
and although some of them switch to no-till farming techniques for this reason, many 
others adopt low-till farming techniques based on less frequent, less deep and mostly 
non-reversing soil tillage while still benefiting from the many advantages soil tillage 
offers as well (Figure 46) (see earlier, 3.2.2). And although agroecological farmers 
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might pay greater attention to feeding the soil than to feeding their crops and employ 
a range of techniques to promote soil life such as banning chemical pest control and 
applying compost teas, their practices will still impact the delicate, dynamic balances of 
soil food webs in many other ways (Figure 47). 

To compensate for any losses of soil fertility (or to net improve the soil fertility 
situation), the agroecological community in Flanders employs a broad set of living, 
regenerative practices and strategies (see earlier examples, 3.2.3).52 Many of these 
practices and strategies function in two distinct but strongly interlinked configurations: 
a mixed agricultural system with a balanced metabolic interaction between 
horticultural activities, livestock farming and arable farming on the one hand, and an 
ager-saltus-silva geography in which nutrients are transferred from grassland (saltus) 
and woodland (silva) habitats to the arable land (ager) on the other. Both provide the 

52 Most of the agroecological farmers I have met are well aware that part of the loss of soil fertility they 
experience on their farms is caused by the export of nutrients in the form of crops and animal products 
destined for consumption, which never return to the soils from which they were extracted. Most 
agroecological farmers I met nevertheless consider this loss a given. Today, the use of human manure in 
agriculture is prohibited by law and it is discouraged in home composting (Vlaco vzw, 2020). Among the 
agroecological community in Flanders, pleas to reuse human manure (e.g. Jenkins, 2005) are received 
with little enthusiasm and much scepticism. One farmer expressed on a more general level his interest in 
extracting	specific	nutrients	such	as	phosphorus	from	sewage	water,	yet	not	indicating	a	desire	to	apply	
such	chemical	fertilisers	in	his	own	practice	(comm.	Buchan,	2020).	Since	this	PhD	specifically	focuses	on	
the urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility as practiced and pursued by an existing 
community of practice in Flanders today, further discussion of the humanure issue is not part of the focus 
of this PhD.

Figure 46   Grass-clover was sown after the harvest of cereals, without ploughing up the soil
Source: own	picture	(2020)	De	Kollebloem,	Herzele
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context through which a significant part of this community pursues and shapes the 
ecological reproduction of soil fertility (see earlier, 2.4 and 3.2.3.4).

5.1.3 Structure of the chapter

The first part of this chapter is an account of the various ways in which the 
agroecological community in Flanders is seeking to reproduce soil fertility through 
ecological strategies and how it is coping with an environment shaped by food-
disabling urbanisation processes. The first part of this chapter has a dual purpose. On 
the one hand, the analysis seeks to investigate which components of an agroecologically 
managed agroecosystem can serve as a source of soil fertility and which are dependent 
on inputs. On the other, it seeks to make tangible how current urbanisation processes 
complicate and to some extent simply block the horticulture-livestock-arable farming 
integration and the ager-saltus-silva geography. This entire first part of the chapter 
is empirically based on participatory action research within the Landwijzer learning 
trajectory and a series of semi-structured interviews with agroecological farmers (see 
earlier, 4.3.2.2). The focus is on two of the three main components of an agroecological 
farming system: horticulture (including floriculture and fruit growing) and livestock 
farming. Both cover arable land, grassland and woodland habitats. Arable farming is 

Figure 47   A farmer proudly points out the visibly darker colour of a cover crop on one half of a 
field	where	compost	tea	was	also	applied	(left)	as	opposed	to	the	other	half	where	it	
was not (right)
Source: own	picture	(2018)	Akelei,	Schriek
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partly covered when discussing the strong integration of ruminant livestock farming 
and arable farming as found in several mixed agroecological farms. Yet this does not 
cover specialised arable farming aimed at direct human consumption rather than 
the production of livestock fodder. Although it would be very relevant to examine 
specialised arable farming practices and the way they deal with the issue of soil fertility 
reproduction, this is not covered in the present dissertation. A first main reason for 
this is that the number of specialised arable farming practices in the agroecological 
community in Flanders is very limited. This is due to the fact that this community 
actually favours an integration of arable and livestock farming, but also due to the 
urban conditions in which it would have to operate being absolutely inhospitable to 
specialised arable farming. Since this very latter observation is interesting in itself, 
it is included in the second part of this chapter. A second main reason is historical. 
With Ghent as its operating base, the action research was mainly carried out in an 
agricultural region characterised by a centuries-old history of mixed farming systems 
and not of autonomous arable farms as is the case, for example, in the polder region 
(Lindemans, 1942a, 1942b). Both considerations come down to the fact that specialised 
arable farming does hardly appear in the empirical work of this research – and for good 
reasons. Follow-up research with action research in other agricultural regions (possibly 
abroad) may help to remedy this.

Whereas the first part of this chapter is very close to agroecological practice, the second 
part turns again to the discipline of urban and spatial planning. And whereas in the 
first part the agroecological community is given a voice through an abundance of 
empirical materials, the second part is much more of a personal reflection based on 
creative and experimental research work characteristic of the normative and design-
oriented disciplines of urbanism and planning. Building on the testimony and insights 
from the first part, the second part elaborates on the urbanisation of the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility and identifies pathways towards an agroecological 
urbanism. Rather than concrete recipes for an agroecological urbanism engaged with 
the reproduction of soil fertility, this part should be read as a series of possible pathways 
towards it, which deserve further reflection and steering in a cyclical research process 
that transcends the time span of this PhD (see earlier, 4.1.3 and 4.3.1).
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5.2	 Agroecological	horticulture,	floriculture	and	
fruit growing

5.2.1 Setting the scene

Within the agroecological community in Flanders, horticulture, floriculture and 
small fruit growing are relatively overrepresented. That is in relation to agroecological 
livestock and arable farming, and given the great importance that a major part of the 
agroecological community attributes to a mixed agricultural system with closed cycles 
and aimed at reproducing soil fertility (comm. Dhoore, 2020a; Dhoore, 2021a). This 
relative overrepresentation is confirmed by agroecological actors in the field (comm. 
Beyens, 2021; comm. D'hulster, 2020; comm. Iserbyt, 2022; comm. Marchand, 2021) 
and is very present in the graduation works and practices initiated by Landwijzer 
alumni (comm. Iserbyt, 2022; Landwijzer, n.d.-a). It can also be deduced indirectly 
from figures on organic farming in Flanders. Figures from 2020 show that the share of 
horticulture production is very high among the 593 organic farms in Flanders (29%) 
compared to the total agricultural sector (only 4% horticulture)53 (Timmermans & Van 
Bellegem, 2021, p. 10). About half of all organic farms (49%) are smaller than 5 hectares, 
of which 39% is specialised in horticulture and 13% in fruit growing (Timmermans & 
Van Bellegem, 2021, p. 10). 

The agroecological practices that are at the basis of this sub-chapter are first and 
foremost stand-alone horticultural practices that work on (very) small areas. Only a 
small proportion of agroecological horticulture practices are embedded in bigger farm 
unites where arable farming and/or livestock farming are also practised. By selling 
their products in the short supply chain and often working with memberships (CSA, 
packages or self-picking), they realise a significant income on limited areas. This is 
often accompanied by high crop diversity. They are often young farmers and newcomers 
in the agricultural sector. Considering their many strong similarities with horticultural 
practice, floriculture and small fruit growing are not always explicitly mentioned. 
Where different, additional explanation is provided.

5.2.2	 Large	need	for	soil	fertility	reproduction	due	to	intensive	land	use

Soil fertility reproduction is a major challenge in horticultural agroecosystems. This 
is due to the context in which these practices operate (see further, 5.4), but also to 
the nature of horticulture itself. The intensive nature of horticultural activities leads 
to marked losses of soil fertility on the one hand, and to limited possibilities for soil 
fertility reproduction on the other. 

53 Which, by contrast, is very little in relative terms compared to the demand (Dhoore, 2021a)
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Horticulture is very much oriented towards growing annual crops. Perennial crops 
(e.g. asparagus, Jerusalem artichokes) are exceptions that prove the rule. The short 
growth period of these crops usually implies limited, superficial rooting and thus a 
limited capacity of the agroecosystem to bring leaching nutrients back into circulation. 
Moreover, several annuals have a short growth cycle, sometimes just a few weeks (e.g. 
radishes), which means that several annual crops can be grown in succession within the 
same year. In practice, this leads to (very) intensive land use. This applies even more to 
glasshouses or polytunnels, where every square metre is used to the maximum given 
the high infrastructure costs. During a course on biodynamic agriculture, a lecturer 
characterises horticulture as the agricultural branch with the “most intensive” land 
use, the “least patience”, and where “one wants to be able to plant immediately after 
fertilising” (comm. Janmaat, 2021).54 In between different crops, soils are often (largely) 
bare and without living plant growth, which is a major cause of soil fertility loss (see 
earlier, 3.2.2.1). Here, the dynamics of ecological succession are constantly reduced to 
the stage of pioneering vegetation, which hampers the ecological reproduction of soil 
fertility. As a result, agroecosystems geared towards intensive horticulture also create 
the ideal conditions for so-called weeds: fast-growing, leafy and low-carbon plants 
that thrive in this pioneering phase and naturally try to cover soils again as quickly 

54 Original citations in Dutch: “meest intensief” … “minst geduld” … “meteen na het bemesten eigenlijk 
direct weer wil kunnen planten”

Figure 48   Meticulous weed control in annual vegetable crops on an organic horticulture farm
Source: own	picture	(2021)	Zaailing,	Nukerke
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as possible. They compete with the annual crops for light, nutrients and water and 
are therefore – in agroecological farming systems mechanically – eradicated. Along 
with regular soil tillage required for regular sowing, planting and harvesting of short-
growing crops, this means that horticulture is characterised by (relatively) extensive soil 
tillage, which is also a major cause of soil fertility loss (see earlier, 3.2.2.2). This is also 
particularly true for greenhouse crops, where soil degradation processes occur much 
more rapidly due to higher temperatures (see earlier, 3.1.1.2), making fertilisation a 
must (comm. P. Vermeulen, 2020).

The fertilisation requirements of vegetables vary widely (e.g. brassicas a lot, leafy crops 
moderate, carrots little). Some vegetables are legumes and develop partnerships with 
nitrogen-fixing bacteria (e.g. peas and beans; see earlier, 3.1.2.2). Agroecological flower 
cultivation is hardly less demanding. Floriculture requires “soils as good as for vegetable 
growing” (comm. Couckuyt, 2020).55 The same applies to large fruit. “I harvest 20 
tonnes of fruit per hectare, and in intensive organic systems this can go up to 40 to 50 
tonnes per hectare. That means you also remove nutrients, which means fertilisation is 
required” (comm. Gelders, 2020).56 Small fruit also require fertilisation, although this 
need is sometimes limited on “decent, very balanced soils” (comm. Van Parijs, 2021).57

Agroecological horticultural practices often make great and numerous efforts to limit the 
loss of soil fertility by limiting the frequency of soil tillage, by using no-till techniques, 
by avoiding heavy agricultural machinery, by aiming for permanent presence of living 
plants, by using green manures as rotation crop, etc. (see above, 5.1). However, these 
efforts to prevent the loss of soil fertility do not alter the fact that horticultural activities 
tend not to improve or even decrease soil fertility (comm. Buchan, 2020). Therefore, 
generally speaking, there is clearly a strong need for fertilisation in agroecological 
horticulture, floriculture and for fruit growing practices.

5.2.3	 Very	limited	possibilities	for	autonomous	soil	fertility	reproduction,	high	

degree of dependency

How would you describe the degree to which you are autonomous in terms of 
nutrient supply at 't Wijveld? “A very low degree.”58 

in conversation with Buchan, 2020 

The strong need for fertilisation is opposed to a (very) small capacity to reproduce soil 
fertility autonomously. Horticultural and floriculture activities as such offer very few 
starting points for soil fertility reproduction. Generally, crop residues are deficient in 
quantity, usually very rich in nitrogen and poor in carbon, and too irregularly available 
at farm level to be structurally utilised in, for example, composting processes (comm. 
Buchan, 2020; comm. Verhofstede, 2020). The amount of woody material that can be 

55 Original citation in Dutch: “een even goede grond nodig als groenten”
56 Original citation in Dutch: “Ik oogst 20 ton fruit per hectare, in intensieve biologische systemen loopt dat 

op tot 40 à 50 ton per hectare. Daar haal je dus ook nutriënten mee weg, wat betekent dat bemesting vereist 
is”

57 Original citation in Dutch: “deftige, heel evenwichtige bodems”
58 Original citation in Dutch: “Hoe zou je dat omschrijven, de mate waarin jullie op 't Wijveld autonoom zijn 

in termen van nutriëntenvoorziening?” “Een heel lage graad.”
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produced on an average horticultural farm is totally insufficient, both for mulching 
and for composting in combination with nitrogen-rich material (comm. Buchan, 2020; 
comm. Willekens, 2020). The use of leguminous vegetables is possible, but only as one 
component of a wider crop rotation. Moreover, their growth period is usually quite 
short, which means its contribution to soil fertility reproduction is rather limited.

In order to feed the soil, agroecological fruit-growing practices usually make good use 
of the farm’s own carbon-rich pruning waste and nitrogen-rich grass clippings from 
between plant rows. Yet, this is usually not or even hardly sufficient to cover fertilisation 
needs (comm. Denneler, 2020; comm. Van Parijs, 2021). This implies that orchards are 
not places from which nutrients can be extracted to reproduce soil fertility in other 
branches of agricultural practice. A small, potential exception is the fallen fruit and the 
pulp from fruit pressing that can be used for feeding some livestock (comm. Denneler, 
2020). The possibility of sporadic grazing of orchards, for example with sheep, does 
not result in a transfer of nutrients, but can nevertheless be of significance in the 
organisation of a mixed farm or farming system. In short, at best, agroecological fruit-
growing practices succeed in not being soil fertility sinks. Yet they are never a source of 
soil fertility that can feed transfers to other sinks in the agroecosystem.

Figure 49   On-farm composting of vegetable residues on a CSA organic horticulture farm – 
largely	insufficient	for	its	reproduction	of	soil	fertility
Source: own	picture	(2018)	't	Schaaphof,	Landegem
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In many horticultural agroecosystems, attempts are being made to reproduce soil 
fertility. This usually involves the use of rotation crops that provide either nitrogen 
fertilisation or carbon fertilisation and SOM improvement. Nitrogen fertilisation 
can be obtained by introducing crops that enter into symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing 
bacteria (e.g. clover, alfalfa, vetch, lupin; see earlier, 3.1.2.2), which results in a transfer 
of atmospheric nitrogen to the soil. When these crops are mulched or mechanically 
incorporated into the soil, a net nitrogen gain is left behind which can benefit the next 
crop. Other cover crops are more geared at carbon fertilisation. They are either aimed 
at feeding the soil food web with carbon-rich food (which is usually very limited in 
the productive phases of crop rotation) or at restoring or improving soil organic matter 
contents. Here, some farmers prefer low-yielding cereals that produce small amounts of 
grain but large amounts of straw for carbon fertilisation (comm. Boelens, 2019; comm. 
De Paepe, 2020). Both strategies are used even more extensively in agroecological 
arable farming.

When applied in agroecological horticulture, cover crops strategies often clash with a 
lack of space, various scale problems and economic challenges. From the perspective 
of soil fertility reproduction, the aforementioned attempts are usually quantitatively 
inadequate. The motivation to apply both techniques anyway is driven by other 

Figure 50   Crushed carbon-rich cover crops in the rotation of a horticultural farm
Source: own	picture	(2020)	Akelei,	Schriek
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principles or benefits, such as reducing the loss of soil fertility, improving soil structure, 
investing in soil biodiversity, increasing the water holding capacity of the soil, etc. From 
a merely financial point of view, cover crops are a financial cost without any return. 
On horticultural farms which also have livestock, some cover crops can be valorised as 
fodder. Grass-clover or grass-alfalfa are excellent feed for ruminants, and cereals can, 
at least theoretically, feed people, chickens and pigs. However, both require a certain 
scale to be practically and financially feasible. If that is the case, their inclusion in crop 
rotation typically makes sense within mixed farms rather than farms specialised in 
agroecological horticulture. The latter are often confronted with too many obstacles 
to integrate livestock farming (extra work, extra specialisation, fencing requirements, 
drinking water and shelter, winter issues, buying additional feed when needed, 
etc.), which keeps them from valorising the cover crops themselves. In some cases, 
horticulture farmers invite livestock farmers to mow or graze their cover crops, possibly 
in exchange for manure. However, in practice, the scale is often too limited to be of real 
benefit, which means that the cooperation is sometimes more of a matter of principle 
or friendship or general management than of real significance for the reproduction of 
soil fertility (comm. Buchan, 2020). Similar observations apply to the use of cereals as 
a rotation crop. In many cases, the harvesting and processing of cereals is not an option 
due to insufficient surface area, lack of machinery and lack of infrastructure for storage 
and processing (comm. Verhofstede, 2020). Moreover, the harvested grain usually does 
not have baking quality either. On some specialised horticulture farms, the grain from 
the crop rotation is harvested and used on-farm as feed for chickens and pigs. Yet 
even a small number of chickens and pigs soon requires (much) additional feed from 
outside as well, which means they strengthen the farm’s autonomous reproduction 

of soil fertility only to a very limited 
extent. In practice, chickens and pigs 
on specialised horticulture farms mainly 
serve functions other than soil fertility 
reproduction, which include educational 
purposes (chickens en pigs) or pest and 
weed control (chickens).

In other words, agroecological 
horticulture practices are generally 
speaking not self-sustaining in terms of 
soil fertility reproduction. They thus rely 
on the external (i.e. off-farm) input of 
nutrients to reproduce soil fertility. On a 
systemic level, therefore, agroecological 

Figure 51   Chickens in a polytunnel of a 
horticultural farm during the winter months, 
partly fed with self-produced grain, for 
fertilisation purposes but especially for the 
suppression of harmful soil organisms
Source: https://www.facebook.com/dewassendemaan/
photos/2792998540736138/,	De	Wassende	Maan,	Deinze
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horticulture, floriculture and fruit growing practices do not play a significant role in 
the reproduction of soil fertility. In fact, the opposite is often true: they often rely on 
soil fertility that is reproduced in other branches of agriculture. An organic horticulture 
farmer even stated outspokenly that “vegetable growing is not really agriculture”, but 
a “food production branch that depends on agriculture”, that “depends on a very large 
input and output flow” and that “runs on the surplus power of agriculture”. It is “a 
side branch in which agriculture is actually a concession to economic and industrial 
laws”, he said. “If you want to talk about agriculture, then the cycles must be closed”, 
“and then you cannot deny the importance of the cow [...] which is the beginning of 
everything and with which cycles can be closed” (comm. D'hulster, 2020) (see further, 
5.3).59 Another agroecological horticulture farmers states that horticulture and even 
agriculture at large “rarely increases soil fertility, but very often impairs the organic 
matter content and soil life, the structure and water balance, among other things”, 
which needs “to be compensated for by interrupting (continuous) cultivation for a 
period of months or years by sowing in green manures which are neither tilled nor 
fertilised” (comm. Buchan, 2020).60

59 Original citations in Dutch: “groenteteelt eigenlijk geen landbouw is” … “voedselproductietak die van de 
landbouw afhankelijk is” … “afhankelijk is van een heel grote input- en outputstroom” … “draait op de 
overschotskracht van de landbouw” … “een zijtak waarin landbouw eigenlijk een toegeving doet aan de 
economische en industriële wetmatigheden” … “Als je over landbouw wil praten, dan moeten de kringlopen 
sluitend zijn” … “en dan ontkom je niet aan het belang van de koe […] waar alles mee begint en waar 
kringlopen mee gesloten kunnen worden”

60 Original citations in Dutch: “het zelden een verhoging van de bodemvruchtbaarheid is, maar heel vaak 
een aanslag, een verarming van onder andere het organischestofgehalte en het bodemleven, en ook de 
structuur en waterhuishouding”, “te compenseren door de (continue) teelt voor een periode van maanden 
of jaren te onderbreken door het inzaaien van groenbemesters die niet bewerkt of bemest worden”
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5.2.4 External soil fertility sources

“We only have two donkeys and some chickens on the farm.  
To my feeling, this was not the right choice. I would have preferred a cow - 

although I'm not much of an animal person myself. But from an ideological 
point of view, a cow should be part of it. Fortunately, we do have good manure 

from [nature management organisation] Natuurpunt, thus from cows that only 
eat roughage. As long as we have that, we are reasonably safe.”61

comm. D'hulster, 2020 

 “There might be enough organic manure available in Flanders or Belgium. But 
not in terms of quality. We are nothing with pig manure or chicken manure. So 

if you only look at it in terms of nutrients, maybe there is enough. But we are 
not a requesting party. We even don't just want cow manure, we want manure 
from a real cow, because of the bacterial quality. That is actually almost non-

existent. The manure from [nature management organisation] Natuurpunt 
does have that quality. You can already see that when it arrives. It just smells 

good. You won't find manure like that anywhere else. Most manure smells 
acidic. That's because of the lactic fermentation, the silage grass, the silage 

maize... That is not what a cow needs. Good manure hardly exists.”62  
comm. D'hulster, 2020 

Most agroecological horticultural farms obtain a range of external nutrients for the 
reproduction of soil fertility. Here, a distinction can be made between flows of animal 
and vegetable origin. Some farms use a combination of the two, while others opt or 
prefer to use plant-based fertilisation only.

5.2.4.1	 Animal	manure

Several agroecological horticultural farms obtain external animal manure for the 
reproduction of soil fertility. Sometimes it is composted before use, whether or not 
mixed with other nutrient flows such as the farm’s own crop residues (comm. D'hulster, 
2020; comm. De Paepe, 2020). The main reason for composting before use is that fresh 
manure break down slowly, which may be rather difficult to reconcile with the intensive 
nature of horticulture (comm. Janmaat, 2021). Yet manure from agroecological livestock 
farming is a scarce commodity in Flanders, according to several agroecological farmers 
(comm. D'hulster, 2020; comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020). Indeed, figures from the 
Flemish organic farming sector show that for many years the demand for organic manure 
has been greater than its supply. As a consequence, figures from 2009 show that the 
organic sector in Flanders depends for more than 30% on external, conventional animal 
61 Original citation in Dutch: “We hebben enkel twee ezels en wat kippen op het bedrijf. Naar mijn gevoel is 

dat niet de juiste keuze geweest. Ik had liever een koe gehad - alhoewel dat ik zelf niet zo een dierenman 
ben. Maar ideologisch gezien hoort er eigenlijk een koe bij. We hebben wel gelukkig de beschikking over 
goede mest van Natuurpunt, dus van koeien die louter ruwvoer krijgen. Zolang we dat hebben zitten we 
redelijk safe.”

62 Original citation in Dutch: “Mogelijks is er voor heel Vlaanderen of België voldoende biomest voorhanden. 
Maar niet kwalitatief gezien. Wij zijn niets met varkensmest of kippenmest. Dus als je het louter in 
nutriënten bekijkt, is er misschien voldoende. Maar wij zijn geen vragende partij. Wij willen zelf niet 
gewoon mest van een koe, maar mest van een echte koe, omwille van die bacteriële kwaliteit. Dat is er 
eigenlijk bijna niet. Dat is iets dat die mest van [nature management organisation] Natuurpunt wel heeft. 
Dat zie je al als die hier aankomt. Die ruikt gewoon lekker. Zo’n mest vindt je nergens elders. De meeste 
mest ruikt zuur. Dat komt door de melkzuurfermentatie, het gesilleerd gras, de gesilleerde maïs… Dat is 
niet wat een koe nodig heeft. Goede mest bestaat nauwelijks.”
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manure (Reubens et al., 2013, p. 78). This is in fact contrary to European legislation, but 
the shortage has so far motivated the Flemish government to grant exceptions if there 
is insufficient organic manure available (Reubens et al., 2013). Ruminant manure (i.e. 
cattle, sheep and goat manure mixed with straw or other stable litter) is considered the 
most appropriate, balanced and therefore most desirable source of animal manure by 
many agroecological horticulture farmers (comm. Verboven, 2020). That is because they 
appreciate the presence of carbon in addition to nitrogen (thanks to the straw, unlike 
liquid slurry), the limited presence of phosphorus (unlike chicken and pig manure, 
important given the strict phosphorus norms in the Flemish manure legislation), and 
a rather slow nutrient delivery (unlike liquid slurry). This also translates into figures on 
Flemish organic farming, where buyers of conventional slurry and conventional or even 
organic chicken manure are usually paid by the manure producers, whereas buyers of 
organic ruminant manure are paying the producers (Reubens et al., 2013, p. 80). Due to 
the limited number of agroecological (organic) livestock farms, ruminant stable manure 
is sometimes transported over long distances – which is not only expensive, but also a 
remarkable observation in a region struggling with an overall manure surplus (Reubens 
et al., 2013, pp. 80-81). Animal manure is used in both agroecological horticulture 
practices (comm. Buchan, 2020; comm. D'hulster, 2020), floriculture practices (comm. 
Heyrman, 2022) and fruit growing practices (comm. Van Parijs, 2021).

Figure 52  	 Study	of	the	manure	of	different	farm	animals	during	the	Landwijzer	training	
programme
Source: own	picture	(2020)	
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5.2.4.2	 Plant-based	compost

In specialist agroecological horticulture, floriculture and fruit growing, large quantities 
of compost are also used. This is especially true for practices that prefer purely plant-
based fertilisation. Compost is usually used in less demanding crops. "Leafy vegetables, 
cabbages, leeks and fruiting crops all receive farmyard manure, and for root crops, 
legumes, onions and garlic, we use compost” (comm. Buchan, 2020).63 One of the major 
advantages of plant-based compost is that it is cheap and (currently) widely available. 
This concerns in particular VLACO-certified green compost from various industrial 
composting facilities. As it concerns waste processing, the largest part of its cost is 
transportation. A disadvantage is that many agroecological farmers are dissatisfied with 
the quality, as they believe that this compost is produced at too high temperatures 
(which results in a low carbon content and little life) and contains too much non-
organic waste (comm. Buchan, 2020; comm. Devreese, 2020; comm. Diraa, 2020; 
comm. Verboven, 2021). For some, these disadvantages outweigh the low cost. “After 
I found batteries in it once, it was over and out for me”, says one of them. (comm. 
Devreese, 2020).64 Another speaks of compost that “is highly ashed, sometimes smells 

63 Original citation in Dutch: “Dus dat gaat over de wortelgewassen en de peulen eigenlijk. Alles van 
bladgewassen, kolen, prei en vruchtgewassen krijgt stalmest en voor alles van wortelgewassen, 
peulvruchten, ajuin en look, daar gebruiken we compost voor”

64 Original citation in Dutch: “Nadat ik er eens batterijen in heb teruggevonden was het voor mij over and 

Figure 53   Application of large quantities of imported compost to create vegetable growing beds 
on a new horticultural farm
Source: https://www.facebook.com/Strackxhoeve/photos/126941523234186	(2022)	Strackxhoeve,	Laakdal
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bad and smokes a lot”, but concludes that “you can say a lot about it, but as long as there 
is organic matter in it and there is no pollution and no nitrogen immobilisation, I am 
satisfied” (comm. Buchan, 2020). “It is still compost, it is still organic matter, it is still 
useful,” he concludes. “And it is a very affordable source of organic matter, being up to 
ten times cheaper than high-quality compost which. Moreover, the latter would have 
to be supplied from further afield.”65

Alternative sources of compost are quite scarce and come with many scale challenges. 
Moreover, they are usually more expensive, one of the reasons being that transportation 
costs are high because of the greater distances that have to be travelled. A few horticulture 
farmers in the Ghent metropolitan area have indicated that they are very satisfied 
with the compost they receive from Natuurpunt, a nature management organisation, 
that processes its organic ‘waste’ from nature management by composting it (comm. 
Buchan, 2020; comm. Van de Velde, 2019). A major issue here is that the amount of 
available compost is not known in advance and is (largely) insufficient even for the 
few small farms that are using it. Applying grass clippings from nature management 

out”
65 Original citation in Dutch: “inderdaad sterk verast is, soms stinkt en erg veel rookt” … “Je kunt er veel over 

zeggen,	maar	zolang	als	er	organische	stof	in	komt	en	dat	we	geen	vervuiling	en	geen	stikstofimmobilisatie	
hebben, dan ben ik tevreden” … “Het is nog steeds compost, het is nog steeds organische stof, het is nog 
steeds nuttig”. “En het is een zeer betaalbare vorm van organische stof, die maar liefst tien keer goedkoper 
is dan echt kwalitatieve compost die bovendien van veel verder moet komen”

Figure 54   Specialised composting with explicit attention to build-up processes in addition to 
decomposition processes
Source: own	picture	(2020)	Humus	cvba,	Zulte
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without composting it first is not an option as this would add large quantities of grass 
and weed seeds to farmland. Raw carbon-rich organic matter, on the other hand, may 
be of direct interest to farms that have sufficient nitrogen-rich organic matter of their 
own and can hence feed a balanced composting process. “We are fortunate that we get 
a fair amount of hedge trimmings from gardening contractors and from neighbours,” a 
farmer explains. “The whole neighbourhood now knows that they can leave their hedge 
trimmings here.”66  “I am not interested in any organic waste from the city, please keep 
your waste”, another farmer states, “yet wood chips can be dumped here as much as you 
like”.67 However, a lack of infrastructure, machines to regularly turn the compost heaps, 
and strict legislation regarding the delivery of organic material are often too big hurdles 
for composting at farm level. 

5.2.4.3	 Carbon-rich	fertilisation

In recent years, there has been an interesting, international development of mainly 
horticultural practices that try to organise the reproduction of soil fertility in a rather 
unusual way. Traditionally, in horticulture, little or no fresh, undigested organic matter 
is used as fertiliser (see comm. Janmaat, above). This is particularly the case for carbon-
rich organic material, because the decomposition of carbon-rich organic material in 
agricultural soils causes nitrogen immobilisation. Indeed, the bodies of soil organisms 
that break down carbon-rich material have a certain carbon/nitrogen ratio themselves. 
In a context of abundant carbon supply, nitrogen thus becomes the limiting factor, and 
the soil organisms capable of decomposing the carbon-rich material will also rely on 
any available nitrogen in the soil. This reduces the amount of nitrogen available for 
plant uptake, which explains why high-carbon fertilisation, especially in horticulture, is 
considered to have a negative impact on crop production. 

A growing, international and often young movement of agroecological practitioners 
and researchers is challenging this traditional view. This movement is particularly 
strong in France and includes knowledge and education networks such as Ver de 
Terre production68 and Maraîchage Sol Vivant69 and includes names such as François 
Mulet, Konrad Schreiber and Benoît Noël (see also Atlani & Barraud, 2020). These 
international examples and networks enjoy great and growing attention in the 
Flemish agroecological community, especially among young farmers and newcomers 
to agriculture, who are introducing their ideas to the Flemish practice (e.g. comm. 
Devreese, 2020; Simonart & Goossens, 2021; comm. Vandevannet, 2018, 2020).

The starting point for these practitioners and thinkers is that nitrogen immobilisation 
is only a temporary phenomenon. When the soil organisms responsible for nitrogen 
immobilisation die, the immobilised nitrogen and carbon can be remobilised into other 

66 Original citation in Dutch: “We hebben ook het geluk dat we redelijk veel snoeisel krijgen van 
tuinaannemers en van buren. De hele buurt weten ondertussen dat ze hun snoeiafval mogen komen 
dumpen bij ons.”

67 Original citation in Dutch: “Ik moet geen stedelijk organisch afval hebben. Hou uw afval alstublieft. 
Houtsnippers daarentegen mag je hier wel zoveel komen dumpen als je maar wil.”

68 See https://www.verdeterreprod.fr/ and their YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/c/
VerdeTerreproduction/

69 See YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/c/Mara%C3%AEchageSolVivant
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soil organisms, plant tissue or incorporated in soil organic matter. When the latter in 
their turn die and mineralise, the same rule applies. Moreover, as these practitioners 
and researchers point out, some free-living diazotrophs are able to fix atmospheric 
nitrogen gas instead of turning to the plant-available nitrogen reserves in the soil (see 
earlier, 3.1.2). In this way, these organisms could therefore contribute to a net increase 
in the total amount of nitrogen in an ecosystem. Based on these understandings, this 
community seeks to create an agroecosystem in which the total amount of organic 
matter in circulation is so large that the amount that is mineralised annually suffices as 
main source of fertiliser. This strategy requires first and foremost a drastic increase in 
the amount of organic matter, especially on exhausted agricultural soils with low SOM 
levels. The idea is that, after reaching a certain point, only a limited amount of carbon-
rich material will need to be added each year to reproduce a limited loss of soil fertility. 

In practice, a wide variety of organic material with a high carbon/nitrogen ratio is used. 
In the French community, mainly chopped young twigs (Bois Raméal Fragmenté or 
BRF) are studied and applied. Many practices, however, also use woodchips from much 
older trees, which have an even higher carbon/nitrogen ratio (comm. Devreese, 2020; 
Simonart & Goossens, 2021). Tree leaves are another popular source of carbon-rich 
material. Many local authorities in Flanders install leaf baskets in public spaces during 
autumn, especially in suburban neighbourhoods where residents can deposit the leaves 

Figure 55   Vegetable cultivation with the use of large amounts of carbon-rich organic mulch 
material
Source: own	picture	(2020)	Het	Polderveld,	Knokke-Heist
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they rake in public spaces, and which are collected by the local authorities. Since local 
authorities normally have to pay for the further processing of this organic ‘waste’, they 
are often more than happy to deliver the leaves to agroecological horticulture farmers. 
However, all farmers spoken to recently testify that local authorities have ended these 
collaborations because tree leaves are still considered waste in Flemish legislation, 
which would require farmers to have an official accreditation as waste processors. Straw 
is another carbon-rich organic material that is used.

This exceptional practice for soil fertility reproduction faces at least two major challenges. 
On the one hand, the intended sharp increase in the total amount of organic matter in 
circulation entails a major transitional effort. In the short term, the application of large 
quantities of carbon-rich material always leads to nitrogen immobilisation. Moreover, 
decomposition also requires the effective presence of a variety of soil organisms, which 
is not always or too little the case in many agricultural soils (comm. Willekens, 2020). 
This is a major economic challenge, especially for horticultural practices that rely on 
short-growing, nitrogen-rich crops. Many are forced to supplement with a nitrogen-
rich fertiliser during this transition period. Several farmers testify that the price of wood 
chips has risen sharply in recent years due to competition from the energy sector which 
is generating energy from burning carbon-rich organic material (comm. Verhofstede, 
2020). Prices of 15 to 20 euros for a cubic metre of woodchips have become standard 
(comm. Simonart, 2022). Tree leaves are only incidentally made available for agricultural 

Figure 56   Spreading large amounts of fresh wood chips on vegetable beds
Source: own	picture	(2020)	Het	Polderveld,	Knokke-Heist
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purposes. The use of tree leaves often encounters legislative restrictions as tree leaves are 
officially considered waste (comm. Willekens, 2022). And organic straw is a very scarce 
resource in Flanders (see further, 5.3.5) (comm. D'hulster, 2020; comm. Derdelinckx, 
2018). Producing the required large quantities of woody biomass on farm level is again 
a long-term investment, putting a large claim on already scarce and expensive land. 
“In the long run, agroforestry is the answer”, according to two young farmers who are 
experimenting with this strategy (Simonart & Goossens, 2021). “In the short term [...] 
we need to collect as much wood chippings as possible.”70

Not everyone in the agroecological community is equally enthusiastic about this 
strategy. For some, striving for an active and rich soil life does not necessarily mean 
that large quantities of fresh, woody material must be supplied and that fungi must be 
equally abundant as bacteria (comm. Buchan, 2020; comm. D'hulster, 2020). Within 
the international agroecological community, questions have also recently been raised 
about the potentially excessive use of organic matter, leading to a debate about was has 
been called the danger of “soil obesity” (Tolhurst, 2020).

5.2.4.4 Other

In addition to animal manure, plant-based compost and carbon-rich fertilisers, 
agroecological horticulture also resorts to other organic fertilisers in order to maintain 
soil fertility (see overview in Vandenberge, Temmerman, Beeckman, & Delanote, 2010). 
These include mushroom compost, which is a by-product of mushroom production, but 
also nitrogen-rich granular fertilisers from, for example, the molasses industry (comm. 
D'hulster, 2020; comm. Derdelinckx, 2018; comm. Devreese, 2020). 

70 Original citation in Dutch: “Op lange termijn is agroforestry de oplossing” … “Op korte termijn […] moeten 
we zo veel mogelijk hakselhout verzamelen”.
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5.3 Agroecological livestock farming
“The cowshed is the bottleneck of the farm. 

A lot of biomass from the farm passes through here. That biomass comes from 
the pastures and the arable land, and after passing through the cowshed, it 

returns in the form of manure to the different branches of the farm. Cows, in 
other words, are the catalyst of the entire farm.”71

comm. Buntzel, 2020 

“We used to raise cattle to support horticulture and arable farming, now arable 
farming is aimed at supporting livestock farming.” 72

(on the agricultural sector as a whole)
comm. Harberink, 2018 

5.3.1 Setting the scene

In the agroecological community in Flanders, livestock farming is relatively 
underrepresented compared to horticulture. Several actors from the agroecological 
community point out that ruminant livestock farming in particular is currently not as 
central in agroecological practice in Flanders as a significant share of this community 
would like it to be. Horticulture, floriculture, fruit and arable farmers report that the 
organic ruminant farmyard manure they are looking for is therefore a scarce resource. 
This is a remarkable finding for a region with a very high livestock density and 
environmental impact when looking at the entire agricultural sector, which calls for 
a close examination of the livestock practices and ways of thinking of agroecological 
farmers rather than lumping the entire livestock sector together. Organic livestock 
farming in Flanders is growing, but it involves such a small number of farms and 
regularly such a small number of livestock units that the figures deserve a lot of nuance 
(Timmermans & Van Bellegem, 2021). Moreover, the growth of the organic pig and 
poultry sector is not necessarily representative of the agroecological community, which, 
as will be discussed later in this section, is very critical of a large pig and poultry sector. 
Furthermore, it is important to stress that any growth in the organic livestock sector 
pales into insignificance compared to the size and growth of the entire livestock sector 
in Flanders (Vlaamse overheid, 2022).

As mentioned earlier, a large part of the agroecological community in Flanders (and 
beyond) takes an outspoken stance on the place of livestock farming in a mixed 
agroecological agricultural system, seeking to close cycles, reproduce soil fertility and 
preserve or enhance the autonomy and individuality of farms (see earlier, 2.3.2 and 
2.3.3). In this way, this community is not seeking to develop livestock activities for 
which it cannot provide the necessary fodder itself. The Demeter-certified biodynamic 
farming sector even imposes strict requirements on itself with regard to on-farm feed 

71 Translated from spoken German
72 Original citation in Dutch: “Vroeger hielden we vee om aan tuinbouw en akkerbouw te doen, nu doen we 

aan akkerbouw om aan veeteelt te doen.”
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production that have no match in organic farming certification (Biodynamic Federation 
Demeter, 2022; comm. Janmaat, 2021) (see also earlier, Box 2). The empirical material 
on which this chapter is built very strongly reflects this vision. The practices on which 
this subchapter is based can be roughly divided into three categories, based on their 
access to land characteristics. Firstly, there is a limited number of farms that have 
access to a substantial amount of arable land (usually through family ties) and can 
thus organise their livestock activities in overlap with arable farming. Secondly, there 
is a number of farms that lack access to land through family ties and that organise 
their access to land largely through the agricultural co-use of significant areas of nature 
reserve. Thirdly, there is a hybrid community of relatively small farms with a mixed 
character, several of which are not practising the livestock activities they would like 
to practice, mainly due to lack of the required resources. In a way, these practices are 
exceptions that prove the rule. They are practices that in many ways exist despite the 
circumstances. The in-depth analysis of a limited number of practices should therefore 
not be understood as evidence that agroecological livestock farming is entirely feasible 
in the current condition, but rather as a committed search for the kind of livestock 
farming that agroecological community is trying to establish and where there is room 
for supporting this community in doing so.

5.3.2	 Main	role	for	ruminants,	subordinate	role	for	monogastrics

“When I engage in a conversation with people... it is one of my major 
arguments. For me, everyone is free to eat meat or not. But you cannot deny 

that livestock contributes substantially to a good soil, to a good way of farming 
– including horticulture. [...] I cannot imagine a farming system without 
animals. I cannot see that happening. It is simply not possible. [...] It is a 

complete illusion that we will manage without cattle, sheep or whatsoever. 
Agriculture is impossible that way. [...] That is something that a lot of people 

just don’t realise. [...] The decreasing consumption of meat and dairy products 
will continue, and I don’t regret that either, but I do think livestock deserves its 
place among the rest. Without making a case for excessive meat consumption. 

If you look at our farm, with a very small number of animals we can still feed a 
very large number of people, we can especially keep a very large number of soils 

fertile and full of life, and we can ensure that a large number of nature areas 
make significant botanical advances. So I think that is a win-win-win.”73 

comm. Marchand, 2021 

The place of livestock in agroecosystems is a very central theme in agroecological practice 
and science and a lively subject of debate in the agroecological community. As with 
many other topics, there is of course a plurality of opinions on the subject. Nevertheless, 

73 Original citation in Dutch: “Als ik in gesprek ga met mensen... dat is dat één van mijn grote argumenten. 
Iedereen is van mij vrij om om vlees te eten of niet. Maar je kunt niet ontkennen dat vee wezenlijk bijdraagt 
aan een goede bodem, aan een goede manier van aan landbouw voeren – ook van tuinbouw. […] Ik kan 
mij geen veeloze landbouw voorstellen. Ik zie dat niet gebeuren. Dat kan ook niet. […] Het is een volkomen 
illusie dat we dat zonder runderen, schapen, of wat dan ook gaan goed krijgen. Zo kun je niet aan landbouw 
doen. […] En dat is iets wat veel mensen gewoon niet doorhebben. […] Het dalend verbruik van vlees en 
zuivel, dat zal blijven, en ik vind dat ook niet erg, maar ik vind wel dat het zijn plaats verdient tussen 
de rest. Zonder een lans te willen breken voor veelvuldig vleesverbruik. Als je kijkt naar ons bedrijf, dan 
kunnen we met een zeer klein aantal dieren toch een heel groot aantal mensen voeden en kunnen we vooral 
een heel groot aantal gronden vruchtbaar houden, vol leven houden, en kunnen we voor een groot aantal 
natuurgebieden zorgen dat ze botanisch enorm vooruitgaan. Dus dan vind ik dat win win win.”
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it is fair to say that a vast majority of the Flemish agroecological community shares 
an outspoken, general stance on the most appropriate place for livestock within 
agroecological agroecosystems. This community, which includes specialised livestock 
farmers, usually does not consider livestock farming as a purpose in itself. Yet it 
defends fairly uni sono and often vigorously the importance of livestock farming as 
part of a mixed agroecological farming system. A distinction is usually made between 
monogastric and ruminant animals. The metabolism of both groups of farm animals is 
so distinct that they also occupy a very different practical, strategic and philosophical 
place in agroecological agroecosystems. Soil fertility reproduction is one of the main 
considerations here, alongside considerations of overall agroecosystem productivity. 

The metabolism of ruminant animals such as cattle, sheep and goats allows them to 
digest grasses and fresh leaves from bushes and trees (see earlier, Box 4). This allows 
for feeding ruminant animals with biomass that is not eligible for direct human 
consumption. Two main sources can be considered here: grasslands (saltus) and 
cellulose-rich cover crops from the crop rotation on the arable land (ager) (see earlier, 
section 3.2.3.4). In both cases, raising ruminants in agroecosystems does not go at 
the expense of the production of agricultural crops for human consumption on the 
arable land. Quite the contrary: it provides an additional source of animal products 
for human consumption, it is a way to valorise the cover crops in the crop rotation of 
agroecological horticulture and arable farming, and it provides animal manure which 
can be used to increase rather than deplete soil fertility of the arable land. For many 
agroecological farmers, the advocacy of raising ruminant animals begins with the latter 
argument. “The land is not there for the sake of the cow, the cow is there for the sake of 
the land”, one says (comm. D'hulster, 2018).74

Many agroecologists share a much more uncomfortable attitude towards integrating 
monogastric farm animals in agroecosystems. Unlike ruminant animals, monogastric 
animals have a gastrointestinal system very similar to that of humans (see earlier, Box 
4) which makes their diet also very similar to the human diet. Food production for 
monogastric farm animals thus imposes a strong claim on the arable land. Grain is one 
of the most important food sources to feed pigs and chickens. If grain production on 
the arable land is used to feed monogastric farm animals, it is obviously not available 
to feed people. In return, animal products for human consumption are produced, but 
this always entails a significant loss of energy from the original crops, in this case grain, 
which is lost in the form of heat through the metabolism of the farm animals (see 
earlier, 2.3.2.1). In addition, chicken and pig manure is considered a much less valuable 
fertiliser than ruminant manure (see earlier, 5.2.4.1). For many agroecological farmers, 
these are very decisive arguments (Dhoore, 2021a). The dietary competition between 
monogastric farm animals and humans does not mean, however, that the former are 
completely banned from agroecological agroecosystems. After all, there is also biomass 
available within agroecosystems that is theoretically eligible for human consumption 
but not in practice. This concerns, for example, production surpluses, crop residues or 

74 Original citation in Dutch: “Het land is er niet voor de koe, de koe is er voor het land”
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crop failures. If monogastric animals can be fed with these sources of biomass, their 
presence in agroecosystems does not have to be detrimental to the production of 
produce for human consumption. In this case, monogastric animals will rather increase 
the total amount of food for human consumption. In terms of soil fertility, this usually 
does not make a significant contribution. It must rather be seen as a way of integrating 
monogastric animals in agroecosystems without affecting the productivity and soil 
fertility reproduction of the arable land rather than enhancing its fertility. Pursuing 
this objective usually means keeping monogastric animals in relatively small numbers 
and close to the aforementioned biomass sources. It is therefore no coincidence that 
chickens and pigs were allocated similar places in historical agroecosystems, which 
included free-range chickens on the farm that gathered their own food, domestic pigs 
fed on domestic kitchen waste, etc. (de Molina et al., 2020; comm. Dhoore, 2019a, 
2019b; comm. Govaerts, 2018; Steel, 2008).

For today's professional agroecological farmers, the challenge of providing 
monogastric animals such as chickens and pigs with biomass that is not suitable for 
human consumption comes with many practical, legislative and often scale-related 
consequences (comm. Van de Velde, 2019; comm. Vastershaeghe, 2020). On-farm 
produced organic waste usually comes very irregularly. Bringing in off-farm organic 
waste is legally restricted, is often of untraceable origin and, moreover, tends to include 
non-organic contamination. Rearing chickens and pigs for only a short period of time 
to match the availability of on-farm organic waste may offer a way out, but that thus 

Figure 57   Citizens' project in Ghent aimed at reintroducing pigs in the urban fringe, fed with food 
surpluses from households, restaurants and shops
Source: https://www.gva.be/cnt/dmf20151013_01916511	(2015)	Spilvarken,	Gent
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immediately restricts the possibilities for rearing monogastric animals. In order to 
produce a decent amount of meat or eggs, it is often necessary to purchase additional 
feed, such as extra grain or a protein-rich pellet. This increases the costs, conflicts with 
the aim of autonomous farming and usually has no reciprocal relationship with the 
fertility of the soil from which these products are extracted. Together with many other 
practical challenges and scale limitations, the aforementioned issues therefore also limit 
the financial profitability of chicken and pig farming within small horticultural and 
mixed farms. In practice, the presence of chickens and pigs on these farms can usually 
only be maintained because other motives are involved or even prevail: diversification 
of products to be offered to customers, educational aspects and enhancement of the 
recreational value of farms that are open to the public, etc.

For a Landwijzer teacher focussing on the topic of agricultural cycles and balances, 
it is “more than clear that in an agroecological approach to agriculture, there is 
room for about 600.000 pigs and about 3 million chickens, whereas there is no way 
to accommodate the 5,7 million pigs and the 34 million heads of poultry that are 
currently kept in Flanders” (Dhoore, 2021a, p. 44).75 The fact that the current average 
consumption of eggs, chicken meat and pork meat greatly exceeds what can be 
obtained from the aforementioned practices and strategies is acknowledged by many 
actors in the agroecological community. On the 200-hectare biodynamic mixed farm 
Dottenfelderhof in Germany, several farmers testify how the high demand for eggs and 
chicken meat from consumers who visit the farm shop puts pressure on the balances 
and cycles of the entire farm. The demand for eggs is twice as high as the farm is 
prepared to produce for this reason (comm. Feller, 2020). There are currently about 
1500 chickens, which are fed for 50% with rejects from their own cereal production 
- the other half is purchased externally. In natural ecosystems, chickens obtain amino 
acids from meat consumption, but this was banned from agroecosystems in the wake of 
mad cow disease, which means that most of the necessary proteins have to be produced 
through arable farming (comm. Feller, 2020). The agriculturally high value feed for the 
chickens is reflected in a corresponding price of 60 cents per egg. “On our farm, we 
would actually like to have chickens that can survive on waste flows,” the responsible 
chicken farmer sighs (comm. Feller, 2020). “But chicken breeding in recent decades was 
aimed at obtaining perfect breeds of laying hens on the one hand and perfect breeds of 
meat breeds on the other,” he says, and the remaining laying hens “have been bred to 
produce on high-quality feed”. The farmer points out that very little genetic material has 
been preserved of chicken breeds that produce both eggs and meat. “In recent decades, 
the breeds that remained were further selected mainly for their appearance, not at all 
for their productivity, and moreover, a lot of genetic material was lost due to the bird 
flu,” he says. Attempts to develop a dual-purpose chicken breed at Dottenfelderhof 
were abandoned for various reasons. The difficulties experienced by a large farm such 
as Dottenfelderhof have an agroecological, metabolic origin which is common to every 

75 Original citation in Dutch: “Het is echter meer dan duidelijk dat er in een agro-ecologische 
systeembenadering van de landbouw ruimte is voor ongeveer 600.000 varkens en zo’n 3 miljoen kippen, 
maar dat er op geen enkele manier een plaats te bedenken is voor de 5,7 miljoen varkens en de 34 miljoen 
stuks pluimvee die nu in Vlaanderen worden gehouden.”
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agroecological farm or agroecosystem. Farms that specialise in organic poultry farming 
or pig farming do exist, but they are generally accompanied by a large claim on arable 
farming elsewhere, close by but usually far away connected only by international market 
transactions.76 As a result, nutrient cycles crucial for the agroecological reproduction of 
soil fertility are not closed. Additionally, it leaves intensive poultry and pig farms often 
with a manure problem: since they do not produce all the feed themselves, they usually 
produce too much manure for too little land and other agroecological farming sectors 
have minimal interest in poultry and pig manure (see earlier, 5.2.4.1 and see Reubens 
et al., 2013). This also severely erodes the autonomy of such farms, especially if they 
end up in scenarios in which they have to pay to have the animal’s manure surplus 
industrially processed, as in the case of most conventional pig and poultry farms. 

If livestock farming is designed and managed as a source of soil fertility for other 
agricultural activities suffering losses, then ruminants are to be favoured over other 
farm animals. The next sections of the discussion of livestock farming will therefore 
focus on ruminants. The metabolic advantages of ruminants do not imply that their 
integration into agroecosystems is without challenges and complications. Livestock 
farming activities with ruminants can take very different forms. This form is determined 
by several interdependent factors: from the selection of a particular animal and breed, 
the access to land, the topographical and ecological characteristics of the grassland, to 
the level of integration with agroecological arable farming. The extent and nature of the 
ruminant’s contribution to soil fertility reproduction is also a dynamic outcome of these 
factors. In the following paragraphs, two different models with different contributions 
to the soil fertility reproduction issue will be elaborated. One is strongly interated with 
nature management but comes with limitations in terms of the choice of livestock 
and the produce, the other is more integrated with arable farming and offers more 
opportunities in both respects. Some agroecological livestock farms may reflect these 
models quite literally, but many others are somewhere in the continuum between the 
two. The focus will be on cattle. Nevertheless, goats and sheep can also be situated 
quite easily at this conceptual level. In Flanders, goats are usually milked – eating goat 
meat is not a common cultural practice (comm. W. Govaerts, 2019a). Milked goats are 
fussy eaters and are quite susceptible to disease (comm. De Middeleer, 2019; comm. 
W. Govaerts, 2019b) and can therefore, by definition, be assigned to the second model. 
Sheep, by contrast, are rarely milked, partly because of their very low milk productivity 
(comm. W. Govaerts, 2019a). For meat production, they have very few requirements 
in terms of feed, so they can almost by definition be understood according to the first 
model. Their wool is of no economic value whatsoever in today’s society and is therefore 
not a decisive factor. In the case of cattle, there are substantial differences between 
breeds which suit milk production, others which suit meat production and the so-
called dual-purpose breeds which suit both. The choice of whether or not to milk is 
not only a matter of the farmer’s individual preference (comm. Sannen, 2021; comm. 

76 Illustrative of the dependence on imported grain, including in the specialised organic poultry farming 
sector,	is	the	cry	for	help	from	the	organic	egg	laying	sector	in	Flanders,	which	is	facing	financial	
difficulties	following	drastic	increases	in	grain	prices	due	to	the	war	in	grain-exporting	Ukraine	(Bioforum,	
2022b).
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Vastershaeghe, 2020), but also of the type of grassland the cattle is fed on. Therefore, the 
following section will first introduce an agricultural perspective on natural grassland, 
before discussing both ruminant farming models.

5.3.3	 Natural	grassland:	the	interdependence	of	the	type	of	grassland,	its	

geography,	the	purpose	of	nature	management	and	the	agricultural	fodder	

value 

5.3.3.1	 Fodder	value

The agricultural value of natural grassland is strongly influenced by the plant and animal 
species, its geography and the practical organisation of its management. All have a 
strong influence on both the quantitative and qualitative yields that can be obtained. 
In a study that explores economic models for cooperation between nature management 
organisations and farmers (Indeherberg et al., 2018, pp. 19-20) three indicators and 
corresponding metrics are presented to describe the fodder value of natural grasslands:

1. the weight, expressed in dry matter (droge stof, DS): This is the theoretical weight 
of the feed when completely dried. For some comparison of the yields of dry and 
wet feeds, it is necessary to be able to make abstraction of widely varying water 
contents.

2. the protein value, expressed in intestinal digestible protein (darmverteerbaar 
eiwit, DVE): This is a measure of the proportion of the total amount of protein 
from the feed that is metabolically available through the animal’s small intestine. 
Too little intestinal digestible protein will hamper milk production.

3. the amount of energy available, expressed as metabolisable energy for milk 
production (voedereenheid melk, VEM) or for fattening (voedereenheid vlees 
intensief, VEVI): This is a measure of how much energy an animal can extract 
from feed for its maintenance on the one hand and for the production of milk 
and meat on the other.

Following this approach, the quantitative yield of natural grassland is determined by the 
dry matter weight, the qualitative amount by the intestinal digestible protein content 
and the amount of metabolisable energy.

5.3.3.2	 Nature	and	its	geography	sets	the	scene

Alongside the available soil fertility (which can be high, for example, due to years 
of applying fertiliser on former agricultural land recently converted to nature area), 
farmers indicate that the soil’s texture (sand, loam, clay – see earlier, 3.1.1.1) and the 
moisture content of the soil (soil structure, topographical positioning) are particularly 
decisive for the yield’s quantity and quality (comm. De Clercq, 2021; comm. Sannen, 
2021). “The grass of naturally managed valley grasslands is generally known to have a 
higher nutritional value than that of grasslands on higher terrains,” the aforementioned 
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study states (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 26).77 This is confirmed in the field, where 
cattle farmers in particular emphasise the importance of wet grasslands for ensuring 
continuity of supply of sufficient and sufficiently nutritious biomass, especially during 
the driest months of the year (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020). “Soil type is 
also important. Wet colluvial river polders will continue to yield easily. That is entirely 
different on dry sandy soils”, another farmer adds.78 This agricultural use and geography 
was already at stake in historical farming systems in which the hay meadows were 
systematically positioned in the wet parts of the landscape (see earlier, 3.2.3.4). In 
contrast to the agricultural sector, the landscape-ecological principles underlying this 
historical hay land system have not changed very much over the past few centuries and 
continue to shape the agroecological livestock sector (comm. De Clercq, 2021; comm. 
Sannen, 2021; comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020). The higher productivity of wet 
grasslands does not mean that drier grasslands are of no importance to agroecological 
livestock farming, yet the latter's use is more restricted in terms of their ability to 
accommodate different types of livestock (see below).79

5.3.3.3	 Nature	management	sets	the	scene

 “You consult very often to see when they are allowed to come, what the state 
of the soil is, whether it is still too wet, what is possible, whether they prefer to 
wait a little longer... There are also different targets. There are parcels that are 

botanically very important. Others simply need to be maintained and are less 
botanically important. There are grasslands aimed at meadow birds where 

you are only allowed to mow very late in the season. There are also grasslands 
where the cows are actually used as a kind of battering-ram, in case the nature 

managers don't know how to manage a piece of wasteland due to fallen trees 
and so on... So there are really different forms of nature management.”80 

comm. Marchand, 2021 

For many of the natural grasslands used by agroecological livestock farmers, specific 
nature targets are set, which are incorporated into so-called nature management plans 
that aim at achieving the targets. Nature management plans are legally required for 
all areas managed by the Nature and Forest Agency (Agentschap Natuur en Bos) of the 
Flemish Government as well as for all public institutions owning or managing land 
that is subject to European nature objectives (Nature 2000) (Agentschap Natuur en 
Bos, n.d.). Natuurpunt, the largest independent nature management organisation in 
Flanders, develops nature targets and nature management plans for the more than 

77 Original citation in Dutch: “Het gras van natuurlijk beheerde valleigraslanden staat over het algemeen 
gekend om een hogere voedingswaarde dan dat van graslanden die op hogere gronden wordt gewonnen”

78 Original citation in Dutch: “Ook de grondsoort is belangrijk. Natte colluviale rivierpolders blijven 
gemakkelijk opbrengst geven. Dat is helemaal anders op droge zanderige percelen”

79	 A	more	detailed	discussion	of	the	agricultural	use	value	of	specific	types	of	natural	grassland	in	Flanders	is	
beyond the scope of this study. For an overview and summary of the available knowledge, see Indeherberg 
et al. (2018).

80 Original citation in Dutch: “Je overlegt heel vaak om te bekijken wanneer mogen ze komen, hoe is het 
gesteld met de bodem, ligt het niet nog te nat, kan dat al, wil je graag nog wat wachten…? Je hebt ook 
verschillende bestemmingen. Je hebt bestemmingen die botanisch zeer belangrijk zijn. Je hebt er die 
gewoon d onderhouden moeten worden en waarin het botanische minder een rol speelt. Je hebt weilanden 
die gericht zijn op akkervogels waar je maar zeer laat in mag gaan maaien. Je hebt er ook waar je je 
koeien eigenlijk gaat gebruiken als een soort grote stormram, omdat de natuurbeheerders anders door de 
omgevallen bomen enzovoort niet goed weten hoe ze aan een verwilderd stuk moeten beginnen... Dus je 
hebt echt verschillende vormen van natuurbeheer.”
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26.000 hectares of nature it manages (Natuurpunt, 2021). In Flanders, the type of 
nature that is being protected or the nature targets that are being pursued very often 
have an agricultural origin (comm. Bot, 2021; comm. Iserbyt, 2021). This is not all 
that surprising in a region that has been an agroecosystem rather than a natural 
ecosystem for centuries, and where the fauna and flora thus reflect characteristics of the 
agroecosystem rather than of the natural ecosystem that has disappeared for centuries. 
This explains why nature management often involves specific agricultural practices, 
such as grazing or mowing and removing the clippings. From a contemporary nature 
point of view, the above-mentioned measures serve two main purposes: counteracting 
spontaneous forest expansion and thus keeping the landscape open on the one hand, 
and reducing the nutrient levels in the soil because poor soils tend to create more 
diverse habitats than very rich soils (comm. Bot, 2021). Historically, both phenomena 
were inextricably linked to farming, but the second phenomenon in particular was later 
offset by the introduction of imported cattle feed and artificial fertiliser (see earlier, 
3.2.4). By withdrawing these lands from the current agricultural system, often by 
acquiring the property rights (see further, chapter 6), nature management organisations 
seek to restore the former ecological qualities. In some cases, they execute the needed 
management activities themselves, but they also often set up partnerships with farmers 
to carry out the prescribed management tasks. 

Farmers who apply for the management and thus the agricultural co-use of grasslands 
in nature reserves face a number of challenges. Alongside weather and the physical 
characteristics of a site, the targets of the nature management plans are crucial 
factors that determine the quantity and agronomic quality of the grasslands’ yields 
(Indeherberg et al., 2018). Usually, nature management plans imply restrictions on 
fertilisation, deprive the farmer of the freedom to choose whether to graze or to mow, 
usually impose maximum stocking densities and determine when and how many times 
grasslands should be mowed. Each of these factors is briefly discussed in the following 
paragraphs.

Ban on fertilisation

As far as fertilisation is concerned, nature management plans often impose a ban on 
fertilisation. This is usually directly related to a more general, legal ban on fertilisation 
in vulnerable nature areas stipulated by the Flemish manure legislation. This covers 
a large share of all land zoned for green purposes on land use plans drawn up by the 
Flemish government. Here, “all forms of fertilisation are prohibited with the exception 
of fertilisation by direct excretion through grazing, which is limited to two livestock 
units per hectare on an annual basis” (Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, n.d.; Vlaamse 
overheid, 2006). Remarkably, this restriction does not apply to land use plans made by 
provincial or local governments, but even there, in practice, nature management plans 
may still impose a fertilisation ban. “From an agricultural point of view” the study 
on the agricultural-economic value of natural grassland says, “it is a fact that this is a 
serious use value restriction” (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 163).81 On the one hand, a 
81 Original citation in Dutch: “Feit is dat dit een ernstige gebruiksbeperking is vanuit landbouwkundig 
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fertiliser ban results in a significantly lower quantitative yield. “Agricultural grasslands 
consist of high-yielding grass species such as ryegrass and are intensively fertilised to 
achieve a production of more than 10 tonnes of dry matter per ha [... per year.] Natural 
grassland types have a dry matter yield of 5 tonnes per ha or less. [...] The dry matter 
yield decreases due to the reduced nutrient supply and due to the replacement of the 
high yielding grass species by other less yielding varieties that are typical of the more 
natural grassland types”, it is stated (Indeherberg et al., 2018, pp. 163-164).82 On the 
other hand, a ban on fertilisation also reduces the nutritional value of the grass. 

The prohibition of fertilisation on these fields is intended to initiate a process of nutrient 
impoverishment. This process “may be rather fast or more gradual, depending on the 
history, the soil and the type of grassland” (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 164).83 The 
testimonies of agroecological farmers are quite diverse. “The parcels that are converted 
to nature suffer an enormous deterioration in the first three years. But at a certain point, 
they recover. You then see the appearance of other grass species. Also clover appears 
out of the blue. This is all part of the seed bank”, father and son of an agroecological 
cattle farm testify (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020).84 “Generally speaking, if 
you start from a fertilised grassland, you will still have a reasonable yield for the first 
2 to 5 years, which will initially only decline slightly. Then, from 2-5 years onwards, a 
production crash follows (volume but also contents). The volume produced is suddenly 
much less and continues to decline steadily but slowly. This phase can last for many 
years, even decades. Then there is another shift in the configuration of the vegetation, 
which usually results in a drop in the contents and a stabilisation of the production”, 
according to another agroecological cattle farmer (Sannen, as cited in Indeherberg 
et al., 2018, p. 30).85 “In the meadows where the animals graze, it’s not too bad”, 
another agroecological cattle farmer testifies, “there you still have a cycle because these 
animals eat and leave their manure in the same meadow, so impoverishment is limited 
there” (comm. De Clercq, 2021). “But on land that can only be mowed, the nutrient 
impoverisgment you realise also leads to the loss of agricultural use value and thus the 
reproduction of your own practice. I started there with a dry matter production of 5 
to 6 tons per hectare, and there are now plots that are at 2,5 tons. They are only mown 
once in August, and that’s it”, he testifies.86 Another agroecological farmer says that it is 

oogpunt”, zo klinkt het
82 Original citation in Dutch: “Landbouwgraslanden bestaan uit hoogproductieve grassoorten zoals Engels 

raaigras en worden intensief bemest zodat een productie kan gehaald worden van meer dan 10 ton droge 
stof per ha. […] Natuurlijke graslandtypes kennen een droge stofopbrengst van 5 ton per ha of lager. […] 
De drogestofopbrengst daalt door de verminderde nutrriëntenaanvoer en door de vervanging van de 
hoogproductieve grassoorten door andere minder productieve grassoorten kenmerkend voor de meer 
natuurlijke graslanden.”

83 Original citation in Dutch: “kan vrij snel verlopen of eerder geleidelijk en is afhankelijk van 
voorgeschiedenis, bodem en graslandtype”

84 Original citation in Dutch: “De percelen die in natuurgebruik worden genomen die zie je de eerste drie 
jaar enorm achteruitgaan. Maar op een bepaald moment herstelt zich dat. Je krijgt dan wel andere grassen 
die daar tevoorschijn komen, er komt dan klaver tevoorschijn uit het niets, dus dat zit wel allemaal in die 
zaadbank.”

85 Original citation in Dutch: “Grosso modo heb je wanneer je vertrekt van een bemest grasland de eerste 
2 tot 5 jaar nog een redelijke opbrengst die eerst nog maar licht achteruitgaat. Dan volgt vanaf 2-5 jaar 
een productiecrash (volume maar ook gehaltes). Het geproduceerde volume is opeens heel wat minder en 
blijft gestaag maar traag achteruitgaan. Deze fase kan vele jaren aanhouden, tot zelfs tientallen jaren. Dan 
gebeurt er opnieuw een shift in de samenstelling van de vegetatie met meestal een daling van de gehaltes 
tot gevolg en een stabilisatie van de productie.”

86 Original citation in Dutch: “Op de weides waar de dieren grazen valt het nog mee. Daar krijg je een 
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“actually not too bad”. “Even on land that is organically fertilised, there is a slight drop 
in yield. But at a certain moment this stops and the yield remains the same.” Moreover, 
she points out, “in very dry years, as was the case in the past few years, your yield in the 
nature areas is actually proportionally higher because those areas are often a bit wetter 
than your normal farmland. So it is certainly not the case that you get less production 
by default” (comm. Marchand, 2021).87

On closer examination, the divergent testimonies seem to be related to the above-
mentioned difference between the productivity of wet and dry natural grasslands. The 
testimonies of sharply declining yields come quite consistently from farmers working 
on dry natural grasslands, while the testimonies of stable yields come from farmers 
working on wet natural grasslands. This phenomenon raises some additional questions. 
Is the declining productivity of unfertilised natural grasslands an agricultural problem? 
In principle, declining yields do not have to be a problem if there is sufficient access 
to natural grassland. “If the acreage is there and the cows have food, it is all fine for 
me,” one of them testifies, indicating that the livestock density is adjusted throughout 
the year according to the availability of food (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020).88 
However, qualitative reductions result in constraints, especially in terms of choice of 
breed and possibility of milking. From that perspective, fertilising the grasslands could 
be interesting in order to increase the fodder quality of the grassland. But where would 
these farmers get the manure to fertilise the natural grasslands if fertilisation was 
allowed? As we will see below, the manure production of agroecological cattle farms 
is generally either very limited or highly needed in associated arable farming activities 
(see further, 5.3.4 and 5.3.5.2). In other words, even if it were allowed, fertilising 
natural grassland would not be obvious. In that case, agroecological livestock farming 
would very soon turn to compost or carbon-rich sources of fertilisation rather than 
manure (see earlier, 5.2.4.2 and 5.2.4.3). However, today, these alternative sources of 
fertilisation also fall under the aforementioned fertilisation ban.

Grazing or mowing

The choice of whether to graze or mow natural grasslands (or a combination of both 
– in which case mowing first and grazing afterwards is most common) is made by 
the nature manager and in function of the nature targets – not by the farmer or in 
function of agricultural objectives. The choice of whether to mow or graze makes a 
substantial difference to the farmer who ultimately implements it. Farmers have to work 
through an organisational puzzle at farm level: from coping with variable workloads to 
stocking up on enough winter feed for when the animals are stabled. Grazing offers 

kringloop want die dieren die eten en laten hun mest achter op dezelfde weide, dus de verarming is daar 
beperkt. Maar de gronden die enkel gemaaid mogen worden, daar boert ge uzelf van de grond af. Ik ben daar 
gestart met een drogestofproductie van 5 à 6 ton per hectare, en daar zijn nu percelen bij die aan 2,5 ton 
zitten. Die worden slechts één keer gemaaid in augustus, and that’s it.”

87 Original citation in Dutch: “Je hebt na verloop van tijd wel wat minder opbrengst. Maar eigenlijk valt 
dat nog wel best mee. Ook op stukken die je biologisch bemest heb je een lichte achteruitval. Maar op 
een bepaald moment stopt dat en blijft die opbrengst hetzelfde. Speaker1: Wat je dan nog meer hebt 
in natuurgebieden: in zeer droge jaren, zoals het geval was in de voorbije jaren, zit uw opbrengst daar 
eigenlijk in verhouding hoger omdat die gebieden dikwijls wat vochtiger liggen dan uw standaard 
landbouwgronden. Dus ja, dat is zeker niet zo dat je daar standaard minder productie haalt.”

88 Original citation in Dutch: “Als de oppervlakte er is en de koeien hebben eten is het goed voor mij”
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the advantage that animals can autonomously meet their need for food, satisfying their 
nutritional needs and avoiding poisonous plants. Several beef cattle farmers also testify 
that direct grazing is crucial for the health of the animals. “Cows must be able to forage 
freely”, “they need that”, a farmer says, speaking of “a world of difference” between a 
cow leaving for and a cow returning from natural grassland (comm. Marchand, 2022).89 
However, grazing also has its consequences, such as not being able to collect manure 
for later use elsewhere. Mowing, in turn, offers the possibility of storing fodder (dry 
= hay, partially dried = haylage or baleage, or wet = silage) which can be an important 
answer to the winter feeding needs of the animals. However, mowing also comes at a 
cost, with the need for storage infrastructure, with a loss of nutritional value, and with 
the danger of feeding poisonous plants to the animals that would remain untouched if 
the grassland was grazed. Switching from mowing to grazing or vice versa is often not 
easy. “Then we are faced with the problem of fencing. Parcels that are not fenced would 
have to be fenced then,” a farmer says (comm. De Clercq, 2021). The prioritised nature 
targets often do not allow this either. “There are some plots that are so impoverished 
now, which are very special, which belong to the most unique grasslands in Flanders. 
Here, it is no longer an option at all to say that we are going to put some animals 
on it because that would suit our farms better” (comm. De Clercq, 2021).90 Other 
farmers give a counter-example of a plot that was planned to be mowed only, but where 
poisonous ragwort established. “At a certain point I asked them what to do with it... it's 
poisonous! At some point, they decided to put up a fence, and now it is only grazed. 
The cows don't eat it. It's when you mow and dry it that they eat it” (comm. Vandepoel 
& Vandepoel, 2020).91

Maximum livestock density

Most use agreements impose strict limits in terms of maximum livestock density 
per hectare. Not a single agroecological farmer reported any conflicts in this respect. 
Provided that they have access to sufficient land and given the relatively limited 
livestock numbers of agroecological farmers, these regulations are fairly easy to respect. 
Some indicate that from an agricultural point of view either, it is not interesting to 
overgraze natural grasslands (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020) as this would not 
improve their productivity and regenerative capacity.  

Mowing schedule

Nature management agreements usually impose fixed dates at which mowing must 
(may) take place and how many mowings must (may) be carried out annually. Here, 

89 Original citation in Dutch: “Koeien moeten vrij kunnen foerageren”, “die hebben dat nodig” … “een wereld 
van verschil”

90 Original citations in Dutch: “Dan zitten we met het probleem van de omheining. Percelen die niet omheind 
zijn zouden dan omheind moeten worden” … “Er zijn enkele percelen die nu zo arm zijn, die heel speciaal 
zijn, die behoren nu tot de meest speciale graslanden van Vlaanderen. Daar is het totaal geen optie meer om 
te zeggen nu gaan we daar wat beesten op zetten omdat dat mijn bedrijf beter zou uitkomen”

91 Original citation in Dutch: “Dan heb ik op een bepaald moment toch gezegd van wat moet ik daarmee doen, 
dat is giftig he! En dan hebben ze zelf op een bepaald moment besloten om daar een afrastering op te zetten 
– en dat wordt nu enkel begraasd. En dan eten de koeien dat niet he. Het is als je dat mee droogt dat ze dat 
wel mee opeten.”
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nature objectives and agricultural objectives are often at odds. Nature management 
often imposes a late first mowing date, mainly considering the breeding season of 
specific animal species. Mid-June is a classic example. From an agricultural point of 
view, this is rather late, because the first growth curve of most grasses (see earlier, Figure 
29) is already far advanced by then, hence the grass is usually dry and fibrous rather 
than juicy and rich in sugars. “As the first mowing date is delayed, VEM and DVE 
values decrease drastically,” a dedicated farmer testifies (Sannen, as cited in Indeherberg 
et al., 2018).92 This has major agricultural consequences. Similar observations apply to 
the second post-summer growth curve of grass. However, weather conditions are also 
very decisive here. “If the better weather conditions start early in spring, higher yields 
are recorded. If, due to rain, mowing is delayed until late, the DS yields are also higher. 
The fluctuations in yields amount to up to 60 % between years. Farmers feel that the 
weather and the time of mowing sometimes have a bigger impact on the yield than the 
type of vegetation”, a study indicates. (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 30).93 If the farmer 

92 Original citation in Dutch: “Naarmate de eerste maaidatum later wordt, gaan VEM- en DVE-waarden 
drastisch achteruit”

93 Original citation in Dutch: “Starten de betere weersomstandigheden in het voorjaar vroeg: dan worden 
hogere opbrengst vastgesteld. Als door regen pas laat gemaaid kan worden dan zijn ook de opbrengsten 
in DS hoger. De schommelingen in de opbrengsten gaan tot 60 % tussen het ene en het andere jaar. 
Aangevoeld wordt dat het weer en het maaitijdstip soms een grotere impact hebben op de opbrengst dan 
het vegetatietype”

Figure 58   Sheep grazing of nutrient-poor vegetation in the heatland of Averbode
Source: own	picture	(2021)	Averbode
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were given complete autonomy, he would be continually adjust the mowing schedule. In 
the context of tight management agreements, however, this autonomy does not exist. In 
this case, the farmer has to adapt his farm management accordingly. Others can rely on 
a good personal relationship with the nature manager, mutual trust and share enough 
knowledge and perspectives to come up with tailor-made solutions in such cases. 

5.3.4	First	approach:	maximum	integration	with	natural	grassland	management

One approach to organising agroecological livestock farming in the light of soil fertility 
reproduction is to organise it as much as possible in nature areas and thus independently 
of arable farming. As we will see below, this approach offers only limited possibilities 
for transferring soil fertility (in the form of manure) to horticulture and arable farming. 
Its answer to the need for soil fertility reproduction in the latter agricultural branches is 
thus limited, but it does not go at the expense of the pursuit of soil fertility reproduction 
either. Maximum integration of livestock farming with natural grassland management 
has major consequences for the type of livestock that can be used. Access to land is also 
a decisive factor here.

5.3.4.1	 Agroecological	livestock	farming	on	natural	grassland	as	a	principle	and	a	necessity

“My business model is entirely based on access to the nature areas: in terms of 
feed, manure, ecologically, because it enables me to produce at low cost...”94 

comm. Sannen, 2021 

For many agroecological farmers and actors, the ambition to establish agroecological 
livestock farming practices on natural grasslands is partly a matter of principle. Natural 
grasslands respond to the natural place of ruminants in the landscape and offer a food 
source that is naturally central to the diet of ruminants (comm. De Clercq, 2021; 
comm. Dhoore, 2019a; Dhoore, 2019b; comm. W. Govaerts, 2018, 2019a). On a more 
strategic and practical level, this ambition is also grounded in the conviction that 
agroecological livestock farming should not come at the expense of food production 
for human consumption on the arable land (see earlier, 5.3.2). Additionally, for many 
agroecological livestock farmers, combining ruminant farming as much as possible 
with natural grassland management  is also a matter of necessity. Particularly for 
newcomers in the agricultural sector who do not have the advantage of access to land 
through family ties, acquiring access to sufficient amounts of farmland for establishing 
new agroecological livestock farms from scratch is virtually impossible. The availability 
and affordability of land in the urbanising region of Flanders is simply too big an 
obstacle to overcome (see further, 5.4) (comm. De Middeleer, 2019; comm. W. 
Govaerts, 2019a, 2019b). For them, engaging in nature management agreements with 
nature management organisations or private owners of nature reserves is one of the 
few feasible ways to establish new livestock practices. Given the types of vegetation, 
ruminant animals are an obvious choice here. 

94 Original citation in Dutch: “Heel mijn verdienmodel is gebaseerd op de toegang tot het natuurgebied: 
voedertechnisch, mestgewijs, ecologisch, het feit dat ik zo op een goedkope manier kan produceren…”
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5.3.4.2	 Appropriate	selection	of	types	of	livestock,	livestock	breeds	and	livestock	products

If agroecological livestock farming is to be organised solely on the basis of natural 
grassland, the number of practical possibilities is rather limited. If the nutritional value 
is really poor and, moreover, only mowing and not grazing is allowed, then natural 
grassland will not be of any agricultural interest to most farmers. It may still be used 
as litter in stables or as a fibrous input for composting, but then it usually belongs to 
the second model, which has the opportunity of applying it to the arable land (see 
further, 5.3.5) (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 164). On land of very low agricultural 
value, but on which grazing is allowed, extensive sheep farming is more or less the 
lower limit. This usually involves dry nature areas, often on poor sandy soils (comm. 
Sannen, 2021). Often, it concerns heathland with a centuries-long history of (sheep) 
grazing (De Keyzer, 2014; Kleinpenning, 1968; Lindemans, 1942b; Verhulst, 1995) 
(see earlier, 3.2.3.4). This geography of sheep farming still exists today, albeit to a 
limited extent. Sometimes the grazing is carried out by flocks owned by the nature 
management organisations that manage the involved areas themselves (comm. Bot, 
2021). Elsewhere, nature management organisations work with calls for grazing, 
which provide access to land for agroecological (sheep) farmers to graze their flocks 
(almost) all year round (comm. Sannen, 2021). Both models are only suitable for meat 
production. Supplementary feeding is not necessary and usually prohibited because 
of the intended nutrient impoverishment of the areas concerned. Nevertheless, stable 
infrastructure often plays an important role during the lambing period and, to a lesser 
extent, for the care of sick animals (Natuurpunt, 2022). This comes with a limited 
possibility to transport the manure produced during the stable period and to apply it 
elsewhere.

As far as cattle farming is concerned, the potential use of natural grassland is by far 
the greatest for  more robust meat breeds. In this case, however, the more productive 
and therefore often wetter natural grasslands are designated (comm. Sannen, 2021). 
Breeds such as Agnus, Hereford, Galloway, Limousin can survive with merely 
natural grassland – including lactating cows (Indeherberg et al., 2018, pp. 135, 155). 
For other breeds such as Limousin, Blonde d'aquitaine, Charolais and Saler, 90% is 
considered feasible (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 155). It is therefore no coincidence 
that specialised agroecological livestock farms focused on meat production as well as 
nature management organisations that have their own livestock are oriented towards 
these breeds. “The life cycle of the cattle is then best adjusted to the growth cycle of the 
grass”, it is said. “If all calves are born in spring, the peak demand for higher-quality 
feed coincides with the growth curve of the grass. [...] If the nutritional value of the 
natural grass drops in mid-summer or early autumn, the animals can be slaughtered” 
(Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 135).95 In this case, the need for stable infrastructure in 
the winter months is minimised, as has been the case historically. Some lactating beef 
95 Original citation in Dutch: “De levenscyclus van de koeien en het bijhorend vee wordt dan best aangepast 

aan de groeicyclus van het natuurgras”, zo klinkt het. “Indien de kalveren allemaal geboren worden in 
het voorjaar valt de behoeftepiek inzake voeder van hogere kwaliteit samen met de groeicurve van het 
natuurgras. […] Als de voederwaarde van het natuurgras daalt halfweg de zomer of tegen de vroege herfst 
kunnen de dieren geslacht worden.”
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cows can survive on 100% natural grass. One agroecological livestock farmer testifies 
that all his dual-purpose cattle grazes in nature reserves from the end of April until the 
end of November, that they are not fed any additional feed during that period, and that 
cows give birth without any additional feed (comm. Sannen, 2021). For other farmers, 
however, birth giving is a time when their cattle breeds need additional protein and 
high-energy feed. When they stop lactating, the so-called dry cows can use plenty 
of natural grassland again until their next calving. “In fact, you have to imagine that 
those cows are on a diet, they should not get too fat. A fat cow will have more difficulty 
with calving. So the cow just has to stay in good condition, that’s it. They can even 
lose some weight in the winter, that doesn’t matter”, as an agroecological beef farmer 
working with Limousin cattle explains (comm. De Clercq, 2021).96 In his case, young 
cattle and bulls that are being fattened for slaughter are also supplied with pre-dried 
grass-clover because “it is very important that these fast-growing animals get enough 
nutrients”.97 The intensive beef cattle breeds used in conventional agriculture allow, at 
best, a marginal use of natural grass as a fibrous component in the diet of part of the 
herd. A maximum of 10 percent, it is claimed (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 133). 

96 Original citation in Dutch: “In feite moet je stellen dat die koeien op dieet staan, die mogen niet te vet 
worden. Een koe die vervet kan moeilijker kalven. Dus die koe moet gewoon in conditie blijven, dat is het. Ze 
mogen zelfs wat vermageren in de winter, dat geeft niet.”

97 Original citation in Dutch: “Dat is wel heel belangrijk dat die snelgroeiende dieren voldoende 
voedingsstoffen	binnenkrijgen.”

Figure 59  	 Releasing	a	flock	of	sheep	in	a	nature	reserve
Source: own	picture	(2020)	De	Vaerendriesch,	Kortenaken
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Compared to meat production, dairy cattle farming generally requires feed with a 
higher energy and protein content. This means that it is impossible for professional 
agroecological farms to operate exclusively on natural grassland. For productive dairy 
cows, it is “not a realistic option” as a protein supplier, but as a fibrous component “it 
may be possible”, according to a practical guide from the Flemish government for the 
overall agricultural sector (Demeulemeester et al., 2012, p. 4).98 For young cattle and dry 
cows, more is possible - although this always depends very much on the breed. Since 
intensive dairy cows are dry for about 45 days each year and since some dairy cows are 
replaced by young cattle each year (Indeherberg et al., 2018), natural grassland may 
have some potential. Moreover, all dairy farms are faced with the issue of giving birth to 
far more bulls than what is needed to sustain the herd. If they are castrated (then they 
are called oxen), they remain calm and do not need to be separated. For them, natural 
grass is an excellent source of food to fatten gradually (comm. W. Govaerts, 2018,  
2019a; Indeherberg et al., 2018). “This may range from 50% of the winter diet and 
full-time grazing in summer in the case of productive natural grassland [...] to rather 
15-20% of the diet in the case of low productive natural grassland” (Indeherberg et al., 
2018, p. 132).99 With dual-purpose breeds, the possibilities are somewhat greater. “For 

98 Original citations in Dutch: “geen realistische optie” … “kan het eventueel wel”
99 Original citation in Dutch: Dit kan gaan tot 50% van het winterrantsoen en voltijdse begrazing in de zomer 

in geval van productief natuurgrasland […] tot eerder 15-20% van het rantsoen in geval laag productief 
natuurgrasland […]”

Figure 60   Loading of dry dual-purpose cows for transport to a nearby nature reserve
Source: own	picture	(2020)	De	Vaerendriesch,	Kortenaken
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young cattle and dry cows it works”, two agroecological dual-purpose cattle farmers 
testify about the exclusive use of natural grassland (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 
2020). “With our dual-purpose breed - you have to add. You shouldn't put Holsteins 
on it, they won’t survive", it is said. Research shows that “up to 60-70% of the diet of 
dry cows and young cattle, but even for the [double purpose] dairy cows a limited use 
is possible (e.g. 5%)” (Indeherberg et al., 2018, pp. 132-133).

It can be concluded that an agroecological farm that organises its access to land 
(almost) entirely through nature management agreements is very compatible with 
sheep farming. Livestock farming aimed at meat production can be compatible to a 
great extent, provided that an appropriate breed is chosen. As soon as milk production 
is a primary or secondary objective, access to natural grassland may be useful but is 
totally insufficient on its own. For cattle farming in general, which is much more 
prominent in agroecological practice in Flanders than sheep farming, an important 
conclusion is therefore that natural grassland alone is usually not sufficient. “Grosso 
modo, the natural acreage on farms with this approach should not exceed 80-90%,” a 
study claims (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 154).100 The authors insist that it is “important 
for nature farmers that at least part of their natural acreage consists of the agriculturally 
‘better’ natural grasslands” and that “in addition to the natural grasslands, they also need 
‘ordinary’ farmland to produce an important part of the animals’ diet on-farm”, such 
as protein crops, cereals, fodder beet or maize (Indeherberg et al., 2018, p. 157).101 An 
agroecological farmer with sheep and dual-purpose cattle who is looking after more 
than 100 hectares of nature area speaks of a “hard lesson” (comm. Sannen, 2021). “I 
really wanted to prove that I could manage with natural grass only”, he testifies. It 
worked with the sheep, but with the dual-purpose cattle, even though they are not 
milked, he concluded that it was not sufficient. “The cows didn’t make it through the 
winter properly. There was not enough meat production. The quality of the meat was 
not optimal either,” he explains. He says that he is “still not quite sure” why the cattle 
can cope perfectly well with grazing the natural grassland in the summer and why they 
struggle when fed hayed grass from the same natural grassland in the winter when 
stabled. “The fact that when grass is hayed, a lot of elements are lost which are present 
in living grass” may play a role, he explains, as well as the fact that sheep and cattle have 
access to foliage when they are outside, “which is an important source of minerals”. 
Moreover, he suspects that being able to choose which grasses to eat is also an added 
value. Therefore, since a few years, the winter diet of his 50 or so cattle no longer 
consists exclusively of bales of pre-dried natural grass, but of more than 50% of bales of 
self-grown grass-clover. This is produced on four hectares of the farm’s own arable land 
on which grass-clover is cultivated on a quasi-permanent basis, and as an undergrowth 
in a walnut orchard of a local farmer. Although this concerns a relatively small number 
100 Original citation in Dutch: “Grosso modo mag het natuurareaal op bedrijven met deze aanpak niet groter 

zijn dan 80 à 90%.”
101 Original citation in Dutch: “Hieruit blijkt dat het belangrijk is voor natuurboeren dat minstens een deel 

van hun natuurareaal bestaat uit de landbouwkundig ‘betere’ natuurgraslanden zoals zilte graslanden in 
schorren, valleigraslanden … Natuurboeren hebben naast de natuurgraslanden ook nood aan ‘gewone’ 
landbouwgrondenwaar een belangrijk deel van het rantsoen van de dieren zelf op het bedrijf kan 
geproduceerd worden. Op deze gronden kunnen dan eiwitgewassen (grasklaver, gerst-erwten, triticale-
veldbonen, …), granen, voederbieten, maïs, … geteeld worden die het rantsoen compleet maken.”
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of hectares (about 13 out of a total of 120), its strategic importance in the bigger picture 
should not be overlooked. “Without my grass-clover, the system would collapse,” he 
explains.102 Very similar testimonies were recorded from other farmers. “You need 
ordinary farmland besides nature areas”, another agroecological cattle farmer milking 
his local double-purpose breed explains (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020). “In 
nature reserves, you may be able to raise a cow, but you will not be able to fatten it up 
for slaughter. You need to have a certain feed quality in the last stage of the animal’s 
life. Otherwise you can’t sell anything. And if you want to milk them, you shouldn’t put 
them in nature reserves either. The quality of the feed really has to be there,” he says 
(comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020).103 Also at Dottenfelderhof, where local dual-
purpose cows are milked, during a visit to the dry, high and unfertilised meadows it is 
stressed that “it is impossible to keep cows on these soils only” (comm. von Mackensen, 
2020).104

102 Original citations in Dutch: “harde les” … “Ik wou echt bewijzen dat ik het alleen met gras uit 
natuurgebieden kon doen” … “De koeien kwamen de winter niet goed door. Er was te weinig vleesaanzet. 
Ook de kwaliteit van het vlees was niet optimaal” … “de vinger nog niet opleggen” … “het feit dat er bij 
het hooien van gras heel wat zaken verloren gaan die in levend gras wel aanwezig zijn” … “dat is een 
belangrijke mineralenbron” … “Zonder mijn grasklaver stort dit systeem in elkaar.”

103 Original citation in Dutch: “Op natuurgrond kan je wel een koe grootbrengen, maar je kunt ze niet vet 
krijgen om te slachten. Je moet wel een bepaalde kwaliteit van voer hebben voor de laatste fase van het dier. 
Anders kan je er niets van verkopen. En als je ze wil melken moet je ze ook niet in natuurgebied steken. De 
kwaliteit van het voer moet er wel echt zijn.”

104 Original citation, translated to Dutch from spoken German: “Het is met enkel deze bodems onmogelijk om 

Figure 61   An agroecological livestock farmer proudly explains the fundamental importance of 
cultivating a few hectares of good quality grass-clover to make the management of 
over 100 hectares of natural grassland nutritionally and agroeconomically sound
Source: own	picture	(2021)	het	Bolhuis,	Diest
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5.3.4.3	 Soil	fertility	reproduction	features

“Our animals are often in nature reserves. So we mainly graze. Mowing is only 
a part. That is why we do not produce large quantities of manure. We do not 

have enough for our own fields, let alone to export.”105

comm. Marchand, 2021

Two related key questions related to soil fertility reproduction follow from this analysis: 
can agroecological livestock farming be organised without becoming a soil fertility sink 
and can it be organised as a source of soil fertility to compensate for the loss in other 
branches of agriculture? As the above paragraphs illustrate, it is possible to feed certain 
ruminant species and breeds exclusively with the yield of natural grasslands. If the 
animals graze all year round and at low livestock densities, all their excrements are 
spread over the natural grassland, no soil fertility sink is created yet a transfer of soil 
fertility to the arable land is not an option. In this case, the animals are simply one 
of the components in ecosystems’ food web. If the animals are stabled for a certain 
period of the year and fed with grass clippings from natural grasslands, then there 
are opportunities to transfer soil fertility (manure) to arable land elsewhere. In fact, 
this is generally guaranteed, as fertilisation is prohibited on many natural grasslands. 
An important consideration here is how the amount of nutrients withdrawn from a 
particular ecosystem relates to the fertility this ecosystem is able to reproduce. If the 
former is smaller or in balance with the latter, we can speak of a stable resource base for 
the associated farms or farming systems. If the extraction exceeds the regeneration, e.g. 
in case nutrient impoverishment is an explicit target, then natural areas are structurally 
depleted and then the resource base is of a temporary or increasingly smaller nature. 
This balance is strongly related to the nature of the ecosystem. As discussed (see earlier, 
5.3.3.2), dry ecosystems tend to differ from wet ecosystems in this respect, with the 
latter offering more opportunities to structurally remove nutrients without seeing a 
drastic drop in productivity. Actual examples based entirely on natural grassland are, 
however, very scarce. They exist in sheep farming, but in that sector hardly any stable 
infrastructure is used and therefore hardly any manure is collected. In cattle farming, 
strict applications are almost exclusively limited to nature management organisations 
with their own livestock. Nature management organisation Natuurpunt, for example, 
has its own herd of over 800 large grazing animals that are used for both year-round 
and seasonal grazing, the latter stabled during the winter months on three locations the 
organisation calls ‘farms’ (Natuurpunt, n.d.). The manure collected in these places is used 
by other, professional farmers (comm. D'hulster, 2018) (see earlier, 5.2.4.1). For nature 
management organisations, agricultural productivity and the financial profitability of 
grazing are secondary to the natural benefits (comm. Sannen, 2021). 

For professional, self-employed agroecological livestock farmers, however, a good 
agricultural yield and business model make or break a farm. For such reasons, 
agroecological livestock farmers are likely to supplement their animals’ natural 

koeien te houden.”
105 Original citation in Dutch: “Onze dieren staan vaak in natuurgebied. Dat is dus vooral om te grazen, maaien 

in slechts een deel. Daarom produceren we geen grote hoeveelheden mest. We hebben daarmee zelf niet 
genoeg voor onze eigen akkers, laat staan om te exporteren.”
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grassland diet – albeit to a limited extent – with other feed. They may choose breeds 
that still perform well on natural grassland, but not entirely. If allowed, they may 
exceptionally choose to fertilise natural grassland from which nutrients have been 
removed in order to avoid too large reductions or changes in the nutritional value of 
the grass harvested. Such considerations impose large claims on the relatively limited 
amount of manure collected by these practices. This no longer makes them a source 
of soil fertility that other agricultural branches can exploit freely. “We apply a limited 
amount of compost and liquid manure to the meadows,” the farmer responsible for 
haymaking at Dottenfelderhof testifies (comm. König, 2020). “I disagree on this with 
my colleague [responsible for the arable farming branch]. He believes that meadows 
should really be used as a nutrient mine for the arable land. But I believe that it is better 
to apply a limited amount of fertiliser anyway,” he clarifies, aiming for a satisfactory hay 
quality (comm. König, 2020).106 Furthermore, many partnerships exist in which the 
manure is exchanged for fodder or straw from arable farming. In the aforementioned 
example of an agroecological livestock farmer managing more than 100 hectares of 
natural grassland, 4 hectares of arable land and 9 hectares of orchard grassland, the 
limited amount of manure extracted from the first is entirely applied to the latter two 
(comm. Sannen, 2021). The available liquid manure is largely applied to the farmer's 
own arable land ( which allows for intensive mowing due to this fast-release fertiliser) 
and the composted stable manure is largely applied to the orchard (where a slow-release 
fertiliser is optimal). He can also imagine other forms of cooperation, for instance with 
an agroecological arable farmer. “I could be the cover crop in the rotation of an arable 
farmer,” he suggests, “where, in exchange for the free use of the land, I would be willing 
to take care of the sowing, the harvesting, soil tillage, etc.” (comm. Sannen, 2021).107 
This principle parallels a previously mentioned example of a livestock farmer mowing 
a horticultural farm's cover crops in exchange for stable manure (see earlier, 5.2.3) and 
comes close to the second conceptual approach of agroecological livestock farming 
discussed below (5.3.5). 

In order to maximise the production of manure for the other branches of an agroecological 
farming system, it might seem interesting to consider keeping cattle permanently stabled 
and feeding them with cuttings from natural grasslands. Several agroecological cattle 
farmers sympathetic to the underlying rationale indicate that the idea is unfeasible in 
practice. In terms of animal welfare, which is high on the agenda in the agroecological 
community, it raises the ethical question of whether it is acceptable to never allow 
grazing animals to graze. Moreover, as several farmers point out, the ability to forage and 
to freely select living plant matter during the summer months is crucial for the animals’ 
health (see earlier, 5.3.3.3). “They recover in nature areas,” emphasises an agroecological 
livestock farmer (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020). “In winter, working on hay 
from nature reserves is possible, but it does not make them fat. You should have no 
106 Original citation in Dutch, translated from spoken German: “Ik verschil hierbij van mening met mijn 

collega. Die vindt dat weides echt gebruikt moeten worden als nutriëntenmijn voor de akkerbouw. Maar ik 
vind het beter om toch een beperkte hoeveelheid mest te geven.”

107 Original citation in Dutch: “Ik zou de rustperiode kunnen zijn in de rotatie van een akkerbouwer waarbij ik 
in ruil voor het gratis gebruik van de grond ook wil instaan voor de inzaai, de oogst, de bodembewerkingen, 
enzovoort.”
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illusions about that. It is much more nutritious to let the animals graze on site. Then 
they can select for themselves. Then they choose the youngest, the most nutritious,” it 
is said (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020).108 In several places, the idea would also 
come up against the limits of natural grassland reproduction, which would affect its 
productivity and fodder value. Wet natural grasslands might have a higher reproductive 
capacity, but wet conditions make it difficult to mow on a very regular basis. Both the 
health issues and the productivity of the grasslands have economic implications as well, 
which is another factor why maximum manure production with permanently stabled 
ruminants is not an option in today’s agroecological livestock farming. It can therefore 
be concluded that agroecological animal farming with ruminants and a maximum 
use of natural grassland provides a limited amount of manure for other agricultural 
branches which sometimes come without but generally with a certain reciprocity in the 
form of high-quality fodder from productive pastures or from arable farming.

5.3.5	 Second	approach:	strategic	integration	with	arable	farming

 “Why do all those large-scale arable farmers in Wallonia have beef cattle? 
Simply for the manure. In Wallonia, it is difficult to obtain manure. That is why 

they all have meat cattle. Not too much work, yet manure.”109

comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020

A second approach to the organisation of agroecological livestock farming in the light 
of soil fertility reproduction involves establishing a strategic overlap with agroecological 
arable farming. In agroecological arable farming, extensive crop rotations are used in 
which crops aimed at human consumption are alternated with cover crops aimed at 
restoring and promoting soil structure and soil fertility. The strategic integration of 
livestock farming and arable farming is oriented towards the latter. This approach offers 
significant opportunities for reproducing soil fertility, yet it is generally not feasible to 
withdraw it from the cooperation with arable farming. It does offers wider possibilities 
for the type of livestock that can be used. Milking cattle and goats is feasible in this 
approach. Integration of natural grasslands management may still be significant, but 
not as significant as in the first approach.

5.3.5.1	 From	sharing	the	basics	to	arable	farming	at	the	service	of	livestock	farming

The strategic integration of livestock and arable farming dates back to the abolition of 
the three-field system (see earlier, 3.2.3.4). The traditional fallow period (which was 
grazed on site) was replaced by the cultivation of green manure crops (which were fed to 
stabled cattle), resulting in a major enhancement of soil fertility reproduction capacities. 
In addition to green manures, large quantities of straw were exchanged. Cereals used 
to form the basis of arable crop rotations. In addition to grain, they also produced 

108 Original citation in Dutch: “Nu komen ze bij in de natuurgebieden. In de winter lukt dat, werken op hooi uit 
natuurgebieden, maar vet worden ze daar niet van. Daar moet je u geen illusies over maken. Het is sowieso 
veel voedzamer om de dieren zelf terplekke te laten grazen. Wat dan kunnen ze veel beter zelf selecteren. 
Dan kiezen ze het jongste, het voedzaamste.”

109 Original citation in Dutch: “Waarom hebben in Wallonië die groter akkerbouwers allemaal vleesveestieren? 
Dat is ook gewoon voor de mest. In Wallonië geraakt je moeilijk aan mest. Dat is de reden dat ze allemaal 
vleesvee hebben. Niet te veel werk aan, maar wel mest.”
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large quantities of straw. This was used as litter in the stables. On the one hand, this 
provided the manure with an excellent balance between nitrogen (from the manure) and 
carbon (from the straw). On the other hand, it also resulted in an interesting manure 
preservation technique: the deep litter method. This involves constantly littering the 
animals’ stables with straw, which is mixed with manure and urine and compacted by 
the animals’ trampling, which results in semi-anaerobic conditions that both preserve 
and digest the manure until it is applied to the arable land.

The crop rotations that agroecological arable farmers apply today have further evolved, 
differentiated and have generally become much more sophisticated (comm. Bernaerts, 
2020; comm. De Witte, 2019; comm. Dhoore, 2020a; comm. W. Govaerts, 2021; 
comm. von Mackensen, 2020). However, the importance attributed to the presence 
of cover crops has by no means diminished. Cover crops such as grass-clover, grass-
alfalfa or combinations and variations of both are widely used and provide very valuable 
resources for agroecological livestock farming. In contrast to natural grassland, it 
provides protein-rich fodder that can be mown or grazed several times a year (comm.  
W. Govaerts, 2021; comm. König, 2020; comm. Marchand, 2021; comm. Sannen, 
2021; comm. Vastershaeghe, 2019, 2020; comm. von Mackensen, 2020). Furthermore, 
many agroecologists, despite the low market prices for grain, are trying to reintegrate 

Figure 62   After harvesting the grain, a large quantity of carbon-rich organic material remains in 
(roots) and on (straw) the soil
Source: own	picture	(2020)	Vlaamse	Ardennen
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cereals into the crop rotation for its carbon fertilisation, SOM improvement and to 
address the scarcity of organic straw. So these remain two valuable starting points for 
agroecological practice to integrate livestock and arable farming. 

Integrating livestock farming and arable farming requires achieving and maintaining 
many balances. Productive dairy cattle come with significant spatial claims. One cow 
eats at least 15 kg of dry matter grass-clover per day (comm. Buntzel, 2020; comm. 
Dhoore, 2020a), which amounts to about 5,5 tonnes on an annual basis. One hectare of 
grass-clover produces around 10 tonnes of dry matter per year (comm. Dhoore, 2020a). 
Thus, in order to maintain one cow, more than half a hectare of grass-clover must be 
provided in the arable farming rotation. Since grass-clover is just one crop in a larger 
crop rotation, the corresponding amount of arable land is even larger. In practice, of 
course, the diet of a cow is more varied, but these rough figures give an idea of the great 
need for a spatial alignment of green manures in agroecological arable farming and 
the number of livestock units in agroecological livestock farming. A similar reflection 
can be made for cereals and straw. A deep litter system for cattle requires about 10 kg 
of straw per livestock unit and per day stabled (comm. Buntzel, 2020; comm. Dhoore, 
2020a, 2020b; Dhoore, 2021b). Thus, if an animal is stabled for half the year, 1,8 tonnes 
of straw are needed. Organic cereal production provides about 3,5 tonnes of straw per 

Figure 63  	 Deep	litter	system	with	dairy	goats.	The	lowered	stable	floor	allows	for	a	large	volume	
of manure to be accumulated.
Source: own	picture	(2019)	Speiboerderij,	Herzele
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hectare, which means that each livestock unit requires 0,5 hectare of grain cultivation. 
Here, too, the spatial claim is even larger since not all the land is permanently cultivated 
with cereals. In return, each livestock unit produces about 10 tonnes of manure (the 
rest remains on the pastures) which is available for applying to the arable land (comm. 
Dhoore, 2020a, 2020b; Dhoore, 2021a, p. 42). In a mixed agroecological farm, it is 
said, these balances and cycles generally result in a maximum livestock density of one 
livestock unit per hectare of the total acreage (Dhoore, 2021a, p. 42).

In today’s agroecological practice in Flanders, the availability of straw is insufficient. 
Organic straw is scarce because organic arable farming at large is rather scarce (see 
further, 5.4). Mixed farms that have the possibility of managing arable farming activities 
themselves may choose to integrate cereal and straw production despite market 
conditions. “The cereals are needed in the crop rotation, whether they are profitable 
or not,” an agroecological livestock farmer testifies (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 
2020). Moreover, he adds, “I do try to look at the length of the straw, indeed, that is 
important”.110 The self-sufficiency of a farm like Dottenfelderhof in straw production 
is highly exceptional in today’s context. Others are using exemption rules in Flemish 
legislation to use conventional straw in organic livestock farming (comm. Marchand, 
2021). Still others substitute (part of ) the straw for clippings from rough natural 
110 Original citations in Dutch: “De granen zijn nodig in de teeltrotatie, of ze nu rendabel zijn of niet.” “Ik 

probeer wel te kijken naar de lengte van het stro, ja, dat is belangrijk.”

Figure 64   Deep litter system for cattle on a mixed agroecological farm
Source: own	picture	(2021)	De	Zonnekouter,	Zulte
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grasslands which have no nutritional value whatsoever and can therefore not be used 
as fodder. An agroecological dairy farmer testifies that he mows not only agriculturally 
valuable but also completely worthless grassland in a nearby nature reserve and uses the 
latter as stable litter in a deep litter system, which results in a high-quality compost that 
is applied to the arable land (Van Oekelen, Tas, Proserpio, Jamart, & Willekens, 2013). 
Another farmer takes “any organic material from nearby nature reserves”, uses the “low-
quality hay” as a straw substitute for manure production in a deep litter system, and the 
“even worse hay” as an amendment during the outdoor composting of the stable manure 
(comm. Sannen, 2021).111 From some conversations, it appears that these last practices 
are not profitable from a financial point of view. Principal arguments (withdrawing 
soil fertility from natural areas) and strategic arguments (mowing low-value natural 
grasslands in return for access to high-value natural grasslands) counterbalance this – at 
least for some agroecological farmers.

In many agroecological livestock-arable farming combinations, the exchange from 
arable farming is not limited to cover crops and straw. Cattle are often supplemented 
with sugar-rich or protein-rich arable crops such as grain, beets and field beans (comm. 
De Middeleer, 2019; comm. W. Govaerts, 2020, 2021; comm. Marchand, 2021; comm. 
Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020). This positions farms on a continuum with, at one end, 
111 Original citations in Dutch: “om het even welk organisch materiaal uit nabijgelegen natuurgebieden” … 

“slechte hooi” … “nog slechtere hooi”

Figure 65   Cover crop with grasses, clover and alfalfa
Source: own	picture	(2019)	De	Speiboerderij,	Herzele
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only the exchange of cover crops and straw that are not suitable for human consumption 
and, at the other end, arable farming that is completely dedicated to fodder production 
and which does not produce crops for direct human consumption. The first extreme is 
closest to the principle beliefs of many agroecologists concerning the place of livestock 
farming in an agroecosystem (see earlier, 5.3.2). In practice, farms are also moving to 
the opposite extreme for specialisation and productivity-related reasons, for example to 
increase milk production. Others start at the other end of the spectrum as historically 
specialised livestock farms and gradually move towards more mixed farming activities 
that also integrate arable crops for direct human consumption. At Dottenfelderhof 
(see earlier, chapter 4.2.2.1), which was originally a specialised cattle farm and today 
is a truly mixed farm, various arable crops are cultivated which, if necessary, are used 
to provide enough food for the cows. This concerns, for example, sweetcorn (primarily 
intended for the farm shop and wholesalers, but if need be, it goes to the cows), red beet 
(the best for the farm shop, the rest goes to the cows) and carrots (the best for the farm 
shop, about half goes to the cows) (comm. Marquart, 2020).

Finding a balance between arable crops for human consumption, arable crops for 
animal consumption, and cover crops such as grass-clover is a continuous balancing 
act. Although it is always involves place-specific and farm-specific considerations, 
“an agroecological approach could be based on a few rules of thumb: 1/3 of the area 
devoted to grassland [cover crops such as grass-clover], 1/3 to cereals and 1/3 to arable 
farming, vegetables and fruit”. “This division into three thirds has more than proved its 
validity and durability in the past, for centuries in fact, and wonderful agroecological 
cultivation plans and crop rotations can be created accordingly”, an agroecologist 
concludes (Dhoore, 2021a, p. 39).112

5.3.5.2 A demanding approach to grassland management

If grassland management is not organised within the rigid framework of nature 
management, but as part of the crop rotation of arable farming (temporary grassland) 
or on additional permanent grassland, then agroecological farmers can aim for a 
(much) higher agricultural use value (see earlier, 5.3.3.1) and use much more advanced 
techniques for mowing and grazing. This in turn makes it possible to use more 
demanding livestock species and breeds. With high-energy feed, more demanding 
meat breeds can be fed. If high-protein feed is available, it becomes feasible to milk 
cattle and goats. However, producing this high-quality feed is no easy job. Depending 
on whether fodder crops are directly grazed or not. 

Grazing of grass (grass-clover, grass-alfalfa) in the crop rotation of arable farming is 
usually only feasible if it is located close enough to the farm and if there is a long-term 
perspective to ensure a return on the investment in fencing. Since the primary purpose 
of cover crops is to restore soil fertility on the arable land, it is critical that grazing them 

112 Original citation in Dutch: “Een agro-ecologische benadering zou wat dat betreft kunnen uitgaan van een 
paar vuistregels: 1/3 van het areaal in grasland, 1/3 in graangewassen, 1/3 in akkerbouw, groenten, fruit… 
Deze opdeling in drie derden heeft in het verleden zijn deugdelijkheid en duurzaamheid meer dan bewezen, 
eeuwenlang zelfs, en er zijn prachtige agro-ecologische teeltplannen en vruchtwisselingen mee te maken.”
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does not impair the crops’ ability to assimilate biomass, produce SOM and feed the soil 
food web. This is why low livestock densities are used and why more and more farmers 
are opting for strip grazing, on cover crops as well as on permanent pastures (comm. 
Kerckaert & De Haeck, 2021; comm. Vastershaeghe, 2020). Strip grazing is inspired 
by how grasslands are grazed in natural ecosystems, i.e. by large herds moving through 
grassland ecosystems, consuming and trampling a large part of the biomass as they 
pass, but giving the grass ample time to recover before the herd passes again (Flack, 
2016; Savory & Butterfield, 2016; Vera, 1997, 2000; Voisin, 1957; Voisin & Lecomte, 
1958). Since the grass is not eaten to the last centimetre, it can still photosynthesise. A 
young agroecological farmer on a mixed farm explains that this is why they divide their 
fields with mobile electrical fencing and let the cattle graze on the same piece of land 
for only three to four days (comm. Vastershaeghe, 2020). The farm has a total of ten 
pieces of pasture, so the animals only return to the same piece once a month. “If, due 
to drought, the rate of grass growth is too low to support this rhythm, the animals are 
always moved to the pasture closest to the farm and given additional feed there. In this 
way, by giving up one pasture, the holistic grazing of the other nine is preserved,” he 
explains (comm. Vastershaeghe, 2020).113 He stresses that strip grazing requires a lot of 

113 Original citation in Dutch: “Indien door droogte de groeisnelheid van het gras te laag is om dat ritme te 
ondersteunen, dan worden de dieren altijd op de weide gezet die het dichts bij de boerderij ligt en daar 
bijgevoerd. Door één weide in zekere zin op te geven wordt de holistische begrazing van de andere negen 
gespaard.”

Figure 66   Strip grazing with organic dairy goats on grass-clover with movable, electric fencing
Source: own	picture	(2021)	De	Nomaderij,	Zulte
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dedication and infrastructure. The greater the distance between the grassland and the 
farm or the farmer’s home, the more unlikely it is to apply these principles.

More often, cover crops such as grass-clover are mowed. Some of it may be fed fresh 
to the ruminants, but usually much is stored for later use. In the latter case, it may be 
completely dried (hay), partially dried and then ensiled or wrapped in plastic in anaerobic 
conditions (haylage or baleage) or immediately stored wet in anaerobic conditions 
(silage). All these harvesting and preservation techniques come with their own set of 
challenges. For example, when silaging goat feed, it is very important that there is no 
soil carried along, as this can contain lysteria bacteria that will reappear in the milk 
and which make the milk unfit for human consumption (comm. De Middeleer, 2019; 
comm. W. Govaerts, 2019b; comm. E. Mertens, 2018). Many agroecological farmers, 
cheese makers in particular, prefer hay rather than haylage or silage, but haying is a 
challenge in the changeable Belgian weather and, according to some, even impossible 
in spring (comm. De Middeleer, 2019; comm. Vastershaeghe, 2019). If there is enough 
sun, it must be turned regularly. Full sun may cause a lot of nutrients in the hay to break 
down. Furthermore, when turning grass-clover, there is a risk of shaking off the dried 
clover leaves. “There is a saying that every leaf of clover is a drop of milk”, a farmer at 
Dottenfelderhof says (comm. König, 2020). “With direct mowing and feeding this is 
not an issue, as all the clover or alfalfa leaves end up in the cow's feed. But it is a huge 

Figure 67   A farmer discusses the point at which moving the ruminants to the next grazing block 
is required
Source: own	picture	(2020)	De	Zonnekouter,	Zulte
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challenge when drying. The leaves dry much faster than the stem. I try to let the plants 
dry as much as possible on the field as this is a free process and doesn't involve much 
labour. But the leaves should not fall off. If you turn the hay when the leaves are dry and 
the stems are not yet, then you just swing the leaves off. Also when picking up the pre-
dried hay [...] there is a danger of leaf loss. A useful trick is to make use of the humidity 
of dew. The dew causes the leaves to become slightly moist again at night. Then you can 
shake them or pick them up quite well. The appropriate time is between 6 am and 8.30 
am, depending on the weather, the amount of wind and the amount of dew” (comm. 
König, 2020).114 Therefore, at Dottenfelderhof, a hay drying installation is used (Figure 
71 and Figure 72). This is a separate building with very large compartments that are 
filled with layers of pre-dried hay and where hot air is blown though from below to 
further dry the hay. In summer, warm air which accumulates under the dark, metal 
114 Original citations, translated from spoken German: “Er bestaat een gezegde elk klaverblaadje is een 

druppeltje melk. Bij rechtstreeks maaien en voeden is dat geen probleem, dan komen alle klaver- of 
luzerneblaadjes in het voer van de koe terecht. Maar het is wel een enorme uitdaging bij het drogen. De 
bladeren drogen veel sneller dan de steel. Ik probeer de planten zoveel mogelijk op het veld te laten drogen 
aangezien dit een gratis proces is en weinig arbeid met zich meebrengt. Maar de bladeren mogen er niet 
afvallen. Als je het hooi keert wanneer de bladeren droog zijn en de stengels nog niet, dan zwier je de 
blaadjes er af. Ook bij het oprapen van het voorgedroogde hooi […] bestaat er gevaar op bladverlies. Een 
nuttige truc is gebruik maken van de vochtigheid bij dauw. Door de dauw worden de bladeren ’s nachts weer 
enigszins vochtig. Dan kan je ze wel vrij goed schudden of oprapen. Het geschikte moment valt tussen 6 uur 
en half 9 ’s ochtends, afhankelijk van het weer, de hoeveelheid wind en de hoeveelheid dauw.”

Figure 68   Cattle grazing of two blocks of grass clover green manure in the crop rotation of a 
mixed agroecological farm - a feeding strategy that not only does not compromise 
vegetable production, but also produces manure that can be applied to other blocks in 
the rotation
Source: own	picture	(2019)	De	Zonnekouter,	Zulte
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roof is used; in winter, the air is heated in a wood-heated oven. This process ensures 
excellent preservation of the grass' energy and nutrients and proper drying that allows 
for long storage. In Flanders, only two farms have a similar installation, mainly due to 
the high investment cost (comm. De Middeleer, 2019). With the different grass cuts 
and different storage techniques, agroecological livestock farmers can then compile 
different diets. Spring grass, for example, has a high sugar and low protein content 
because plants are capable of photosynthesis in spring, but the availability of nitrogen 
is low because bacterial activity is still rather low in the cool spring soil (see earlier, 
3.1.2.2) (comm. W. Govaerts, 2019b). The good availability of a grass alfalfa cover crop 
mixture at Dottenfelderhof means that the farm has to look for sugar-rich additives, 
which are provided by the first grass in spring and by beets in winter (Buntzel, 2020). 
“Grain feeding is also possible, but we want to keep that to a minimum because grain is 
also suitable for human consumption”, says one of the farmers, according to whom the 
use of grain to cover the entire sugar needs of cows would be “insane” (comm. Buntzel, 
2020).115

115 Original citations, translated from spoken German: “Graan voederen kan ook, maar dat willen we beperkt 

Figure 69   Freshly harvested grass-clover to 
feed to dairy goats
Source: own	picture	(2019)	De	Speiboerderij,	
Herzele

Figure 70   Cover crops are harvested in 
batches for direct feeding to 
animals in the stables
Source: own	picture	(2019)	De	Speiboerderij,	
Herzele

Figure 71   Top of the hay drying installation 
at Dottenfelderhof
Source: 	Landwijzer	(2020)	Dottenfelderhof

Figure 72   Grab arm of the hay drying 
installation and wood stock for 
heating the air in winter
Source: own	picture	(2019)	De	Speiboerderij,	
Herzele
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This “art and science of grazing” – to quote 
the title of a book of the same name by Sarah 
Flack (2016) – is at times far removed from 
what is feasible on natural grassland under 
nature management restrictions. However, 
in this second approach to livestock farming, 
access to natural grassland can still be very 
useful, for example for grazing and fattening 
bulls (oxen) or young cows, or as a source of 
fibrous food that can be mixed with other 
(hayed) grass cuts. It can also be an important 
form of risk management. “In good years, 
permanent grasslands give less than grass 
on the arable land, but in bad years they give 
more”, a young dual-purpose cattle farmer 
knows (Vandepoel, 2019).116

5.3.5.3	 Soil	fertility	reproduction	features

“In a mixed farm with cattle, due to the growth of fodder crops, there is 
good nitrogen fixation and carbon sequestration, and thus some margin for 

horticulture.”
comm. Willekens, 2020117

The integration of agroecological ruminant farming with agroecological arable 
farming creates significant opportunities for soil fertility reproduction. However, these 
opportunities must usually be situated exclusively within the livestock-arable farming 
partnerships. Opportunities to export manure to other farms or other branches of the 
agricultural system usually do not exist.

If cover crops from arable farming are grazed on site, no transfers of soil fertility will 
occur, but the in situ reproduction of soil fertility may be stimulated. This can range 
from maximising biomass production, increasing SOM by, for example, trampling part 
of the cover crops, feeding and enriching soil life through the transformation of biomass 
into manure, etc. Usually, the animals are also stabled for at least part of the year where 
they are fed with mown and preserved cover crops. In this case, by contrast, the manure 

houden omdat graan ook geschikt zijn voor menselijke consumptie”… “waanzin”
116 Original citation in Dutch: “Permanente graslanden geven in goede jaren minder dan een akker met gras, 

maar in slechte jaren geven ze meer”
117 Original citation in Dutch: “In een gemengd bedrijf met rundveehouderij heb je dankzij de groei van 

voedergewassen goede stikstofbinding en koolstofopbouw, en daardoor in principe wat marge voor de 
groenteteelt.”

Figure 73  	 Studying	different	hayed	
grass	cuts	and	their	different	
qualities
Source: Landwijzer	(2020)	
Dottenfelderhof
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produced can be transferred to other parts of the agroecosystem. Generally, the manure 
is not spread evenly over the entire arable land, but rather in a concentrated and targeted 
way, for example, prior to one of the most demanding crops in the arable crop rotation. 
If the manure is produced from forage from the arable land, there is no real net addition 
of soil fertility – except perhaps in terms of nitrogen from Diazotrophs associated 
with the cover crops. After all, all other nutrients included in the manure have been 
previously extracted from the arable land. The extent to which biomass other than cover 
crops is fed during the stable period, such as mown grass from nature reserves or from 
permanent pastures that are not fertilised, determines the extent to which the arable 
land can be truly enriched with nutrients. In both cases, however, the manure produced 
may very well be used for the reproduction of soil fertility in arable farming. None of the 
studied mixed agroecological farms or livestock-arable farming integrations produce 
more manure than they can use themselves (comm. De Middeleer, 2019; comm. E. 
Mertens, 2018; comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020; comm. Vastershaeghe, 2020). 
Many of them are even allowed to import additional fertilisers according to the current 
manure legislation. If manure is nevertheless exported from these partnerships and 
cycles, e.g. to horticultural farms, then this is usually due to two reasons. Either these 
companies themselves import fodder to be able to keep a larger number of animals than 
their own fodder production allows. As a result, they have insufficient land to apply all 

Figure 74   What falls on the land stays on the land, but may contribute to the reproduction of soil 
fertility in situ
Source: own	picture	(2020)	De	Zonnekouter,	Zulte
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the manure produced within the limits imposed by manure legislation. In this case, 
these farms have no metabolically reciprocal relationship with the place where part of 
the fodder is produced. Another reason is that they may prefer to substitute part of their 
own manure by other fertilisers, compost in particular. Some agroecological farmers 
prefer to fertilise permanent pastures with compost rather than their own farmyard 
manure because of its slower action and to avoid contamination of the harvested grass 
with farmyard manure residues (Reubens et al., 2013). “I think compost is best for the 
grassland, because it has a constant release,” says an agroecological farmer in favour 
of using own farmyard manure (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020). “Grass grows 
all year round, and compost works all year round too,” it is said, while “our animal 
manure suits arable farming, because these crops have a distinct growth spurt” (comm. 
Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020).118 At Dottenfelderhof, after every mowing of the grass-
clover or grass-alfalfa on the arable land, “a wood-rich and thus carbon-rich compost 
is added” (comm. von Mackensen, 2020).119 Thus, in addition to horticultural activities, 
agroecological livestock and arable farming activities also use compost, which further 
increases the overall demand for compost.

So the margin for soil fertility reproduction is not outside but within the livestock-
arable farming system. This is disappointing news for external horticultural farms that 
are keen to import farmyard manure (see earlier, 5.2.4.1). However, several farmers 
working in livestock-arable farming systems report that there is potential for integrating 
horticultural activities. An agroecological livestock farmer with dairy goats, cattle and 
80 hectares of own forage production testifies that the integration of a vegetable farm is 
perfectly conceivable (comm. De Middeleer, 2019). “That is super interesting”, another 
livestock farmer with own fodder production argues, indicating that the horticultural 
activities would “suffer much less from pests because you can rotate on a much larger 
surface” and that arable farming would also benefit from more crop rotation (“that 
is always positive”) and from residual nitrogen after horticultural activities (comm. 
Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 2020).120 “In most livestock farms you can fit in a smaller 
arable farm”, says another livestock farmer, who suggests young Landwijzer trainees 
seeking land for a CSA farm to look for integration in the crop rotation of larger 
existing farms (comm. E. Mertens, 2018).121 Yet it is very likely that these kinds of 
'marsupial' vegetable growers will face a set of practical challenges, such as organising 
access to water in ever-shifting locations in the total acreage, landownership challenges 
and potential conflicts, legislative challenges, and so on.

118 Original citation in Dutch: “Volgens mij is compost het beste voor weides, omdat dat constant afgeeft”… 
“Gras groeit het jaar rond, en uw compost werkt ook het jaar rond”, zo klinkt het, terwijl “de dierlijke mest 
die we hebben goed gebruikt kan worden in de akkerbouw want die gewassen hebben wel een duidelijke 
groeispurt”

119 Original citation, translated from spoken German: “een houtrijke en dus koolstofrijke compost wordt 
toegevoegd”

120 Original citation in Dutch: “Dan zou je veel minder last hebben van plagen omdat je kan roteren in een 
veel grotere oppervlakte. Het duurt dan veel meer jaren tegen dat je terugkomt op bedrijf.” “Ja, meer 
teeltrotatie, dat is altijd positief. En normaal na tuinbouw blijft er vrij veel stikstof achter in de bodem.”

121 Original citation in Ducth: “In meeste veeteeltbedrijven kan je een kleiner akkerbouwbedrijf inpassen.
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5.4 An urbanism approach
“In our western context, which is an industrialised society, we have to make too 

many compromises. There are too many constraints that actually prevent us 
from practising real agriculture.”122

comm. D'hulster, 2020 

5.4.1	 Introduction

If the discussion of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility has illustrated 
one thing, it is that this reproduction can’t be taken for granted. The strategies to 
ecologically reproduce soil fertility are complex, demanding and come with numerous 
interdependencies. Clearly, soil fertility is not something that can be tapped from 
certain parts of the agroecosystem without limitations, balances or reciprocity. This 
also applies to the different components of an agroecological farming system: no 
single component is an unconditional source of soil fertility.

In a second order, the analysis also illustrated that agroecological practice struggles to 
reproduce soil fertility in an ecological way. Today, many existing agroecological farms 
are not entirely autonomous in their soil fertility reproduction – certainly not on an 
individual farm level but regularly neither in relation to fellow farmers. Inputs from 
conventional agriculture are still used to ensure soil fertility reproduction: straw, animal 
manure, commercial fertilisers such as residual products from the molasses industry 
(see earlier, 5.2.4). Several interviewees experience this (partly) as a personal failure. 
Yet the inability to produce soil fertility autonomously in an agroecological way is also 
a collective failure, the result of the inhospitable conditions in which the pursuit of 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction is being pursued. Many of these conditions 
are produced and reproduced by urban society and they are usually most pronounced in 
the immediate vicinity of cities, villages and other urban settlements. 

Some agroecological practices succeed in taking advantage of urban conditions as they 
exist today. Generally speaking, agroecological horticulture, floriculture and small fruit 
growing practices are doing relatively well in the urbanising area of Flanders. This is 
partly due to the fact that these practices derive benefits from the urban condition as a 
consumption market. In urban and peri-urban environments, numerous agroecological 
practices are finding consumers eager for CSA arrangements, including self-harvesting 
– marketing strategies that are much more feasible in close proximity to large consumer 
markets than in rural areas with low population densities and thus fewer potential 
customers (comm. Iserbyt, 2020). Apart from being an opportunity for marketing 
strategies, urban producer-consumer proximity may be a gateway to other benefits such 
as cooperative investments or voluntary labour support. Horticultural practices are also 

122 Original citation in Dutch: “In onze westerse context, zoals dat we hier in Europa in een geïndustrialiseerde 
maatschappij terecht gekomen zijn, moeten we te veel compromissen sluiten. Er zijn te veel beperkende 
factoren waardoor je eigenlijk niet meer aan echte landbouw kunt doen.”
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warmly welcomed by local administrations engaged in food strategies: they appeal to 
a wide audience, they have limited space requirements and they are not controversial 
(unlike livestock farming, for example) (comm. Beyens, 2021; comm. Fosselle, 2020; 
comm. Iserbyt, 2021). Apart from horticulture farms, some fruit companies also 
manage to benefit from current urban conditions. This again applies to CSA and/or 
self-harvesting small fruit farms (comm. Van Parijs, 2021) but also, for example, for an 
innovative large fruit company that manages to assemble a large part of its acreage by 
negotiating use agreements with private persons owning unused or neglected orchards 
(comm. Gelders, 2020).123

Nevertheless, none of the aforementioned benefits derived from urban proximity are 
related to the reproduction of soil fertility. For every example of a positive effect of 
the urban condition, several negative counter-examples can be given, so to speak. This 
also applies to the perceived success of agroecological horticulture, floriculture and 
small fruit growing practices. Their success and relative over-representation is also a 
demonstration of the agroecological community’s inability to establish agroecological 
livestock and arable farming practices in parallel. Even though agroecological 
horticulture is very dedicated and promising in organising its soil fertility reproduction 
without integration with agroecological livestock farming (see earlier, 5.2.4), a large 
part of the agroecological community would be delighted if these activities could be 
embedded in a mixed agroecological farming system (see earlier, 4.2.2). Outsiders 
sometimes even accuse the agroecological community of not delivering more livestock 
and arable farming practices – not seeing the painstaking inability of that community 
to succeed in doing so in the context of today’s urban conditions. I will illustrate this 
with two examples.

In recent years, I have experienced on several occasions and in different forums 
that the Landwijzer learning trajectory bears the hallmark of (very) small-scale 
agriculture with a very strong focus on horticulture. This is not a reflection of 
the content of the learning programme, in which the mixed farm is central (see 
earlier, chapter 4.2.2) and a great deal of attention is paid to arable and livestock 
farming. The main objective of the third and final year of the learning programme 
is to develop a solid farm business plan, inviting and guiding students to develop 
a plan with sufficient chances of success in the context in which it will be realised. 
Landwijzer takes pride in the fact that the vast majority of its alumni is effectively 
employed in the agricultural sector (see earlier, 4.2.1). In an urban context with 
difficult and almost unaffordable access to land, it is quite obvious that students 
tend to focus on those agricultural practices with the least land requirements and 
the highest turnover and thus graduate with projects that are mainly focused on 
small-scale horticulture, floriculture and small fruit growing. The founder and 
one of the educational mentors of Landwijzer states that “it would almost be 
obvious to say, from day one, you can choose whether you go for agriculture or 

123 Some examples of fruit growing practices that make use of underutilised or neglected orchards in the urban 
or peri-urban context also exist elsewhere, including Leeds Urban Harvest (https://leedsurbanharvest.org.
uk/),	although	it	often	concerns	non-profit	grassroots	initiatives	rather	than	professional	agroecological	
businesses.
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horticulture” (comm. Iserbyt, 2021).124 Yet this is not possible in the Landwijzer 
learning programme. Only in the second year, students can choose between a 
limited specialisation in livestock or fruit farming, alongside a much larger fixed 
curriculum. “We stand for a mixed agricultural model and we stubbornly continue 
to do so,” he continues. “Even though there are similar courses abroad where it is 
compulsory to do an internship in every agricultural branch, this is not the case 
at Landwijzer. We don’t do that. We say: we’ll give you the knowledge [about the 
importance of a mixed farming system], but we know that at the end of the day, 
in this country, you’re going to have to choose, and because of land access you’re 
probably going to end up on two hectares anyway. So go and do your internship 
wherever you want, but take it in the back of your mind.”125 During the interview 
he refers to the exceptional example of a CSA farm (BoerEnCompagnie) near 
the Flemish city of Leuven. “There, one of our graduates started with half a 
hectare of cherry orchard, then he had the opportunity to buy some more land, 
we negotiated together with an abbey owning farmland, then there was more 
land here and there... Today, they have reached about 30 hectares and it is a mixed 
CSA farm. I dare to believe that if you pass on that image, that guiding image 
of a mixed agroecosystem, that future opportunities will make those one or two 
hectare initiatives grow”, he concludes (comm. Iserbyt, 2021).126

The abovementioned perception basically also applies to the Flemish organic land 
trust De Landgenoten (see earlier, 4.2.1). On the 43 ha of land De Landgenoten 
has acquired or is in the process of acquiring so far (De Landgenoten, 2022), 
operating agroecological practices do not reflect the balances and cycles of a mixed 
agroecosystem. There is a very similar vicious issue at stake here. Not only can “just 
a fraction of these (future) organic farmers be helped by De Landgenoten” (De 
Landgenoten, 2021, p. 3)127,  a spokesperson also clarifies that De Landgenoten 
“is actually a very demand-driven organisation” (comm. Beyens, 2021). “In the 
default procedure”, she clarifies, “a farmer comes to us and says look, I know there 
is land for sale, I don't want to or I can’t pay it myself, or I connect very strongly 
to your philosophy, could you buy it for me? And whether that is a farmer who has 
CSA plans, small fruit, livestock, flowers, that doesn’t matter to us. If it is someone 
who can present a sound business plan, who is prepared to be certified organic 
and who has a link with the local environment, then we can consider going along 

124 Original citation in Dutch: “Het zou bijna voor de hand liggen vanaf dag één om te zeggen, je kan kiezen of 
dat je voor landbouw of tuinbouw gaat bij ons”

125 Original citations in Dutch: “Wij staan voor een gemengd landbouwmodel en we blijven dat 
koppig doordoen” … “Dat doen wij niet. Wij zeggen: we geven u de kennis mee [over het gemengd 
landbouwsysteem], maar we weten dat je uiteindelijk in dit land gaat moeten kiezen en door de 
grondtoegang waarschijnlijk toch ergens op twee hectare gaat terechtkomen. Dus ga maar uw stage doen 
waar je wil, maar neem het in uw achterhoofd mee.”

126 Original citations in Dutch: “Daar begint één van onze afgestudeerde cursisten met een halve hectare 
kersenboomgaard, vervolgens heeft hij die opportuniteit om daaraan wat grond te kopen, nog grond te 
kopen, samen met ons met een abdij te onderhandelen, er komt nog grond bij hier en daar... Ondertussen 
zitten ze ongeveer aan 30 hectare en is het een gemengd CSA bedrijf. Ik denk dat als je dat beeld maar 
meegeeft, dat leidbeeld van een gemengd agroecosysteem, dan durf ik er wel op vertrouwen dat in de 
toekomst opportuniteiten gaan maken dat die één of twee hectare initiatieven, toch gaan zorgen dat ze 
groeien.”

127 Original citation in Dutch: “slechts een fractie van deze bioboeren (in spe) door De Landgenoten geholpen 
worden”
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with that”, she says (comm. Beyens, 2021). “At some point, we were indeed known 
as an organisation that buys land for CSA farms, because in reality, most people 
who knock on our door need relatively small areas.”128 “Opportunities to buy land 
smaller than 1 ha (not connected to other Landgenoten properties) do not qualify, 
but on the other hand, larger areas are soon very challenging to crowdfund for a 
small land fund”, she points out. “So far, the largest single acquisition has been 
8,5 ha.”129

These vicious trends obstruct the development of a mixed character of agroecological 
practice in Flanders and, consequently, the reproduction of soil fertility the agroecological 
community seeks to derive from it. Numerous other examples can be added of how 
(typically) urban conditions deprive agroecological farmers of the ability to reproduce 
soil fertility in an ecological way: the inability to choose the most suitable place in the 
landscape, the inability to invest in soil fertility in situ when access to farmland can 
be lost at any time, the inability to restore soil fertility on severely depleted farmland 
while being profitable at the same time, the non-agricultural claims on fibrous, woody 
material and the inability to produce it at farm level, the inability to live close to 
animals deployed for strip grazing, the inability to start a livestock farm from scratch by 
accessing natural grassland without having access to other basic infrastructure as well, 
etc. Some negative conditions are actively reproduced by an urbanisation model that 
is engaged in supporting the global food regime. This applies to legislation (see Box 
5 for some examples) but also to publicly subsidized infrastructure that can be freely 
appropriated by competing models while agroecological farmers have to create such 
conditions largely by themselves and in spite of the circumstances (see earlier, 2.2.1). 
Climate disruption is creating entirely new ecological conditions that severely disrupt 
temperature and precipitation patterns and alter the ecological rationale underlying the 
agroecological reproduction of soil fertility. First manifestations of extreme drought and 
heavy rainfall illustrate that this also further challenges the autonomy of agroecological 
farms and soil fertility reproduction. 

Current urban conditions, the reproduction of conditions supporting a global food 
regime and changing climatic conditions demonstrate that the pursuit of agroecological 
soil fertility reproduction is a challenge that cannot and should not be addressed solely 
at the level of individual farms. That is not to question or compromise the pursuit of 
autonomous agroecological farms, but rather to create a context in which agroecological 
practices can be as autonomous and self-sustaining as possible. Autonomous 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction, to paraphrase de Molina, requires action 

128 Original citations in Dutch: “eigenlijk een heel vraaggestuurde organisatie is”. “In de default werkwijze 
komt er een boer naar ons die zegt kijk ik weet dat er grond te koop komt, ik wil of ik kan dat niet zelf 
betalen,	of	ik	verbind	mij	heel	hard	met	jullie	filosofie,	willen	jullie	dat	voor	mij	doen?	En	of	dat	nu	een	boer	
is die CSA-plannen heeft, kleinfruit, veeteelt, bloementeelt, dat maakt voor ons niet uit. Als het iemand is 
die	een	degelijk	bedrijfsplan	kan	voorleggen,	die	bereid	is	om	zich	biologisch	te	laten	certificeren	en	die	een	
link heeft met de lokale omgeving, dan kunnen we daarin meegaan.” … “Op een gegeven moment stonden 
wij inderdaad bekend als een organisatie die grond koopt voor CSA's, omdat er in de praktijk veelal mensen 
bij ons aankloppen die relatief kleine oppervlaktes nodig hebben.”

129 Original citation in Dutch: “Een grondaanbod kleiner dan 1 ha (dat niet aansluit bij andere Landgenoten-
eigendommen) komt niet in aanmerking, maar aan de andere kant zijn grotere oppervlaktes al snel zeer 
uitdagend om te crowdfunden voor een klein grondfonds. Tot nog toe is de grootste aankoop in één keer 8,5 
ha.”
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Box 5   Policies aimed at coping with the negative externalities of the 
metabolic industrial regime tend to create conditions that also impact 
agroecological practices  

The amount of chemical fertilisers and cattle feed imported into the Flemish agroecosystem 
is currently so substantial that it results in a strong eutrophication of groundwater and 
surface water and causes losses of ammonia to the air and which are deposited elsewhere 
(see earlier, 3.2.4.2). Both phenomena collide with stringent European legislation. The 
Water Framework Directive obliges member states to tackle problematic groundwater 
and surface water conditions. The Habitats Directive obliges member states to protect 
typically nutrient-poor natural habitats that are part of the European Natura 2000 
network from the deposition of large amounts of nitrogen threatening the conservation 
of these habitats. In a society where soil fertility losses are largely compensated through an 
industrial metabolic regime, it is not surprising that the current state of both environmental 
concerns is highly problematic (see earlier, 3.2.4). Unfortunately, policies aimed at coping 
with the negative externalities of this metabolic industrial regime sometimes create 
and reproduce conditions that impact agroecological practices seeking to reproduce 
soil fertility in ecological ways. Although a detailed and certainly exhaustive analysis of 
existing legislation is beyond the scope of this research, it is useful to point out some 
examples which illustrate the lock-in of how a society which, because of its entanglement 
with an industrial metabolic regime, continues to produce and reproduce conditions that 
put maximum ecological soil fertility reproduction out of reach.

For example, Flemish manure legislation imposes more stringent fertilisation restrictions 
in areas where insufficient progress is being made in the overall improving of groundwater 
and surface water quality. These apply to all farms and make no distinction according to 
the origin of the nutrients (particularly nitrogen) involved. This implies, for example, that 
an entirely soil-bound agroecological mixed farm that is not import chemical fertilisers or 
animal feed into the agroecosystem is bound by the same rules as a non-soil-bound farm 
that relies on the import of animal feed and/or synthetic fertilisers. The environmental 
externalities of an industrial metabolic regime in regions characterised by intensive 
livestock farming are thus also loaded onto agroecological livestock farmers settled in the 
same region.

In an attempt to reduce the size of the Flemish livestock population, a system of so-
called nutrient emission rights (NER) was introduced in 2007 (Vlaamse overheid, 2022). 
Since then, farmers have been required to hold a number of NERs to be allowed to 
keep a corresponding number of animals. When introduced in 2007, existing farms were 
allocated a number of NERs based on past manure production on the farm. Existing 
livestock farmers who subsequently wanted to expand, or new livestock farmers starting 
from 2007 onwards, have to acquire the necessary NERs themselves. One of the ways 
to achieve this is by buying the NERs of ceasing livestock farms, although it should 
be noted that in each transaction, the legislator skims off a certain percentage of the 
NERs to pursue the objective of reducing the total livestock population and the associated 
manure excess. For newcomers in the agricultural sector or specialised horticultural or 
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and change at higher territorial scales to avoid confining existing practices to “islands 
of success amid a sea of privation, poverty, and environmental degradation” in which 
the reproduction of the former is doomed to be dominated by the reproduction of 
the latter (de Molina, 2020, p. 56, see earlier 2.3.2.2). This not only involves the 
dismantling of urban conditions that disable agroecological farmers, but also the 
construction of alternative conditions that actively enable agroecological farmers to 
deal with dependent agroecosystems in a context that will always be characterised by 
collective interdependence. For the reproduction of soil fertility, this thus involves 
the dismantling of impeding urban conditions, but also the construction of an urban 
environment in which agroecological actors can settle, in which the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility is feasible and viable, in which certain conditions are in 

arable farms that want to develop mixed farming activities, this NER system introduced 
an extra threshold, forcing agroecological farmers to compete with conventional farmers 
for the same scarce1 nutrient emission rights. From the perspective of the former, the 
distribution of NERs among existing practices in 2007 reinforced the status quo right 
before the actual policy took off.

At the time of writing, very intense discussions are taking place in the Netherlands 
and in Flanders about the excess nitrogen deposition in protected Natura 2000 nature 
habitats (see earlier, chapter 3.2.4.2). Since livestock farming is a major source of these 
nitrogen emissions, and since a large part of these emissions are deposited at relatively 
short distances, policies are being considered to force agricultural activities in and around 
the affected nature areas to cease, to encourage them to cease or to impose strict reduction 
obligations. In both Flanders and the Netherlands, billions of euros are allocated for buying 
out farms and to finance emission-reducing measures. So far, the proposed policies make 
no distinction between nitrogen emissions from farms that have previously extracted this 
nitrogen from the same agroecosystem to which the Natura 2000 habitat belongs (and 
thus where there is no net addition of nitrogen on agroecosystem level) and farms whose 
nitrogen emissions are the result of imported animal feed and synthetic fertilisers (thus 
net importing nitrogen to the agroecosystem). Agroecological organisations complain that 
the proposed policy measures do not include measures aimed at reducing the vast amounts 
of nitrogen currently imported in Flemish agroecosystems through artificial fertilisers 
and animal feed, and that agroecological techniques to reduce nitrogen emissions are not 
as widely recognised as reduction techniques used in conventional systems (Bioforum, 
2022a; Voedsel Anders, 2022). Under the new nitrogen policy, even nature management 
organisations that have their own livestock to manage the Natura 2000 areas concerned 
face difficulties in obtaining the necessary permits to stable these animals, despite feeding 
exclusively on biomass from the nature areas involved (Natuurpunt, 2022).
1 As a result of many loopholes in this legislation, the system of nutrient emission rights has not yet resulted 

in a reduction of the Flemish livestock population (Vlaamse overheid, 2022). Quite the contrary: the 
number of livestock has even increased since 2007. However, alongside the growing number of livestock 
units, environmental problems grew as well, leading to ongoing discussions about further restrictions 
to the nutrient emission rights system, seeking to produce a true scarcity of nutrient emission rights 
("Stikstofakkoord: nutriëntenemissierechten worden ingeperkt om te sturen op de veestapel," 2022).
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place that agroecological farmers can appropriate, in which the context takes care of 
what is being pursued.

This second part of the chapter again turns to the field of urbanism and urban 
planning. Building on the testimony and insights from the first part, it elaborates 
on the urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility and identifies 
pathways towards an agroecological urbanism. Although it builds on empirical 
material, it concerns in the first place personal reflections that do not necessarily reflect 
the views of the interviewees. They are based on creative and experimental research 
work characteristic of the normative and design-oriented disciplines of urbanism and 
planning. Rather than concrete recipes for an agroecological urbanism engaged with 
the reproduction of soil fertility, this part should be read as a series of possible pathways 
towards it, which deserve further reflection and steering in a cyclical research process 
that transcends the time span of this PhD (see earlier,  4.1.3).

5.4.2	 Importance	of	land	policy

Agroecological farming practices and agroecological soil fertility reproduction require 
different access to land conditions than those prevailing in urban environments today. 
Therefore, urban societies seeking to promote agroecological agricultural practices and/
or ecological soil fertility reproduction will have to adopt dedicated land policies to 
create appropriate conditions to this end. In turn, agroecological communities seeking 
to establish their practices and soil fertility strategies in urbanising environments will 
need to demand and inspire dedicated land policies beyond farm level. Five potential 
dimensions of agroecological urban land policy are outlined in the sections below.

Figure 75   Age pyramid of farm managers of professional farms in Flanders by gender (2010 vs 
2020)
Source: own	graph	based	on	data	from	Statistiek	Vlaanderen	(2022)
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5.4.2.1	 To	stop	substitution	of	agriculture	for	other	functions

The most obvious, first step for agroecological land policy is to stop urban land 
consumption from substituting agricultural activities with other land uses (Verhoeve, 
Dewaelheyns, Kerselaers, Rogge, & Gulinck, 2015). The continuous loss of farmland 
is very problematic, both for individual existing farms as for scaling up or multiplying 
agroecological practices. For existing farms, losing even a seemingly small part of their 
acreage is generally highly problematic. The total acreage of a farm is at the heart of 
a complex, historically developed puzzle composed of agricultural, ecological and 
economic aspects involved in agricultural practice. This involves the amount of fodder 
that can be produced on-farm, the amount of manure it can apply, the number of 
animals it can raise, the size of the stables for the animals, the amount of permanent 
grassland managed, the ongoing payments for investments made, etc. Moreover, many 
laws and subsidies are based on the total acreage of farms, including European support 
and the Flemish manure legislation. From an accounting perspective, the first hectares 
of the acreage are needed to cover the fixed costs of the farm and it is only on the last 
hectares that the farm makes a profit. When farmers lose a seemingly small share of 
their farm's acreage, the aforementioned puzzle risks collapse, farmers may run into 
problems with existing legislation and subsidies and risk losing a proportionately much 
larger share of their income (Dhoore, 2021b). Land is also needed for the multiplication 
of agroecological practices. For conventional farms that (want to) transform to 
agroecological practices, access to sufficient land is of decisive importance in order to 
make livestock farms soil-bound again but still allow a viable number of animals to 
be raised, to allow for a more extensive use of the available land, to diversify the crop 
rotation, to experiment with new crops without having to immediately abandon the 
current income strategy for doing so, etc (comm. Marchand, 2021). The agricultural 
sector is also experiencing a huge retirement wave. In Flanders, the average age of a 
professional farm manager is 55 years and the share of farm managers older than 55 
years is 40% (Statistiek Vlaanderen, 2022) (see Figure 75). At the European level, in 
2010, there was an absolute majority (53,2%) of all farm managers aged 55 or above 
(Eurostat, 2015). The current wave of retirements in the agricultural sector means that 
many existing farmstead and acreages are and will also be subject to ownership and/
or use transactions (Vandekerckhove et al., 2017). In principle, this is an opportunity, 
but in the context of numerous, financially powerful non-agricultural actors with an 
interest in farmsteads and farmland and the absence of a land policy to guarantee its 
agricultural reuse, it rather constitutes a threat to (agroecological) agriculture (Miklos 
et al., 2020; Vandekerckhove et al., 2017). While extra space for residential , industrial 
and infrastructural purposes always comes at the expense of soil-bound agriculture, 
this is not necessarily the case for the development of nature areas and water 
infrastructure (drinking water collection, water storage). Land policy for nature and 
water management purposes could also create favourable conditions for agroecological 
agricultural practices if it is explicitly structured to this end (see further, 5.4.2.3). 
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5.4.2.2	 To	counter	the	speculative	land	market	and	it’s	associated	agricultural	geography

 “If you want to make a lot of money with your land, 
you should not choose livestock farming, 

but strawberries or something of the sort.”130

comm. Marchand, 2021 

Urban and urbanising areas are characterised not only by high pressure on the amount 
of (available) farmland, but also by a very specific urban land geography that (heavily) 
challenges the ecological geography of agroecological soil fertility reproduction. 
When German economist Johann Heinrich von Thünen in the first half of the 19th 
century presented his famous model to describe the geography of agricultural systems 
around cities (see earlier, 2.1.1 and Figure 3) (von Thünen, 1826), the historical and 
demanding geography for ecological soil fertility reproduction was completely absent. 
Von Thünen observed and described how the geography of agricultural activities 
around cities primarily reflected a logic of transport costs, with a first ring of dairy and 
market gardening (mainly because of the freshness of both products), followed by a 
second ring of forests for fuel (mainly because of its weight) and arable farming in a 
third and last ring around the urban centre (mainly because of good transportability). 
Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, the foundations of transport costs have 
changed drastically. Technical possibilities for transporting food increased enormously 
and transport costs fell drastically, thus eroding the foundation of Von Thünen’s model. 
In this regard, David Harvey notes that “contemporary students now find it very odd 
[…] that one of the closer rings of production […] is given over to forestry”, which 
is hard to imagine since the invention of the steam engine and the resulting exile of 
timber production to faraway places (Harvey, 2014, pp. 56-57). As French geographer 
Christophe-Toussaint Soulard describes, new transport facilities enabled agriculture 
to specialise at regional level, “largely independent of urban centres” yet “according to 
agri-food sectors”, causing the geography of farming systems to reflect other patterns 
than the ones Von Thünen described (Soulard, 2015, p. 152).131

Nevertheless, urbanisation continues to alter the geography of farming systems. 
According to Soulard, Von Thünen’s model is still very useful if transport costs are 
exchanged for another basic parameter: speculative land value, i.e. “the difference in 
the value of agricultural land depending on whether it is to be used for agricultural 
purposes or for urban development” (Soulard, 2015, p. 152).132 The closer to the city, 
the more likely it is that farmland, sooner or later, will be exchanged for other, much 
more capital-intensive land uses in the future (Harvey, 1985). Such possibilities, the 
expectations that they will become a reality, and the speculative behaviour that results 
from this, suffice to increase the market value of farmland in urbanising areas, even 
though it is still in agricultural use and even if other land uses are not yet legally 
permitted. “As a result,” Soulard described, a new “agricultural geography is emerging” 
130 Original citation in Dutch: “Als je veel wil verdienen aan uw grond, dan moet je niet aan veeteelt doen, dan 

moet je aardbeien zetten ofzo.”
131	 Original	citation	in	French:	“les	agricultures	se	sont	spécialisées	par	région	en	fonction	de	filières	agro-

alimentaires largement indépendantes des centres urbains”
132	 Original	citation	in	French:	“celle	du	différentiel	de	valeur	des	terres	agricoles	selon	qu’elles	sont	destinées	

à un usage agricole ou à l’urbanisation”
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in which “agricultural production systems with high added value per hectare are 
over-represented”, which “explains the resilience of certain systems inherited from 
the market garden belts, but also the establishment of high value-added agricultural 
systems geared towards urban markets (horticulturists, nurserymen)” (Soulard, 2015, p. 
152). Soulard describes how the eventual loss of agricultural land is generally preceded 
by a period of “land awaiting urbanisation” which “can range from the very short term 
(a few months) to the long term (several years, or even several generations)” (Soulard, 
2015, p. 152). For the metropolitan region around Montpellier, he points out how 
urban land speculation is contributing to the decline of perennial viticulture and its 
replacement by “nomadic agricultures” based on annual crops (grain, melon) and grass 
production (fodder production and grazing land, a.o. for leisure animals) (Soulard, 
2015, pp. 152-153). Apart from non-agricultural private users, he identifies two types 
of actors who benefit from this new condition. First, the new arable farming activities 
are not managed by independent farmers but by contracting companies working with 
contract workers, operating on a large scale, and making the substitutability of one 
piece of agricultural land for another their core strategy for accumulating a changing 
but always sufficient acreage in the context of a speculative urban land market. Soulard 
rightly notes that part of the success of this model is the availability of urban mobility 
infrastructure, which serves its many mobility needs, including agricultural machinery, 
transport vehicles and convoys complying with road safety standards – by which he 
demonstrates the entanglement of urbanisation processes with the global food regime 
(see earlier, 2.2.1). Second, the conversion of farmland to permanent grassland, which 
Soulard calls “the saltus of the peri-urban” leads to a specific phenomenon he calls 
“reverse transhumance”. This involves farmers from the urban hinterland turning to 
the urban suburbs to access grassland as well as the intentional development of new 
livestock activities on urban grasslands to keep the vegetation small and thus reduce the 
risk of fires that threaten residential areas (Soulard, 2015, p. 155).

Soulard’s work is particularly interesting here for two reasons. On the one hand, it 
demonstrates how the geography of agriculture in urbanising areas is strongly determined 
by the logics of speculative urban land markets inherent to capitalist urbanisation. On 
the other hand, it illustrates how this reality produces conditions that are unfavourable 
for some forms of agriculture and favourable for others. Urban land speculation and the 
high land prices it generates are deeply problematic for agroecological agriculture. It 
causes an over-representation of agricultural activities with a high turnover per hectare, 
such as horticulture, and an under-representation of agricultural activities with a low 
turnover per hectare, such as livestock farming and arable farming. This observation 
may raise the question of whether it is actually problematic to witness a strong presence 
of horticultural activities in the vicinity of urban settlements. In a sense, has this not 
always been the case historically? “Yet this intensive horticulture, oriented towards 
nearby urban consuming markets”, agroecologist Koen Dhoore stresses, “was also 
historically always embedded in larger systems of arable and livestock farming, which 
were also practised in the vicinity of the city” (Dhoore, 2021a, p. 48).133 Considering 
133 Original citation in Dutch: “Maar die intensieve groenteteelt, gericht op de afzetkanalen van de nabije stad, 
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the radically unbounded character of capitalist urbanisation processes, not limited 
to the physical environments of the city and its immediate surroundings but rather 
constituting a world-encompassing transformative process (see earlier, 2.1.2), It is 
clear that the current overrepresentation of horticultural activities is not a testimony 
to the emergence of a new Von Thünen-like model with horticulture around the city 
and livestock and arable farming in subsequent rings, but the proverbial canary in the 
coal mine of an urban environment that is on the verge of losing any farmland to 
land uses with higher land values. In this way, it is also a process that disintegrates 
the components of a mixed agroecological farming system, thus also the ecological 
reproduction of soil fertility which is constituted by their metabolic integration. On 
top of this, agroecological agricultural activities are not compatible with the footloose 
character that contemporary urban land markets require of agricultural practice. 
Investments in the long-term use value of soil care, carefully designed landscape 
relationships, long crop rotations and local consumer communities make agroecological 
food systems highly place-bound and place-specific and therefore highly incompatible 
with interchangeable and rapidly changing forms of land use. The example of reverse 
transhumance shows that it is not inconceivable that urbanisation creates conditions 
in which some components of an agroecological agricultural system may thrive, yet 
this phenomenon appears to lack any long-term agricultural perspective or integrated 
agricultural land use.

In speculative urban land markets, counter-speculative land policies are therefore 
crucial. This begins by breaking through the self-evident substitution of farmland 
for other land uses. But it also requires dedicated counter-speculative land policies to 
create conditions that are not provided by the market but are nevertheless considered 
fundamental for the organisation of urban society. For other urban issues, this is 
quite common. It is the case, for example, with the urban housing issue, where land 
policies are used to create affordable housing in a context of unaffordable urban 
housing markets. Similar reasoning applies to nature development, the protection of 
drinking water catchment areas, flood risk management, etc. None of these land uses 
can spontaneously be maintained in the context of speculative urban land markets, but 
since they are considered a fundamental part of a liveable urban environment, they 
are the object of collective organisation and counter-speculative land policy. The same 
reasoning could be applied to ecological soil fertility reproduction: if agroecological 
food production is seen as a key component of a sustainable urbanisation model, then 
the observation that the reproduction of soil fertility on which its practices rely is 
disabled by a speculative urban land market should inspire counter-speculative land 
policies aimed at constructing and reproducing its missing components. In a broad 
sense, this applies to all aspects of land policy and infrastructure dealt with in this and 
the following section (see below, 5.4.3). Building on the underrepresentation of arable 
and ruminant livestock farming, this means that both should be the subject of urban 
organisation, as well as the long-term security of access to land for all components 

was	historisch	ook	altijd	ingebed	in	grotere	gehelen	—	eveneens	in	de	onmiddellijke	nabijheid	van	de	stad	
—	van	akkerbouwmatige	teelten	en	veehouderij.”
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of an agroecological farming system. Government interventions in the urban land 
market can be both temporary and long-term. Public land could be used “to address 
the scarcity of certain resources”, an agroecological farmer suggests during an interview 
(comm. Verhofstede, 2020). “I am thinking of cereals. I am thinking straw material and 
wood. Public land could be a kind of lever to have another look at cereals” and “give 
them the attention they deserve,” he testifies.134 “Because that is a wonderful product”, 
another farmer adds, “but first of all, you have to possess an incredible amount of know-
how to grow it, how to cultivate it best, in which soil to grow what... and secondly, well, 
if the land has to yield an income, if you have to make a profit on it, then it simply will 
not work” (comm. Marchand, 2021).135 An agroecological horticulture farmer who is 
keen to integrate ruminants on his farm indicates that “this is currently not the case”, 
that the current land belonging to the farm “is far too expensive for this” and that “one 
has to find another way to solve the issue” (comm. D'hulster, 2020).136 For temporary 
interventions in the (urban) land market and for the anticipation of specific agricultural 
land uses, the Société d'aménagement foncier et d'établissement rural (SAFER)137 system in 
France offers an interesting source of inspiration (Rogge, Verhoeve, Kerselaers, & Van 
Lancker, 2018; Sanglier, Martin, & Rioufol, 2017). Although the dedicated fostering of 
agricultural land uses with lower land value in speculative urban land markets are not a 
known objective of current SAFERs, the idea does seem to be executable.

5.4.2.3	 To	accompany	nature	development	with	conditions	in	which	its	agricultural	

management	is	feasible	and	viable

“We are restoring one part of the historical agroecosystem, we are not 
reconstructing it in its entirety. We are standing with just one foot in the 

rationale of the historical agricultural system.”
comm. Sannen, 2021 

“Wherever you pass along Natuurpunt’s paths, you come across heaps of 
grass.”138 

comm. Sannen, 2021 

Due to the centuries-long co-evolution of natural plant and animal species with 
the Flemish agroecosystem, the ‘natural’ habitats that are currently being protected, 
restored and developed within the framework of nature development often have an 
agricultural origin (see earlier, 5.4.3.3). These habitats and landscapes were produced 
and reproduced by agricultural activities. Fundamental changes in the agricultural sector 
have interrupted this reproduction dynamic, including the emergence of an industrial 
metabolic regime to compensate for soil fertility losses (see earlier, 3.2.4). The industrial 

134	 Original	citations	in	Dutch:	“om	de	schaarsheid	van	bepaalde	grondstoffen	aan	te	pakken”	…	“Ik	denk	aan	
granen. Ik denk aan stromateriaal en hout. Je kan ook gaan voor wilgen of hout” … “Publieke grond zou een 
soort van hefboom kunnen zijn om terug naar die granen te gaan kijken” … “de aandacht te geven die ze 
verdienen”

135	 Original	citation	in	Dutch:	“Want	dat	is	een	prachtig	product.	Maar	één,	je	moet	daar	ongelooflijke	
knowhow voor hebben; hoe dat je dat best teelt, op welke grond dat je wat best teelt… En twee, ja, als die 
grond moet opbrengen, als je daar op moet terugverdienen, dan gaat dat nooit lukken”

136 Original citations in Dutch: “dat er momenteel niet is” … “daar ook veel te duur voor is” … “je dat op een 
andere manier moet zien op te lossen”

137 literally translated: Land development and rural settlement agency
138 Wherever you pass along Natuurpunt’s paths, you come across heaps of grass” (Sannen, 2021)
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reproduction of soil fertility caused habitats from which farmers had been extracting 
nutrients for centuries to lose their nutrient impoverishment dynamic, thus also the 
reproduction of their special ecological condition (see earlier, 3.2.3.4). Moreover, part 
of the newly imported chemical nutrients applied to the arable land found their way, via 
water and air, to the abandoned parts of the agroecosystem, which further aggravated 
the loss of the fauna and flora characteristic of what used to be nutrient-poor habitats 
(see earlier, 3.2.4.2). In this context, the regeneration of the original fauna and flora 
can be pursued in two ways: either independently of the agricultural system, by and 
at the expense of nature management organisations, or by cooperating with farmers 
who derive a contemporary use value from these areas that coincides with the targeted 
nature management. 

Numerous existing partnerships between nature management organisations and 
(agroecological) farmers demonstrate that the management of existing natural 
grasslands can be a win-win situation (comm. Bot, 2021; comm. De Clercq, 2021; 
Indeherberg et al., 2018; comm. Sannen, 2021; comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 
2020). However, an upscaling of nature development with potential for agricultural 
co-management does not guarantee that the agroecological practice will multiply. “We 
are restoring one part of the historical agroecosystem,” an agroecological farmers refers 
to natural grassland habitats, “but we are not reconstructing it in its entirety”, “we 
are standing with just one foot in the rationale of the historical agricultural system” 
(comm. Sannen, 2021).139 A relatively limited broadening of land policy for nature 
development could allow agroecological ruminant livestock farming to keep pace with 
ambitious nature development, turning existing win-win collaborations into a win-win 
development strategy. 

• Providing the necessary built agricultural infrastructure: No form of 
(agroecological) agriculture can do without infrastructure. This applies in particular 
to livestock farming, which requires stables, infrastructure for fodder storage and 
infrastructure for manure collection. Although nature management organisations 
need to provide the necessary infrastructure for their own grazing activities (see 

139 Original citations in Dutch: “Nu herstelt men wel een deel van het cultuurlandschap, maar men bootst het 
niet in zijn geheel na. Men staat maar met één been in de logica van dat historisch landbouwsysteem.”

Figure 76   Piles of rotting grass clippings on the edge of nature reserve Molenbeemd, Riemst
Source: own	picture	(2021)	Riemst
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earlier, 5.3.4.3), in the case of cooperation with professional farmers it is assumed 
that they themselves have access to the necessary infrastructure elsewhere. This 
is not so obvious for a number of reasons: it is rarely the case for newcomers to 
agroecological agriculture, the infrastructure of existing farms does not always 
suit the envisaged nature management, the distances that livestock farmers 
can travel between the farmstead and the grasslands to be managed are limited 
(especially when grazing is involved and when it comes to mowing low-quality 
grassland), etc. Large-scale nature development could consider the defence but 
also the development and financing of dedicated agricultural infrastructure as one 
of its core tasks. An inspiring example is nature farm Keizersrande (Natuurderij 
Keizersrande) in the floodplain of the river IJsel in the Netherlands, which was 
developed and is owned by a foundation aimed at nature and flood management 
along the IJsel and which is leased with a long-term perspective to a farmer.140

• Engaging in making additional arable land or high quality grassland available: 
Agroecological ruminant livestock practices are able to operate to a very large 
extent on natural grassland, certainly when ruminants are not milked. However, 
the action research shows that a relatively small amount of additional arable 
land or high quality grassland can be of vital importance to these practices. In a 
context where nature management organisations rely on agroecological livestock 

140 https://www.keizersrande.nl/

Figure 77  	 These	floodplains	of	the	river	IJsel	are	leased	out	by	a	foundation	owning	them,	
including modern stable infrastructure and accompanying arable land
Source: https://www.destentor.nl/deventer/annette-43-verlaat-bijzondere-boerderij-aan-de-ijssel-bij-deventer-
de-eerste-keer-dacht-ik-ik-ga-failliet~a2971a06/215107523/
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to manage grasslands, but agroecological practices struggle to find a limited but 
essential amount of additional arable land, nature management organisations 
might consider helping to provide the additional arable land by acquiring it 
themselves or by establishing the coalitions that would make the intended 
agricultural use feasible and viable. “Nature management, together with other 
public institutions, could also offer arable land in addition to access to nature 
areas to make certain business models feasible,” it is suggested (Indeherberg et 
al., 2018, p. 148).

• Supporting the reproduction of an agroecological resource base: Mowing 
natural grasslands can provide both a long-term and a short-term resource 
base for agroecological agriculture. Especially the topographic location of 
natural grasslands seems to have a decisive influence here, with generally longer 
perspectives on wetter grasslands than on drier grasslands. In the latter case, 
farmers participating in nutrient impoverishment contribute exactly to the 
realisation of the intended nature objective, but undermine the reproduction 
of their resource base. Nature development could contribute to addressing this 
agriculturally rather painful reality, for example by enabling the gradual transition 
of these farms as the original resource base disappears, or by creating access to 
new areas that allow for the continuation of specific agricultural activities. On a 
more general level, this means creating a long-term perspective, including offering 
long-term rather than short-term cooperation contracts (comm. Iserbyt, 2021). A 
young farmer demonstrates the importance of this with the example that the very 
short duration of most of the use agreements on natural grasslands are received 
with skepticism by banks, which are seeking stronger guarantees to provide credit 
for investments, thus creating a vicious problem (comm. Vandepoel & Vandepoel, 
2020).

The abovementioned suggestions for extending the land policy for nature development 
for the benefit of its agricultural co-use may at first sight seem very demanding of 
nature policy or nature management organisations. However, it can be argued that they 
belong to the interest and responsibility of nature management. Firstly, the survival and 
multiplication of agroecological livestock practices is necessary for the reproduction of 
the protected natural habitats, which without agroecological livestock farming would 
shift to other climax communities or be completely dependent on nature management 
organisations to reproduce or mimic the agricultural activities at their own expense. 
Secondly, it is a reality that nature development makes claims on certain parts of 
the agroecosystem on which an agroecological farming system also depends for its 
reproduction and/or for its multiplication. The presence or absence of accompanying 
conditions that actively enable its agroecological co-use makes the difference between 
nature development that allows an agroecological transition to develop in its wake on 
the one hand and nature development that contributes to the further marginalisation 
of agroecological practice in the absence of the set of essential landscape relationships 
on which agroecological practice relies. For this very reason, an agroecological livestock 
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farmer says he is not keen on some of the experiments or ways of thinking of nature 
management organisations to get rid of an excess of grass clippings through “end of the 
pipe solutions” such as producing paper or extracting energy from it (comm. Sannen, 
2021).141  Thirdly, if nature development fails to enable the ecological reproduction of 
soil fertility, then the dependence of urban society on non-ecological reproduction of 
soil fertility will increase. This is likely to create perverse effects, as non-ecological soil 
fertility reproduction is a major cause of natural ecosystem degradation (see earlier, 
3.2.4.2). 

5.4.2.4	 To	equip	the	agricultural	landscape	with	necessary	built	agricultural	infrastructure

The phenomenon of the non-agricultural reuse of agricultural patrimony is not limited 
to farmland, but manifests itself even more strongly when built agricultural patrimony 
becomes vacant (Vandekerckhove et al., 2017; Verhoeve et al., 2015; Verhoeve et al., 
2021; Verhoeve, Jacob, Vanempten, & De Waegemaeker, 2018). Farmsteads are being 
acquired in large numbers by wealthy, non-agricultural actors who reuse them for 
residential purposes or for non-agricultural economic purposes, i.e. for purposes with 

141 https://www.grasgoed.eu/over-grasgoed/about-grasgoed/

Figure 78   Agricultural machinery has been standing in the open for years, unable to obtain 
a	permit	for	any	fixed	construction	due	to	the	spatial	planning	protection	of	the	
landscape around a nearby castle park
Source: own	picture	(2019)	't	Wijveld,	Destelbergen
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higher land values. In the process, the surrounding farmland is also frequently stripped 
of its agricultural use and turned into ornamental gardens or areas for raising hobby 
animals. In this context, a new generation of farmers is losing not only farmland to 
cultivation, but also the farmsteads from which the agricultural landscape used to be 
cultivated, often for generations. Landless agroecological farmers find themselves in a 
context in which they are supposed to be delighted (and actually are) if they succeed 
in gaining access to farmland. Thereby, their infrastructural and residential needs 
and desires generally fade into the background. A survey within the Flemish CSA 
network revealed that the licensing of new infrastructure, housing issues and too large 
distances between their home and their acreage are major concerns for the existing 
agroecological farmer community (Buchan, 2019). Although obtaining building 
permits on existing farmsteads is no easy task either, agroecological farmers seem to 
be particularly disadvantaged by the remote and often multifunctional ‘corners’ of the 
agricultural landscape where they find themselves after a difficult search on the urban 
land market. This applies, for example, to the more complex urban planning context for 
practices seeking proximity to large consumer centres, restrictions on building rights in 
and near protected green areas ruminant livestock farmers sometimes encounter, etc. 
In addition to dismantling farmsteads without agricultural reuse value (Verhoeve et al., 
2021) land policy could also be actively used to bring vacant farmsteads to the market 
under specific agricultural reuse conditions, with appropriate licensing perspectives 
and, possibly, in combination with certain land positions that enable the intended reuse.

5.4.2.5 To remedy historical soil depletion

“Beggars can’t be choosers”, a farmer stated during the Oxford Real Farming Conference 
in 2021 about the difficult search for land and specific preferences regarding the type 
of soil (Oxford Real Farming Conference, 2021). If agroecological farmers manage to 
access farmland in the urban land market, it often concerns farmland with a soil quality 
that, to say the least, does not correspond to their aspirations. It concerns land that, for 
example, has been used by conventional farmers for decades, without any significant 
crop rotation, with the use of chemical pesticides, with a poor organic matter content, 
with a poor soil structure, with a large weed seed bank that develops as soon as the 
chemical weed control is discontinued, with a degraded soil food web, etc. It takes a 
new generation of agroecological farmers several years to raise the SOM content of 
these soils, improve their soil structure and reconstitute a diverse and complex soil 
food web. Agroecological farmers speak of “eroded land” that “requires years of effort” 
to “restore”, “rebuild”, and “restore autonomy” (combination of comm. Buchan, 2020; 
comm. D'hulster, 2020; comm. Verboven, 2019; comm. Verhofstede, 2020).142 In a 
newspaper article, an agroecological farmer states that the average soil taken over by 
agroecological farmers has a “disastrous” humus content of barely 1,3%, followed by 
the laconic message that “as a farmer you should be paid for it” (DC & Troonbeeckx, 
2018).143

142 Original citations in Dutch: “uitgeboerde gronden” … “jarenlange inspanningen vergen” … “herstellen” 
“herop te bouwen” …“weer autonomie te geven”

143 Original citation in Dutch: “Onlangs konden we grond overnemen van een gepensioneerde kleinschalige 
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In Flanders, as in many other European regions and countries, there are possibilities to 
obtain subsidies for the remediation of serious historical soil pollution (OVAM, n.d.). 
The associated legislation clarifies that the soil remediation objective is “preventing 
the soil quality from causing a risk or resulting in adverse effects on people or the 
environment” ("Decree on soil remediation and soil protection," 2006). In this context, 
the government particularly intervenes to safeguard current and future generations from 
the negative externalities caused by soil contamination by previous generations who, 
in many cases, are no longer approachable or liable. From a contemporary political-
ecological perspective, there seem to be few reasons for focusing solely on the presence of 
soil contaminants and not on the absence of certain aspects of soil fertility such as SOM 
content. In both cases, a new generation of soil users derives serious disadvantages from 
its historical (mis)use. However, unlike historical soil contamination, the regeneration 
of historically depleted soils is assumed to be the individual responsibility and capability 
of a new generation of soil users. Yet it is not because soil regeneration belongs to the 
practical and material capacities of agroecological farmers that it also belongs to their 
operational capacities. Can agroecological farmers working in speculative urban land 
markets and whose access to farmland can be disrupted at any time be expected to 
make maximum efforts to restore historical soil depletion? Can agroecological practices 
that are economically forced to set up profitable activities as soon as possible be 
expected to first spend a few years putting all their resources into addressing historical 
soil depletion?144 Is the mechanical and often manual control of the weed seed bank 
that builds up in soils under years of conventional agricultural use and which develops 
in the first years after a conversion to organic farming an individual or a collective 
responsibility? And, in an urban context that makes agroecological reproduction 
of soil fertility very difficult, can these farmers be expected to have the necessary 
landscape relations, partnerships and infrastructure at their disposal to achieve true 
soil regeneration? Or are temporary public land interventions and support, as with the 
clean-up of historical soil contamination, essential to structurally remedy the adverse 
effects of the pernicious historical use? These questions could be included in ongoing 
renewal trajectories concerning Flemish soil policy, where soil health is already on the 
agenda (OVAM, 2021; Vanheusden, 2020).

5.4.3	 Importance	of	infrastructure

Just as the global food regime depends on the production and reproduction of certain 
infrastructure (road infrastructure, port infrastructure, dredging works to make natural 
riverbeds navigable for increasingly large ships, etc.), similar infrastructural issues are 
relevant for an urbanism seeking to produce and reproduce the conditions in which 
agroecological agriculture can settle. Three potential groups of agroecological urban 
infrastructure are outlined in the sections below. The extent to which collective 

landbouwer. Die bevatte 5 % humus. Een droom in vergelijking met de 1,3 % humus in de gemiddelde 
bodem die wij overnemen. Rampzalig. Je zou er als boer geld bij moeten krijgen.”

144 An interesting element in the French SAFER system is that, since 2014, SAFERs temporarily acquiring land 
from an organic farm are obliged to sell the land to another organic farmer, thus enforcing its continued 
organic use (Rogge et al., 2018).
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infrastructure contributes to creating conditions in which agroecology can be as 
autonomous as possible will strongly depend on the degree of authority and control 
retained by the agroecological community in the development and management of this 
infrastructure. The role that public institutions can play should therefore be understood 
primarily as a facilitating one, establishing the conditions in which the cooperative 
development of shared infrastructure can take place.

5.4.3.1	 To	produce	large	amounts	of	biomass	in	the	agricultural	margins	of	the	agroecosystem

The agroecological reproduction of soil fertility can benefit in many ways from 
maximising biomass production in the agricultural margins of the agroecosystem, i.e. 
from saltus and silva or from cover crops in the crop rotation on the arable land. An 
adequate availability of biomass for composting or mulching can make agroecological 
horticulture less dependent on soil fertility reproduced through livestock and arable 
farming (see earlier, 5.2.4.2). The availability of affordable, high quality and sufficient 
compost can enable integrated livestock-arable farming practices to replace some 
valuable stable manure and export it to other parts of the agroecosystem that would 
benefit from it (5.3.5.3). On depleted agricultural soils, the need for organic matter 
inputs to boost SOM levels is very high. Coping with shortages and excesses of 
precipitation due to climate change increases the need for higher SOM contents in all 
parts of the agroecosystem and the need for mulching techniques on the arable land to 
mitigate both evaporation and erosion.

In addition to infrastructure for harvesting, processing and storing this biomass, these 
practices and strategies first of all require the availability of large quantities of clean, 
affordable and locally produced (otherwise transport costs will be too high) biomass. 

Figure 79   Tree pollarding
Source: own	picture	(2018)	Beernem
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Although there are very interesting possibilities to integrate this production on farm 
level, for example in the permanent pastures, along the edges of hay meadows or in the 
form of agroforestry on the arable land, many of these strategies are impeded by the 
conditions of today’s speculative urban land markets. When agroecological practices 
are forced to settle on small, expensive and all too often changing sites, the production 
of large quantities of biomass is not feasible – especially fibrous, woody material from 
perennial plants such as trees. Under these conditions, the agroecological reproduction 
of soil fertility also requires the maximum production of (woody) biomass outside the 
arable land: in public spaces along streets and in parks, in private gardens of suburban 
areas, along roads in the open space, in combination with water collection or water 
harvesting infrastructure, as part of the numerous forest planting programmes initiated 
by urban society, etc. Although farmers currently report relatively few problems with 
the availability of biomass (comm. Buchan, 2020) it is likely that this will change in 
the near future for a number of reasons. Agroecological farmers using fresh wood chips 
already report that the prices of this raw material are rising sharply due to competition 
with biomass power plants that burn the wood chips for electricity production. The 
prices paid by the latter sector are much higher than what agroecological practices are 
willing or able to pay for the same resource to reproduce soil fertility. In this context, 
it is also worth questioning the development of a growing number of pilot projects 
in Flanders aimed at restoring rural hedgerows and pollard trees by valorising their 

Figure 80   Collection points for fallen tree leaves
Source: own	picture	(2019)	Deinze
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wood chips it yields as a resource for energy production rather than as a resource for 
reproducing soil fertility.145 Similar observations are likely to occur as the fermentation 
of nitrogen-rich organic matter for electricity or heat generation will increase. It is no 
coincidence that agroecological thinkers started advocating a cascade of priorities in 
the deployment of the available biomass in agroecosystems, with keeping ecosystems 
functioning and healthy in the first place, followed by the agricultural needs and only 
then by the needs for biomaterials, energy production and biochemistry (e.g. bioplastics) 
(Schreiber, 2016b). Furthermore, if mulching techniques to increase SOM content and 
reduce evaporation become more widespread, the demand for cheap but clean biomass 
will increase rapidly. An agroecological horticulture farmer indicates that he has once 
made some calculations of the amount of biomass needed to apply thick mulch layers 
to arable land, as it is done for example with thick layers of chopped young twigs in 
the aforementioned BRF techniques (see earlier, 5.2.4.3). “Look, to mulch one hectare 
with 20 centimetres of biomass, you need no less than 2000 cubic metres of biomass”, 
“that is absolutely massive”, “for that you would need to trim quite a few kilometres 
of hedge” (comm. Buchan, 2020).146 Even for the application of much thinner layers 
of mulch, the amount of organic material needed at agroecosystem level increases very 
rapidly.

5.4.3.2	 To	harvest,	store	and	process	biomass	for	agricultural	use

Between the production of biomass and the application of biomass on the arable land 
or grassland, there are many practical and scale issues. Different flows of biomass come 
with different times of availability. Among fibrous, woody materials, for example, straw 
comes from summer to autumn, while tree leaves come in autumn and wood chips 
come mainly in winter. These streams have the great advantage that they can be stored 
quite easily. Green biomass comes mainly from late spring to autumn and is much more 
difficult to store. In many cases, storage and processing comes with many infrastructure 
needs or requirements that are not always feasible at individual farm level. Composting 
is possible at farm level, but when materials are imported from a range of external 
sources, strict environmental requirements apply, including the obligation to compost 
on a watertight surface and to collect the effluent (comm. E. Govaerts, 2019).

Collective arrangements could play an important role in harvesting, storing and 
processing biomass. A structural collection of tree leaves (see earlier, 5.2.4.3) could 
provide a coveted source of relatively clean, carbon-rich and easy-to-store fibrous 
biomass (comm. Van de Velde, 2019; comm. Willekens, 2020). The practice currently 
runs into legislative obstacles because tree leaves are considered waste rather than a 
resource, but if this issue were to be addressed, it could be an excellent example of urban 
nutrient infrastructure from which peri-urban agroecological farms could benefit. 
Public institutions could play a role in supporting the development of decentralised 
145 See, for example, the Interreg-funded TWECOM-project claiming that “[g]iving these landscape elements 

an economic value is the best way to preserve our natural and cultural inheritance” (Regionaal Landschap 
Lage Kempen vzw, 2015; "What is the Twecom project?," n.d.)

146 Original citations in Dutch: “Kijk, om een hectare te mulchen met 20 centimeter biomassa heb je maar 
liefst 2000 kubieke meter biomassa nodig”, “dat is gewoonweg enorm”, “daarvoor moet je al serieus veel 
kilometers haag snoeien”
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composting infrastructure, equipped not only with the necessary machinery (compost 
turners, loaders) but also with storage facilities, concrete floors and water storage. The 
same could be explored for hay drying facilities. 

5.4.3.3	 To	provide	emergency	infrastructure	in	case	of	extreme	weather	conditions	in	a	

changing climate

Extreme weather conditions (drought, flooding, heat) occur more frequently due to 
climate change and challenge not only the agricultural sector at large but also the 
ecological reproduction of soil fertility in particular. They affect the delicate landscape 
geography in which the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility is embedded. 
Exceptional rainfall in late spring, summer or early autumn may confront agroecological 
livestock farmers with severe winter fodder shortages if flooded natural valley grasslands 
can neither be mowed nor grazed and farmers are forced to feed their livestock with 
the previous year’s depleting fodder stocks. Extreme droughts can severely reduce the 
productivity of natural ecosystems, which might prompt nature managers to restrict 
the agricultural co-use just when those agricultural co-users are already facing a decline 
in the biomass that can be harvested. Extreme drought may increase the demand for 
mulch material at times when natural ecosystems are producing less biomass due to the 
same drought that increased the demand.

The extent to which agroecological practices will be able to withstand extreme weather 
events caused by climate change will depend on the extent urban societies succeed in 
creating environments with ample, accessible and diverse agroecological ‘infrastructure’. 
Public institutions dealing with water management often own land positions in the 
wettest parts of agroecosystems, thus holding key land positions to support grazing 
and mowing in periods of drought scarcity. Comparable infrastructure could focus on 

Figure 81   Compost site Flanders Research Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Source: own	picture	(2020)	ILVO,	Merelbeke
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bridging periods of heavy rainfall, including, for example, the availability of collective 
hay drying facilities that allow hay to be dried even in periods of wet weather.

5.4.4	 Importance	of	urban	food	policy

If the above aspects of urban land policy and urban infrastructure were to be expressed in 
terms of standard urban policy domains, it is clear that they are not limited to the policy 
domain of urban food policy. They relate to spatial policy, green policy, water policy, 
climate policy, land policy, financial policy, and many more. In that case, what is the 
specific role and added value of urban food policy? Three elements can be highlighted 
here, building on the empirical work and the sections above. First, urban food policy 
should be an arena where food and agricultural issues that have long been excluded from 
the urban realm are (re)introduced and very explicitly addressed in overlap with other 
policy areas. In the context of food-disabing urbanisation processes that are constantly 
reproduced in a wide range of policy domains, urban food policy cannot and should not 
avoid the overlap (and sometimes the conflict) with other policy domains. It is precisely 
in the overlap with other domains that shape and reproduce the urban condition that 
the key and institutional capacity to replace and transform food-disabling dynamics 
with food-enabling dynamics is to be found. Secondly, urban food policy should be the 
door through which farmers can enter the urban policy arena are become part of the 

Figure 82   An agroecological livestock farmer unloads a few cows in a nature reserve – much later 
than	planned	because	of	exceptional	summer	flooding	that	made	the	land	inaccessible
Source: own	picture	(2021)	Het	Bolhuis,	Diest
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urban constituency. This is crucial to start articulating the interests of agroecological 
farmers within urban agendas as well as for the eventual urbanisation of agricultural 
issues such as the reproduction of soil fertility. This requires, on the one hand, that 
farming communities have a say in the agenda-setting of urban food policy, but on the 
other hand, that farming communities manage to self-organise and use the opportunity 
to engage in urban food policy agenda-setting. Thirdly, urban food policy should also 
provide the context in which a shared and, above all, nuanced understanding of an 
urbanised agriculture can be shaped. Topics of discussion could include the ecological 
reproduction of soil fertility, the place of livestock farming in a sustainable agricultural 
system, and what exactly is understood by the sustainability of urban food systems. In 
an article about the importance of balances and cycles in agroecosystems, agroecologist 
Koen Dhoore writes that sustainable agriculture is not simply the sum of a list of the 
most sustainable and most climate-friendly practices, but a system whose sustainability 
is assessed as a whole. “If we really want to eliminate all practices that do not score 100 
percent in terms of climate, we will soon have no system left,” he writes, “and in the very 
near future, no local agriculture either” (Dhoore, 2021a, p. 48).147 These are topics that 
require a nuanced conversation culture, which urban food policy could help establishing.

147 Original citation in Dutch: “Als we absoluut willen schrappen wat niet 100 procent scoort op klimaatvlak, 
houden we al snel geen systeem meer over, en vervolgens in de heel nabije toekomst ook geen lokale 
landbouw meer.”

Figure 83   “Milk kills” campaign by the Belgian vegan association BE Vegan on trams in the cities 
of Ghent and Antwerp – miles away from a conversation about the urbanisation of the 
agroecological reproduction of soil fertility
Source: https://bevegan.be/nl/melk-is-dodelijk/





Chapter 6 
Towards an 
agroecological soil 
fertility reproduction 
perspective on public  
(farm)land

“ ‘Critical’ I take to be, among other things, shorthand for an evaluative 
attitude towards reality, a questioning rather than an acceptance of the world 

as it is, a taking apart and examining and attempting to understand the world. 
It leads to a position not only necessarily critical in the sense of negative 

criticism, but also critically exposing the positive and the possibilities of change, 
implying positions on what is wrong and needing change, but also on what is 

desirable and needs to be built on and fostered.” 
Marcuse, 2009, p. 185

Image	source:	own	picture	(2021)	Blauwhuis,	Nazareth



Synopsis of the chapter

This second empirical chapter focuses on public landownership. With this, it builds 
on one of the promising pathways for an agroecological urbanism and the urbanisa-
tion of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility identified in the previous em-
pirical chapter (see earlier, 5.4.2). On the other hand, it represents one of the main 
lines along which the action research of this research was developed, i.e. involvement 
in an urban community opposing the selling off of historical agricultural patrimony 
in the city region of Ghent (Belgium) (see earlier, 4.2.3).

After a short introduction, the second part of this chapter reconstructs the history 
of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony from its origins in the late Middle Ages to 
the present day. The analysis demonstrates how the urban agricultural heritage has 
been used, maintained and remained relatively intact through the centuries, and 
how major institutional reforms in the 19th century initially did not alter this very 
much. However, when the patrimony entered the context of the global food regime 
and the food-disabling urbanisation processes of the 20th century (see earlier, 2.2.1), 
it also entered a new discourse in which its use value is completely overlooked by 
a dominant focus on its sale value. In just a few decades, most of the historical 
agricultural patrimony was sold off. It seems that in the last decades of the 20th 
century, these sales were hardly contested. This changed only very recently, at the end 
of the 2010s, when the city developed an urban food policy and involved stakehold-
ers gradually got wind of the ongoing sell-off of Ghent’s agricultural patrimony. A 
growing indignation from farmers, urban and rural grassroots movement resulted in 
an active mobilisation against its further sell off. It provides a telling example of the 
deconstruction of a food-disabling urbanism and the re-politicisation of public land 
as a valuable resource for the development of a food-enabling urbanism.

Although this community succeeds in bringing the urban agricultural patrimony 
back to the fore, action research also reveals this community’s inability to mobilise 
around alternative ideas and proposals in the absence of qualitative information on 
public landownership. So far, this community has relied strongly on the mandatory 
information on impending sales of Ghent’s agricultural patrimony. The remain-
ing patrimony, public landownership of other public institutions and the overall 
modus operandi of public institutions in the Ghent urban land market remained 
unexplored. Drawing on original Belgian Land Registry data, this chapter constructs 
this missing cartography of public landownership. Not only the most recent state of 
public landownership (2020, section 3) but also the evolution of public landown-
ership (between 2010 and 2020, section 4) is presented. This reveals, respectively, 
that public landownership in the region is still substantial and not limited to the 
historical agricultural patrimony of Ghent, but that alongside Ghent’s urban land 
policy, the land policy of many other public institutions in the region is equally 
characterised by a general absence of agricultural and food-related motives. However, 
nature development and water management emerge from the cartography as policy 
objectives for which public institutions do pursue dedicated urban land policies. This 
demonstrates that public land policy for agricultural purposes is not inconceivable, 



could make use of existing instruments and be inspired by a number of precedents.

In a third and final move, this chapter gradually builds towards a soil fertility repro-
duction perspective on public (farm)land. This starts with a fifth section in which 
the current agricultural use of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony is explored by 
means of intersecting data on public landownership with data on current agricultural 
use (LPIS-data). A sixth and final section draws lessons from the entire chapter that 
will be relevant for the further urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of 
soil fertility.
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6.1 Introduction
Prior to the start of this PhD research in the spring of 2018, some kind of agroecological 
urbanism avant la lettre was already emerging in my home town, the city region of 
Ghent (Belgium). Unintentionally, the launch of the city’s urban food policy in 2013 
and the initial search for instruments to work on its operationalisation drew attention 
to the fact that the public centre for social welfare (PCSW) of Ghent appeared to 
own farmland in the metropolitan region. At least, that was apparent from the fact 
that the PCSW was selling its farmland in search for cash. A growing indignation 
from farmers, urban and rural grassroots movement resulted in an active mobilisation 
against its further sell off and in favour of its mobilisation for the development of 
the city’s urban food policy. In this way, Ghent already accommodated an excellent 
example of the deconstruction of a food-disabling urbanism and the re-politicisation 
of public land as a valuable resource for the development of a food-enabling urbanism. 
As I have described in the methodological chapter, I became personally involved 
in this movement before my PhD research had really started and thus long before 
its central focus on soil fertility reproduction emerged (see earlier, chapter 4.2.3.1). 
The contradiction between the city’s urban food policy and the selling off of public 
farmland by another part of the urban administration quickly emerged as an excellent 
case study for this research. It demonstrated very clearly the risk that urban agriculture 
and other ‘food in the city’ approaches may coexist with the reproduction of deeply 
problematic urbanisation patterns (see earlier, chapter 2.2.1). It was one of the very rare 
subjects that had already captured the imagination of both farming communities and 
urban grassroots movements. In this way, it offered an opportunity to address the main 
methodological challenge of an agroecological urbanism (see earlier, chapter 2.2.2). 

In parallel, other parts of the (action) research gradually developed a focus on soil 
fertility reproduction. Here too, public landownership emerged as a highly relevant 
topic. The literature review on soil fertility reproduction demonstrated that public or 
common landownership used to play a significant role in the ecological reproduction 
of soil fertility throughout history (see earlier, chapter 3.2.3.4). Public landownership 
appeared to play an important role in agroecological livestock practices in Flanders (see 
earlier, chapter 5.3). And public land policy was identified as a necessary and promising 
pathway for the urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility (see 
earlier, chapter 5.4.2).

However, both paths led to the same elementary problem and its manifold consequences: 
a total lack of proper, comprehensive information about public landownership. The 
fact that one of the few available sources of information on public landownership in 
the Ghent city region concerns its sale (which must be legally disclosed) caused the 
mobilisation of the aforementioned community to be articulated almost exclusively 
against its sale and hardly in favour of a particular use. Likewise, exploring the potential 
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use of public land policy and public landownership for supporting the agroecological 
reproduction of soil fertility soon became a very abstract exercise in the absence of an 
overview of public landownership and a lack of understanding of the current modus 
operandi of different public institutions in the urban land market. 

This second empirical chapter seeks to address this major obstacle. This introductory 
part is followed by a second part that is entirely devoted to tracing the history 
of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony, which for some years now has been the 
subject of controversy between the city on the one hand and farmers, rural and urban 
grassroots movements on the other. The third and fourth parts belong together but 
were split up for the sake of readability. Both are the result of an extensive processing 
and analysis of original Belgian Land Registry data on the landownership of a wide 
range of public institutions in East Flanders. Part three discusses the cartography of 
public landownership in its most recent state, i.e. 1 January 2020. Part four discusses 
the evolution of public landownership in the last decade, i.e. all public land transactions 
between 2010 and 2020 including acquisitions, losses and transfers. In a fifth part, the 
current agricultural use of the land owned by the PCSW of Ghent was examined. To 
prevent the analysis from being blinded by a focus on individual plots, a method was 
developed to capture the farm units that are using land owned by the PCSW of Ghent, 
including both the publicly owned and the rest of their acreage. A final, sixth part 
gathers insights and draws lessons from the analysis relevant for the development of a 
soil fertility reproduction perspective on public landownership. 

Figure 84  	 A	local	authority	is	trying	to	find	out	who	is	the	current	user	of	a	pasture	it	owns	(“To	
the user of this municipal meadow - please contact the municipal administration with 
regard to the lease agreement")
Source: ©	Steven	Vanden	Bussche	(2020)	Grotenbroekstraat	Gavere
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For references to public landownership with a long history, I chose to use the word 
patrimony. I made this (imperfect) choice in the absence of a less problematic alternative. 
The word heritage too often turned out to be a conversation stopper. Policy actors 
who do not (want to) see the contemporary use value of public land often struggle 
with (abuse) the nostalgic connotation attached to the word. Nor did the concept of 
commons offer an alternative. There is historically an important distinction between 
the commons and the land onwed by (the predecessors of ) public institutions (see 
further, 6.2.1). In the absence of an alternative, the word patrimony was therefore used.
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6.2 Tracing the history and the current context 
of the urban agricultural patrimony of Ghent

This first substantial part of the sixth chapter is entirely devoted to tracing the origins 
and briefly addressing the history of what can best be described as Ghent’s urban 
agricultural patrimony. Its history starts in the late Middle Ages as the patrimony of 
religious and charity institutions, ending up through major institutional transformations 
in the 19th and 20th centuries in what today is the Public Centre for Social Welfare of 
Ghent – on paper a separate public institution but in reality strongly integrated with 
the city administration. This history is important to explain why a city like Ghent today 
owns almost two thousand hectares of farmland and to understand the geography and 
other characteristics of this urban agricultural patrimony. Along the way, the evolution 
and the special public status of Church landownership are also touched upon, which 
provides important background information for understanding the landownership of 
the Church in the contemporary analysis of public landownership (see further, 6.3 
and 6.4). The analysis ends with the development of Ghent’s urban food policy and 
the subsequent critique of the ongoing sell-off of the centuries-old urban agricultural 
patrimony. 

The bulk of the analysis is based on an analysis of policy documents and literature. 
Where needed, missing information was gathered by means of five interviews. The 
discussion of urban grassroots movement 'The Hungry City' (see further, 6.2.6.2) is the 
result of action research, the methodological framework of which was explained earlier 
(see earlier, chapter 4.2.3).

It is important to emphasise that the more or less chronological account of the history 
of Ghent’s agricultural patrimony in this part does not correspond to the order in which 
the re-politicisation of this topic has developed so far. By adopting a chronological 
approach, the analysis seeks to develop a historically appropriate perspective and to 
eliminate a number of persistent misunderstandings and inaccuracies that surfaced in 
recent discussions due to the absence of such a perspective.

6.2.1	 The	distinction	between	common	land	and	public	land

Both from a historical and a contemporary perspective, it is important not to confuse 
the concepts of public land and common land. Although there are certain geographical 
and historical links between the two, their histories have largely coexisted. 

Historical research on the topic of common land is characterised by a wide variety of 
definitions. Sometimes only land owned by communities (a group of individuals or 
households with common rights) is considered, including, for example “the kind of 
open country such as heathland, rough pasture or woodland that we often associate 
with the expression ‘the common’ today” (De Moor, Shaw-Taylo, & Warde, 2002, p. 
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15). Elsewhere, a broader definition is used that looks not only at direct property rights, 
but also at other temporary or permanent land rights belonging to communities , “such 
as grazing over land that was for the most part ‘privately’ owned and managed” (De 
Moor et al., 2002, p. 15). Covering the origin and history of common land in Belgium 
is beyond the scope of this research and is described elsewhere (a.o. De Moor, 2002a). 
It is worth noting, however, that there has always been considerable regional variation 
in the amount and the characteristics of common land, with for example large amounts 
of common heatland in the eastern part of Flanders (the Campine Region, see M. De 
Keyzer, 2014, 2018), large amounts of common land in the southern part of Wallonia 
(the Ardennes, see Beeckaert, 2020, 2022) and smaller amounts and more fragmented 
common land in historic inner-Flanders (to which the current Ghent metropolitan 
region belongs). Nevertheless, their share in some parts of inner-Flanders amounted 
to more than 10% at the beginning of the 19th century (De Moor, 2002a, p. 44). That 
same century, common land came under strong pressure. This was partly due to the 
early development of an intensive agricultural system in Flanders (De Moor, 2002b), 
which went hand in hand with the abolition of fallow land and the disappearance of the 
need for an agricultural outfield (see earlier, chapter 3.2.3.4) and caused the agricultural 
rationales structuring the use of much common land to gradually disappear. From the 
second half of the eighteenth century onwards, the central government also tried to 
intervene in the commons since they were then considered an obstacle to individual 
initiative and their privatisation deemed essential to stimulate agricultural growth (De 
Moor, 2002b; P. Van den Broeck et al., 2018; Vivier, 2002). The enclosure movement 
on the continent thus started somewhat later than, for example, in England (Shrubsole, 
2019). When present-day Belgium was annexed by France in 1795 and Napoleon 
introduced modern law in 1804 with his ‘Code Civil’, the legal foundations of the 
historical common lands disappeared entirely. The new legal system was based on just 
two main types of property rights: public and private ownership (Vivier, 2002). 

As a result, both the common ownership and the common management of common 
land were abolished and a vast majority of common land was assigned to the local 
governments. More specifically, this meant that the original community lost the right 
to participate in deciding on the use and management of the land and in deciding 
whether or not to sell it (De Moor, 2002b). Hence, regional and national governments 
acquired the ability to enforce sales policies on subordinate local governments if they 
wanted to (De Moor, 2002a, p. 46). The Civil Code has left a lasting impact to this day. 
The advent of modern law did not change the reality that no landownership right can 
be assigned to a community without legal personality. Of course, this does not exclude 
the possibility of organising forms of collective land use.

The land assigned to public institutions during the French regime did not remain 
untouched. After the establishment of the Belgian state in 1830, a law was enacted in 1847 
concerning ‘the reclamation of uncultivated land’ (‘le défrichement des terrains incultes’). 
The law provided for the privatisation of uncultivated land owned by municipalities. 
Combined with additional policies, in the context of a deep socio-economic crisis, 
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it prompted many local authorities to sell off large amounts of uncultivated land 
(De Moor, 2002a; P. Van den Broeck et al., 2018). This was a “lucrative operation” 
whereby much land was sold to “the wealthy urban bourgeoisie” in such a way that 
“local farmers were excluded from the purchase, unless the municipal council decided 
to sell in very small plots” (P. Van den Broeck et al., 2018, p. 19).148 According to De 
Moor, this “effective privatisation instrument” caused the disappearance of virtually 
all common land in Flanders, resulting in hardly any traces of the historical common 
lands remaining today (De Moor, 2002a, p. 46).149 This evolution is not unique to the 
Belgian context. In other Western countries too, communal arrangements regarding 
rights to land that were once “the norm rather than the exception” and which “formed a 
central element of agriculture for many centuries”, have been replaced by individualised 
property rights (Brown, 2006, pp. 110-111). In addition to the transfer of common land 
to the municipalities, it should also be noted that several wastelands, particularly moors, 
were already used for military purposes before Belgian independence. Several of these 
military domains were taken over by the new Belgian state, which explains why several 
moors (or parts) are still owned by the Belgian state (see further, 6.3.5.1).

In this chapter, the focus is on public land, i.e. land owned by public institutions, and 
therefore not on the possible shared use of land owned by natural persons, private 
institutions and non-profit associations. As will be clarified throughout this chapter, 
one part of today’s public landownership has a history of common landownership or 
common land use prior to the French Revolution, another part has a history dating 
back to before the French Revolution but does not concern common land, and a final 
part concerns public landownership that was established much more recently. The 
history of Ghent’s urban agricultural heritage, which will be outlined in the following 
sections, mainly belongs to this second category.

6.2.2	 The	landownership	of	Ghent’s	religious	and	charity	institutions	from	the	

late Middle Ages until 1800

The history of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony stretches back to the late Middle 
Ages. It begins with the history of landownership by a wide range of religious and 
charity institutions. Their landownership and the management of this landownership 
are briefly discussed below. A brief discussion of the rural landownership of wealthy 
urban citizens is also appropriate here, as they regularly donated land to charity 
organisations and thus shaped the geography of the latter’s landownership.

6.2.2.1	 A	variety	of	religious	and	charity	institutions

The religious institutions included first of all various church institutions, including the 
dioceses at regional level and the parishes at local level. Secondly, there were institutions 
of various religious communities affiliated with the Catholic Church, which were 

148 Original citation in Dutch: “lucratieve bezigheid”, waarbij veel land werd verkocht aan “de koopkrachtige 
stedelijke bourgeoisie” op een manier die “lokale boeren uit[sloot] van de aankoop, tenzij de gemeenteraad 
besliste om te verkopen in heel kleine percelen, zoals in enkele gemeenten gebeurde”

149	 Original	citation	in	Dutch:	“effectief	privatiseringsinstrument”
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divided into monasteries and convents on the one hand (sometimes called abbeys) 
and congregations on the other. The initiative for the foundation of new monastic or 
convent orders in the Ghent city region usually came from counts and countesses, 
members of patrician families or so-called poorters (urban citizens living within the 
city walls) (De Paermentier, 1997). Their donations were also essential for the continued 
existence of the monastic and convent orders. Besides monastic and convent orders and 
congregations, beguinages should also be noted here. 

The work of De Paermentier (1997) provides a good picture of the origins and nature of 
charity institutions in the Ghent city region. The first institutionalisation of charitable 
activities already took place in the early Middle Ages, but flourished mainly in the 
late Middle Ages. After the tenth century, they no longer developped as annexes to 
existing monasteries, convents and abbeys, but “gradually bec[a]me an entity of their 
own” (De Paermentier, 1997).150 “During the Middle Ages, the care of the poor and 
the sick [...] remain[ed] primarily a private matter, based on charity and founded by 
church communities, monasteries and convents” (Vermaerke, 1995, p. 408).151 Their 
work was often supported by an urban elite that was confident of securing a place 
in the Kingdom of God through its charitable deeds. In Ghent, for example, there 

150 Original citation in Dutch: “langzaamaan een eigen entiteit”
151 Original citation in Dutch: “langzaamaan een eigen entiteit”

Figure 85   The Bijloke site in 1638
Source: "Geschiedenis	Muziekcentrum	De	Bijloke,"	n.d.
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was the Utenhove Hospital, founded by the Utenhove family in 1201 (OCMW 
Gent, 2019). In 1228, this same Utenhove family established the well-known Bijloke 
Hospital in Ghent as well as an adjoining Cistercian convent. In historical research, 
the ensemble was often described as an “exceptional symbiosis of convent and hospital” 
(De Paermentier, 1997).152 Poor travellers and the sick could turn to this wide range of 
charity institutions. In the 12th and 13th centuries, due to demographic growth and 
migration to urban areas, the number and size of urban charity institutions increased 
drastically (De Paermentier, 1997). When existing income and donations no longer 
sufficed to meet the growing needs, the Church and especially urban institutions 
increasingly intervened. This strengthened the secular character of some institutions. 
In 1531, Charles V issued a decree ordering cities to expand the existing poor relief 
by setting up new institutions themselves. Ghent was the first city to do so, setting 
up a poorhouse (‘armenkamer’) that very same year. The Catholic Church established 
a separate poor institution called a poor table in each parish (‘armendis’, ‘armentafel ’ or 
‘tafel van de Heilige Geest’) (De Schryver, 2000). In the late Middle Ages, many charity 
institutions gradually transformed into hospitals that were only accessible to specific 
audiences (De Paermentier, 1997). The care needs of other audiences lead to the 
emergence of “a range of specialised plague houses, separate leper houses, almshouses 
for the mentally handicapped, for the blind, for elderly women, for pilgrims, etc.” (De 
Paermentier, 1997).153 In Ghent, this included the almshouse Sint-Jan-Ten-Dullen, 
possibly the first insane asylum in Western Europe, under both secular and clerical 
authority (Van De Putte, 2007, pp. 6-7).

6.2.2.2	 Establishment	of	landownership

A very large part of the land owned by religious institutions in the Ghent region 
originated from the great medieval reclamation movement of the 11th to the 13th 
century. In that period, a rapid population increase went hand in hand with a strong 
expansion of the area under agricultural cultivation, at the expense of forests and 
wasteland. Whereas in the 10th and 11th centuries, small-scale, non-systematic 
reclamations by farmers from existing settlements still sufficed, large-scale and 
systematic reclamations took place from the 12th century onwards (Verhulst, 1995, 
pp. 128-152). These systematic reclamations were initiated by higher powers such as 
the Counts of Flanders and a wealthy urban elite. They often employed monastic and 
convent orders and abbeys for the reclamation, to whom the areas to be reclaimed 
were allocated and to whom legal and fiscal rights were granted in order to practically 
organise the reclamation (Verhulst, 1995). Over time, the reclaimed lands developed 
into an important source of income, food and energy for the monasteries, convents and 
abbeys involved. In Ghent, the St Peter Abbey and the St Bavo Abbey in particular 
developed into powerful religious institutions with extensive land holdings (Defoort 
& Van Damme, 2021; Verhulst, 1958). The Utenhove family not only founded the 
Bijloke hospital but also donated a very large farmland area in Nazareth, not far south 
152 Original citation in Dutch: “uitzonderlijke symbiose van klooster en hospitaal”
153 Original citation in Dutch: “een gamma van gespecialiseerde pesthuizen, afzonderlijke leprozerieën, 

godshuizen voor mentaal gehandicapten, voor blinden, voor oudere vrouwen, voor pelgrims enzovoort”
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of Ghent, to its affiliate monastery. The Bijloke also acquired property rights to forests 
in Nazareth, Wachtebeke and other places (De Schryver, 2000, p. 7). Many other 
hospitals at the time also pursued a “deliberate forestry acquisition policy” (Tack, Van 
Den Bremt, & Hermy, 1993, pp. 38-39).154 In the polder areas, and from the 13th 
century onwards elsewhere in Flanders too, patricians, land reclamation entrepreneurs, 
and servants and land surveyors commissioned by the count were also active in the land 
reclamation, alongside religious institutions (Verhulst, 1995).

Likewise, institutions such as the Ghent almshouse Sint-Jan-Ten-Dullen acquired a 
lot of land over the centuries. This was achieved in three ways: through inheritances 
from involved brothers and sisters, through donations from benefactors, but also by 
purchasing land themselves (Van De Putte, 2007, p. 229). In this way, the Sint-Jan-
Ten-Dullen almshouse not only acquired land within Ghent, but mainly outside 
Ghent. By the middle of the fifteenth century, it leased out more than 300 hectares of 
farmland outside Ghent (Van De Putte, 2007, p. 232). Although the almshouse was 
also selling land, the total amount of land was certainly not decreasing, since “once one 
owns a leasehold plot in a municipality” it is attempting “to purchase new leasehold 
plots in the same municipalities”. This explains why the landownership of Sint-Jan-
Ten-Dullen, like many other charity institutions, was highly spatially concentrated 
(Van De Putte, 2007, p. 234).155 In these places, the Sint-Jan-Ten-Dulle almshouse 
had a “real influence on local agriculture” which allowed it to “steer” rents despite its 
relatively long distance from Ghent (Van De Putte, 2007, p. 234).156 The income from 
leasing land outside Ghent is “without doubt the most important and largest source of 
income for the hospital” (Van De Putte, 2007, pp. 139-140).157

The geographical distribution of the land owned by these Ghent religious and charity 
institutions is particularly extensive. Due to their metropolitan character, the land 
holdings of Ghent institutions show a greater geographical spread than is the case with 
similar institutions established in smaller Flemish cities (Soens, 2021). This applies not 
only to the land holdings of the institutions, but also to the private land holdings of 
wealthy Ghent citizens at that time. Cartographic material of the urban landownership 
of Ghent citizens shows a strong increase in the course of the 14th century (Figure 86). 
On the one hand, their investments have to be seen in the light of the development 
of a commercial and capital driven economy, in which agricultural landownership was 
understood “as a necessary buffer against the risks that came with money-changing, 
market speculation or trade in raw materials” (Blondé, Buylaert, Dumolyn, Hanus, & 
Stabel, 2018, pp. 64-65). Land not only provided an additional source of income, but 
“also helped to protect them against recurrent crises in the markets for cereals and 
other foodstuffs” (Blondé et al., 2018, pp. 64-65) and it was also a status symbol. As 
a result, in the course of the fourteenth century, wealthy Ghent citizen “came to hold 

154 Original citation in Dutch: “bewuste bosverwervingspolitiek”
155 Original citation in Dutch: “eens men een pachtgrond in een gemeente bezat […] nieuwe pachtgronden in 

dezelfde gemeenten aan te kopen”
156 Original citation in Dutch: “In deze plaatsen bezat het hospitaal zo een hoeveelheid gronden dat ze een 

reële invloed hadden op de plaatselijke landbouw, en ook de pachtprijzen konden sturen
157 Original citation in Ducth: “zonder twijfel de belangrijkste en grootste inkomstenbron voor het hospitaal”
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considerable shares of land in a radius of approximately 30 kilometres around the city” 
(Espeel & Geens, 2020, p. 420). This urban elite made numerous donations to charity 
institutions, by which the benefactors hoped to earn a place in the hereafter.  

6.2.2.3	 Land	use	and	land	management

Although in-depth historical research on the use and management of the landholdings 
of these institutions is very scarce, preliminary indications lead historians to suppose 
that the landholdings were used for food, energy and social purposes alongside 
financial functions (Beeckaert, 2016, 2019; Soens, 2021). Cash income from rents 
was undoubtedly one of the main motives, through which institutions financed their 
activities and wealthy citizens accumulated capital. In a lecture on Ghent’s urban 
agricultural patrimony, historian Tim Soens highlighted not only cash flows, but also 
flows of food and energy to the city (Soens, 2021). Indeed, a thorough analysis of the 
finances of the almshouse Sint-Jan-Ten-Dulle indicated very clearly that the purchase 
of food and fuel (wood and peat) were major expenses for these institutions (Van De 
Putte, 2007). Therefore, rents were sometimes or partly paid in kind. A lease of the 
Blauwhuis farmstead in Nazareth from 1522 showed that, in addition to a financial 
rent, 7128 litres of rye, 18269 litres of oats, 115 kg of butter, one fat calf and a lot of 

Figure 86   Landownership of citizens of Ghent (1349-1400)
Source: Espeel	&	Geens,	2020,	p.	419	[1349-1355	(top	left),	1371-1375	(top	right),	1379-1385	(bottom	left),	1395-1400	
(bottom right)]
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wood were annually sent to the Bijloke hospital (Soens, 2021). The balance between 
these flows naturally differed from case to case and from region to region, but was also 
flexible over time. “In some periods, it was more favourable for the urban institutions to 
demand as much cash as possible”, Soens clarified, while at other times, “especially in 
times of crisis”, it was more important to focus on food flows (Soens, 2021).158 This also 
applied to the wealthy elite, for whom, in addition to cash and “a certain prestige”, the 
material source of food and energy reduced its dependence on the market, especially 
in times of crisis with high, volatile commodity prices (Soens, 2021). Furthermore, the 
urban agricultural patrimony was also explicitly used for social purposes. There were, 
for instance, numerous socio-economic relationships between the small farms and the 
housing of rural workers on the one hand and the large estates of institutions and the 
urban elite on the other. For example, historians point to the prestigious Blauwhuis 
farmstead that was established on the land of the Bijloke hospital in Nazareth. In 
addition to its agricultural function, it also fulfilled an important social function. At the 
end of the nineteenth century, it accommodated sick children from the city of Ghent 
which were believed to recover better in the healthy rural air (Soens, 2021).

After a period of very long continuity in the geography and use of the urban agricultural 
patrimony “from the 13th century until roughly 1950” (Soens, 2021), the system started 
to collapse.159 Drastic changes in the urban food system and in the (urban) economy 
at large (see earlier, chapter 2) destroyed the rationale on which the use of the historic 
urban agricultural patrimony had been founded for centuries.
158 Original citation in Dutch: In sommige periodes was het gunstiger voor de stedelijke instellingen om zoveel 

mogelijk cash te vragen”, terwijl het op andere momenten, “zeker ook in crisisperiodes” sterker ingezet 
werd op de voedselstromen.

159 Original citation in Dutch: “van de 13de eeuw tot pakweg 1950”

Figure 87   The Blauwhuis farmstead on the land of the Bijloke hospital in Nazareth in the 17th 
century
Source: Soens,	2021
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6.2.3 Main institutional reforms since the 19th century

6.2.3.1	 Replacement	of	private	charitity	institutions	by	public	aid	under	French	rule

On the first of October 1795, present-day Belgium was annexed to France. The French 
occupation not only abolished feudal law (see above, 6.2.1), but also the religious 
institutions of the Ancien Régime. As in France, the French government implemented 
a strict separation of Church and state. From then on, charity work was considered 
a core task of the state. In a way, this also applied to religious services: clergymen 
became civil servants who had to swear allegiance to the constitution rather than to 
the Roman Catholic Church. Numerous legal reforms, especially in 1796 and 1797, 
had a major impact on Ghent’s historical urban patrimony. Thereby, a distinction was 
made between church institutions and charity institutions. Private charity institutions 
were replaced by public aid (Vermaerke, 1995, p. 409). In 1796, two new types of public 
poor relief organisations were established: the ‘bureaux of beneficence’ (‘Burelen van 
Weldadigheid’) and the ‘committees of public almshouses’ (‘Commissie van Burgerlijke 
Godshuizen’). The bureaux of beneficence were compulsory in every municipality and 
were authorised to provide assistance at home. The committees of public almshouses 
were optional and were entrusted with all forms of institutional care such as foundlings’ 
homes, orphanages, retirement homes and hospitals ( J. Steyaert, 2015a). The patrimony 
of the old charity institutions was transferred to the new institutions. In Ghent, a 
newly founded bureau of beneficence inherited the patrimony of the former Ghent 
poorhouse and the parochial poor tables of Ghent. The Ghent committee for public 
almshouses acquired the property of the former almshouses, hospitals, beguinages and 
some monasteries and convents (De Schryver, 2000; Vereecken & De Waele, n.d.). 
These strong institutional changes were not immediately accompanied by a shift in 
terms of use, thus allowing the possessions of the former charity institutions to enter 
the 19th century relatively unscathed (comm. Soens & Beeckaert, 2022).

By contrast, all properties of church institutions without a charity function were 
nationalised. They were sold in large numbers to relieve the national debt. Many were 
bought by a rich urban elite, as was the case with church estates and former communal 
lands in many other countries (Vivier, 2002). Properties of monasteries, convents and 
abbeys, in particular, suffered this fate. The land of the parishes was also expropriated, 
but was more often spared from sale. Until today, there is no complete overview of all 
ecclesiastical patrimony expropriated and sold in this period (Sägesser, 2015, p. 10). 
There are, however, well-known cases of severely affected institutions. For example, 
most of the property of the former Saint Peter Abbey in Ghent was privatised, and the 
abbey building of Drongen near Ghent was turned into a cotton spinning mill after 
being sold (Oude Abdij Drongen, n.d.; Soens, 2021).
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6.2.3.2	 Management	of	the	church	patrimony	by	parochial	church	councils

From 1799 onwards, Napoleon Bonaparte sought to restore religious peace for 
political reasons. Thereby, the “revolutionary anticlericalism” that had characterised 
the preceding years came to an end (Sägesser, 2015, p. 10).160 With the Concordat 
of 1801 between the Pope and Napoleon, the church patrimony that had not yet 
been alienated was returned to the Church. Simultaneous legal reforms reshaped 
the relationship between the Church and the state. In Flanders, a parochial church 
council (‘kerkfabriek’) was established in each parish. These institutions were charged 
with managing the material assets of a parish, including its agricultural patrimony. 
Parochial church councils were subject to the authority of both the Church and the civil 
government. It was decided that bishops and priests were remunerated by the State, and 
later it was added that municipalities had to provide financial support to the parochial 
church councils on their territories in case the latter faced insufficient income for the 
organisation of worship, for the housing of the priests and for the repair of buildings 
dedicated to worship (Sägesser, 2015, pp. 10, 12). Dioceses and some other church 
institutions again accumulated limited amounts of property. With the independence 
of Belgium in 1830, most of the existing legislation was preserved. Numerous church 
properties, nationalised under French rule, were gradually returned to the parochial 
160 Original citation in Dutch: “revolutionaire antiklerikalisme”

Figure 88   Historical emblem of the "Ghent public almshouses" on the entrance gate of a 
historical farmstead that remained public property until the 2010s
Source: own	picture
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church councils. The financial and legal context of parochial church councils, however, 
remained the subject of political wrangling between Catholics and Liberals throughout 
the nineteenth century (Sägesser, 2015, pp. 14-22). Today, parochial church councils 
are considered to be public administrations, but with a large degree of autonomy (G. 
Mertens, 2015). On average, about half of the income of parochial church councils 
comes from government grants and half from own revenues (Erauw, Van Dooren, & 
Zutterman, 2015). The fact that, on average, 42% of their income originates from their 
own property, which includes leasing out farmland, “underlines the importance of not 
impoverishing parochial church councils in order to maintain a balanced financing in 
the long term” (Erauw et al., 2015, p. 75).161 One of the largest costs of parochial church 
councils is the maintenance of the worship buildings, which, on average, represents 
almost 50% of all costs and which is increasing due to the ageing of the built church 
patrimony (Erauw et al., 2015, p. 77). 

6.2.3.3		 Reform	of	the	poor	relief	by	the	Belgian	federal	government	and	the	Flemish	regional	

government

The institutional architecture of poor relief continued to be transformed over time. 
The division into bureaux of beneficence and committees of public almshouses caused 
organisational and administrative difficulties (De Schryver, 2000; Vermaerke, 1995). 
While these problems were already on the radar of the Belgian State in 1895, it was 
not until 1925 that both institutions merged into a single new one. One committee of 
public poverty relief (CPPR) (‘Commissie van Openbare Onderstand’) was established 
in every single municipality. This created, for the first time, a spatial integration of the 
municipalities and the organisation of poor relief (which was previously only the case 
for the bureaux of beneficence). The core task of the new CPPRs was both assistance to 
people in need, including care for the elderly, hospital care and guardianship of orphans 
and foundlings ( J. Steyaert, 2015a). They were governed by citizens who are nominated 
and elected for six years by local councillors ( J. Steyaert, 2015a). The landownership 
that each CPPR inherited from its two predecessors was not necessarily located within 
the territory of its own municipality. In 1925, the patrimony of the Ghent CPPR 
amounted to no less than 5465 hectares of land and more than a hundred farmsteads 
(De Schryver, 2000, p. 2). The majority was located in the greater Ghent metropolitan 
area, i.e. in the province of East Flanders. A limited amount of agricultural patrimony 
belonging to the Ghent CPPR was located in the provinces of West Flanders and 
Brabant, as well as in the Dutch province of Zeeland.

In 1977, the CPPRs transformed into public centres for social welfare (PCSWs). In 
this way, the newly created PCSW of Ghent inherited the historical urban agricultural 
patrimony of Ghent. This transformation was accompanied by a “fundamental reform 
of local public care” ( J. Steyaert, 2015b).162 More specifically, it involved a fundamental 
shift from a curative to a preventive approach, and from a charity policies to an 

161 Original citation in Dutch: “onderstreept het belang van de niet-verarming van de kerkfabrieken om ok op 
lange	termijn	een	evenwichtige	financiering	te	bewaren”

162 Original citation in Dutch: “fundamentele hervorming van de lokale zorg”
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integrated social policies (comm. De Rynck, 2022). Moreover, PCSW assistance was 
made an enforceable right of every citizen and the board of the PCSWs was henceforth 
made up of political representatives mirroring the results of the municipal elections 
(e.g. J. Steyaert, 2015b; Vermaerke, 1995). A broad definition of the social mission 
of the PCSWs was incorporated into federal legislation, allowing PCSWs from 
1977 onwards to expand their social activities as long as they did not conflict with 
other Flemish or federal legislation (comm. De Rynck, 2022). Today, the main tasks 
of the PCSWs include the allocation of living wages (financially supported by the 
federal government), social services, financial aid (e.g. advancing rent guarantees) and 
non-financial aid (e.g. credit counselling, assistance to the homeless, etc.). PCSWs 
themselves may also build social housing projects and residential care centres, but in 
practice this is nowadays mainly provided by social housing companies and social rental 
agencies (VVSG, n.d.). 

Due to the broadening of the mission of the new PCSWs, interaction with local 
government policies increased. Moreover, the PCSWs were recording growing deficits 
due to increasing social needs and other costs, resulting in an ever-increasing financial 
burden on the local governments (Belfius Bank Research, 2012). For these reasons, 
a slow but never-ending process of integration between the PCSWs and the local 
authorities started basically as early as 1977 (comm. De Rynck, 2022). After the turn 
of the century, the Flemish government wanted to achieve a full integration of the 
PCSWs and the local authorities, but still existing federal legislation did not allow 
both to be merged into one single institution. In Flanders, this would eventually lead 
to a compulsory integration of the PCSWs and the local authorities from January 2019 
onwards, yet with a hybrid end result. On paper, the PCSW and the local authority 
are still two separate institutions with a separate legal status, but their policies and 
decision-making are strongly integrated. The separate PCSW councils were replaced by 
the municipal councils and the daily management of the PCSWs was replaced by the 
boards of mayors and aldermen. The two institutions also integrated strongly in terms 
of back office services (staff, facility, IT, finance) (comm. De Rynck, 2022). 

The integration of Flemish PCSWs with their local governments must also be understood 
in the context of austerity policy, an ongoing decentralisation of responsibilities to 
local levels of government (which is by no means always accompanied by adequate 
funding) as well as the breakthrough of a new public management culture (comm. 
De Rynck, 2022; Deruytter & Bassens, 2021). These larger phenomena explain the 
emergence of a critical attitude towards both the financial management of PCSWs 
and local governments and with regard to which tasks are considered core activities 
of a public authority and which not (comm. De Rynck, 2022). This debate was further 
reinforced by the Flemish government’s new financial management monitoring system, 
which completely eliminated the divisions between the budgets of the PCSWs and the 
local authorities (see Box 6). While this new financial management system does not 
allow to sell off the assets of PCSWs and use the proceeds to finance operating costs, 
it did broaden the number and type of investments that can be financed, such as the 
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co-financing of social housing projects or the financing of community centres in the 
city. Altogether, these trends and events have a major impact on how the historical 
agricultural heritage is managed (see further, 6.2.4).

6.2.3.4	 Belgian	and	Flemish	legislation	concerning	the	management	and	the	sale	of	public	

property

In the second half of the twentieth century, numerous legal initiatives were taken by 
national and provincial governments that paved the way for the sale of the agricultural 
patrimony of the CPPRs. Some of these initiatives detailed the way in which 
the patrimony could be sold. They urged CPPRs to sell their assets publicly rather 
than privately and to properly assess the appropriateness of selling by means of an 
investigation commodo and incommodo (concerning the advantage and disadvantage of 
the matter; De Schryver, 2000, pp. 12-13). In 1973, the Belgian Minister of Public 
Health and Environment Jos De Saeger published a circulaire regarding the patrimony 
of the CPPR in which he expressed his ambition “that the committees of public 
poverty relief would put their real estate assets even more at the service of the social 
objectives assigned to them” (as cited in De Schryver, 2000, p. 14).163 According to De 
Saeger, “farmland and land with insignificant or low revenues should be disposed of to 
the extent that the proceeds from its sale could be used to purchase land suitable for 
the establishment of care facilities, retirement homes, social medical establishments, 
homes for elderly couples and social housing estates development” (as cited in De 
Schryver, 2000, p. 14).164 In 1990, when the CPPRs had already been transformed into 
PCSWs, Flemish minister Jan Lenssens stated in a letter that he had “the honour of 
letting you know that I no longer consider it necessary for the PCSWs to have the 
disposal of immovable property preceded by a investigation commodo et incommodo” 
(as cited in De Schryver, 2000, p. 14).165 He did point out, however, that sales must 
always be adequately advertised and that “in principle, the sale will be public” with the 
exception of special cases such as “when land located in a green areas is sold to a public 
authority (municipality, province, etc.) that is better equipped for the management” (as 
cited in De Schryver, 2000, p. 14).166 This distinction between public landownership 
in green versus agricultural areas continued to shape the way public landownership 
was handled. The way in which public institutions such as PCSWs were allowed to 
sell patrimony was frequently reformed, yet not fundamentally changed. In 2010, 
the Flemish Government reconfirmed the procedural and administrative obligations 
that provinces, municipalities, PCSWs and public church institutions had to follow 

163 Original citation in Dutch: “dat de commissies van openbare onderstand nog meer hun onroerend 
patrimonium ten dienste zouden stellen van het maatschappelijk oogmerk dat hun is toegewezen”

164 Original citation in Dutch: “zouden de landbouwgronden en deze waarvan de opbrengst onbeduidend of 
gering is moeten vervreemd worden in de mate dat de opbrengst van de verkoop ervan zou kunnen besteed 
worden aan de aankoop van gronden die geschikt zijn voor het oprichten van verzorgingsinrichtingen, 
rustoorden,	medisch	sociale	inrichtingen,	woningen	voor	bejaarde	echtparen	en	sociale	flatgebouwen”

165 Original citation in Dutch: “de eer [te hebben] U te laten weten dat ik het ook voor de OCMW’s niet langer 
nodig acht dat de vervreemding van onroerende goederen voorafgegaan wordt door een onderzoek de 
commodo et incommodo”

166 Original citation in Dutch: dat de verkoop “in beginsel openbaar geschiedt”, behalve in uitzonderlijke 
gevallen zoals “wanneer gronden, gelegen in een groene zone, verkocht worden aan een openbaar bestuur 
(gemeente, provincie …) dat beter uitgerust is om deze te beheren”
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when disposing of public real estate (Vlaamse overheid, 2010b). Since the compulsory 
merger of the Flemish PCSWs with their local governments in 2019, it is still the case 
that real estate can only be disposed of “according to the principles of competition and 
transparency, unless a justification is given for a departure” (Vlaamse overheid, 2017).167  
In 2019, the Flemish government clarified that public administrations must always 
rely on a recent valuation report, and that the valuation price is the minimum price to 
be paid. Vice versa, when public institutions purchase real estate, the valuation price is 
the maximum price they are allowed to pay. “If there is a deviation from the valuation 
price”, the Flemish government specified, “the administration must justify its decision 
by means of objective reasons” (Vlaamse overheid, 2019a).168

Public institutions such as municipalities, PCSWs and parochial church councils are 
obliged to organise the leasing of their patrimony by means of public tenders (Vlaamse 
overheid, n.d.-b). Therefore, they are subject to tenancy legislation just like other 
landowners. Belgian – nowadays Flemish – tenancy legislation is characterised by a 
strong embedding of the user rights of the tenant farmer. First of all, land tenancy 
legislation imposes a maximum rent that owners are allowed to charge. Furthermore, 
Belgian tenancy legislation grants several rights to incumbent tenants. These help 
ensure a continuous renewal of the lease and facilitate the transfer of leaseholds within 
a family context. Overall, tenancy legislation provides a legal entrenchment of farmers’ 
use rights to counterbalance landowners’ property rights. Since 1929 and to this day, 
land tenancy legislation has been characterised by a very strong legal embedding of the 
principle of crop freedom, which prohibits owners and thus also public institutions to 
impose cultivation conditions on the tenant farmer (Vander Vaeren, 1930, pp. 110-
111). Since 1963, when a leased property is sold, the tenancy legislation also grants 
the incumbent tenant a right of pre-emption, which means that he has the priority 
right to buy the leased property on the same terms and conditions as agreed with the 
potential external buyer (Wauters, 2015). Finally, Belgian tenancy law adopts a very 
broad definition of what is considered a tenancy agreement, which actually implies 
any agreement between an owner and a professional farmer that involves some form 
of remuneration is considered an official tenancy and is therefore subject to all the 
conditions of the tenancy law. Recent proposals to give public institutions more policy 
freedom, for example to allow them to impose specific conditions when leasing public 
patrimony, are blocked by the Flemish Catholic Party (Vlaamse overheid, 2021). This 
explains why some public institutions that do want to impose specific conditions 
started bypassing the tenancy legislation by offering their agricultural patrimony for 
free in order to be able to stipulate conditions when retendering vacant public land. The 
implication is that these public institutions miss out on rental income and that farmers 
miss out on the far-reaching legal protection of the tenancy legislation described above.

167 Original citation in Dutch: “volgens de principes van mededinging en transparantie, behalve als er een 
motivering wordt gegeven voor een afwijking daarvan”

168 Original citation in Dutch: “Als wordt afgeweken van de schattingsprijs, moet het bestuur motiveren aan de 
hand van objectieve redenen die daarvoor worden ingeroepen.”
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6.2.4	 Sale	of	Ghent’s	historical	agricultural	patrimony	since	1925

6.2.4.1	 Sales	by	autonomous	CPPRs	and	PCSWs	(1925-2000)

The erosion of its historical, multifaceted use and the legal initiatives on higher 
government levels had a profound impact on the landownership of the Ghent CPPR. 
Forests, farmland and farmsteads were sold off in large numbers and investments in 
the maintenance of the remaining farmsteads were discontinued. Alongside deliberate 
public sales, the total amount of urban agricultural patrimony also decreased “due to 
large-scale expropriations in the canal zone and the construction of railways, later 
for the realisation of social housing, the establishment of industrial zones and for the 
construction of the motorways E3 (E17) and E5 (E40)” (De Schryver, 2000, p. 2).169  
The losses were only partly compensated for by donations, purchases and a number 
of mergers with surrounding municipalities that owned small amounts of historical 
(agricultural) patrimony themselves. In the 1960s, for example, 170 hectares of 
farmland in Wulpen in the province of West Flanders was acquired from the Major 
Seminary in Bruges (Bruneel & Beeckaert, 2019). In net terms, however, the urban 
patrimony declined sharply. Between 1925 and 2000, Ghent’s public patrimony was 
reduced by 1.325 ha and increased by only 300 ha (De Schryver, 2000, p. 2). From the 
establishment of the Ghent PCSW in 1977 up until 2000, 1.270 hectares of land were 
lost, which generated an income of about 130 million euros (De Schryver, 2000, p. 
18).170 Likewise, the number of farmsteads declined sharply, from 90 in 1966 to 66 in 
1990 and 44 in 2000 (De Schryver, 2000, p. 4). 

169 Original citation in Dutch: “wegens grootscheepse onteigeningen in de kanaalzone en aanleg van 
spoorwegen, later voor verwezenlijking van sociale woningbouw, inplantingen van industriezones en voor 
de aanleg van de autowegen E3 (E17) en E5 (E40)”

170 in monetary terms for the year 2000 and converted into euros
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Figure 89   Sale of the Ghent urban patrimony (both land and farmsteads) from 1925 to 2020
Source: based	on	figures	from	De	Schryver,	2000;	Stad	Gent,	2014b,	2016,	2021c
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It is worth noting that the “outdated” condition of the farmsteads is often cited as a 
reason for selling public farmsteads (De Schryver, 2000, p. 4).171 The poor condition 
of the farmsteads was of course not a real characteristic of the centuries-old historical 
patrimony itself (which has always required active maintenance) but the result of the 
earlier policy decisions to discontinue investments in the patrimony. As far as the sale 
of woodlands is concerned, it is worth noting that the PCSW of Ghent has been 
regularly selling these to other public institutions. The biggest incentive for selling 
woodlands was undoubtedly a strong decrease in the value of the wood revenues (De 
Schryver, 2000, p. 7). Yet, in a second order, the fact that other government levels were 
allocated explicit powers for the management of woodlands and other nature reserves 
also played a role. A former director of Ghent’s PCSW stated in 2000 that “in the 
past, the main function of forests was to produce wood whereas nowadays they serve 
other societal functions for the entire population, that is, to improve their functioning 
by opening them to the public” and concluded that “these are functions that society at 
large and not a PCSW of one municipality should provide to the entire population” 
(De Schryver, 2000, pp. 7, 9).172 With this, the Ghent PCSW implicitly stated not only 
that it considered woodland management no longer one of its core activities, but also that 
it considered woodland management in the wider city region no longer a responsibility 
171 Original citation in Dutch: “verouderde gebouwen”
172 Original citation in Dutch: “Hadden de bossen in het verleden als grootste functie de opbrengst van het 

hout, dan heeft het bos thans andere maatschappelijke eisen die meer heel de bevolking aanbelangt, 
namelijk de bossen beter laten fungeren door ze optimaal open te stellen voor het publiek”, zo schrijft 
een toenmalig directeur van het OCMW van Gent, en dat “zijn eerder functies die de gemeenschap aan de 
bevolking dient te verlenen en niet een OCMW van één gemeente aan heel de bevolking”

Figure 90   Decay of a historical farmstead of the PCSW of Ghent in Nazareth in 1986
Source: https://beeldbank.onroerenderfgoed.be/images/401683
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of the urban administration. Several historical woodland areas were thus sold to other 
local authorities and to the Flemish government. Together with the ongoing sale of 
farmland and farmsteads, only 3880 ha of land and 44 farms still belonged to the 
PCSW of Ghent in the year 2000 (De Schryver, 2000, p. 18).

6.2.4.2	 Early	integration	of	the	Ghent	PCSW	and	the	local	authority	of	Ghent

Years before the Flemish government imposed the merger of PCSWs and local 
authorities in 2019 (see earlier, 6.2.3.3), the administrative integration of the Ghent 
PCSW and the city of Ghent was already taking place. In its administrative agreement 
2000-2006, the Ghent city council stated that the Ghent PCSW “must concentrate 
on its legal task, namely care policy” (Stad Gent, 2000, p. 10).173 Therefore, it was 
argued, Ghent’s PCSW should be “integrated as much as possible into the functioning 
of the city”, in particular “all so-called overhead services (such as staff management, 
recruitment, building maintenance and IT)” (Stad Gent, 2000, p. 10).174 This set in 
motion a process of integration that would last for years.

In 2003, the city of Ghent established an autonomous municipal company called 
‘sogent’ that is charged with “conducting an active land and property policy in the field 
of (social) housing, economic development, green and nature provisions and spatial 
interventions, in order to realise the city development policy determined by the Ghent 
city council” (Stad Gent, 2003a).175 Although relatively autonomous, the working of 
sogent would thus be determined by the college of mayor and aldermen of the city of 
Ghent. This way of working was stipulated in a management agreement between both 
parties (Sogent, 2016a). Since its establishment, the board of directors of sogent is 
mainly composed of members of the Ghent city council and is chaired by the alderman 
responsible for city development (Sogent, 2016b). Both the management agreement 
and the composition of the board of directors therefore follow the periodicity of the 
local government periods.

In 2008, sogent was also entrusted with the management and development of the 
property of the PCSW of Ghent, “in particular the PCSW patrimony that is located 
in Flanders and is not used by the PCSW itself ” (Sogent, 2016a).176 Since then, 
three subsequent agreements have been made for the management of the PCSW’s 
patrimony between the PCSW of Ghent, sogent and the city of Ghent. In 2008, a first 
management agreement 2009-2013 was signed. After the local elections in 2012, a 
second agreement 2014-2019 was signed, which was updated in 2016 and covered the 
period 2016-2019. After the subsequent local elections, a new agreement was signed in 
2019 covering the period 2020-2025.

173 Original citation in Dutch: “moet […] concentreren op zijn wettelijke taak, het zorgbeleid”
174 Original citation in Dutch: “maximaal geïntegreerd worden in de werking van de Stad”, in het bijzonder 

“alle zogenaamde overheaddiensten (zoals personeelsbeheer, aanwervingen, onderhoud gebouwen en 
informatica)”

175 Original citation in Dutch: “het voeren, ter verwezenlijking van het door de Stad Gent bepaalde Gentse 
stadsontwikkelingsbeleid, van een actief grond- en pandenbeleid op het vlak van de (sociale) huisvesting, 
economische ontwikkeling, groen- en natuurvoorzieningen en ruimtelijke ingrepen”

176 Original citation in Dutch: “met name het OCMW-patrimonium dat in Vlaanderen gelegen is en niet 
gebruikt wordt door het OCMW zelf”
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6.2.4.3	 Explicit	sales	objectives	in	the	21st	century

The first management agreement 2009-2013 between the PCSW of Ghent, sogent and 
the city of Ghent contained little substantive clarification of the policy that was being 
pursued. Although in this period several sales were carried out, each of which had to be 
approved by the PCSW council, the sales were barely mentioned in the public debate. 
When the PCSW of Ghent sold its historical Hospice woodland area in Nazareth to 
the province of East Flanders in 2012, the story was covered in popular news media 
(De Ruyck, 2012). The subsequent management agreement 2014-2019 was almost 
entirely devoted to sales strategies. “Profit maximisation is the goal in the management 
of the private patrimony of OCMW Gent”, is its first substantive statement (Stad 
Gent, 2014b, p. 1).177 The agreement envisaged sales revenues of 21,9 million euros 
in the period 2014-2019, of which 3,5 million euros would derive from the sale of 
farmland and 4,8 million euros from the sale of farmsteads. More than a third of the 
planned income was thus provided by the sale of historical agricultural patrimony. In 
the case of farmland, the agreement prescribed to first look at the sale of non-leased 
farmland because that is “20 to 30 per cent more valuable than land that is still leased 
for years” and thus served the principle of profit maximisation (Stad Gent, 2014b, pp. 
5-6).178 As for the 25 remaining farmsteads, the management agreement was clear: 
“the PCSW wishes to monetise the farmsteads” (Stad Gent, 2014b, p. 9).179  “Given 
the very poor constructional condition of some farmsteads (house and stables) owned 
by the PCSW of Ghent, the heavy investments the PCSW would have to make and 
the very low rents”, it is argued that “it is appropriate to sell the farmsteads in the 
short term” (Stad Gent, 2014b, p. 9).180 In line with the farmer’s pre-emptive right 
in the National Land Tenancy Act (see earlier, 6.2.3.4), “the possibility of selling the 
farmstead and any additional land to the incumbent tenant shall be explored first” (Stad 
Gent, 2014b, p. 10).181 Tenants deciding to buy a farmstead were offered a long-term 
lease on the remaining farmland they were leasing from the Ghent PCSW. In this way, 
tenants incurring debts for the purchase of a farmstead are offered more certainty about 
the long-term use of the remaining leased farmland, while the PCSW of Ghent could 
charge a higher rent for such long-term leases (Stad Gent, 2014b; comm. Vereecke, 
2022). Several tenants did take up this offer during the 2014-2019 administration 
period (comm. Vereecke, 2022). However, the management agreement also stated that 
“most tenants do not have a strong incentive to purchase the farm” and “believe that [...] 
the lease will simply keep running so that the PCSW will eventually have to invest in 
its buildings” (Stad Gent, 2014b, p. 10).182 Therefore, the management agreement also 

177 Original citation in Dutch: “Bij het beheer van het private patrimonium van OCMW Gent is 
winstmaximalisatie het doel”

178 Original citation in Dutch: “20 tot 30 procent duurder is dan grond die nog voor jaren verpacht is”
179 Original citation in Dutch: “Het OCMW wenst de hoeves ten gelde te maken”
180 Original citation in Dutch: Gelet op de zeer slechte bouwfysische staat van sommige hoevegebouwen 

(woning en stallingen) van OCMW Gent, de noodzakelijke zware investeringen die het OCMW zou moeten 
uitvoeren en de zeer lage pachtvergoeding”, zo wordt beargumenteerd “is het aangewezen om de hoeves 
op korte termijn te verkopen”

181 Original citation in Dutch: “wordt in eerste instantie de mogelijkheid onderzocht om de hoeve en eventueel 
bijkomende grond te verkopen aan de zittende pachter”

182 Original citation in Dutch: “de meeste pachters geen grote stimulans hebben om de hoeve aan te kopen” 
en “denken dat […] de pacht gewoon blijft verder lopen en dat het OCMW op termijn wel investeringen zal 
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explicitly provided the possibility of publicly selling leased farmsteads. In order to do 
so, “additional farmland will have to be added to the farmstead”, the agreement stated 
(Stad Gent, 2014b, p. 10).183 This was inspired by two target audiences envisaged in the 
agreement. Unlike non-farmers, the national Land Tenancy Act offers farmers who 
acquire the ownership right of a farmstead or farmland the possibility to terminate the 
current tenancy and to take it into agricultural use themselves. By adding additional 
land to the farmstead that is being sold, prospective purchaser-farmers were offered 
the prospect of a functional agricultural complex of farmstead and land. Furthermore, 
the management agreement also notes that farmsteads with additional farmland could 
attract a second target audience of “investment groups that are looking for larger 
properties” (Stad Gent, 2014b, p. 11).184 In addition to the sale of agricultural assets, the 
2014-2019 management agreement also stipulated the sale of nature and wooded areas 
for an expected revenue of 60.000 euros. “Given the precious value of our nature and 
woodland areas, it is important to further optimise their management”, the agreement 
stated, which is why “privileged buyers will be approached, such as the Flemish Nature 
and Forest Agency (FNFA), the province, local authorities and [independent Flemish 
nature management organisation] Natuurpunt” (Stad Gent, 2014b, p. 7).185 References 
to the “precious value”, the “importance of management” and sales to privileged public 
institutions and NGOs were only made for nature and woodland patrimony and not 
for agricultural patrimony.

In 2016, the management agreement 2014-2019 was suddenly updated. An overshoot 
of the projected sales revenues by almost 4 million euros after only two years was the 
main reason for this. As a result, the “need to maximise sales revenues in the short 
term [...] is less present” (Stad Gent, 2016, p. 1).186 The general principle of profit 
maximisation from the 2014-2019 management agreement was therefore replaced by 
the principle of “profit optimisation”, meaning “that in certain cases it is possible to 
deviate from profit maximisation in function of societal benefit” (Stad Gent, 2016, p. 
1).187 The large amount of revenues was mainly generated by two large sales. In 2015, 
the PCSW of Ghent sold the farmland in Wulpen that it had acquired as recently as 
the 1960s (see earlier, 6.2.4.1). An interview with a proud competent alderman and 
PCSW chairman Rudy Coddens in a Flemish newspaper provides insight into the 
nature and realisation of the sale. “Out of the blue, we were contacted by a large food 
producer who immediately threw 6,7 million euros on the table”, Coddens declared 
(De Troyer & Steen, 2015). “We did know that we owned land in Koksijde [Wulpen], 
but its extent had escaped us somewhat”. “Anyway, this is a good price”, he continued, 
and with the proceeds “we will invest in building projects for elderly care in Ghent”. 

moeten uitvoeren aan haar gebouwen”
183 Original citation in Dutch: “zal extra landbouwgrond bij de hoeve gevoegd moeten worden”
184 Original citation in Dutch: “investeringsgroepen die op zoek zijn naar grotere eigendommen”
185 Original citation in Dutch: “Gezien het kostbare karakter van onze natuurgebieden en bossen is het van 

belang het beheer ervan verder te optimaliseren”, en “Om die reden wordt gezocht naar kopers met een 
bijzondere specialisatie, zoals het Agentschap Natuur en Bos, de provincie, gemeenten, vzw Natuurpunt”

186 Original citation in Dutch: “noodzaak om de verkoopopbrengsten op korte termijn te maximaliseren […] 
minder aanwezig”

187 Original citation in Dutch: “winstoptimalisatie”, wat wil zeggen “dat in welbepaalde gevallen afgeweken 
kan worden van winstmaximalisatie in functie van maatschappelijke winst”
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In the article, it was calculated that the land annually generated about 54.000 euros 
of rent incomes for the PCSW of Ghent, and that it would therefore “take more than 
100 years before the city would make 6,7 million euros from it” (De Troyer & Steen, 
2015).188 That very same year, the Ghent PCSW prepared to sell its entire property 
in the Dutch province of Zeeland, which comprises 467 hectares of farmland at a 
distance of about 30 to 40 km from Ghent. This decision was prompted by the city of 
Ghent’s plans to build a new retirement home in its own territory (De Troyer, 2016; 
Walraven, 2017c). Strict European budget rules prompt the city of Ghent to record the 
entire investment cost of the new rest home in one single fiscal year (see below, Box 6), 
which de facto implied that other real estate had to be sold during the same year. In 
May 2016, all of Ghent’s public farmlands in Zeeland were sold for a total amount of 
17,5 million euros to a company based in the Netherlands called Bijloke BV (Reynaert, 
2018). A Flemish newspaper headlined that the Ghent OCMW has hit a “Dutch 
jackpot” (De Troyer, 2016). Coddens explained in the press that the PCSW of Ghent 
“has been actively looking for a buyer” and argued that current rents “do not generate 
large revenues” (De Troyer, 2016). “We are legally obliged to invest every single euro we 
obtain from the sale of our properties in new properties,” Coddens claimed, and so “we 
will use this money to build a new retirement home […], assisted living facilities […] 
and for a local service centre […]” (De Troyer, 2016). Since the PCSW generated more 
income than originally planned with the sales in Wulpen and Zeeland, Coddens also 
announced that the city would “no longer actively look for buyers for our land during 
this legislature” and that it “may only do so if exceptional opportunities arise” (De 
Troyer, 2016).189 As Christiaens (2018, p. 130) points out, the communication about the 
sales in this period is characterised by a certain jubilant mood and pride in the realised 
revenues. 

The third management agreement 2020-2025 also focuses on a further sale of the 
Ghent PCSW patrimony. “The patrimony is managed in function of [the PCSW’s] 
social objective in Ghent”, it states, which “concretely implies that the management 
of the patrimony must benefit the inhabitants of Ghent” (Stad Gent, 2021c, p. 3).190 
The agreement clarifies that no or hardly any PCSW land will be sold within Ghent’s 
own territory. However, 93,3% of all its remaining PCSW land is located outside 
the administrative boundaries of the city (Stad Gent, 2021c, p. 10). There, the third 
management agreement foresees further divestments that are supposed to generate 40 

188 Original citations in Dutch: “Uit het niets werden we gecontacteerd door een grote voedselproducent die 
meteen 6,7 miljoen euro op tafel gooide voor onze grond daar” … “We wisten wel dat we grond hadden in 
Koksijde, maar de omvang ervan was ons wat ontgaan” … “Hoe dan ook is dit een goede prijs” … “zullen we 
investeren in bouwprojecten voor ouderenzorg in Gent” … “dus meer dan 100 jaar [zou] duren voor de stad 
er anders 6,7 miljoen aan verdiende”

189 Original citations in Dutch: “Hollandse jackpot” … “actief op zoek gegaan naar een koper” … “geen 
grote opbrengsten” … We moeten wettelijk gezien elke euro die we verkrijgen door de verkoop van onze 
eigendommen investeren in nieuwe eigendommen” … “zullen we dit geld gebruiken voor de bouw van het 
Zuiderlicht, het nieuwe rusthuis in Mariakerke, voor het bouwen van assistentiewoningen de Zonnetuin 
aan woonzorgcentrum de Zonnebloem in Zwijnaarde en voor een lokaal dienstencentrum op de Muide” … 
“niet meer actief op zoek naar kopers voor onze grond” en “enkel als zich buitenkansen zouden voordoen” 
mogelijks nog zal “toehappen”

190 Original citation in Dutch: “Het patrimonium wordt beheerd in functie van deze sociale doelstelling in 
Gent. Dit impliceert concreet dat het beheer van het patrimonium ten goede moet komen aan inwoners van 
Gent […]”
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Box 6   The 21st century dispossession of public patrimony in Ghent, Europe 
and on a global scale

The structural sell-off by public institutions cannot be understood without considering 
global neoliberal austerity policies and the European fiscal rules that originated from 
them. In the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2007-2008 and the subsequent debt crisis, 
most European member states, including all euro countries, concluded the so-called 
Fiscal Stability Treaty. The treaty entered into force in 2013. Since then, these member 
states commit to present budgets close to balance or in surplus and to limit the structural 
government deficit to 0,5% of GDP within cycles of a few years. The public finances of 
these members states are monitored in a uniform way via the so-called European System 
of Accounts (ESA). One of the most remarkable characteristics of the ESA is that it 
does not distinguish between the financing of operating costs and of investments. As 
a result, public investments, like public operating expenses, have to be fully booked on 
one accounting year (Belfius Bank Research, 2018a). Flanders translated these European 
regulations into a so-called policy and management cycle (‘beleids- en beheerscyclus’ or 
BBC) aimed at municipalities, PCSWs and provinces (Vlaamse overheid, 2010a). The 
BBC stipulates that an institution such as the PCSW of Ghent is bound to ensure that 
sufficient funds are left over from its ordinary day-to-day operations to finance its debt 
repayments and interest payments within every single administrative period (Leroy, 2015). 
Investment expenditure thus becomes a very large burden on the annual account and has 
to be repaid from ordinary operating funds (Walraven, 2017b).1 Not being allowed to 
write down public investment over a longer period than a single administrative period 
is strongly criticised by many actors (see a.o. Polis, CEMR, & Eurocities, 2017). Belfius 
bank, a major Belgian bank owned by the Belgian State and with historical connections to 
many local authorities in Belgium, speaks of rules “mercilessly limiting any accumulation 
of public debt that the realisation of public investments entails” and causing “perverse 
effects” (Dessoy & Noël, 2015). One of these consequences is that the investment capacity 
of public institutions risks being eroded. Another result is that the investments of public 
institutions are increasingly financed by the sale of public assets. By selling existing assets, 
public institutions are able to finance new assets instantly without facing interest charges 
that are penalised by the BBC and ESA. Research shows that in Flanders in 2018 as much 
as 26,8% of all municipal investments were financed by the sale of existing municipal 
patrimony, compared with 48,2% by loans – despite low interest rates (Belfius Bank 
Research, 2018b).2 It has already been pointed out in the Flemish parliament that the 
strong dependence of municipal investments on the sale of existing patrimony “obviously 
raises questions about the sustainability of the financing model of municipal investments” 
(Vlaamse overheid, 2019b).3 Similarly, Belfius has warned against the danger of “disguised 
debt” (Dessoy & Noël, 2015) and is concerned that the “historically or geographically” 
very uneven possibilities for selling property will, in the near future, “probably make it 
much more difficult for municipalities to generate budget surpluses that can finance 
1 Original citation in Dutch: “Investeringsuitgaven worden zo een heel grote last op de jaarlijkse rekening. 

Leningen moeten terugbetaald worden uit de gewone werkingsmiddelen en kunnen dus een gat slaan in de 
begroting.”

2	 The	rest	was	financed	by	subsidies	and	self-financing
3 Original citation in Dutch: “Dit doet vanzelfsprekend vragen rijzen over de houdbaarheid van het 

financieringsmodel	van	gemeentelijke	investeringen.”
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investments” (Belfius Bank Research, 2018a).4 The functioning of the European ESA 
and the Flemish BBC helps to understand why the selling off of historical (agricultural) 
patrimony by the PCSW of Ghent is so strongly associated with the (co-)financing of 
social housing developments – although it remains an open question whether the BBC 
is indeed ruling out any alternative funding method (comm. De Rynck, 2022; comm. 
Deruytter, 2022). The sell-off of the urban agricultural patrimony obviously did not start 
only after the introduction of the BBC (see Figure 89), and there are probably more causal 
links to the tough financial context in which PCSWs have been operating for decades (see 
earlier, 6.2.3.3). In any case, responsible politicians use the BBC to explain and defend 
current policy choices (see earlier, 6.2.4.3) (Stad Gent, 2021a, 2021b, 2021c). At the time 
of the sale of the Ghent PCSW land in Zeeland, a representative of the PCSW stated 
that “an institution such as the PCSW of Ghent, which owns many properties that are 
not used for the social mission of the institution, can convert these properties into assets 
serving its social mission”. “In this way, whilst respecting the general budget balance, we 
can still make investments that would otherwise have been impossible, unless we would 
make the local government pay through taxes, additional fees or budget cuts” (Walraven, 
2017b).5

The sell-off of public heritage from the second half of the 20th century until today is 
by no means an exclusively Ghent, Flemish or even European phenomenon (Artioli, 
2021; Christophers, 2018; Franco & Borras, 2013; Harvey, 2003, 2004, 2013; Streeck, 
2014, pp. 103-110). Geographer David Harvey describes how the global structures of 
capital accumulation, especially from the 1970s onwards, began to shift significantly 
from an accumulation based on the exploitation of living labour in production 
towards an accumulation based on the dispossession of accumulated wealth (Harvey, 
2003, 2004, 2013, 2019). Urban theorist Andi Merrifield (2014a, 2014b) translated 
the accumulation by dispossession argument to the urban. He describes how the 
accumulation by dispossession dynamics manifests themselves in the city and within 
urbanisation processes. Merrifield speaks of a “parasitic mode of urbanisation” that 
uses urban resources “as speculative investment stock, as new futures and options for 
expanded capital accumulation by dispossession in times of capitalist crises, as new 
rounds of primitive accumulation in times of public sector austerity” (Merrifield, 2014b, 
p. 119). What Merrifield writes about austerity policies is directly applicable to the 
management of historical public patrimony in Ghent and abroad:

“As well as serving handy ideological purposes, austerity also fits neatly with the 
material needs of those in power, and those who can economically prosper from 
that power. Austerity enables parasitic predilections to flourish by opening up 
hitherto closed market niches; it lets accumulation by dispossession continue 

4 Original citation in Dutch: “omdat de mogelijkheid om een gedeelte van het patrimonium te verkopen erg 
verschilt	van	gemeente	tot	gemeente	(om	historische	of	geografische	redenen)”	…	“zullen	het	vermoedelijk	
veel moeilijker maken om nieuwe budgetoverschotten te genereren waarmee de investeringen zelf 
gefinancierd	kunnen	worden”

5 Original citation in Dutch: “Een bestuur zoals OCMW Gent dat veel eigendommen bezit die niet ingezet 
worden voor de maatschappelijke opdracht van het bestuur kan deze door verkoop en herinvestering 
omzetten in activa met een maatschappelijke opdracht. Op die manier kunnen we, met respect voor het 
budgettair evenwicht, toch investeringen doen die anders niet mogelijk waren geweest, tenzij we de lokale 
overheid hiervoor laten betalen via belastingen, extra retributies of besparingen.”
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million euros in income (Stad Gent, 2021c, p. 13). It envisages the sale of about 87 
hectares of farmland as well as the eight remaining PCSW farms (Stad Gent, 2021c, 
pp. 13-15). In contrast to the first management agreement, the second and third 
agreements include a number of agriculture-related policy objectives. Those objectives 
reflect the emergence of Ghent’s urban food policy in the last years of a decades-long 
history of selling off (see below, 6.2.5).

6.2.5	 Development	of	Ghent’s	urban	food	policy

As the previous section demonstrated, major changes in the institutional context of the 
urban agricultural patrimony in the last decades of the twentieth and the first decade 
of the twenty-first century did not bring about any strategic changes in the way the 
patrimony was managed. The dominant, seemingly self-evident and hence depoliticised 
focus on the market value of the urban agricultural patrimony inherited from the 20th 
century, was easily reproduced in the 21st century’s austerity context in which not only 
PCSWs but also city governments found themselves. In retrospect, this and following 
sections will argue, the development of Ghent’s urban food policy has been a very 
important catalyst in the re-politicisation of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony.

6.2.5.1	 Establishment	of	the	Ghent	food	policy	‘Ghent	en	Garde’

The idea of launching a Ghent urban food policy first surfaced during the 2012 local 
elections. At that time, the city was already supporting a successful campaign promoting 
vegetarianism (which earned the city the unofficial title of 'Veggie Capital of Europe', 
see Burson, 2017), had a first climate plan (which did not yet include a single word 
on the subject of food or agriculture, Stad Gent & Balthazar, 2008) and was the first 
Flemish city to sign the so-called Covenant of Mayors that “brings together thousands 
of local governments voluntarily committed to implementing EU climate and energy 
objectives” (which then had a CO2 reduction target of 20% by 2020, see Convenant of 
Mayors for Climate & Energy Europe, n.d.). In the run-up to the 2012 elections, a new 
cartel of the socialist and green party in Ghent articulated the idea and five ambitions 
for a Ghent urban food policy in their election programme (Kartel sp.a-Groen Gent, 
2012, p. 76). When the cartel obtained an absolute majority in the elections, climate 
policy was made a main theme of the Ghent administrative agreement 2013-2018 

apace, condoning the flogging off of public sector assets, its selling them off 
at fire sale prices, the free giveaways, the privatizations, all done in the name 
of cost control, of trimming bloated public budgets. What were once seen as 
untouchable and non-negotiable collective use-values, such items are now fair 
game for re-commodification, for buying cheaply only to resell at colossally dearer 
prices, adaptively reusing them as speculative exchange values, as new terrains 
for financial and merchant capital, for new accumulation strategies.” (Merrifield, 
2014b, pp. 127-128)
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(Stad Gent, 2012). The concept and five ambitions for a new urban food policy were 
fully adopted in the administrative agreement. 

After the elections, the idea of an urban food policy was elaborated on three fronts. 
Firstly, it was embedded in a second climate plan the city drew up (Stad Gent, 2014a). 
This climate plan aimed at the aforementioned 20% reduction by 2020 and identified 
food as one six main topics. It was indicated that the vast majority of CO2 emissions 
from food production and consumption occurred outside the administrative boundaries 
of Ghent (Stad Gent, 2014a, p. 59). Nevertheless, the city believed it could and should 
achieve reductions through, for example, a reduction in meat and dairy consumption 
and by reducing food wastage. Moreover, the climate plan also expressed an important 
appreciation for the “social opportunities” of food policy, including a stronger link 
between consumer and producer, the “social approach” of many short-chain initiatives 
such as CSA farms, “opportunities for additional social employment” and “to create a 
stronger social cohesion” in general (Stad Gent, 2014a, p. 60). “Commitment to organic 
production, seasonal products, lower meat consumption, short supply chains, less food 
waste, and less and more environmentally friendly packaging reduces the ecological 
footprint of food and contributes to our climate goals”, it is concluded (Stad Gent, 
2014a, p. 60).191 In other words, the urban food policy under construction was given a 
strong CO2 reduction narrative. 

Secondly, the initiation of Ghent’s food policy coincided with an international 
momentum in the development of local (urban) food policy. In 2014, the mayor of 
Milan (Italy) launched an international protocol “aimed at tackling food-related 
issues at the urban level, to be adopted by as many world cities as possible” ("Milan 
Urban Food Policy Pact," n.d.). Ghent was one of over 100 cities to sign this so-called 
Milan Urban Food Policy Pact (MUFPP) in 2015. The pact contained seven central 
commitments (Figure 91) and was also accompanied by a first ‘framework for action’ 
from which signatories could, on a voluntary basis, pick actions to shape their own 
urban food policy. 

So did Ghent, on a third track, with the development of its own urban food policy 
programme called Ghent en Garde. It was launched in 2013, accompanied with five 
strategic objectives that more or less yet covered the five objectives formulated earlier 
in the election programme (A. Steyaert, 2019, p. 28; comm. Verbeke, 2022). These 
included: 1) a shorter, more visible food chain, 2) more sustainable food production and 
consumption, 3) the creation of more social added value for food initiatives, 4) reduce 
food waste and 5) optimum reuse of food waste as raw materials (City of Ghent, 2016). 
A Ghent Food Council was established in 2014, comprising 25 members. They were 
selected by the environmental and climate department and consisted of the competent 
alderwoman Tine Heyse, officials of various city departments, farming organisations, 
the first CSA farmer from the Ghent city region, socio-ecological NGOs, academics 
191 Original citations in Dutch: “maatschappelijke opportuniteiten” … “sociale insteek” … “opportuniteiten 

voor extra sociale tewerkstelling” … “om een sterkere sociale cohesie te creëren” … “Inzetten op 
biologische productie, seizoensproducten, een lagere vleesconsumptie, de korte keten, minder 
voedselverspilling, en minder en milieuvriendelijkere verpakkingen, verkleint de ecologische voetafdruk 
van voeding en draagt bij tot onze klimaatdoelstellingen”
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and representatives of the provincial government. A core team of the Ghent Food 
Policy Council was asked to further elaborate the five global objectives into a set of 
operational objectives. The outcomes were published in 2016. They were also politically 
validated as being the official operational objectives of the Ghent urban food policy 
(City of Ghent, 2016). These strategic and operational policy objectives (Table 1) have 
shaped Ghent’s urban food policy in the following years and have not been amended 
since.

Clearly, the development of the Ghent urban food policy was not prompted by the 
far-reaching administrative integration between the PCSW and the city. The latter did 
not in itself trigger a political or social debate on Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony 
worthy of the name. In fact, civil servants and citizens involved in the early development 
of the urban food policy state that they were not aware at the time of the extent of 
the urban agricultural patrimony, certainly not of the extensive landownership outside 

Figure 91   Milan Urban Food Policy Pact signed by the mayor of the city of Ghent
Source: Milan	Urban	Food	Policy	Pact,	2015
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the city boundaries (comm. Crivits, 2022; comm. Verbeke, 2022). It is important to 
emphasise here that the figures on the decades-long sell-off of the Ghent agricultural 
patrimony that were discussed in earlier sections of this chapter were not known at 
the time. The very fact that this did not change when the city acquired much more 
influence over the management and the sale of this patrimony, despite its burgeoning 
urban food policy, is highly illustrative of the depoliticised context in which the 
patrimony found itself. It is therefore no surprise that the references to the urban 
agricultural patrimony in the early food policy are much less numerous than the size 
of that patrimony would suggest in retrospect. The few references that do emerge may 
on the one hand be considered a result of the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact. Action 
23 of the accompanying framework for action suggests to “[p]rotect and enable secure 
access and tenure to land for sustainable food production in urban and peri-urban 
areas, including land for community gardeners and smallholder producers, for example 
through land banks or community land trusts; provide access to municipal land for local 
agricultural production and promote integration with land use and city development 
plans and programmes” (Milan Urban Food Policy Pact, 2015). On the other hand, the 
first stakeholders of the urban food policy raised the issue of access to land to establish 
new, city-oriented food production projects, which also contributed to early reflections 
on public landownership. Ghent en Garde’s operational objective ‘space for professional 
food production’ (1.3) aimed to give “a new boost” to local food production in Ghent 
Table 1   Overview of the strategic and operational goals of the Ghent urban food policy plan 'Ghent 

en Garde'
Source: City	of	Ghent,	2016

Strategic goals Operational goals

1. A shorter, more visible food 
chain

1.1 Know your producer
1.2 Greater access to local products
1.3 Space for professional food production
1.4 Space for individual and joint non-professional food production

2. More sustainable food 
production and consumption

2.1 Encourage food producers and processors to use sustainable 
production methods
2.2 Encourage consumers to buy sustainable products
2.3 Encourage organisations and businesses to buy sustainable 
products and services
2.4 Sustainable food at events

3. The creation of more 
social added value for food 
initiatives

3.1 Build on links with existing networks and social players
3.2	Access	to	affordable,	sustainable	and	healthy	food	for	everyone
3.3 Knowledge building on food systems
3.4 More social cohesion and integration
3.5 Social employment through food

4. Reduce food waste 4.1 Set up systems and services to reduce food wastage
4.2 Recovery and redistribution of food surpluses
4.3 Education on small-scale purchasing, processing and storing

5. Optimum reuse of food 
waste as raw materials

5.1 Try out new business models
5.2 Get more organic waste from residual waste
5.3 Recover waste streams locally and close waste cycles
5.4 Turn low-value waste into high-quality food
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(City of Ghent, 2016, p. 9). To this end, the programme states, “we first of all need space 
and farmland”. Three approaches were set out. First, the food policy aimed to create “a 
better synergy” between the supply of farmland and the demand for farmland by means 
of an online platform and an administrative task force. Secondly, “the city can also ease 
access to public and private farmland to allow for sustainable food production in the 
city”. Thirdly, the food policy programme announced increased efforts to ensure that 
land zoned for agricultural purposes is also used for food production by making better 
use of existing urban planning tools, “e.g. by tackling horsification, gardening and other 
activities which do not belong in that particular area”. In this context, two agricultural 
pilot projects have been developed on public land in the following years, which the city 
itself promotes as two “good practices” of its urban food policy (Kerselaers et al., 2020). 
These are the Goedinge pilot project and a grazing project in a peri-urban green park 
in Ghent, both of which are discussed in the sections below.

6.2.5.2	 The	“Goedinge”	pilot	project

One of the most iconic projects of Ghent’s urban food policy is undoubtedly an 
agricultural pilot project on the Goedingekouter in the southwest corner of the territory 
of Ghent. Although the city has played a crucial role in facilitating the project, its 
origins are not to be found in the urban policy arena but in the initiative of some young 
landless farmers and support from independent nature management organisation 
Natuurpunt. In 2015, a small group of young organic farmers in Ghent who had been 
seeking land for years approached the purchasing manager of the Ghent branch of 
Natuurpunt (Christiaens, 2018, pp. 117-133). The latter was aware of the imminent 
expiry of a lease on land owned by the PCSW of Ghent on the Goedingekouter, in the 
southwest of the city. This led to an informal conversation about the potential future 
use of this land among the landless organic farmers, Natuurpunt, a young conventional 
dairy farmer who was (and still is) leasing other farmland owned by the Ghent PCSW 
on the Goedingekouter, as well as some local citizens. This group expressed its interest 
in the land to the PCSW of Ghent and argued that, as the heir of the historical urban 
agricultural patrimony, it also has the responsibility to use it for public interests. Initially, 
the PCSW did not know how to respond to this spontaneous application, because 
there were no precedents or policy frameworks at the time (Christiaens, 2018, pp. 120, 
129). In the spring of 2016, the Ghent PCSW asked the partners to come up with a 
concrete proposal. The PCSW indicated that such a proposal would definitely have to 
include a social employment component in order to serve the PCSW’s competences. 
In 2017, Tine Heyse, the alderwoman responsible for climate and agriculture and thus 
also for the recently initiated urban food policy, got the upper hand in the dossier 
(Christiaens, 2018, pp. 120-121). In September, an open call for candidates for an 
“urban-oriented agricultural project with social benefits” on 10,7 hectares of Ghent 
PCSW land was launched (Stad Gent, 2017b). The agreement covered a timeframe 
of three periods of nine years with interim evaluations. The land was provided free 
of charge in order to bypass the tenancy law and to be able to impose certain criteria, 
including compulsory social employment in cooperation with the PCSW of Ghent (see 
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earlier, 6.2.3.4). The specifications indicated that proposals would be assessed against 
three criteria. The first and most important criterion asked for a vision and a plan in 
which the intended activities are specified, what agricultural products will be produced, 
to what extent products would be sold via the short supply chain and to what extent 
the project would address nature and landscape aspects. A second criterion asked for 
previous experience with the organisation of social employment. And finally, as a third 
criterion, a solid financial plan was requested. In the end, two proposals were submitted. 
An expert jury decided that the aforementioned collective had submitted the best 
proposal and could start its activities from early 2018 onwards. This marked the start of 
a multifunctional project that included the establishment of a new organic CSA pick-
your-own horticulture farm, cooperating with the conventional dairy farmer on the 
Goedingekouter in terms of equipment sharing and nutrient exchange, a cooperation 
with a local care centre, the establishment of flower borders on the outside of the arable 
land as well as other measures to increase biodiversity on the Goedingekouter, and 
offering an educational programme for Ghent schools (Christiaens, 2018, pp. 121-122, 
131). Today, the CSA initiative is a successful organic farm. However, there is also a 
lot of dissatisfaction within the agroecological community about the way the city is 
showcasing the pilot project, as will be discussed below (see further, 6.2.6).

6.2.5.3	 Grazing	of	the	meadows	in	peri-urban	green	park	Gentbrugge

In Flanders, one of the most poorly forested and densely populated regions of Europe, 
forest expansion plans have been high on the policy agenda since the 1980s (Allaert 

Figure 92   CSA organic horticulture farm Goedinge on Ghent public land
Source: ©	Jef	Geldof	(2019)	De	Goedinge,	Afsnee	Gent
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& Leinfelder, 2005). In the 1990s, this prompted the ambition to develop peri-urban 
forests near large urban centres, seeking to combine nature objectives with recreational 
purposes for the urban public (Mens en Ruimte & Universiteit Gent, 1993). In the 
Ghent city region, this idea soon materialised in the ambition to develop four peri-urban 
green parks in the far corners of Ghent territory and here and there even just outside its 
own territory. One of the areas considered was the marsch area in Gentbrugge, in the 
east of the Ghent territory. This area, which covers more than 200 hectares, was mainly 
used for agricultural purposes at the time, but it also bore deep traces of a 20th century 
history of clay and sand reclamation with many pits filled with household and industrial 
waste, and of the construction of a highway through the area (Coopmans, 2017; Kongs, 
Hoffmann, Vandevoorde, & Kuijken, 1999). In the same decade, different scenarios 
were elaborated for the development of the Gentbrugse meersen into a peri-urban 
green park. Criticism by the environmental movement of some radical redevelopment 
plans (De Vos, 2008) was addressed by the city by commissioning a nature study for the 
area (Kongs et al., 1999). This study introduced a whole range of practical guidelines for 
nature development. An original ambition to mainly afforest the area was only retained 
in some parts of the green park, but in others, the preservation and management of 
an open grassland landscape was pursued. The study identified two possible ways to 
develop and manage these open areas. The first way focused on nature conservation, 
“aimed at the preservation of the cultural-historical meadow landscape as it existed 
in the (recent) past, i.e. extensive hay meadows, with all its faunal and floral aspects” 
(Kongs et al., 1999, p. 62).192 The second way focused on “restoring natural processes 

192 Original citation in Dutch: “waarbij het behoud van het cultuurhistorisch landschap van het 
meersengebied, zoals dat in het (recente) verleden bestaan heeft als extensief hooilandgebied, met al zijn 
faunistische	en	floristische	aspecten	nagestreefd	wordt”

Figure 93   Current spatial contours of the four Ghent peri-urban green parks within and beyond 
the administrative boundaries of the city
Source: own	map
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that give nature its dynamic character” and more specifically on “restoring the influence 
of water on the alluvial plain and establishing a more natural grazing system, that 
is, an all-year-round and self-sustaining grazing system” (Kongs et al., 1999, p. 62).193 
The authors of the study considered the second approach much more desirable and 
only elaborated on this one. In this way, they were not elaborating on the grazing of 
the Gentbrugge marsches as it occurred under a more recent historical land-based 
farming system, but rather drawing inspiration from the grazing by large herds or free-
roaming herbivores as must have occurred in Wets-European natural ecosystems prior 
to human civilization (Kongs et al., 1999, p. 62). To replicate this effect and the natural 
differentiation it produced in the new nature management approach of the Gentbrugge 
peri-urban green park, the authors recommended removing all plot fencing and barriers, 
fencing off the area as a whole, and designating just a few strategic locations for visitor 
access (Kongs et al., 1999, p. 76). Furthermore, the study recommended all-year-round 
grazing with cattle and horses with a digestive system adapted to the nutrient-poor 
winter vegetation and a grazing pressure of maximum one animal per three to four 
hectares of land (Kongs et al., 1999, p. 76). As the predefined livestock characteristics 
are “no longer present in the breeds currently used in agriculture”, the authors believed 
that “it is best to use de-domesticated breeds” (Kongs et al., 1999, p. 76).194 “The herd 
is preferably owned by the city services”, the study stated, and for the maintenance of 
the fence and the monitoring of the herd, “the recruitment of a full-time worker is 
appropriate” (Kongs et al., 1999, p. 77).195

Later, not all proposals from the nature study were retained in a synthesis document 
drawn up by the city (Stad Gent, 2003b). The possibilities for recreational co-use 
were greatly expanded and more forest was again planned. However, it retained the 
ambition to graze a large part of the open landscape, initially copying the ambition 
of all-year-round grazing (Stad Gent, 2003b, pp. 1, 3). It is interesting to note that 
the synthesis document “starts from the assumption that the entire acquisition of the 
area is necessary” in order to “transform the Gentbrugge peri-urban green park into a 
public green and nature area” (Stad Gent, 2003b, p. 8).196 The value of the entire site was 
then estimated between 3,8 and 6,0 million euros (Stad Gent, 2003b, p. 24). In 2005, 
a spatial development plan installed appropriate urban development regulations in the 
area. The city also initiated the gradual acquisition of the area. Due to a shortage of 
financial resources, the original ambition to purchase all the land in the northern part of 
the Gentbrugge green park was eventually reduced. Nature management organisation 
Natuurpunt acquired over 17 ha of land in the northern part of the green park with 
the help of purchase subsidies from the Flemish government and the city of Ghent (B. 
Vangansbeke, 2017), while the city of Ghent continued to acquire land in the southern 

193 Original citations in Dutch: “het herstel van […] natuurlijke processen de natuur zijn dynamisch karakter 
terug te geven” … “het herstel van de invloed van het water op de alluviale vlakte en het instellen van een 
meer natuurlijke begrazing, namelijk een jaarrond- en zelfredzame begrazing”

194 Original citations in Dutch: “niet meer aanwezig bij de rassen die in de landbouw gebruikt worden” … “best 
gebruik gemaakt wordt van gededomesticeerde rassen”

195 Original citations in Dutch: “De kudde is bij voorkeur eigendom van de stadsdiensten”… “het aanwerven 
van een full-time werkkracht aangewezen”

196 Original citations in Dutch: “er in eerste instantie van uitgegaan dat een volledige verwerving van het 
gebied noodzakelijk is” om “van de Gentbrugse meersen een openbaar groen- en natuurgebied te maken”
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part of the area itself. According to Natuurpunt, informal agreements were being 
made at that time that the grazing management of the southern nature areas would be 
assigned to Natuurpunt (B. Vangansbeke, 2017). 

In the spring of 2017, the city of Ghent launched a call for candidates to take care of 
the grazing of a number of its properties in the Gentbrugge peri-urban green park for a 
period of up to six years. By offering the land free of charge, the city of Ghent bypassed 
the tenancy law (see earlier, 6.2.3.4). Three criteria were specified. The first and most 
important criterion looked at the appropriateness of the proposed herd to achieve the 
intended nature development (Stad Gent, 2017a, pp. 7-8). “Hay meadow management” 
was requested in one part, and “wastine management” i.e. “extensive seasonal grazing 
with cattle or sheep, whether or not in combination with horses” in another (Stad 
Gent, 2017a, p. 5).197 A second criterion evaluated the number and type of educational 
and promotional activities proposed. And a third and final criterion looked at the 
“quality of the candidate’s vision on urban(-oriented) agriculture” (Stad Gent, 2017a, 
p. 8).198 With this, the city’s green policy explicitly opened up to the newly developed 
urban food policy. In March 2017, the grazing of the southern part of the Gentbrugge 
meadows was assigned to a partnership of two organic farmers. It involves an organic 
dairy farm De Zwaluw (from a neighbouring municipality of Ghent, Lievegem) and 
a CSA horticultural farm Oogstgoed (located in Ghent, within a stone’s throw of the 
197 Original citations in Dutch: “hooiweidebeheer” … “wastinebeheer” … “extensieve seizoensbegrazing met 

runderen of schapen, al dan niet in combinatie met paarden”
198 Original citation in Dutch: “kwaliteit van de visie van de kandidaat op stads(-gerichte)landbouw”

Figure 94   Cows from an organic farmer just outside Ghent graze in one of Ghent's peri-urban 
green parks
Source: https://stad.gent/nl/groen-milieu/parken/grote-parken-en-natuurgebieden/groenpool-gentbrugse-
meersen/beleef-de-groenpool-gentbrugse-meersen
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green park). Natuurpunt was not amused not to be awarded the management of the 
grassland. “One wonders what urban agriculture has to do with a project in a nature 
area”, the head of Natuurpunt’s local department commented, arguing that agricultural 
co-use would by definition lead to the subordination of nature objectives to the profit 
logic of a farm (B. Vangansbeke, 2017, p. 28).199 One of the farmers involved responded 
to the criticism, stating that Natuurpunt’s “generalisations” were “not constructive 
[...] for the necessary cooperation between nature and agriculture”, that their plans 
were primarily inspired by a “believe in sustainable, fair and ecological agriculture that 
involves the community and interacts with nature development and education” and that 
that the observation that they “earn a salary from their work at the end of the month 
is no different from the employees of Natuurpunt” (Van Broeckhoven & Vangansbeke, 
2017, p. 48). At the time of writing, this storm seems to have subsided somewhat. 
The area is still managed by the organic farmers concerned. The original agreement, 
however, is about to expire, so the city is preparing a new call.

6.2.5.4	 Numerous	international	prizes

Not long after its launch, Ghent’s urban food policy developed into an internationally 
celebrated example of urban food policy. In the first years, a number of successful actions 
to redistribute food surpluses and combat food wastage were often central here. Ghent’s 
outspoken presence in numerous international forums in which it reported on its urban 
food policy undoubtedly played an important role as well. In 2017, Ghent was awarded a 
“sustainable partnership award” by Belgian sustainability network (The Shift, 2017) and 
a “food waste award” by a Belgian NGO combating food wastage. In subsequent years, 
several food waste awards followed, celebrating other projects within the framework 
of Ghent en Garde (Gent, 2020). Furthermore, in 2018, Ghent received a “Milan Pact 
Award” from the MUFPP network ("Milan Pact Awards 2018," 2018), a “Climate 
Star Award” from the international Climate Alliance (Climate Alliance, 2018) and 
a “Transformative Action Award” from the Sustainable Cities Platform (Sustainable 
Cities Platform, 2018). In 2019, Ghent en Garde was awarded a prestigious climate 
action award by the United Nations, which created a lot of attention for Ghent en 
Garde both in the Belgian press and internationally (Aers, 2019; Stad Gent, 2019). In 
2020, Ghent’s food policy was on the shortlist of the “European Capital of Innovation 
Awards” awarded by the European Commission (Heyse, 2020). And in 2021, Ghent’s 
urban food policy received a “Eurocities award 2021” (Heyse, 2021). During the last 
years, the Goedinge pilot project and the grazing project in the Gentbrugge peri-urban 
green park were frequently portrayed as two main “good practices” of Ghent’s urban 
food policy in the city’s official communication (Kerselaers et al., 2020).

199 Original citation in Dutch: “vraag je je af wat stadsgerichte landbouw komt doen bij een project in een 
natuurgebied”
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6.2.6	 Criticism	of	the	urban	food	policy	and	the	simultaneous	sell-off	of	the	urban	

agricultural patrimony

In the early years of Ghent’s urban food policy, almost none of the actors involved 
were aware of the vast size and geography of the city's agricultural patrimony (see 
earlier, 6.2.5.1). The burgeoning urban food policy (which was embedded in the city’s 
environmental department) and the management of Ghent’s agricultural patrimony 
(which had been inherited by the PCSW of Ghent but whose management and sale 
was subcontracted to a newly established urban development company, see 6.2.4) 
existed side by side with hardly any interaction. Yet the farmers, urban and rural 
grassroots movements that had been following and supporting the first steps of the 
urban food policy soon got wind of the existence of the historical urban agricultural 
patrimony through the sporadic press coverage of some of its sales (see earlier, 6.2.4.3). 
Hence, in the wake of the urban food policy, a growing indignation soon developed 
over the observation that one part of an urban administration was announcing an urban 
food policy while another part of that same urban administration was selling off large 
amounts of publicly owned farmland. Two sections below discuss two important events 
that arose from this indignation: the start of a court case against what would develop 
into the most high-profile sale and the emergence of a movement that mobilised 
against the further sale and in favour of deploying the remaining agricultural patrimony 
for supporting the development of the city’s urban food policy.

6.2.6.1	 The	Huts	court	case

As discussed earlier, in 2016, the Ghent PCSW was selling off its entire 450 ha historic 
agricultural patrimony located just across the Dutch border in the province of Zeeland 
(see earlier, 6.2.4.3). In May, it was sold in one single lot for a total amount of 17,5 million 
euros to a company based in the Netherlands called Bijloke BV (Reynaert, 2018). Later, 
in 2017, Flemish research platform Apache revealed that the Dutch company Bijloke 
BV that had acquired the land in Zeeland was owned by a Luxembourg company called 
The Private Equity Company. Apache found out that the latter was managed by Belgian 
billionaire, entrepreneur and art collector Fernand Huts and Bijloke BV by his son Yves 
Huts (Walraven, 2017b). Yves Huts explained to Apache that they had “no concrete 
plans with these lands” and that “it was only the price that made the lands attractive to 
us” (Walraven, 2017b). “There were not many buyers, I think”, he declared (Walraven, 
2017b). Apache calculated that Huts paid an average of 39.084 euros per hectare while 
the average farmland price in the area at the time was 64.700 euros. “A stroke of luck”, 
Huts confirmed (Walraven, 2017b).200 Initially, the sale evoked relatively little public 
reactions. That changed at the end of 2017 when the PCSW of Ghent was summoned 
to appear in court for the sale of its patrimony in Zeeland. The ensuing high-profile 
court case is better known by its nickname ‘the Huts court case’ (‘de zaak Huts’). 

200 Original citations in Dutch: “geen concrete plannen met deze gronden” … “was puur de prijs die de gronden 
voor ons aantrekkelijk maakten” … “Er waren niet veel kopers, denk ik” … “Een buitenkansje”
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The initiative for the summons at the end of 2017 was taken by two farmers, 
Annelies Marchand and Pieter Van Poucke, who run an organic beef cattle farm 
with accompanying farm butcher’s shop. Their farm is located in Lokeren, some 20 
kilometres from both Ghent and the closest sold PCSW land in Zeeland. Like many 
other farmers, they had been looking for extra farmland for years. This search was not 
driven by a desire to expand, but primarily by fodder issues following their transition 
to organic farming in 2016 (comm. Marchand, 2021). Although the farm was making 
extensive use of natural grassland in the area, it also needed a relatively small amount 
of arable land to produce additional fodder crops, particularly high-protein ones (see 
earlier, chapter 5.3.4). The switch to organic farming reduced the productivity of the 
already limited amount of arable land and thus prompted the farmers to seek access to 
additional arable land to ensure maximum autonomy and closed loop farming (comm. 
Marchand, 2021). Marchand and Van Poucke were only hearing for the first time 
about the sale of the Ghent PCSW land in Zeeland after it had been sold. The news 
reached them via a fellow farmer and via Ghent’s constitutional rights activist Raf 
Verbeke. Their indignation about the sale of 450 ha of high-quality nearby farmland, 
the way the sale was organised in one single lot, the low price paid per hectare and the 
fact that the seller was a public institution, led to the idea of summoning the PCSW 
of Ghent to appear before the civil court. When preparing for the case, Marchand 
and Van Poucke looked for supporters in the farming community. They contacted 
farmers in the wide surroundings of Ghent as well as the tenants of the sold land. 
“But no one was willing to participate”, Marchand explains, indicating that although 
the request received the sympathy of some, it mainly evoked a strong reluctance to 

Figure 95   Pieter Van Poucke and Annelies Marchand at one of the sold plots of what used to be 
publicly owned arable land
Source: https://www.delandgenoten.be/sites/default/files/2019-04/763.jpg
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get involved in this “David and Goliath” struggle (comm. Marchand, 2021).201 In that 
period, the couple was approached by a lawyer, Nic Reynaert, who indicated seeing 
legal opportunities for building a case centred on the way the land was sold. Marchand 
and Van Poucke joined forces with him. At the end of 2017, the PCSW of Ghent was 
officially summoned before the tribunal of first instance in the name of Van Poucke. 
In his first communication to the press, Reynaert spoke of “a case of unlawful state aid 
and violation of the principle of equality” (Walraven, 2017a).202 By selling all the land 
in one lot, “small businesses had no chance to buy land” Reynaert argued, hence “only 
big companies or investment funds” were able to make an offer (Walraven, 2017a).203 
According to the lawyer, the number of candidate buyers was therefore exceptionally 
low, causing the land to be sold too cheaply, which in his opinion constitutes illegal state 
aid by the PCSW to Bijloke BV (Ghijs, 2018). In their writ of summons, Van Poucke 
and Reynaert asked the tribunal to annul the sale or at least amount paid (Reynaert, 
2018). The lawsuit was supported through additional procedures by constitutional rights 
organization Constituante and also in personal name by activist Raf Verbeke. The case 
was scheduled to be heard before the tribunal of first instance in Ghent in December 
2018 (Walraven, 2018). Yet the tribunal declared itself not competent in January 2019 
(Rechtbank van eerste aanleg Oost-Vlaanderen afdeling Gent, 2019; Vanden Bussche, 
2019d). As a result, the tribunal did not give a verdict on the merits of the case. The 
tribunal did indicate however that the farmers and Verbeke had not demonstrated 
sufficient personal interests (Vanden Bussche, 2019d). In February 2019, the initiators 
appealed against the tribunal’s decision at the Ghent court of appeal. In November 
2020, the court decided to request advice from the European Commission on whether 
illegal state aid had occurred (Vanden Bussche, 2021). This advice was finalised in June 
2021, stated that there may possibly be state aid to Bijloke BV, and provided several 
grounds on which the national court may determine “whether the tender procedure 
leading to that transaction was competitive, transparent, non-discriminatory and 
unconditional” (European Commission, 2021, p. 13). The final hearing of the Huts 
court case by the Ghent court of appeal is scheduled for September 2022, i.e. after the 
submission of this PhD research. A great deal has been said and written about the Huts 
court case since 2017. Here, a distinction must be made between the legal debate that 
is part of the still ongoing court case (see Box 7) and the public debate that developed 
in the wake of the court case. 

In the wake of the Huts court case and the legal debate, a public debate on the sale of 
the Ghent’s PCSW land emerged. Originally, this public debate focused on the sale 
of Ghent’s PCSW land. This debate started fairly soon after Van Poucke submitted a 
summons against the Ghent PCSW on his own at the end of 2017. “Once the lawsuit 
was filed,” Annelies Marchand recalls, “more support came in” (comm. Marchand, 2021). 

201 Original citations in Dutch: “Maar niemand zag het zitten om daarin mee te gaan” … “David-tegen-
Goliath-dossier”

202 Original citation in Dutch: ““een geval van onrechtmatige staatssteun en schending van het 
gelijkheidsbeginsel”

203 Original citations in Dutch: “een geval van onrechtmatige staatssteun en schending van het 
gelijkheidsbeginsel” …  “kleine bedrijven geen kans maakten om gronden te kopen” … “enkel grote 
bedrijven of investeringsfondsen”
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Box 7   The legal debate in the Huts court case

The filing of a lawsuit in Belgium comes with some important legal restrictions. Two 
elements are crucial in understanding the focus and limits of the legal debate in the 
Huts court case. First, article 17 of the judicial code states that “a legal action cannot be 
admitted if the plaintiff has no interest in filing it” (Stradalex, n.d.).1 More concretely, 
that means that “the plaintiff ’s interest must be personal”, that “there must be an 
individualised connection between the plaintiff and the legal act challenged”, and that 
“the plaintiff must be personally affected by the legal act challenged” (d'Hoest, 2013, p. 
63).2 Reynaert and Van Poucke are therefore obliged to demonstrate a personal interest. 
If the judge is not convinced of a personal interest, the case is by definition inadmissible. 
Advocating a purely public interest is therefore not a possibility. A second crucial 
element results from the principle of the separation of powers. This principle imposes 
limits on the judicial review of administrative actions. This is particularly important in 
disputes that are within the 'discretionary powers’ of governments. These are powers of 
the government that include the freedom to act and judge independently. They offer 
governments a certain freedom to pursue policy, albeit within the limits set by law. 
If, according to the court, the argumentation of Reynaert and Van Poucke would fall 
under the discretionary powers of the PCSW of Ghent, the court cannot give a verdict. 

Both elements are crucial to understand why in the legal debate Reynaert and Van 
Poucke never explicitly address the question whether it is appropriate at all for the 
PCSW of Ghent to sell its agricultural patrimony. Instead, their argumentation literally 
states that “Mr Van Poucke did not criticise whether or not to sell”, but rather “on the 
way in which (i) the appraisal was made and (ii) the sale was conducted” (Reynaert, 
2020, p. 23).3 However, “if the PCSW of Ghent proceeds with the sale, it must do so 
properly” (Reynaert, 2020, p. 15, own emphasis added).4 “The procedure that was used 
by the PCSW of Ghent has caused that i) Mr. Van Poucke has not been able to obtain 
any farmland and ii) state support was granted to Bijloke BV, purchaser of the disputed 
farmland plots”, they argue (Reynaert, 2020, p. 24).5 By not expressing an opinion on 
the appropriateness of the sale as such, the argument of Reynaert and Van Poucke tries 
to avoid touching upon the freedom to pursue policy enjoyed by the Ghent PCSW in 
this respect. Moreover, it seems inevitable to link the proof of a personal interest to the 
way in which the land was sold. The argument therefore states that Van Poucke has “a 
personal, direct and legitimate interest” because, due to the way the sale was organised, 
he “missed his chance to buy some hectares of farmland at exceptionally low prices” 
(Reynaert, 2020, p. 9).6 The purchase of additional land is considered necessary “in 

1 Original citation in Dutch: “een rechtsvordering niet kan worden toegelaten, indien de eiser geen belang 
heeft om ze in te dienen”

2 Original citations in Dutch: “Het belang van de verzoeker moet een persoonlijk karakter vertonen” … “een 
geïndividualiseerd verband [moet] bestaan tussen de verzoeker en de rechtshandeling die hij aanvecht” … 
“De verzoeker moet zelf benadeeld worden door de bestreden rechtshandeling”

3 Original citation in Dutch: “de heer Van Poucke heeft geen kritiek op het al dan niet verkopen geuit”, maar 
wel “op de manier waarop i) de taxatie is gebeurd en ii) de verkoop heeft plaatsgevonden”

4 Original citation in Dutch: “Indien het OCMW Gent overgaat tot de verkoop, dan dient zij dit behoorlijk te 
doen”

5 Original citation in Dutch: “De werkwijze die door het OCMW Gent gehanteerd werd, heeft ervoor gezorgd 
dat	i)	de	heer	VAN	POUCKE	geen	landbouwgrond	heeft	kunnen	aanschaffen	en	ii)	er	staatssteun	toegekend	
werd aan BIJLOKE B.V., koper van de litigieuze landbouwpercelen”

6 Original citation in Dutch: “een persoonlijk, rechtstreeks en rechtmatig belang” … “zijn kans heeft gemist 
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light of the success of his farm butchery”, “in order to be able to provide his livestock 
with sufficient fresh hay and cereals” and considering “the fact that Mr. Van Poucke 
practises organic farming which means that the land cannot be used very intensively” 
meaning that he “has every interest in being able to purchase farmland at €39.000 per 
hectare instead of at least €70.000 per hectare” (Reynaert, 2020, p. 10).7 Reynaert also 
notes that some of the farmland plots are located only 17 km from his client’s farm, 
and that it is common for farmers to cultivate land at such distances (Reynaert, 2020, 
p. 10). The most important objection against the way the sale was organised is that the 
sale of the land was “made to measure for big business” by selling all the land in one 
single batch and through which “Bijloke BV received an unfair competitive advantage 
from the OCMW Gent” (Reynaert, 2020, p. 11).8 The argument of the other party, the 
PCSW of Ghent, is that Van Poucke has no personal interest and that the way in which 
land was sold is a matter of policy discretion for the PCSW of Ghent.

Therefore, within the context of the legal debate, Reynaert and Van Poucke drive with 
the handbrake on with regard to the public interest and policy-related objections to the 
PCSW’s sale. Their juridical arguments nevertheless do contain a number of references 
to this. For instance, they claim that the PCSW of Ghent should manage its patrimony 
“as a good father” and “with a long-term vision as opposed to a short-term vision” 
(Reynaert, 2020, p. 40).9 “The policy of PCSW of Ghent appears to be a policy that 
only benefits big business” and “through its actions, the PCSW of Ghent is supporting 
a predatory capitalism in violation of its own articles of association” (Reynaert, 2020, 
p. 40).10 Moreover, Reynaert and Van Pouck state that a large part of the land owned 
by the PCSW originates from donations to its predecessor, the committee of public 
poverty relief, and this is “often, but not always" linked to “conditions imposed on the 
beneficiary, such as, for instance, the condition that the donated goods must retain their 
public purpose in perpetuity”. “This means”, they add, “that the beneficiary (in this 
case the PCSW of Ghent) cannot dispose of these assets, at least not to investment 
companies that do not serve the public interest” (Reynaert, 2020, p. 23).11 The lawyers 
of the PCSW of Ghent legally seize on these arguments to argue that Van Poucke 
is not pursuing a personal interest, but rather that he is dissatisfied with the policy 
being pursued. According to them, this makes the whole case inadmissible, for lack of 
personal interest and in view of the separation of powers.

om enkele hectaren landbouwgrond te kopen aan uitzonderlijk lage prijzen”
7 Original citations in Dutch: “gezien het succes van zijn hoeveslagerij” … “om in voldoende vers hooi 

en graan te kunnen voorzien voor zijn veestapel” … “het feit dat de heer VAN POUCKE aan biologische 
landbouw doet wat inhoudt dat gronden niet zo intensief gebruikt kunnen worden” … “er dus alle belang bij 
om landbouwgrond te kunnen aankopen aan 39.000 EUR per hectare in plaats van minstens 70.000 EUR per 
hectare”

8 Original citations in Dutch: “het verkoopslot op maat gemaakt werd van grootkapitaal” … “BIJLOKE BV 
heeft een oneerlijk concurrentievoordeel gekregen van het OCMW Gent”

9 Original citations: “als een goede huisvader” … “met een langetermijnvisie en niet met een 
kortetermijnvisie”

10 Original citations: “Het beleid van het OCMW Gent lijkt een beleid te zijn dat enkel bedrijven ten goede 
komt” … “OCMW Gent ondersteunt door haar handelen roofbouwkapitalisme in strijd met haar statuten”

11 Original citations: “veelal, niet altijd” … “voorwaarden opgelegd aan de begunstigde zoals bijvoorbeeld de 
voorwaarde dat de geschonken goederen ten eeuwigen dage hun openbaar nut moeten behouden.”… “Dit 
hout in dat de verkrijger (in casu het OCMW Gent) deze goederen niet mag vervreemden, minstens niet mag 
vervreemden aan investeringsmaatschappijen die het openbaar belang niet dienen”
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“When it no longer mattered, when everyone knew that we were legally on our own, 
there was a lot of support”, she summarises laconically. Besides support from friends and 
fellow organic farmers, there was also support “from really big farming companies who 
are otherwise very distant from what we are doing, but who then said, well, look, I think 
it’s good that you are doing this” (comm. Marchand, 2021).204 News medium Apache, 
which in 2017 was the first to report extensively on the sale and to reveal that the land 
was sold to Huts, continuously reported on the successive stages of the legal process. 
It also gave various citizens, including historians and a trade union representative, a 
platform to question the sale of the city’s agricultural patrimony (Bruneel & Beeckaert, 
2019; Goedertier, 2019). When the case was heard before the tribunal of first instance 

in Ghent in December 2018, a letter of 
support was launched in which various 
farmers’ organisations, farmers, academics 
(including myself ) and civil society 
organisations expressed their “support for 
the farmer and citizens who filed a lawsuit 
against the sale” ("Zaak Huts: onze boeren 
worden uitgesloten," 2018). “In the current 
context, good management of public land 
and access to land for farmers should be 
among the priorities of the government,” 
it stated.205 Among the signatories, 
there were also two organisations with 
an affinity with the international Via 
Campesina network, i.e. Flemish farmers 
association Boerenforum and the Belgian 
branch of the international organisation 
FIAN (see earlier, 4.2.1 and 2.3.2.2). Both 
organisations continued to play important 
roles in supporting and reporting on the 
process. In 2018, most major Flemish 
newspapers reported on the Huts court 
case and many continued to do so on its 
subsequent developments.

Despite a structural lack of data, the public debate about the Huts court case soon 
transcended the focus on the sold parcels in Zeeland. The debated started exploring 
the remaining agricultural patrimony of Ghent and public landownership by other 
local governments and their PCSWs elsewhere in Flanders and Belgium. In 2019, 
204 Original citations in Dutch: “Eens dat het geding dan aangespannen was, dan kwam er wel meer steun” … 

“Als het dan toch niet meer uitmaakte, als dan toch iedereen wist dat we er juridisch gesproken alleen voor 
stonden, dan kwam er wel heel veel steun” … “uit echt zeer grote landbouwmiddens, echt grote boeren 
die normaal gezien heel ver af staan van wat dat wij doen, maar die dan toch zeiden van ja, kijk, ik vind dat 
goed dat ge dat doet.”

205 Original citations: “steun uitdrukken aan de boer en burgers die een rechtszaak aanspanden tegen de 
verkoop” … “In de huidige context moet een goed beheer van publieke gronden en toegang tot grond voor 
landbouwers tot de prioriteiten van de overheid behoren.”

Figure 96  	 Article	"Farmer	fights	against	
Huts and OCMW” on one of the 
first	pages	in	one	of	the	major	
newspapers in Flanders
Source: Ghijs,	2018
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news medium Apache received financial support from the Flemish Journalism Fund to 
produce a series of research articles on the sale of public land (Apache, 2019). The series 
created for the first time a picture of a pronounced and ongoing sell-off of historical 
public agricultural patrimony by many local governments in Flanders in search of cash. 
“In three years, cities and municipalities sell off land the size of Brussels City,” Apache 
headlined in 2019, followed by “City land for sale: profit maximisation is paramount” 
(Vanden Bussche, 2019b, 2019c).206 The data showed that many cities are selling off, but 
that Ghent is in the lead (Vanden Bussche, 2019c). The series of articles was picked up 
by the farming community and the community engaged in the development of urban 
food policies, particularly in Ghent. “It breaks my farmer’s heart to see all that land 
disappearing from the community once and for all”, one of the farmers of the Goedinge 
pilot project stated (Vanden Bussche, 2019a) (see also earlier, 6.2.5.2).207 With him, 
many other early supporters of the urban food policy were no longer restrained in their 
criticism of an urban food policy that failed to counter the continued sell-off of the urban 
agricultural patrimony by another but closely linked public institution. In an interview 
in 2020, another farmer of the Goedinge project explained to the agroecological 
community that the Goedinge pilot project is “a kind of pilot project for the city” but 
that “we should be careful not to be politically exploited too much” (Gloedgoed, 2020). 
“We do not want the city of Ghent to continue selling off valuable farmland and using 
our project to appease public opinion,” he declared.208 One of the participating farmers 
in the grazing project in the Gentbrugge peri-urban green park spoke of “short-term 
thinking” (Climaxi vzw, 2021). “I actually don’t understand how this can just happen”, 
he commented on the sales. “When a city is involved with farmers markets, sustainable 
agriculture and particularly with short-chain food production, then it is simply not 
acceptable for the PCSW of that same city to make such a mockery of it”, Annelies 
Marchand argues (comm. Marchand, 2021).209 “That land is urban agriculture”, she 
declares, “it is located barely ten kilometres from the Ghent city centre” (Verpoest, 
2019).210 She stresses that:

“In Flanders, there is already a shortage of farmland, but if you then add the 
cumulative effect of an investment phenomenon driven by people who have 
no interest whatsoever in doing anything with the farmland except extracting 
a speculative value from it, then we are running into trouble. […] We already 
face a limited number of farmers, in ten years’ time there will be even fewer, 
and speculative phenomena will prevent the influx of new farmers. That will put 
pressure on food supply. Yes, cities are to some extent working on the topic of 

206 Original article in Dutch: “Op drie jaar verkopen steden en gemeenten grond ter grootte van Brussel-stad” 
… “Stadsgrond in uitverkoop: vooral winstmaximalisatie staat voorop” 

207 Original citation in Dutch: “Mijn boerenhart doet pijn als ik zie dat al die gronden voor eens en altijd uit de 
gemeen-schap verdwijnen”

208 Original citations in Dutch: “een soort testproject voor de stad” … “Waarbij we ook moeten oppassen dat we 
niet te veel politiek gerecupereerd worden” … “We willen niet dat de stad Gent waardevolle landbouwgrond 
blijft verkopen en ondertussen ons project gebruikt om de publieke opinie te sussen”

209 Original citation in Dutch: “Als je als stad bezig bent met boerenmarkten, met duurzame landbouw, maar 
vooral met die korte keten landbouw, dan kan dat het toch niet dat het OCMW van diezelfde stad zo’n farce 
doet”

210 Original citations in Dutch: “Eigenlijk is dat toch iets wat gewoon fundamenteel niet kan” … “Die gronden, 
dat is stadslandbouw. Die bevinden zich op ocharme tien kilometer van Gent centrum”
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sustainable food, but I don’t think they have fully figured this out yet. Within 
this decade, food sovereignty will become a real problem for cities, and even for 
countries. […] I actually believe it is good for a city to own farmland, but please 
think about what can be done with this property instead of dreaming of nice-to-
have projects.” (comm. Marchand, 2021)211

Asked what Marchand still hopes to achieve with the ongoing Huts court case, she 
replied in 2019: “I hope that at least a little bit of awareness will be raised, also within 
government institutions. And that people will start thinking what do we still have, what 
is our patrimony, what are we going to do with it, can we do something meaningful 
with it, do we have to sell it, and if we sell it, can’t we attach conditions to that?” 
(Verpoest, 2019).212

6.2.6.2	 Urban	grassroots	movement	‘The	Hungry	City’

In the wake of the Huts case and the social debate about the sale of the urban agricultural 
patrimony, a movement developed in Ghent that mobilised against its further sale and 
in favour of a strategic integration of the remaining patrimony with the city’s urban 
food policy. The origin and my personal involvement in this movement (The Hungry 
City) were already described in an earlier methodological chapter (see earlier, chapter 
4.2.3.1). In September 2019, The Hungry City decided to launch an open letter about 
Ghent’s public farmland, addressed to the Ghent city council. The letter formulated 
five requirements, including the release of an overview of the remaining agricultural 
patrimony, a public debate on the subject, an alignment of its management with the 
objectives of the urban food policy and a moratorium on sales in the meantime (De 
Hongerige Stad, 2019). The open letter was published on 21 October 2019 and signed 
by more than 60 civil society organisations (representing a major part of Ghent civil 
society organisations working in the field of environmental and social justice) and 
more than 600 citizens (including farmers, academics, artists, doctors, architects, 
social workers, students, etc.) (De Hongerige Stad, n.d.). On 3 December 2019, The 
Hungry City received a letter from the mayor of Ghent (Hullebroeck & De Clercq, 
2019). The letter clarified that the city would no longer sell public farmland on its own 
territory, and that this might be the subject of new agricultural pilot projects, but that 
the patrimony beyond the city’s administrative boundaries would be further disposed 
of to finance investments in other policy objectives on the city’s own territory. “Ghent 
does not consider the maintenance and management of patrimony located outside the 

211 Original citations in Dutch: “Er is in Vlaanderen sowieso al landbouwgrond te weinig, maar als je daar dan 
nog de cumul bij krijgt van een investeringsfenomeen van mensen die zelf geen plannen hebben met die 
landbouwgrond maar wel een graantje willen meepikken, dan kom je in de problemen.” … “Er zijn al niet 
veel boeren, er gaan er binnen dit en tien jaar nog veel minder zijn, en door de investeringsfenomenen 
wordt de instroom van nieuwe boeren verhinderd. Dan komt de voedselvoorziening weldegelijk onder druk. 
Steden zijn al een beetje bezig met duurzame voeding, maar dat is toch een stap die ze volgens mij nog niet 
helemaal gezet hebben. Binnen dit en tien jaar wordt voedselsoevereiniteit voor steden, en zelf voor landen, 
echt een groot probleem.” … “In se vind ik het eigenlijk goed dat een stad landbouwgronden in eigendom 
heeft, maar denk alstublieft eens na over wat je met deze eigendom kan doen in plaats van je dromen over 
leuke projectjes.”

212 Original citation in Dutch: “Ik hoop dat op zijn minst de bewustwording een beetje komt, ook bij 
overheidsinstellingen. En dat men eerst een keer gaat denken over [de vragen] wat hebben we nog, wat is 
ons patrimonium, en wat gaan we daar mee doen, en kunnen we daar iets nuttigs van maken, moeten we 
dat wel verkopen, en als we het verkopen, kunnen we daar dan geen voorwaarden aan koppelen?”
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Ghent region to be one of its core responsibilities”, the mayor stated.213 Yet he did 
indicate that the city was working on evaluation criteria for the management of the 
PCSW patrimony and a better alignment with the objectives of its urban food policy. 
He declared that the city council was willing to discuss the preliminary evaluation 
criteria with The Hungry City as soon as they were available. 

Not much later, on 17 December 2019, the Ghent city council was taking a vote on the 
city’s budget plans for the 2019-2024 administrative term. The budget plans included 
an ambition to generate 40 million euros of revenues from the continued sale of PCSW 
patrimony. On the evening of the vote, The Hungry City campaigned against the sale 
at the city hall (Figure 97). About thirty people joined the action, including several 
farmers and Landwijzer students. In the long and nocturnal city council meeting, few 
minutes were spent discussing the agricultural patrimony (De Moor & Souguir, 2019). 
The protest had no direct effect on the council’s vote, which was passed. However, 
the protest action of The Hungry City did receive a lot of press attention (e.g. AVS 
Vandaag, 2019). In the course of 2020, The Hungry City kept reminding the Ghent city 
council of the announced discussion of the preliminary criteria for the management of 
the PCSW patrimony. At the end of December 2020, approximately one year after the 
publication of the open letter, The Hungry City was emailed a draft version of a new 
agreement for the management of the PCSW patrimony and was asked to comment 
on it by early January 2021. It was not explained in which way the city council intended 
to address this feedback. At the same time, other organisations such as the Ghent Food 
Council and Ghent’s advisory committee for spatial planning (GECORO) were also 
asked to comment.

213 Original citations in Dutch: “Gent ziet het niet als haar kerntaak om patrimonium buiten de regio Gent 
gelegen te onderhouden en te beheren” … “Vandaar de keuze om deze verder af te stoten”

Figure 97  	 Protest	action	of	The	Hungry	City	at	the	Ghent	City	Hall	against	the	further	selling	off	
of the urban agricultural patrimony
Source: ©	Kristien	Elisa	Pottie	(2019)
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A full summary of the draft management agreement is beyond the scope of this 
research. However, some points are worth highlighting. The draft agreement clarified 
for the first time that of the 1800 ha that the PCSW of Ghent still owned, only 6,7% 
or 120 ha was situated within the city boundaries, leaving 93,3% or 1680 ha outside 
Ghent (Stad Gent, 2020, p. 8). The draft management agreement reconfirmed that 
no more patrimony located within Ghent would be sold. For the patrimony located 
outside Ghent, however, disinvestments would still prevail. “The statutory responsibility 
[of the PCSW] to provide social services that enable every citizen to live a life that 
respects human dignity”, the draft agreement stated, “implies [...] that the management 
of the patrimony must benefit the inhabitants of Ghent.”214 Hence, the management 
agreement argued the desirability of a continued sale of agricultural patrimony outside 
Ghent to provide cash for investments in real estate projects within Ghent as part of 
the PCSW’s social responsibilities. In this way, the draft agreement prioritised the sale 
of 140 hectares of farmland outside Ghent, alongside PCSW patrimony with other 
planned land uses. The management agreement also stated that it is “appropriate” to sell 
the nine remaining farmsteads of the PCSW of Ghent considering “the required major 
investments the PCSW would have to make and the extremely poor lease revenues” 
(Stad Gent, 2020, p. 14).215 The draft management agreement also announced a 
temporary, two-year moratorium on the sale of all PCSW farmland. On the one hand, 
this was framed as an opportunity “to explore the potential of the remaining farmland 
as test sites for [...] farming and to allocate budgets for its acquisition”, yet on the 
other, it was an open secret that the temporary moratorium was mainly the outcome 
of an investigation into whether PCSW farmland could be used as compensatory land 
for farmers affected by a new green spatial zoning plan of the city.216 In this plan, 
several areas on the Ghent territory zoned and used for agricultural purposes were 
recently converted into areas zoned for green purposes, causing some farmers to lose 
large parts of their acreage and prompting the city to examine whether they could be 
compensated by providing them with access to PCSW farmland outside the city’s own 
territory. When the two-year moratorium will have expired at the end of 2022, the draft 
agreement envisages a further sell-off of PCSW farmland. Since PCSW farmsteads are 
not protected by the moratorium, they can be sold during the moratorium as well. 

The Hungry City accepted the request for comments on the draft of policy agreement. 
During Christmas time in 2020 and the early days of 2021, the movement developed an 
18 pages long feedback document including 44 concrete policy recommendation (De 
Hongerige Stad, 2021). It was structured around four main themes: 1) “very dominant 
focus on sales and market value”, 2) “no vision on agriculture”, 3) “narrow-minded 

214 Original citations in Dutch: “De wettelijke opdracht om de maatschappelijke dienstverlening aan te 
bieden die iedere persoon in de mogelijkheid moet stellen om een leven te leiden dat beantwoordt aan de 
menselijke waardigheid” … “impliceert” … “dat het beheer van het patrimonium ten goede moet komen 
aan inwoners van Gent”

215 Original citations in Dutch: “aangewezen” … “de noodzakelijke zware investeringen die het OCMW zou 
moeten uitvoeren en de zeer lage pachtvergoeding”

216	 Original	citation	in	Dutch:	“Dit	geeft	de	mogelijkheid	om	de	implementatie	van	het	flankerend	
landbouwbeleid in kader van de realisatie van RUP Groen te concretiseren en tegelijkertijd het potentieel 
van de beschikbare landbouwgronden voor de inzet als testgronden voor vernieuwende en waar mogelijk 
sociale landbouwbedrijfsmodellen te onderzoeken en het budget voor de verwerving vrij te maken”
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social mission” and 4) “no participation worthy of the name” (De Hongerige Stad, 
2021).217 Alongside The Hungry City, several other organisations and councils also 
provided feedback on the draft agreement. The urban housing council in Ghent spoke 
in its “negative opinion” of an “urgent need for an inventory, vision and deontological 
framework” for the urban land policy (Stedelijke Woonraad Gent, 2021, p. 2).218 A 
social community organisation in Ghent advocated “that PCSW Ghent should not sell 
its land and premises” and argued that the city “should better expand its landholding” 
(Samenlevingsopbouw Gent, 2021, p. 1).219 In its equally “negative opinion”, Ghent’s 
municipal commission for spatial planning (GECORO) stated that it considers the 
draft agreement “unacceptable as a basis for further policy on the management and 
sale of the patrimony” (GECORO Gent, 2021, p. 2).220 GECORO reported that it 
has “taken note” of the feedback document of The Hungry City and had “used it as 
input” for drafting its own opinion (GECORO Gent, 2021, p. 1).221 “GECORO has 
serious reservations about the principle of profit maximisation”, the opinion continued, 
and “expects the city of Ghent […] to commit to spatial quality to developments in 
the public interest on the sites, even if they are not located within Ghent” (GECORO 
Gent, 2021, p. 2).222 GECORO also emphasised that the city council had previously 
announced that it would work on a vision paper concerning the management of the 
PCSW's patrimony and concluded that “the present document cannot fulfil this 
promise and cannot be considered a vision paper” (GECORO Gent, 2021, p. 4).223 
Furthermore, GECORO “proposes that the moratorium is extended to a period of 
four years and that it applies to all agricultural land and farmsteads”, “proposes that this 
moratorium is used to draw up a vision on agriculture” and “considers it very likely that 
the agricultural patrimony of [...] Ghent can constitute a very strategic resource for the 
future agricultural and food policy” (GECORO Gent, 2021, p. 6).224

The final policy agreement was presented for approval at a city council meeting on 27 
April 2021. Only three days before, the various advisory councils received a letter from 
the city with responses to their feedback. The letters indicated that the only adjustment 
that had been made to the policy agreement was that farmsteads “will be sold with 
as little surrounding farmland as possible” (Stad Gent, 2021c, p. 15) – which was a 
remarkable adjustment considering that it was not called for in any opinion.225 In the 
217 Original citations in Dutch: 1) “zeer dominante focus op verkoop en op marktwaarde”, 2) “geen 

landbouwvisie”, 3) “enge sociale missie”, en 4) “geen participatie die naam waardig”
218 Original citations in Dutch: “ongunstig advies” … “dringende nood aan inventaris, visie en deontologisch 

kader”
219 Original citations in Dutch: “pleit ervoor het dat OCMW Gent haar gronden en panden niet verkoopt” … 

“haar grondpositie beter [zou] vergroten”
220 Original citations in Dutch: “ongunstig advies” … “de nota niet aanvaardbaar vindt als basis voor het 

verdere beleid inzake beheer en verkoop van het patrimonium van OCMW Gent”
221 Original citations in Dutch: “kennisgenomen” … “dit advies als input gebruikt voor bepaalde opmerkingen”
222 Original citations in Dutch: “De Gecoro maakt ernstig voorbehoud bij het principe van 

winstmaximalisatie”, … “verwacht dat de Stad Gent zich, als geëngageerde overheid, inzet voor het 
realiseren van ruimtelijke kwaliteit en een maatschappelijke gewenste ontwikkeling op de sites in kwestie, 
ook al zijn deze niet op het Gentse grondgebied gelegen”

223 Original citation in Dutch: “voorliggende nota kan deze belofte niet inlossen en kan niet worden beschouwd 
als een visienota”

224 Original citations in Dutch: “uit te breiden tot een periode van vier jaar en algemeen te laten gelden voor 
alle landbouwgronden en –hoeves” … “stelt voor om van dit moratorium gebruik te maken om een visie 
op landbouw op te stellen” … “zeer waarschijnlijk dat het landbouwpatrimonium van Groep Gent zeer 
strategische middelen kunnen zijn voor het toekomstige landbouw- en voedselbeleid”

225 Original citation in Dutch: “met zo weinig mogelijk omliggende landbouwgrond verkocht worden”
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letters, the city council explained to both GECORO and The Hungry City that it 
was “not the intention to elaborate the agricultural, housing or other policies in the 
agreement in any more detail”, and that the agreement was only intended as “a guiding 
framework that should be used for the management of the passive PCSW patrimony 
by sogent” (Souguir, 2021).226 It was indicated that there will be sufficient time to work 
on a vision for agriculture during the two-year moratorium on the sale of farmland. 
In the days prior to the city council meeting, several major newspapers and media 
channels were covering the criticism on the policy agreement for Ghent’s PCSW land 
(Matthys, 2021; Neyt, 2021a, 2021b; Poppelmonde, 2021; Staes, 2021; Vilt, 2021). 
The criticism of The Hungry City was regularly at the centre. During the city council 
meeting of 27 April 2021, the management agreement was debated for a full hour, 
during which all political parties of the majority and the opposition intervened, and 
with numerous references made to the criticisms of various organisations (Stad Gent, 
2021b). Likewise, in a prior council committee on 15 April 2021, the discussion on the 
management agreement lasted for three quarters of an hour (Stad Gent, 2021a). The 
extensive discussion contrasted sharply with the limited attention paid to the urban 
agricultural patrimony at the aforementioned city council meeting in 2019, which 
reflected the growing re-politicisation of the issue.

The political debate on the subject revealed 
a number of divergent views and in some 
cases pertinent inaccuracies regarding 
the urban agricultural patrimony and 
misunderstandings about its agricultural 
use (Stad Gent, 2021a, 2021b). The liberal, 
green, socialist and Christian parties of 
the Ghent majority stated that the urban 
agricultural heritage is “fragmented” and 
“spread all over East and West Flanders”.227  
The aldermen responsible for land policy 
and food policy stated that the agreement 
concerned “anything but a sell-off ”, 
considering that the farmland that might 
be sold constituted “less than 8 percent” of 
the agricultural patrimony. “In the press, 
it is sometimes as if we are selling off all 
farmland, and that is absolutely not correct,” 
the alderman responsible for land policy 
commented. He spoke of “fake news”, 
aimed to “rectify the framing of a total sell-

226 Original citations in Dutch: “niet de bedoeling [was] om het landbouw-, woon- of ander beleid in de nota 
verder gedetailleerd uit te werken” … “een richtkader dat gehanteerd moet worden voor de uitvoering van 
het beheer van het passief OCMW-patrimonium door sogent”

227 Original citations in Dutch: “versnipperd patrimonium” … “héél verspreid over Oost- en West-
Vlaanderen”

Figure 98   Newspaper article 'Resistance 
against	"sell-off"	of	large	
landowner PCSW Ghent'
Source: Neyt,	2021b
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off by the city of Ghent” and called for seeing everything “in a wider perspective”.228 
Furthermore, political parties argued that the advisory councils, including The Hungry 
City, were “solicited by the city administration itself ” and were “not spontaneous.”229 
The advisory councils had “wrong perceptions or expectations” since “there has never 
been an intention to implement agricultural policy, housing policy or anything else 
in this policy agreement”.230 During an animated speech by a member of the liberal 
party, the conversion of agricultural capital into capital in the form of social housing 
developments was fervently defended. “What is presented here this evening is actually 
no more or no less than the activation of dormant capital. Capital that exists [...] 
but which today has no function, which is not used for the realisation of the social 
objectives of [...] is being sold and converted into active capital [..., i.e.] investments 
that effectively contribute to the realisation of our policy objectives for the benefit 
of Ghent, the inhabitants of Ghent and their needs.” This, he claimed, was a “good 
approach” as opposed to “holding on to everything, be it for reasons of nostalgia or 
a number of misconceived principles” or “to continue playing gentleman farmer in 
East and West Flanders and in Zeeland by a certain tradition”. Critical opposition 
parties were criticised for “playing up to some people and action groups”.231 The limited 
number of opposition parties in Ghent had different opinions on the left and right side 
of the political spectrum. A right-wing conservative party wondered why there is “just 
40 million [...] and no more than that” planned from the sale of patrimony. “Surely it 
cannot be the aim for Ghent to set up social farming activities far beyond its territory,” 
it was argued. “Therefore, as far as we can see, there is no reason why Ghent should hold 
on to all those lands or buildings, especially considering how great the needs are in our 
own city.”232 A left-wing political party, by contrast, criticised the agreement’s narrow 
focus on the market value of the patrimony instead of its use value.233 The party feared 
that due to the principle of profit maximisation, “only the highest bidders will have a 
chance to buy public land”, which according to the party, “is at odds with the fact that 
we do not succeed in getting control on the real estate market ourselves”. “For our party, 
there should first of all be an agricultural and food strategy before we can decide on the 
sale of public farmland,” it stated. “We can talk of nothing else but farmers markets, 

228 Original citations in Dutch: “allesbehalve over een uitverkoop gaat” … “nog geen 8 procent” … “In de media 
is het soms alsof we alles van landbouwgrond weg doen, en dat klopt langs geen kanten” … “fake news” … 
“de framing van een totale uitverkoop van de stad Gent echt wel wil rechtzetten” … “in perspectief”

229 Original citations in Dutch: “door het stadsbestuur zelf opgevraagd zijn” .. “niet spontaan”
230 Original citations in Dutch: “een verkeerde inschatting of verwachting” … “nooit de bedoeling [is] geweest 

om hier het landbouwbeleid, het woonbeleid of wat dan ook te concretiseren”
231 Original citations in Dutch: “Wat hier vanavond op tafel ligt is eigenlijk niet meer of niet minder dan het 

activeren van slapend kapitaal. Actief kapitaal dat er is […] maar vandaag geen functie heeft, niet gebruikt 
wordt voor het realiseren van de maatschappelijke doelstellingen van […] de stad Gent in het algemeen, 
wordt	verkocht	en	omgezet	in	werkend	kapitaal	[…]	investeringen	die	effectief	bijdragen	tot	het	realiseren	
van onze beleidsdoelstellingen ten behoeve van Gent, de Gentenaars en hun noden.” … “goede methode” 
… “alles te willen aanhouden, vanuit het zij nostalgie, het zij een aantal fout begrepen principes” … “om 
uit een zekere traditie herenboer te blijven spelen in Oost-, West- en Zeeuws-Vlaanderen” …“gemakkelijk 
mensen en actiegroepen naar de mond praten”

232 Original citations in Dutch: “maar 40 miljoen […] en bijvoorbeeld niet meer dan dat” … “Het kan toch niet 
de bedoeling zijn dat Gent ver buiten haar grondgebied die sociale landbouwbedrijfsmodellen zou gaan 
opzetten”, … “Voor ons is er dus geen logische reden waarom Gent aan al die terreinen of gebouwen vast 
zou houden, zeker niet als je weet hoe groot de noden in onze eigen stad zijn”

233 Original citations in Dutch: “een boekhoudkundige nota waarin vooral gekeken, en énkel gekeken wordt 
naar	financiële	waarde”	…	“over	gebruikswaarde,	over	sociale	gebruikswaarde	van	patrimonium	lezen	we	
te weinig”
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urban food strategy, short food supply chains and so on,” the party pointed out, noting 
that with its agricultural patrimony, the city could “make a difference.”234 The alderman 
responsible for land policy responded that the city has “learned a number of lessons 
from the past” and would no longer sell large lots “as has been the case – let’s call a 
spade a spade – in the Netherlands”, thus referring to the Huts court case. According 
to the alderman, this will not happen again in the future. “We will even split up sales 
in order to enable family farming”, he declared.235 It was also pointed out that from 
now on, the city will sell farmsteads with as little land as possible because “we want 
to continue its agricultural use.”236 “Land zoned for agricultural purposes will remain 
land zoned for agricultural purposes”, the alderwoman responsible for agriculture 
stressed.237 Furthermore, all political majority parties emphasised that during the two-
year moratorium on the sale of PCSW farmland, it will be discussed which public 
farmland can be used for the flanking agricultural policy of the spatial green plan on 
the one hand and for the urban food policy on the other.

6.2.7	 Conclusions	and	reflection

The reconstruction of the origins of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony reveals that 
the ongoing controversy about the development of the city’s urban food policy and the 
simultaneous sell-off of the urban agricultural patrimony is preceded by a centuries-
long history. From its origins in the late Middle Ages until the first quarter of the 20th 
century, Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony remained surprisingly intact. The limited 
historiography of these centuries demonstrates how its historical owners attributed a 
diversity of use values to their patrimony, with explicit valuations of its decommodified 
food supply, energy supply and several social functions alongside financial revenues. 
While fundamental institutional changes in the ownership of the urban agricultural 
patrimony occurred from the 19th century onwards, this initially appeared to have 
little impact on the management and use of the land. Yet this changed drastically from 
the late nineteenth century and especially from the middle of the twentieth century 
onwards, with industrialisation, globalisation and the development of a global food 
regime causing a radical erosion of the historical use value of the urban agricultural 
patrimony. With the financial revenues from its use reduced by the cheap nature of the 
global food regime, the relevance of localised food production substituted by global food 
markets and the shift from biological energy from wood to fossil energy, a discourse 
emerged in which the historical urban heritage was valued purely for its sale value and 
the capital it provided to finance investments in other policy domains. Nevertheless, 
despite a decades-long history of structural sell-off, the current heir to Ghent’s urban 
agricultural patrimony, the Public Centre for Social Welfare of Ghent, still owns almost 
234 Original citations in Dutch: “Maar principes van winstmaximalisatie laten enkel toe dat de hoogste bieders 

kans maken op publieke gronden.” … “Dat staat haaks op vaststelling dat we die markt zelf niet onder 
controle krijgen in onze stad” … “Voor onze fractie moet er eerst een landbouw- en voedselstrategie 
zijn vooraleer we kunnen beslissen over verkoop van publieke landbouwgrond” … “We spreken veel over 
boerenmarkten, over stedelijke voedselstrategie, korte keten enzovoort” … “Hier kunnen we een verschil 
maken.”

235 Original citation in Dutch: “we gaan zelfs opsplitsen om juist familiale landbouw mogelijk te maken”
236 Original citation in Dutch: “Want die willen we verder laten bewerken door de landbouw.”
237 Original citation in Dutch: “Landbouwgrond blijft landbouwgrond”
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2.000 hectares of farmland and a handful of farmsteads in the wider city region.

In this centuries-long history of the urban agricultural patrimony and a decades-long 
history of its sell-off, the actual controversy about the ongoing sell-off coinciding with 
the city’s urban food policy is a very recent phenomenon. Initially, Ghent’s urban food 
policy was not developed in overlap with the city’s land policy and the management of 
the historical patrimony inherited by its PCSW. The city administrations and the civil 
society stakeholders who began developing the food policy from 2012 onwards were 
not – or at least hardly – aware of the existence and extent of the urban agricultural 
patrimony. It has been the merit of a limited number of farmers, urban and rural 
grassroots movement to make the urban agricultural patrimony an object of public 
debate, building on the then very limited communication and press coverage about its 
ongoing sale and using the burgeoning urban food policy as a leverage to re-politicise 
the management of the urban agricultural patrimony. In doing so, this community 
expanded the development of Ghent’s fledgling food policy in a number of ways. By 
focusing on Ghent’s agricultural patrimony, the movement established links with the 
city’s land policy, spatial policy, financial policy en the management of its PCSW. In 
this way, it broke through the political isolation of Ghent’s food policy within the city’s 
environment and climate administration on the one hand and within the green party 
on the other hand. By arguing for a strategic policy integration of the city’s land and 
food policy, the movement also countered the very project-oriented and unrepresentative 
employment of public landownership in two pilot projects of the urban food policy. By 
focusing on patrimony that for more than 90% is located (just) outside the administrative 
boundaries of the city and has historically always functioned across this boundary, 
the movement also opposed the confinement of the new urban food policy within 
boundaries that are of little significance from an agricultural and food perspective. Vice 
versa, for the farmers, urban and rural grassroots movements involved, resisting the sell-
off has also been a leverage and transformative process. It helped this community in a 
very tangible way to see how urbanisation processes are actively creating environments 
that do not serve them well. It also demonstrated how urbanisation processes are not 
laws of nature but deeply political processes that need to be continuously reproduced 
and are therefore changeable and contestable. It has also motivated several farmers and 
organisations to exercise their right to the city – much more than they used to do – as 
an important way to construct the environments in which their localised food growing 
practices and communities gain long-term livelihood security.

As was already mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, one of the main limitations 
of the ongoing re-politicisation of the urban agricultural patrimony is that it is almost 
exclusively organised against its sale and hardly in favour of a particular, alternative 
use. In this way, despite making an important contribution to the deconstruction 
of the status quo and of existing ways of seeing, the movement has so far hardly 
contributed to the construction of an alternative discourse. As Anneleen Kenis and 
Matthias Lievens address in their book on the true re-politicisation of the ecological 
field as opposed to the green economy discourse, a re-politicisation process consists 
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of several stages (Kenis & Lievens, 2015). They argue that “repoliticisation happens 
in three moments” (Kenis & Lievens, 2015, pp. 142-143). First comes a “moment of 
critique” deconstructing the “post-political representations of the present” and piercing 
“[t]he veil of apparently neutral scientific, economic or technical representations”. 
Second comes “a moment of subversion, which aims to expose and disrupt the very 
foundations of society, actually revealing it has no real foundation but is fundamentally 
contingent, and therefore changeable”. A third moment is a “moment of construction, 
whereby alternative ideas, demands and projects are developed and brought together in 
a counterhegemonic discourse”. The latter appears to be a difficult moment in the re-
politicisation of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony. Through my involvement as an 
action researcher in this community, I have personally experienced this difficulty. And I 
have personally and among others experienced how a total lack of information, not just 
about Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony but about public landownership at large, 
constitutes a major obstacle to the construction of such a counterhegemonic discourse. 

Before moving on to the next part in which this lack of information is empirically 
addressed, I want to elaborate on how its absence has shaped and limited the re-
politicisation of the topic so far and thus provide further substantiation of the need 
for this empirical approach. This first part demonstrated how the attention for the use 
of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony was entirely replaced by a discourse in which 
its sale appeared self-evident and any debate became entirely confined to the technical 
modalities of how its sale would be organised. Publicly announcing imminent sales was 
one of the main features here from the last quarter of the 20th century onwards. This 
was still the context in which the re-politicisation of the urban agricultural patrimony 
started at the end of the 2010s. At that point in time, any awareness of the existence 
and extent of the historical agricultural patrimony had escaped collective memory as 
well as social and political debate, but its sales were still being advertised and to some 
degree covered by the local press. In that context, it is quite obvious why both the Huts 
court case and the activities of urban grassroots movement The Hungry City were 
centred around concrete sale cases or intentions to sell. It was simply the only source of 
information these actors could rely on. The impact of this should not be underestimated 
and is manifold:

• First of all, because of its almost exclusive focus on imminent sales, this community 
has hardly been able to pay any attention to the remaining agricultural patrimony 
of Ghent. It is quite telling that one of the few moments when this was actually 
the ambition was a gathering of farmers movement Boerenforum (see earlier, 
chapter 4.2.1) on a squatted farmstead of the PCSW of Ghent in Nazareth of 
which it was actually known that its sale had already been concluded (AVS, 2021; 
AVS Vandaag, 2021; Blauwhuis, n.d.; R. De Keyzer, 2021; FIAN Belgium, 2021). 
As a result, an attempt to think about its alternative use not only came too late, 
but the debate also barely got beyond a shared indignation about its sale. A similar 
meeting at one of the remaining farms might have led to a different conversation 
and might have been more successful in constructing an alternative future. 
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• Secondly, as a result of the first observation, this community has hardly any idea 
about the current agricultural use of the patrimony. Since the city and the PCSW 
of Ghent prefer, for reasons of profit maximisation, to sell farmland that is free 
of leases (see earlier, 6.2.4.3) the reality that the vast majority of the remaining 
patrimony has a current agricultural use,238 is very often overlooked. Blinded by a 
narrow focus on the sale of farmland that is usually free of leases, this creates the 
false perception that the agricultural patrimony is not used at the moment and is 
entirely available for new policy initiatives. Moreover, it obscures the agricultural 
relationships in which the current use of the remaining patrimony is embedded, 
for example in farms that lease part of their acreage from the PCSW of Ghent 
but which may also lease land from other owners or have their own land and 
infrastructure as well. The absence of such information blurs the true scale on 
which the public agricultural patrimony functions today and might continue to 
function in the future, and blurs all potential relationships between its current use 
and an imagined future use.

• Thirdly, due to a lack of information, the movement has focused almost exclusively 
on the historical agricultural patrimony of the PCSW of Ghent and hardly on 
the landownership of numerous other public institutions. In doing so, it so far 
locked up the essence of its plea (the use of public landownership to support food 
production in the disabling context of an urban land market) within the confines 
of one single set of public landownership rather than public landownership 
at large. This leaves the community unable to reflect on the specific role of 
the city and the PCSW of Ghent in relation to other public institutions with 

238	 This	is	confirmed	in	a	recent	study	on	the	urban	agricultural	patrimony	of	Ghent	in	which	the	current	usage	
status has been studied (Verhoeve, De Pue, & Vandermaelen, 2021).

Figure 99   Agroecological farmers movement Boerenforum speaks to the press at a gathering of 
Boerenforum at the squatted Blauwhuis site in August 2021
Source: Source:	(AVS	Vandaag,	2021)
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landownership in the city region. It has also created an ambiguous situation in 
which the city of Ghent, as one of the frontrunners in the development of an 
urban food policy compared to other Flemish cities, is criticised more strongly for 
selling its patrimony than other cities with a less articulated or without an urban 
food policy (Vanden Bussche, 2019b; Vandermaelen, 2021).

• Fourthly, in the absence of any information other than its sale, and in an existing 
policy context in which the preservation of public landownership for agricultural 
purposes is already far from self-evident, this community fails to reflect on the 
acquisition of land by public institutions for agricultural purposes. This is despite 
the fact that this community is well aware that considerable efforts are being 
made to expand public landownership for other policy objectives such as urban 
nature development and to allocate appropriate budgets for this purpose.

• Fifthly, building on the third and fourth observation, the movement so far almost 
exclusively focused on public landownership in areas zoned for agricultural 
purposes, while the agricultural co-use of public landownership in green areas 
can also play a significant role, as was demonstrated (see earlier, chapter 5.3.3) and 
concluded (see earlier, chapter 5.4.2.3) in an earlier chapter.

Clearly, a real re-politicisation of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony and public 
landownership at large required a proper and comprehensive overview of public 
landownership in the entire city region. 
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6.3 Cartography of public landownership in the 
Ghent city region (2020)

6.3.1	 Introduction

As explained in the introduction to this chapter and at the end of the previous section, 
a total lack of proper, comprehensive data on public landownership impeded both the 
development of a soil fertility reproduction perspective on public landownership and 
the further re-politicisation of the topic by communities mobilising against the sale of 
Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony. The aim of this third part is to obtain a general 
picture of the most recent state (i.e. 1 January 2020) of public landownership in East 
Flanders (as proxy for the Ghent city region, see earlier 4.3.2.4). How extensive is 
public landownership in East Flanders? What is the extent of public landownership of 
different public institution categories and what are the planned land uses of the land 
they own? What is the geography of public landownership within different zoning 
categories? And what is the geography of public landownership within different 
public institution categories? These four questions are at the heart of the following 
four sections respectively. A final section brings together some overall conclusions that 
provide a first set of answers to research question 3b (see earlier, chapter 4.3.1) and the 
sub-question what the extent and the characteristics of public landownership in East 
Flanders are in particular.

Methodologically, this third part is based on the analysis of original Belgian Land 
Registry data. A compact methodological background to this work can be found in 
the methodological chapter (see earlier, 4.3.2.4). A more extensive explanation of 
the substantive and methodological aspects of the data-analysis can be found in the 
appendices to this research, including a substantive definition of the analysis and 
the terminology used (appendix 1), the data-technical processing of the original 
Land Registry data (mainly appendix 2 step 2, see also appendix 1) and additional 
information about planned land uses (appendix 4). For studying the geography 
of public landownership, heat maps are used. In these heat maps, data are always 
weighted according to the surface area of the public land parcels. They thus reflect the 
distribution of the surface area of public landownership and not the distribution of the 
number of public land parcels. Finally, explanations of high and low concentrations 
were produced by consulting the original database, supplemented by information from 
recent orthoimagery and Google Maps.
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6.3.2	 Total	amount	and	overall	share	of	public	landownership

The analysis of public landownership on the 1st of January 2020 reveals that 10,1% of 
the total plot area of East Flanders is subject to public property rights (Figure 100). 
This corresponds to a total area of 27.977 ha.239 Based on different types of public 
property rights, this amount can be subdivided in 26.211 ha (9,5% of the total) under 
the full ownership of one public institution and another 1.766 ha (0,6% of the total) 
under other forms of public ownership rights such as usufruct. Considering the very 
small share of property rights other than full public ownership by one single owner and 
considering that also public land with more complex public property rights is relevant 
from a research and policy perspective, these parcels are retained in the further analysis 
and no further distinction is made between types of public property rights (see also 
appendix 1). 

 

6.3.3	 Amount	of	public	landownership	by	public	institution	category	and	by	

zoning	category

Public landownership occurs in areas with a variety of planned land uses (Figure 101). 
On a general level, the share in areas zoned for agricultural and green purposes is the 

239 Since roads and rivers do not have cadastral parcels, public landownership are measured in relation to the 
total area of all cadastral parcels in the study area rather than the total area of the whole territory (see also 
appendix 1).

Figure 101   Distribution of public land in East Flanders on 1 January 2020 among zoning categories
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)

Figure 100   Total amount of public land in East Flanders on 1 January 2020
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020)
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highest. Together, they account for about two thirds of all public landownership in 
the region. Public landownership in areas zoned for agricultural purposes amounts to 
7.777,4 ha. Furthermore, 14,7% of all public landownership in the region is located in 
areas zoned for industrial purposes. In the zoning categories for recreational, residential 
and other purposes, public landownership is relatively small.

The amount of public landownership and its distribution among different zoning 
categories varies greatly depending on the type of public institution (Figure 102 and 
Table 2). The Belgian state holds a limited amount of landownership rights, which 
are, moreover, highly represented in zoning category ‘other’. Of all public institution 
categories, the Flemish government’s landownership is clearly the largest. Here, 
landownership in areas zoned for green and industrial purposes accounts for the largest 
share. There is also 1.735,4 ha of public landownership in areas zoned for agricultural 
purposes. The public landownership of the provincial government is much smaller. In 
addition to agricultural and mainly green areas, a fairly large share of recreational areas 
is also noticeable here. With nearly 6.000 hectares, landownership by local governments 
is very large. Compared to the higher authorities, a large share of public landownership 
in residential areas is particularly noticeable here. Nevertheless, green areas remain the 

Figure 102  	 Distribution	of	public	land	in	East	Flanders	on	1	January	2020	among	different	public	
institution categories, further subdivided by zoning category
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)

Table 2   Total amount of public land in East Flanders on 1 January 2020 in areas zoned for 
agricultural and green purposes by type of public institution
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)

Public institution 
category

Total area 
(ha)

Farmland 
area (ha)

Share 
farmland

Green Area 
(ha)

Share 
green area

State 754,9 115,5 15,3% 75,8 10,0%

Flemish government 13.157,4 1.735,4 13,2% 6.258,8 47,6%

Provincial government 1.576,5 341,8 21,7% 754,8 47,9%

Local government 5.914,6 597,6 10,1% 1.907,9 32,3%

PCSW 4.152,8 3.385,3 81,5% 378,3 9,1%

Church 1.706,7 1.388,8 81,4% 95,2 5,6%

Other 714,2 213,0 29,8% 300,2 42,0%
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largest category and areas zoned for recreational and agricultural purposes are also well 
represented. For PCSWs and the Church, the distribution of public landownership 
among zoning categories is very different than for the aforementioned public 
institutions. PCSWs own more than 4.000 hectares of land in East Flanders, of which 
no less than 81,5% is in areas for agricultural purposes. With about 1.700 hectares of 
land, public landownership by the Church is considerably smaller than that of PCSWs, 
but here too, 81,4% is located in areas zoned for agricultural purposes. Other public 
institutions hold only a limited amount of property rights.

6.3.4	 Geography	of	public	landownership	by	zoning	category

6.3.4.1	 Agriculture

The heat map of public landownership within zoning category agriculture (Figure 103) 
first of all displays a large geographical distribution. Public landownership in areas 
zoned for agricultural purposes is clearly not a matter of a couple of cases, but a spatial 

Figure 103   Public landownership within zoning category agriculture, in East Flanders and on 1 
January 2020, visualised as a heat map and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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reality in a large part of the province. Concentrations are generally of a fairly similar 
order. On closer examination, some variations can still be identified. Two places with 
high concentrations stand out. Southwest of the city of Ghent, in the municipality 
of Nazareth, there is an exceptionally high concentration of public agricultural 
landownership. This is explained by the historical, very extensive and strongly clustered 
agricultural patrimony of the PCSW of Ghent in the municipality of Nazareth (see 
earlier, 6.2.2.2 and 6.2.2.3). Other research has shown that the PCSW of Ghent owns 
over 10% of all land zoned for agricultural purposes in Nazareth (Verhoeve, De Pue, et 
al., 2021, p. 8). The heat map, however, also clarifies that this really is an exceptional case. 
A little further southwest, another fairly high concentration of public landownership 
zoned for agricultural purposes is found, located in the municipality of Zulte. Here, 
too, it is a case of historical agricultural patrimony. It concerns strongly clustered public 
agricultural landownership that belongs almost entirely to the PCSW of Oudenaarde. 
Hence, similar to the PCSW of Ghent owning farmland in Nazareth, it concerns extra-
municipal PCSW landownership. Average concentrations of public landownership 
in areas zoned for agricultural purposes are fairly widespread throughout the region. 
Within Ghent, two concentrations stand out. On the one hand, there is a concentration 
of historical farmland belonging to the PCSW of Ghent on the Goedingekouter (see 
earlier, 6.2.5.2) and, on the other hand, a cluster of public farmland in the region of 
Ghent’s peri-urban green park Vinderhoute (see earlier, 6.2.5.3 and Figure 93). A similar 
concentration can be found in the region of peri-urban green park Zwijnaarde along 
the border of Ghent with the municipality of De Pinte. Finally, it should also be noted 
that some areas have a remarkably low concentration of public farmland compared to 
others. These areas are more or less concentrated along a transect from the west to the 
east of the province. This phenomenon will be explained further on (see below, 6.3.5.5).

6.3.4.2	 Green

Public land within zoning category green (Figure 104) is clearly more concentrated 
than public land in areas zoned for agricultural purposes (see earlier, Figure 103). On 
closer examination, spatial concentrations appear to strongly coincide with Ghent’s 
peri-urban green parks (red in Figure 104), the project areas of the so-called Sigmaplan 
(blue) and European protected nature areas of the Natura 2000 network (green). In 
and around Ghent, three peri-urban green parks clearly stand out (Vinderhoute, 
Zwijnaarde and Gentbrugge, see earlier 6.2.5.3 and Figure 93). East of Ghent, in the 
valley of the river Scheldt, there are very high concentrations of public landownership 
within zoning category green. These are virtually all project areas of the Sigmaplan: 
a policy plan of the Flemish government aimed at better protecting Flanders against 
flooding of the river Scheldt and its tributaries. These are areas which are usually (and 
often recently) developped as controlled flooding areas (Polders of Kruibeke, the 
Durme river valley including Molsbroek, Wal-Zwijn, Vlassenbroek, and the Kalkense 
Meersen cluster) (Sigmaplan, n.d.). Nature areas of the Natura 2000 network coincide 
with many concentrations of public landownership in green areas on the border 
between Maldegem and Aalter (Drongengoed), on the border of Eeklo, Lievegem 
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and Kaprijke (Het Leen, Bellebargiebos), on the border of Wachtebeke, Lochristi and 
Lokeren (Siesmeersbos), in Sint-Gillis-Waas (Stropersbos), in Berlare (Donkmeer and 
Berlarebroek), in the city of Aalst (Osbroek), and in the south of the region (Kluisbos, 
Muziekbos, Sint-Pietersbos, Boelarebos and Arduinbos). Other concentrations occur 
in nature areas that are not protected by European legislation, in the Scheldt river valley 
south of Ghent (mainly controlled flooding areas), and in the surroundings of the port 
areas of Ghent and Antwerp (mainly for nature compensations in the context of port 
expansion and depoldering).

Figure 104   Public landownership within zoning category green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 
2020, visualised as a heat map and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

Ghent peri-urban green parks
Sigmaplan flooding areas
Nature 2000 habitats
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6.3.4.3 Recreation

The spatial distribution of public land within zoning category recreation (Figure 105) is 
very limited. In every municipality, a number of parcels of public land in areas zoned for 
recreational purposes can be found. Usually, they are developed as a municipal sports 
hall, football ground, etc. Large concentrations almost all coincide with recreation 
domains of the provincial government in Wachtebeke (Puyenbroeck), Sint-Niklaas 
(De Ster) and Geraardsbergen (De Gavers). This is not surprising since recreation is 
one of the core tasks of the provincial government. Furthermore, a recreational area of 
the city of Ghent (De Blaarmeersen) and the city of Oudenaarde (De Donk) are also 
clearly visible on the heat map.

Figure 105   Public landownership within zoning category recreation, in East Flanders and on 1 
January 2020, visualised as a heat map and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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6.3.4.4	 Industry

In the map of the spatial distribution of public land within the zoning category 
industry (Figure 106), large amounts of public landownership in the port of Ghent 
and in the Antwerp port area on the left bank of the Scheldt are strongly represented. 
As a result, other information disappears into the background. Nevertheless, the latter 
concerns only a very limited number of cases, including a waterfront industrial site in 
Aalter (Woestijne), land at the junction of international motorways south of the city of 
Ghent (E17-E40), and a lot of publicly owned land in an industrial park in Lokeren 
that is currently being developed. If intermunicipal companies with a legal form of 
limited liability (‘cvba’) were also part of the dataset (which is not the case, see appendix 
1), the heat map would probably contain some more spatial concentrations related to 
(planned) industrial park development.

Figure 106   Public landownership within zoning category industry, in East Flanders and on 1 
January 2020, visualised as a heat map and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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6.3.4.5 Residential

The spatial distribution of public land within zoning category residential (Figure 107) is 
not very informative, since this map actually indicates the centres of villages and cities. 
The finding that public landownership in residential areas is the highest in Ghent, 
the region’s largest city, also comes as no surprise. Any further research here would 
only be appropriate at case level. Therefore, the geography of public landownership in 
residential areas is not further discussed here in general terms, but only where relevant 
to understand public land transactions with a clear agricultural component (see further, 
6.4).

6.3.4.6 Other 

The spatial distribution of public land within zoning category other (Figure 108) is 
not particularly interesting from a research point of view, but it does provide necessary 
clarification on the type of land uses that belongs to this residual category. In the 

Figure 107   Public landownership within zoning category residential, in East Flanders and on 1 
January 2020, visualised as a heat map and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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city centre of Ghent, some twenty sites are identified, including a rowing race course 
(Watersportbaan), a hospital (AZ Jan Palfijn), numerous sites with educational 
institutions, the site of the historic hospital and contemporary culture and arts centre 
(Bijloke, see earlier 6.2.2), a football stadium (Ghelamco), a huge and vacant depot of 
the Belgian railways (Arsenaal), a cemetery (Westerbegraafplaats), etc. South of Ghent, 
in Merelbeke, a large area of public land within zoning category other provides the land 
on which the Flanders Research Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (ILVO) 
is located. A large concentration in Evergem is entirely covered by two large water 
storage basins that provide drinking water for the wider city region. The concentration 
on the border between Aalter and Maldegem involves runways of a former military 
airport (Drongengoed). East of Ghent, in Lochristi, the former German military 
airport emerges, which will be developed into the fourth Ghent peri-urban green park 
Lochristi in the coming years (see earlier, 6.2.5.3 and Figure 93).

Figure 108   Public landownership within zoning category other, in East Flanders and on 1 January 
2020, visualised as a heat map and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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6.3.5	 Geography	of	public	landownership	in	agricultural	and	green	areas	by	

public institution category

This section studies the geography of public landownership in East Flanders on 1 
January 2020 for each public institution separately. Here, the heat maps and analysis are 
limited to/focused on public landownership in agricultural and green areas. This avoids 
the analysis being distorted by landownership in areas zoned for other purposes which 
are not central to the analysis. Moreover, as has been shown earlier, agricultural and 
green areas represent a large part of the public landownership of most public institution 
categories (see earlier, 6.3.3). Once again, additional information from orthoimagery 
and Google Maps is used for interpretation.

6.3.5.1 State

The landownership of the Belgian State in agricultural and green areas is very limited 
(see earlier, Table 2). This means that the corresponding heat map is based on a limited 

Figure 109   Public landownership of the Belgian state within zoning categories agriculture and 
green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020, visualised both as a heat map weighted 
by plot area and by the contours of the plots 
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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amount of information, and that even the largest concentrations represent only limited 
amounts of public land. On a heat map, public landownership by the Belgian state in 
agricultural and green areas appears to be fairly concentrated (Figure 109). However, 
a closer study of the plots involved (also depicted in Figure 109) reveals that they are 
found along existing motorways and railways, with high concentrations around a few 
nodes along these routes. This suggests that public landownership by the Belgian state 
in agricultural and green areas is strongly related to mobility infrastructure. This will be 
further investigated in the study of public land transactions (see further, 6.4.3.2).

6.3.5.2 Flemish government

Land owned by the Flemish government in agricultural and green areas is very 
voluminous (see earlier, Table 2), which makes a further analysis of its spatial 
distribution very meaningful. Despite its large volume, this public landownership 
appears to be spatially quite concentrated (Figure 110). In a large part of the region, 

Figure 110   Public landownership of the Flemish government within zoning categories agriculture 
and green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020, visualised as a heat map and 
weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

Ghent peri-urban green parks
Sigmaplan flooding areas
Nature 2000 habitats
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the Flemish government owns no or hardly any land in agricultural or green areas. 
Yet the Flemish government does own large amounts of land in three types of areas 
mentioned earlier (6.3.4.2). This concerns first and foremost the project areas of the 
Sigmaplan along the river Scheldt and its tributaries. Since the implementation of 
the Sigma Plan is a competence of the Flemish government, more specifically of its 
autonomous Flemish Waterway Agency (FWA) responsible for the management of 
Flanders’ main waterways, this is rather obvious. The Ghent peri-urban green parks 
in Vinderhoute and Zwijnaarde also coincide with concentrations of land owned by 
the Flemish government. This suggests an involvement of the Flemish government in 
the development of peri-urban green parks around Ghent (see further, 6.4). The data 
indicate that it mainly concerns land owned by the Flemish Land Agency (FLA) – 
another autonomous agency of the Flemish government responsible for open space 
management. Many previously identified nature reserves and controlled flooding areas 
also reappear (see earlier, 6.3.4.2). According to the data, these lands are mainly owned by 
the FLA and by the Flemish Nature and Forest Agency (FNFA) – a third autonomous 
agency of the Flemish government responsible for the long-term management and 
development of nature reserves. The public landownership of the Flemish government 
in green and agricultural areas thus seems to be mainly associated with nature areas and 
controlled flooding areas.

6.3.5.3 Provincial government

The landownership of the provincial government in agricultural and green areas is 
again very limited (see earlier, Table 2). The heat map of these lands (Figure 111) 
demonstrates that a limited number of cases are involved. The previously mentioned 
provincial recreation area northeast of Ghent (Puyenbroeck, see 6.3.4.3) is again 
recognisable and thus not only includes land zoned for recreation, but also land zoned 
for agricultural and green purposes. Furthermore, numerous nature and forest areas 
that are owned and managed by the provincial government pop up, including a Natura 
2000 area in Eeklo and Lievegem (Het Leen, see earlier 6.3.4.2), a nature reserve 
north of Ghent in Wachtebeke (Kloosterbos), and the historic woodlands in Nazareth 
which used to belong to the PCSW of Ghent (see earlier, 6.2.4.3). South of Ghent, in 
Merelbeke and in Oosterzele, the province also owns two Natura 2000 nature reserves. 
The cartographic analysis suggests that landownership by the provincial government is 
mainly related to nature and recreation areas.

6.3.5.4  Local government

Land owned by local governments in agricultural and green areas is substantial (see 
earlier, Table 2). From a spatial point of view (Figure 112), it has a limited number of 
pronounced concentrations causing other areas to fade into the background. The two 
highest concentrations are found in Ghent. It involves one of the oldest nature reserves 
of the city of Ghent (Bourgoyen-Ossemeersen) and peri-urban green park Gentbrugge 
(see earlier, 6.2.2.2 and 6.2.2.3). Both areas are largely owned by the city of Ghent. 
With more than 200 and more than 100 hectares respectively, these are by far the two 
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largest nature reserves owned by local authorities in East Flanders. In the background, 
there are also many other smaller nature and park areas owned by local authorities. 
These include Evergem (Wippelgem castle), Aalter (Poeke castle), Deinze (stadsbos), 
Merelbeke (Scheldemeersen and Liedermeerspark), Zottegem (Breivelde), Aalst 
(stadspark and Osbroek), Berlare (Donkmeer), Destelbergen (Damvallei), Lokeren 
(Verloren Bos castle, De Buylaers, bospark), Stekene (Steengelaag), etc. The geography 
of public land within agricultural areas often corresponds to the aforementioned 
local nature reserves, suggesting a strong relationship. Here, the study of public land 
transactions by local authorities in agricultural areas will yield much more concrete 
findings (see further, 6.4.3.5).

Figure 111   Public landownership of the provincial government within zoning categories 
agriculture and green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020, visualised as a heat map 
and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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6.3.5.5	 Public	centre	for	social	welfare

More than 90% of the well over 4.000 hectares of land owned by PCSWs is located 
in agricultural and green areas (see earlier, Table 2). The spatial distribution of this 
public land has a few special characteristics (Figure 113). What immediately catches 
the eye in Figure 113 is a clear contrast between the geography of PCSW public 
landownership in the north versus in the south of the province. In the first region, 
there are several pronounced concentrations of public landownership, but many other 
areas are characterised by hardly any PCSW public landownership. In the south of the 
province, by contrast, rather few strong concentrations are observed, but here PCSW 
public landownership in agricultural and green areas is widespread over almost the 
entire area. As the study of PCSWs’ public land transactions will demonstrate (see 
further, 6.4.3.6), the difference in geography is not caused by recent purchase or sale 
phenomena. It is much more likely that the geography of this often centuries-old 
agricultural patrimony has a historical rationale. A thorough study of this phenomenon 

Figure 112   Public landownership of local governments within zoning categories agriculture and 
green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020, visualised as a heat map and weighted 
by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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is food for thought for historians. However, it can be noted that the contours of both 
geographical phenomena seems to be very strongly correlated with the contours of 
the sandy area in the north and the centre of the region and the loamy area in the 
south of the region (red line in Figure 113). An important explanation may be the 
strong historical differences in the social agro-system between the two regions (comm. 
Soens & Beeckaert, 2021; see spatial patterns described in Van den Broeck, Lambrecht, 
& Winter, 2018). The limited number but spatially concentrated PCSW land in the 
polders and the sandy area is probably strongly linked to historical land reclamations 
in which Ghent institutions and rich families invested, and which were subsequently 
donated to the institutional precursors of today’s PCSWs (see earlier, 6.2.2.2). 

Another way to study the geography of PCSW landownership in agricultural and 
green areas is to make a distinction between the patrimony of the metropolitan PCSW 
of Ghent and other PCSWs. Landownership by metropolitan PCSWs tends to be 
larger and more spatially dispersed than landownership by smaller urban or more 

Figure 113   Public landownership of PCSWs within zoning categories agriculture and green, in East 
Flanders and on 1 January 2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat 
map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

agricultural regions
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rural PCSWs (Soens, 2021). In Figure 113, it is not clear which concentrations are 
attributable to metropolitan versus local PCSW patrimony. Figure 114 clarifies that 
the metropolitan PCSW of Ghent accounts for 44,0% of all PCSW agricultural and 
green patrimony in East Flanders. Other PCSWs represent the remaining 57,8%. 

The spatial distribution of both categories is clearly different (Figure 115). The heat 
map of the patrimony of the PCSW of Ghent confirms that most of the land owned 
in agricultural and green areas is located outside Ghent’s administrative boundaries 
(see also earlier, 6.3.4.1 and see Verhoeve, De Pue, et al. (2021)). Within Ghent, only 
one cluster is observed, coinciding with the previously discussed Goedingekouter 
(see earlier, 6.2.5.2). Apart from two clusters in Lierde and Ninove, the remaining 
patrimony is located in the immediate vicinity of the city of Ghent. This includes the 
previously mentioned historical cluster of PCSW farmland in Nazareth, which is once 
again very visible on the map (see above, 6.3.4.1). Furthermore, a strong cluster stands 
out near the municipal boundary of Lievegem and Evergem. The heat map of all other 
PCSWs’ patrimony in agricultural and green areas further emphasises the observation 
that PCSW patrimony is strongly linked to the loamy soils of the southern part of East 

Figure 114   Public landownership of the PCSW of Ghent versus other PCSWs within zoning 
categories agriculture and green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)

Figure 115   Public landownership of the PCSW of Ghent (left) versus other PCSWs (right), both 
within zoning categories agriculture and green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020, 
visualised as a heat map and weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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Flanders. In the sand region, there is hardly any patrimony alongside Ghent’s PCSW 
patrimony.

Detailed data indicate that 70 different PCSWs are involved here. The first twenty 
PCSWs with the largest amount of landownership in agricultural and green areas 
are further detailed in Figure 116. In addition to the PCSWs of some smaller cities 
(Oudenaarde, Aalst, Sint-Niklaas…), quite a few PCSWs of rather rural municipalities 
are also found (Geraardsbergen, Beveren (Waas), Zwalm, Lierde, Lede, etc.). This 
clarifies that PCSW landownership in agricultural and green areas is certainly not 
limited to urban PCSWs. It is noteworthy that even PCSWs of municipalities located 
outside the province of East Flanders appear to own land within the province. In the 
top 20, this concerns only the PCSW of the city of Bruges, but further on in the list, 
the city of Brussels and the city of Leuven also appear, as well as the city of Mechelen 
and the city of Kortrijk – although to a very limited extent.

Finally, the full spatial overlap between the PCSWs and their related municipalities (see 
earlier, 6.2.3.3) allows to examine which part of the PCSW landownership in agricultural 
and green areas is extra-municipal PCSW landownership. For every PCSW of each 
municipality, Figure 117 gives an idea of the size of the PCSW landownership in both 
zoning categories (size of the pie chart) and presents the share inside/outside its own 
territory (green/red). The results demonstrate that the phenomenon of extra-municipal 
PCSW landownership in agricultural and green areas is not limited to the PCSW of 
Ghent. The PCSW of Oudenaarde finds almost three quarters of its agricultural and 

Figure 116   The 20 PCSWs with the largest amount of landownership within zoning categories 
agriculture and green following the PCSW of Ghent, in East Flanders and on 1 January 
2020
Source: 	own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)
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green patrimony outside its own territory, and in Deinze, Dendermonde, Sint-Niklaas, 
Aalst, Gavere, Zulte, Horebeke, Stekene, Zwalm, Geraardsbergen, Sint-Gillis-Waas, 
Lievegem, Erpe-Mere, Herzele and Beveren it concerns more than 10% of the entire 
PCSW patrimony in agricultural and green areas. Although only a thorough analysis 
of this patrimony can reveal the true nature of this extra-municipal PCSW patrimony, 
it is likely that the historical background of PCSW patrimony plays an important role 
here as well.

6.3.5.6	 Church

Similar to the patrimony of the PCSWs, the patrimony of the Church is substantial 
and the share in areas zoned for agricultural and green areas is particularly high (see 
earlier, Table 2). The spatial distribution of this patrimony appears to be very dispersed 
(Figure 118). On the heat map, the loamy region is almost completely covered. The 
sandy region is significantly less, but still more dispersed compared to the PCSWs. 
This time, the two largest concentrations occur in and around the polder area. In the 

Figure 117   Share of extra-municipal PCSW landownership in agricultural and green areas for all 
municipalities in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)
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municipality of Sint-Laureins, it concerns two large blocks of contiguous farmland 
owned by parochial church council Onze-Lieve-Vrouw Hemelvaart te Watervliet. In the 
north of the municipality of Maldegem, it is a large and rather continuous agricultural 
area owned by parochial church council Sint-Petrus en Paulus te Middelburg. The 
medium concentration in the east of Oudenaarde mainly involves some 20 parcels of 
farmland owned by the Major Seminary in Ghent. 

6.3.5.7 Other

The patrimony of the other public institutions is very limited, but more than 70% of 
it is located in areas zoned for agricultural and green purposes (see earlier, Table 2). 
The heat map of the spatial distribution immediately shows that it involves only a very 
limited number of cases (Figure 119). A closer look at the data and the parcels involved 
indicates that it almost exclusively concerns creek areas in the polders of Sint-Laureins, 
Moerbeke, Sint-Gillis-Waas and Beveren. These creeks are owned by so-called Polders 

Figure 118   Public landownership of the Church within zoning categories agriculture and green, 
in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a 
heat map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

agricultural regions
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en Wateringen; public authorities responsible for local flooding and water management. 
The administrative boundaries of all existing Polders en Wateringen (red in Figure 119) 
demonstrate that only a limited number of them own significant amounts of land in 
agricultural and green areas. Beyond the polder region, two concentrations stand out 
along the river Scheldt, in Temse and in Dendermonde. 

6.3.6 Conclusions

With more than 10% of the territory or nearly 28.000 hectares of land, it can first 
of all be concluded that public landownership in East Flanders is substantial. Public 
institutions in the region are major landowners. Moreover, public landownership mainly 
involves full ownership rights, which entails the greatest possible degree of policy 
freedom. A second main conclusion is that two-thirds of this public landownership is 
located in agricultural and green areas. That is a very large share, which underlines the 
relevance and therefore perhaps also the potential of public landownership for open 

Figure 119   Public landownership of other public institutions within zoning categories agriculture 
and green, in East Flanders and on 1 January 2020, visualised by the contours of the 
plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

Polders en Wateringen
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space policy. With over 7.500 hectares of public land in agricultural areas, existing 
public landownership is hardly inferior to public landownership in areas zoned for 
green purposes. A third main conclusion is that public landownership in agricultural 
areas is by no means limited to the PCSW of Ghent. Many other PCSWs also own 
farmland East Flanders, not rarely outside their own municipal boundaries. Actually, all 
public institutions categories own farmland. This observation challenges the exclusive 
focus of the current re-politicisation of public landownership on the Ghent PCSW. 
The study of the geography of public landownership, however, reveals a substantial 
difference between the farmland ownership by PCSWs and the Church on the one 
hand, and farmland ownership by the Flemish, provincial and local governments and 
the Belgian State on the other. The first two’s patrimony consists largely of farmland. It 
concerns substantial amounts of public farmland with a large geographical distribution, 
but which nevertheless cover significant areas at local level. The share of agricultural 
landownership among the second group of public institutions is much lower. The 
analysis of the geography of their patrimony very often coincides with nature reserves 
and nature development, flood management and infrastructural projects. This suggests 
that their landownership in areas zoned for agricultural purposes may not necessarily 
accompanied by agricultural policy objectives. The analysis of the transactions of public 
landownership can possibly clarify this. 

On a methodological level too, a number of conclusions can be drawn from the 
preceding analysis. First of all, the analysis demonstrates that public landownership 
in zoning categories other than agriculture and green provides few relevant findings 
with respect to the research question underlying this research. Public landownership 
in areas zoned for recreational purposes is very limited and confined to just a few 
cases. Public landownership in industrial areas is quite extensive for some institutions, 
but in practice it is almost entirely concentrated in the region’s two port areas. Public 
landownership in areas for other purposes is very limited in size and again confined 
to just a few cases, most of which have no agricultural use value whatsoever. Public 
landownership in residential areas, finally, is not very informative on a general level. 
More specific research are needed here. A second methodological conclusion emerges 
from the analysis at the level of the different public institution categories. Since the 
landownership of the unclassified public institution category (‘other’) in agricultural 
and green areas is very limited and since the largest concentrations concern nearly all 
surface water areas, this category is of little research value.
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6.4 Data-analysis of the evolution of public 
landownership in East Flanders (2010-2020)

6.4.1	 Introduction

Although the mapping of public landownership provides quite a lot of information on 
public landownership, it remains nevertheless a very static overview. A snapshot of public 
landownership does not provide any information on whether public landownership 
is stable, increasing or decreasing. Although the geography of the landownership of 
some public institution categories suggests some degree of integration with specific 
policy objectives such as water management or nature development, the extent of 
that integration remains an open question. To understand the current modus operandi 
of public institutions in the urban land market, the analysis must be carried out and 
compared over several years. This fourth part of this chapter provides an analysis of 
the evolution of public landownership in East Flanders between 1 January 2010 up 
to and including 1 January 2020. The aim of this fourth part is twofold. First of all, 
it seeks to obtain an overall understanding of the evolution of public landownership. 
Did the total amount of public landownership decrease or increase? In which public 
institution categories and zoning categories did the amount of public landownership 
decrease or increase? These questions are addressed by studying the net evolution of 
public landownership in the period 2010-2020. Although this way of working quickly 
provides some relevant observations, net figures also hide a lot of information. Therefore, 
a second objective of the analysis is to better understand the rationales that structure(d) 
public land policies of different public institution categories, through the observation 
of their public land transactions. Here, the main question is: if the public sector was 
carrying out public land transactions in agricultural and green areas, what was it 
doing? Building on the conclusions of the previous section (6.3.6), the focus here is on 
transactions in agricultural and green areas. Does a public institution category acquire 
or lose landownership in agricultural and green areas? What is the relationship between 
acquisitions and losses of public landownership within the same public institution 
category? Do public land transactions in other zoning categories help to explain the 
transactions in agricultural and green areas? How substantial are transactions between 
public institution categories? Both clusters of questions are addressed in the next two 
sections respectively. A final section brings together some overall conclusions that 
provide a second set of answers to research question 3b (see earlier, chapter 4.3.1) and 
the sub-question how public landownership in East Flanders evolves in particular.

Methodologically, this fourth section is based on the analysis of original Belgian Land 
Registry data. A compact methodological background to this work can be found in the 
methodological chapter (see earlier, 4.3.2.4). An extensive explanation and discussion 
of the substantive and methodological aspects of the analysis can be found in the 
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appendices to this research: a substantive definition of the analysis and the terminology 
used (appendix 1), the data-technical processing of the original Land Registry data 
(mainly appendix 2 step 3 and 4, see also earlier steps and appendix 1) and additional 
information about planned land uses (appendix 4). For studying the geography 
of public land transactions, heat maps are used. In these heat maps, data are always 
weighted according to the surface area of the public land parcels. They thus reflect the 
distribution of the surface area of public land transactions and not the distribution of the 
number of public land transactions. Furthermore, for both the public land acquisitions 
and the public land losses of each public institution, a fixed set of charts was made 
which, for space-saving reasons, are not included in the text but grouped together in an 
appendix (see appendix 6). To provide information on the rationales underlying public 
land transactions, three sources of information were used: the original database, recent 
orthoimagery and Google Maps, and interviews with stakeholders (see earlier, 4.3.2.2).

6.4.2	 Net	evolution	of	public	landownership	during	2010-2020

A first comparison of the total amount of public landownership from 1 January 2010 
to 1 January 2020 (Figure 120) shows that the total amount of public landownership 
in East Flanders has increased considerably. The 27.977,2 ha registered on 1 January 
2020 (see earlier, 6.3.2) are preceded by a total amount of public landownership of 
25.196,4 ha on 1 January 2010. In the decade 2010-2020, the total amount of public 
landownership thus increased by 2.780,8 ha, which corresponds to an increase of 
11,0%. Moreover, the increase keeps pace over the entire decade, which suggests that it 
involves a structural increase and not a limited number of one-off increases. 

By setting the total amount of public landownership on 1 January 2010 at 100,0%, 
and by expressing the total amount of public landownership in the following years 
as compared to 2010, the relative evolution of public landownership in the period 
2010-2020 can be studied. This relative evolution is studied both per public institution 
category (Figure 121) and per zoning category (Figure 122). In both figures, a black 

Figure 120   Annual total area of public landownership in East Flanders from 1 January 2010 to 1 
January 2020 and its linear trend
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020)
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dotted line represents the overall evolution, reflecting the above mentioned overall 
increase of 11,0%. The relative evolution per public institution type demonstrates that 
although the overall amount of public landownership is significantly increasing, not all 
public institution categories are experiencing a strong increase in public landownership. 
In fact, some are declining sharply, while others are increasing at an above-average rate. 
The two public institution categories showing the sharpest decline are the PCSWs 
and the Church. Their public landownership decreased respectively by almost 20% 
and almost 10% over a period of 10 years. Taking the often centuries-long history of 
this patrimony into account (see earlier, 6.2), this is a very pronounced decrease. The 
public institutions with the strongest increase are the Flemish government and the 
provincial government. With an increase of no less than 28,4% in one decade, the net 
landownership of the Flemish government is rising particularly strongly. The provincial 
government’s net landownership increased by 17,0%. Local government landownership 
increased at a similar pace to the average, amounting to 12,1% by the end of the decade. 
Landownership by the Belgian state declines slightly to 98,3% and shows a rather 
uneven pattern, probably due to the limited total area of its landownership. For all of the 
aforementioned public institution categories, however, the net evolution is remarkably 
consistent throughout the years, again suggesting structural phenomena rather than 
one-off transactions. 

The evolution of public landownership was further expressed in relative terms per 
zoning category (Figure 122). An important comment here is that not only public 
ownership rights but also zoning categories change over time. As both changes cannot 
be visualised in one and the same graph, the figure below only takes the most recent 
zoning category into account, i.e. the situation on 1 January 2020. A parcel that is in 
public ownership during the whole period, but moved for instance in 2013 from zoning 
category agriculture to zoning category green, is thus allocated to zoning category 
green for the entire period 2010-2020. Another main advantage of this approach 

Figure 121   Relative evolution of public land in East Flanders in the period 2010-2020, further 
subdivided by public institution category
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020)
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is that by always looking at the most recent zoning category, the most recent policy 
objectives are also taken into account. The relative evolution of public landownership is 
thus studied from the most recent policy context, which is methodologically defensible. 
The disadvantage is that the relationship between changes in public landownership 
and changes in planned land use cannot be studied. However, this is a research issue in 
itself, which would definitely also benefit from a broader time frame than 10 years since 
zoning plan changes involve often very slow processes. 

One of the most remarkable observations from Figure 122 is that the overall increase 
in public landownership manifests itself mainly within green and industrial areas, 
amounting to 24,7% and 18,2% respectively. Public landownership in recreational and 
residential areas is also increasing, but less than the overall average. Landownership in 
agricultural areas fluctuates below 100%. Hence, in net terms, it neither increases nor 
decreases significantly. 

The analysis of the net evolution of public landownership and the related charts 
come with three important comments. Firstly, by looking at net evolutions, divergent 
information is lost. It is quite unlikely that public institutions with a net increase in 
public landownership will never lose a square metre of land, public institutions with a 
net decrease in public landownership may also acquire land to a limited extent, and the 
same applies to evolutions at the level of zoning categories. For example, the almost 
unchanging net evolution of public landownership in areas zoned for agriculture does 
not necessarily mean that there are no public land transactions. The only possible 
conclusion here is that acquisitions and losses more or less compensate each other 
in terms of volume. Secondly, public land may be lost to another public institution 
category, meaning that the decrease in public land of one public institution category 
compensates to some extent for the increase in public land of another and vice versa. 
Here, there is no parallel with the zoning categories, because the most recent zoning 
plan was used for all years, thus eliminating shifts within zoning categories. Thirdly, net 

Figure 122   Relative evolution of public land in East Flanders in the period 2010-2020, further 
subdivided by zoning category
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)
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evolutions by definition also hide the actual transactions and all embedded information. 
This applies to both public institution categories and zoning categories. For example, 
a public institution can potentially lose one specific type of land (e.g. agricultural land) 
even when its total amount of land increases. There may also be geographical changes 
within a certain public institution or zoning category (e.g. land in one location is 
replaced by land in another location, possibly within the same zoning category and 
thus without significant net change). Or within the same public institution category, 
there may be either a similar evolution for roughly all individual institutions in that 
category, but some individual institutions may also show (very) different trends (e.g. 
an individual PCSW is not losing any land although most PCSWs are structurally 
losing land). These three comment requires a more in-depth analysis of real public land 
transactions, which is covered in the next section. 

6.4.3 Public land transactions during 2010-2020 and their rationales 

6.4.3.1	 General	analysis	of	public	land	transactions	

When comparing the annual datasets of public landownership, three main scenarios are 
conceivable. Existing public landownership can remain or disappear in the following 
year, or new public landownership can emerge. Existing public landownership that 
remains is not a public land transaction, and is therefore not considered in this section. 
The remaining two scenarios concern acquisitions and losses of public landownership. 
The use of the terms acquisitions and losses, rather than purchases and sales, is not 
accidental. Purchasing and selling public land are just two out of many different ways 
of acquiring or losing public land. Public land can also be donated (acquisition), some 
property rights such as long leases have an end date and therefore automatically expire 
(losses), etc. The terminology of acquisitions and losses covers much better these 
diverse realities. When analysing public land acquisitions and losses, two additional 
phenomena can occur. The shape of cadastral parcels may change at the same time. 
Imagine, for example, the splitting up of a plot of publicly owned land of which one part 
is developed and loses its public landownership but the remaining part remains public 
landownership. A second additional phenomenon is the transfer of public land from 
of one public institution to another. Since the analysis of public land transactions was 
carried out at the level of public institution categories, transactions between individual 
institutions within the same category are not considered (e.g. from one department of 
the Flemish government to another, but also, for example, in the case of mergers of 
municipalities and their PCSWs, see appendix 2 step 3 for a motivation). A customised 
data processing method has been developed to handle all of these scenarios, which is 
described in an appendix (see appendix 2 step 3 and step 4)

When examining the net evolutions of public landownership (see above, 6.4.2), it was 
already noted that net evolutions can conceal underlying divergent phenomena. This 
is strongly confirmed when acquisitions and losses are quantified separately. Table 
3 shows that during the entire decade 2010-2020 5.711,8 ha of public land were 
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acquired, and 2.860,5 ha of public land were lost. The difference roughly corresponds to 
the previously cited increase in public landownership of 2.780,8 ha (see 6.4.2).240 Real 
public land transactions are thus considerably more voluminous than net evolutions 
would suggest. This also appears to be the case for public landownership in areas zoned 
for agricultural purposes. Its more or less stable net evolution (Figure 122) by no means 
proves that there are no changes in public landownership within agricultural areas. On 
the contrary, as Table 3 reveals, during the last decade more than 1.100 ha of public 
farmland were lost and more than 1100 ha were acquired. Both figures more or less 
offset each other in net terms. Public land acquisitions within green areas turn out to 
be even more extensive than the net evolution suggests, since almost 600 ha of public 
landownership in green areas were lost as well. Similar observations apply to public 
landownership in other zoning categories.

The pronounced public land transactions behind net figures also emphasise the 
importance of studying public land acquisitions and losses at the level of public 
institution categories. Figure 123 combines three elements: 1) an overview of the 
absolute amount of public land acquisitions and losses for each public institution 
category, 2) a visual comparison of the volume of acquisitions and losses across public 
institutions by scaling the size of the charts, and 3) details on each zoning category’s 
share in the acquisitions and losses. Each public institution category will be studied 
separately in the following sections. However, some general observations can already be 
made. They help formulate a number of questions and hypotheses that can be further 
explored in the detailed analysis of the public land transactions below.

• In absolute terms, public land transactions by the Flemish government and by 
local governments are clearly the largest, followed by the PCSWs. The strong 
relative increase in landownership by the provincial government observed earlier 
(Figure 121) does, in absolute terms, not outweigh the transactions by many other 
public institutions with a more modest net increase. It is therefore important to 

240	The	-	albeit	limited	-	difference	between	the	two	is	due	to	a	different	calculation	method.	In	the	net	
evolution,	the	difference	is	calculated	between	the	total	amount	of	public	land	on	1	January	2010	and	on	1	
January	2020.	Here,	the	difference	is	based	on	the	total	area	of	all	public	land	transactions	during	the	entire	
decade. As a result of plot changes during the decade, which are not considered real plot change below a 
certain	threshold	(for	details,	see	appendix	2	step	3),	both	methods	lead	to	slightly	different	results.

Zoning category Acquired (ha) Lost (ha)

Agriculture 1.136,0 1.156,8

Green 2.518,1 582,3

Recreation 207,4 78,1

Industry 1.146,6 498,4

Residential 436,1 288,9

Other 267,5 255,9

Total 5.711,8 2.860,5

Table 3   Overview of public land acquired and lost, in East Flanders and during 2010-2020, in total 
and for each zoning category
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)
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Figure 123   Public land transactions in East Flanders during 2010-2020, by public institution 
category and further subdivided by zoning category
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)
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study the evolution of public landownership not only in relative terms but also in 
absolute terms.

• In net terms, public landownership by the Belgian State looked more or less 
stable (Figure 121).  In reality, acquisitions and losses both in the order of 150 
ha appear to offset each other. The proportion of several zoning categories in 
the acquisitions and losses is about the same, which could indicate temporary 
acquisitions of land that are subsequently disposed of again.

• A substantial net increase has already been recorded for land owned by the 
Flemish government (Figure 121). In terms of real public land transactions, 
it turns out that behind this net increase there are also losses amounting to a 
total area of over 900 ha. This means that the acquisitions are even larger the net 
increase is suggesting. Acquisitions amount to over 3.800 ha in total. The share of 
green areas is much higher in the acquisitions than in the losses, which suggests 
a structural and possibly deliberate expansion of public landownership in green 
areas. For all other zoning categories, the share is about the same, which again 
could be an indication of temporary public landownership.

• The provincial government land acquisitions and loses are rather limited. It is 
possible that only a handful of cases may explain this result. 

• For the local governments, an average net increase in the total amount of 
landownership was recorded earlier (Figure 121). Again, this net increase still 
conceals considerable public land losses (over 500 ha) and includes even more 
acquisitions (over 1.200 ha). Compared to other public institution categories, 
public land transactions of local governments occur much more frequently in 
residential areas. The share of agricultural areas is about as large in the acquisitions 
as in the losses, which could indicate temporary public landownership. In green 
areas, acquisitions are clearly larger than losses, suggesting a strong and possibly 
deliberate expansion of public landownership.

• The pronounced net decrease in land holdings of the PCSWs (Figure 121) 
consists of over 900 ha of public land losses and around 60 ha of acquisitions. 
Land transactions of PCSWs are thus generally speaking losses. Given the 
structural net decrease, it is interesting to examine the characteristics of the small 
amount of acquisitions and its rationale. It is remarkable that agricultural areas 
also appear in the acquisitions, which calls for further research. 

• Likewise, the Church recorded a pronounced net decrease in the total area of land 
holdings (Figure 121). Alongside over 200 ha of public land losses, there are also 
around 50 ha of acquisitions, which again seems interesting to study more closely.

• Other public institutions will not be studied and discussed, for reasons described 
earlier (see 6.3.5.7).
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6.4.3.2	 Transactions	by	the	Belgian	state

Acquisitions

Public land acquisitions by the Belgian state amount to almost 160 ha. About a quarter 
of these are located in agricultural areas, over a quarter in green areas, and about a 
quarter in zoning category other (Figure 123). Given their limited total size, it is normal 
that acquisition cases cause the total amount to fluctuate somewhat over the years (see 
appendix 6). Acquisitions in agricultural, green and residential areas are a recurring 
phenomenon, in contrast to acquisitions in the category other (appendix 6). Only 10% 
of the acquisitions concern transfers from another public institution category (appendix 
6). Moreover, that share is almost entirely attributable to transfers of public land from 
the Flemish government to the Belgian state in 2014. The main challenge here is to 
better understand the motivation of the Belgian state to acquire land in agricultural 
and green areas. A possible link with its public land losses will be studied in the losses 
section below.

Due to their limited volume, a spatial analysis of the Belgian public land acquisitions 
provides only a limited number of insights. The majority of acquisitions in both 
agricultural, green and residential areas are related to acquisitions along railways 
trajectories (for example along the railway between Ghent and Bruges that is being 
widened by the national railway management company). The cadastral parcels that are 
acquired, are sometimes much bigger than the amount of space that is actually needed 
for the realisation of the construction projects, so it can be expected that the unused 
part of the acquisitions will be disposed of again. Acquisitions within zoning category 
other are related to the construction of new prisons (in Beveren and Dendermonde). 
In addition, there are also very substantial parcel changes in the marshalling yards (in 
Sint-Amandsberg and Gentbrugge), but these changes may have more to do with 
technical changes in the land register than with changes in public landownership. 

As an overall conclusion, public land acquisitions by the Belgian state in agricultural 
and green areas do not reflect agricultural or green policies, but are mainly driven by 
infrastructural developments.

Losses

With approximately 170 ha, the public land losses of the Belgian State are slightly 
larger than its acquisitions (Figure 123). About half of the losses are located in zoning 
category other, but as with acquisitions, these transactions are not structural throughout 
the years (see appendix 6). Zoning category agriculture accounts for more than 20% 
and almost 15% is located in areas zoned for green purposes. More than half of the 
total area for which the Belgian state loses public landownership are actually transfers 
to other public institution categories (see appendix 6). The Flemish government in 
particular plays a role here, followed by local governments. The main research challenge 
here is to look at the geography of public land losses in agricultural and green areas 
and to check whether they are related to the acquisitions. The rationales structuring the 
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transfers are also worth exploring.

The geography of public land losses again highlights several railway tracks. Here, land is 
not only acquired, but, as expected, lost as well. Major changes within zoning category 
other again have much to do with substantial plot changes in marshalling yards. 
Furthermore, small-scale and geographically highly dispersed public land losses appear. 
These are often linked to transfers to the Flemish government and local governments. 
It mainly involves the disposal of military domains that have fallen into disuse and 
that will be managed as nature domains by the new public owners. This, for example, 
includes land at the old airport in Lochristi, which will be developed as a peri-urban 
green park around Ghent (see earlier, 6.2.5.3 and Figure 93).

It can be concluded that most public land losses of the Belgian state are not relevant from 
an open space policy perspective, and that the transfer of former military domains to 
other public institutions is dominated by nature development and nature management 
goals rather than by agricultural purposes.

6.4.3.3 Transactions by the Flemish government

Acquisitions

The landownership of the Flemish governments is characterised by a pronounced net 
increase in the period 2010-2020, driven by acquisition of over 3.800 ha of land (Figure 
123). Half of this acquired area is located in green areas, a quarter in industrial areas 
and about a fifth in agricultural areas. The size of the acquisitions varies over time (see 
appendix 6). They are relatively low in 2010 and 2015, and relatively high between 2011 
and 2014 and between 2016 and 2019. This clearly reflects the elections for the Flemish 
Parliament, which took place in 2009 and 2014. In the first year of each government 
term, the acquisitions are low, then rising to higher levels during the rest of the term. 
Acquisitions in agricultural areas however are rather stable throughout the years. Of 
all the acquired land, over 90% has no relationship with a previous public owner (see 
appendix 6). It is worth mentioning that 5% of the acquisitions come from PCSWs. 
The geographical details of the acquisitions in agricultural and green areas are further 
investigated, as is the relationship with public land losses of PCSWs.

A spatial study of all the acquisitions of the Flemish government in green areas (Figure 
124) indicates a strong relationship with the Ghent peri-urban green parks (especially 
peri-urban green park Zwijnaarde), the project areas of the flood risk management 
programme Sigmaplan along the river Scheldt and some Natura 2000 nature areas. 
This geography was already noticed and discussed in the geographical analysis of the 
landownership situation on 1 January 2020 (see earlier, 6.3.4.2 and 6.3.5.2), yet this 
section clarifies that in the ten preceding years, the Flemish Government has made huge 
efforts to acquire land in these areas. In the project areas of the Sigmaplan, this involves 
the acquisition of almost 1.000 hectares of land in green areas. Especially the Flemish 
Waterway Agency (FWA) is involved here. Acquisitions in the peri-urban green park 
Zwijnaarde are also substantial, amounting to 270 hectares in green areas. Here, the 
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data indicate that the Flemish Land Agency (FLA) is in charge. In and around the 
Ghent port area too, the FLA acquires land in green areas. The Flemish Nature and 
Forest Agency (FNFA) is mainly involved in the acquisition of land in green areas with 
a Natura 2000 status. This includes an important transfer of an existing and historical 
forest (Cottem forest) from the PCSW of Ghent to the FNFA, which is entirely in 
line with the previously described disposal of green areas by PCSWs (see earlier, 6.2.4) 
and with today’s responsibility of the FNFA for the long-term management of forests 
in Flanders.

Likewise, an analysis was made of all the acquisitions of the Flemish government in 
agricultural areas (Figure 125). It is worth pointing out that several high concentrations 
partly coincide with the project areas of the Ghent peri-urban green parks and the 
Sigmaplan – although both plans are concerned with green and water policies and not 
with agricultural policy. In peri-urban green park Vinderhoute, northwest of Ghent, 
the Flemish government acquired about 50 ha of land zoned for agricultural purposes 

Figure 124   Public land acquired by the Flemish government within zoning category green, in East 
Flanders and during 2010-2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat 
map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

Ghent peri-urban green parks
Sigmaplan flooding areas
Nature 2000 habitats
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in the past ten years. On recent satellite images, most of these lands seem to have 
no or only an extensive agricultural use. In several places in the region, the Flemish 
government and more specifically the FLA acquires land zoned for agricultural 
purposes from PCSWs. It mainly concerns land that previously belonged to the PCSW 
of Ghent (the strong concentration southwest of peri-urban green park Zwijnaarde, 
the highest concentration in the north-west of East Flanders), but also the PCSWs of 
Oudenaarde, De Pinte and several other PCSWs transferred farmland to the FLA. For 
all of these areas, recent satellite images suggest a professional agricultural use. Finally, 
it should also be noted that a number of clusters of acquisitions in agricultural areas are 
clearly correlated with the development or redevelopment of road infrastructure.

Public land transactions by the Flemish government in green areas are very substantial. 
They are clearly correlated with the policy context of the peri-urban green parks around 
Ghent, the Sigmaplan and the long-term nature management of Natura 2000 areas. 
This demonstrates that the Flemish government’s land policy is strongly supportive 

Figure 125   Public land acquired by the Flemish government within zoning category agriculture, 
in East Flanders and during 2010-2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a 
heat map weighted by plot area 
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

Ghent peri-urban green parks
Sigmaplan flooding areas
Nature 2000 habitats
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of nature policy and water management. Land acquisitions also occur in agricultural 
areas. There, some acquisitions seem to serve the realisation of nature objectives, as 
satellite images indicate. Several other acquisitions of farmland that do not coincide 
with the contours of the policy programmes mentioned above, retained an agricultural 
use according to recent satellite images. Based on conversations with the FLA, it can 
be concluded that these acquisitions are mainly aimed at supplementing the land bank 
the FLA is responsible for (comm. Celen & Van Bellegem, 2021, 2022). According 
to the FLA, which is responsible for implementing government policy but not for 
setting policy, the land bank is currently mainly used to compensate farmers who are 
severely affected by nature development or water management project with farmland 
elsewhere in the region. The temporary nature of this public farmland ownership 
immediately provides a possible explanation as to why the Flemish government is 
also losing public farmland (which should also emerge from the study of public land 
losses below). Due to high land prices and a great scarcity of farmland for sale, the 
FLA itself reports considerable difficulties in acquiring sufficient amounts of farmland 
(comm. Celen & Van Bellegem, 2021, 2022). For this reason, land disposed of by other 
public institutions such as PCSWs is being looked at with great interest, which is 
also reflected in numerous purchases in the dataset. For a number of years and to this 
purpose, the FLA is equipped with a so-called pre-emption right  (‘recht van voorkeur’) 
obliging other public institutions such as PCSWs to report intentions to sell public 
land in agricultural and green areas to the FLA, which has the right to purchase the 
property prior to any other actor (H. Vermeulen, 2017; Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, 
n.d.-b). The cluster southwest of peri-urban green park Zwijnaarde is a clear example 
of this (see Figure 125). There, the FLA acquired dozens of hectares of farmland from 
the PCSW of Ghent in 2015. According to online information, most of it was used 
to compensate farmers affected by the expansion of an existing woodland area by the 
provincial government (see below, 6.4.3.4). For a remaining farmstead and 5 ha of 
farmland, a public call was launched for “an innovative and sustainable agricultural 
proposal” to redevelop the site (Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, 2018). The site was sold in 
2021 to the initiators of the winning proposal, who are establishing a tree nursery there 
(Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, 2021).

Losses

In the period 2010-2020, more than 900 ha of public land owned by the Flemish 
government is lost (Figure 123). Approximately one third of this land is located in 
industrial areas, almost one third in agricultural areas, and over 20% in green areas. The 
losses fluctuate strongly over the years, which is mainly due to transactions in industrial 
areas (see appendix 6). Losses of public land in agricultural and green areas seem to be 
a structural phenomenon. As with the acquisitions, transactions in which public land 
is lost are following the cycles of government terms. Almost 20% of all public land lost 
by the Flemish government actually transfers to other public institution categories, 
including local governments in the first place and the provincial government in the 
second (see appendix 6). The main objectives for the geographical analysis is to study 
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the losses in agricultural and green areas, and how they relate to the acquisitions in both 
zoning categories. Transfers to local governments and the provincial government are 
also explored further.

The geography of public land lost by the Flemish government in green areas (Figure 126) 
is very concentrated and clearly relates to a limited number of cases. Satellite images 
and online information reveal that many of these cases involve recently developed park 
areas or nature projects in open space areas. The data indicate that in more than half of 
the cases it concerns a transfer to a local or provincial government, and that the FLA is 
quite often the original public owner. 

The geography of public land lost in agricultural areas is also fairly concentrated 
(Figure 127). A study of the data, satellite images and additional online information 
point to a number of different phenomena. A first phenomenon are the so-called 
land consolidation and land development projects of the FLA. The most prominent 
example is the largest concentration southwest of the city of Ghent, on the border 

Figure 126   Public land lost by the Flemish government within zoning category green during 2010-
2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors

Ghent peri-urban green parks
Sigmaplan flooding areas
Nature 2000 habitats
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between the municipalities of Deinze and Kruisem. It covers a contiguous agricultural 
area of over 30 ha. The area used to be owned by the FLA, but public landownership 
was lost in 2012 and 2016. Satellite images indicate that the entire area has since then 
been almost completely built up with professional greenhouses. Online information 
indicates that this involves a so-called land development project of the FLA (Vlaamse 
Landmaatschappij, 2019). The project was carried out at the request of the provincial 
government, which wanted to provide space and an appropriate spatial planning context 
for the greenhouse horticulture sector. In policy documents of the province, reference 
is made to the “high added value”, “great deal of direct and indirect employment” and 
the ambition to contribute “to the modernisation and sustainability of the sector” 
(Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, 2019).241 After the acquisition of the site by the FLA, 
which happened before 2010, the FLA launched an open call in 2010 to greenhouse 
horticultural companies wishing to settle on the site. In the following years, the land 
241 Original citations in Dutch:" grote toegevoegde waarde" ... " heel wat rechtstreekse en onrechtstreekse 

tewerkstelling" ... " de moderniseringen en de duurzaamheid van de sector."

Figure 127   Public land lost by the Flemish government within zoning category agriculture during 
2010-2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot 
area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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was sold to an intagrated tomato and an aquaculture company, which subsequently 
developed it into a greenhouse site. Another example can be found to the south-east 
of Ghent, in and around the territory of the municipality of Sint-Lievens-Houtem. 
This involves a land consolidation programme of the FLA. This is a policy instrument 
that has been used in Flanders for decades, both to enlarge small agricultural parcels 
through amalgamation and to rationalise the historical fragmentation of agricultural 
landownership through land exchange (Dejongh & Van Windekens, 2002; Vlaamse 
Landmaatschappij, 2000, 2005). In such land consolidation programmes, various public 
and non-public landowners collectively transfer their properties to a temporary land 
bank and are subsequently allocated a new set of properties. As the semi-public land 
bank is not part of the dataset, the analysis of the public land transactions suggests that 
several public institutions suddenly lose their patrimony in a certain area en masse and 
then re-acquire it in slightly different locations. A third example is the concentration 
northwest of Ghent near the nature reserve Oude Kale river valley. This area was already 
in the picture when discussing the acquisitions, because the FLA acquired river banks 
and roads for agricultural use there in 2011 and 2014 (see above). A study of the losses 
shows that most of the land, after being redeveloped, was disposed of again in 2017 and 
2018. Most were transferred to the local authorities of Ghent, Deinze and Lievegem. 
A second phenomenon concerns losses of public landownership in agricultural areas 
to non-public institutions where satellite images indicate an actual professional 
agricultural use. These are areas that may have been used to compensate farmers who 
lost land elsewhere due to nature expansion or the construction of controlled flood 
areas. A third and final phenomenon is the loss of public landownership in agricultural 
areas after the completion or cancellation of infrastructure projects. At least three 
concentrations from the heat map match this phenomenon, including the project in 
the south of the region mentioned earlier.

The analysis of the public land losses by the Flemish government in agricultural and 
green areas shows that the Flemish government on the one hand structurally increases 
its landownership in green areas, but on the other hand also temporarily intervenes in 
the land market in both green and agricultural areas. The structural increase of public 
landownership in green areas is mainly observed in controlled flood areas and Natura 
2000 areas managed by the FWA and FNFA respectively. Temporary interventions 
in green and agricultural areas are mainly carried out by the FLA, which only has an 
executive role. At the basis of the FLA's transactions are policy choices made by local 
governments, by the provincial government and by other departments of the Flemish 
government. It is striking that these governments mainly approach the FLA with 
nature-related objectives, thus causing many temporary transactions to take place in 
areas zoned for green purposes. Moreover, for a large part of the temporary transactions 
in areas zoned for agricultural purposes, it was demonstrated that these were also 
related to nature policy rather than to agricultural policy. This involves both realising 
nature objectives in areas zoned for agricultural purposes and flanking agricultural 
policy to compensate farmers that are severely affected by land policy for nature and 
water management objectives. Only a very limited number of cases of temporary public 
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land transactions by the Flemish government are primarily related to agricultural policy 
objectives. This observation was confirmed during conversations with the FLA (comm. 
Celen & Van Bellegem, 2021, 2022).

6.4.3.4 Transactions by provincial government

Acquisitions

The acquisitions of the provincial government amount to 274 ha, of which more than 
half is in green areas and a little less than a quarter in agricultural areas (Figure 123). 
A large part of these acquisitions can be explained by the acquisition of more than 100 
ha of land in 2012 (see appendix 6). On a more structural level, land acquisitions by 
the provincial government appear to be very limited. Two thirds of the total amount 
of acquired land comes from other public institution categories (see appendix 6). One 
third comes from PCSWs, less than 20% from local governments and about 20% from 

Figure 128   Public land acquired by the provincial government in all zoning categories during 
2010-2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot 
area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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the Flemish government. The transfers of PCSWs are almost entirely concentrated 
in 2012, which suggests a relationship with the then acquired green area. The main 
research questions are to clarify the events in 2012, and to study the rationale of parallel 
acquisitions and losses in agricultural areas. 

A spatial study of all land acquired by the provincial government (Figure 128) 
demonstrates that it concerns a limited number of clusters and therefore cases. The 
largest concentration is in Nazareth and concerns the sale of the historical Hospice 
forest of the PCSW of Ghent to the province of East Flanders (see also earlier, 
6.2.4.3). The entire site (almost 80 ha) is zoned for green purposes, but recent satellite 
images prove that about one third of the area is currently used as arable land. Online 
information shows that the province of East Flanders intends to expand the forest 
here. This purchase explains the peak in the acquisitions in 2012 and the transfer 
of PCSW land to the provincial government. Most of the other acquisitions fit in 
with existing recreation and nature domains of the provincial government (see earlier, 
6.3.5.3). Several are acquired from the FLA. Online information and satellite images 
indicate that the acquisitions in agricultural areas are dominated by nature and water 
management policies.

The provincial government's acquisition policy is very limited. It mainly concerns 
purchases in and around a limited number of existing provincial nature and recreation 
domains. Acquisitions in agricultural areas are, similar to the Flemish government, 
characterised more by nature policy objectives rather than by agricultural objectives.

Losses

The provincial government loses a very limited amount of public landownership 
(Figure 123). As a result, losses fluctuate throughout time (see appendix 6). About 
half of the losses are in industrial areas and one third in agricultural areas. The losses in 
agricultural areas are both concentrated in 2015 and 2018. The main research question 
is therefore to explore both cases. A spatial analysis points to only two projects. The 
most important one concerns the sale of land along a stream in the east of the region, 
where the provincial government acquired land some years earlier (Barbierbeek). In 
the meantime, the meander of the stream was restored on these parcels. The remaining 
farmland is subsequently sold off again to non-public actors. In this sense, it illustrates 
how the already limited land acquisition policies of the provincial government in 
agricultural areas bear hardly any traces of real agricultural objectives. 

6.4.3.5 Transactions by local governments

Acquisitions

With more than 1.200 hectares of land, public land acquisitions by local governments 
are very substantial (Figure 123). They are spread across all zoning categories, with 
16,4% in agricultural areas and 24,1% in green areas. Acquisitions are high in all of the 
years, but do follow a cyclical pattern in line with local government terms (see appendix 
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6). Other research has already demonstrated that the investment of local governments 
in Flanders clearly follows a cyclical pattern in line with local elections (Belfius Bank 
Research, 2018a, p. 95), and since a large part of these investments is financed by the 
sale of patrimony (see earlier, Box 6) the parallel here does not come as a surprise. Over 
10% of all acquisitions come from other public institution categories, of which 7,5% 
come from the Flemish government (see appendix 6). Most other acquisitions come 
from PCSWs, but in light of the high degree of administrative integration with local 
authorities, these are not further investigated. The main research objective is to examine 
the acquisitions in agricultural areas (for which no substantive clues have yet been 
found in the transactions of higher authorities) and green areas (which will definitely 
include some transfers of new park areas and nature reserves from the FLA).

A spatial analysis of all acquisitions within zoning category green (Figure 129) reveals 
a limited number of concentrations. The largest concentration concerns the ambitious 
purchase policy of the city of Ghent in its peri-urban green park Gentbrugge (see 

Figure 129   Public land acquired by local governments in zoning category green during 2010-2020, 
visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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earlier, 6.2.5.3 and 6.3.5.4). Along the administrative border between Ghent and 
neighbouring Evergem, four new park areas are situated where in three out of four 
cases the FLA was involved, thus meaning that most acquisitions here in fact concern 
transfers from the Flemish government to local governments. A spatial cluster in 
Sint-Lievens-Houtem is again closely connected with the previously discussed land 
consolidation project (see earlier, 6.4.3.3). In Aalst, several fairly large acquisitions 
stand out, which, as in Ghent, are part of local policy plans to develop a peri-urban 
green park (OMGEVING & Hesselteer, 2020). Similar but much smaller acquisitions 
occur in many other municipalities.

Due to numerous elongated plots and groups of plots, the geography of the acquisitions 
of local governments within zoning category agriculture reveals that infrastructure 
projects are playing an important role (Figure 130). Two concentrations can be 
recognised from the above analyses: the transfer of open space infrastructure of the FLA 
in the Oude Kale nature area and the land consolidation project of the FLA in Sint-

Figure 130   Public land acquired by local governments in zoning category agriculture during 2010-
2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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Lievens-Houtem (see earlier, 6.4.3.3). In addition, there occur numerous acquisitions 
in agricultural areas throughout the region for the construction of cycle paths along 
existing roads, cycle highways along railways, the (re)development of motorways with 
often large temporary construction areas on farmland, infrastructural works related 
to roads for agricultural use, river bank areas, buffers around industrial areas, etc. In 
addition, fragmented acquisitions or farmland with a ‘normal’ length-to-width ratio 
are also found throughout the territory (see some examples in Figure 130). A thorough 
study of satellite images and online information reveals a whole catalogue of examples 
of local authorities purchasing farmland for non-agricultural purposes. It concerns, 
for instance, several acquisitions of parcels with surface water, regular acquisitions of 
already forested farmland or the acquisition of farmland near existing green areas in 
light of nature extension, farmland adjacent to existing industrial areas, the creation of 
a bivouac zone, the creation of a birth forest, several acquisitions of existing municipal 
football pitches in land zoned for agricultural purposes, the purchase of community 
gardens, the construction of a new recycling centre in an area zoned for agricultural 
purposes, the construction of several buffer basins for excess rainwater, the acquisition 
of historical heritage in agricultural areas, the acquisition of farmland alongside an 
existing cemetery, farmland where a large music festival is annually organised, etc. No 
examples were traced of local governments acquiring land in agricultural areas as part 
of agricultural policy objectives. 

Numerous local governments invest in public landownership for local parks and nature 
reserves. Sometimes they cooperate with the FLA, but in many cases local governments 
themselves are also taking the initiatives to acquire land for the development of local 
parks and nature areas. When analysing the very numerous and widespread public land 
acquisitions in agricultural areas, the absence of agriculture-related policy objectives 
was striking. Moreover, it demonstrated a whole spectrum of policy objectives for which 
local authorities resort to areas zoned for agricultural purposes, but which usually have 
nothing to do with agriculture.

Losses

The public land losses of local governments are smaller than their acquisitions, but with 
more than 500 ha they are still very large (Figure 123). About a quarter of these are 
in agricultural and green areas. The size of the losses peaks in 2010 and 2016, but is 
otherwise fairly constant in terms of both size and composition by zoning categories 
(see appendix 6). Transfers to other public institution categories are largely limited to 
2010 and 2016 as well (see appendix 6). The main research question is to study the 
losses in agricultural and green areas, as well as the 2010 and 2016 outliers.

A spatial analysis of all losses within zoning category agriculture (Figure 131) reveals 
a limited number of concentrations, in addition to many small fragments across the 
entire region. The largest concentration in the far south-west of the region concerns 
the sale of 27 hectares of public farmland by the municipality of Kluisbergen in 2016. 
According to online information, the land was sold to fill the municipality's coffers 
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(MDVR, 2015). It is noteworthy that besides some opposition parties, the alderman 
responsible for agriculture also voted against the sale of this municipal agricultural 
patrimony (N-VA Kluisbergen, 2015) – albeit in vain. The alderman was concerned 
about a potential detrimental effect on the farm that leased the land and argued that the 
once donated land should and could not be sold off, but found no political support for 
this view (comm. Lacres, 2022). The concentration a little more to the east concerns the 
sale of a few very large parcels of farmland that had been purchased by the municipality 
of Maarkedal only a year earlier, and which in the meantime were used as temporary 
construction sites for works on a motorway. In Aalter, in the far west of the region, 
some farmland and a farmstead were transferred in 2010 from the municipality to 
the Flemish Waterway Agency (FWA), which is developing an adjacent water-related 
business park. Recent satellite images show that the historical agricultural farmstead 
was recently transformed into a party room. Finally, in the south of Ghent, the city 
sold more than 6 ha of farmland to the (non-public) nature association Natuurpunt 
after earlier plans to build a technology campus there were met with too much protest 

Figure 131   Public land lost by local governments in zoning category agriculture during 2010-
2020, visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: 	own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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(B. Vangansbeke, 2015). The area is forested. Elsewhere in the region, smaller losses 
in agricultural areas occur with probably very similar logics. A spatial study of public 
landownership in green areas lost by local governments does not yield any relevant 
results. 

6.4.3.6	 Transactions	by	public	centres	for	social	welfare

Losses

Landownership of the public centres for social welfare is characterised by very large 
losses (Figure 123). Almost two thirds are located in agricultural areas, and almost 
one third in green areas (see appendix 6). Due to the strong administrative integration 
of local governments and PCSWs (see earlier, 6.2.3.3), losses of PCSW land also 
display a cyclical pattern in which relatively few transactions take place in years after 
local elections (2012, 2018) and considerably more during local government terms in 
between. Noteworthy is a very high sale of PCSW land in green areas in 2012, which 
corresponds to the previously observed acquisition of the Hospice woodlands by the 
provincial government (see ealier, 6.4.3.4). Of the more than 900 ha of all land lost by 
PCSWs, about a third finds a new public owner (see appendix 6). In total, 20% goes to 
the Flemish government (about 190 ha) and 9% to the provincial government (about 80 
ha, almost entirely concentrated in 2012). Given the strong administrative integration 
between local governments and PCSWs, transfers between these two categories are not 
studied further. Two thirds of all losses disappear entirely from public hands (almost 
600 ha). After the previous discussions, this general observation does not come as 
a surprise. Therefore, the main research objective is to check a number of previous 
decisions focusing on transactions in agricultural and green areas. Additionally, it is 
investigated which PCSWs have sold land in the period 2010-2020.

The heat map of the PCSW losses in agricultural areas (Figure 132) looks different 
from the heat map of the remaining PCSW landownership in agricultural areas 
(see earlier, Figure 113). In contrast to the latter, there is no clear distinction here 
between the northern (sandy) and southern (loamy) parts of the region. Moreover, 
one of the concentrations in the southern part again points to the land consolidation 
project in Sint-Lievens-Houtem, which is therefore not a real loss of PCSW public 
landownership. Here, besides the PCSW of Sint-Lievens-Houtem, the PCSWs of 
Ghent, Erpe-Mere and Oosterzele are also involved. The largest concentrations on the 
map all correspond to losses of the PCSW of Ghent (Zelzate, Assenede, Lievegem, 
Nazareth, Haaltert). Remarkably, about five other clusters concern losses from PCSWs 
located outside the region: Bruges, Leuven and Mechelen. A further analysis of the 
data shows that many other local PCSWs are also losing part of their agricultural 
patrimony, both within and outside their own territory. Of all the clusters of farmland 
lost by the PCSW of Ghent, some are transferred to the Flemish government, more 
specifically to the FLA. The PCSW of Oudenaarde also transfers a cluster of farmland 
to the FLA. The clusters of farmland disposed of by the PCSWs of Bruges, Leuven and 
Mechelen all end up in the hands of non-public owners.
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The heat map of losses in green areas (Figure 133) is based on a clearly much smaller 
number of cases. Very prominent is the transfer of the Hospice forests to the provincial 
government. A little more to the northeast, the PCSW of De Pinte is transferring land 
to the Flemish government for the realisation of the peri-urban green park Zwijnaarde. 
In Ghent itself, the PCSW of Ghent loses several sites in green areas, but online 
information reveals that most of them were sold to nature organisation Natuurpunt. In 
Sint-Lievens-Houtem, the historical Cottembos of the PCSW of Ghent is transferred 
to the FNFA. Finally, in the project areas of the Sigmaplan between Wetteren and 
Berlare, various PCSWs are transferring land to the Flemish government (PCSWs 
Ghent, Dendermonde, Wichelen, Laarne, Lede). Although PCSW patrimony in green 
areas also sporadically ends up in the hands of non-public owners, it is clear that public 
land in green areas is much more often transferred to other public institutions than 
public land in agricultural areas.

Figure 132   Public land lost by PCSWs in zoning category agriculture during 2010-2020, visualised 
by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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The heat maps primarily show where the largest absolute amounts of PCSW 
landownership are lost in agricultural and green areas. They do not provide a good 
picture of which PCSWs are losing which relative share of their agricultural and 
green patrimony. Therefore, the relative evolution of the ten PCSWs with the largest 
absolute loss of patrimony in agricultural and green areas was also calculated (Table 
4). By calculating this on the basis of the difference between the totals in 2010 and 
2020 rather than on the basis of the transactions, the temporary transactions in Sint-
Lievens-Houtem are eliminated. With a loss of more than 500 ha, the PCSW of Ghent 
is clearly in the lead, but due to the large size of its remaining patrimony, it represents 
a decrease of ‘only’ a quarter compared to 2010. In absolute terms, the decrease of the 
PCSW of Bruges is much smaller, but in relative terms it is about the same size. For 
the PCSW of Leuven, a loss of about 30 ha represents a loss of three quarters of all its 
public land in agricultural and green areas in East Flanders. Mechelen is also in the 
top 10, with a loss of 87.2% of its agricultural and green patrimony in East Flanders 
in 10 years time. These three figures confirm the pronounced sell-off of metropolitan 

Figure 133   Public land lost by PCSWs in zoning category green during 2010-2020, visualised by 
the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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PCSW patrimony from cities located outside the region. Some local PCSWs such as 
the PCSW of De Pinte are also experiencing a pronounced decline. However, there are 
also PCSWs which are selling off relatively little property. With ‘only’ 3.6%, the PCSW 
of Oudenaarde loses a much smaller share of its agricultural and green patrimony than 
other PCSWs. Further down the list, the PCSW of Aalst lost ‘only’ 5,2% of the 128,0 
hectares it owned in 2010. In the municipality of Zwalm, there is a loss of 3,4% of 
the 64,5 ha in 2010, in Lede 4,4% of 48,4 ha in 2010, in Lierde only 1,0% of 47,8 
ha in 2010, etc. There are thus several local PCSWs that sell relatively little PCSW 
patrimony in agricultural and green areas – in contrast to most metropolitan PCSWs.

Acquisitions

The acquisitions of PCSWs are much smaller than their losses (Figure 123). It is 
remarkable that more than half of the acquisitions are located in agricultural areas 
since the above analysis of the losses and earlier sections of this chapter (see earlier, 
6.2.4) registered a deliberate divestment of agricultural patrimony. However, the 
vast majority of these acquisitions appear to be concentrated in 2013 (see appendix 
6), suggesting a strong case bias. A spatial analysis of the losses indeed reveals that 
almost all acquisitions in agricultural areas are concentrated in the municipality of 
Sint-Lievens-Houtem and are explained by the above-mentioned land consolidation 
project. Therefore, there is no significant acquisition policy of PCSWs in East Flanders. 
In an earlier section of this chapter, an explicit link was traced of PCSW patrimony 
sales to the financing of investments in social housing and assisted living centres (see 
earlier, 6.2.4.3). For that reason, the geography of PCSWs acquisitions in residential 
areas was also screened. These acquisitions occur in numerous municipalities in the 
whole region. The acquisitions are usually limited in number of plots, but frequently 

PCSW name

Agricultural and 
green areas 

2010 (ha)

Agricultural and 
green areas 
2020 (ha)

Evolution  
2010-2020 (ha)

Evolution 
2010-2020 (%)

Gent 2190,3 1656,5 -533,8 -24,4%

Brugge 156,1 124,2 -31,8 -20,4%

Leuven 37,7 8,5 -29,2 -77,5%

Geraardsbergen 182,0 155,0 -27,0 -14,8%

De Pinte 56,6 30,4 -26,3 -46,4%

Dendermonde 130,0 109,2 -20,9 -16,0%

Beveren (Waas) 160,3 141,4 -18,9 -11,8%

Mechelen 18,2 2,3 -15,9 -87,2%

Oudenaarde 440,0 424,4 -15,7 -3,6%

Ninove 166,4 154,8 -11,6 -7,0%

All other PCSWs 1070,6 957,0 -113,6 -10,6%

Table 4   Top ten PCSWs with the strongest net decrease in public landownership in agricultural and 
green areas, in East Flanders during 2010-2020
Source: own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020)
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involve large plots. A study based on the orthoimagery and online information confirms 
that it almost exclusively concerns the acquisition of residential care centres (existing 
buildings or new buildings realised after the acquisition), building plots (for some of 
which online information was found indicating intentions to build social housing) and 
sometimes existing dwellings.

6.4.3.7	 Transactions	by	the	Church

Losses

Public landownership of the Church is characterised by large losses, amounting to over 
200 hectares (Figure 123). Almost three quarters of all losses are located in agricultural 
areas, alongside 15% in green areas. In addition, there is also a high proportion of 
residential land losses. The scale of the public land losses remains fairly stable over 
time, suggesting that these are structural phenomena (see appendix 6). About 10% of 
the area of public land lost by church institutions goes to other public institutions (see 

Figure 134   Public land lost by the Church in zoning category agriculture during 2010-2020, 
visualised by the contours of the plots and as a heat map weighted by plot area
Source: 	own	research	based	on	Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2010-2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Openstreetmap	
background	©	Openstreetmap	contributors
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appendix 6). Compared to other public institution categories such as the PCSWs, this 
is very low. This might be a reflection of the fact that the public nature of some church 
institutions is rather unusual (see earlier, 6.2.3). The main research question is to study 
the geography of losses in agricultural and green areas. 

The spatial distribution of all losses in agricultural areas is wide (Figure 134). In 
many municipalities, several clusters of agricultural land are lost (Kruisem, Zulte, 
Maldegem, Sint-Laureins, Kaprijke, Evergem, Destelbergen, etc.). Remarkable is that 
the losses in Kruisem are made by the Episcopal Seminary of Ghent, and that the 
losses in Maldegem and Destelbergen can be attributed to a parochial church council 
in Deinze. As in the case of the PCSWs, there are clearly losses of public patrimony 
outside the operating area of the institutions concerned. Unfortunately, mainly due to 
the complexity of the territorial delimitation of different church institutions, it was not 
possible to investigate this in a more systematic way. Finally, the concentration in Sint-
Lievens-Houtem demonstrates the involvement of various church institutions in the 
land consolidation plan of the FLA. Of all the public land in agricultural areas lost by 
church institutions, satellite images indicate a current professional agricultural use. In 
contrast to other public institutions, losses do not (as often) seem to be associated with 
non-agricultural purposes.

The map of the losses in green areas is not included here because it appeared to be 
based on just a few cases and did not provide any new insights. What is interesting to 
note, however, is that some of these losses are located in project areas of the Sigmaplan 
and concern transfers to the Flemish government. The loss of land in residential areas 
is widespread throughout East Flanders, usually in the centres of towns and cities. 
A further study based on the orthoimagery and online information shows that these 
transactions are often accompanied or followed by building developments, for example 
for residential care centres. Several transactions coinciding with church buildings also 
emerge. This may concern the sale of adeconsecrated church buildings to a private 
person or company, although it is also possible that ownership shifts from the Church 
(that is part of the dataset) to one that is not (e.g. a non-profit church association). 
However, the sale of outdated and expensive built patrimony would be entirely in line 
with the challenging financial costs it entails (see earlier, 6.2.3.2).

Acquisitions

The acquisitions by the Church are much smaller than the losses (Figure 123), but 
since three quarters are located in agricultural areas and over 7% in green areas, a closer 
look is appropriate. However, the acquisitions in both categories turn out to be highly 
concentrated in time (2013, 2018, 2019). The peak in 2013 probably again corresponds 
to the land consolidation programme in Sint-Lievens-Houtem. Noteworthy is that 
over the years, a fairly constant amount of land in residential areas is acquired. Apart 
from the peaks of acquisitions in agricultural areas, these residential acquisitions can 
also be explored. Transfers to other governments are almost non-existent here, so they 
are not further investigated. 
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A spatial analysis of acquisitions in agricultural areas points to only three locations. The 
land consolidation plan in Sint-Lievens-Houtem is one of these, as is the acquisition 
of one large agricultural parcel in Deinze in 2019 and a dozen agricultural parcels 
in Hamme in 2018. The rationales structuring the latter two could not be traced. 
However, even if these are deliberate acquisitions – which is very unlikely given the 
general trend and the absence of explanatory information – they are still marginal 
compared to the amount of public farmland lost. A spatial analysis of acquisitions in 
residential areas again shows a strong geographical spread over the entire study area. 
Land acquired in areas zoned for residential purposes needs to be interpreted with 
care, because it may involve the acquisition of one or more residential units rather 
than the acquisition of the entire cadastral plots (see appendix 1). An analysis of 
transactions based on plot sizes is therefore not entirely accurate here, and a heat map 
weighted by plot sieze would also provide an incorrect picture. A manual screening of 
the acquisitions in combination with recent satellite images and Google Street View 
reveals two phenomena: transactions involving parish houses and other buildings very 
close to churches on the one hand, and numerous and widespread acquisitions of houses 
and housing units in villages and city centres. The first phenomenon should again be 
interpreted with care, because it could again involve shifts between church institutions 
that are not part of the data set (non-profit organisations) and those that are. The 
second phenomenon, however, does look worth studying because it often concerns 
brand new building projects that do not coincide with the historical land positions 
of church institutions. Noteworthy is the acquisition of two houses in a new housing 
district in Deinze by the same local parochial church council that featured in the study 
of the public land losses. An interviewee suggested that this kind of acquisitions could 
be related to the housing of retired priests who, upon retirement, can no longer call 
on government housing and whose modest pension from the Belgian state is often 
insufficient to cover their housing needs (comm. Dhoore, 2021a). Church institutions 
seem to be helping out here by acquiring housing units themselves, which probably 
reproduces the selling off of historical agricultural assets.

6.4.4 Conclusions

Two main conclusions can be drawn from the detailed analysis of the evolution of 
public landownership in East Flanders in the period 2010-2020. First of all, public 
landownership has increased very strongly in that period, by no less than 11,0% or 
2.780,8 ha. Public landownership in East Flanders is therefore definitely not declining. 
This contrasts with what the first sections of this chapter about the sell-off of the 
(Ghent) PCSW patrimony might have suggested. Losses of public landownership by 
some public institutions are amply compensated by land acquisitions by other public 
institutions. This first main conclusion argues for considering public land acquisitions 
alongside public land losses in any debate on public landownership and land policy.

A second main conclusion follows from the analysis of actual public land transactions. 
These demonstrate a virtually total absence of agricultural objectives in public land 
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policies. Of many thousands of hectares of public land transactions between 2010 and 
2020, hardly any examples were observed where agricultural rationales were structuring 
the land policy of public institutions. This contrasts sharply with the observation that 
all public institution categories are nevertheless carrying out large numbers of land 
transactions in areas zoned for agricultural purposes. However, this policy is not or 
only exceptionally motivated by agricultural objectives. A distinction should be made 
here between the PCSWs and the Church on the one hand, and the Belgian, Flemish, 
provincial and local governments on the other. Many PCSWs and church institutions 
are well endowed with agricultural patrimony through historical legacies of their 
institutional predecessors. Their public land transactions, however, do not demonstrate 
a preservation but a structural sell-off of this patrimony. Declines of almost 20% and 
10% respectively in just one decade contrast sharply with the often centuries-long 
history and continuity of this patrimony. Both public institution categories are driven 
by a need for liquid assets to finance other investments. When these investments lead 
to new public landownership, they are also part of the dataset. For PCSWs, it mainly 
concerns investments in social housing and assisted-living centres within their own 
territories. It was already known that the Church faces enormous financial challenges 
due to the general ageing of its patrimony, but based on the analysis of their public 
land transactions, local church councils also seem to be actively investing in housing 
for retiring priests. In the case of both public institution categories, the absence of 
agricultural policy objectives manifests itself in a structural sell-off of the historical 
agricultural patrimony.

Unlike the PCSWs and the Church, the Belgian state, Flemish government, provincial 
government and local governments do not benefit from a similar historical starting 
point. Their public landownership, including that in agricultural areas, is clearly the 
result or even the actual object of much more recent land policies. Here, the absence of 
agricultural policy objectives is manifested in the fact that land policies in agricultural 
and green areas are dominated by nature objectives, flood risk management and 
infrastructure projects. Local authorities also resort to agricultural areas for many other 
non-agricultural policy objectives, such as the establishment of a birth forest and the 
construction of a recycling park. Although many of the underlying policy intentions 
are perfectly legitimate in themselves, it is striking how land transactions of public 
authorities often contradict the general intentions of their own zoning plans and lead to 
considerable additional hardening of open space areas. Among this multitude of non-
agricultural developments, there are nevertheless a number of exceptions that are inspired 
by agricultural objectives. For example, at the request of the provincial government, 
the Flemish Land Agency created a dedicated area for greenhouse horticulture. This 
required an ambitious temporary public intervention on the land market. Although the 
specific nature of this project can be criticised from an agroecological point of view, it 
is one of very few examples based on agricultural objectives in a decade of active land 
policies. When studying public land transactions, several traces were found of a land 
consolidation project – an instrument with a strong agricultural history, but which 
today is mainly used to realise nature and water objectives in open space areas. To some 
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extent, the compensation policy of the Flemish government for farmers affected by the 
many nature- and water-related projects could be framed as an example of land policy 
with agricultural objectives. In the margins of an agricultural compensation project 
southwest of Ghent, a call was launched for a sustainable agriculture project. But still, this 
flanking agricultural policy is primarily aimed at facilitating thematic nature and water 
policy objectives. The fact that the Flemish Land Agency proudly announces that after 
compensation most farmers are able to increase their share of arable land at the expense 
of pastures (Celen & Van Gijseghem, 2022) suggests that current compensations are 
not aimed at facilitation an agroecological transition but rather at the conservation of 
conventional farms and a conventional agricultural model. Moreover, in this respect, 
the Flemish government gratefully makes use of farmland disposed of by PCSWs. 
This may on the one hand be framed as a win-win situation, but on the other hand it 
mainly reinforces the conclusion that real agricultural objectives are virtually absent 
in the current public land policy and the management of historical public agricultural 
patrimony. Many interviewed actors underlined this imbalance between nature-related 
and agriculture-related objectives in existing public land policy. Interesting here is that 
the FLA recently stated that it would “be pleased” to welcome more agriculture-related 
projects (Borgo, 2021b, p. 4)242 and that its land bank operations “could perfectly be 
242 Original citation in Dutch: “We zouden het toejuichen als we ook eens opdrachten kregen van onze 

collega’s van het Departement Landbouw en Visserij. Zoals de Minister voor Omgeving middelen vrijmaakt 

Figure 135   Development of the greenhouse cluster in Kruisem as a result of dedicated public 
interventions in the land market in preceding years
Source: own	picture	(2018)	Kruisem
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used for agriculture too” (Celen & Van Gijseghem, 2022)243, which was also confirmed 
in personal conversations with the FLA (comm. Celen & Van Bellegem, 2021, 2022). 

The third main conclusion is that public land policy for agricultural objectives is not 
inconceivable. Although precedents are not numerous, they do exist (see above). In a 
Flemish municipality outside the studied region, the FLA launched in 2020 a pilot 
project with public land policy for local food supply in order to “gain knowledge and 
experience to further shape the future policy on short food chains and local food 
strategies” (Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, 2020).244 In addition, the great readiness of 
various public institutions to invest in land policy for nature and water policy is a great 
source of inspiration. It offers, certainly from an agroecological perspective, numerous 
possibilities for structural agricultural co-use. Moreover, it can be a source of inspiration 
for the elaboration of equally ambitious land policy for agricultural purposes. 

voor bebossing, zou de Minister van Landbouw ook middelen kunnen vrijmaken om grond te kopen voor 
lokale voedselproductie.”

243 Original citation in Dutch: “Het is zo dat wij heel wat grondenbankwerkingen opgezet hebben. En we 
doen dat voor natuurcompensaties, natuurontwikkeling, voor bos, voor havenuitbreidingen, voor 
infrastructuuraanleg, maar we hebben dat eigenlijk niet voor landbouwdoeleinden. Je zou perfect de 
grondenbankwerking voor landbouw kunnen inzetten.”

244 Original citation in Dutch: “VLM wil via dit proefproject kennis en ervaring opdoen om het toekomstig 
beleid rond korte keten en lokale voedselstrategieën verder vorm te geven.”
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6.5 Exploring the current agricultural use of 
Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony

6.5.1	 Introduction

In the previous sections, the discussion of public landownership was always based on 
the Flemish zoning plan and thus on planned land uses (see appendix 4). In Flanders, 
however, there are substantial differences between planned land uses and actual land 
uses. This is especially true for areas zoned for agricultural purposes. Research from 
2014 indicates that 15% of all areas zoned for agricultural purposes had no registered 
actual agricultural use (Verhoeve et al., 2015).245 Vice versa, in 2011, no less than 11% 
of all registered agricultural land uses in Flanders were located outside areas zoned for 
agricultural purposes (Danckaert, 2013, p. 30).246 This reality shows that an agricultural 
perspective on public landownership cannot be limited to areas zoned for agricultural 
purposes. Therefore, in this section, public landownership is further explored in terms 
of its actual and registered agricultural use. It seeks to gain a better understanding of 
public landownership from the perspective of the farms that currently make use of 
it. In a first section, the share of public land that has a registered agricultural use is 
examined. How substantial is the current agricultural use of public land? How much 
does it vary for different zoning categories and different public institutions? How does 
the share of public landownership zoned for agricultural purposes compare to the share 
of public landownership with an actual, registered agricultural use? In a second section, 
an in-depth analysis for the landownership of the PCSW of Ghent is provided. Here, 
the unit of the analysis are no longer the cadastral parcels with a public ownership right 
but the farms that currently make use of this public patrimony. How many farms are 
using the PCSW agricultural patrimony at present? How large is the share of Ghent 
PCSW land in their acreage? What are the agricultural characteristics of these farms? 
Both clusters of questions are addressed in the next two sections respectively. A final 
section brings together some overall conclusions that provide a third set of answers 
to research question 3b (see earlier, chapter 4.3.1) and the sub-question regarding the 
current agricultural significance of public land in East Flanders in particular.

Methodologically, this third part is based on the intersection of the cartography of 
public landownership for 2020 (see appendix 2 step 2) with Flemish LPIS data on 
agricultural use for 2020 (see appendix 3). A compact methodological background to 

245 The actual agricultural use in areas zoned for other purposes than agriculture is explained, among other 
things, by old and sometimes outdated planned land uses (which in Belgium have no expiry date - see 
appendix 4) and by agricultural co-use practices in non-agricultural zoning categories (grazing in nature 
areas, mowing activities in industrial areas, hobby farming in residential areas, etc.). The non-agricultural 
use of agricultural areas is mainly due to a broad range of non-agricultural and often speculative 
developments and a weak and eroded legal protection of areas zoned for agricultural purposes that fails to 
stop these non-agricultural developments (Vandekerckhove et al., 2017; Verhoeve et al., 2015).

246	In	this	figure,	nature	management	organisations	that	are	also	obliged	to	register	agricultural	activities	(see	
appendix 5) have been omitted.
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this work can be found in the methodological chapter (see earlier, 4.3.2.4). A more 
extensive explanation of the substantive and methodological aspects of the intersection 
of both databases can be found in an annex (see appendix 3). Finally, some observations 
from the dataset were further examined using the original database, supplemented by 
information from recent orthoimagery and Google Maps.

6.5.2	 Overview	of	the	actual	agricultural	use	of	public	land

An intersection of all public land in East Flanders (situation 2020) and LPIS data 
(situation 2020) shows that for 9.936,0 ha or 35,5% of all public land, an actual 
agricultural use is registered (Figure 136). That is considerably more than the 7.777,4 
ha or 27,8% of public land zoned for agricultural purposes (see earlier, Figure 101), 
which indicates that there are also farming activities within other zoning categories.

An analysis of the share of public farmland with a registered agricultural use in each 
zoning category (Figure 138) shows that agricultural areas have the highest score with 
almost 80%. In green and industrial areas the registered agricultural use amounts to 
approximately 20%. In residential areas it is about 10%, in recreational areas just under 7% 
and in zoning category ‘other’ it is over 15%. The results were also studied geographically, 
and combined with orthoimagery. As far as the agricultural areas are concerned, it is 
striking that for about 20% no actual agricultural use is registered. Here, a geographical 
screening points to two phenomena. On the one hand, this concerns certain sections 

Figure 136   Share of public land with a registered agricultural use
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(1	January	2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)

Figure 137   Share of public land with a registered agricultural use for each public institution 
category
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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Figure 138   Share of public land with a registered agricultural use for each zoning category
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)

Figure 139   Public land in green areas with a registered agricultural use, visualised as a heat map 
and weighted by plot area
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020),	waterways	(),	
Openstreetmap	(©	Openstreetmap	contributors)
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and elements of agricultural areas for which no LPIS registration is required. This 
includes agricultural roads, wide hedgerows, surface water, etc. On the other hand, a 
lot of public land that is (still) officially zoned for agricultural purposes appears to be 
forested in reality. The registration of 20% agricultural use in green areas (again Figure 
138) does not come as a surprise considering the agricultural co-use of nature areas 
and the obligation of nature management organisations to register agriculture-related 
practices such as grazing and mowing (see appendix 5). A geographical analysis of 
these registrations confirms this hypothesis and highlights green areas in the large river 
valleys (Scheldt, Leie, Durme, Dender, Moervaart) and low-lying, wet areas (Bourgoyen, 
Gentbrugge) (Figure 139). This is probably mainly related to the grazing and haying of 
wet meadows. The current agricultural use in industrial areas can largely be attributed 
to the port of Ghent and the port of Antwerp, where former agricultural areas are 
still being used for agricultural purposes in anticipation of industrial developments. 
Residential areas with a registered agricultural use are scattered throughout the 
territory. Registered agricultural activities in zoning category other are explained by a 
limited number of exceptional cases, including the test sites of the Flanders Research 
Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (zoned more specifically for community 
facilities and public utility, see earlier 6.3.4.6) and grasslands between the runways of 
an airport in Aalter (zoned more specifically for military purposes). Finally, registered 
agricultural use in recreation areas can be assigned to a handful of provincial domains 
that are managed as grasslands according to orthoimagery.

LPIS data allow for a further subdivision of the registered agricultural use of public 
land by type of user. A distinction can be made between professional agriculture, hobby 
agriculture and agricultural activities declared by nature management organisations 
(see appendix 5). The results confirm and refine the analysis (see Figure 140 – note 

Figure 140   Public land with a registered agricultural use by zoning category, further subdivided by 
type of user
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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the x-axis starting at 80% to improve readability). The largest share of registrations 
that can be attributed to nature management organisations can be quite obviously be 
found in green areas (3,7%). It is likely that a lot of other agricultural registrations by 
professional and hobby farmers in green areas are also related to nature management.  
247 In residential areas, a relatively high proportion of hobby farming is registered 
(16,0%). This may be explained by the high degree of farmland fragmentation in 
residential areas and by the proximity of many non-agricultural users practising hobby 
farming. It is also noteworthy that agricultural activities practised in industrial areas are 
almost exclusively of the professional type (97,0%). This is even higher than the share 
of professional agriculture in agricultural areas (92,9%). 

LPIS data also contain detailed crop information. When all public land with a 
registered agricultural use is subdivided by crop group (Figure 141), clear differences 
stand out between the agricultural use of different zoning categories. Not surprisingly, 
the share of grassland is highest in green areas at over 80%, which is quite obvious 
considering practices of agricultural co-use of natural grasslands (see earlier, chapter 
5.3.3). The use of green areas as arable land is much less compatible with explicit nature 
management, which is indeed reflected in a very small share of corn and other fodder 
crops on the one hand and cereals, seeds, legumes, potatoes and sugar beets on the 
other. In agricultural areas, the latter two do account for a very large share, accounting 
for about 60% together. Here, the share of grassland is only 35%, which is the lowest 
compared to all other zoning categories. In all other zoning categories, fairly average 
values are recorded.

247 In some green areas, nature management essentially entails agricultural interventions such as mowing, 
haying, removing hay, grazing, etc. (see earlier, chapter 5). Public and private nature organisations often 
outsource the management of these nature areas to (professional) farmers. In such cases, it is usually the 
professional farmers who submits the agricultural registration. This explains the relatively low percentage 
of agricultural registrations by nature management organisations in green areas.

Figure 141   Public land with a registered agricultural use by zoning category, further subdivided by 
crop group
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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Differences in the agricultural use by crop group can also be studied by type of public 
institution (Figure 142). This is essentially just a combination of earlier information 
(Figure 101 and Figure 141), but does result in significant differences. Public 
landownership of PCSWs and the Church on which an agricultural use is registered, 
for instance, is used for over 30% as grassland and for about 60% for corn and other 
fodder crops and cereals, seeds, legumes, potatoes and sugar beets. This is very different 
in the case of the Flemish government and of local governments, where the share of 
grassland is about 70% and the share of arable land is rather small. 

The intersection of public land data with LPIS data offers numerous opportunities 
for in-depth case studies at the level of public institution categories and public 
institutions individually. Within this research, it was decided to further investigate the 
current agricultural use of the land owned by the PCSW of Ghent and located within 
East Flanders (see appendix 3). In this regard, it is important to position the public 
landownership of PCSWs and of the Ghent PCSW in particular in a broader context. 
The cartography of public landownership (see earlier, 6.3) already demonstrated that 
the public landownership of PCSWs is very substantial and that the share zoned for 
agricultural purposes is one of the highest of all public institution categories. With 
44,0% (see earlier, 6.3.5.5 and Figure 114), the PCSW of Ghent represents a very 
large share of all PCSW land in East Flanders. This makes it by far the largest PCSW 
landowner and according to other research even one of the largest landowners in the 
region including both public and private actors (Cochez & Vanden Bussche, 2021). 
The overall analysis of the actual agricultural use of public land (6.5.2) showed that 
PCSW land has a very high percentage of actual agricultural use, with less grassland 
use and a higher share of arable farming than for other public institutions. Since the 
very high share of the Ghent PCSW in all PCSW landownership could push potential 

Figure 142   Public land with a registered agricultural use by public institution category, further 
subdivided by crop group
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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differences between Ghent’s PCSW land and other PCSW land into the background, 
both were compared. A closer look at the data (Figure 143) shows that this is not 
the case. A subdivision of the current agricultural use by crop group gives almost the 
same picture for all PCSWs together, for the PCSW of Ghent separately, as for all 
other PCSWs except Ghent’s. On the basis of these figures, it is concluded that the 
current agricultural use of the land belonging to the PCSW of Ghent is sufficiently 
representative for all other PCSW in the region.

6.5.3		 Exploring	the	actual	agricultural	use	of	public	land	owned	by	the	PCSW	of	

Ghent	on	farm	level

6.5.3.1		 Determination	of	a	methodologically	sound	threshold

LPIS data indicate that in 2020, 10.060 farmers reported agricultural activities in 
East Flanders. In what follows, these are referred to as ‘farms’ (see appendix 5). An 
intersection of the LPIS data with the cartography of public landownership shows 
that the acreage of 737 farms overlaps with 1.628,2 ha of land owned by the PCSW of 
Ghent (within East Flanders). That is a lot, but this selection also includes many farms 
with a very small overlap. To illustrate: for 512 of the 737 farms, the overlap is less 
than 5% of their total acreage in the region. This immediately raises the question as to 
what threshold an overlap between the acreage of a farm and public land is considered 
relevant. There is no simple answer to this question. A threshold value should definitely 
not be set too high, because for most farms every square metre counts, so to speak (see 
earlier, 5.4.2.1). This makes it virtually impossible to determine a general threshold 
above which public land constitutes a relevant part of a farm’s total acreage. Moreover, 
there are other aspects that also determine the importance of land positions. Land in 
the immediate vicinity of farm buildings is considered more important than distant 
land, especially in the livestock sector. Soil characteristics and other physical conditions 
can explain why one plot of land is more valuable than another, etc. 

Having said that, the intersection between the public land and LPIS data does contain 
examples where the overlap between both is hardly, if at all, relevant. This is primarily 
due to differences in the way agricultural parcels are recorded in LPIS data and the 

Figure 143   PCSW's public land with a registered agricultural use, further subdivided by crop group
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	zoning	plan	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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way they are recorded in the Belgian Land Register (see appendix 3 and 5). As a result, 
agricultural registrations that visually clearly belong to a certain cadastral parcel may 
sometimes overlap with a neighbouring parcel that belongs to a public institution. If 
that is the only place where a farmer’s acreage overlaps with public land, the overlap 
is of no importance at all. In addition, one could say that the acreage of ‘the average 
farm’ in East Flanders would also include some public land, and that all farms below 
this average therefore cultivate anything but exceptional amounts of public land. A 
statistical analysis of the acreage of all 10.060 farms in East Flanders (see appendix 3) 
shows that the average acreage contains 3,76% public land. Based on this, one could 
argue that there is nothing exceptional about a farm with 3,76% public land in its 
acreage. A spatial analysis of farms that are just above that threshold, however, shows 
that this includes still many farms with accidental rather than meaningful overlaps 
with public landownership. Therefore, it was decided to limit the analysis of the current 
agricultural use of Ghent PCSW patrimony to farms that have more than 10% Ghent 
PCSW land in their acreage within the region. This corresponds to a total of 1,313.4 ha 
of Ghent PCSW land in the region. This threshold of 10% can and should in no way 
be interpreted as a criterion for determining the relevance of the current agricultural 
use of public land. Instead, it is a tool to determine which farms cultivate an exceptional 
amount of public land, focusing on Ghent PCSW land. These are farms with a distinct 
relationship to the patrimony of the PCSW of Ghent.

6.5.3.2	 160	farms

An intersection of the LPIS data with the cartography of public landownership showed 
that the acreage of 737 farms overlaps with the land of the PCSW of Ghent in East 
Flanders. 577 record a share that is below or equal to 10%. The remaining 160 farms 
record more than 10% of Ghent PCSW land in their total acreage within the region. 
These 160 farms are selected for further analysis.

Since only the area of farms on the territory of East Flanders is studied, it is possible 
that a part of the real acreage of some of the 160 selected farms actually lies outside 
East Flanders, which, depending on the extent of this phenomenon, would mean that 
the analysis might focus on sections of farms. Therefore, the total acreage of the 160 
farms in the entire Flemish territory is compared with the acreage of these farms within 
the province of East Flanders (Figure 144). This reveals that the acreage of 144 of the 
160 farms is entirely located within the East Flanders. For another 12 farms, more 
than 50% of their acreage lies within the region. This means that there are only 4 farms 
for which most of their acreage is actually located outside the Ghent region. Since the 
latter phenomenon is very limited, it can be concluded that the focus on East Flanders 
offers a nearly complete picture of the 160 farms that are studied, and that very little 
information is lost. This is also confirmed by a geographical analysis of the central 
location determined for each farm (see appendix 3). For only 5 of the 160 farms, this 
location is located (just) beyond the administrative borders of the region.
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 6.5.3.3	 Acreage	size

The total acreage of the 160 selected farms within the region varies considerably (Figure 
145). The smallest farm size is 1,0 ha, the largest is an outlier of 130,8 ha. The figure 
shows that a large number of farms can be found in the 0-30 ha range, that the 30-50 
ha range is somewhat more thinly populated, and that there are only a few farms above 
50 and particularly above 80 ha. The average value is 27,5 ha and the median is 22,5 ha. 
Based on these results, a – deliberately simple – distinction was made between farms 
with an acreage of 0-10 ha in the region (small farm), 10-50 ha (medium farm) and 
more than 50 ha (large farm). Of the 160 farms, 43 (26,9%) are categorised as small 
farms, 93 (58,1%) as medium farms and 24 (15,0%) as large farms (Figure 146).

Figure 144   Acreage share within the Ghent city region for the 160 selected holdings
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)

Figure 145   Overview of the total acreage area in the region for the 160 selected farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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6.5.3.4	 Share	of	Ghent	PCSW	land	in	the	total	acreage

In total, the 160 selected farms have a total acreage in the region of 4402,2 ha of land. 
1.313,4 ha of this (29,8%) is land owned by the PCSW of Ghent (Figure 147). This 
percentage varies greatly at the level of individual farms (Figure 148). There is no clear 
relationship between the total acreage of farms and the share of public land. A linear 
trend line shows a slight decreasing trend, from over 30% for the smallest farms to 
about 25 % for the largest farms, but at the level of individual farms the deviations are 
so large that one cannot speak of a real correlation.

6.5.3.5	 Distance	from	Ghent	city	centre

Based on the farmstead location or the geographical centre of all 160 selected farms, 
the distance to Ghent’s city centre can be calculated (see appendix 3). The average 
distance is 16,7 km and the median is 14,6 km. A graph (Figure 149) indicates that 
there is no clear correlation between the share of land of the PCSW of Ghent and the 
distance of the farmsteads to Ghent’s city centre. A linear trend line indicates a slight 
decreasing trend, from more than 30% for farms close to Ghent to about 25% for the 
farms furthest from Ghent, but at individual farm level the deviations are so large that 
one cannot speak of a real correlation.

Figure 146   Farm size of the 160 selected farms (based on total acreage area in the region)
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)

Figure 147   Share of land of the PCSW of Ghent in the total acreage of the selected 160 farms in the 
region
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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Figure 148   Total acreage area and share of land of the PCSW of Ghent for all 160 selected farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)

Figure 149   Farm distance from Ghent city centre in relation to the share of Ghent’s PCSW land the 
for all 160 selected farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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6.5.3.6	 Type	of	agricultural	activity

According to the European farm typology (see appendix 5), over a quarter of the 160 
selected farms is specialised in crop production, almost half in livestock farming and 
15% in mixed farming (Figure 150). For about 10%, the type of farm is not known 
or not classified. Looking at subcategories (Figure 151) it appears that the farms that 
are specialised in crop production mainly produce field crops and are therefore not 
horticultural farms. The farms specialising in livestock farming are mainly specialised 
in grazing livestock and much less in omnivorous animals. Finally, mixed cropping 
farms are, on the one hand, farms that both grow crops and rear livestock and, on the 
other, farms with several types of livestock. Mixed cropping type farms are rare (e.g. 
horticulture and permanent crops combined, field crops and horticulture combined, 
field crops and permanent crops combined, etc.).

Figure 150  	 Farm	typology	(main	classification)	for	all	160	selected	farms,	further	subdivided	by	
farm size
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)

Figure 151   Farm typology (general type) for all 160 selected farms, further subdivided by farm size
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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The distribution by farm typology differs according to the size of the farm. For small 
farms, a much higher share of companies specialised in crop production is registered 
(44,2%) and the share of farms specialised in livestock farming is clearly lower than on 
average. Small farms have a much larger share of farms for which the farm typology is 
not known. This may have to do with hobby farming (see next section). For medium 
farms, the share of farms specialised in livestock production is much higher than 
on average, amounting to 55,9%. Part of these are farms specialised in omnivorous 
livestock. On large farms, not a single company is specialised in crop production. 
62,5% of all large farms is specialised in livestock farming and in grazing livestock in 
particular. The number of mixed farms is clearly higher here, with 29,2%. Most of these 
are characterised by a mix of livestock species (16,7%), followed by farms that combine 
crop production and livestock farming (8,3%).

 

Figure 152  	 Principal	activity	of	specialist	field	crop	farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)

Figure 153   Principal activity of specialist grazing livestock farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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The EU farm typology data allows the general type of farming (Figure 151) to be further 
subdivided by principal type of farming (see appendix 5). This exercise was carried out 
for the two largest general types: specialist field crops farms (Figure 152) and specialist 
grazing livestock farms (Figure 153). Of the farms specialised in field crops, the vast 
majority is specialised in ‘general field cropping’, which includes combinations of field 
crops. Farms specialised in livestock farming are mainly specialised in dairy cattle, 
followed by beef cattle. Less numerous are livestock farms specialised in combinations 
of dairy cattle and beef cattle on the one hand and sheep, goats and other grazing 
livestock on the other. 

6.5.3.7	 Type	of	agricultural	user

When the 160 selected farms are studied according to type of user (Figure 154) it 
can be noticed that not a single farm belongs to the category of nature management 
organisation. In other words, all 160 farms on Ghent PCSW land are professional 
farming activities, hobby farming activities or farms for which the type of user is 
not known. These represent 70,6%, 18,8% and 10,6% of all farms respectively. The 
hypothesis that small farms might contain a larger proportion of hobby farms (see 
above) is strongly confirmed: more than half of all small farms belong to this category. 
Among the small farms only 20,9% is categorised as professional farming. The share of 
professional agriculture on medium farms rises to 88,2%, and on large farms it is even 
91,7% and there are no farms that are categorised as hobby farming. It might be that 
with farm sizes above 50 ha it is also impossible to stay below the threshold of 25.000 
euro standard outcome.

These figures require a side note. As described in the accompanying appendix (see 
appendix 5), the distinction between hobby farming and professional farming is based 
on a number of assumptions. LPIS data provide detailed information on crops (type of 
crop, surface area) and livestock (type of animal, number) for each farm. To these crops 
and livestock data, estimates of the expected turnover are linked, based on fixed LPIS 
coefficients determined at European level and updated every few years. This estimate 
of the expected turnover is also referred to as the total standard output. Small farms 
obviously have smaller surface areas and livestock numbers – at least if the livestock 

Figure 154   Type of user for all 160 selected farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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activities are somewhat soil-bound. When these small areas and livestock numbers are 
multiplied by expected yields per unit of area or per animal, the total standard output is 
of course lower for small farms than for large farms. In this sense, it is not surprising that 
in the small farms category, there are more farms not reaching a total standard output 
of 25.000 euros and are therefore categorised as hobby farming. However, it is perfectly 
possible for small farms to be categorised as professional farms. For horticultural 
activities, for example, a high standard yield per hectare is used, allowing farms of a just 
a few hectares to easily reach the 25.000 euro threshold. This is an important limitation 
of this data source that cannot be ignored in the analysis (see appendix 5). 

6.5.3.8 Age

LPIS data contains information on the age of the youngest farm manager on each 
farm. For 143 of the 160 farms, the age of the youngest farm manager is known. The 
median is 54 years, the average 55 years. This matches the average age of all farms in 
Flanders, which according to 2016 figures was also 54 years for professional farms 
(with a standard output of at least 25.000 euros) (Platteau, Lambrechts, Roels, & Van 
Bogaert, 2018, p. 77) (see also earlier, chapter 5.4.2.1). This information comes with 
the important warning that even if the youngest farm manager is already quite old, this 
does not exclude that there is a younger person ready or dreaming to take over the farm 
but who is not yet registered as farm manager (see appendix 5). Nevertheless, age is a 
valuable source of information for the analysis. 

For privacy reasons and in order to obtain clear results, the age of the youngest farm 
manager was grouped into three age categories: under 40, between 40 and 65, and over 
65. The age limit of 65 corresponds more or less with the retirement age in Belgium. Of 
the 160 farms, 18 (11,3%) fall into the category under 40, 89 (55,6%) into the category 
40-65, and 36 (22,5%) into the category over 65 (top row in Figure 155). For 17 farms 
(10,6%) the age of the youngest farm manager is not included in the LPIS data. The 

Figure 155   Share of each age category for each farm size and for all of the 160 selected farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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figures indicate that the share of farms with an official young manager is limited. More 
than one fifth of the farms are managed by a farmer above retirement age. Again, this 
does not exclude the possibility that in reality there might be a younger farm manager 
who thinks or hopes to take over the business but does not yet appear in the official 
statistics. The share of the different age categories shows a remarkable difference for 
different farm sizes. In contrast to small and medium farms, where the age category 
older than 65 accounts for about a quarter of the number of farms, the share of this age 
category on large farms is zero. Large farms that lease at least 10% of their acreage in 
the region from the PCSW or Ghent are thus all farms with a young farm manager 
(29,2%) or farm manager of average age (62,5%). It is very unlikely that these are 
farms belonging to newcomers to the agricultural sector (first generation) since, due 
to a difficult access to land, they hardly succeed in establishing large farms (see earlier, 
chapter 5.4.1). It is much more likely that these are farms that have been taken over by 
a new generation of farmers – whether or not within the same family context. 

The distribution by farm typology shows an interesting difference between different 
age groups (Figure 156). In the category older than 65, the share of farms specialised in 
livestock farming is clearly lower than in the younger age categories. This is compensated 
by a higher share of farms specialised in crop production. This is in line with a well-
known phenomenon of farmers who continue to farm after reaching retirement age, 
but who usually cease their livestock activities and only keep arable farming activities on 
the remaining acreage (often with a significant use of contract work). Earlier research in 
Flanders indicates that these so-called “pension farmers” continue to farm for reasons 
of financial needs, as a hobby, because they do not want to leave the farmstead (which 
is their home), etc. (Calus et al., 2010).

Figure 156  	 Farm	typology	(main	classification)	for	each	age	category	of	the	160	selected	farms
Source: Belgian	Land	Registry	data	(2020),	Flemish	LPIS	data	(2020)
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6.5.4 Conclusions

At a general level, the analysis shows that more than one third of all public land in East 
Flanders has a registered agricultural use. The percentage of agricultural use thus exceeds 
the percentage of public landownership officially zoned for agricultural purposes. 
Hence, the current agricultural relevance of public landownership is substantial and 
not limited to areas zoned for agricultural purposes. From a long-term perspective, 
the future of current agricultural use of public landownership differs depending on 
the zoning category to which it belongs. In land zoned for agricultural areas, current 
agricultural use is obviously most secure. In green areas, agricultural use can be part of 
nature management, but the previous chapter showed that green areas in themselves are 
not sufficient to sustain the involved farms and that agricultural co-use is sometimes a 
finite story (see earlier, chapter 5.3.3). In other areas, such as areas zoned for industrial 
purposes, agricultural use should generally be understood as a temporary use pending 
the development of the area in accordance with its planned land use. Here, it is useful 
to note that any sale of public landownership in areas zoned for industrial purposes 
but with an actual agricultural use increases the likelihood that its agricultural use will 
be terminated. This is because in the context of a speculative urban land market, the 
buyer of such a property will pay a price that corresponds to the planned land use 
rather than a price that reflects its current agricultural use value, which will most likely 
prompt the buyer to materialise the speculative land value afterwards.248 Although 
changes in the public ownership of land do not alter its official planned use, this example 
indicates that the sale of public landownership may directly affect its actual use. An 
analysis of crops grown on public land with an agricultural use shows that there are 
substantial differences between different public institution categories. The agricultural 
use of PCSW and Church landownership involves much more arable farming than 
the agricultural use of the patrimony of the Flemish government and local authorities, 
which is mainly involves grassland use. Debates on the agricultural use value of public 
land by different categories of public institutions therefore have different starting 
points. It is thus very likely that debates on their potential use and agricultural policy 
value will be differentiated as well, since the current use will regularly reflect different 
physical conditions, policy conditions and management situations that will continue to 
shape future uses as well. 

The analysis of the farms that are currently using Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony 
opens up a whole new register for understanding, studying and re-politicising the 
agricultural use value of public landownership. Rather than studying the agricultural 
potential of public landownership at parcel level, these figures allow to see the larger 
agricultural contexts in which the patrimony currently functions and to think about its 
future agricultural potential at the same or similar level. This information is completely 
new, both for civil servants in Ghent (who do not have access to LPIS data for privacy 

248	In	2021,	the	scheduled	sale	with	profit	maximisation	of	Ghent	PCSW	land	with	an	industrial	planned	
land use but a current agricultural use, located in several of its neighbouring municipalities, provoked 
protests	from	these	neighbouring	municipalities	who	did	not	favour	a	compliant	development	with	profit	
maximisation (Poppelmonde, 2021; Staes, 2021).
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reasons) and for the communities mobilising against the current sell-off (who didn’t 
even have an overview of public landownership, let alone its current agricultural use). 
The analysis reveals that 160 farms lease more than 10% of their acreage in the region 
from the Ghent PCSW (which would be even more if West Flanders were also taken 
into account). On average, they lease 30% of their acreage in the region from the Ghent 
PCSW. This observation leads to a number of observations and conclusions. Firstly, 
this figure clarifies that Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony is being actively used 
– contrary to what its political framing as “dormant capital […] which today has no 
function” suggests (see earlier, 6.2.6.2). For 160 farms and their farm managers and 
employees, the future of the urban agricultural heritage will also determine the future 
of their farms, income and livelihood. Secondly, with an average distance of just 16,7 
km to Ghent’s city hall, most of the farmsteads that currently use the urban agricultural 
patrimony are located within cycling distance for many inhabitants of Ghent. This offers 
great potential for urban food policy, short food supply, on-farm sale and the sustainable 
transport of food produce. Thirdly, since these 160 farms on average lease 30% of their 
acreage in the region from the PCSW of Ghent, it would be an illusion to think that 
these farms are able to buy this land from the PCSW. Even if some were willing to do 
so, this would increase the indebtedness of the farms to a level that would threaten their 
long-term survival as family farms.249 This observation again demonstrates that the sale 
of public landownership does not alter its officially planned agricultural use but is very 
likely to affect its actual agricultural use. Thirdly, the analysis of the agricultural use 
of the urban agricultural patrimony of Ghent also opens a discussion on the strategic 
potential and scale effect of public landownership. Since the 160 farms lease on average 
30% of their acreage from the PCSW of Ghent, any effect via the urban agricultural 
patrimony on the functioning of these farms is very likely to affect the remaining 70% 
of their areagee as well. This effect can be both negative and positive. Selling the public 
agricultural patrimony, for example, is very likely to affect the entire acreage of the 
affected farms rather than just the share of public patrimony in their acreage. On a 
more positive note, offering long-term prospects to the involved farms could provide 
the necessary certainty to transition conventionally organised farms to agroecological 
business models, which would also benefit the sustainable use of the rest of the acreage 
of these farms. With an average share of almost 30%, the potential negative or positive 
policy effect via the Ghent agricultural patrimony possibly covers an area more than 
3 times as large (see earlier, Figure 147). This increases the policy potential and the 
political responsibility of Ghent as a large landowner in the region to a level that is 
even way beyond the extent of its own patrimony. Finally, the high age of many farm 
managers of the 160 farms is both a threat and an opportunity. It risks making the 
urban agricultural heritage, as well as the remaining acreage, the object of speculative 
market dynamics described earlier (see earlier, chapter 5.4.2.2). In one particular 
way, the fact that it also offers opportunities has already been understood by the city, 

249 This is the case, for example, when a farming family has two children, one of whom wants to take over the 
family business and the other does not, causing situations where the former has to buy out the latter. The 
more	real	estate	capital	and	debts	the	family	farm	holds	at	that	moment,	the	more	difficult	and	complex	
this becomes (comm. Dhoore, 2021a).
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which for decades has considered the vacancy of urban agricultural patrimony to be an 
excellent opportunity for selling it at the highest possible price. In the present austerity 
context, this information could even be used to perpetuate and legitimise a further sell-
off. Yet it could also be seen as an opportunity to implement a vigorous land policy, at a 
metropolitan level and in cooperation with many other public institutions, for example 
to develop an urban policy programme aimed at the agroecological reproduction of soil 
fertility (see below).
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6.6 Towards an agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction perspective on public (farm)
land

In this last part, the empirical material and the insights from the previous parts are 
discussed from an agroecological soil fertility reproduction perspective. This part has 
been developed after hosting a focus group with agroecological farmers from the Ghent 
city region (see earlier, 4.3.2.3) with whom the material on the cartography of public 
landownership, public land transactions and the charts on the current agricultural use 
of the Ghent PCSW patrimony was shared (see appendix 9). Twelve agroecological 
farmers from the Ghent city region participated in the discussion. The participants 
had diverse backgrounds, including self-employed farmers and salaried employees, 
farmers active on public and non-public land, horticulture and livestock farmers, with 
and without personal ties to the Ghent urban food policy. The report of this focus group 
was used as empirical material in the elaboration of five concrete observations that 
could be central to discussions on the use of public landownership for the development 
of urban food policy and the urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil 
fertility in the wake of this PhD. The empirical material produced by the focus group 
(blue) is separated from own reflections and summaries developed afterwards (black).

6.6.1	 First	observation:	existing	public	landownership	is	a	great	starting	point

The cartography of public landownership 2020 and its actual agricultural use demonstrate 
that a new debate on how public landownership can contribute to the urbanisation of 
the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility does not come empty-handed. On the 
contrary, in the Ghent city region, this debate can depart from a considerable abundance 
and variety of public landownership with instant relevance. Two thirds of all public 
landownership in East Flanders is zoned for agricultural purposes, more than one third 
already has an actual agricultural use, and these agricultural uses include a wide range 
of arable farming, livestock farming and horticultural activities. Existing agricultural 
activities on public land zoned for green purposes reveal that public institutions have 
ownership rights to considerable amounts of grassland in wet parts of the metropolitan 
landscape (see earlier, 6.5.2). These are key resources for the agroecological reproduction 
of soil fertility, i.e. to organise soil-bound ruminant livestock activities and to transfer 
nutrients from the natural grasslands of the agroecosystem to the arable land.

“Wow, that is a lot”, is one of the first reactions of the focus group participants 
to the figures on public landownership in East Flanders. The large amount of 
public farmland owned by PCSWs and church institutions in particular sparks 
the imagination of many participants. Sseveral agroecological livestock farmers 
also express great interest in the public landownership of public institutions in 
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areas zoned for green purposes. “Imagine that we could mobilise organic farming 
there”, a farmer dreams aloud. 

The participants see plenty of opportunities for an ambitious policy. As for the 
PCSW of Ghent, a farmer states that “it is quite clear that it could do a lot for 
farmers in the Ghent city region”. The group is pleasantly surprised by the large 
amount of livestock farming activities currently practised on the Ghent urban 
agricultural patrimony. Other institutions could play a major role as well, it is said, 
even when their landownership concerns land zoned for green purposes. 

The observation that public landownership, usually for historical reasons, accommodates 
numerous arable and livestock activities, is a very welcome starting point for the 
urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility. In the challenging 
context of a speculative urban land market that generally marginalises these activities 
(see earlier, 5.4), existing public landownership manifests itself as a kind of existing 
haven for capital-extensive agricultural activities that constitute crucial building blocks 
in a mixed agroecological farming system in which soil fertility can be ecologically 
reproduced. Through their landownership rights, public institutions hold a crucial 
tool that will co-determine the future of these existing practices. It provides them 
with a strategic instrument to help countering the impact of speculative urban land 
markets and its associated agricultural geography (see earlier, 5.4.2.2). Even though 
existing arable and livestock farming activities are not necessarily organised in an 
agroecological way or reflect the agroecological geography of soil fertility reproduction, 
these practices offer opportunities for such transitions since public institutions, through 
their landownership, may provide key long-term perspectives in which such transitions 
are enabled.

6.6.2	 Second	observation:	the	evolution	of	public	landownership	and	public	land	

transactions are not informed by considerations of soil fertility reproduction

The evolution of public landownership and public land transactions in East Flanders 
reveals a pattern of public institutions whose land policy is not at all steered by agricultural 
objectives – let alone by an agroecological soil fertility reproduction paradigm. The 
drastic loss of historical public landownership of PCSWs and church institutions 
implies not only a loss of public landownership zoned for agricultural purposes (see 
earlier, 6.3.3) and a high degree of agricultural use (see earlier, 6.5.2), but also a loss 
of scarce public landownership used and appropriate for arable farming activities (see 
earlier, 6.5.2). In this way, it is diametrically opposed with the opportunities that were 
highlighted in the first observation. Public land transactions by local governments 
and the Flemish government demonstrate how public institutions are using areas 
zoned for agricultural purposes as a land use reserve to accommodate non-agricultural 
public developments such as mobility infrastructure, recycling parks, cemeteries and 
outdoor sports infrastructure. In this way, they actively contribute to the substitution of 
agriculture for other land uses, a process whose discontinuation was identified as a key 
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starting point for the urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility 
(see earlier, 5.4.2.1).

During the focus group, figures on the drastic sell-off of the historical patrimony 
of local PCSWs prompt a conversation in which many farmers do not hide their 
disappointment and annoyance with the existing scope of urban food policies. 
Farmers refer to a number of agricultural pilot projects on public land in the 
cities of Ghent, Aalst and Ostend. Some of the participants are directly involved 
in these pilot projects and point out that its public institution-owners do not 
always have realistic expectations. These are mainly due to a “great ignorance” 
about agriculture, according to the participants, leading to expectations “that are 
not always compatible with how a farm operates”. These include short-term and 
thus insecure contracts for access to land and very high expectations in terms of 
creating opportunities for social employment. “What do civil servants from local 
authorities really know about agriculture?”, one participant wonders aloud.

A farmer fears “the danger of cities hiding away behind a few pilot projects”. “We 
are swamped by civil servants and their foreign delegations”, a farmer involved in 
one of the pilot project testifies, “who all come here to celebrate and show off the 
project as if it was their personal merit”. “Here they also randomly pop up with 
a photographer”, another farmer echoes. “But if you look beyond the borders”, 
a participant adds, “it is miserable and even shameful that they are branding 
themselves as cities with a food strategy”. “Ghent’s urban food policy Ghent 
en Garde drives me mad”, a farmer testifies. He sees an urban food policy “that 
is constantly looking for low-hanging fruit”. “Apparently, this wins you prizes, 
including international ones from the United Nations, but the food policy lacks 
any systematic approach”. “Actually, it should win them a communication prize 
rather than a food prize”, it is said. While the participants also express critical 
concerns about aspects of existing pilot projects (above), their main criticism 
clearly originates from the annoyance that the pilot projects they personally 
or as a community embody do not alter the general loss of public agricultural 
patrimony and do not advance the development of urban land policies dedicated 
to agricultural purposes.

The strong increase in public landownership for nature development and water 
management observed in East Flanders is not by definition a problem from an 
agroecological soil fertility reproduction perspective. Here, a distinction should be made 
between on the one hand land policy for nature development and water management 
in which agricultural co-use is merely a cheap form of nature management, and on 
the other land policy for nature development and water management in which the 
agricultural co-use is seen as an integral part and helps to establish the conditions in 
which its agricultural management is feasible and viable (see earlier, 5.4.2.3). While 
possibilities for investigating this distinction in more detail based on the cartography of 
public land transactions were very limited, several interviews and press articles testified 
that the second approach deserves much more attention.
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Interestingly, during the focus group, not a single participant questions the need 
for the observed nature and water policy. However, the participants do express 
their great indignation at the lack of a structural agricultural dimension in 
nature and water policies. Speaking about the way agriculture is treated in the 
development of the Ghent peri-urban green parks, one participant says that “the 
lack of vision and policy is really shocking”. He refers to the large number of 
traditional farmers who were expropriated for the development of the peri-urban 
green park Vinderhoute in the northwest of Ghent. “Why don't we give these 
farmers the opportunity to switch to an agroecological farming model”, he sighs. 
In his view, the decision to remove farmers instead of helping them to transition 
is powered “by a belief ” among policy-makers and civil servants that “a farmer is 
not capable of developing and managing nature”. “Now, we expropriate existing 
farmers for transforming agricultural areas into nature reserves to then find other 
farmers to do the management of the natural grasslands”, a livestock farmer adds. 
Moreover, the participants point out unanimously, the latter farmers are then 
typically faced with a deeply problematic lack of infrastructure, such as stables to 
house the livestock during the winter months.

Similarly, Ghent's peri-urban green park Gentbrugge and the ongoing grazing 
programme are discussed (see earlier, 6.2.5.3). Instead of seeing grazing there 
merely as a cheap form of nature management and importing cows from the other 
side of the city for that purpose, a farmer argues that it would also be possible to 
establish “a proper livestock farm with the necessary farm infrastructure, without 
harming nature”. “Nature management then also becomes food production rather 
than just management”, echoes another farmer. The group stresses that such a 
close integration of grazing and nature management would also have agricultural 
advantages. A livestock farmer emphasises that “a cow must be able to forage” and 
“benefits from not always standing in the same field”.

For the participants, the fact that public institutions are investing massively in 
public land for nature development and water management purposes is a reason 
and an opportunity to envisage agroecological farming practices as part of 
these policies. “It is up to us, as an agroecological community, to prove that we 
are capable of maintaining nature reserves just as well as nature management 
organisation Natuurpunt or the Flemish Land Agency”, a farmer concludes. 
Therefore, agroecological practices must be provided with enough space to be 
able to “focus on extensification” and thus prevent them from being “locked up on 
two hectares of public land”, which would “still force” them “to work intensively”. 
Finally, integrating agricultural practices into green and water policies is also a 
strategic consideration, a farmer indicates. “That way, public opinion will be with 
us and we will receive more political support.”

The precedents of active land policy for agricultural purposes that emerge from the 
analysis of public land transactions, including the tree asylum250 and the greenhouse 

250 A place where trees are welcomed that (had to) disappear from other parts of the landscape.
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cluster (see earlier, 6.4.4), show that dedicated urban land policies for agricultural 
purposes are not impossible. Today, however, their number is negligible and they are 
not inspired by an agroecological soil fertility reproduction perspective.

One participant paints a picture of a government that is allocating land for flood 
management “because otherwise we will drown” and for new nature development 
“because otherwise we will suffocate”, yet “when farmers come up with the story 
that without allocating land for food production because otherwise we will starve, 
then we are told that there is plenty of agriculture and food.” “If you look at the 
peri-urban green parks”, another farmer concludes, “you can see that where there’s 
a will there’s also a way”. “The focus is just not on food.”

6.6.3	 Third	observation:	the	agricultural	use	of	public	landownership	is	changing,	

yet	not	towards	a	mixed	agroecosystem	in	which	soil	fertility	is	ecologically	

reproduced

LPIS data reveal that the vast majority of public landownership in areas zoned for 
agricultural purposes has a registered, actual agricultural use as well (with the exception 
of a few nature conservation projects, see earlier 6.5.2). In addition, considerable 
amounts of agricultural activities are recorded in areas zoned for green purposes that 
are publicly owned. It is very clear that public assets with an agricultural use value 
are not left unused. The analysis of the farms that currently use the urban agricultural 
patrimony of Ghent does reveal, however, that many of them are managed by farmers 
who are close to or sometimes well beyond retirement age. The marked decrease in 
livestock activities in favour of arable farming activities recorded for this age group 
suggests the presence of so-called retirement farmers who cease a large part of their 
agricultural activities but continue to cultivate the arable land (often with the help of 
agricultural contractors) (see earlier, 6.5.3.8).

Several focus group participants seem to be well aware of the presence of public 
farmland in their own neighbourhood, as well as how and by whom it is currently 
used. Sometimes, this current use frustrates them. The fact that some public 
farmland is used to “grow maize every single year” and with “ever decreasing 
yields as a result” is, according to one of the participants, “socially unacceptable”. 
Another farmer finds it “obvious” that the farms that are privileged to use public 
land should be “farms of public interest”. “Several existing farms provide no added 
value for urban dwellers whatsoever,” another farmer states. According to the 
group, this is different when the agricultural produce would be sold locally or to 
major public consumers such as local schools and hospitals, when publicly owned 
farmland would constitute beautiful agricultural landscapes that offer recreational 
opportunities for urban dwellers, when farms working with publicly owned land 
would also offer educational settings for urban dwellers and children in particular 
to become more familiar with how their food is produced, etc. 

The phenomenon of pension farmers raises mix feelings among the focus group 
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participants. Although participants understand that many pension farmers 
continue their farming activities in order to sustain “their home”, a participant 
considers the observation that they often grow conventional fodder crops 
“undesirable”, because “it does not contribute anything, neither to the economy 
nor to nature”. Another participant wonders whether the accommodation and 
income of these pension farmers cannot be supported in some other ways that do 
not affect the availability of public farmland.

Leases of public farmland that are not passed on within farming families end at 
a certain pace. However, for the extensive urban agricultural patrimony of Ghent, 
this is at a very slow pace of five hectares per year on average (Stad Gent, 2021c, 
p. 18). As opposed to the “fear that the released land of retiring farmers will be 
swallowed by large remaining conventional farms”, the group of agroecological 
farmers expresses great expectations. This is the moment when public institutions 
should focus on agroecology, they argue. The group is fairly unanimous in its 
opinion that released public farmland should be reserved for helping new farmers 
to access land. "Every year a batch of farmers graduate from Landwijzer”, a farmer 
argues, "who then have to manage with half a hectare". “Imagine if they were 
allowed to develop a farm on, say, 10 hectares of land.” “Many students would 
indeed like to think bigger”, another farmer adds, “but that is not feasible at the 
moment on individual initiative”. The group confirms that many starters, if they 
find access to land at all, almost inevitably end up developing horticultural or 
floricultural activities.

If the question of how public farmland can contribute to the development of urban 
food policy is narrowed down to lease-free public farmland, then the larger agricultural 
scales in which the current use of public farmland is embedded are not being valued. 
Considering that the 160 farms with a privileged relationship to the urban agricultural 
patrimony of Ghent lease, on average, 30% of their acreage from the PCSW of Ghent 
and have 70% leased elsewhere or owned privately (see earlier, 6.5.3.4), abandoning 
the larger scales in which public land is currently embedded is also abandoning the 
opportunities these larger scales offer. Applied to the different components of an 
agroecological mixed farming system, such fragmentation would further encourage 
the over-representation of horticultural practices and the further decline of arable and 
livestock practices. This raises the question of whether the entire acreage and scale of 
today’s farms can somehow be preserved and passed on to future farming activities so 
that they are not limited to the publicly owned part of their acreages.

The question of how the released land and buildings that are not publicly owned 
could also continue to play a role prompts many additional questions during the 
focus group. The participants speak of tailor-made solutions. The group questions 
whether these farms - mainly livestock farms - can be taken over at all. "The cost 
of a takeover is simply too high," one participant states, noting that farmsteads in 
particular are also very sought after by non-farmers, pushing the cost of released 
farmsteads well above their agricultural value. Taking over this kind of existing 
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farms “requires a new legal structure” rather than having one single person to 
finance the entire purchase, it is said. A farmer points out that such new legal 
structures are an interesting approach if they would allow for “a gradual entry 
and a gradual payment”. Participants point out that this will require supportive 
policies. “This is not something that can be achieved merely bottom-up”, it is said, 
“this requires dedicated policy as well.”

6.6.4		 Fourth	observation:	the	mobilisation	of	public	landownership	and	public	

land policy requires a dedicated institutional context

The promising volume and geography of public landownership in the East Flanders 
is offset by an institutional fragmentation that severely complicates any strategic 
reflection on its agricultural use value. This is especially true for the historical 
agricultural patrimony that religious and charity institutions have developed since 
the late Middle Ages and of which PCSWs and parochial church councils are the 
current heirs. Both institutions are confronted with cash flow problems that prompt 
them to sell their historical agricultural assets. In this context, pleas for a reappraisal 
of the use value of the urban agricultural patrimony are easily dismissed as pleas at the 
expense of investments in the social mission of the PCSW (De Hongerige Stad, 2021). 
Current policy agreements speak volumes: if the urban food policy or any other urban 
policy domain is interested in preserving and using the urban agricultural patrimony, 
it must provide the necessary funding to buy this patrimony from the PCSW with its 
own financial resources (Stad Gent, 2021a, 2021b, 2021c). Under those conditions, a 
structural mobilisation of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony for the development 
of the city's urban food policy is absolutely impossible. At the Flemish level, the 
FLA seems to be confined by its role as an executive agency. On the one hand, the 
FLA is closely involved in the implementation of the nature development and water 
management plans of local, provincial and Flemish authorities. Farmers who are 
affected by such plans and for whom there is no agricultural future on site can apply to 
the FLA for compensatory land elsewhere in the region. In order to acquire a sufficient 
farmland stock for this purpose, the FLA purchases farmland sold by PCSWs and 
other public institutions whenever possible (see earlier, 6.4). In this way, it is involved 
in a discourse in which not only historical agricultural patrimony is lost but in which it 
facilitates the continuation of nature development and water management projects that 
lack an agricultural dimension. On the other hand, the FLA itself states that it would 
be pleased to welcome more food- and agriculture-related assignments (Borgo, 2021b; 
Celen & Van Gijseghem, 2022). In the meantime, albeit in other metropolitan regions 
of Flanders, it started experimenting on its own initiative with offering farmland for 
short-chain agriculture to “gain knowledge and experience to further shape future policy 
on short-chain and local food strategies” (Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, 2021, p. 3). For 
this purpose, it recently bought three hectares of farmland in the Brussels metropolitan 
region that were allocated through a call for candidates with a short-chain agriculture 
proposal and were awarded – unsurprisingly given the limited area – to a horticultural 
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project (Vlaamse Landmaatschappij, 2022). This accentuates both the opportunity but 
also the urgent need to address the lack of multi-level governance in the deployment of 
public land policy to support the development of urban food policies. These anecdotal 
cases illustrate how the future of the historical urban agricultural patrimony and 
the development of strategic agricultural land policies to counter speculative urban 
land markets requires the development of a dedicated institutional context in which 
institutional barriers can be transcended and budgetary issues of one administration are 
not addressed at the expense of other administrations’ key instruments.

6.6.5	 Fifth	observation:	homework	for	the	agroecological	community

While the mobilisation around the issue of public landownership by and with the 
agroecological movement in Flanders has so far been constrained to resisting the sell-
off of Ghent’s historical agricultural patrimony (see earlier, 6.2.7), the large amount of 
new, empirical material provided by this research creates many opportunities but also 
challenging questions for its further development. Will the agroecological community 
maintain a strong focus on the Ghent PCSW patrimony or will it broaden its focus to 
public landownership at large? Is the focus only on public landownership in areas zoned 
for agricultural purposes or also in areas zoned for green or even other purposes? How 
do public land acquisitions relate to the potential of existing public landownership for 
urban food policy? What does this community think about the current agricultural 
use of public landownership? How can the agroecological community contribute to 
ensuring that the information on present pension farmers will inspire an ambitious 
urban food and land policy as opposed to motivate a further sell-off?

During the focus group, considerable thought was given to the question of whether 
the – often new – information on public landownership leads to new expectations 
with regard to public policies and with regard to the farmers’ own agroecological 
community. The volume and comprehensive picture of public landownership 
makes some farmers realise that the agroecological farmers movement has its own 
homework as well. “Each individual farmer has already made contact with public 
institutions”, one of the farmers testifies, “but on an individual level this has no 
impact”. “There needs to be a larger forum in which joint proposals and demands 
are formulated”. “At some point, someone has to speak up, with the right message 
and addressing the right person,” another participant believes. When one farmer 
formulates reservations about the clout of the agroecological community, others 
respond by arguing that “we underestimate our potential constituency” and that 
the clients or members of the farms represented could be used as a “megaphone” 
towards policy. “We should be proposing a project ourselves”, a participant 
responds, acknowledging that the potential use value of public landownership is 
“far too abstract” for public institutions. We need to come up with a “farmers’ food 
strategy”, another farmer concludes. 
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A very concrete but also very fundamental question that arises here is how the 
agroecological community and its organic land fund De Landgenoten (see earlier, 4.2.1 
and 5.4.1) will relate to existing public landownership. In this regard, one of the key 
questions is to what extent the agroecological community is keen to participate in the 
sale of public landownership if it provides opportunities for organic land funds such 
as De Landgenoten to acquire more land. The city of Ghent is currently exploring legal 
options that would allow it to continue selling urban agricultural patrimony, yet under 
specific conditions that would benefit organisations with a specific mission such as De 
Landgenoten (Stad Gent, 2021a, 2021b). While the agroecological community does 
not principally exclude such privileged sales at present (Beyens, Tas, & Flachet, 2022, 
p. 26; De Landgenoten, 2021a), the data analysis in this research reflects an urgent 
need to clarify the intended aim and feasibility of this stance. Firstly, the analysis of 
public land transactions raises serious doubts about the capacity of an organisation like 
De Landgenoten to keep up with the pace of the sale of public farmland. The current 
pace of the sell-off of public farmland by PCSWs and the Church in East Flanders is 
about 11 times higher than the pace at which De Landgenoten is acquiring farmland 
in the entire Flemish region.251 With over 7.000 hectares of public landownership in 
East Flanders alone, it also seems highly unlikely that De Landgenoten will be able to 
raise the necessary funds through gifts from sympathisers to acquire a substantial share. 
Moreover, even if the agroecological community had the financial means to benefit from 
the sale of public farmland, there are still questions about the strategic willingness to 
jump in. Is the public farmland that is offered for sale actually the most interesting part 
of existing public landownership to consider acquiring? Are lots of public land offered 
for sale sufficiently interesting by themselves or is additional landownership required 
(e.g. farmsteads) to make what is offered for sale really work from an agricultural use 
perspective? How does the agricultural potential of such a scenario compare to one in 
which public landownership is not sold and organic land funds such as De Landgenoten 
can focus on acquiring land and agricultural infrastructure that is complementary to 
public landownership? In such a scenario, what role could an organisation such as De 
Landgenoten play in order to prevent the disintegration of the large acreages in which 
public landownership currently operates in combination with non-public farmland and 
farmsteads?

The statistics on public landownership prompt a discussion about the role of 
the De Landgenoten during the focus group. Several participants express grave 
reservations with regard to a scenario in which the agroecological community 
would be seeking to buy out public landownership. “Are we then supposed to 
persuade our friends and relatives who are sympathetic to us to buy shares in De 
Landgenoten in order to acquire land that was once donated to the community 
to serve social purposes?” a young farmer looking for land wonders. “That is too 

251 De Landgenoten was founded in 2014 and has since acquired 43 ha of farmland (in Flanders). That is 6 ha 
per year. In the past decade, PCSWs and the Church together sold more than 70 ha of farmland per year (in 
East	Flanders	only).	East	Flanders	covers	only	one	out	of	five	provinces	in	Flanders.
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absurd for words,” another participant reacts. “Knowing how much energy it takes 
to ask people to buy shares for acquiring a few hectares of land, and knowing that 
PCSWs in the region own more than 3.000 hectares of farmland, just what are 
we doing?”, a farmer wonders.





Chapter 7 
Conclusions

Image	source:	own	picture	(2020)	Polderveld,	Knokke-Heist
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7.1 Discussion of the main research questions
This dissertation is the result of a personal research trajectory that was part of a larger 
and still ongoing collective research path towards an agroecological urbanism (Deh-
Tor, 2017, 2022; Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021b). By focusing on the reproduction of 
soil fertility as practiced by an agroecological community in Flanders, this work has 
sought to make a very tangible, embedded and original contribution to the overarching 
research trajectory. Its main aim was to contributing conceptually and practically to 
the construction of an agroecological urbanism by conceiving of and problematising 
the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility as an integral part of urbanisation. 

Via action research, the research identified key soil fertility reproduction practices and 
strategies applied by an existing agroecological community of professional farmers 
working in the peri-urban environment of Flanders (the northern part of Belgium). The 
challenges and struggles they encounter in this endeavour were used as a framework 
to see how current urbanisation processes disable these farmers in their attempt to 
ecologically reproduce soil fertility. The framework was also instrumental to explore what 
alternative urbanisation processes aimed at actively empowering this community might 
look like. By showing that the organisation of urban society always entails addressing 
the soil fertility issue of the agricultural system on which it relies, the research showcased 
that urbanisation processes are essentially socially mediated natural processes, echoing 
the very foundation of urban political ecology (UPE; Angelo & Wachsmuth, 2014, 
Heynen, Kaika & Swyngedouw, 2006). With soil fertility at its centre, the research 
not only complemented a range of topics that have featured centrally in this research 
field before such as water (Swyngedouw, 2004), waste (Gandy, 1994), petroleum (Hein, 
2022) or soil pollution (Engel-Di Mauro, 2014). More particularly, it also introduced 
a topic that supports the UPE school of thought in studying the transformative nature 
of urbanisation processes not only within cities but beyond the physical boundaries of 
cities as well. This way, the research has helped addressing the “methodological cityism” 
with which Angelo and Wachsmuth (2014) have charged the provisional legacy of the 
UPE. Working from this perspective, this dissertation insisted on moving away from a 
focus on the city as a thing towards thinking urbanisation as a process (Brenner, 2014; 
Harvey, 2014). That is why it distanced itself from questions of how food production 
can be tailored to the city as we know it (on roofs, stacked in vertical farms, etc.) and 
raised the reversed question of how to adapt urban society to pioneering and residual 
agroecological practices which already exist, but whose existence and multiplication 
is threatened by this society’s current organisation in a multitude of ways. Put more 
simply, this dissertation argued that agroecology can only exist and be sustained within 
a different urban society than the one we live in today. That is under a different mode 
of urbanisation: an agroecological urbanism.
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A first main research question asked how and why the agroecological reproduction of 
soil fertility can and should be conceptualised as an urban question. Through a study of 
agroecological and ecological literature, it was demonstrated how the establishment of 
food production causes a shift from natural ecosystems to agroecosystems in which the 
latter no longer possess the self-sustaining properties of the former (Gliessman & Engles, 
2015). In terms of nutrient cycles, this involves a shift away from ecosystems organised 
to retain and circulate soil nutrients (which thus ensure their own reproduction) to 
agroecosystems in which considerable quantities are lost (which therefore no longer 
ensure their own reproduction and constitute dependent ecosystems). Agroecology’s 
answer to this issue of soil fertility reproduction then is to embrace its ecological 
dependency. It seeks to replicate the self-sustaining nutrient recycling capacities of 
natural ecosystems in the design and management of agroecosystems. It uses the 
regenerative capacity of some parts of the agroecosystem to compensate for soil fertility 
losses in others. In urban environments, it was argued, the agroecological reproduction 
of soil fertility depends not only on its biophysical context but is also interdependent 
in relation to the many other actors and land uses with whom it shares the urban 
environment. In doing so, the research endorsed the need for agroecological transitions 
beyond the scale of individual farms as articulated in political agroecology (de Molina, 
2020). It demonstrated that seeing the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility in an 
urban environment as an object of collective interdependence is a productive perspective 
to conceptualise the reciprocity of agroecology and urbanism. For urban society, seeing 
soil fertility reproduction as an urban issue is seeing the ecological dependence and 
social interdependence of the food system on which it relies. Currently, it relies on 
an industrial metabolic regime of an extractive and therefore non-regenerative nature. 
Moreover, this regime produces major ecological externalities that undermine its very 
reproduction. Therefore, it is highly relevant to maximise the ecological reproduction of 
soil fertility and to create environments that enable this quest. For the agroecological 
community, seeing soil fertility reproduction as an urban issue is seeing, naming 
and opposing the detrimental conditions in which their pursuit of the ecological 
reproduction of soil fertility is taking place. It is understanding that their pursuit of 
autonomy is a struggle that cannot be confined to the farm level, but also includes the 
pursuit of a larger context that enables agroecological farmers to be as autonomous 
as possible – in terms of soil fertility reproduction as well as in many other ways. It is 
understanding that urbanisation involves processes that are not just limited to the city 
but also reshape the peri-urban and even the rather rural areas that host their practices. 
It is seizing opportunities to articulate agroecological needs and desires as an integral 
part of how urban society is organised and reproduced. 

A second research question sought to identify ways in which current urbanisation 
processes constrain the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility and to explore 
alternative ways for an agroecological urbanism to create more resourceful urban 
environments. Studying current urbanisation processes through the eyes of an existing 
agroecological community of practice first of all portrayed the urban environment as 
one that is deeply inhospitable to this community’s soil fertility reproduction practices. 
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Speculative urban land market were found to disable agroecoloical farmers to construct 
metabolic balances between horticulture, livestock and arable farming practices. In 
this way, urban environments eliminate one of this community’s key strategies for 
reproducing soil fertility in an ecological way. While the agricultural co-use of urban 
natural grasslands for ruminant livestock farming and the collection of tree leaves 
as a carbon-rich source of biomass provide interesting counter-examples of how 
agroecological farmers can also benefit from the way urban society is organised, their 
current use and scale verges on the anecdotal. They do not suffice to turn the urban 
environment into an inviting context for reproducing soil fertility in agroecological 
ways. Secondly, adopting an agroecological perspective has also helped to see how soil 
fertility reproduction is entirely absent from urban policy making. While progress has 
been made in recent decades to make water management and nature development the 
subject of urban organisation and integrated urban policy making, this is absolutely 
not yet the case for agriculture – let alone for agroecological key matters of concern 
such as the reproduction of soil fertility. Space for agriculture in present-day urban 
environments is simply a residual space, permanently threatened as a planning reserve 
for other land uses. In fact, even peri-urban open space policies are sometimes further 
complicating the ecological reproduction of soil fertility by restricting agricultural 
activities to ever smaller areas, locked up on the arable land and cut off from grassland, 
forested habitats and the wetter parts of the agroecosystem. On a third note, it is hopeful 
to see that a number of Flemish cities start feeling the need to develop agricultural 
policies. Here, the research paved a number of pathways towards the urbanisation 
of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility. These include the elaboration 
of anti-speculative urban land policies, the development of much-needed collective 
infrastructure (still respecting the autonomy of individual farmers), and the elaboration 
of urban food policies as a set of fora to overcome the far-reaching alienation of urban 
society from agriculture and vice versa. 

A third main research question asked how public landownership could contribute to 
the urbanisation of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility. More than the 
framework of soil fertility reproduction, the starting point of this question was the 
existing mobilisation of a hybrid community of farmers, urban and rural grassroots 
movements against the sale of public farmland. The merit of this community and its 
struggle is that it has constructed a prefiguration of agroecological urbanism in two key 
respects (Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2020; Vandermaelen, Dehaene, Tornaghi, Vanempten, 
& Verhoeve, 2022). On the one hand, it seized upon Ghent’s fledgling food policy to 
denounce an ongoing sell-off of urban agricultural heritage. In doing so, it made an 
essential contribution to freeing the food policy from its administrative and political 
isolation. It also fuelled a conversation about inconvenient truths of urban governance 
and urban politics at large, which need to be changed if the urban environment is 
to be transformed into a truly food-enabling one. On the other hand, the shared 
denouncement of the sell-off motivated a hybrid assemblage of actors to work across 
the epistemic urban-rural divide. It enticed a community of food growers to start 
articulating its needs and desires in urban fora, which helped exemplifying its very 
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sense of purpose. In its quest to answer the third research question, the research has 
advanced this re-politicisation in two main ways. In both cases, it involved expanding 
an existing, very restrictive focus on individual plots of public farmland affected by 
an imminent sale. Firstly, a short historiography revealed a fascinating history of 
public landownership in the Ghent city region, and how it used to be part of an urban 
agricultural geography for centuries. By contrast, the current sell-out of the agricultural 
patrimony and the rather anecdotal mobilisation of public landownership as part of 
the city's recent urban food policy demonstrated a strong disconnect between urban 
and rural struggles. A second way in which the research contributed to the further re-
politicisation of public landownership was by developing a comprehensive cartography 
and studying the current modus operandi of public institutions on the urban land market 
by studying their land transactions over the past ten years. Although this analysis mainly 
revealed the structural absence of agricultural and food-related rationales in public land 
policies, in a second order it also provided various insights and examples that inspire the 
search for an agroecological urbanism. Urban land policies supporting the ecological 
reproduction of soil fertility at agroecosystem level did not prove inconceivable in a 
context where very similar efforts are made for water management at watershed level 
and for nature development to enhance ecological networks. This third set of outcomes 
resonates with a growing set of literature focused on peri-urban farmland management 
and public landownership in particular (e.g. Baysse-Lainé, Perrin, & Delfosse, 2018; 
Branduini, Perrin, Nougaredes, & Colli, 2020; Colombo, Grando, & Lepri, 2021; 
Jahrl & Schmid, 2017; Jarrige, Mumenthaler, & Salomon-Cavin, 2020; Perrin, 2017; 
Perrin, Clément, Melot, & Nougarèdes, 2020; Soulard et al., 2018). Here, the research 
made an important contribution not only in documenting the Ghent case (within 
its Flemish and Belgian context), but also in substantiating a critical reflex towards 
iconic but often non-representative farming initiatives promoted by local authorities on 
public farmland as part of their urban food policies (see also Vandermaelen, Dehaene, 
Tornaghi, Vanempten, & Verhoeve, 2022).

Box 8   Summary of key messages

Key messages for farmers and farmers movements:

• Urbanisation processes are not confined to the city. They also transform peri-urban 
and rural environments around the planet. Agroecological farmers and movements 
should coordinate their action and training around a stonger understanding of the 
way urbanisation is impacting peri-urban and rural contexts. The various ways in 
which urbanisation processes shape and constrain the agroecological reproduction 
of soil fertility highlighted in this research offer very concrete points of departure. 
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• Urbanisation processes are not laws of nature. They are deeply political, socio-
ecological constructs. They are produced and must be continuously reproduced. 
That means they are also contestable. It is the right of agroecological communities to 
advocate and construct an urbanism from which they may benefit. Agroecological 
farmers and movements should claim for policies. This can be either changing 
existing policies or constructing new ones.

• Farmers working in peri-urban environments should not consider the difficulties 
they face in their efforts to reproduce soil fertility and to establish closed nutrient 
cycles at farm level a personal failure. This research points out that this inability is 
rather a collective failure, the result of the inhospitable peri-urban conditions in 
which agroecological farmers are forced to operate.

• Alongside the pursuit of maximum autonomy at farm level, it is crucial for 
agroecological farmers operating in peri-urban environments to see how dependent 
they are on their environment. The demanding geography of agroecological soil 
fertility reproduction, among others, makes agroecological farmers inevitably 
interdependent with the many other land users with whom they share the urban 
environment. This was demonstrated in detail, for example, with regard to the use 
of natural grasslands, on which agroecological farmers are not the only ones making 
a claim. In this reality, it matters very much whether or not this interdependency 
is a shared matter of concern. If not, if the process of urbanisation is not oriented 
towards coping with this state of interdependency, then urbanisation is likely to 
bring little but misery to the agroecological farmers seeking to reproduce soil 
fertility in an environment that not organised to accommodate it. Emphasising 
and cultivating this collective interdependence is by no means a disregard of the 
agroecological quest for autonomy. It is a pursuit of the conditions through which 
the agroecological community may be as autonomous as possible in an urbanising 
reality.

• This research has revealed that the sell-off of public farmland in the Ghent city 
region is more substantial than the agroecological community was able to assess 
so far. At the same time, it also demonstrated that public land policy requires 
much more than mobilising against the sale of existing public patrimony. 
Agroecologists should use the data, examples and insights from the analysis of 
public land transaction to develop more specific proposals on how agricultural 
policy and public land policy should be connected. 

• The analysis of public landownership raises questions about the current 
land acquisition strategy of an organic land fund set up by the agroecological 
movement in Flanders. The movement should strategise around the question of 
how its own land acquisitions relate to the much more substantial amount of 
public landownership and the land policies public institutions (could) pursue.

Key messages for policy makers and administrations:

• Policy makers and administrations should understand that agroecological soil 
care is a truly embodied practice that can only exist if there is also a livelihood for 
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the practitioners implementing it. Caring for the soil thus also requires caring for 
the soil carer. Policy makers and administrations seeking to improve and protect 
soil health cannot restrict themselves to safeguarding soils from unwanted uses, 
but should also be concerned with actively enabling desirable uses.

• The agroecological reproduction of soil fertility comes with a demanding geography 
and set of landscape-ecological relationships. Policy makers and administrations 
should understand that agroecological farmers in urbanised environments have 
insufficient control to cater for that geography and these relationships. The 
research demonstrates that is currently not adequately understood. This is the case, 
for example, in urban food policies that provide space for horticultural practices 
but do not see and thus do not cater for the fact that they are highly dependent 
on soil fertility produced elsewhere in the agroecosystem.

• The research emphasises the importance of land management to enable 
the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility in a context of urbanisation. 
Speculative urban land markets, high land prices and insecure and temporary 
use rights on farmland are diametrically opposed to the needs of farmers to 
care for the soil and to establish a mixed agroecological farming system. Policy 
makers and administrations should understand that the ecological reproduction 
of soil fertility by agroecological farmers is impossible without combatting 
speculative urban land markets, both on a general level as well as within a set of 
local spaces safeguarded from these dynamics, for example on public land. On a 
second note, the research also raises a need to embed the agroecological co-use 
of natural grassland in a wider set of land policies that explicitly engage with the 
development of an agroecological farming system.

• The research emphasises the importance of collective infrastructure to enable the 
agroecological reproduction of soil fertility in a context of urbanisation. Policy 
makers and administrations can support the agroecological reproduction of soil 
fertility by collecting, processing and distributing biomass produced elsewhere in 
the agroecosystem. This requires strategising work on aligning biomass use for 
agricultural purposes, biomass use for energy purposes, urban green policies, and 
protecting the reproductive capacity of the habitats from which the biomass is 
extracted.

• The research emphasises an important potential for urban food policies to enable 
the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility in a context of urbanisation. Much 
more than it is today, urban food policy should be 1) an arena were agricultural 
issues are explicitly addressed in overlap with other policy areas, 2) the door 
through which farmers can enter the urban policy arena are become part of the 
urban constituency, and 3) a setting in which a nuanced conversation culture is 
pursued between the hitherto two separate worlds of agriculture and the city.

• Finally, this research also provides important insights that are relevant in ongoing 
policy discussions on addressing excessive nitrogen deposition in fragile natural 
habitats. The PhD shows that this is not simply an environmental issue, but a 
symptom of a political and socially constructed answer to the issue of soil fertility 
reproduction. Since the industrial metabolic regime on which urbanisation 
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processes currently rely is extractive, and since it also produces major ecological 
externalities that undermine its very reproduction, it is crucial to maximise 
opportunities for the ecological reproduction of soil fertility. This research pointed 
out that current policy proposals to combat nitrogen deposition are likely further 
contribute to the production and reproduction of urban environments that disable 
agroecological farmers in this endeavour.

Key messages for the academic community (urban planners and agroecologists):

• Within the discipline of urban planning, a very large part of the recent attention 
to urban food issues has gone into attempts to literally bring food production 
back to the urban environments from which it previously disappeared. This 
debate, often referred to with the label urban agriculture, devotes a great deal of 
attention to introducing food production on rooftops, in basements, stacked in 
towers or integrated in the design of urban public spaces. It often includes the 
use of spatial transects, from the city centre to the peri-urban fringe, to display a 
range of food-related practices that are compatible with the many manifestations 
in which urban environments come. While these exercises have their merits, they 
also perpetuate a highly problematic understanding of the city as a physical object. 
Urban planners should pay more attention to urbanisation as a process through 
which food-disabling environments are actively produced and reproduced. 

• With soil fertility reproduction, this research worked on an issue that is completely 
alien to urban planning. To some extent, this is an invitation to make it more 
central within the discipline. More importantly, however, this research is an 
invitation for developing soil fertility reproduction as a transformative narrative 
for spatial planning itself. The notion of soil care and the needed care for the soil 
carer (see above) could help to transform the merely conservationist approach 
which has characterised most attempts to include soil issues in spatial planning 
so far. It would also provide opportunities for planning to introduce the agency of 
actors who have never figured centrally in the discipline before.

• Towards the agroecologists, this research endorses the message from political 
agroecology that agroecological transitions must take place at different scales and 
levels since they are mutually dependent. It is an invitation to see and exploit the 
production and reproduction of urbanisation processes as a necessary and at the 
same time promising point of intervention for creating environments in which 
local agroecological pactices can be embedded. It also underlines the relevance of 
involving urbanists and planners in interdisciplinary work set up by agroecologists.
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7.2	 Reflections	on	used	methodologies	and	
approaches

At the beginning of this dissertation, it was already pointed out how the quest for an 
alternative, food-enabling urbanisation model is a methodological challenge in a context 
in which a completely different food-disabling urbanisation model is omnipresent. 
In the collective research trajectory, the search for an alternative urbanisation model 
was therefore approached from an explicitly agroecological angle. Knowing that the 
agroecological science, movement and practice are based on principles and strategies 
that do not resonate with current urbanisation models (Gliessman & Engles, 2015; 
Tornaghi & Dehaene, 2021b), the idea was that the struggle of its practices and its 
movement would help naming very tangible aspects of urbanisation that need change. 
Agroecological principles and strategies would then serve as guidelines for the 
construction of an "agroecological urbanism". In this personal research trajectory, I have 
adopted this same ethos. Although the research has confirmed the virtues of bringing 
together the worlds of political agroecology and urbanism, it was far from obvious at 
the start. Educated as an urban planner, without a family connection to professional 
agriculture and having lived in (sub)urban environments my entire life, I faced a great 
challenge in educating myself in agroecological practice in order to be able to interrogate 
my own background and discipline from what I discovered. For agroecological farmers, 
moving beyond an understanding of urbanisation as urban land take was usually very 
difficult. Even when it was possible to conceptualise urban proximity as a potentially 
interesting feature, the scope was usually limited to wondering what cities could mean 
for agroecology as large centres of food consumption. While this is certainly a valuable 
line of thought, it also confirms how difficult it is to get urbanism out of its idle position 
of being concerned only with food consumption and not with providing the essential 
conditions to allow for local food production – even in the mind of peri-urban food 
growers experiencing the detrimental effects of food-disabling urbanisation processes 
on a daily basis.

These disenchanting findings necessitated additional methodological efforts, which I 
have developed on three fronts. A first front has been participating in a farmer-to-
farmer training network as a method to expand my own knowledge and also to be able 
to contribute personally to identifying aspects of agroecological food production that 
are relevant from an urbanism perspective. A second front was using the difficulties 
and limitations of on-farm soil fertility reproduction as a topic to provoke reflections 
on problematic aspects of the urban environment that need change, i.e. as a proxy for 
the more esoteric quest for an agroecological urbanism. More specifically, the leading 
question of what can be accommodated on-farm and what needs external resourcing 
under the current circumstances resonated with the general ethos of autonomy that 
permeates the agroecological community. At the same time, it also enabled discussions 
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on what forms (collectively organised) support (at landscape level) could take and how 
it could be inscribed within dynamics of urbanisation. A third concrete way to move 
beyond an understanding of urbanisation as urban land take was developed by working 
with the existing mobilisation against the sale of the urban agricultural patrimony of 
Ghent. This mobilisation, after all, presented itself as a rare and promising example 
of food growers expressing an opinion about existing urban policies and, in its wake, 
initiating conversations about what alternative urban policies should look like. 

Although it remains a great challenge to move beyond the deconstruction of current 
urbanisation processes and work towards the construction of an agroecological urbanism 
as well, this research has delivered several outcomes with relevance to the second arena. 
That is: the framing of ecological soil fertility reproduction as an urban issue, a critical 
systematisation of the ways in which soil fertility is agroecologically reproduced and 
the operational and geographical contexts in which it operates, a brief historiography 
of the origins, use and maintenance of Ghent’s urban agricultural patrimony which 
evacuates a lot of (un)intentional misunderstandings, providing a cartography of public 
landownership and public land transactions in a debate that has long been shaped in its 
absence, and testing a focus group methodology to share preliminary research results as 
a way to empower both further research and a community of practice.

There were also a number of limitations to the substantive and methodological 
approaches chosen. 

First of all, inherent to the explicit agroecology-inspired research ethos are certain 
limitations to the generalisation of its conclusions. This research therefore makes no 
grand claims about whether agroecology is the only legitimate bioproductive model, 
nor whether agroecology can feed the world or whether ecological soil fertility 
reproduction could entirely replace the industrial metabolic regime. By demonstrating 
how processes of urbanisation are inherently part of such issues and by exposing the 
deeply political, contestable and changeable nature of urbanisation processes from the 
perspective of a specific community of practice, the research indicates that allegedly 
objective answers to such broad questions are invariably positional.

Secondly, the research reflects the agency and the livelihoods of a specific community 
of practice. By approaching the agroecological community in Flanders mainly through 
the Landwijzer training network, the research chose not to focus on subsitance farmers 
nor hobby farmers but on professional farmers within the agroecological community, 
i.e. farmers unified in the fact that they are all trying to make a living from their food 
growing activities. This unique perspective contributed substantially to the originality 
of the research, provided ample scope for re-politicising the research topics and allowed 
the research to address the disproportionate attention for consumption-related aspects 
of food in (food) planning. At the same time, it is important to recognise that the agency 
and livelihoods of other components of the agroecological community were thus not 
addressed. At the end of this research trajectory, the relevance of labour, class, gender, 
race and language issues is now much clearer to me than it used to be when I was still 
a newcomer to the agricultural sector at the very beginning of the trajectory. On a 
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second note, with regard to the study of the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility 
under urbanisation, the research sometimes adopted an almost single-case design and 
included a certain bias towards the central importance of ruminant livestock farming. 
Again, this observation does not detract from the relevance of the research outcomes, 
yet it does imply that the re-politicisation achieved travels only as far as the community 
in which the work was embedded. On a third note, this becomes particularly clear 
when the first body of empirical work (focusing on reproductive practices for soil 
fertility) is juxtaposed with the second body of empirical work (focusing on public 
landownership). Even though a focus group with agroecological farmers demonstrates 
that overlapping the two makes for a fascinating and relevant conversation, it is 
also obvious that a conversation about public landownership cannot be limited to 
supporting the agroecological farmers involved. There is a bigger discussion to have on 
public landownership and the right to grow then just the issues raised based on action 
research within a specific farming community.

Thirdly, with regard to the topic of public landownership, a very limited common 
understanding and a total lack of empirical data were initially standing in the way 
of the research's overall ambition to bring soil fertility reproduction and public land 
management together. The research was therefore compelled to invest a great deal 
of effort in overcoming these obstacles, leaving the full elaboration of the many 
relationships with the topic of soil fertility reproduction as a major opportunity for 
follow-up research. Still, the data analysis of public landownership and public land 
transactions in particular proved already more useful than initially expected, for example 
by revealing a potentially interesting and at the same time urgently needed integration 
of existing land policies for water management and nature development purposes. These 
policies were often found to claim the very same parts of the urban agroecosystem on 
which the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility relies. On a more data-technical 
level, a weakness of the current analysis is the fact that planned land uses are very 
central. Knowing that planned and actual land uses differ significantly in the Flemish 
context (Verhoeve, Dewaelheyns, Kerselaers, Rogge, & Gulinck, 2015) and are not 
very helpful in overcoming the administrative and epistemic rift between nature and 
agriculture (see further, 7.3), developing  a finer characterisation of public land and its 
actual land use provide opportunities for future research. This also applies to a closer 
examination of the interplay between changing planned land use and changing public 
landownership, which was not considered within the scope of this research (see earlier, 
6.4.2). 

Finally and fourthly, while the issue of soil fertility reproduction has been addressed in 
other literature as a question of both matter (nutrients) and energy, I have addressed 
it mainly as a material question. Although energy was included in the first literature 
chapters, in the empirical chapters it remained on the background. This made the 
importance of labour as a form of energy input for example less central than in some 
other approaches (e.g. de Molina et al., 2020). It also caused the focus in the review of 
historical soil fertility reproduction regimes to be mainly on the technicalities rather 
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than on their social embeddness. Furthermore, from a nutrient management perspective, 
the used approach did not always specify which nutrients were covered when discussing 
specific soil fertility reproduction strategies, metabolic interactions between agricultural 
activities or exchanges of biomass at landscape level. In return, the analysis was able 
to conceptualise a care perspective on the involved labour and matter (caring for the 
soil carer rather than just caring for the soil – as in a new materialism approach) and 
to conceptualise the reproduction of soil fertility as a truly localised practice with an 
outspoken geography that should be rendered explicit (which, in a dominant energetic 
or nutrient management perspective, is more easily interchangeable). 
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7.3 Future research
This research primarily focused on the conceptualisation of agroecological soil fertility 
reproduction as an urban question. Through action research in a specific community of 
practice, numerous real-world examples and topics were identified. On the one hand, 
these examples were used for the deconstruction of current urbanisation processes. 
On the other hand, they served as input for setting an agenda for an alternative, 
agroecological urbanisation engaged with the agroecological reproduction of soil 
fertility. The further development of these alternatives offers many promising points 
of departure for follow-up research. Four elements are explored in more detail below, 
which also includes some methodological reflections to inspire future research.

In several ways, both in terms of needs and opportunities, this research has addressed 
the necessity for a more strategic integration of a number of urban policy domains 
related to the natural environment. It found that (policy) initiatives related to nature 
development, nature management, water management and environmental policies 
impose claims on specific parts of agroecosystems that are also of strategic importance to 
agroecological farmers seeking to reproduce soil fertility in ecological ways (heathland 
habitats, wetlands, etc.). Both in terms of landownership, control over the uses of these 
areas and the policy frameworks that shape these uses, the former are generally in a 
stronger position than the latter. The habitats that are being restored here by nature 
conservation organisations often have their origins in the historical agricultural co-
use these areas once hosted. It is therefore no coincidence that nature management 
organisations sets up numerous partnerships with farmers aimed at restoring these 
historical agricultural uses. Although some interviewed farmers reported positively on 
the partnerships in which they participate, it also became clear that the motivation of 
nature managers is too often limited to a logic of cheap management. The partnerships 
tend to remain very low-key about the kind of farms and thus farming system of 
which this management is or should be part. As a result, concrete examples emerging 
from the action research demonstrated that these policy domains are likely to further 
contribute to the further production and reproduction of urban environments that 
disable agroecological food growing – despite collaborations on local scales. The most 
telling example here is the way excessive nitrogen deposition in protected nature areas 
is currently being addressed. Both in the Netherlands and in Flanders, hardly any 
policy attention is paid to the vast import of nitrogen in the form of fertilisers and 
animal feed. Instead, the closure of farms in and around the affected nature areas is 
envisaged, without considering the origin of the nitrogen they emit. This means that 
agroecological farmers feeding their livestock on grass from these nature reserves (thus 
not adding a net amount of nitrogen to the agroecosystem) are treated in the same way 
as livestock farmers whose activities are based on the use of fertilisers and imported 
fodder (net increasing the amount of nitrogen in the affected agroecosystem).252  A 
252 Having said that, some fragile habitats are in such a dramatic state today that they require such drastic 
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second example that emerged from the research is the pressure climate extremes exert 
on partnerships between nature management organisations and the agricultural co-
users on natural grasslands. Drought and extreme flooding are already leading to the 
temporary suspension of the agricultural co-use, which drastically impacts the fodder 
supply of the involved farms. Clearly, the appreciation of the ecosystem services 
provided by farmers in the management of these areas is not (structurally) accompanied 
by solidarity with the ins and outs of their farms. These conflicts are likely to become 
more frequent and widespread in a changing climate. These and other examples show 
the critical need to accompany nature, water and environmental policies with a strategic 
agricultural policy that makes sense both at the level of individual farms and entire 
agroecosystems. The analysis of public landownership and public land transactions 
shows that there are also many opportunities for such integration, and that policy 
instruments already exist. Identifying, developing, testing, improving and multiplying 
such integration is a key challenge for future research on the urbanisation of the 
agroecological reproduction of soil fertility and on an agroecological urbanism at large. 
This could also include more quantitative exercises on particular scale issues identified 
in this research (the productivity of different grassland habitats, the amount of nutrients 
that can be extracted from specific ecosystems and its evolution through time, the 
ratio of nitrogen-rich to carbon-rich nutrients that can be resourced at agroecosystem 
level, the relationships, balances and cycles between different components of a mixed 
agroecological farming system, etc.). Such exercises could also include or require 
introducing a labour and energy perspective. Overall, this first opportunity for further 
research echoes the need for more research in the field of landscape agroecology, which 
has been highlighted by other researchers before (e.g. de Molina, 2020, p. 61, speaking 
of “one of the most underdeveloped aspects of agroecology”) but to which this research 
attached an urbanism perspective. On a more academic and policy level, this topic 
also touches upon ongoing discussions on land sharing-land sparing (see, a.o. Borgo, 
2021a; Loconto, Desquilbet, Moreau, Couvet, & Dorin, 2020; Phalan, 2018). Even 
though this debate has not been the starting point of this PhD research for a number 
of good reasons (framing agroecology primarily as a provider of ecosystem services, 
spatially locking up agroecology as a buffer between fragile natural areas and industrial 
agricultural practices, usually lacking any urban perspective), it is still relevant to 
introduce the outcomes of this work into ongoing academic and policy discussions that 
do adopt this framework, working from the concrete observations highlighted above.

A second area of future research centres on land management and land policy. The 
profound impact of current urbanisation processes on the availability, affordability and 
actual use of farmland in urban land markets calls for much more research and policy 
attention. In the absence of any monitoring of land transactions (public and private), 
real estate prices and the many hidden rationales shaping the behaviour of a multitude 
of actors on urban land markets in Flanders, this research had to develop an entirely 

reductions in nitrogen inputs that they cannot even accommodate agricultural activities with a net zero 
impact the amount of nitrogen present. Yet still, in a context where the vast import of synthetic fertilisers 
and animal fodder is not being addressed, it is highly questionable what kind of development trajectory this 
policy sets for the agricultural sector at large and the associated environmental externalities.
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new methodology to capture and understand public land transactions. Further research 
aimed at addressing these knowledge gaps is necessary to facilitate more applied future 
research. In terms of opportunities for more applied research, the originality of this 
research is primarily found at the interface between land management and the geography 
of agriculture under capitalist urbanisation. The PhD demonstrates the incompatibility 
of agroecological soil fertility reproduction through a mixed farming system with 
current urbanisation processes. The eyewitness account and an initial impetus for the 
urbanisation of agroecological soil fertility reproduction provided by this research, 
opens up a new and promising field for future research on the role of land policy and 
land management. More specifically, the PhD provides two crucial building blocks for 
this purpose: a substantive programme around which an operational land policy could 
be developed and a cartography of public landownership that empirically grounds and 
inspires a further exploration of public landownership as a policy instrument. Here, a 
number of concrete issues emerging from the research should be further developed as 
well:

• It would be useful to further characterise the cartography of public landownership. 
Exercises at plot level may be relevant here (e.g. habitat types), but should not 
come at the expense of exercises that see (the use value of ) public land its relation 
to the rest of the acreages of farms and the rest of the agroecosystem. This requires 
not only quantitative methods but also qualitative research methodologies.

• Stronger policies are needed to counter the speculative dynamics that shape urban 
land markets. Recognising that, more in-depth research could elaborate which 
specific components of the geography of agroecological soil fertility reproduction 
are completely incompatible with urban land markets and should be upfront 
as a social matter of concern. Further research should explore what role public 
institutions could play (whether or not centred around their own patrimony) to 
accommodate these practicess.

• The mapping of public landownership raises questions about the current land 
acquisition strategy of organic land fund De Landgenoten. Further research 
should address the question of how De Landgenoten or similar organic land 
funds might more strategically relate to the landownership of public institutions 
and the rationales that structure their public land transactions. 

• There is a need to better understand the (possible) connection between public 
land policy and agricultural policy. Several policy actors interviewed as part of 
this research have raised the argument that they have no or few tools to enforce 
a particular agricultural use of their patrimony. The analysis of the current 
agricultural use of farmland owned by the Ghent PCSW, which revealed that at 
least 160 existing farms lease more than 10% and on average 1/3 of their acreage 
from the PCSW, demands a broader debate than just the question of what can be 
enforced at plot level. Public institutions in Flanders, it turns out, have such large 
shares in the acreage of a considerable number of farms that their land policies 
will de facto co-determine the future of these farms (in both positive and negative 
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ways). With their patrimony, public institutions also unmistakably hold an 
instrument that has a lot of significance for a future generation of farmers. Here, 
future research can focus on extending the data analysis beyond the patrimony of 
Ghent's PCSW to other public institutions. It can also focus on the operational 
elaboration of a soil and land policy and the corresponding need for multi-level 
governance (e.g. in what way can long-term leases of public land accommodate 
the transition of farming businesses towards more sustainable models, in what 
ways can farmsteads with retiring farmers be passed on to a new generation of 
farmers, etc.).

• There is a strong need for additional research that contributes to a non-
commodified understanding of the natural resources that featured in this PhD, 
including (historical) agricultural patrimony owned by public institutions. 

As highlighted above, the methodology developed in this study for processing original 
Belgian Land Registry data offers opportunities for expanding the cartography 
of public landownership beyond East Flanders (see also Vandermaelen, Dehaene, 
Tornaghi, Vanempten, & Verhoeve, 2022, p. 17). This would also help to contextualise 
the information gathered in this PhD. In fact, this also applies at an international 
level. It would be particularly beneficial to carry out similar data exercises for other 
metropolitan contexts and comparative research on a European level. This would allow 
both similarities and variations in the reality of public landownership and transactions 
to be traced and potentially innovative models in the regulation and management of 
public farmland to be shared. That would, in turn, allow for cross-learning, not only in 
the light of urban food policy but for many other applications as well. Furthermore, 
and rather unintentionally, the research also provided opportunities for historical 
research, including reconstructing the history of PCSW and church patrimony and 
better understanding its extraordinary geography and use. Finally, the long history of 
the urban agricultural patrimony of Ghent253 offers a fascinating and very concrete lens 
to explore the constantly changing place of agriculture in an urbanising society, from 
the late Middle Ages to the present day, and to provoke a debate about its future. In 
addition to further scientific research and dedicated action research, this also offers 
opportunities to open up this debate to a wider audience.

A third important area for future research is expanding and diversifying the way 
the agroecological community is approached. That is to develop a more diverse 
interpretation of the right to grow as part of the right to the city. This includes not 
only the professional food producers central to this PhD but also to grey areas of 
food production such as self-growers, non-commodified food transactions and the 
different types of labour involved in food growing and food consumption activities. 
Grey areas of food production such as keeping livestock in a more hobby-like setting 
but still for consumption purposes offers an interesting area for future research (e.g. 
what struggles such actors face, how they creatively access land, etc.) as well as for 

253 and the observation that the PCSWs of other cities in Flanders also possess or have possessed historical 
agricultural patrimony
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policy (e.g. enabling the decentralised husbandry of monogastric animals so they can 
be fed with leftovers, protecting the productive use of areas that may not be zoned 
for agricultural purposes but may need protection, etc.). It would be interesting to 
(further) explore the extent to which public land has known this kind of uses in the 
past, is home to such uses today and to what extent such users claim the future use of 
public land. Finally, embracing a broader right to grow perspective could also reframe 
the way the concept of autonomy is currently understood. In the professional farming 
community studied, this principle is very much conceptualised at farm level. While this 
clearly offers an interesting guiding principle in terms of soil fertility management, it 
also produces and reproduces the ideal image of an economically self-sufficient farm 
that is profitable at the end of the day. Here, embracing the labour of farmworkers or 
studying semi-professional or even non-commodified food growing activities could 
help to challenge the understanding (ethos) that one should be autonomous in these 
terms (see, a.o. Ferrando, Claeys, Diesner, Vivero-Pol, & Woods, 2021; Vivero-Pol, 
Ferrando, De Schutter, & Mattei, 2018). For example, if an agroecological farmer 
successfully develops a mixed farming system with closed nutrient cycles, but depends 
on cheap labour from seasonal workers, how autonomous is that farm really? Putting 
labour issues more central in follow up research clearly offers a challenging starting 
point for a more social and emancipatory interpretation of the concept of autonomy. 
Finally, from an international perspective, it should also be noted that the development 
of urban perspective on soil fertility reproduction in climates other than the temperate 
climate of Belgium and its surroundings is a challenge for future research in itself (see 
the discussion of the geographical relevance of this work in sections 1.3 and 3.1.1.2).

Fourth and finally, I wish to stress that this research demonstrated the great added 
value of dedicated action research with a long-term time horizon, the usefulness of 
engaging with farmer training networks as a method to involve farmers in research 
without being a priori extractive, and the combination of critical systematisation and 
focus groups to advance both agroecological research as well as the implementation 
of agroecological transformations. When writing the empirical chapter on the 
agroecological reproduction of soil fertility under urbanisation and having it reviewed 
by a representative of the Landwijzer learning trajectory (see earlier, chapter 4.3.2.1), 
I became aware that there is plenty more potential to organise shared knowledge 
development around the preliminary pathways identified so far. This also applies to 
further reflection with the agroecological community in Flanders on the results of the 
cartography of public landownership, which has already been successfully tested in a 
first focus group with agroecological farmers, but provides many more opportunities 
for additional shared knowledge development. Building on the understanding that 
agroecologically inspired action research also involves sharing control over the research 
process (see earlier, 4.1.3), it is also up to the agroecological community, based on this 
work, to identify needs and opportunities for subsequent stages of a cyclical research 
process.
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Appendix 1: Belgian Land Registry data 

In the following sections, the substantive demarcation of the data request submitted to the Belgian 
Land Registry is explained and justified. Both the foreseen and unforeseen consequences of this 
substantive demarcation are discussed. This information is important for the scientific reproducibility 
of the research, but is also explicitly conceived as a technical reference for follow-up research. The 
data analysis carried out within the framework of this PhD was new in many respects. Along the way, 
it gradually revealed potential points of improvement to make subsequent data analyses even more 
complete or more accurate. Where possible, these opportunities were incorporated into the current 
research. Potential points for improvement that touched upon the way the data request was defined 
could not be processed, given the one-off character of the data request and the limited time span of 
the PhD. These aspects are, however, explicitly mentioned and discussed in the text below. 

In September 2020, a request for obtaining cadastral data for research purposes was sent to the 
Belgian Land Registry. The description of the request can be summarised as follows: an annual 
overview of all cadastral parcels on the Belgian territory to which public institutions have 
ownership rights on 1 January 2010 up to and including 2020. In the paragraphs below, the 
components of this request are discussed in more detail. It is useful to have an idea of the form in 
which the requested land registry data were delivered. It concerns, for each year, a csv file with an 
overview of all cadastral parcels on which a public institution has a right in rem (from here onwards: 
ownership right). Each row is therefore a unique combination of a certain parcel and a certain public 
institution with a certain ownership right. This also means that one plot can appear several times in 
the list if more than one public institution has a right of ownership to it. Vice versa, public institutions 
also appear more than once in the csv file because they obviously have ownership rights to more 
than one single plot. In the explanation below, each line from this csv dataset is called a ‘record’.  

Table 1: Schematic representation of the supplied Land Registry data 
parcel owner type of property right … 
X A 1 … 
X B 2 … 
Y C 1 … 
… … … … 

 

1.1 “All cadastral parcels” 

1.1.1 DIGITAL CADASTRAL PARCEL PLANS 

Cadastral parcel plans are publicly accessible via the website of the Federal Public Service Finance.1 
This public GIS dataset only contains spatial information (polygons of the cadastral parcels, surface 
area, a unique ID) and thus no information about landownership. Cadastral parcel plans always show 
the tax situation on the 1st of January of the given year. 

It is useful to note that the cadastral parcel plan does not contain any information or polygons 
representing roads or rivers. As such, cadastral parcel plans do not cover the entire territory. This is 
important when, for example, the area of a certain set of cadastral parcels is expressed as a 
percentage in relation to the total area of a certain territory. In that case, it is important not to use 

                                                           

1 https://financien.belgium.be/nl/experten-partners/kadaster/kadastraal-plan/downloaden  
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the area of the entire territory as the denominator, but rather the sum of the areas of all cadastral 
parcels in that territory. 

 
Figure 1: Excerpt of a cadastral parcel plan, in which roads and rivers are not indicated 

Source: Digital cadastral parcel plan (2020) 

When cadastral parcel plans of different years are compared spatially, a large number of small spatial 
differences (so-called slivers) can be noticed. In some cases, these changes are associated with a 
change on site as well (e.g. land division), but here the text refers to generally minor changes that are 
characteristic of the data set and do not reflect a change on site (e.g. re-measurement, improvement 
of the projection, etc.). This complicates spatial analysis across years. Fortunately, parcels that 
change only slightly retain their unique ID, which is a good way to ensure data continuity and to see 
through these insignificant changes in shape. Parcels that do not change obviously also retain their 
unique ID over the years. Moreover, IDs also remains unchanged in the event of internal changes to 
the cadastral parcel (new construction, conversion, demolition, etc.) as well as in case of 
improvements of errors in boundary definitions.2 There are, of course, also situations in which 
parcels are significantly altered and acquire new ID. This occurs, for example, when a cadastral parcel 
is split, when several cadastral parcels are united, etc. In these cases, it was a challenge for the GIS 
analysis to identify the relationship between the old and the new shape and ID of the parcels, 
especially if slivers or property transactions occurred at the same time. 

                                                           

2 https://docplayer.nl/23717111-Sessie-21a-een-nieuw-begrip-het-patrimoniaal-perceel.html 
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Figure 2: Example of the 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 cadastral parcel plan for a random location - 
some changes are clearly of a technical nature while others also suggest actual changes on site 

Source: Digital cadastral parcel plan (2017, 2018, 2019, 2020) 

The surface area of each parcel is available as an attribute in the digital cadastral parcel plans. 
However, since it involves GIS layers, it is also possible to calculate the surface area on the basis of 
the associated polygons. In order to guarantee the most consistent working method, also over the 
years, the surface area was recalculated in GIS. The surface area provided in the original attribute 
was thus not used. 

1.1.2 DIFFERENCE CADASTRAL PARCEL AND CADASTRAL PATROMINIAL PARCEL 

Landownership information makes the above described dataset of cadastral parcel plans more 
complex. In this context, it is important to dwell on the concept of a 'parcel'. Definitions are set out in 
the Royal Decree of 30 July 2018 “on the creation and maintenance of cadastral documentation and 
on the establishment of the modalities for issuing cadastral excerpts”.3 It makes a relevant distinction 
between a cadastral parcel plan (“kadastraal percelenplan”), a cadastral parcel (”kadastraal 
planperceel”) and a cadastral patrimonial parcel (“kadastraal partimoniumperceel”).  

The cadastral parcel plan is defined as “the graphic representation and composition on a plan of all 
cadastral parcels of land on the Belgian territory”. Excerpts of this have already been shown above. A 
cadastral parcel is “a part of the Belgian territory, geographically delimited and identified by the 
AAPD [a department of the Belgian Land Registry] on the cadastral parcel plan, which corresponds to 
the land area of one or more cadastral patrimonial parcels”. Each cadastral parcel has a unique ID 
called the “CaPaKey”, for example 11111A2222/33B444. Finally, the cadastral patrimonial parcel “an 
immovable property or immovable right that is subject to a specific ownership status in the name of 
one or more holders of a right in rem”. Additional documentation clarifies that the patrimonial parcel 
essentially ensures that all properties located on the same cadastral planning area can be identified 
separately.4 This is important in flat buildings, for example, to distinguish between ownership of the 
land and ownership of the various private parts. Each cadastral parcel of land also has a unique 
identification number, which is a combination of the CaPaKey of the associated cadastral parcel with 
                                                           

3 http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/change_lg.pl?language=nl&la=N&cn=2018073053&table_name=wet  
4 https://docplayer.nl/23717111-Sessie-21a-een-nieuw-begrip-het-patrimoniaal-perceel.html  
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an additional so-called partition number (“partitienummer”) composed of 5 characters starting with 
the letter P and followed by 4 digits, resulting, for example, in the following ID for a cadastral parcel 
11111A2222/33B444_P0000. Unlike the cadastral parcel, which is shown on the cadastral parcel 
plan, a cadastral patrimonial parcel does not have a unique spatial representation. The Royal Decree 
clarifies: “Art. 21. § When a cadastral parcel relates to only one cadastral patrimonial parcel, the 
cadastral parcel reflects the contour at ground level of this cadastral patrimonial parcel. § When a 
cadastral parcel includes several cadastral patrimonial parcels, whether or not built on top of each 
other, the cadastral parcel shall reflect the contour at ground level of the cadastral patrimonial parcel 
which contains the information about the land.” 

The data obtained from the land registry in the context of this research include both information 
about the cadastral parcel (CaPaKey) and the patrimonial parcel (partition number). However, the 
information obtained does not contain any information about the characteristics of each patrimonial 
parcel, nor about the total number of partitions that are associated with each cadastral parcel. As a 
result, it is not possible to directly assess whether the ownership right of a certain public institution 
on a given parcel concerns the land or a (part of a) building on the parcel, neither how many other 
partitions are linked to the very same cadastral parcel. This means, for example, that for a plot of 
land with a multifamily flat on it that has 10 units, information is available only for those partitions 
on which public institutions have property rights, without knowing whether it concerns the land or a 
housing unit nor how many partitions in total belong to the plot. In an ideal case, this information 
would be available, indicating for each partition its nature (land/unit) and the total number of 
partitions. Unfortunately, a request to provide this information remained unanswered and in time 
also exceeded the time frame of the PhD research. 

The consequences for the research are nevertheless limited and were also reduced to a minimum. It 
is important to note that partitions are only relevant for built-on parcels, whereas this PhD research 
has a strong focus on unbuilt land. The partitions included in the dataset public landownership 1 
January 2020 were studied in more detail in order to better understand the extent and possible 
impact of this limitation. Of the 68.694 parcels in the dataset public landownership 1 January 2020, in 
99,48% of the cases (68.338 parcels) information about only one partition was found, and in only 
0,52% of the cases (356 parcels) information about several partitions was found. Of course, the latter 
percentage would increase if the ownership rights of private institutions and natural persons were 
considered in addition to those of public institutions. Yet the 0,52% suggests a rather limited number 
of parcels with more than one partition.  
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Figure 3: Examination of the share of parcels in the supplied dataset with information on more 
than one patrimonial parcel 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020) 

Since partitions are only applicable to built-up parcels, parcels in the dataset with more than one 
partition should be rather limited within the zoning categories agriculture and green. This indeed 
seems to be the case. For both zoning categories, the share of parcels with more than one partition 
included in the dataset is much smaller than the average share (0,52%), i.e. 0,09% for agriculture and 
0,13% for green. As was to be expected, this percentage is much higher for the built-up zoning 
categories, featuring 0,97% for residential areas. 

Table 2: Examination of the share of parcels in the supplied dataset with information on more than 
one patrimonial parcel, subdivided by zoning category 

Zoning category Parcels with only 1 partition found Parcels with more than 1 partition found 
Agriculture 99,91% 0,09% 
Green 99,87% 0,13% 
Industry 99,07% 0,93% 
Other 99,10% 0,90% 
Recreation 98,11% 1,89% 
Residential 99,03% 0,97% 
Total 99,48% 0,52% 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 

Although for follow-up research it is recommended to examine the nature of each partition and the 
total number of partitions for each parcel, it seems safe to assume for now that the impact of the 
current limitations of the dataset, especially considering the focus of this research on unbuilt areas, is 
(very) limited. In this analysis, all information about different partitions of the same cadastral parcel 
has been grouped together at the level of the cadastral parcel. Therefore, if the original dataset of 
the Belgian Land Register contained several records about different partitions of the same parcel, 
these were merged into one single record with a new attribute that collects the codes of the 
different partitions. As a result, the analysis could be performed on the cadastral parcel level, 
without losing the possibility to consult the information on partitions. 

  

99,48%

0,52%

Parcels with only 1 partition found

Parcels with more than 1 partition found
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1.2 “Belgian territory” 

The data requested from the Land Registry cover the entire Belgian territory. This means on the one 
hand that landownership of foreign public institutions (e.g. foreign embassies or the European 
Commission) in Belgium is part of the dataset, but on the other hand that landownership of Belgian 
public institutions (e.g. Public Centres of Social Welfare) abroad is not part of the dataset. Although 
there are no reasons to assume that landownership of Belgian public institutions in foreign countries 
is very large, there are certainly some exceptions, such as the Ghent PCSW that, until 2016, owned 
450 hectares of farmland in the Dutch province of Zeeland - a significant part of the total 
landownership of the Ghent PCSW. 

Given the specific objectives of the research, it was decided to limit the data analysis to the Ghent 
metropolitan region rather than analyse the entire Belgian territory. Given the fairly central location 
of the city of Ghent, it was decided to use the borders of the province of East Flanders for this 
purpose (NUTS level 2, see BE23 in ). 

 
Figure 4: Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) of Belgium 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/345175/7451602/2021-NUTS-2-map-BE.pdf 

1.3 “Public institutions” 

1.3.1 SELECTION 

The identification of ownership rights of public institutions was defined by mutual agreement and 
carried out by the Belgian Land Registry. There are only two possible ways to distinguish public 
institutions from non-public institutions in the Land Registry dataset. Both are based on the 
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Kruispuntbank van Ondernemingen (KBO) database managed by the Federal Public Service Finance. 
Not only commercial enterprises but also “any establishment, agency or service governed by Belgian 
law which performs tasks of public benefit or linked to public order and has financial and accounting 
autonomy” must be registered in the KBO register. That is why the KBO register speaks of “entities” 
rather than “companies”.5 Each entity is assigned a unique KBO number. The KBO number is also 
known to the Land Registry. Natural persons are not included in this database. 

Therefore, one way to distinguish public institutions from all other entities would be to work with an 
exhaustive list of the KBO numbers of all public institutions. However, the KBO number in itself does 
not include any information that would allow distinguishing a public institution from another entity, 
and a comprehensive list of all public institutions does not seem to exist. Therefore, an alternative 
method based on the legal form of the entities was used. The Federal Public Service Finance also 
keeps a record of the legal form of every entity in the KBO database. For this purpose, the 
government service uses an overview of legal forms, with a specific code for each legal form (see 
Table 3). Several of these legal forms are exclusively reserved for public institutions. Based on this, a 
distinction has been made between public institutions and other entities. In the table, all the 
retained legal forms are indicated in bold. Some of the legal forms in the table are no longer in use 
and have an end date other than 31.12.9999 (meaning still in use). Nevertheless, these 'obsolete' 
legal forms have been retained as well. Sometimes they still cover the time span of the analysis (last 
10 years) and it also turned out to be possible that obsolete legal forms still appear in the dataset. In 
total, 59 legal forms were retained. By limiting the data request to these 59 categories, the data 
request sent to the Land Registry was covered by Article 32 of the Constitution concerning open 
government, to which all public institutions are subject. 

Table 3: Overview of all legal forms (selected public institutions highlighted on bold) 
Code Legal form in English Legal form in Dutch Start date End date 
001 European cooperative society Europese Coöperatieve 

Vennootschap 
30.11.2006 31.12.9999 

002 Pension scheme organisation Organisme voor de 
financiering van pensioenen 

01.01.2007 31.12.9999 

003 VAT-group BTW-eenheid 01.04.2007 31.12.9999 
006 Cooperative society with 

unlimited liability 
Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met onbeperkte 
aansprakelijkheid 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

007 Cooperative society with 
unlimited liability (profit 
share) 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met onbeperkte 
aansprakelijkheid, bij wijze 
van deelneming 

01.01.1800 01.07.1996 

008 Cooperative society with 
limited liability 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

009 Cooperative society with 
limited liability (profit share) 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid, bij wijze 
van deelneming 

01.01.1800 01.07.1996 

010 Private limited liability 
company 

Eenpersoons BVBA 01.01.1800 01.01.1800 

011 General partnership Vennootschap onder firma 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
012 Ordinary limited partnership Gewone commanditaire 

vennootschap 
01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

                                                           

5 https://economie.fgov.be/nl/themas/ondernemingen/kruispuntbank-van/inschrijving-de-kruispuntbank  
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013 Partnership limited by shares Commanditaire vennootschap 
op aandelen 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

014 Public limited company Naamloze vennootschap 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
015 Private limited liability 

company 
Besloten vennootschap met 
beperkte aansprakelijkheid 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

016 Cooperative society (old 
regime) 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
(oud statuut) 

01.01.1800 30.10.1993 

017 Non-profit organisation Vereniging zonder 
winstoogmerk 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

018 Public utility institution Instelling van openbaar nut 11.01.1800 30.06.2003 
019 Health fund / Mutual health 

insurance / National union of 
health funds 

Ziekenfonds / Maatschappij 
van onderlinge bijstand / 
Landsbond van ziekenfondsen 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

020 Professional union Beroepsvereniging 01.01.1800 30.04.2019 
021 Private mutual insurance fund Onderlinge 

verzekeringsvereniging / 
Gemeenschappelijke 
verzekeringskas van privaat 
recht 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

022 International scientific 
organisation under Belgian 
law 

Internationale 
wetenschappelijke organisatie 
van Belgisch recht 

01.01.1800 23.04.2004 

023 Private foreign association 
with establishment unit 

Buitenlandse 
privaatrechtelijke 
verenigingen met vestiging, 
agentschap, kantoor of bijhuis 
in België 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

025 Agricultural company Landbouwvennootschap 01.01.1800 30.04.2019 
026 Private foundation Private stichting 02.05.2002 31.12.9999 
027 European company (Societas 

Europaea) 
Europese vennootschap 
(Societas Europaea) 

08.10.2004 31.12.9999 

028 Non-profit institution Instelling zonder 
winstoogmerk 

04.04.2003 31.12.9999 

029 Public utility foundation Stichting van openbaar nut 01.07.2003 31.12.9999 
030 Foreign entity Buitenlandse entiteit 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
040 Congolese company Kongolese vennootschap 01.01.1800 01.07.2003 
051 Other private organisation 

with legal personality 
Andere privaatrechtelijke 
vorm met 
rechtspersoonlijkheid 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

060 Economic interest grouping 
with registered seat in 
Belgium 

Economisch 
samenwerkingsverband  

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

065 European economic assoc 
with registered seat in 
Belgium 

Europees economisch 
samenwerkingsverband 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

070 Co-ownership association Vereniging van 
medeëigenaars 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

106 Cooperative society with 
unlimited liability governed 
by public law 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met onbeperkte 
aansprakelijkheid van 
publiek recht 

01.01.1800 01.07.1996 

107 Cooperative society with 
unlimited liability governed 
by public law (profit share) 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met onbeperkte 
aansprakelijkheid, bij wijze 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 
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van deelneming van publiek 
recht 

108 Cooperative society with 
limited liability governed by 
public law 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid van 
publiek recht 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

109 Cooperative society with 
limited liability governed by 
public law (profit share) 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid, bij wijze 
van deelneming, van publiek 
recht 

01.01.1800 01.07.1996 

110 State, Province, Region, 
Community 

Rijk, Provincie, Gewest, 
Gemeenschap 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

114 Public limited company Naamloze vennootschap van 
publiek recht 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

116 Cooperative society governed 
by public law (old regime) 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
van publiek recht (oud 
statuut) 

01.01.1800 30.10.1993 

117 Public non-profit association Vereniging zonder 
winstoogmerk van publiek 
recht 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

121 Public mutual insurance fund Onderlinge 
verzekeringsvereniging van 
publiek recht 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

123 Professional corporations - 
Orders 

Beroepsvereniging / Orde 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

124 Public institution Openbare instelling 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
125 International non-profit 

association 
Internationale vereniging 
zonder winstoogmerk 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

127 Pawnshop Berg van Barmhartigheid 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
128 Cult Eredienst 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
129 Polders and water boards Polder / Watering 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
151 Other legal form Andere rechtsvorm 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
160 Foreign or international 

public organisations 
Buitenlandse of 
internationale publieke 
organisatie 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

200 Company in formation Vennootschap in oprichting 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
206 Civil society as an unlimited 

liability and united CS 
Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van coöperatieve 
vennootschap met 
onbeperkte aansprakelijkheid 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

208 Civil society in the form of a 
limited liability CS 

Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van coöperatieve 
vennootschap met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

211 Civil society in the form of a 
collective society 

Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van 
vennootschap onder firma 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

212 Civil society in the form of a 
limited partnership 

Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van gewone 
commanditaire vennootschap 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

213 Civil society in the form of a 
limit partnership with shares 

Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van 
commanditaire vennootschap 
op aandelen 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 
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214 Civil society in the form of a 
public limited company 

Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van naamloze 
vennootschap 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

215 Civil society in the form of a 
private limited liability 
company 

Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van besloten 
vennootschap met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

217 European political party  Europese politieke partij 01.01.2017 31.12.9999 
218 European political foundation Europese politieke stichting 01.01.2017 31.12.9999 
225 Civil society in the form of an 

agricultural company 
Burgerlijke vennootschap 
onder vorm van 
Landbouwvennootschap (BV 
LV) 

01.01.1800 01.01.1800 

230 Foreign entity with property 
in Belgium (with legal 
personality) 

Buitenlandse entiteit met 
onroerend goed in België 
(met rechtspersoonlijkheid) 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

235 Foreign entity without Belgian 
establishment unit with VAT 
representation 

Buitenlandse entiteit zonder 
Belgische vestiging met 
vertegenwoordiger voor BTW 

01.01.1800 25.02.2004 

260 Econ. assoc wo regist. seat 
but with est. unit in Belgium 

Economisch 
samenwerkingsverband 
zonder zetel met vestiging in 
België 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

265 Europ. Econ. assoc wo 
reg.seat but with est. unit in 
Belgium 

Europees economisch 
samenwerkingsverband 
zonder zetel met vestiging in 
België (EESV) 

01.01.1800 31.10.2018 

301 Federal public service Federale overheidsdienst 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
302 Federal public planning 

service 
Programmatorische federale 
overheidsdienst 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

303 Other federal services Andere federale dienst 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
310 Flemish region and Flemish 

community authorities 
Overheid van het Vlaamse 
Gewest en van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

320 Walloon region authorities Overheid van het Waalse 
Gewest 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

325 International non-profit 
association governed by 
public law 

Internationale vereniging 
zonder winstoogmerk van 
publiek recht 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

330 Brussels-Capital region 
authorities 

Overheid van het Brusselse 
Hoofdstedelijk Gewest 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

340 French community 
authorities 

Overheid van de Franse 
Gemeenschap 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

350 German-speaking community 
authorities 

Overheid van de Duitstalige 
Gemeenschap 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

370 Ministry of Economic Affairs Ministerie van Economische 
Zaken 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

371 Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ministerie van Buitenlandse 
Zaken, Buitenlandse handel 
en 
Ontwikkelingssamenwerking 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

372 Ministry of Agriculture Ministerie van Landbouw 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
373 Ministry for Middle Class Ministerie van Middenstand 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
374 Ministry of Road Works Ministerie van 

Verkeerswerken 
01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
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375 Ministry of National Defence Ministerie van Defensie 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
376 Ministry of National 

Education and Culture 
Ministerie van Nationale 
Opvoeding en Cultuur 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

377 Ministry of Employment and 
Labour 

Ministerie van Tewerkstelling 
en Arbeid 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

378 Ministry of Finance Ministerie van Financiën 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
379 Ministry of Home Affairs Ministerie van Binnenlandse 

Zaken 
01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

380 Ministry of Justice Ministerie van Justitie 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
381 Ministry of Social Welfare Ministerie van Sociale 

Voorzorg 
01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

382 Ministry of Public Health and 
Family 

Ministerie van 
Volksgezondheid en Gezin 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

383 The services of the Prime 
Minister 

Diensten van de Eerste 
Minister 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

384 Ministry of Traffic and 
Infrastructure 

Ministerie van Verkeer en 
Infrastructuur 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

385 Ministry of the Flemish 
Community 

Ministerie van de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschap 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

386 Ministry of the French 
Community 

Ministerie van de Franse 
Gemeenschap 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

387 Ministry of the Brussels-
Capital Region 

Ministerie van het Brusselse 
Hoofdstedelijk Gewest 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

388 Ministry of the Walloon 
Region 

Ministerie van het Waalse 
Gewest 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

389 Ministry of the German-
speaking Community 

Ministerie van de Duitstalige 
Gemeenschap 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

390 Ministry of Public Service Ministerie van 
Ambtenarenzaken 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

391 Ministry of Self-Employed 
and Agriculture 

Ministerie van Middenstand 
en Landbouw 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

392 Ministry of Social Affairs, 
Public Health and 
Environment 

Ministerie van Sociale Zaken, 
Volksgezondheid en 
Leefmilieu 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

393 Miscellaneous Andere 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
400 Provincial authorities Provinciale overheid 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
401 Organisations registered 

through the ONSSAPL 
Organisme ingeschreven 
door de RSZ PPO 

01.01.1800 31.12.2006 

411 Cities and municipalities Stad / gemeente 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
412 Pubic social action centre Openbaar centrum voor 

maatschappelijk welzijn 
01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

413 Local police Lokale politiezone 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
414 Intercommunal Intercommunale 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
415 Project association Projectvereniging 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
416 Service provider association 

(Flemish region) 
Dienstverlenende vereniging 
(Vlaams Gewest) 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

417 Representative association 
(Flemish region) 

Opdrachthoudende 
vereniging (Vlaams Gewest) 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

418 Autonomous municipal 
company 

Autonoom gemeentebedrijf 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

419 Autonomous provincial 
company 

Autonoom provinciebedrijf 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

420 CPAS / OCMW Association Vereniging van OCMW's 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 
421 Prezone Prezone 10.05.2012 31.12.2015 
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422 Hulpverleningszone Hulpverleningszone 01.01.2015 31.12.9999 
451 Organisations registered with 

the O.N.P 
Organismen ingeschreven 
voorde R.V.P. 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

452 Organis. regist. with the 
public admin. Pensions 
(Finance) 

Organisme ingeschreven voor 
de Administratie van de 
Pensioenen 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

453 Foreign listed company 
without Belgian 
establishment unit 

Buitenlandse onderneming 
zonder Belgische vestiging 
genoteerd op de beurs 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

454 Foreign ent. with property in 
Belgium (without legal pers.) 

Buitenlandse entiteit met 
onroerend goed in België 
(zonder 
rechtspersoonlijkheid) 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

506 Cooperative society with 
unlimited liability and a social 
objective 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met onbeperkte 
aansprakelijkheid met een 
sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

508 Cooperative society with 
limited liability and a social 
objective 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid met een 
sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

510 Unipersonal private limited 
liability company with a social 
objective 

Eenpersoons besloten 
vennootschap met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid met een 
sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 01.01.1800 

511 General partnership with a 
social objective 

Vennootschap onder firma 
met een sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

512 Ordinary limited partnership 
with a social objective 

Gewone commanditaire 
vennootschap met een sociaal 
oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

513 Partnership limited by shares 
with a social objective 

Commanditaire vennootschap 
op aandelen met een sociaal 
oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

514 Public limited company with a 
social objective 

Naamloze vennootschap met 
een sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

515 Private limited liability 
company with a social 
objective 

Besloten vennootschap met 
beperkte aansprakelijkheid 
met een sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

560 Economic interest grouping 
with a social objective 

Economisch 
samenwerkingsverband met 
een sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

606 Cooperative society with 
unlimited liability and a social 
objective 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met onbeperkte 
aansprakelijkheid met een 
sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 23.04.2004 

608 Cooperative society with 
limited liability and a social 
objective 

Coöperatieve vennootschap 
met beperkte 
aansprakelijkheid met een 
sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 23.04.2004 

610 Private limited company Besloten Vennootschap 01.05.2019 31.12.9999 
612 Limited partnership Commanditaire vennootschap 01.05.2019 31.12.9999 
614 Public limited company with a 

social objective 
Naamloze vennootschap met 
een sociaal oogmerk 

01.01.1800 23.04.2004 

616 Private limited company 
governed by public law 

Besloten Vennootschap van 
publiek recht 

01.05.2019 31.12.9999 
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617 Limited partnership governed 
by public Law 

Commanditaire 
vennootschap van publiek 
recht 

01.05.2019 31.12.9999 

651 Other institution with a social 
objective (public) 

Andere vorm met een sociaal 
oogmerk van publiek recht 

01.01.1800 30.04.2019 

701 Unlawful commercial 
company 

Onrechtmatige 
handelsvennootschap 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

702 Common law company Maatschap 01.01.1800 31.10.2018 
703 Temporary company Tijdelijke 

handelsvennootschap 
01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

704 Internal company Stille handelsvennootschap 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
706 Cooperative society Coöperatieve vennootschap 01.05.2019 31.12.9999 
716 Cooperative society governed 

by public law 
Coöperatieve vennootschap 
van publiek recht 

01.05.2019 31.12.9999 

721 Company or association 
without legal personality 

Vennootschap of vereniging 
zonder rechtspersoonlijkheid 

01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

722 Temporary association Tijdelijke vereniging 01.01.1800 06.02.2001 
723 Expense association Kostendelende vereniging 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
724 Trade union Vakbond 01.01.1800 18.02.2003 
790 Miscellaneous without legal 

personality 
Diversen zonder 
rechtspersoonlijkheid 

01.01.1800 30.06.2003 

999 Unkown legal form (NSSO) Ongekende rechtsvorm RSZ 01.01.1800 30.06.2003 
Source: https://economie.fgov.be/nl/themas/ondernemingen/kruispuntbank-van/diensten-voor-

administraties/codetabellen 

Although this approach provided a wealth of data, it also proved to have some limitations. Some 
public institutions or institutions entrusted with a public service have a legal form that was not 
retained. It concerns legal forms that also include (many) non-public entities, making it impossible to 
request data on these legal forms in bulk. An important deficiency in this respect are the 
intermunicipal cooperations. These are official partnerships between two or more municipalities with 
the aim of realising a common objective.6 An inter-municipal partnership can take different legal 
forms, with the limited liability cooperative being the most common one (coöperatieve vennootschap 
met beperkte aansprakelijkheid, CVBA, code 008 in the table above). Regardless of the legal form, 
intermunicipal cooperatives remain part of the public sector7 and are bound by regulations 
elaborated at the level of the regions such as Flanders.8 Because of the aforementioned privacy 
reasons, there was no attempt to include these intermunicipal collaborations in the data request. 
Legal form 414 ‘Intercommunal’ was requested, but did not deliver what the name of this legal form 
seems to promise. For follow-up research, it might be considered to try to compile an exhaustive list 
of all intermunicipal partnerships and their KBO numbers. Although an overview exists for Flanders9, 
it is not clear how recent this information is, and it will be a challenge to find similar information for 
the other two Belgian regions (which may own land in other regions, and to allow for mutual 
comparability). 

How problematic is the absence of intermunicipal partnerships for the research? A screening in 2012 
showed that Flanders had no less than 2.229 different intermunicipal partnerships, and that an 

                                                           

6 https://lokaalbestuur.vlaanderen.be/verzelfstandiging-en-samenwerking/intergemeentelijke-samenwerking  
7 https://pouvoirslocaux.irisnetlab.be/nl/actoren/de-intercommunales  
8 In Vlaanderen gaat het over het “Decreet over het Lokaal Bestuur” van 2017, in Wallonië de “Code de la 
démocratie locale et de la décentralisation” (CDLD) van 2004, en in Brussel de “Wet betreffende de 
intercommunales” uit 1986. 
9 https://lokaalbestuur.vlaanderen.be/contacten-lokale-besturen  
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average municipal government participated in 68 intermunicipal partnerships (Steunpunt 
Bestuurlijke Organisatie Vlaanderen, 2012). The audit also provides an analysis of the objectives for 
which the intermunicipal partnerships are established and used. This indicates that open space 
objectives are very rare. Even when the objectives do come close to the open space policy, it is still 
very uncertain whether the intermunicipal partnership concerned has any land holdings. Objectives 
of a certain volume and for which it is likely that there is landownership involved are housing, sports, 
real estate heritage and public utilities. 

1.3.2 RECATEGORISATION 

The legal status of each public institution, provided as an attribute in the original Land Registry 
dataset, turned out to be unsuitable as a categorisation of the public institutions for displaying the 
outcomes of the analysis. Several reasons can be given here: 

 Several legal forms that ceased to exist before 2010 still turn up in the 2010-2020 dataset 
(e.g. codes 110, 116, 378) 

 The legal form 'Cooperative society with limited liability governed by public law' (code 108) 
was in use at the beginning of the period 2010-2020, but disappeared in the course of this 
period, which complicates comparison over the years. Moreover, this category of records 
continued to exist after its official abolition in 2019. 

 The category ‘State, Province, Region, Community’ (code 110) is too comprehensive. It is 
necessary for the analysis to distinguish between these different levels. 

 Some categories would better be grouped together, as the distinction between their legal 
form is of no or little significance for the analysis (e.g. the state properties in category 110 
and the other federal properties in category 303). 

 Because some legal forms sometimes encompasses very different public institutions (e.g. 
code 124)
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The new categorisation was made by means of a semi-automatic filtering. The dataset of public land 
ownership contains 727 unique public institutions with land ownership in the province of East 
Flanders over the ten years studied. The choices that were made in the recategorisation process are 
presented in a table (see Table 5). The new categorisation distinguishes seven different types of 
public institutions: State, Flemish government, Provincial government, Local government, Public 
Centre for Social Welfare (PCSW), the Church, and Other (unclassified). Since intermunicipal 
companies are hardly included in the received dataset because they usually adopt a legal form that 
was not requested (see earlier, 1.3.1), it was decided to allocate intermunicipal companies that adopt 
other legal forms that are part of the dataset to the category ‘other’ instead of to a separate category 
that does not cover the full range. The results of the recategorisation are summarised in Table 6. 

Table 5: Recategorisation of the type of public institution 
Code Number 

of 
unique 
owners 

Processing 

108 2 ‐ ‘Vlaamse Maatschappij voor watervoorziening’ was allocated to ‘Flemish 
government’ 

‐ ‘Medisch-Sociale Intercommunale vereniging Lemberge’ was allocated to 
‘Other’ 

(There were no other public institutions) 
110 1 ‐ ‘Belgische staat’ was allocated to ‘State’ 

(There were no other public institutions) 
114 13 ‐ ‘Proximus’ was allocated to ‘State’ 

‐ ‘Nationale Maatschappij der Belgische Spoorwegen’ was allocated to ‘State’ 
‐ ‘bpost’ was allocated to‘State’ 
‐ ‘De Vlaamse Waterweg’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘North Sea Port Flanders’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Vlaamse Maatschappij voor Sociaal Wonen’ was allocated to ‘Flemish 

government’ 
‐ ‘Vlaamse Landmaatschappij’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘De Vlaamse Radio- en Televisieomroeporganisatie’ was allocated to 

‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Havenbedrijf Antwerpen’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Waterwegen en Zeekanaal’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘A.S.T.R.I.D.’ was allocated to ‘State’ 
‐ ‘INFRABEL’ was allocated to ‘State’ 
(There were no other public institutions) 

116 2 ‐ ‘Société Intercommunale de l'Electricité de la Dendre et du Canton de Lens’ 
was allocated to ‘Other’ 

‐ ‘Intercommunale Maatschappij voor Grondverhandeling en Wijkaanleg’ 
was allocated to ‘Other’ 

(There were no other public institutions) 
124 456 ‐ Each institution whose KBO-name includes ‘Kerkfabriek’, ‘Fabrique’, 

‘Kerfabriek’, ‘Congregatie’, ‘Congrégation’, ‘Consitorie’, ‘Protestant’, 
‘kathedraal’ or ‘Kapittel’ was allocated to ‘Church’ 

‐ ‘Autonome Raad van het Gemeenschapsonderwijs - Administratieve 
Diensten’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 

‐ ‘Bisschoppelijk Seminarie Gent’ was allocated to ‘Church’ 
‐ ‘FAMIFED - Federaal agentschap voor de kinderbijslag’ was allocated to 

‘State’ 
‐ ‘Fonds Culturele Infrastructuur’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Grand Séminaire de Tournai (WL - Tournai)’ was allocated to ‘Church’ 
‐ ‘het Gemeenschapsonderwijs’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Skeyes’ was allocated to ‘State’ 
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‐ ‘Toerisme Vlaanderen’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Universitair Ziekenhuis Gent’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij - Société flamande de l'Environnement’ was 

allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
(There were no other public institutions) 

129 31 ‐ Allocated to ‘Other’ 
303 6 ‐ Allocated to ‘State’ 
310 11 ‐ ‘Vlaamse Gewest” was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 

‐ ‘Vlaamse Gemeenschap’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Vlaamse Vervoermaatschappij – De Lijn’ was allocated to ‘Flemish 

government’ 
‐ ‘Sport Vlaanderen’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Provinciale Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij Oost-Vlaanderen’ was allocated to 

‘Provinces’ 
‐ ‘Vlaamse Dienst voor Arbedisbemiddeling en Beroepsopleiding’ was 

allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Vlaams agentschap voor personen met een handicap’ was allocated to 

‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij’ was allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Eigen Vermogen van het Instituut voor Natuur- en Bosonderzoek’ was 

allocated to ‘Flemish government’ 
‐ ‘Ministeries van de Vlaamse Gemeenschap’ was allocated to ‘Flemish 

government’ 
‐ ‘Openbare Vlaamse Afvalstoffenmaatschappij’ was allocated to ‘Flemish 

government’ 
(There were no other public institutions) 

378 1 ‐ ‘Administration de la T.V.A., de l'Enregistrement et des Domaines’ was 
allocated to ‘State’ 

(There were no other public institutions) 
400 2 ‐ ‘Provincie West-Vlaanderen’ was allocated to ‘Provinces’ 

(There were no other public institutions) 
411 74 ‐ Each institution whose KBO-name includes ‘Stad’, ‘Ville’, ‘Commune’ or 

‘Gemeente’ was allocated to ‘Local government’ 
(There were no other public institutions) 

412 88 ‐ Allocated to ‘PCSW’ 
418 25 ‐ Allocated to ‘Local government’ 
419 2 ‐ ‘Provinciaal Zorgcentrum Lemberge’ was allocated to ‘Other’ 

‐ ‘Provinciaal domein De Gavers’ was allocated to ‘Provinces’ 
(There were no other public institutions) 

420 12 ‐ Allocated to ‘Other’ 
616 1 ‐ Allocated to ‘Other’ 

 

Table 6: Recategorisation of public institutions and the number of unique public institutions in each 
category 

Category Aantal publieke instellingen in dataset Oost-Vlaanderen 2010-2020 
Church 445 
Flemish government 22 
Local government 99 
Other 48 
PCSW 88 
Provincial government 4 
State 16 
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1.4  “Have ownership rights” 

1.4.1 73 DIFFERENT OWNERSHIP RIGHTS 

A public institution is not simply the ‘owner’ of a cadastral parcel of land, but has a certain 
‘ownership right’ to a particular parcel. Ownership rights can take 73 different forms (see Table 7).  

Table 7: Overview of all 73 different ownership rights  
Ownership right in Dutch Ownership right in English 

1 Blote eigendom Bare ownership 
2 Blote eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 

bewoning 
Bare ownership encumbered with a 
habitation right 

3 Blote eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
erfpacht 

Bare ownership encumbered with a 
leasehold right 

4 Blote eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
gebruik en bewoning 

Bare ownership encumbered with a use and 
habitation right 

5 Blote eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
gebruik 

Bare ownership encumbered with a use right 

6 Blote eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
opstal 

Bare ownership encumbered with a surface 
right 

7 Blote eigendom van een erfpacht Bare ownership of a leasehold 
8 Blote eigendom van een erfpacht bezwaard 

met erfpacht 
Bare ownership of a leasehold encumbered 
with a right of leasehold 

9 Blote eigendom van een erfpacht bezwaard 
met opstal 

Bare ownership of a leasehold encumbered 
with a surface right 

10 Blote eigendom van een erfpacht op 
erfpacht 

Bare ownership of leasehold right on a 
leasehold right 

11 Blote eigendom van een erfpacht op opstal Bare ownership of leasehold right on a 
surface right 

12 Blote eigendom van een opstal Bare ownership of a surface right 
13 Blote eigendom van een opstal bezwaard 

met erfpacht 
Bare ownership of a surface right 
emcumbered with a leasehold right 

14 Blote eigendom van een opstal bezwaard 
met opstal 

Bare ownership of a surface right 
emcumbered with a surface right 

15 Blote eigendom van een opstal op erfpacht Bare ownership of a surface right on a 
leashold right 

16 Blote eigendom van een opstal op opstal Bare ownership of a surface right on a 
surface right 

17 Bewoning Habitation 
18 Complex recht Complex right 
19 Erfpacht Leasehold right 
20 Erfpacht bezwaard met erfpacht Leasehold right emcumbered with a leashold 

right 
21 Erfpacht bezwaard met opstal Leasehold right emcumbered with a surface 

right 
22 Erfpacht op erfpacht Leasehold right on a leashold right 
23 Erfpacht op opstal Leasehold right on a surface right 
24 Erfpacht van een volle eigendom bezwaard 

met opstal 
Leasehold right of a full onwership 
encumbered with a surface right$ 

25 Eventueel vruchtgebruik Potential usufruct 
26 Eventueel vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een 

recht van bewoning 
Potential usufruct encumbered with a 
habitation right 

27 Eventueel vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een 
recht van erfpacht 

Potential usufruct encumbered with a 
leasehold right 
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28 Eventueel vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een 
recht van gebruik en bewoning 

Potential usufruct encumbered with a use 
and habitation right 

29 Eventueel vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een 
recht van gebruik 

Potential usufruct encumbered with a use 
right 

30 Eventueel vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een 
recht van opstal 

Potential usufruct encumbered with a 
surface right 

31 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht Potential usufruct of a leashold right 
32 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een opstal Potential usufruct of a surface right 
33 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht 

bezwaard met erfpacht 
Potential usufruct of a leasehold right 
encumbered with a leasehold right 

34 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht 
bezwaard met opstal 

Potential usufruct of a leasehold right 
encumbered with a surface right 

35 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht op 
erfpacht 

Potential usufruct of a leasehold right on a 
leasehold right 

36 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht op 
opstal 

Potential usufruct of a leasehold right on a 
surface right 

37 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een opstal 
bezwaard met erfpacht 

Potential usufruct of a surface right 
encumbered with a leasehold right 

38 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een opstal 
bezwaard met opstal 

Potential usufruct of a surface right 
encumbered with a surface right 

39 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een opstal op 
erfpacht 

Potential usufruct of a surface right on a 
leasehold right 

40 Eventueel vruchtgebruik van een opstal op 
opstal 

Potential usufruct of a surface right on a 
surface right 

41 Gebouw Building 
42 Gebruik en bewoning Use and habitation right 
43 Gebruik Use right 
44 Eigenaar grond Landowner 
45 Onbekend recht Unknown right 
46 Opstal Surface right 
47 Opstal bezwaard met een recht van erfpacht Surface right encumbered with a leasehold 

right 
48 Opstal bezwaard met opstal Surface right encumbered with a surface 

right 
49 Opstal op erfpacht Surface right on a leasehold right 
50 Opstal op opstal Surface right on a surface right 
51 Volle eigendom Full ownership 
52 Volle eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 

bewoning 
Full ownership encumbered with a 
habitation right 

53 Volle eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
erfpacht 

Full ownership encumbered with a leasehold 
right 

54 Volle eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
gebruik en bewoning 

Full ownership encumbered with a use and 
habitation right 

55 Volle eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
gebruik 

Full ownership encumbered with a use right 

56 Volle eigendom bezwaard met een recht van 
opstal 

Full ownership encumbered with a surface 
right 

57 Volle eigendom bezwaard met opstal, 
bezwaard met erfpacht 

Full ownership encumbered with a surface 
right encumbered with a surface right 

58 Vruchtgebruik Usufruct 
59 Vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een recht van 

bewoning 
Usufruct encumbered with a habitation right 

60 Vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een recht van 
erfpacht 

Usufruct encumbered with a leasehold right 
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61 Vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een recht van 
gebruik en bewoning 

Usufruct encumbered with a use and 
habitation right 

62 Vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een recht van 
gebruik 

Usufruct encumbered with a use right 

63 Vruchtgebruik bezwaard met een recht van 
opstal 

Usufruct encumbered with a surface right 

64 Vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht Usufruct of a leasehold right 
65 Vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht bezwaard 

met erfpacht 
Usufruct of a leasehold right encumbered 
with a leasehold right 

66 Vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht bezwaard 
met opstal 

Usufruct of a leasehold right encumbered 
with a surface right 

67 Vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht op erfpacht Usufruct of a leasehold right on a leasehold 
right 

68 Vruchtgebruik van een erfpacht op opstal Usufruct of a leasehold right on a surface 
right 

69 Vruchtgebruik van een opstal Usufruct of a surface right 
70 Vruchtgebruik van een opstal bezwaard met 

erfpacht 
Usufruct of a surface right encumbered with 
a leasehold right 

71 Vruchtgebruik van een opstal bezwaard met 
opstal 

Usufruct of a surface right encumbered with 
a surface right 

72 Vruchtgebruik van een opstal op erfpacht Usufruct of a surface right on a leasehold 
right 

73 Vruchtgebruik van een opstal op opstal Usufruct of a surface right on a surface right 
Source: Belgian Land Registry 

It is perfectly possible that one public institution holds a certain ownership right on a plot and 
another public institution holds a different ownership right on the same plot (e.g. bare ownership for 
the first party, usufruct for the second). It is also possible that a public institution holds an ownership 
right on a plot and that other ownership rights on the same plot is not in the hands of a public 
institution but of a private company or natural person. Since the latter two are not included in the 
dataset, they are not examined. 

Some ownership rights are sometimes linked to an absolute surface area, a relative share or an end 
date. Leasehold and surface rights, for example, are by definition limited in time. A leasehold right 
must last at least 27 years and no longer than 99 years, and therefore has an end date by definition. 
A surface right has a maximum validity of 50 years. Full ownership rights are always characterised by 
a relative share. In most cases, a cadastral parcel is characterised by one full ownership with a 
relative share of 1/1 (or 100%). Sometimes a full ownership is divided over two different legal 
entities, e.g. one public entity is full owner with a relative share 9/10, and another public entity is full 
owner with a relative share 1/10. Relative shares are also found in combination with encumbered full 
ownership rights, bare ownership rights, usufruct, surface rights, leasehold rights, etc. Absolute 
shares (expressed in hectare, are, centiare) are rather limited but do occur, for example, in 
combination with usufruct. 

Finally, it is important to stress that landownership rights do not specify land use nor agricultural 
leases. The rights in rem that are studied are all ownership rights. How and by whom the plots of 
land are actually used is something entirely different. An important element here are tenant’s rights 
embedded in agricultural leases. Tenant rights provides farmers who use land they do not own with a 
series of use rights. Thus, tenant’s rights are not landownership rights (hence they are not included in 
the list of 73 forms of landownership rights). They do transfer rights that normally belong to the 
landowner to the tenant-user of the land. All the rules that apply to this are stipulated in the so-
called Tenancy Act. Public farmland, just like other farmland, is often characterised by ongoing 
leases. As an illustration, it can be noted that out of the 1555 hectares of farmland owned by the 
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PCSW of Ghent, only 116 hectares or 7.4% are lease free, and every year an average of 5 hectares of 
the total is freed from leases (Stad Gent, 2021). This information about leases is not available from 
the Land Registry and is therefore not part of the dataset provided. 

1.4.2 FINDING A WAY OF DEALING WITH THE COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT OWNERSHIP RIGHTS AND 
THEIR SUB-FEATURES 

The great complexity of different property rights posed a great methodological challenge to the 
analysis. Moreover, information on the type of ownership right and any of the aforementioned 
related characteristics are recorded in the Belgian Land Register in a very inconsistent way in one 
single attribute, which makes its technical interpretation very difficult (see further, 2.5.2). On a more 
substantive level, it had to be determined which ownership rights would be taken into account in the 
analysis and which not. Obviously, there are differences between public landownership where one 
single public institution holds a 100% full ownership right versus all other situations. The research 
started from the assumption that each public ownership right would have a specific relevance or 
policy potential. However, from interviews with actors with field experience in open space policy it 
appeared that it was impossible to make a generic distinction between the 72 other ownership 
rights, as there relevance turned out to be always very place- and case-specific.  

 

Therefore, the share of different ownership rights was examined. The original Land Registry data on 
public landownership on 1 January 2020 contain 73.899 unique records (after aggregating the 
information on different partitions, as described earlier 1.1.2). In 86,5% of the cases, it involves a 
public institution whose with a full ownership right (see Figure 5). The number of other ownership 
rights is thus definitely considerable at 13,5%. Within the first category of full ownership, 99,6% of 
the records are full ownership with a relative share of 100% and only 0,4% of the records are full 
ownership with a relative share smaller than 100% (see Figure 5). Full ownership thus virtually always 
entails full ownership with a relative share of 100%. 

  

Figure 5: Analysis of ownership type before matching with the cadastral parcel plans 
Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020) 

When this information is linked to the digital cadastral parcel plans (see further, 2.2.3), the total 
number of records drops to 68.694. This is due to the possibility of several public owners having 
ownership rights to the same cadastral parcel. Here, the proportion of full ownership is higher at 
92,7% (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Analysis of ownership type after matching with the cadastral parcel plans 
Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020) 

For the category full ownership with a relative share of 100% on the one hand and all other records 
on the other hand, it was further studied in which zoning category they are located and whether they 
have an actual agricultural use (see appendix 4 and 5 for more substantial information and 2.5.3 and 
2.5.4 for technical information on data-intersection). Over 55% of all records in the category full 
ownership with a relative share of 100% appear to be located in areas zoned for agricultural or green 
purposes (see Figure 7). For all other records, this is about 25%. The share of residential areas is 
clearly higher in the second category. So, despite the clear difference, the number of records in 
agricultural or green areas in the second category is not insignificant. Public institutions thus also 
hold a considerable amount of landownership rights other than full ownership with a relative share 
of 100% in agricultural and green areas. 

Figure 7: Analysis of the distribution of ownership type among zoning categories 
Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 

Similarly, within the category of full ownership with a relative share of 100%, the current agricultural 
use is clearly greater than for the other ownership rights, but with 11,0%, the latter is still not 
negligible (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Analysis of the distribution of ownership type with or without a significant agricultural 
use 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish LPIS data (2020) 

A final characteristic that was examined is the number of records that could be linked to each 
cadastral parcel. The difference appeared to be quite large. Within the category full ownership with a 
relative share of 100%, one would expect to exclusively find plots with one single owner, considering 
the nature of the ownership right. At first sight, this is not the case, but on closer inspection this is 
due to an administrative reason. In the category with other ownership rights, more than 20% of the 
parcels had more than one public ownership right. 

Based on this exploration within the public landownership dataset 1 January 2020, it can be 
concluded: 

‐ That full ownership is the most common ownership right, and that all other forms of 
ownership are limited in volume 

‐ That within the category full ownership there are hardly any cases where the relative share is 
less than 100%, which makes it unnecessary, at a general analytical level, to distinguish 
between full onwership rights with different relative shares 

‐ That, based on their planned land use and actual agricultural use, public landownership with 
full ownership seem more interesting for the research than parcels with other public 
ownership rights, but still cannot be excluded from the analysis because there are 
considerable shares with planned or actual agricultural use. 

Therefore, it was decided: 

‐ That it is not appropriate to focus the analysis exclusively on full ownership right with a 
relative share of 100%. Public landownership featuring other ownership rights has to be 
included as well. 

‐ That the share of the latter category compared to the first is small enough to not distinguish 
between the type of ownership right in the rest of the analysis. The fact that it is impossible 
to make strong statements about the relevance of different public ownership rights on a 
generic level (see above) was also taken into account. Yet detailed information remains 
available in the dataset. 

1.4.3 PROCESSING AND RECATEGORISATION OF THE OWNERSHIP RIGHTS ANS ITS SUB-FEATURES 

Information on the type of property right is stored in the Land Register in the form of one single 
attribute that contains the information on the type of ownership right, any relative share, any 
absolute share and any expiry date. Much of this information is simplified by using letter and number 
codes. Upon enquiry, the Belgian Land Registry provided a table explaining some of these letter 
codes, but this proved to be far from sufficient to determine the meaning of all the attribute values. 
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The descriptions also contained a range of other codes and notations whose meaning was (entirely) 
unclear, mixing Dutch, French and German, annotating shares and areas inconsistently, annotating 
dates inconsistently, often containing many spaces, and so on (see impression in Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Impression of the original attribute values that describe ownership rights and which are 
difficult to decode 

The supplied information about the property rights was decoded as much as possible. This was done 
using an overview table of property rights and their abbreviations (trilingual) provided by the Belgian 
Land Registry, but also by using extra search terms that appeared necessary or useful upon manual 
inspection during the data processing. All filters used are listed in a separate table (Table 8). Each 
record was tested against all of these filters, in the order shown, and assigned to a specific ownership 
right category as soon as one of the filters tested positive. 

Table 8: Processing and Recategorisation of the ownership right 
Type ownership right  Criteria filter 
LEEG ‐ Value for attribute right is empty 
GEBOUW/BEWONING ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘GEBOUW’ OR ‘BAT’ OR ‘GEBAUDE’ 

‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘GEBR/BEWON’ OR ‘USA/HAB’ OR 
‘NR/WR’ 

‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘BEWONING’ OR ‘HAB’ OR ‘WR’ 
GEBRUIK ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘GEBRUIK’ OR ‘USA’ OR ‘NR’ 
GROND ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘GROND’ OR ‘FONDS’ OR ‘BODEN’ 
ONBEKEND ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘ONB’ OR ‘INCONNU’ OR ‘UNB’ 
COMPLEX ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘CR’ OR ‘DC’ OR ‘KR’ OR ‘COMPLEX’ 
PACHT ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘BAIL’ OR ‘VERP’ 
VE_VG ‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘VE’ OR ‘PP’) AND (‘VR’ OR ‘VG’ OR 

‘UST’ OR ‘NN’) 
VE_BEZWAARD ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘BE-BEZ’ OR ‘PP GREVEE’ OR ‘VE 

BELASTED’ 
‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘VE’ OR ‘PP’) AND (‘ERFP’ OR 

‘EMPH’ OR ‘ERBP’) 
‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘VE’ OR ‘PP’) AND (‘OPSTAL’ OR 

‘ERBBAU’ OR ‘SUPERF’) 
VE ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘VE’ OR ‘PP’ 
BE_BEZWAARD ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘BE-BEZ’ OR ‘NP GREVEE’ OR ‘BE 

BELASTED’ 
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BE_VAN_IETS ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘BE-VAN’ OR ‘NP DE’ OR ‘BE VON 
ERB’ 

BE ‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘BE’ OR ‘NP’) AND NOT ‘BEZ’ AND 
NOT ‘GREVEE’ AND NOT ‘BELASTED’ 

EVG_BEZWAARD ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘EVG-BEZ’ OR ‘UST EVENTUEL 
GREVEE’ OR ‘EVT NN BELASTED’ 

EVG_VAN_IETS ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘EVG_VAN’ OR ‘UST EVENTUEL DE’ 
OR ‘UST DE EMPH GREVEE EMPH’ OR ‘UST EVENTUEL SUPERF 
GREVEE SUPERF’ OR ‘EVT NN VON’ 

EVG ‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘EVG’ OR ‘UST EVENTUEL’ OR ‘EVT 
NN’) AND NOT ‘EVG-BEZ’ AND NOT ‘UST EVENTUEL GREVEE’ AND 
NOT ‘EVT NN BELASTED’ AND NOT ‘EVG-VAN’ AND NOT ‘UST 
EVENTUEL DE’ AND NOT ‘UST DE EMPH GREVEE EMPH’ AND NOT 
‘UST EVENTUEL SUPERF GREVEE SUPERF’ AND NOT ‘EVT NN VON’ 

VG_BEZWAARD ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘VG-BEZ’ OR ‘UST GREVEE’ OR ‘NN 
BELASTED’ 

VG_VAN_IETS ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘VR-VAN’ OR ‘UST DE’ OR ‘NN VON’ 
VG ‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘VG’ OR ‘VR’ OR ‘UST’ OR ‘NN’) 

AND NOT ‘VG-BEZ’ AND NOT ‘UST GREVEE’ AND NOT ‘NN BELASTED’ 
AND NOT ‘VR-VAN’ AND NOT ‘UST DE’ AND NOT ‘NN VON’ 

ERFP_BEZWAARD ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘ERFP-BEZ’ OR ‘EMPH GREVEE’ OR 
‘ERBP BELASTED’ 

ERFP_OP_IETS ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘ERFP-OP’ OR ‘EMPH SUR’ OR ‘ERBP 
AUF’ 

ERFP ‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘ERFP’ OR ‘EMPH’ OR ‘ERBP’) AND 
NOT ‘ERFP-BEZ’ AND NOT ‘EMPH GREVEE’ AND NOT ‘ERBP BELASTED’ 
AND NOT ‘ERFP-OP’ AND NOT ‘EMPH SUR’ AND NOT ‘ERBP AUF’ 

OPSTAL_BEZWAARD ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘OPSTAL-BEZ’ OR ‘SUPERF GREVEE’ 
OR ‘ERBBAU BELASTED’ 

OPSTAL_OP_IETS ‐ Value for attribute right contains ‘OPSTAL-OP’ OR ‘SUPERF SUR’ OR 
‘ERBBAU AUF’ 

OPSTAL ‐ Value for attribute right contains (‘OPSTAL’ OR ‘SUPERF’ OR 
‘ERBBAU’) AND NOT ‘OPSTAL-BEZ’ AND NOT ‘SUPERF GREVEE’ AND 
NOT ‘ERBBAU BELASTED’ AND NOT ‘OPSTAL-OP’ AND NOT ‘SUPERF 
SUR’ AND NOT ‘ERBBAU AUF’ 

FMEREST ‐ All other records 
 
During the processing, an end date was also searched for. Three scenarios were possible: 1) the 
record contained no end date, 2) the record contained only a year as an end date, 3) the record 
contained a complete date as an end date. Here are some examples:  

 “-VE-BEZ-ERFP 1/1  (>01/01/2044)-“ 
 “-VE-BEZ-OPSTAL 1/1  (>2031)-“ 
  “-VE-BEZ-OPSTAL 1/1  (>03/08/2070)-“ 
 “-ERFP 1/1  (>31/12/2057)-“ 
 “-ONB 1/1  (>2063)-“ 
 “-ERFP-                                       >20--“ 

If an end year or end date was available, it was always at the end and preceded by a “>”. To process 
this information, first all spaces were removed. Next, all records without “>” were filtered out, as 
they did not contain an end date. Next, the analysis checked whether there was a “/” after the “>”. If 
not, the 4 characters after “>” were saved as end date (in the form 00/00/xxxx). If there was, the 
whole date after “>” was saved as end date (in the form xx/xx/xxxx). In the exceptional case that the 
end date did not only contain numbers but also dashes, like in the last example above, the dashes 
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were processed as if they were numbers. In the case of the last example, the value “00/00/20--” was 
thus saved. The extent of this type of situation was negligible. 

The analysis also looked for a possible relative share. Two scenarios were possible: 1) the record did 
not contain a relative share, 2) the record did contain a relative share. Here are some examples (all 
scenario 2): 

 “-VG 1/1-“ 
 “-VE 71/72-“ 
 “-ERFP GROND 160/10000-                       >2023” 
 “-VE 4747/5340 VG 593/5340-“ 

For all records, the location of the very first “/” was determined. If it was not found, no relative share 
was available. If it was found, the analysis counted the number of characters before the fraction until 
a space occurs as well as the number of characters behind the fraction before a space occurs. This in 
order to know whether the relative share is of the form x/x, for example, or of the form x/xx, or 
xx/xx, and so on. The value before the fraction line was then divided by the value after the fraction 
line, and the result was saved as a decimal number. In the exceptional case that more than one 
fraction was included in the value, as in the last example above, only the first fraction was processed 
into a relative share. The extent of this kind of situation was negligible. 

Finally, an absolute share was also searched for. Two scenarios were possible: 1) the record did not 
contain an absolute share, 2) the record did contain an absolute share. Here are some examples (all 
scenario 2): 

 “-VR 09A 70CA-“ 
 “-OPSTAL 1/1 VR 0HA 8A 1CA-“ 

If an absolute share was available, it was always expressed at least in centiare (CA). Are (A) and 
hectare (HA) only occured when the absolute share requires so. All records were therefore first 
searched for the presence of “CA”. If absent, the record did not contain an absolute area. Then it was 
checked whether “CA” occurs more than once. If it did, its meaning was unclear. These records were 
isolated by giving the absolute share attribute value “MULTIPLE”. All other records containing “CA” 
only once were further screened for the presence of “A” and “HA” and the numbers preceding these 
terms, separated by spaces, were saved. Finally, the values for CA, A and HA were converted to 
square meters, summed together, and saved as in a dedicated absolute share attribute. 

1.5 “On the 1st of January” for the “period 2010-2020” 

In the data request, a time depth of 10 years was incorporated. An annual excerpt was requested of 
all cadastral parcels in Belgium on which public institutions had property rights on the 1st of January 
for the years 2010 up to and including 2020. The choice for 1 January is not only obvious in terms of 
content, but also ensures a strong complementarity with other data sources that often also reflect 
the situation on 1 January (e.g. the cadastral parcel plans and the Flemish zoning plan). The time 
depth of 10 years is arbitrary, but does enclose a few other meaningful points in time:  

 The start of the banking crisis in 2007/2008. This banking crisis was followed by a public debt 
crisis that resulted in austerity policies that also affected local governments, which might 
have prompted these local governments to sell off patrimony. 

 The local elections of Sunday 14 October 2012 and the subsequent administrative 
agreements 2013-2018. 

 The Flemish Decree on Local Administration (DLB) of 2017 (published in the Belgian Bulletin 
of Acts, Orders and Decrees in 2018). The DLB further integrated the PCSWs into the local 
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government, bringing the management of the PCSW patrimony much more in the hands of 
the local councils than used to be the case. “The Decree on Local Administration provides 
that the municipality and the PCSW draw up a joint plan for several years in which the 
financial balance is assessed for both administrations together. In this way, an integrated 
policy can be achieved: both legal entities can share a common set of objectives, in which the 
objectives of the PCSW and those of the municipality can be intertwined” (Gemeente 
Hoeselt, 2022). Most of the provisions of the DLB came into force in 2019 (coinciding with 
the formation of new local councils in that same year). Since this all involves regional 
competences, the DLB is only applicable in Flanders. Wallonia allows for the integration of 
PCSWs into their local authorities on a voluntary basis, and in the Brussels Capital Region, 
integration is not being considered (VVSG, 2019). 

 The local elections held on Sunday 14 October 2018, and the resulting 2019-2024 
administrative agreements. 

 Research by news medium Apache shows that Flemish cities and municipalities sold over 
3.200 ha of public land between the end of 2014 and the end of 2017 (Vanden Bussche, 
2019b). 
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Appendix 2: Methodology for the production of a 
cartography of public landownership 

2.1 Step 1: Preparing of the cadastral parcel plans 

From the digital land registry plans of 2010 up to and including 2020, all cadastral parcels located in 
the province of East Flanders were retained. This was done using the first character of the CaPaKey of 
each cadastral parcel, which is always '4' for parcels in the province of East Flanders. For the year 
2020, for example, it concerns a total of 1.186.678 parcels.  

The cadastral parcel plans did not contain an attribute indicating the municipality in which the parcel 
is located. Therefore, the code of the so-called cadastral section was reconstructed from the CaPaKey 
(I.e. the first 5 characters of the CaPaKey). This way, and using a table that provides the link between 
all cadastral sections in Belgium and the so-called NIS code of their related municipality10, municipal 
ID information was added for each record. The NIS codes used reflect the situation after the 
municipal mergers of 1 January 2019. 

2.2 Step 2: Processing public landownership per year 

2.2.1 REMOVING DUPLICATE RECORDS 

The delivered original Land Registry date contained some records with an identical CaPaKey, identical 
KBO number, identical KBO name, identical legal code, identical right and identical partition. Records 
that, in other words, cannot be distinguished from each other in any way and do not offer any added 
value with regard to their duplicate(s). These doubles were therefore removed. 

Year Number of unique records Number of duplicates Relative share of duplicates 
2010 59.058 754 1,26% 
2011 62.929 868 1,36% 
2012 64.361 872 1,34% 
2013 65.771 873 1,31% 
2014 67.021 884 1,30% 
2015 68.108 878 1,27% 
2016 69.004 1.020 1,46% 
2017 79.504 1.137 1,41% 
2018 72.068 1.039 1,42% 
2019 73.589 1.044 1,40% 
2020 75.465 1.058 1,38% 

Table 9: Duplicates removed from the original land registry datasets 
Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2010-2020) 

  

                                                           

10 https://www.geo.be/catalog/details/89086bd2-3dce-4ab3-ad51-98f5cf66f636?l=nl 

Appendix 2: Methodology for the production of a cartography of  
public landownership
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2.2.2 GROUPING PARTITIONS OWNED BY THE SAME PUBLIC INSTITUTION AT CADASTRAL PARCEL 
LEVEL  

If a certain public institution owns more than one partition of the same cadastral parcel, this leads to 
more than one record in the original dataset. This makes further analyses unnecessarily complex. 
Therefore, all records with identical KBO name + identical KBO number + identical legal code + 
identical ownership right but with different partition were merged into one record with a new 
attribute in which all partition numbers were listed in alphabetical order and separated by a 
semicolon. 

2.2.3 COMBINING PUBLIC LANDOWNERSHIP DATA WITH DIGITAL CADASTRAL PLANS 

The data about public landownership were delivered in csv-format and can therefore not 
immediately be displayed on a map. However, the csv-file does contain an attribute that provides the 
CaPaKey each parcel, which allows for a link with the digital GIS cadastral parcel plans of East-
Flanders (see earlier, step 1). The most straightforward method would be to link the 2010 public 
landownership dataset to the 2010 digital parcel plan, the 2011 set to the 2011 plan, and so on. 
Because of small changes in the shape of plots over the years (see earlier, X, the phenomenon of 
slivers), it was decided to link each plot from the public landownership dataset to its most recently 
available shape. So, for example, a records from the 2010 public landownership dataset was first 
searched for in the 2020 digital parcel plan. If the plot was not found there, the 2019 map was 
searched, then 2018, and so on. The advantage of this method is the much greater graphic continuity 
of the data over the years.  

In theory, it should be possible to link every record from the CSV dataset to a record from the digital 
cadastral parcel plans, as both are derivatives of the same original Land Register. Nearly all records 
from the public landownership dataset 2010-2020 were indeed found in the digital parcel maps. Only 
a limited amount of records were not (see ). Since this involves a very small number of records, this 
phenomenon was not investigated further. 

Table 10: Success rate of linking records for csv landownership data to the most recent version of 
the digital cadastral parcel plans  

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 Not 
found 

2010 88,25% 0,80% 1,06% 1,20% 0,85% 0,98% 0,83% 1,76% 1,61% 1,21% 1,43% 0,01% 

2011 89,68% 0,81% 1,09% 1,16% 0,82% 0,98% 0,84% 1,74% 1,63% 1,25% 0,00% 0,00% 

2012 90,66% 0,85% 1,11% 1,22% 0,83% 0,99% 0,88% 1,79% 1,66% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

2013 91,99% 0,88% 1,14% 1,22% 0,89% 1,04% 0,96% 1,88% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,01% 

2014 93,67% 0,89% 1,17% 1,21% 0,90% 1,07% 1,07% 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

2015 94,60% 0,88% 1,18% 1,23% 0,98% 1,13% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

2016 95,40% 0,91% 1,23% 1,29% 1,02% 0,10% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,04% 

2017 96,41% 0,97% 1,26% 1,34% 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

2018 97,72% 0,94% 1,30% 0,03% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

2019 99,06% 0,93% 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

2020 99,99% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2010-2020) 

Since it is perfectly possible that several records from the public landownership dataset are linked to 
one and the same parcel, this information was processed by working with so-called nested attributes 
or list attributes feature provided by the FME software, where one cell from the main attribute table 
is assigned a small, secondary attribute table. 
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2.2.4 IDENTIFYING A MAIN OWNER FOR CADASTRAL PARCELS WITH MORE THAN ONE PUBLIC 
OWNERSHIP RIGHT 

After matching the data of the public landownership rights with the digital cadastral parcel plans, it 
appeared that most of the parcels host just one public ownership right. This is not surprising 
considering the dominance of full ownership with a relative share of 100% in all property rights (see 
earlier, 1.4.2). Examining the data of 1 January 2020 shows that the majority of cadastral parcels are 
characterised by a single ownership right (86,0%), a limited number by two ownership rights 
(13,64%) and a negligible number by more than two ownership rights (see Table 11). 

Table 11: Amount of public ownership rights per cadastral parcel for the year 2020 
Amount of public ownership 
rights per cadastral parcel 

Absolute number Relative share 

1 63.584 86,04% 
2 10.082 13,64% 
3 168 0,23% 
4 32 0,04% 
5 10 0,01% 
6 6 0,01% 
7 7 0,01% 
8 8 0,01% 
Total 73.897 100,00% 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020) 

For cadastral parcels with more than one public ownership right, it was necessary to identify a main 
owner. This was necessary in order to be able to assign a plot to one of several public institutions in 
the ultimate analysis of the dataset, when making graphs and maps for example. For parcels with just 
one public owner, identifying a main owner was of course obvious. Considering the complexity but 
also the negligible share of cadastral parcels with more than two public owners were considered too 
complex. For cadastral parcels with two owners, the first step was to check whether both ownership 
rights concerned the same partition or series of partitions. If not, they were also considered too 
complex. For all other plots, a sequential logic was followed. Most of the filtering was based on the 
type of ownership right (see earlier, 1.4.3). 

Table 12: Sequential logic for the Identification of a main owner for cadastral parcels with 2 
different public owners and the same partition(s) 

Condition (see also earlier, 1.4.3) Main owner identification 
At least one of both public owners has an 
‘FMEREST’ ownership right. 

‘TE_COMPLEX’ 

At least one of the both public owners has an 
‘UNKNOWN’ ownership right. 

‘TE_COMPLEX’ 

At least one of the both public owners a 
‘COMPLEX’ ownership right 

‘TE_COMPLEX’ 

Both public institutions have a usufruct (‘VG’) 
ownership right and there is no other 
information about bare ownership (‘BE’). 

‘TE_COMPLEX’ 

Both public institutions have a full ownership 
encumbered (‘VE_BEZWAARD’) ownership 
right, and the sum of their relative shares is 1. 

‘TE_COMPLEX’ 

One public institution has a landownership right 
(‘GROND’) and the other has a use ownership 
right (‘GEBRUIK’). 

‘TE_COMPLEX’ 
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Both public institutions have a full ownership 
right (‘VE’) and bot have a relative share of 
100%. Partitions are equal.11 

‘TE_COMPLEX’ 

Both public institutions have a full ownership 
right (‘VE’), and the sum of their relative shares 
is 1. 

If the relative share of both public institutions is 
50%, then they are sorted alphabetically by KBO 
name, and the first is retained as the main 
owner. If the relative shares differ, the public 
institution with the largest relative share is 
retained as the main owner. 

One public institution has a lease right 
(‘PACHT’) and another a leasehold (‘ERFP’). 

The public institution with the lease was 
retained as the main owner. 

One public institution has as an encumbered 
full ownership right (‘VE_BEZWAARD’) and the 
other a leasehold right (‘ERFP’), and both have 
the same end date. 

The public institution with the encumbered full 
ownership right was retained as the main 
owner. 

One public institution has an encumbered full 
ownership right (‘VE_BEZWAARD’) and the 
other a leasehold right (‘ERFP’), and only the 
latter has an end date. 

The public institution with the encumbered full 
ownership right was retained as the main 
owner. 

One public institution has a landownership right 
(‘GROND’) and the other has a surface right 
(‘OPSTAL’), and both have the same end date. 

The public institution with the landownership 
right was retained as the main owner. 

One public institution has a landownership right 
(‘GROND’) and the other has a surface right 
(‘OPSTAL’), and only the latter has an end date. 

The public institution with the landownership 
right was retained as the main owner. 

One public institution has an encumbered full 
onwnership right (‘VE_BEZWAARD’) and the 
other a surface right (‘OPSTAL’), and both have 
the same end date. 

The public institution with the encumbered full 
onwnership right was retained as the main 
owner. 

One public institution has an encumbered full 
onwnership right (‘VE_BEZWAARD’) and the 
other a surface right (‘OPSTAL’), and only the 
latter has an end date. 

The public institution with the encumbered full 
onwnership right was retained as the main 
owner. 

One public institution has bare ownership right 
(‘BE’) and the other the use right (‘GEBRUIK’). 

The public institution with the bare ownership 
right was retained as the main owner. 

One public institution has a bare ownership 
right (‘BE’) with a relative share of 100% and 
the orther has a usufruct (‘VG’) with a relative 
share of 100%. 

The public institution with the bare ownership 
right was retained as the main owner. 

All other situation Public institutions were sorted according to the 
type of right, with one right considered more 
important than another: VE > VE_VG > 
VE_BEZWAARD > BE > BE_BEZWAARD > 
BE_VAN_IETS > GROND > PACHT > ERFP > VG > 
ERFP_BEZWAARD > ERFP_OP_IETS > 
VG_BEZWAARD > ERFP_OP_IETS > 
VG_BEZWAARD > VG_VAN_IETS > EVG > 
EVG_BEZWAARD > EVG_VAN_IETS > OPSTAL > 
OPSTAL_BEZWAARD > OPSTAL_OP_IETS > 
GEBRUIK > GEBOUW/BEWONING > COMPLEX > 
FMEREST > ONBEKEND. The public institution 
with the highest graded right was retained as 
the main owner. 

                                                           

11 This is a strange situation, but of a very limited scope, so it was not investigated further. 
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2.3 Step 3: Mapping changes in the period 2010-2020 

2.3.1 MERGING THE ANNUAL FILES MADE IN STEP 2 

The result of step 2 were 10 databases: a GIS file per year, each containing an overview of public 
landownership on 1 January. In step 3, these files were first linked to each other based on the 
CaPaKey. The annual file of 2010 was linked to that of 2011, then to 2012, then to 2013, and so on. 
The result is one GIS database containing all public ownership information for all years. In step 3, 
these files were first of all linked to each other based on the CaPaKey of the cadastral parcels 
involved. The annual file of 2010 was linked to that of 2011, the outcome to 2012, the outcome to 
2013, and so on. The result is one GIS database containing all public ownership information for all 
years. Yet while in the annual files of step 2 the information on multiple public ownership rights on 
the same plot was retained by means of nested tables (see earlier, 2.2.3), here, only information 
about the main owners is retained (see earlier, 2.2.4). Plots that are not publicly owned for the entire 
period only contain information for the years when the plot was publicly owned. The table below 
gives some hypothetical examples. Parcel W is a parcel that remained in public ownership during the 
entire period, with the same owner throughout. Parcel X also appeared to be in public hands 
throughout the period, but changed ownership in 2012. Parcel Y only became public land in 2012. 
And parcel Z is no longer in public hands since 2011. 

Table 13: Schematic representation of the GIS public landownership database 2010-2020 
CaPaKey 2010 2011 2012 2013 … 2020 
W Owner 1 Owner 1 Owner 1 Owner 1 … Owner 1 
X Owner 1 Owner 1 Owner 2 Owner 2 … Owner 2 
Y N/A N/A Owner 2 Owner 2 … Owner 2 
Z Owner 3 N/A N/A N/A … N/A 
…       

 

In reality, there are even more variations and the analysis is even more complex. An important 
challenge here is that plots sometimes appear and disappear from the dataset, not because they 
have been acquired or lost, but because plot changes are involved, thus changing the CaPaKey codes 
over the years. A thorough analysis of what actually happened over the years was thus essential. 

2.3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE EVOLUTION 

After linking the annual files, the merged GIS database was examined in detail in order to see exactly 
which changes occurred between the situation on 1 January of two successive years. In other words, 
the research figured out what happened between 1/1/2010 and 1/1/2011, then what happened 
between 1/1/2011 and 1/1/2012, and so on. 

When comparing the situation of public landownership on 1 January of two successive years, four 
main scenarios are possible: 

1. the parcel was not publicly owned and is still not publicly owned one year later 
2. the parcel used to be publicly owned and one year later is still is publicly owned 
3. the parcel was not publicly owned but is one year later it is publicly owned 
4. the parcel used to be publicly owned, but one year later it is no longer publicly owned 

Scenario 1 requires no further analysis. In this scenario, the attribute describing the evolution is 
assigned the value “N/A”. 
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Table 14: Overview of the possible events in scenario 1 
Evolution value Meaning 
N/A There is no evolution of public landownership 

because there is no public landownership. 
 

In scenario 2, there is continuity of public landownership, but that does not exclude certain changes 
within the public landownership. For example, ownership may shift from one to another public 
institution and/or the type of ownership may change. The method chosen was to study only whether 
or not public ownership remains with the same public ownership category. An analysis at the level of 
public ownership categories has two major advantages compared to an analysis at the level of 
individual public institutions. On the one hand, it simplifies an enormous amount of information, 
which is absolutely necessary for the purposes of statistical interpretation and mapping. On the other 
hand, this way, changes in the public landownership within the same public institution category are 
filtered out. One of the benefits of this is that shifts, for example within different departments of the 
same Flemish government or between different local administrations, do not feature as real changes 
in public landownership. This is desirable and appropriate, because screening of the data shows that 
in the vast majority of cases, these shifts within public institution categories point to administrative 
changes, for example, an institution changing its name, an institution merging with another 
institution, local administrations merging with landownership being 'transferred' to the new local 
administration, and so on. These changes are not of interest for the analysis and might even give a 
wrong impression of changes in public landownership. Possible changes in the type of ownership 
were not studied further, as this phenomenon is limited in scope and would disproportionately 
complicate the analysis and subsequent interpretation. The following scenarios were studied. Note 
that parcels that shift from one public institution category to another are included twice in the 
dataset, because they are recorded both from the point of view of the public institution acquiring the 
parcel and from the point of view of the public institution losing the parcel. This choice was made in 
function of the statistics afterwards, which means that attention has to be paid to double counting 
then. 

Table 15: Overview of the possible events in scenario 2 
Evolution value Meaning 
Remains with same public institution category The main owner of both years belongs to the 

same public institution category.  
Acquired from other public institution category 
  

The main owner of both years belongs to a 
different public institution category. From the 
point of view of the new owner, this is an 
acquired parcel. 

Lost to other public institution category The main owner of both years belongs to a 
different public institution category. From the 
point of view of the old owner, this is a lost 
parcel. 

 

Scenario 3 involves parcels that, at a given moment, suddenly appear in the dataset. It was necessary 
to examine whether this appearance actually represents the creation of new public landownership 
(e.g. through purchase) or a parcel change (i.e. one or more parcels in the same location disappear 
during the same year). This was further examined by spatially comparing all the parcels that appear 
that year with all the parcels that disappear that same year. If there is no spatial overlap between the 
appearing and disappearing parcels, it indeed represents new public landownership. In other cases, a 
spatial overlap between the two is found. But even then, it is still an open question whether this 
overlap indicates a parcel change without a significant change in public landownership or a parcel 
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change accompanied by a significant change in public landownership. This question was answered by 
looking at the extent to which the appearing parcels overlap with the disappearing parcels. Different 
scenarios were studied, in a sequence as described below. Note that some scenarios result in (parts 
of) plots being included twice in the dataset from this point onwards. Also note that the surface area 
of some plots must be recalculated because they are clipped. These choices were made in function of 
the statistical analysis later on, which means that attention has to be paid to double counting. 

Table 16: Overview of the possible events in scenario 3 
Evolution value Meaning 
Acquired The appearing parcels overlap with the 

disappearing parcels by less than 1%. It is 
therefore very clear that this is new public 
landownership. 

Parcel change with significant expansion The appearing parcels overlap with 
disappearing parcels by more than 1% but less 
than 50%. In other words, there is a clear 
increase in public landownership, but there is 
also an overlap with existing public 
landownership that disappears simultaneously. 
This is considered a parcel change that is 
accompanied by a significant increase in public 
landownership. The parcel is retained in its old 
shape. 

Acquired through parcel change (new geometry 
part acquired) 

In the case of parcel changes that are 
accompanied by a significant expansion of 
public landownership (the situation above), the 
geometry of the extension is also stored 
separately in the dataset. 

Parcel change - same public institution category 
(new shape) 

The appearing plots overlap by more than 50% 
with the disappearing plots. Moreover, the 
public institution category remains the same. 
This is considered a parcel change without a 
significant change in public landownership. The 
new shape of the parcels is retained (the old 
one is not). 

Acquired from other public institution category 
upon parcel change 

The appearing parcels overlap by more than 
50% with the disappearing parcels. The public 
institution category changes. This is considered 
a parcel change accompanied by a shift in public 
landownership. The new shape of the parcels is 
retained (the old one is not). 

 

Scenario 4 involves parcels that used to be publicly owned but suddenly disappear from the dataset. 
It was necessary to examine whether such disappearances actually represent the loss of public 
property (e.g. through sale) or parcel changes (i.e. one or more parcels appear on the same spot 
during the same year). This situation was further examined by spatially comparing all the parcels that 
disappear that year with all the parcels that appear that same year. If there is no spatial overlap 
between the disappearing and appearing parcels, it is indeed a loss of public landownership. In other 
cases, a spatial overlap is found between the two, and the question remains whether this overlap 
indicates a parcel change without a meaningful change in public landownership or a parcel change 
with a meaningful change in public landownership. This question was addressed by looking at the 
extent to which the disappearing parcels overlap with the appearing parcels. Different scenarios 
were studied, in a sequence as described below. Note that some scenarios result in (parts of) plots 
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being included twice in the dataset from this point onwards. Also note that the surface area of some 
plots must be recalculated because they are clipped. These choices were made in function of the 
statistical analysis later on, which means that attention has to be paid to double counting. 

Table 17: Overview of the possible events in scenario 4 
Evolution value Meaning 
Lost The disappearing parcels overlap with 

appearing parcels by less than 1%. It is 
therefore very clear that this is a loss of public 
landownership. 

Parcel change with significant loss The disappearing parcels overlap by more than 
1% but less than 50% with appearing parcels. 
Thus, public landownership clearly disappears, 
but there is also an overlap with public 
landownership that appears at the same time. 
This is considered a parcel change accompanied 
by a significant loss of public landownership. 
The parcel is retained in its new shape. 

Lost through parcel change (new geometry part 
lost) 

In the case of parcel changes that involve a 
significant loss of public landownership (the 
above situation), the geometry of the lost parts 
is also stored separately in the dataset. 

Parcel change - same public institution category 
(old shape) 

The disappearing parcels overlap by more than 
50% with the appearing parcels. Moreover, the 
public institution category remains the same. 
This is considered a parcel change without a 
significant change in public landownership. The 
old shape of the parcels is retained (the new 
one is not). 

Lost to other public institution category upon 
parcel change 

The disappearing parcels overlap by more than 
50% with the appearing parcels. The public 
institution category changes. This is considered 
a parcel change accompanied by a shift in public 
ownership. The old shape of the parcels is 
retained (the new one is not). 

 

All the above situations are retained in the GIS database. Note that in addition to the spatial 
duplicates already mentioned above, there are additional spatial duplicates since plot changes are 
processed and retained in both scenarios 3 and 4 (from the point of view of what disappears and 
what appears, respectively). Here too, attention has to be paid to double counting. 

2.4 Step 4: Filtering and categorising transactions 

In a fourth step, the evolution database from step 3 was further processed and transformed into 
transaction databases. For each public institution category, two databases were created: one in 
which all acquisitions of the public institution category during the entire period 2010-2020 are 
recorded, and another in which all losses are recorded. These files were created for subsequent 
statistical and geographical analyses of transactions of public landownership.  

The entire analysis is based on the evolution values described for the four scenarios above. 
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“All acquisitions” includes the following evolution values: 

 Acquired 
 Acquired through parcel change (new geometry part acquired) 
 Acquired from other public institution category  
 Aquired from other public institution category upon parcel change 

“All losses” includes the following evolution values: 

 Lost 
 Lost through parcel change (new geometry part lost) 
 Lost to other public institution category 
 Lost to other public institution category upon parcel change 

All other evolutio values are not retained for the following reasons: 

 Remains with same public institution category  no transaction 
 Parcel change - same public institution category (new shape)  no transaction because no 

significant change and same public institution category 
 Parcel change - same public institution category (old shape)  no transaction because no 

significant change and same public institution category 
 Parcel change with significant expansion  This is the parcel that was the subject of an 

extension of public landownership. The extension itself, including its new geometry and 
surface area, belongs to the category “Acquired through parcel change (new geometry part 
acquired)” and has already been included in the selection. 

 Parcel change with significant loss  This is the parcel that was the subject of a loss of public 
landownership The loss itself, including its new geometry and surface area, belongs to the 
category “Lost through parcel change (new geometry part lost)” and has already been 
included in the selection. 

The evolution value was adjusted accordingly. 

Table 18: Definition of an evolution value as basis for the statistical and geographical analysis 
Evolution value defined in step 3 Evolution value defined in step 4 
Acquired 
 

Acquired 

Acquired through parcel change (new geometry 
part acquired) 

Acquired through parcel change (new geometry 
part acquired) 

Acquired from other public institution category  
 

“Acquired from” followed by a public institution 
category. So one of the following: 

 Acquired from State 
 Acquired from Flemish government 
 Acquired from Provinces 
 Acquired from Local government 
 Acquired from PCSW 
 Acquired from Church 
 Acquired from Other 
 Acquired from TE_COMPLEX 

Aquired from other public institution category 
upon parcel change 
 

Lost Lost 
Lost through parcel change (new geometry part 
lost) 
 

Lost through parcel change (new geometry part 
lost) 
 

Lost to other public institution category 
 

“Lost to” followed by a public institution 
category. So one of the following: 
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Lost to other public institution category upon 
parcel change 

 Lost to State 
 Lost to Flemish government 
 Lost to Provinces 
 Lost to Local government 
 Lost to PCSW 
 Lost to Church 
 Lost to Other 
 Lost to TE_COMPLEX 
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Appendix 3: Methodology for the intersection of 
the public landownership cartography with 
LPIS data 

3.1 Step 1: Processing original LPIS data 

3.1.1 REMOVING SPATIAL DUPLICATES 

Original LPIS data (see appendix 5) include spatial duplicates. This occurs, for example, when an 
agricultural parcel is used by farmer X at the beginning of the year but is then used by farmer Y in the 
course of that same year. In most cases, both farmers will be obliged to report their activities in the 
integrated parcel registration, resulting in spatial duplicates that do not overlap in time. Apart from 
temporal differentiation, there are a couple of other factors that may help explain spatial duplication 
in original LPIS data. In the public version of the LPIS data (see appendix 6) these duplicates have 
been removed. This is largely achieved by focussing on a specific date in spring (end of April – 
beginning of May), the so-called reference date (“peildatum”), and omitting registrations that are not 
applicable on this reference date. 

The excerpt of original LPIS data that is annually provided to ILVO for research purposes still 
contained several spatial duplicates for the year 2020. To avoid double counting, a similar technique 
was applied to eliminate all spatial duplicates. Only registrations that met all three of the criteria 
below were retained: 

1. In use on the reference date (IN_GEBR_P = J) 
2. With a value for the attribute crop code (GWSCOD_H has a value) 
3. Concerning subsidisable or non-subsidisable crops, i.e. not limited to fertilisation activities 

solely (PIJLER_1 != G) 

On the basis of these criteria, 67 of the 525.860 registrations in the Flemish LPIS data for 2020 were 
removed and 525.793 were retained. Among the latter, spatial duplicates still occurred.These could 
not be filtered further on the basis of attribute values. Therefore, in a second step, duplicates with 
the same ID for their geometry (REF_ID) were removed. In this second step, 171 registrations were 
deleted, leaving a total of 525.622 spatially unique registrations. 

Of all the 525.622 records retained for the entire Flemish region, 137.502 records are located in the 
province of East Flanders (these records have a muncipal NIS code that starts with the number 4). 
This selection contains 10.060 unique farmer IDs (“landbouwernummer”). This means that in 2020, 
10.060 farms were active in the Ghent metropolitan area (see appendix 6 for more substantive 
information on these attributes). 

3.1.2 CALCULATING THE ACREAGE OF EACH FARM 

Before intersecting the LPIS data with the cartography of public landownership, a number of general 
characteristics of individual farms were extracted from the entire LPIS dataset. The term ‘individual 
farms’ refers to unique farmer IDs (see appendix 6 for more information and a justification for this 
choice). Based on the LPIS data, two surface areas were calculated for each farm: its acreage in 
Flanders as a whole and its acreage within East Flanders. 

3.1.3 LINKING EU STANDARD OPERATING INCOME AND AGRICULTURAL TYPOLOGY 

EU information on the standard operating income and the EU typology for agricultural holdings (EC 
1242/2008) was linked to the 525.622 records from the LPIS data. This was done by means of the 

Appendix 3: Methodology for the intersection of the public  
landownership cartography with LPIS data
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unique farmer IDs provided by both datasets. Both datasets did not provide information for 1.501 
registrations. 

Based on the standard operating income (see appendix 5), a distinction can be made between 
professional and hobby farming. Usually, a threshold of 25.000 euros is used. Records with a value of 
less than 25.000 euros are considered to be hobby farming. Records with a higher value are 
considered professional agriculture. Since nature management organisations are also obliged to 
register some of their management activities such as mowing and grazing natural grassland (see 
chapter 5) for LPIS purposes (see appendix 6) while agricultural production is not a real purpose, it 
makes sense here to add a third category of nature management organisation to the existing 
distinction between professional and hobby farming. These nature management organisations can 
be filtered on the basis of their enterprise number (KBO), which is included in the original dataset. 

3.1.4 LINKING AGE YOUNGEST FARM MANAGER 

The LPIS data could also be linked to information indicating the age of the youngest farm manager 
for each farm (farmer ID). Information was found for 524.145 records, leaving 1.477 records without.  

3.1.5 IDENTIFICATION OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL CENTRE FOR EACH FARM 

In Flanders, the acreage of agricultural companies is usually very fragmented. Agricultural parcels are 
by no means always clustered together around the farmstead. For the purpose of the analysis, a 
geographical centre was determined for each farm, representing the best estimate of the location of 
the farm’s centre. The methodology used here is twofold. 

The integrated parcel registration requires farmers to register not only parcels on which they grow 
crops or raise livestock, but also parcels on which agricultural infrastructure is located (see appendix 
6). If such parcels are included in the dataset, it is fairly easy to identify the location of the farmstead 
of a farm and thus its geographical centre. If no information on agricultural infrastructure is included 
in dataset, a different method has to be followed (see below). Farms that report agricultural 
infrastructure may have one or more parcels with agricultural infrastructure. In case only one parcel 
is registered as such, this parcel is considered to be the farmstead. In case several parcels are 
recorded, the largest parcel was considered to be the farmstead. In both cases the geometric centre 
of gravity of the retained parcel was calculated and saved.  

For farms that do not include any plots with agricultural infrastructure in the dataset, the centre of 
gravity of their entire acreage was determined. For this purpose, all plots were first aggregated into a 
single polygon, and then the centre of gravity was determined. 

At a certain point in the analysis (see XXX), the distance between the geographical centre of some 
farms and the city centre of Ghent is calculated. The latter was defined as the location of the City Hall 
of Ghent (Address: Botermarkt 1, 9000 Ghent, Belgium). This calculation was carried out in QGIS 
using the distance matrix tool and includes a distance in kilometres calculated in the Lambert 1972 
coordinate system. 

3.2 Step 2a: Clipping public landownership (clippee) with LPIS data (clipper) 

The intersection (clip) of the cartography of public landownership and LPIS data can be carried out in 
two different ways. This is important because the geography of public landownership (based on 
cadastral parcels) differs from the geography of LPIS data (based on agricultural use parcels) (see 
appendix 6). Either LPIS data are clipped on the basis of the cartography of public landownership, or 
the public landownership cartography is clipped on the basis of on the LPIS data. The first way of 
working generates a result that is spatially very similar to the cartography of public landownership, 
but in which the original cadastral parcels are split into pieces when necessary to reflect the 
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boundaries of the agricultural use parcels as well. The second way of working generates a result that 
is spatially very similar to LPIS data, but in which the agricultural use parcels are split into pieces 
when necessary to reflect the boundaries of the cadastral parcels. The first way is discussed here 
(step 2a), the second way in a next section (step 2b). 

The results of the clip of public landownership (clippee) with LPIS data (clipper) included (parts of) 
cadastral parcels that overlap (inside) and do not overlap (outside) with LPIS registrations. For each 
cadastral parcel from the cartography of public landownership, it was calculated which share of its 
total surface area overlaps with LPIS data and which does not.  

This raises the question of the threshold at which a recorded overlap between public land and LPIS 
data is considered relevant or not. Is a publicly owned cadastral parcel that overlaps with LPIS data 
by just 5% of its total surface area considered to have an agricultural use or not? And does the 
assessment differ if it is 5% of a very large or 5% of a very small cadastral parcel? These situations 
occur frequently because of differences in the way agricultural parcels are recorded in LPIS data and 
the way they are recorded in the Belgian Land Register (see appendix 6). Different threshold values 
were tested in a GIS environment and assessed visually. In the end, the following approach was 
adopted. If publicly owned cadastral parcels overlap with LPIS data by less than 10% of their total 
area and by less than 500 m², they are considered to have no agricultural use. Once parcels overlap 
by 10% or more with LPIS data and/or overlap by more than 500 m² with LPIS data, the overlapping 
parts of those parcels are considered to indeed have an agricultural use. The remaining part of these 
parcels that do not overlap with the LPIS data are never considered to have an agricultural use in 
order to exclude overestimations. 

3.3 Step 2b: Clipping LPIS data (clippee) with public landownership (clipper) 

The results of the clip of LPIS data (clippee) with public landownership (clipper) included (parts of) 
agricultural use parcels that overlap (inside) and do not overlap (outside) with publicly owned 
cadastral parcels. Both groups were examined at farm level (farmer IDs, see appendix 6). The 
question of whether the overlap between LPIS data and public landownership is meaningful or not 
was, unlike in step 2a, not assessed at parcel level but at the level of the entire acreage of farms (see 
below). 

The data and the elaborated methodology allow to determine for all farms active in the Ghent city 
region whether and to what extent their acreage in the region overlaps with public landownership. 
Since the cartography of public land ownership is limited to the Ghent city region, only the acreage of 
farms within the region is studied. However, since the entire acreage of all farms in Flanders is known 
(see earlier step 1), it is possible to check whether seemingly small farms are indeed small or whether 
a large part of their acreage is actually situated (just) outside the Ghent city region. 

The overlap between the acreage of farms and public landownership will range from small to large 
overlaps. This raises the question of the threshold at which an overlap between the two is 
considered relevant. In the text of the PhD, several arguments are given as to why the determination 
of a minimum threshold is particularly difficult and should certainly not be set too high (see earlier, 
X). Having said that, the intersection of public landownership and LPIS data actually includes many 
examples in which the overlap between the two is negligible. This is primarily due to differences in 
the way agricultural parcels are recorded in LPIS data and the way they are recorded in the Belgian 
Land Register (see appendix 6). As a result, agricultural registrations that visually clearly belong to a 
certain cadastral parcel may sometimes overlap with a neighbouring parcel that belongs to a public 
institution. If that is the only place where a farmer’s acreage overlaps with public land, the overlap is 
of no importance at all. In addition, one could say that the acreage of ‘the average farm’ in the Ghent 
city region would also include some public land, and that all farms below this average therefore 
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cultivate anything but exceptional amounts of public land. A statistical analysis of the acreage of all 
10.060 farms in the Ghent city region results in the following key figures (see also Figure 10): 

 Minimum: 0,00% 
 Q1: 0,00% 
 Median: 0,01% 
 Q3: 2,01% 
 Maxium: 99,99% 
 Mean: 3,76% 

 

Figure 10: Box plot of the share of public land in the acreage of all farms working in the Ghent city 
region 

Source: Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish LPIS data (2020) 

These figures mean that the share of public land in all farms varies from a minimum of 0,00% to a 
maximum of 99,99%. The median and quartiles indicate that when all farms are sorted from a small 
to a large share of public land, the area of the central farm has 0,01% public land in its acreage in the 
region, the first quarter of all farms sorted this way stays below 0,00%, and the last quarter is above 
2,01%. Finally, the statistical analysis shows that, on average, the acreage of farms in the region 
includes 3,76% public land. Building on the latter figure, one could argue that there is nothing special 
about a farm with 3,76% of publicly owned land in its acreage.  
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Appendix 4: Flemish zoning plan 

4.1 Background information 

The so-called “ruimteboekhouding” (literally translated: spatial bookkeeping) serves in this analysis as 
the best available GIS zoning plan that reflects the most recently planned land use for the entire 
Flemish territory. It should be strongly emphasised that this spatial bookkeeping, contrary to what 
the name might seem to suggest, does not monitor actual land uses but planned land uses. The 
planned land use of a specific parcel of land provides the owner with a legal basis to develop the 
parcel of land according to a defined land use objective (e.g. to convert a field into an industrial area 
if it is zoned for industrial purposes). Unlike in other countries, planned land uses in Flanders are 
perpetual. They have no expiry date. They only come to an end when they are converted into 
another planned land use by means of an official zoning amendment. 

The spatial bookkeeping mainly reflects the planned land uses established in the so-called regional 
zoning plans (“gewestplannen”). These plans were drawn up by the Flemish government in the 
second half of the last century and specified a planned land use for the entire Flemish territory. Since 
the turn of the century, these plans have been amended on a more local level by means of regular 
zoning plans (“ruimtelijke uitvoeringsplannen”) which can be drawn up by the Flemish government, 
the provincial government or local governments. In the spatial bookkeeping, all these changes to the 
original regional zoning plans are monitored. This results in a map that shows the most recent 
planned land use for the entire territory. 

The spatial bookkeeping is not a publicly accessible database but an internal policy instrument of the 
Flemish government, created and maintained for a very specific purpose.12 Its raison d'être is directly 
linked to the so-called Flemish Spatial Structure Plan (“ruimtelijk structuurplan Vlaanderen”, RSV): a 
conceptual vision of the desired spatial development of the Flemish territory. In this RSV, 
quantitative targets were set for the increase and decrease of the areas of the different land-use 
categories. The RSV, for example, stipulated that the total area zoned for nature purposes should 
increase from 111.100 ha in 1994 to 150.000 ha. The total area zoned for agricultural purposes 
should, according to the RSV, decrease from 807.600 ha in 1994 to 750.000 ha. In addition to nature 
and agriculture, quantitative targets were also set for housing, recreation, industry and forestry. The 
spatial bookkeeping instrument, then, was created as a monitoring tool to monitor the actual 
evolution of planned land uses – hence the name ‘spatial bookkeeping’. 

In Flanders, there is no other up-to-date overview of the most recent planned land uses. In its 
absence, this research considers the spatial bookkeeping as the best available GIS proxy for all 
planned land uses in Flanders. For the sake of simplicity and clarity and to avoid the above-
mentioned misunderstanding, this PhD will refer to the spatial bookkeeping dataset as the Flemish 
zoning plan. 

The different, original purpose of the Flemish zoning plan has only limited consequences for the 
analysis in this research. The most relevant consequence is related to the categorisation of the 
planned land uses. This has been greatly simplified within the framework of the spatial bookkeeping 
monitoring systems, reflecting the ambitions of the RSV rather than the detailed descriptions of the 
planned land use as they are included in zoning plans. 

                                                           

12 Het plan wordt wel gedeeld met onderzoeksinstellingen voor onderzoeksdoeleinden. Het is niet publiek 
raadpleegbaar zoals dat voor vele andere geografische informatie van de overheid wel het geval is.  
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4.2 Relevant attributes 

Of all the available attributes of the Flemish zoning plan, only the main land use attribute was used. 
The original categorisation used has nine categories: 

01 = Residential (wonen) 
02 = Recreation (recreatie) 
03 = Nature and reserve (natuur en reservaat) 
04 = Other green (overig groen) 
05 = Forest (bos) 
06 = Agriculture (landbouw) 
07 = Industry outside the ‘gates’ (industrie buiten de poorten) 
7p = Industry within the ‘gates’ (industrie binnen de poorten) 
08 = Other (overige) 

This categorisation literally reflects the objectives of the RSV (see above). The distinction between 
industry outside the industrial "gates" and industry within these gates, for example, refers to the 
concept introudced by the RSV and for which different quantitative targets were set. The uses for 
which the RSV did not formulate quantitative objectives were assigned to the category 'other'. The 
latter includes planned land uses such as areas for community facilities and public use, reclamation 
sites, landfill sites or military zones.13  

4.3 Data availability 

The Flemish zoning plan covers the entire territory of the Flemish Region. The data-owner is the 
Flemish government. The analysis used the 1 January 2020 version of the Flemish zoning plan. This 
database is not publicly accessible, but every year on 1 January an excerpt is shared with ILVO for 
research purposes. This way, the data could also be used for this doctoral research. 

4.4 Data-processing 

Some general modifications were made to the GIS file of the Flemish zoning plan before it was used 
in the analysis. A handful of duplicates with an identical geometry were removed to avoid double 
counting. The original categorisation of the Flemish zoning plan was adjusted. For the analysis in this 
study, category 07 and category 7p were combined into one category ‘Industry’. Categories 3, 4 and 
5 were combined into a category ‘Green’.  

  

                                                           

13 In addition to codes that refer to one of the above categories, the GIS layer also contains records with code 
00, 09 or NULL. An addendum to the dataset states that these may be ignored. 
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Table 19: Recategorisation of the Flemish zoning plan 
New zoning categories Old zoning categories 
Agriculture 06 = Agriculture (landbouw) 
Green 03 = Nature and reserve (natuur en reservaat) 

04 = Other green (overig groen) 
05 = Forest (bos) 

Industry 07 = Industry outside the ‘gates’ (industrie 
buiten de poorten) 
7p = Industry within the ‘gates’ (industrie 
binnen de poorten) 

Other 08 = Other (overige) 
+ 00, 09 and NULL 

Recreation 02 = Recreation (recreatie) 
Residential 01 = Housing (wonen) 

 

The intersection of the cadastral parcels and the zoning plan was done by means of a clip operation, 
in which the parcels (clippee) were cut into pieces based on the zoning plan (clipper) so that each 
piece of a cadastral parcel has just one planned land use. Plots that are located entirely within one 
zoning category were thus not split up. For these plots, it was obvious which planned land use was 
retained. Other plots were split up and could therefore be linked to more than one planned land use. 
Here, the analysis chose to retain the most dominant planned land use. The share of the retained 
planned land use was stored in a separate attribute to allow for later inspection or use. 
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Appendix 5: Flemish LPIS data 

5.1 Background information 

Within the framework of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European Union (EU), each 
Member State is required to set up a system for the administration and control of CAP payments to 
farmers. These systems are better known as the Integrated Administration and Control Systems 
(IACS). Since a significant part of the European agricultural grants is based on surface area criteria, 
monitoring of the location and shape of agricultural parcels for which support is claimed is 
indispensable. Therefore, one of the key components of an IACS is a so-called land parcel 
identification system (LPIS) in which the geography of all agricultural parcels is registered as 
accurately as possible.  

Since the spatial manifestation of agricultural activities is often not (exactly) similar to cadastral 
parcels and landownership (see Figure 11), LPIS resolutely opts to register agricultural use parcels on 
the basis of orthoimagery and not on the basis of cadastral information. The content and 
methodology of IACS and LPIS are defined at the European level, but Member States are responsible 
for its implementation and have some degrees of freedom (European Commission, n.d.). Moreover, 
some Member States have further expanded the set-up and the application of IACS and LPIS to help 
organising additional agricultural support measures and other policies as well (European Court of 
Auditors, 2016). 

Figure 11: LPIS data reflect the actual agricultural use rather than landownership 
CADASTRAL PARCEL PLAN LPIS DATA 

  
Source: Belgian Land Registry data 2020 (left), Flemish LPIS data 2020 (right), orthoimagery 2021 

(background) 

In Belgium, agricultural policy has been organised at regional level since the beginning of the 21st 
century. This means that the Flemish region is responsible for the European obligations regarding 
IACS and LPIS for the Flemish territory. The Flemish system also has quite a lot of other applications 
in addition to the disbursement and monitoring of European CAP support. This includes a major 
integration with the Flemish manure policy (for the implementation of the EU Nitrates Directive a.o.) 
as well as several other applications such as the payment of Flemish subsidies for agroforestry 
systems etc. (Vlaamse overheid, 2020). A a result, a wide range of actors is obliged to submit a very 
detailed annual report of all parcels of land on which certain agricultural activities are carried out 
that are relevant in the context of the aforementioned objectives. Due to the broad scope of 
application, this goes far beyond the requirements for the monitoring of European CAP support. The 
use of LPIS data for the organisation of the Flemish manure policy, for example, requires that not 
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only the livestock activities of professional farmers who call on CAP support are registered, but also 
those of hobby farmers, nature management organisations who use livestock for nature 
management, etc. As a result, Flemish LPIS data are considered an accurate representation of the 
actual agricultural use of the Flemish territory (Danckaert, 2013). 

Every year, the responsible Flemish departments draw up an extensive manual that indicates which 
actors have to report which agricultural activities (Vlaamse overheid, 2020). This system is called the 
“eenmalige perceelsregistratie” or “verzamelaanvraag” which literally translates as integrated parcel 
registration. It includes not only the shape of agricultural use parcels, but also a lot of crop-related 
and even farm business-related information. Although the integrated parcel registration dataset does 
much more than identifying agricultural use parcels, this PhD still uses the internationally known 
term LPIS. This term is used in international research to refer to comparable yet distinct datasets that 
European Member States compile to meet the European IACS obligations (see a.o. Kerselaers & 
Levin, 2019; Verhoeve, Dewaelheyns, Kerselaers, Rogge, & Gulinck, 2015). 

5.2 Data availability 

The data owner is the Flemish government, more specifically the Department of Agriculture and 
Fisheries and the Flemish Land Agency. Agricultural uses are registered at different moments of the 
year. The manure policy is very much focused on who is using a parcel on 1 January (and who derives 
certain manuring rights from this). Other policy applications look at who is using a parcel on May 31 
of the year (on this date it is assumed that it the main crop is grown). But the most important date is 
the deadline for submitting the annual submission. This date varies from year to year, but is always in 
the period late April – early May (the reference date, “pijldatum”). This is the date on which the CAP 
payments are based. In this research, LPIS data has been used for the reference date of 2020. This 
differs somewhat from the focus on 1 January in other data sources, including the Belgian Land 
Registry data on which the cartography of public landownership is based. However, considering that 
it makes little sense to focus on the situation on 1 January as most parcels are then fallow or covered 
by a cover crop, the focus on the main crop a few months later is a strength.  

Flemish LPIS data contain a lot of confidential information as they include personal and commercial 
data. A privacy-proof version of the annual LPIS data is publicly available14 and provides an overview 
of the shape of all agricultural use parcels and associated crop information. The main limitation here 
is that it is not possible to identify which use parcels belong to the same farm.  An agreement 
between the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries of the Flemish Government and ILVO provides 
ILVO with partial excerpts of original LPIS data for research purposes. This way, more detailed LPIS 
data was available for this doctoral research. It used Flemish LPIS data for 2020 (reference date). 
Only anonymised results have been included in this thesis. They do not provide information on 
individual cases.  

5.3 Relevant attributes 

Original LPIS data contain large amounts of information and a diversity of attributes. The most 
important attributes used in the analysis are briefly explained below. With the exception of the 
information on crop type, these attributes are not publicly available, yet available for research 
purposes at ILVO through the aforementioned agreement. 

LPIS data contains attributes that define the crop produced on each single use parcel, as well as some 
attributes that group this multitude of information into crop groups (GEWASGROEP). For the 

                                                           

14 https://www.geopunt.be/catalogus/datasetfolder/47c5540f-bf7c-45fc-9a74-8e60547cde82  
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analysis, a few more merges were made to the standard categorisation into crop groups to reduce 
the number of categories. This resulted in the following categorisation: 

 Agricultural infrastructure (this category was used to calculate the geographical centre of 
each farm, see appendix 3 section 3.1.5) 

 Cereals, seeds, legumes, potatoes, sugar beets 
 Corn and other fodder crops 
 Fruit and nuts 
 Grassland 
 Other crops 
 Vegetables, herbs and ornamental plants 
 Water 
 Woody crops 

The LPIS data available to ILVO contain a unique ID for each farm (LB_NMR). This ID allows parcels 
cultivated by the same farm to be grouped, which results in an overview of their entire acreage. 

LPIS data provide not only detailed information on crops (type of crop, area) but also on livestock 
(type of animal, number). Based on this crop and livestock information, an established LPIS 
methodology also estimates the expected turnover that farms are expected to realise. For this 
purpose, LPIS coefficients are set every few years at European level indicating the turnover per 
hectare for each crop and the turnover per livestock unit. The sum of all information at farm level 
results in an estimate of its expected turnover and is also called the standard output (SO_total). 
Based on the total standard output, a distinction is made between hobby farming activities (assumed 
to have a low turnover) and professional farming activities (assumed to have a higher turnover). In 
Flanders, a threshold of €25.000 is usually used. 

LPIS data also contain the company ID (OND_NMR) related to each farmer (the KBO ID, see appendix 
1, section 1.3.1). An overview of the KBO IDs of all nature management organisations allows their 
LPIS submissions to be separated and categorised separately, alongside hobby farming and 
professional farming. As mentioned earlier in appendix 3, nature management organisations are also 
obliged to register some of their management activities such as mowing and grazing natural 
grassland (see chapter 5) for LPIS purposes (see appendix 6). 

Based on the data on crops and livestock units belonging to a particular farm, LPIS data also 
determine the type of agricultural activity at farm level. This is based on a typology for agricultural 
holdings defined by the European Commission (regulation No No 1242/2008 of 8 December 2008 
establishing a Community typology for agricultural holdings).15 The typology is composed of four 
levels: an overall distinction between specialised holdings (crops)/specialist holdings (animals)/mixed 
farms, 9 general types of farming, 90 principal types of farming and 900 particular types of farming 
(from a limited to a large degree of detail). The first three levels were used in the analysis (based on 
attribute typologie_SO).  

Finally, LPIS data provide information on the age of the youngest farm manager on each farm 
(LeeftijdJongsteZaakvoerder). This information comes with the important warning that even if the 
youngest farm manager is already quite old, this does not exclude that there is a younger person 
ready or dreaming to take over the farm but who is not yet registered as farm manager (see 

                                                           

15 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32008R1242  
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appendix 6). Nevertheless, age is a valuable source of information for the analysis. For privacy 
reasons, ages were grouped into wide age categories. 

5.4 Data-processing 

The intersection of cadastral data and Flemish LPIS data is explained in appendix 3 step 2. 
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Appendix 6: Public land transactions by each 
public institution type between 2010-2020 

6.1 Belgian state 

LAND ACQUIRED BY THE STATE 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP ORIGIN 

  

  

 

 

Figure 12: Details of all land acquired by the state in the period 2010-2020, differentiated by zoning 
category (left) and by ownership origin (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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LAND LOST BY THE STATE 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP DESTINATION 

  

   

 
 

Figure 13: Details of all land lost by the state in the period 2010-2020, differentiated by zoning 
category (left) and by ownership destination (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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6.2 Flemish government 

 

LAND ACQUIRED BY FLEMISH GOVERNMENT 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP ORIGIN 

  

  

 

 

Figure 14: Details of all land acquired by the Flemish governments in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership origin (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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LAND LOST BY FLEMISH GOVERNMENT 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP DESTINATION 

  

  

 
 

Figure 15: Details of all land lost by the Flemish governments in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership destination (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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6.3 Provincial government 

 

LAND ACQUIRED BY PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP ORIGIN 

  

  

 

 

Figure 16: Details of all land acquired by provincial governments in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership origin (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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LAND LOST BY PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP DESTINATION 

  

  

 
 

Figure 17: Details of all land lost by provincial governments in the period 2010-2020, differentiated 
by zoning category (left) and by ownership destination (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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6.4 Local governments 

LAND ACQUIRED BY LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP ORIGIN 

  

  

 

 

Figure 18: Details of all land acquired by local governments in the period 2010-2020, differentiated 
by zoning category (left) and by ownership origin (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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LAND LOST BY LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP DESTINATION 

  

  

 
 

Figure 19: Details of all land lost by local governments in the period 2010-2020, differentiated by 
zoning category (left) and by ownership destination (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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6.5 Public centres for social welfare 

LAND LOST BY PUBLIC CENTRES FOR SOCIAL WELFARE 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP DESTINATION 

  

  

 
 

Figure 20: Details of all land lost by public centres for social welfare in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership destination (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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LAND ACQUIRED BY PUBLIC CENTRES FOR SOCIAL WELFARE 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP ORIGIN 

  

  

 

 

Figure 21: Details of all land acquired by public centres for social welfare in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership origin (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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6.6 Church 

LAND LOST BY CHURCH INSTITUTIONS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP DESTINATION 

   

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 22: Details of all land lost by public church institutions in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership destination (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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LAND ACQUIRED BY CHURCH INSTITUTIONS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP ORIGIN 

  

  

 

 

Figure 23: Details of all land acquired by public church institutions in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership origin (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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6.7 Other public institutions 

LAND ACQUIRED BY OTHER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP ORIGIN 

  

  

 

 

Figure 24: Details of all land acquired by other public institutions in the period 2010-2020, 
differentiated by zoning category (left) and by ownership origin (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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 LAND LOST BY OTHER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS 2010-2020 

BY ZONING CATEGORY BY OWNERSHIP DESTINATION 

  

  

 
 

Figure 25: Details of all land lost by other public institutions in the period 2010-2020, differentiated 
by zoning category (left) and by ownership destination (right) 

Source: own research based on Belgian Land Registry data (2020), Flemish zoning plan (2020) 
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Appendix 7: Overview interviews 

The table below lists all formal interviews conducted as part of this PhD (see 4.3.2.2). Although these 
interviews all contributed to the development of the research, not all interviews have been used as 
references or citations in the final text. 

Please note that alongside empirical material from the interviews, this manuscript also refers and 
cites from other sources of oral communication. This includes important phone calls, online video 
meetings and public fora. These are not included in the table below because they are not considered 
formal interviews. All forms of oral communication that are referred to in the text of this manuscript 
(as references or citations) are listed separately in the reference section preceding these appendices. 

For more information on the agroecological organisations mentioned and the location of the farms 
listed, I refer to the methodological chapter (section 4.2.1).  

Date Name Profession 
7 August 2019 Benny Van de Velde Farmer at Oogstgoed 

(horticulture) 
23 May 2020 Dave Buchan Farmer at ‘t Wijveld 

(horticulture) 
12 June 2020 Jeroen Watté Staff member at Wervel (ngo) 
5 July 2020 Johan D’Hulster Farmer at Akelei (horticulture) 
9 July 2020 Luc and Jarno Vandepoel Farmers at De Vaerendriesch 

(livestock, arable farming) 
14 July 2020 Marc Verhofstede Farmer at Humus (arable 

farming) 
4 August 2020 Lieven Devreese Farmer at ‘t Polderveld 

(horticulture) 
20 October 2020 Nico Vandevannet Farmer at De Levende Aarde 

(horticulture) 
16 December 2020 Sylvie Fosselle Former staff member city of 

Ghent 
14 January 2021 Annelies Beyens Staff member at De 

Langenoten (ngo) 
21 January 2021 Maarten Crivits Urban activist at Werkgroep 

Stadslandbouw Gent and The 
Hungry City 

22 January 2021 Anton Christiaens Volunteer at Natuurpunt and 
researcher on agroecological 
urbanism 

27 January 2021 Geert Iserbyt Staff member and founder of 
Landwijzer 

2 February 2021 Annelies Marchand Farmer at De Vierklaver 
(livestock) and prosecutor in 
the Huts court case 

9 February 2021 Pieter Vangansbeke Researcher ecosystem services 
and forest ecology at Ghent 
University, and volunteer at 
Natuurpunt  
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16 February 2021 Sofie Vandelannoote Director at intermunicipal 
development company 
VENECO 

18 April 2021 An Verboven Farmer at De Zonnekouter 
(mixed) 

1 September 2021 Koen Dhoore Teacher at Landwijzer 

7 September 2021 Delphine De Hemptinne Staff member at Flemish 
Nature and Forest Agency  

21 September 2021 Kurt Sannen Farmer at ‘t Bolhuis (mainly 
livestock) 

1 November 2021 Jeroen Bot Staff member at Flemish 
Nature and Forest Agency 

2 December 2021 Daniel López-García Agroecological researcher at 
Spanish National Research 
Council and activist at Red de 
Ciudades por la Agroecología 
(Spanish Cities for Agroecology 
Network) 

23 December 2021 David Vereecke Staff member at sogent 
(municipal development 
company Ghent) 

11 February 2022 David Vereecke Staff member at sogent 
(municipal development 
company Ghent) 

23 February 2022 Ann Coussement Former staff member spatial 
department city of Ghent 

25 February 2022 Joke Charles Staff member green 
department city of Ghent 

17 March 2022 Filip De Rynck Emeritus professor of public 
administration at Ghent 
University 

24 March 2022 Katrien Verbeke Former staff member at 
climate department city of 
Ghent 
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Appendix 8: Interview guide agroecological 
farmers  

Version 7 May 2020 

Introduction of the research 

The text below is specifically aimed at farmers, and will be used in email conversations and as an 
introduction prior to the interview. In addition, there is room for more complete and technical 
information in the information sheet and the informed consent form. 

English: I am an urban planner and I do research at Ghent University and the ILVO on the urban food 
issue. This often results in associations with concepts such as urban agriculture, rooftop gardens and 
vertical agriculture. These are all concepts that mainly try to reintroduce food production in a place 
where food production has disappeared: in the city centre. I try to take a different approach in my 
research. I start from existing agroecological practices that already exist, for example in the urban 
fringe but also in the region around cities. And I try to bring the agricultural issues and challenges 
that are at stake there to the city, to an urban audience, to investigate how cities and urban dwellers 
can engage with these issues and challenges. To make this concrete, my research focuses on the 
theme of agroecological soil care. I do action research by following a large part of the Landwijzer 
course, and I would also like to interview a number of agroecological farmers to discuss how soils and 
soil fertility are being cared for and what needs should be addressed. My research is part of an 
international research project, Urbanising in Place, which includes action research in Belgium 
(Brussels and Flanders), the United Kingdom (London), Latvia (Riga) and Argentina (Rosario).  

Dutch: Ik ben stedenbouwkundige en doe onderzoek aan de Universiteit Gent en het ILVO over het 
stedelijk voedselvraagstuk. Vaak levert dat meteen een associatie op met concepten als 
stadslandbouw, daktuinen en verticale landbouw. Allemaal concepten die vooral proberen om 
voedselproductie opnieuw te introduceren op een plek waar die voedselproductie verdwenen is: in 
de binnenstad. Ik probeer in mijn onderzoek een andere insteek te hanteren. Ik vertrek vanuit 
bestaande agroecologische praktijken die reeds bestaan, bijvoorbeeld in de stadsrand maar 
evengoed in de regio rond steden. En ik probeer om de landbouwvraagstukken en uitdagingen die 
daar aan de orde zijn naar de stad te brengen, om vervolgens te onderzoeken hoe de stad daar 
engagementen in kan opnemen. Om dit concreet te maken focus ik in mijn onderzoek op het thema 
agroecologische bodemzorg, doe ik actieonderzoek o.a. door een groot deel van de Landwijzer-
opleiding te volgen, en wil ik ook graag een interview afnemen van een aantal agroecologische 
boeren om te bespreken hoe er voor bodems en bodemvruchtbaarheid gezorgd wordt en welke 
noden er bestaan. Mijn onderzoek maakt deel uit van een internationaal onderzoeksproject, 
Urbanising in Place, met actieonderzoek in België (Brussel en Vlaanderen), het Verenigd Koninkrijk 
(Londen), Letland (Riga) en Argentinië (Rosario). 
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Interview questions 

Starters 

‐ What is the soil texture? What does the soil profile generally look like on your farm? 
‐ How would you describe the soil condition? How do you know? How have these 

characteristics evolved over time? (e.g. structure, OS level, previous land use and associated 
implications...) 

‐ Degree to which agricultural practice is adapted to the soil? (e.g. opportunities, constraints, 
adaptations) 

‐ Are the properties of the soils you work on optimal for your agricultural activities? Are there 
soils with other properties in your surroundings that you would have liked to have had access 
to? 

‐ Going through and filling in the template 'info sheet organic farm' (only page 1) of 
Landwijzer:  
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Soil care on farm level 

‐ Introduction scheme Van der Ploeg. We have already talked about crop rotation, which is a 
way of reproducing soil fertility at farm level (see non-commodity circuits in figure Van der 
Ploeg). Are there other ways in which you close cycles at farm level, or other strategies that 
you apply at farm level to enhance soil fertility that make you independent of others? 

 
‐ To what extent do you consider your farm as autonomous in terms of nutrient supply and 

why?  
o What other inputs/actors do you need to reproduce your soil fertility? Where do 

these other inputs come from? 
o Is it a deliberate choice not to produce these other inputs on farm level 

(specialisation) or would you like to, but is it not possible? Are there factors that 
obstruct you and over which you have no control? (e.g. lack of land, infrastructure) 

o Do you experience this dependency on inputs from outside the farm as a problem 
(e.g. an uncertainty, lack of quality, problems of certification, costs, logistics)? Or is it 
more of a partnership with a reciprocal relationship (e.g. manure in exchange for 
straw)? 

‐ What do you aim for in terms of soil fertility and soil health? What is the ultimate goal? (e.g. 
compensate what you take away? increase the organic matter content? as much soil life as 
possible? more fungi?) 

‐ To what extent do you succeed in combining 'being productive' with the needs of the soil? To 
what extent do you think that the agricultural practice you apply right now is truly 
regenerative? Would it be possible to maintain the way you farm this land generation after 
generation? 

o Are there resources that you (would) need for the agroecological reproducing of soil 
fertility and to which you do not have sufficient access today? (e.g. animal manure, 
good compost, straw, brown mulch material, enough land to be able to apply longer 
rest periods, a land use agreement with more certainty to be able to invest more in 
your soil, knowledge, water, market channels that can help optimising your 
cultivation plan...) 

‐ We find ourselves in a serious biodiversity and climate crisis off which the effects on 
agriculture are becoming increasingly apparent. Alongside extreme weather conditions, it 
also concerns a decline in pollinating insects, a decline in the ability to regulate detrimental 
organisms and biological processes… What impact does this have on your farm? 

o Does it also have an impact on soil fertility and soil health on your farm?  
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o Did you already make adjustments to your soil management in recent years in 
response to this crisis? 

o How will this evolve in the future in your perspective? To what extent do you feel 
prepared for this? Do you think you will still be able to take good care of your soils in 
such changing circumstances?  

o What help do you think you will need? (e.g. water in periods of drought, but perhaps 
also grass cuttings to continue feeding cattle, totally different quantities of mulch 
material to be used in crops where this was not yet common...).  

 Perhaps with the help of a concrete example: It is very dry again this spring. 
It is not inconceivable that there will be insufficient water available at certain 
times, and that agricultural activities (especially the cultivation of annual 
crops) will not be allowed to use ground or surface water for a certain period 
of time. To what extent could you cope with such a situation by means of soil 
management? Which resources will you need? What help do you think you 
will need? 

Soil care beyond farm level – ‘this is only possible when another environment is created’ 

In addition to these interviews with individual farmers about soil care at farm level, I plan to organise 
focus groups with a number of farmers and possibly other actors about soil care beyond farm level as 
well. The questions that follow already tie in with this second approach. It is not a problem if it is 
difficult to give concrete answers. The questions are mainly intended as a scoping exercise, as an 
attempt to identify the questions and discussions that can later be addressed in the focus groups. 

‐ In the first series of questions, we discussed various inputs and resources necessary for soil 
care at farm level. Sometimes there was a shortage, a difficult access to a certain resource, 
an issue that you cannot solve at farm level. Do you think this issue/lack/resource is 
something that could be offered or organised collectively? What kind of collaborations do 
you think of? What infrastructure is lacking? Do you see any concrete opportunities in your 
surroundings? 

‐ Imagine that more and more farmers, also in conventional agriculture, start using 
agroecological soil care techniques. Would that cause any problems or challenges? (e.g. 
great shortage of mulch material, competition for tree leaves) Would that create 
opportunities? (e.g. beneficial scale-effects, for example for sharing compost infrastructure) 

‐ A large part of the agricultural land in Flanders is subject to soil erosion and loss of soil 
quality. This certainly also applies to soil positions in urbanised environments. Do you think it 
is possible to put these damaged soils back into agroecological use? How would you do that? 
What efforts need to be made to achieve this? Do you have experience in restoring damaged 
or depleted soils and can you give examples of the extra effort it takes to repair this? 

‐ Today, local authorities are selling off the public farmland they own.  
o Imagine that you would get access to some of this public farmland with the specific 

objective of supporting you in soil care and the reproduction of soil fertility on your 
existing farm. How would you make use of this? Would you relocate certain 
activities? Would you develop additional activities? 

o Imagine that these lands would not be sold, not even to individual farmers, but 
would be available to the agroecological farming community as a whole, as urban, 
agricultural commons. What program should be developed there? And more 
specifically: would that be an opportunity to take care of the soil on your farm if 
certain activities could take place on public farmland? Which ones? (e.g. certain 
crops, certain components of a mixed agricultural system such as livestock farming or 
straw production...)? 
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Others 

‐ Are there other farmers you consider that are potentially very interesting to interview from 
this perspective? Farmers for whom soil fertility is not something instrumental, but who 
really consider soil fertility as a central issue. 

o Farmers who are very successful in maintaining soil fertility on farm level. Farmers 
involved in interesting soil fertility collaborations beyond farm level. Farmers who 
have difficulties in maintaining soil fertility. 

o People who can tell something about the upscaling of agroecology, and the 
associated upscaling of soil fertility reproduction? 

o Farmers with experience in working work on end restoring damaged, depleted soils?  
o Farmers who switched or would like to switch from a conventional to a more 

agroecological model and who can tell something about the challenges this involves 
in terms of fertility reproduction? 

‐ Do you have any other questions or remarks? 
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Appendix 9: Focus group public landownership 
from an agroecological farmers’ perspective  

9.1 Report (Dutch) 

 

Op vrijdag 4 maart 2022 organiseerden Hans Vandermaelen (UGent/ILVO) en Koen Dhoore 
(Landwijzer) een focusgroep “publieke grond vanuit een agro-ecologisch boerenperspectief”. Twaalf 
agro-ecologische boeren uit de ruime Gentse stadsregio namen deel aan het gesprek. Hoewel allen 
deel van de agro-ecologische gemeenschap hadden de deelnemers diverse profielen, waaronder 
zelfstandige boeren en werknemers, boeren actief op publieke en op niet-publieke grond, tuinbouw 
en veehouderij, en met een uiteenlopende betrokkenheid op het Gentse voedselbeleid. De 
focusgroep werd gestructureerd door nieuw cijfer- en kaartmateriaal over publiek grondbezit in 
Oost-Vlaanderen uit het doctoraat van Hans. Daar werd in verschillende rondes een groepsgesprek 
over gevoerd, aan de hand van enkele richtinggevende vragen en gemodereerd door Koen. De 
centrale doelstelling van de focusgroep was de inbreng van gefundeerde informatie over publiek 
grondbezit naar de agro-ecologische gemeenschap en het uittesten welke reacties, impact en 
mogelijkheden ontstaan wanneer data over de effectieve situatie met de agro-ecologische 
gemeenschap wordt gedeeld. Dit document is het eindverslag van de focusgroep. 

Organisatie: Hans Vandermaelen, Koen Dhoore 
Deelnemers: Maarten Cools, Wim Michels, Benny Van de Velde, Elise Van Broeckhoven, Michiel Van 
Poucke, Eline Vermeir, Thomas Cattrysse, Dirk Vannoorenberghe, Antoinette Simonart, Annelies 
Marchand, Pieter Kerckaert, An Verboven 
Verontschuldigd: Jan Vanhulle, Arne Vastershaeghe, Leen Dehaeck, Karel Van Den Berghe, Lies 
Couckuyt, Pieter-Jan Noë 
Live verslag: Elke Vanempten, Esther Beeckaert 

Appendix 9: Focus group public landownership from an agroecological  
farmers' perspective
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Eindverslag: Hans Vandermaelen 

Bij dit verslag hoort de begeleidende PowerPoint met getoond datamateriaal en vragen. 

Algemene reacties op cijfermateriaal 

“Amaai dat is veel”, zo klinkt één van de eerste reacties op het cijfermateriaal over publiek 
grondbezit in de Gentse stadsregio. Met name de grote hoeveelheid publieke landbouwgrond van de 
OCMW’s en de kerkelijke instellingen springt bij de deelnemers in het oog, maar ook het publiek 
grondbezit van diverse overheden in groene bestemmingen wordt met grote interesse onthaald door 
de aanwezige veehouders. “Stel je voor dat je dat allemaal inkleurt met biolandbouw”, droomt een 
boerin hardop. Wat de evolutie van publiek grondbezit in de afgelopen tien jaar betreft, verwacht de 
groep initieel dat de totale hoeveelheid is gedaald, maar het publiek grondbezit in natuurgebieden is 
gestegen. Dat ook de totale hoeveelheid publiek grondbezit sterk is gestegen, komt voor velen als 
een verrassing. De associatie met een sterke aandacht voor groenbeleid is dat duidelijk niet. Uit de 
analyse van de huidige landbouwbedrijven die actief zijn op Gentse OCMW-grond wordt meteen het 
aantal bedrijven en de nabijheid van de bedrijfszetels tot de stad “heel interessant” bevonden. “Dat 
vergoot het potentieel nog veel meer”, stelt een boerin. Dat meer dan een kwart van deze bedrijven 
een jongste bedrijfsleider heeft ouder dan 65, wordt ook opgepikt. “Daar kan je wel mee aan de 
slag”, klinkt het. Ook de “grote hoeveelheid veeteelt” verrast sommige aanwezigen. 

Relatie tussen landbouw en natuur 

Een eerste thema dat uit de focusgroep naar voren komt, is de relatie tussen landbouw en natuur. De 
deelnemers spreken meermaals vanuit een algemene, fundamentele overtuiging dat agro-
ecologische praktijken heersende conflicten tussen landbouw en natuur overstijgen. Verschillende 
boeren drukken hun ergernis uit over de beleidsmatige instandhouding van de scheiding tussen 
natuur en landbouw. Ze delen ook talrijke voorbeelden en inzichten van hoe agro-ecologische 
praktijken een “win-win” kunnen zijn op beide fronten, maar zelden de kans krijgen op zich te 
bewijzen. Beide elementen, de frustratie enerzijds en de overtuiging van het agro-ecologisch 
potentieel anderzijds, komen ook aan bod bij de bespreking van de resultaten van het onderzoek 
naar (de evolutie van) publiek grondbezit in de Gentse stadsregio. Eén van de hoofdinzichten van het 
onderzoek die door de groep wordt opgepikt, is de sterke koppeling van natuurbeleid- en 
waterbeleidsdoelstellingen aan publiek grondbeleid. Zo getuigt vooral uit het aankoopbeleid van 
verschillende publieke instellingen, en van de Vlaamse overheid in het bijzonder (zie eerder).  

 

Opvallend is dat er tijdens de focusgroep door niemand en op geen enkel moment vraagtekens 
geplaatst worden bij de nood aan het betreffende natuur- en waterbeleid. De afwezigheid van een 
landbouwkundige vertaling van het natuur- en waterbeleid, daarentegen, maakt wel veel frustratie 
los bij de deelnemers. Over de omgang met landbouw in de Gentse groenpolen zegt een deelnemer 
dat “het gebrek aan visie en beleid echt stuitend is”. Hij verwijst daarbij concreet naar het grote 
aantal gangbare boeren dat moest verdwijnen en onteigend werd voor de realisatie van de 
groenpool Vinderhoutse bossen. “Geef die mensen toch de mogelijkheid om om te schakelen naar 
een agro-ecologisch landbouwmodel”, zucht hij. “Nu worden boeren onteigend om van 
landbouwgebied natuurgebied te maken, en gaat men vervolgens op zoek naar boeren om er aan 
natuurbeheer te komen doen”, vult een veehouder op. Bovendien, zo stippen enkele aanwezigen 
aan, worden die laatste boeren vaak met een problematisch gebrek aan infrastructuur 
geconfronteerd, zoals stallen om het vee te huisvesten in de winter. Wanneer 
landbouwbestemmingen vervangen worden door groene bestemmingen, verliezen boeren het recht 
om nieuwe infrastructuur op te trekken. Verschillende aanwezigen getuigen zelfs van grote 
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moeilijkheden die ze ondervinden bij het vergund krijgen van nieuwe landbouwinfrastructuur, ook in 
landbouwgebied.  

Ook de groenpool Gentbrugse meersen en het begrazingsproject dat daar loopt (zie eerder X), 
komen ter sprake. In plaats van daar enkel begrazing in functie van natuurbeheer toe te passen met 
koeien die van de andere kant van Gent komen, zou je daar “een echt volwaardig veeteeltbedrijf met 
bijhorende infrastructuur kunnen vestigen”, vertelt een betrokken boer, “zonder afbreuk te doen aan 
de natuur”. “Natuurbeheer wordt dan ook voedselproductie in plaats van alleen beheer”, vult een 
andere boer aan. De groep geeft ook aan dat een verregaande integratie van begrazing en 
natuurbeheer ook echt landbouwkundige voordelen biedt. Een boerin beklemtoont bijvoorbeeld dat 
“een rund moet kunnen foerageren” en “gebaat is bij niet altijd op hetzelfde perceel te staan”. Deze 
voorbeelden en kansen motiveren de aanwezige boeren niet alleen om de nood aan het natuur- en 
waterbeleid niet in vraag te stellen, maar om het bovendien als een kans te zien. De vaststelling dat 
overheden massaal investeren in publiek grondbezit voor groen- en waterbeleid wordt eerst en 
vooral als een aanleiding gezien om agro-ecologische landbouwpraktijken binnen dat groen- en 
waterbeleid te denken. “Het is aan ons als agro-ecologische gemeenschap om te bewijzen dat we 
evengoed aan natuurbeheer kunnen doen als natuurpunt of VLM”, zo besluit een boer. Daarbij 
moeten agro-ecologische praktijken weliswaar voldoende ruimte krijgen om te kunnen “focussen op 
extensivering” en te voorkomen dat praktijken ook op publieke grond “opgesloten” geraken “op 2 
hectare” waardoor ze in de zoektocht naar een leefbaar inkomen “toch weer gedwongen worden om 
intensief te werken”. Tenslotte is het integreren van landbouwpraktijken binnen groen- en 
waterbeleid voor een stuk ook een strategische overweging, waarbij een boer aangeeft dat langs 
deze ingang “de publieke opinie mee zit” en verkozen besturen “gevoelig voor zijn”.  

Desalniettemin getuigen verschillende boeren dat het bijzonder moeilijk is om betrokken 
administraties warm te maken om binnen het groen- en waterbeleid ook structureel perspectief te 
creëren voor specifieke maar professionele vormen van agrarisch medegebruik. Een deelnemer 
schetst een beeld van een overheid die grond vrijmaakt voor overstromingsbeheer “want anders 
verzuipen we” en voor nieuwe natuurgebieden “want anders verstikken we”, “maar wanneer we als 
boeren dan met het verhaal komen dat we zonder voldoende ruimte straks verhongeren, dan krijgen 
we te horen dat er landbouw en voedsel genoeg is.” “Al jaren probeer ik tevergeefs om met een 
delegatie van de Gentse groendienst naar Nederland te gaan om voorbeelden te bekijken van 
ecologische en rendabele boerenbedrijven die volledig in natuurgebied opereren” zo vult een andere 
boer aan. De keuze om landbouwers te verwijderen in plaats van te helpen omschakelen is volgens 
hem ingegeven “vanuit een geloof” bij beleidsmakers en ambtenaren dat “een boer dat niet kan”, 
aan natuurbeheer en natuurontwikkeling doen. Twee andere boeren spreken eveneens uit ervaring 
wanneer ze bevestigen dat het effectief zeer moeilijk is om Gentse beleidsmakers warm te maken 
voor “win-win-scenario’s” waarbij groenbeleid ook landbouwbeleid is. Verschillende deelnemers zijn 
er van overtuigd dat het conflict tussen natuur en landbouw in de Gentse stadsregio nog meer op de 
spits gedreven wordt dan elders in Vlaanderen omdat “Gent één van de minst groene regio’s in 
Vlaanderen is” en omdat een oudere generatie binnen de natuurorganisaties er een sterke en bijna 
historische politieke invloed hebben. Over het Vlaamse Agentschap Natuur en Bos zegt één van de 
aanwezigen dat “je daar echt een gesprek mee kan aangaan”. “Ook de jongere generatie bij 
[natuurorganisatie] Natuurpunt ziet de alternatieven”, vult een andere boer aan, “maar de oudere 
generatie zeker niet”.  

Op een beperkt aantal momenten leidt de vaststelling waarom publieke instellingen zo massaal 
investeren in gronden voor groen- en waterbeleid ook tot de vraag waarom dat ook niet het geval 
zou kunnen zijn voor landbouwbeleid. “Hoe komt het dat publieke gronden wel gebruikt worden 
voor natuur, voor industrie en andere doelstellingen, maar niet voor landbouw”, vraagt een boerin 
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zich op een bepaald moment hardop af. “Als je kijkt naar de groenpolen”, vervolgt ze, “dan zie je dat 
waar een wil is ook een weg bestaat”. “De focus ligt gewoon niet op voedsel.”  

Vrijkomende publieke landbouwgrond 

Een tweede thema dat uitvoerig wordt besproken, is hoe agro-ecologische boeren zich tot de huidige 
en vaak gangbare gebruikers van publieke grond kunnen verhouden. Verschillende deelnemers zijn 
goed op de hoogte van de aanwezigheid van publieke landbouwgronden in hun eigen omgeving, 
alsook hoe en door wie ze momenteel gebruikt worden. Soms stoot dat huidig gebruik hen tegen de 
borst. Dat publieke gronden soms gebruikt worden om “elk jaar opnieuw maïs te zetten” en 
waardoor “de opbrengsten jaar na jaar dalen” is volgens één van hen “maatschappelijk niet te 
verantwoorden”. Een boerin geeft aan het ze het “een evidentie” vindt dat de bedrijven die gebruik 
mogen maken van publieke grond ook “bedrijven van openbaar belang” zijn. “Aan verschillende 
huidige bedrijven hebben stedelingen geen enkele meerwaarde”, vult een andere boer aan. Volgens 
de groep ligt dat anders wanneer landbouwproducten in de korte keten of aan grote afnemers zoals 
scholen en ziekenhuizen verkocht worden, wanneer er landbouwlandschappen gemaakt en 
onderhouden worden waarin stedelingen kunnen recreëren, wanneer boerenbedrijven ook 
educatieve plekken zijn waar stedelingen voeling kunnen opbouwen met de landbouw, etc.  

Het onderzoek van het landbouwkundig gebruik van de Gentse OCMW-gronden bevestigt het 
vermoeden van de groep dat vele huidige gebruikers van publieke grond (bijna) pensioengerechtigde 
leeftijden hebben (zie eerder). In die wetenschap wordt tijdens het gesprek vrij weinig aandacht 
besteed aan bedrijven op publieke grond met een jonge zaakvoerder. De deelnemers lijken zich goed 
bewust het belang van elke spreekwoordelijke vierkante meter grond voor het voortbestaan van 
deze bedrijven. Bovendien heeft de groep twijfels over de haalbaarheid van gesprekken tussen 
conventionele landbouwers en agro-ecologische landbouwers. De groep heeft wel uitgesproken 
verwachtingen ten aanzien van de gronden die hun huidig landbouwkundig gebruik binnenkort 
verliezen. Door daar plannen voor te smeden “schoffeer je niemand”, zo schat een deelnemer in, die 
zich weliswaar afvraagt hoe substantieel de hoeveelheid publieke landbouwgrond is die pachtvrij 
komt. Daarnaast stellen verschillende deelnemers zich ook hardop vragen over de wenselijkheid van 
boeren die geen opvolger hebben, maar die publieke landbouwgronden blijven pachten tot ver na 
het bereiken van de pensioengerechtigde leeftijd. Het onderzoek naar de leeftijd van de jongste 
zaakvoerder van bedrijven op Gentse OCMW-grond suggereert dat er wel wat van zulke bedrijven 
zijn. Bovendien ligt het aandeel akkerbouwactiviteiten er veel hoger dan bij andere 
leeftijdscategorieën, wat doet vermoeden dat hier het typisch fenomeen speelt van 
landbouwbedrijven die hun veehouderij uitgekleed hebben, maar nog akkerbouwgewassen 
produceren om te verkopen. Indien dat over gangbare veevoedergewassen gaat, zo stelt een 
deelnemer, dan “brengt dat niets bij, noch aan de economie noch aan de natuur”. Een andere boer 
vraagt zich hardop af “of we deze boeren niet beter een leefloon kunnen geven” mochten de 
bijhorende inkomsten van belang zijn om rond te komen. Ander aanwezigen wijzen ook op andere 
factoren die het fenomeen van de pensioenboeren verklaren, zoals het feit dat het boerenbedrijf 
voor vele gebruikers ook hun thuis is. 

Tegenover de “schrik dat de gronden van oudere boeren die vrijkomen opgeslokt zullen worden door 
de grotere bedrijven” zet de groep agro-ecologische boeren ook heel wat verwachtingen ten aanzien 
van vrijkomende publieke landbouwgrond. Dat is het moment waarop publieke instellingen specifiek 
kunnen inzetten op agro-ecologie. De groep lijkt vrij eensgezind dat pachtvrije landbouwgronden 
vooral ingezet zouden moeten worden om starters aan grond te helpen. “Ieder jaar studeert er een 
hele lichting landbouwers af bij Landwijzer”, zegt een boerin, “die zich vervolgens moeten behelpen 
met een halve hectare”. “Stel u eens voor dat die een bedrijf mogen uitwerken op pakweg 10 
hectare grond”. “Veel studenten zouden inderdaad groter willen denken”, vult een andere boerin 
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aan, “maar dat is op individueel initiatief momenteel niet haalbaar”. De groep bevestigt dat veel 
starters, als ze al toegang vinden tot grond, hierdoor bijna automatisch bij tuinbouwactiviteiten of 
bloementeelt uitkomen. Wanneer huidige landbouwbedrijven ophouden te bestaan, komen naast 
publieke grond wellicht ook heel wat andere gronden en bedrijfsgebouwen vrij. De vraag hoe die 
niet-publieke gronden en gebouwen eveneens een rol zouden kunnen spelen, leidt vooral tot 
bijkomende vragen en de boodschap dat dit maatwerk per individueel bedrijf vereist. De groep stelt 
zich hardop de vraag of deze bedrijven – meestal veebedrijven – überhaupt overneembaar zijn. “De 
kostprijs van een overneming is gewoon te hoog”, weet een deelnemer, die bovendien aanstipt dat 
bedrijfszetels in het bijzonder ook erg gegeerd zijn bij niet-landbouwactoren, wat de kostprijs van 
landbouwinfrastructuur tot ver boven hun landbouwkundige waardering duwt. De overname van dit 
soort bedrijven “vereist een nieuwe structuur” in plaats van een overname waarbij één iemand de 
overname moet bekostigen, zo klinkt het. Een boerin stipt aan dat nieuwe structuren een 
interessante piste zijn indien ze een “stapsgewijze inwerking en afbetaling” mogelijk kunnen maken. 
Ze stipt meteen ook aan dat dit een ondersteunend beleid zal vergen, en merkt op dat boeren al 
jaren voor hun pensioen zich de vraag zouden moeten stellen op welke manier hun bedrijf 
doorgegeven kan worden aan een nieuwe generatie boeren. “Dat kan je niet allemaal van onderuit 
doen”, vult een andere boerin aan, “daar is beleid voor nodig.” 

Verwachtingen ten aanzien van beleid en de agro-ecologische boerengemeenschap 

Tijdens de focusgroep wordt uitgebreid stilgestaan bij de vraag of de – vaak nieuwe – informatie over 
publiek grondbezit ook tot nieuwe verwachtingen leidt ten aanzien van het beleid of ten aanzien van 
de eigen, agro-ecologische boerengemeenschap. 

De groep ziet veel ruimte voor een ambitieus beleid. Over het OCMW van Gent zegt iemand “dat 
het duidelijk is dat het veel zou kunnen betekenen voor de landbouw in de omgeving van Gent”. Ook 
andere instellingen kunnen een grote rol spelen, zelfs wanneer het over gronden met groen 
bestemmingen gaat, zo klinkt het. De verwachtingen van de groep zijn echter opvallend laag, wat te 
maken heeft met ontgoocheling en zelfs ergernis bij huidige beleidsinitiatieven. Over concrete 
landbouwpilootprojecten op publieke grond in Gent, Aalst en Oostende wordt door alle betrokken 
boeren aangekaart dat de eigenaars van de publieke grond niet altijd even realistische 
verwachtingen opleggen. Die volgen vooral uit een “grote onwetendheid” over de landbouw, aldus 
de agro-ecologische stadsboeren, waardoor concrete verwachtingen “niet altijd aangepast zijn aan 
het functioneren van een landbouwbedrijf”. Er is onder andere sprake van onzekere contracten over 
de toegang tot grond en zware verwachtingen inzake sociale tewerkstelling. “Wat weten die mensen 
bij lokale overheden over landbouw?”, vraagt een deelnemer zich hardop af. Een Gentse boer 
waarschuwt voor “het gevaar dat de stad zich verschuilt achter een aantal pilootprojecten”. “We 
worden platgelopen”, zo getuigt een boer, “door ambtenaren en door buitenlandse delegaties die er 
allemaal het schone weer komen verkopen alsof het hun verdienste is”. “Hier staan ze ook 
voortdurend met een fotograaf”, reageert een andere stadsboer. “Maar als je over de grenzen kijkt”, 
zo getuigt iemand, “dan is het armzalig en zelfs beschamend dat ze zich profileren als stad met een 
voedselstrategie”. “Ik wordt knettergek van Gent en Garde”, vult een andere Gentse boer aan. Hij 
ziet een stedelijk voedselbeleid “dat zijn resultaten voortdurend op laag water gaat zoeken”. “Je wint 
daar blijkbaar prijzen mee, ook internationaal van de Verenigde Naties, maar daar is niets 
structureels aan”. “Ze zouden eigenlijk een communicatieprijs moeten winnen – geen voedselprijs”, 
zo klinkt het. Hoewel de groep haar ontgoocheling en ergernis over verschillende bestaande 
beleidsinitiatieven niet onder stoelen of banken steekt, gaat de kritiek in essentie over het gebrek 
aan een meer structurele inbedding van de pilootprojecten en niet over de pilootprojecten zelf.  

De omvang en het alomvattend beeld van publiek grondbezit doet een aantal boeren beseffen dat 
ook de agro-ecologische boerenbeweging zelf huiswerk heeft. “Iedere boer op zich heeft al 
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contacten gelegd met publieke instellingen”, zo getuigt een boerin, “maar dat heeft geen kracht op 
zichzelf”. “Er moet een groter forum komen, waarin gezamenlijke voorstellen en eisen geformuleerd 
worden”. “Op een bepaald moment moet iemand het woord nemen, met de juiste boodschap en 
tegen de juiste persoon”, zegt een andere deelnemer. Wanneer een boer bedenkingen formuleert bij 
de slagkracht van de eigen agro-ecologische gemeenschap, reageren anderen met de boodschap dat 
“we onze potentiële achterban onderschatten” en dat de klanten van de aanwezige bedrijven als 
“megafoon” gebruikt kunnen worden naar het beleid toe. “We moeten zelf een project voorstellen”, 
reageert een aanwezige, die begrijpt dat de potentiële gebruikswaarde van publiek grondbezit voor 
publieke instellingen zelf “veel te abstract is”. We moeten met een “voedselstrategie van de boeren” 
op de proppen komen, zo formuleert een andere boerin het. Op de focusgroep wordt ook over de rol 
van De Landgenoten gesproken. Publieke instellingen zoals Gent stellen zich immers hardop de vraag 
of ze hun publieke landbouwgronden niet aan De Landgenoten kunnen verkopen (zie eerder X). 
“Moeten wij dan onze vrienden en familieleden die ons genegen zijn overtuigen om aandelen te 
kopen van De Landgenoten om daar dan grond mee te verwerven die ooit aan de gemeenschap is 
geschonken om maatschappelijke doelstellingen te dienen”, vraagt een jonge boerin op zoek naar 
grond zich hardop af. “Dat is toch te gek voor woorden”, reageren enkele andere deelnemers. 
“Wetende hoeveel energie het vergt om mensen te vragen om aandelen te kopen voor een paar 
hectare grond, en wetende dat OCMW’s vandaag al 4000ha landbouwgrond bezitten, waar zijn we 
dan mee bezig”, vraagt een boerin zich af. Op welke manier De Landgenoten zich wel best kan 
verhouden tot het potentieel van de publieke landbouwgronden, lijkt uitstekend voer voor een 
volgende focusgroep. 
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   Participant Information Sheet for Interview  

 

 

 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT 
Research Project: “Urbanising the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility” 

part of the larger project ‘Urbanising in Place’ (JPI Urban Europe SUGI/FWO grant number 
G0H5817N), part of a joint doctoral scholarship Ghent University - Research Institute for 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (ILVO) 
 

The objective of this research is to elaborate the concept of 'agroecological urbanism': a different mode of 
urbanising, which has food production, ecological stewardship and social justice at its core. The research will 
focus on agroecological soil care and agroecological strategies and practices for the reproduction of soil 
fertility. The way in which urbanisation processes are organized has an important impact on this, as it can 
both enable and disable farmers in their efforts. Besides mapping the applied soil care techniques and the 
impact of urbanisation processes on these, the research focuses on how a different, agroecological type of 
urbanism could support farmers in the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility, through collective 
arrangements, shared infrastructure, supportive environments, and greater control over the required 
resources.  
The study is being conducted by Hans Vandermaelen, supervised by his promotors Michiel Dehaene (Ghent 
University), Chiara Tornaghi (Coventry University, CAWR) and Elke Vanempten (ILVO). You have been 
selected to take part in this interview because you are involved in soil care activities. Your participation in 
the interview is entirely voluntary, and you can opt out at any stage by letting the researcher know you wish 
to do so. If you are uncomfortable with a particular question, you do not have to answer it, please just say so 
and the researcher will move on. If you are happy to take part, please answer the questions the researcher 
will ask about your practices, interest and perceptions around soil, soil fertility and nutrient management 
associated with agroecology. Your answers will help us understand the ways in which soil fertility is 
reproduced in agroecological practices, the extent to which soil care is or can be organised within 
autonomous farms, the enabling or disabling impact current urbanising dynamics have, what needs or wishes 
exist regarding agroecological soil care that require collective arrangements, and which concrete issues or 
imaginations emerge in this context.  

We are asking you to participate in a XXX minutes face-to-face interview at a time and location of your 
convenience.  

Your data will be processed in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation 2016 (GDPR). Your 
personal data will be held securely in a locked strongbox and/or on the server of Ghent University, which is 
physically located and maintained at Ghent University, in a password-protected folder belonging to the 
researcher, protected against unauthorised access, regularly backed up, and only accessible to and viewed by 
the researcher. To avoid losing information during the interview – if you give permission – we would make 
an audio-recording of the interview. The audio-recording will be deleted within 3 months. 

According to the declarations subscribed in the Informed Consent Form (as per point 6): Your answers will be 
treated confidentially and the information you provide will be kept anonymous in any research 
outputs/publications, unless you approve it to be used publicly and this would not undermine the anonymity 
of another participant. You are free to withdraw your interview responses from the project data set at any time 
until XXX. You have also the right to access your information, and adjust if and where necessary until XXX. 
In case you approve the information you provide for non-anonymous use in academic papers and other formal 
research results, you will have the opportunity to review the text before publication. If you approve the 
information you provide only for anonymous use, the information provided will be fully anonymised in our 
records within 3 months, and thus we could be unable to identify your personal answers. You should note that 
your data may be used in the production of formal research outputs (e.g. journal articles, conference papers, 

Participant No. 
 

001 
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   Participant Information Sheet for Interview  

 

 

theses and reports) and so you are advised to contact us at the earliest opportunity should you wish to withdraw 
from the study or to adjust your data. To withdraw or to adjust, please contact lead researcher Hans 
Vandermaelen (contact details are provided below). You do not need to give a reason. A decision to withdraw 
or to adjust, or not to take part, will not affect you in any way.  

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this interview. Your help is very much appreciated. 
 

Best wishes 

Drs Hans Vandermaelen 

Ghent University – Department of Architecture and Urban Planning 
Research Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (ILVO) – Social Sciences Unit 
T (mobile) +32 (0)487 16 89 15  
Email: hans.vandermaelen@ugent.be / hans.vandermaelen@ilvo.vlaanderen.be  
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Informed Consent Form for Interview 
 

 

 

 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

Research Project: “Urbanising the agroecological reproduction of soil fertility”  
part of the larger project ‘Urbanising in Place’ (JPI Urban Europe SUGI/FWO grant number 

G0H5817N), part of a joint doctoral scholarship Ghent University - Research Institute for 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (ILVO) 

 
You are invited to take part in this research study for the purpose of collecting data on agroecological practices and 
strategies aimed at reproducing soil fertility, and the potential to conceive, alongside closed cycles at farm level, 
collective, urban arrangements that support and facilitate agroecological soil care and the agroecological reproduction 
of soil fertility.  
 
Before you decide to take part, you must read the accompanying Participant Information Sheet. Please do not hesitate 
to ask questions if anything is unclear or if you would like more information about any aspect of this research. It is 
important that you feel able to take the necessary time to decide whether or not you wish to take part.   
 

1 I confirm that I am aged 18 or over 
YES NO 

2 I confirm that I have read and understood the Participant Information Sheet for the 
above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions YES NO 

3 I understand my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw/adjust my 
data, without giving a reason, by contacting the lead researcher at any time until the 
dates specified in the Participant Information Sheet 

YES NO 

4 I have noted down my participant number (top left of this Consent Form) which may 
be required by the lead researcher if I wish to withdraw from the study/adjust the 
information I gave 

YES NO 

5 I understand that all the information I provide will be held securely and treated 
confidentially, taking GDPR legislation into account YES NO 

6 I am happy for the information I provide to be used : 
 anonymously in academic papers and other formal research outputs YES NO 
 not anonymously in academic papers and other formal research outputs, 

unless this could allow to identify a participant that agree to the use of the 
information only in anonymous form 

YES NO 

 not anonymously in academic papers and other formal research outputs, but 
only if I have the chance to review the text before publication, and unless this 
could allow to identify a participant that agree to the use of the information 
only in anonymous form 

YES NO 

7 I am happy for the interview to be audio recorded 
YES NO 

8 I am happy for some pictures of my growing space to be taken 
YES NO 

9 I agree to take part in the above study 
YES NO 

 
Thank you fore your participation in this study. Your help is very much appreciated. 

 
Participant’s Name  Date Signature 
 
 
 

  

Researcher Date Signature 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 

Participant No. 
  

001 
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